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P R E F A C E

At the present time we can say that no theory
of cosmology exists. The term cosmology is used
on occasion, but no significant attempt has been
made heretofore to determine what it means or
what it includes. The present work is chiefly de-
signed to remedy this oversight, using data col-
lected among the Campa Indians of eastern Peru
as illustrative material to clarify the issues in-
volved; it is an attempt to formulate a theory of
cosmology.
My point of departure is the assumption that

there are certain "natural" categories of phenom-
ena within cultural systems that can be recog-
nized and identified terminologically, these cate-
gories being separated from one another by natu-
ral planes of cleavage existing within the system.
This assumption conforms to the "principle of
division" proposed by Plato (1937:1, 269), "ac-
cording to the natural formation, where the joint
is, not breaking any part as a bad carver might." I
attempt to show that cosmology constitutes such
a natural category of cultural phenomena.

Let us take cosmology to mean the complete
set of ideas about the nature and composition of
the world or universe that is included in any
given cultural system. All evidence suggests that
every culture contains ideas of this kind. And
perhaps the best demonstration that such ideas
taken collectively indeed constitute a natural cat-
egory of cultural phenomena is to isolate one
such set of ideas from the culture of which it
forms a part, set it forth, and thus show that it
forms a coherent unity. The present work in-
cludes a demonstration of this kind by setting
forth the cosmology of the Campas.

Admittedly, a cosmology can be analyzed to
distinguish within it ideas about nature on the
one hand and supernaturalistic ideas on the
other, ideas about the present constitution of the
universe on the one hand and ideas about the
past on the other, and so forth. Yet it is clear
that these subdivisions of cosmology interlock
and interpenetrate to such a degree that a drastic
reduction in intelligibility must result from con-
sidering any such subdivision in isolation.

A complete cosmology proves to be highly in-
telligible, but not completely so without refer-
ence to its context. It is necessarily a part of a
cultural system and articulated into that system,
and can only be understood as part of that sys-
tem within a particular environment, subjected
to particular external influences. Furthermore, as
all cultural elements have their respective histo-
ries of origin and dispersal, a fuller understanding
requires that the elements of a given cosmology
be placed in the context of their wider occur-
rence among the cultures existing in that part of
the world. For these reasons, a description of the
setting of Campa culture and a summary descrip-
tion of the cultural system are provided as an
introduction to my presentation of Campa cos-
mology, which is followed by a survey of the
ethnographic literature of South America with
particular regard to the distribution there of cul-
ture traits appearing as features of Campa cos-
mology and associated behavior.

The presentation of a single cosmology in all
its detail may serve as a demonstration of the
validity of the proposition that cosmology is a
natural category of cultural phenomena, but such
a demonstration can only serve as a prelude to a
theoretical formulation of what cosmology is,
what it does, what it contains, and how it is
structured. Such a theoretical formulation is at-
tempted as a conclusion to the present study.
Although there have been no adequately formu-
lated "theories of cosmology" yet offered, a
number of writers have provided interpretations
or theories of certain subdivisions of cosmology,
in particular supernaturalistic ideas (or "religious
beliefs") and ideas about the past (or "mythol-
ogy"). The views on these subjects held by Franz
Boas, Bronislaw Malinowski, A. R. Radcliffe-
Brown, Clyde Kluckhohn and, after an hiatus of
almost 20 years, Claude Levi-Strauss, require our
attention. Their views are presented, evaluated,
where necessary rejected, and where possible in-
corporated into my concluding formulation. Be-
cause these writers, particularly Radcliffe-Brown,
concerned themselves with the special problem
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of the relationship of belief or mythology to
ritual, a description of Campa ritual is appended
to that of the cosmology, to provide a test case
for their views on the matter.

The program of the present work is to offer
(1) the geographic and cultural context of Campa
cosmology; (2) the Campa cosmology; (3) associ-
ated Campa ritual; (4) the distribution of fea-
tures of Campa cosmology and ritual elsewhere
on the continent of South America; (5) an evalu-
ation in terms of the Campa data of the views on
cosmological matters held by anthropologists of
the modern era; and (6) an attempt to formulate
a theory of cosmology, intended to establish
what it is, what it does, what it contains, and
how it is structured.

The Campas are situated in the Montafna, or
eastern tropical forest region, of Peru. I con-
ducted field research among them from May,
1961, to September, 1962, and from July, 1963,
to August, 1964. I spent the intervening period
as an Ogden Mills Fellow at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, putting into order
materials already collected and preparing for a
second excursion to Campa territory. It was dur-
ing the second period of field work that most of
the data presented in this monograph were col-
lected.

I wish to express my gratitude to the institu-
tions that provided the necessary funds for dif-
ferent phases of my field venture: the American
Museum of Natural History, the National Science

Foundation, and the Social Science Research
Council. Nor can I fail to commemorate all the
admirable Peruvians with whom I came in con-
tact and their many acts of kindness and helpful-
ness, from the warehouseman in Pucallpa who
stored a boat without charge "for the further-
ance of science" to the men of the Guardia Civil
who could always be counted on to supply roof
and cot, and even simple fare, to a weary trav-
eler. For hospitality and good fellowship I am
beholden to the many missionaries I met in the
field: the Franciscan missionaries, of whom
Padres Azagra and Castillo are remembered with
special fondness, the Mennonite missionaries at
Atalaya, and the Kindbergs and Robertsons of
the Summer Institute of Linguistics and the
South America Indian Mission, respectively. Fi-
nally, I affectionately acknowledge my debt to
the Campas among whom I lived for so long,
whose tolerance, fraternity, and willingness to
participate in the joint endeavor of ethnographic
investigation were indispensable for its accom-
plishment.
An earlier version of the present work served

as a doctoral dissertation (Weiss 1969). I wish to
thank Drs. Conrad P. Kottak and Eric R. Wolf in
particular for their useful editorial suggestions in
that connection, many of which have been incor-
porated into this work as it now stands, much to
its benefit. An article summarizing the factual
material on Campa cosmology has since appeared
(Weiss 1972).
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PART 1. INTRODUCTION

DESIGN AND METHOD

The Campas, the largest and historically most
important tribal group in the Peruvian Montafla,
had not been intensively studied before I under-
took field work among them. Concerning the
Arawakan tribes of the Montafia, Steward and
Metraux (1948:541) said the following:

There is no major scientific account of these
tribes, Farabee's observations (1922) of 1906 be-
ing of uncertain value and Tessmann's (1930) in-
cluding only a few data from a Campa encoun-
tered on the lower Ucayali River.

In the same source, the Campas were listed
among those Montafla tribes that "still present
excellent opportunities for studies of functioning
aboriginal cultures" and that "especially would
still reward investigation of aboriginal ethnol-
ogy" (Steward 1948:509, 513).

An extensive literature on the Campas did
exist, however. Strategically situated just over
the Andes from Lima, dominating the entrance-
way to the Montafna, the Campas were a major
concern of missionaries for centuries, almost in-
evitable subjects of interest for all travelers in
Peru, and likely to be included in any ethno-
graphic survey of the Montanfa region. But Otto
Nordenskjold's estimation of the situation
(1924:7) has held true to the present day: "Even
though the Campas . . . are often mentioned in
the ancient and modern literature, one finds no-
where a detailed description of their material and
intellectual civilization." The sum total of infor-
mation on the Campas in the older literature
proves on inspection to be fragmentary, super-
ficial, and of questionable accuracy.

Travelers' accounts are usually unsatisfactory,
and such accounts of the Campas are no excep-
tion. Missionaries, given their seriousness of pur-
pose and their extended residences in tribal terri-
tories, are in a better position to observe and
report authoritatively. Padre Manuel Navarro
(1924:9-10) suggested as much, when he criti-
cized some remarks on the Campas by two
writers who had visited the area briefly in their
travels:

Neither the one nor the other has known
these savages [the Campas] in depth, but only in
passing, in an accidental manner, for a few days.
To speak with understanding, it is not enough to
deal with them for a little while and give them a
lot of trinkets; it is necessary to live with them
for some time, to study closely their customs,
their inclinations, their character, their supersti-
tions. I believe that those who deserve greater
credence are the missionaries who live with them,
observing them closely, who employ them in
many jobs and travel with them on the rivers and
in the interior of the forests.

Yet Padre Navarro's work, although ranking with
the best available, is sketchy. And the bulk of the
missionary literature, valuable as historical docu-
mentation, is nevertheless remarkably barren of
ethnographic information. This situation has
been recognized by the historian Luis Valcarcel
(1961 :26) for the work of missionaries (specifi-
cally, Catholic missionaries) throughout the
tropical forest region of South America: "The
volume of ethnographic data has been small, de-
spite the favorable conditions of the missionary
to obtain detailed information about the life of
the forest Indian." Among both Catholic and
Protestant missionaries, a sufficiently inquisitive
spirit and an adequate understanding of what is
required to produce a definitive ethnographic de-
scription of the Campas have been wanting.

One condition, consequently, that I faced at
the beginning of my field investigation was the
lack of significant prior work. The literature also
failed to indicate any problem area in the Campa
cultural situation which would reward special in-
vestigation. These two conditions stimulated me
to investigate all aspects of the culture, an ap-
proach that was further prompted by the view of
ethnographic research that sees merit in thorough
descriptions of total cultural systems, and sus-
pects that special, "problem-oriented" investiga-
tions are bound to miss important information
even in the area of special concern.!

The present study, although restricted to a
particular sector of culture, should be seen as a
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product of an ethnographic investigation that by
intent was unrestricted. In this enterprise I strove
to divest myself of all theoretical preconceptions,
to become for the time an undistorting and sensi-
tized receiver of information obtained from ob-
servation and interrogation. The degree to which
such an aim is attainable need not be argued
here, but I believe that an ethnographer should
make the effort to achieve this condition. It was
only after the data were collected that they were

inspected for possible theoretical significance,
and the material included in the present work
was selected for initial presentation. This proce-

dure conforms to the distinction made by L6vi-
Strauss between the collection of data and their
manipulation for theoretical purposes, and his in-
junction against introducing manipulation into
the collecting process.2

Perhaps the most striking fact about my field
investigation of the Campas is the length of time
involved. I set out for the field September, 1960,
and returned September, 1964. From this four-
year period should be subtracted an initial six
months for travel in the Montanla, mostly outside
of Campa territory, and the greater part of the
third year passed in residence at the American
Museum of Natural History in New York. Thirty
months were thus spent among the Campas; I
think that very little of this time could have been
trimmed without defeating my purpose.

Every field situation is unique, with problems
that cannot be anticipated. My chief difficulties
were logistical, especially so because I was work-
ing alone. In addition, my initial choice of a com-

munity in which to settle was not ideal, although
the best available at the time. When I left the
field midway in the four-year period, I recog-

nized that, for the materials on hand, complete-
ness and accuracy could not have been much
greater than 50 percent. Before leaving, however,
I made arrangements to move my base camp to
another settlement when I returned, a settlement
where residents showed promise of furnishing
more cooperative and knowledgeable assistants
and informants. I was thus able to spend a very

profitable final year in the field.
The techniques employed in the field for ob-

taining information were standard, adjusted only
to the particular requirements of the information
being gathered. I kept a journal; I recorded tem-

perature, humidity, and precipitation readings
daily; the information I obtained from observa-
tion and interrogation was accumulated on 4 by
6 slips or some other convenient form-in
duplicate-with date, place, and informant's
name indicated on each; specimens, photographs,
and tape recordings were taken whenever possi-
ble. Observation and interrogation alternated as
occasion and interest dictated, with activities ob-
served furnishing the subject of subsequent dis-
cussion, and elicited descriptions of activities
checked by subsequent observations. Even during
the extended period in the field I never observed
certain kinds of behavior-for example, military
operations and treatment of accused witches.
The descriptions of these were checked by ques-
tioning several informants and seeking the cor-
roboration of earlier writers where possible. It
was recognized that what people do, what they
say they do, and what they say they ought to be
doing should not be confused, as Kroeber and
Kluckhohn (1952:162) pointed out, and care
was exercised not to mistake one for the other.

Furthermore, in terms of Linton's (1936:
272-274) typology of universal, alternative,
specialty, and idiosyncrasy, every effort was
made to prevent taking one of the last three for
the first. Recurrence alone, of acts or statements
by several informants from different parts of
tribal territory, yields cumulative assurance that
a given feature is a Lintonian universal of the
culture or close to it, reveals what is invariant
and what is free to vary (and within what
bounds), and prevents misinterpretation of the
isolated observation. In the presentation of mate-
rial in this work, all general statements made
without qualification and without assignment to
specific informants are to be taken as statements
of universal or modal facts about Campa culture,
on the basis of my experience and judgment.
Qualified statements designate alternatives (re-
gional or in free variation), specialties, and idio-
syncrasies, according to the qualifications stipu-
lated. Wherever information is ascribed to one or
more informants, the status of the information in
terms of Linton's typology is uncertain. Such
status can vary over a period of time for any
feature, of course, and is not critical for an
understanding of the general character of Campa
culture and the range of phenomena it includes,
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these matters being determined simply by estab-
lishing what features are present, in whatever fre-
quencies.

Except for historical data and a small number
of demographic and geographical points of infor-
mation obtained from written sources and clearly
indicated as such, all information on the Campas
in the following pages was obtained in the course
of my field investigation. Where other authors
reported the same or similar facts, they are cited
in footnotes as corroborative witnesses. Where
their findings differ from mine, these differences
are stated in footnotes to the main text. Where
there exists some doubt as to whether a dis-
crepancy between my findings and another
author's report is due to error or to some re-
gional variation, the uncertainty is stated ex-
plicitly.

For the most part, observation and interroga-
tion proceeded without regard to the existing lit-
erature, and only subsequently was written cor-
roboration sought and noted. In a number of
cases, such corroboration was badly needed and
happily received. Thus, the description of
"demon-induced" insanity elicited from infor-
mants left me in some doubt about accuracy, as I
did not witness an actual case. I was later pleased
and relieved, therefore, to come upon an early
missionary account of just such a case, conform-
ing in detail to my information (see below, pp.
442443, note 28). But I also resorted to another
method. I had the opportunity during my stay at
the American Museum of Natural History to re-
view much of the existing literature on the
Campas, and subsequently, during my final year
in Peru, to inspect materials available in Lima
libraries and archives. I copied all important pas-
sages on cards; then I selected those containing
doubtful information. These were reviewed point
by point with Campa informants. As a conse-
quence, many statements in the present work are
derived from checks or crosses, or short qualify-
ing statements, on cards in my files. In these
cases, it was my work that corroborated earlier
reports, rather than the reverse.

To explain how the information in this work
came to be collected, it is not enough to describe
the procedures, but to point out that this infor-
mation was gathered in the face of pervasive
Campa reticence, especially about their beliefs. A

colonist in Campa territory is quoted in a trav-
eler's account (Harkness 1942:141) as saying: "It
takes many years of living here to gain the confi-
dence of a salvaje sufficiently for him to tell you
anything-anything at all." In this reticence, the
Campas resemble the Machiguengas, their closely
related neighbors. A missionary among the
Machiguengas, Padre Secundino Garcia (1935-
1937:XVII, 95; XVIII, 86), wrote, "it is a
system of theirs to keep silent and to dissimulate
before the stranger who might laugh at their
myths," and noted "the great secrecy with which
they conceal to strangers their peculiar mode of
being. They have observed that many of their
things produce hilarity in us and, so as not to see
them exposed to possible derision, they resort to
a defensive arcanum which is extended to all that
they think we might find strange."3

Padre Navarro, presumably generalizing from
his experiences among the Campas, noted
(1924:14) that older Indians "are extremely re-
served with respect to their customs, beliefs,
rites, and superstitions," and that the younger
Indians, "ordinarily more open and less preoc-
cupied," are held in check by "fear of the
shamans, who spy on them and threaten them
constantly." Padre Isidoro Llano (1957:50)
wrote of the indigenes in general and the Campas
in particular:

The savage himself, suspicious of those around
him, conceals the finer convolutions of his inner
being. The most obvious trait that characterizes
him is not openness but reserve. It is this that
represents an essential psychic trait of the
[Campa] tribe..., which protects itself from
civilized men, so to speak, with that strong
armor. In place of openness and expansiveness,
they appear, even before those whom they know
can only do them good, with a taciturn reserve, a
shy disdain, a fear of psychic contact.

All these statements indicate that the Campas
will not divulge their most serious thoughts to a
stranger who happens along, or to anyone they
dislike or distrust. Nor is it enough simply to win
their confidence and friendship, as they vary in
their willingness to be helpful and in the strength
of their habituated resistance to providing a con-
siderable amount of information to any Cauca-
sian.

It was my good fortune to make contact with
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a Campa identified herein as Savarohaini, whose
virtues included bilingualism, scrupulous hon-
esty, comprehension of my purpose, and willing-
ness to assist. Savarohaini's primary service was
not as an informant, for too much of his life had
been spent away from his tribe, but as a go-
between, assuring immediate acceptance and
openness from every other Campa, and as an in-
terpreter when my grasp of the Campa language
faltered. I joined Savarohaini where he lived at
Oserato4 on the Tambo River to spend my final
field session there. Others residing in the Tambo
region (but originally from each of the major re-
gions in what I identify as River Campa territory)
served as major informants. Some of these were
closely related to Savarohani affinally or consan-
guineally, others were not. The Campa infor-
mants whose names appear prominently herein
may be identified and described briefly as fol-
lows:

Sariti: an older man, perhaps in his late for-
ties, dignified, laconic, with a sound but some-
what narrow intellect; the son of a shaman; origi-
nally from the Perene region, now residing at
O§erdto on the Tambo.

Komempe: wife of Sariti, perhaps a few years
younger than her husband; vital, alert, and highly
intelligent; originally from the Perene region,
now residing at Oserdto.

Hevaiyoki: foster daughter of Bariti and
Komempe; in her teens, recently married, bearing
her first child during my stay; taken by her foster
parents from the Perene region to live on the
Tambo; now residing with them at Oserdto.

Savarohaini: husband of Hevayoki, in his late
twenties; the son of a shaman; born in the Ene
region, captured as a child by a raiding gang and
raised by Catholic missionaries; a Campa in the
mold of Melville's Queequeg, he spent several
years in the Peruvian Navy, visiting the ports of
two other continents, only to gravitate back to
his own people; the only bilingual of those listed
here; residing at O§erdto.

Ken6ori: half-brother of Savarohani, in his
early twenties; easygoing, good-humored, good-
natured; somewhat bilingual; born in the Ene re-
gion, escaped to the Ipoki (Perene) region as a
child when accused of witchcraft; later took up
residence with his family at Meretdri on the
Tambo.

Porekavainti: a man of adult years; a shaman;
esteemed, imperious, volatile; originally from the
Ene region, now residing on a hill near the mouth
of the Onkoneni on the Tambo.

§irikonka: a man of adult years; a shaman;
disesteemed, morose, serpentine; a Tambo resi-
dent from birth, living above the mouth of the
Onkoneni on the right bank of the Tambo.

Komitia: a man in his thirties; intellectually
quick and sharp; by birth a Nomatsiguenga; cap-
tured as a child by Pajonal Campas among whom
he grew up, he later moved to take up residence
at Mahireni on the Tambo and joined the River
Campa population; his son is married to one of
Sirikonka's daughters.

Mariti: a young man in his twenties; cheerful
and witty; formerly a resident in the Ipoki re-
gion; now living with his family at O§erdto.

The above, and others, supplied me with the
information I sought and assisted me in many
ways. Savarohaini and Ken6cori accompanied me
on a reconnaissance trip down the Apurimac and
Ene rivers by raft toward the end of my first
field session. During my second field session, I
made a trip down the Perene River in the com-
pany of Savarohaini, KenEOri, and §ariti, and a
second trip down the Apurimac and Ene rivers in
the company of Savarohaini and KenlO6ri-this
time under more hazardous conditions, the rainy
season having begun. I recompensed my Campa
assistants and informants for their time and ser-
vices with merchandise and (for those who
understood its value) Peruvian money, erring if
anything on the generous side, to the satisfaction
of all. I also traded for artifacts and on occasion
gave gifts to Campas to gain good will, so that a
lively flow and exchange of goods and services
was maintained throughout my stay in the field.

Problems did arise occasionally, however.
Soon after I returned to the field, Savarohani
arranged for the shaman Porekavainti to visit with
the express purpose of instructing me by word
and demonstration in shamanistic matters. In ex-
change, Porekavainti was to receive a sizable
quantity of merchandise, in keeping with the
Campa custom of paying a shaman for the
slightest professional service. But Porekavanti ar-
rived too early, while I was busy with other mat-
ters, and as the days passed he became increas-
ingly agitated about the delay in finishing the
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business and receiving his reward. Finally, he re-
fused to continue, grumbling that he would die
soon for having taught anything to a white man.
A settlement was reached whereby Porekavanti
received part of what was promised him, propor-
tional to what had been accomplished up to that
time, and he left. Fortunately, his prognosti-
cation proved to be inaccurate, his anger passed,
and he willingly supplied additional information
on subsequent occasions.

Another incident illustrates Campa reticence
about what I call their cosmology. I wished to
obtain some texts from KencO6ri when he was
visiting O§erdto during my second field session. I
had known Kencori from my first field trip, and
a close friendship had developed between us. Yet
Kencori refused to talk into the microphone of
my tape recorder. Instead, he narrated at length
and then asked Savarohaini to repeat what he had
said for purposes of recording. He gave as his
reason that he had been specifically told, as part
of his education, never to reveal these matters to
any Caucasian. It was only when I showed signs
of unhappiness at this impasse that KencO'ri re-
lented and agreed to repeat his narrations into
the tape recorder. By the time I left the field,
when I was at a mission station awaiting a plane,
Kencori was there, explaining points of Campa
theology to any Caucasian who would listen. I
can only hope that no harm came to him as a
result of this breach of Campa security.5

When questioning informants, I did not record
their answers verbatim, but rather summarized
their responses, only occasionally noting particu-
larly apt phrases. Therefore, my field notes do
not consist of answers to my questions, but
rather of descriptions of answers, just as they
contain descriptions of observed activities and
not the activities themselves. An exception was
made for texts of myths and songs, where close
fidelity to the original wording was desired.
These were first recorded on tape, then phonemi-
cally transcribed phrase by phrase, with members
of the Oserdto community listening to short sec-
tions of tape and repeating what they heard to
ensure maximum accuracy. The transcribed texts
were then translated word for word with the as-
sistance of Savarohani, who would call in others
for consultation whenever he was unsure of a
particular meaning. This last step was particularly

time consuming, as the precise meaning of every
word had to be determined, frequently by means
of extended questioning, including experimenta-
tion with the use of each word in different con-
structions. Transcribing and translating texts-
many of which appear in this work-was my
main occupation during a period of five months,
working in the field under optimum conditions.

The present paper, as has been indicated, sets
forth a block of information dealing with a par-
ticular sector of Campa culture. The Campa
supernatural beings are identified before the
myths in which they figure are presented, and
the Campa view of the physical structure of the
universe is presented before the beings believed
to inhabit the universe are identified. But if there
appears to be a sense of orderliness and coher-
ence to the materials, it should not be presumed
that this is an order imposed on these materials
by my manner of presentation. For if Campa cos-
mology were not intrinsically orderly and coher-
ent to a significant degree, no amount of manipu-
lation of the data would make it appear so.
My information on Campa cosmology was not

elicited from a single informant, nor could it
have been, for no Campa is familiar with all the
cosmological ideas and idea sequences held by
the Campas collectively. Yet it is clear that it is
not a matter of different Campas possessing dif-
ferent cosmologies, but rather of different
Campas possessing various, partially overlapping,
fractions of a single cosmology.6 This circum-
stance becomes intelligible if we accept the con-
cept of the "corporate heritage," viewed as the
total set of mental cultural phenomena-
linguistic, ideational, attitudinal, and motor
"habits"-associated at a given point or period in
time with a given human society. Such phe-
nomena would include, again, universals, alterna-
tives, specialties, and idiosyncrasies, all of which
would be equally significant in composing a cor-
porate heritage. To be sure, the degree of internal
consistency in the corporate heritages of dif-
ferent cultures is variable, and perfect con-
sistency is never attained, nor does complete in-
consistency ever occur. The concept of the cor-
porate heritage can be seen as equivalent to that
of the gene pool in biology, with all it implies.

I believe that an inspection of the evidence
shows that the degree of internal consistency of
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I

FIG. 1. Campa tribesman.

traditional Campa cosmology is very high. As a
consequence, although a particular Campa may
be familiar with only part of what is described in

the present work, he would find everything intel-
ligible and acceptable, "fitting in" with what he
already knows. I feel confident in making this

.::i...,
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assertion after observing time and again how one
informant's exposition or narration was immedi-
ately accepted by those present, who may never
before have encountered what was being ex-
plained.

This stands in contrast to the total unintelligi-
bility of concepts foreign to, and incompatible
with, Campa cosmology. When, on one occasion,
I attempted to explain the workings of the solar
system, using a lantern and various spherical ob-
jects for purposes of demonstration, the response
was blankness, and a query as to whether I did
not come from a land close to where the sky
curves down to meet or approach the earth.

NC

'It was Rivers (1913:6ff.) who insisted that when
"the worker is especially interested in some special sub-
ject, such as religion, language, or the useful arts, and
does not attempt to study the culture of the people as a
whole," the results are necessarily superficial, that "one
who studies [a useful] art merely on the obviously utili-
tarian side will miss whole worlds of thought and cus-
tom, by means of which alone the art and its details
become intelligible.. .. It follows that specialism in the
collection of ethnographical details must be avoided at
all costs." This strong statement was echoed by Bronis-
law Malinowski, that staunch advocate of total ethno-
graphic commitment (1922:11): "An Ethnographer
who sets out to study only religion, or only technology,
or only social organisation cuts out an artificial field for
inquiry, and he will be seriously handicapped in his
work." See also Radcliffe-Brown 1958:71-72. If this is
not a popular view today, one may suspect that practi-
cal rather than theoretical considerations have been
weightiest.

2L6vi-Strauss 195 3:526: "Great care should be taken
to distinguish between the observation and the experi-
ment levels. To observe facts and elaborate method-
ological devices permitting of constructing models out of
these facts is not the same thing as to experiment on the
models. By 'experimenting on models,' we mean the set
of procedures aiming at ascertaining how a given model
will react when submitted to change and at comparing
models of the same or different types.... On the obser-

When I attempted to explain the germ theory of
disease, there was the same polite blankness, with
one Campa turning to another to ask what had
been said and receiving the reply that the talk
had been about demons. These incidents oc-
curred during my first field session. During my
second, I was called upon to explain lightning
and thunder, which I did in terms of electrical
discharges. This infuriated Porekavanti, who in-
sisted that the noise was made by "automobiles"
being driven by the thunder spirits. In such a
manner are new experiences assimilated to the
basic, pervasive traditional outlook of the Cam-
pas.

)TES

vational level, the main-one could almost say the
only-rule is that all the facts should be carefully ob-
served and described, without allowing any theoretical
preconception to decide whether some are more impor-
tant and others less."

3See also, for the Machiguengas, Baekeland
1964:296: "Because these wild Indians are shy and
guarded under direct questioning, it was hard to learn
much about them."

4For the phonemic transcription of Campa terms, the
following special symbols are used: s (= 'sh"), c
(= "ts"), and c (=_"tsh"). Throughout, phonemes placed
in parentheses are optional in the words where they are
thus shown, and a slash (/) separates alternative pho-
nemes or words. Place names are given on the maps pro-
vided in the present work.

5Some Protestant missionaries have been successful in
eliciting texts from some of their converts among the
Campas, but these would have to be evaluated with a
critical eye given the circumstances. I have not had the
opportunity to inspect these collections to judge their
value.

6Here disregarding, as has been done throughout this
discussion, the Campa converts to intrusive missionary
creeds.

THE SETTING
This Montania is a vegetable inferno that maintains itself against
the heavens.

-J. Armendariz, 28th Viceroy of Peru'
East of the Andean cordilleras in central Peru

lies the considerable expanse of territory oc-
cupied by the Campas. It can be traced in the
following manner: beginning at the point on the
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lower Apurimac River that marks the southern-
most extent of Campa habitation, moving north
along the divide between the Ene and Urubamba
rivers until the latter joins the Tambo River, con-
tinuing to the north to include most of what lies
between the Ucayali and Pachitea rivers, proceed-
ing south along the Pichis River and overland to
where the Perene River begins, and returning at
last in a fairly direct line to our starting point
(see fig. 2).2

Campa territory, then, can be seen as forming
a figure with an irregular shape, extending
roughly from latitude 90 S to latitude 120 45' S,
and from longitude 730 20'W to longitude
750 20'W, encompassing an area of approxi-
mately 20,000 square miles. For the most part
this terrain is rugged, consisting of mountain
ridges (with their accompanying hills and cliffs)
having such imposing dimensions as rather to be-
lie their denomination as the "eastern foothills"
of the Andes.

FIG. 2. Map showing Campa territory.

Through the heart of Campa territory cuts an
important river system. The Apurimac River
after it is joined by the Mantaro becomes the Ene
River, which after it is joined by the Perene be-
comes the Tambo River. This main river, flowing
in a generally northerly direction, can be referred
to as the Apurimac-Ene-Tambo. The Tambo
River merges with the Urubamba to the east to
form the Ucayali. The Ucayali River flows north-
ward out of Campa territory until, far to the
north, it joins the Maraffon to form the Amazon,
which veers to flow due east. These and other
geographical facts should be remembered when
considering Campa notions of geography.

The main tributary of the Apurimac-Ene-
Tambo is the Perene River which, once formed
by the confluence of the Chanchamayo and
Paucartambo rivers, flows eastward to intercept
the Ene. The resulting Tambo River, deflected by
the mountain masses to the northwest, also flows
eastward for half its short course, then turns
sharply to resume a, northerly direction. The
mountainous region, orth of the Perene and west
of the Upper Ucayali, extending to the Pichis and
Pachitea rivers, is known as the Gran Pajonal.

The elevation at the uppermost point in the
Chanchamayo Valley occupied by Campas in for-
mer years, where the town of San Ramon is now
situated, is 825 meters, whereas the elevation at
the mouth of the Tambo River, at the other ex-
tremity of Campa territory, is reported as 260
meters above sea level (Schutz-Holzhausen
1895:177, 180). The Gran Pajonal has a general
elevation of about 1500 meters, with a maximum
elevation of perhaps 2000 meters (Navarro 1924:
5; Ortiz 1961:250; Sala 1907:96; 1925:528).
Along the divide between the Ene and Urubamba
rivers elevations exceed 3500 meters, but this ter-
rain, according to all indications, is uninhabited.3

Unlike the Ucayali and the great Amazon, the
rivers in Campa territory do not snake sluggishly
through flat terrain, changing course over the
years to leave crescent-shaped, swampy lakes to
mark old loops of the river. They are precipitous
and closely confined by the mountain masses
through which they pass. They plunge along the
routes that the mountains permit, each curve
usually denoting a point where the river collides
with a cliff and shoots off at an angle. Here and
there, and along the greater part of the Tambo
River, sheer cliffs face the rivers, largely barren
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because of their declivity, and ranging con-
siderably in height from the smaller rock out-
crops that border the rivers to entire cutaways of
mountains and mountain ridges set back a few
miles from the river channels. The Ene River at
one point cuts directly through a mountain ridge
at the place called Pakicapdnko by the Campas.

It is small wonder that the Tambo River,
which draws together all the waters of the main
river system in Campa territory, has been de-
scribed as turbulent and tumultuous (Anon.
1941:77; Clark 1953:149; Perez Marcio
1955:34). The inclination of the Tambo has been
estimated to be 4 feet 5 inches per mile, with an
average velocity of 7 miles per hour increasing to
more than 10 miles per hour at certain points.4
Ortiz (1961:229) summarized these conditions in
the following terms: "The waters of the Tambo
permit navigation with canoes and rafts, but at
the cost of some serious difficulties." This state-
ment is actually descriptive of all the major rivers
in Campa territory. These rivers, difficult to navi-
gate with native craft during the dry season, be-
come surpassingly dangerous when swollen dur-
ing the rainy season.

There are two fairly well-demarcated
seasons-a rainy season that lasts from November
or December until April or May (cf. Burke
1960b:mxxxviii, 9), and a dry season that com-
prises the rest of the year. Rainfall is negligible
from mid-May to the end of August. There is
then a sharp rise to a maximum of 10 or more
inches per 30-day period in early January, fol-
lowed by an equally sharp decline to the nadir of
the dry season. During the rainy season, the
Tambo River normally rises about 10 meters.

Annual rainfall varies regionally to a signifi-
cant degree within Campa territory. We have re-
ports of 3.6 meters (142 inches) for the Chancha-
mayo Valley (Pesce 1908:109), 80 to 100 inches
for the Satipo area (Lewis 1954:117; Ortiz
1961:364, 506), and 150 to 200 cm. (60 to 80
inches) for the Apurimac-Ene region (Sabogal
Wiese 1960a: 153; 1960b:434). Annual rainfall in
the Tambo region, known to be drier than other
parts, is 50 to 60 inches, according to data I
collected.

Average maximum daily temperature in the
sun for the period July 29 to August 29, 1963, as
calculated from data I collected on the Tambo
River, was 101.30 F. (37.50 C.), with a range of

810 to 1090 F. (26.50 to 41.60 C.). Average mini-
mum daily temperature (nocturnal) for the same
period was 67.30 F. (19.1° C.), with a range of
600 to 710 F. (15.10 to 21.10 C.). This period
corresponds to the height of the dry season. By
contrast, average maximum daily temperature for
the period December 20, 1963, to April 1, 1964,
corresponding to the central portion of the rainy
season, was 91.60 F. (32.20 C.), with a range of
700 to 1020 F. (23.20 to 37.80 C.). This general
lowering of daytime temperatures during the
rainy season is due to cloudiness, which more
than cancels the effect of the greater proximity
and verticality of the sun in these months. Noc-
turnal temperatures, however, do appear to be
affected by the position of the sun, as average
minimum daily temperature for the same period
was 70.90 F. (21.00 C.), with a range of 660 to
750 F. (18.40 to 23.20 C.).5

Relative humidity declines as the sun rises in
the sky. It is at its lowest-as low as 11.8 percent
(the lowest reading I obtained)-when the sun is
at its zenith. With the descent of the sun, the
relative humidity rises. It continues to rise during
the night to a maximum, usually in the high nine-
ties, just before dawn.

With such topological and meteorological con-
ditions prevailing, the nature of the vegetation
should offer few surprises. Coming down out of
the barren Andes, there is a sudden appearance
of lush vegetation at an elevation of 1400 meters
(Lewis 1954:116). Generally speaking, forest
overlies all Campa territory, blanketing the
mountain ridges as well as the valleys. This is
where the "ocean" of tropical forest covering the
lowland plain of the Amazon Basin splashes over
the eastern Andean foothills, which exhibit none
of the barrenness characteristic of the high
Andes. Still, the otherwise lush tropical forest
takes on a brown, parched look in the dry season
in the drier Tambo region where it is not unusual
to encounter cactus growing near the river.
Sandy beaches and cane thickets are found all
along the main rivers, and here and there at the
higher elevations there are extensive stretches of
grassland. It is indeed from the presence of such
grasslands that the Gran Pajonal, or "Great Grass-
land," derives its name. There are stretches of
grassland east of the Ene River as well.

Along the uninhabited divide between the Ene
and the Urubamba the ground is spongy (hence
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called kan6ha [spongy] by the Campas) and ap-
parently unfit for cultivation. The Campas speak
of lakes existing at these higher elevations, both
here and in the Gran Pajonal, but their location is
uncertain.6 The uninhabited, unexplored higher
elevations in Campa territory, difficult of access
and havens for wild beasts, are feared and
avoided by the Campas, who characteristically
add imaginary dangers to the real ones.

This, then, is the homeland of the Campa
Indians, settled by the Arawakan-speaking Cam-
pas at an undetermined time in the past.7 The
Campa homeland, cradled between the Andes
and the eastern lowlands and combining charac-
teristics of both, being at once mountainous and
forest covered, is not out of sight of these two
environmental extremes. From Satipo, in the
southwestern part of Campa territory, the snow-
capped eastern cordillera of the Andes is visible.
And before leaving Campa territory in the north-
east, mountains and hills recede to the horizon
after giving way to the vast low plain that ends at
the Atlantic shore.

The Campas have their most important cul-
tural affinities with the other forest tribes of the
Peruvian Montafna. Their neighbors to the north-
west inhabiting similar terrain are the Amueshas,
virtually identical with the Campas in material
culture, although their language, also Arawakan,
is quite different. To the east and south of
Campa territory dwell the Machiguengas, who are
very closely related to the Campas, are similar
culturally and speak a language that is barely
more than a dialectic variant of the Campa
tongue. The Machiguengas inhabit the watershed
of the upper Urubamba River and the headwaters
of the Madre de Dios, and their territory extends
to a section of the Apurimac just upriver from
the limits of Campa settlement. An enclave of
Machiguengas survives between the Ene River
and Satipo, well within Campa territory, identi-
fied as the Nomatsiguenga by the linguist mis-
sionaries of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
(see Fast 1962:6-7). On the lower Urubamba,
and formerly on the lower Tambo and the
Ucayali, live the Piros, Arawakan-speaking low-
landers strongly influenced by the Panoan-
speaking Conibos and Shipibos who dominate
the Ucayali. Finally, north of Campa territory
beyond the Pachitea are to be found the fugitive,
cannibal Cashibos, also Panoan speakers.

These are the forest tribes that border the
Campas on the north, east, and south with whom
they have been on terms of amity or enmity
from earliest times. They are known to the Cam-
pas by mostly equivalent terms: the Machiguenga
as nwThkenka or macikdnka, the Piro as §imirinci,
the Conibo as konivo, the Shipibo as §ipivo, the
Cashibo as kas'ivo, and the Amuesha as amadia.
Unlike the riverine Panoans, the Campas are pri-
marily mountaineers, but their adaptation like
that of these other tribes is to the forest.

By contrast, Campa relations with the Andean
Indians west of their borders have been sporadic
and weak, and from all indications have always
been so. The cultural differences between the
two groups, stemming from their extremely dis-
parate environments, are great. In addition, be-
fore the recent infiltration of the adjacent parts
of Campa territory by Highland Indians follow-
ing the paths opened by Caucasian colonists, the
two culture areas were separated by an interven-
ing stretch of no man's land, a transitional zone
left almost entirely unpopulated.8

It is perhaps significant that, although contact
with the Highlanders, however sporadic, ante-
dates the Spanish conquest and has had its effect,
the Highland Indians are known to the Campas
by terms of probable late derivation. In the
southern part of Campa territory, the Campas
call the Highland Indians pi6nkona or ivione,
terms derived in all likelihood from the Spanish
word "peon," in which capacity the Highlanders
are mostly known to the Campas in these times.9
Throughout the rest of Campa territory, the
Highland Indians are known as b6ri, a term which
appears to derive from the Quechuan word
"churi," meaning "son."'1 When or under what
circumstances the Campas took over this term
remains undetermined, but it does suggest the
subservient status in which the Highland Indians
have found themselves since the Conquest. The
Campas regard these descendants of the Incas,
now so lowly, with disdain and have no tradition
of ever having reason to esteem them more.

Besides their indigenous neighbors, the Cam-
pas have had to contend during the last four cen-
turies with a more formidable alien group, that
of the Caucasians (virak6ba), who have at-
tempted to take over Campa territory and absorb
or eliminate the Campas." Thus far the Cauca-
sians have failed, but they have already eroded
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Campa resistance to a considerable degree, and
the pressure is slowly but steadily increasing. Be-
cause the history of Caucasian-Campa contact is
unquestionably important for an understanding
of present-day Campa culture, a short sketch of
this history is included here."2

The Spanish conquest of the Inca Empire oc-
curred in 1532 and the years immediately follow-
ing. Although the Spaniards soon overran a large
part of South America, their contacts with the
Campas remained sporadic and fleeting during
the succeeding hundred years.'3 The first signifi-
cant incursion took place in 1635, when the
Franciscan friar Jeronimo Jimenez entered the
region that includes the western extension of
Campa territory and established two missions.
Two years later, Fray Jimenez on an expedition
down the Perene River was killed in a Campa
ambuscade.

The Franciscan missionaries were undaunted
by their first casualty. They established missions,
then set about imposing on the Campas strict
monogamy, obedience, service, and acceptance
of corporal punishment. This policy was bound
to vex some Campas, especially those men who
dominated Campa society through force of char-
acter, whom we may designate as "strong-men."
At the same time, Campas at the missions were
confronted by the novel experience of being peri-
odically decimated by smallpox and other intro-
duced diseases, major outbreaks being reported
for 1673, 1691, 1722-1723, and 1736-1737. In
1674 the strong-man Mangore and his followers
slew four missionaries. In 1694 the entry of some
Spanish soldiers set off a general uprising in the
upper Perene region, and three missionaries were
slain. In 1737 the strong-man Torote and his fol-
lowers slew two missionaries and a number of
converts.

Despite this loss of personnel the missionaries
had by 1742 established missions throughout
Campa territory. Also, a number of large planta-
tions were established by Spanish colonists who
had followed in the wake of the missionaries. But
in 1742 a Highland Indian or mestizo suddenly
appeared in Campa territory, identifying himself
as Juan Santos Atahualpa with the title Apu
Inka, claiming to be the rightful heir to the Inca
throne, and calling on the forest Indians to rise
and throw off the Spanish yoke.

The Campas and neighboring tribes, delighted

at the prospect of ridding themselves of the un-
wanted intruders, accepted Juan Santos as their
leader. In a few short years there was not a Span-
iard or Franciscan to be found in the area; all had
been killed or forced to flee. The Spanish author-
ities were alarmed, fearing that the insurrection
would spread to the Highlands."4 Spanish mili-
tary expeditions against Juan Santos met disas-
trous ends until, finally, the Spaniards resorted
to throwing up a line of fortifications along the
boundary between the tropical forest and the
Andes. This was enough to contain Juan Santos
who was never able to gain a foothold in the
Highlands. Nevertheless, although Juan Santos
died perhaps in 1756, it was a century before
Caucasians successfully invaded Campa territory
again, spearheaded by the Peruvian army in
1847.

Most of Campa territory, however, remained
off limits to Caucasians. The Campas along the
Tambo River effectively blockaded it against
Caucasian travel, attacking any expedition at-
tempting to force passage. Traffic of Caucasians
through the Gran Pajonal was likewise impeded
by the Campas of that region. But on the periph-
ery of Campa territory the Campas began
working for the Caucasians to obtain metal tools
and other merchandise.

At the turn of the century, eastern Peru wit-
nessed the so-called rubber boom, and the Cam-
pas on the lower rivers to the north were in-
volved in collecting for the Caucasian rubber
gatherers. They also became involved in the raid-
ing of interior settlements of their own people,
killing the men and making off with the women
and children for sale to the Caucasians as house-
hold servants and laborers. This was a lucrative
business; Campa raiders earned rifles, shotguns,
ammunition, machetes, knives, steel axes, and
tradecloth.

The rubber boom collapsed after a few short
years. When the Caucasian rubber gatherers
added failure to pay what they owed to their
continued maltreatment and exploitation of the
Indians, there was a Campa uprising in 1913 (or
1915).'5 Despite the decline in rubber gather-
ing, the practice of raiding has continued to the
present, but much diminished in volume. The
Caucasian colonists in the area are as desirous as
ever to obtain Campa slaves. But the Peruvian
police are now operating in that region, and for
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all their shortcomings have proved effective in
curtailing the slave trade.

By 1920 the Campa blockade of the Tambo
River had been broken. Since then there has been
little interference with the passage of Caucasian
travelers in Campa territory. The Campas have
for the most part abandoned the idea of armed
resistance against the invading Caucasians. A
number of towns have sprung up on the peripher-
ies of Campa territory along the routes of Cauca-
sian penetration, in particular San Ramon and La
Merced in the Chanchamayo Valley, Satipo on
the tributary of that name, and Atalaya at the
mouth of the Tambo River. The towns are sur-
rounded by plantations growing coffee and other
cash crops. Today the nearby Campas work on
these plantations to earn Caucasian merchandise,
a large part of which passes into the hinterlands
along set trade routes.

The dependence of the Campas on the metal
cutting tools of the Caucasian has meant the end
of Campa self-sufficiency in this one respect. The
Campas no longer fashion the polished stone ax-
heads of former times. The techniques are lost, as
is the memory of such implements ever forming a
part of Campa material culture. Aboriginal
Campa technology has survived virtually intact in
other respects. Firearms, tradecloth, and alumi-
num pots have supplemented their native equiva-
lents. But the use of the bow and arrow, the
weaving of cloth, and the manufacture of ce-
ramics continue little changed or abated. Crops
and fowl introduced from European sources have
added to but not replaced any of the indigenous
cultigens.

Indeed, what is especially worthy of note is
that after four centuries of Caucasian contact,
and although they are situated just over the
Andes from Lima, the Campas have managed to
maintain their cultural integrity to a surprising
degree. The consciousness of forming a distinct
group remains in force. Native artisanry survives
with little alteration despite the influx of Cauca-
sian manufactures. Among themselves the Cam-
pas maintain their traditional social organization,
except insofar as strong-men have become rare
and that hardy weed, the Spanish "compa-
drazgo" system, has been taken over in a weak
form. As for supernatural belief, which will be a
major concern in the present monograph, the in-
roads of missionary teaching are evident, but

among the pagan majority of Campas the older,
indigenous beliefs remain dominant.

The survival of the indigenous Campa religion,
however adulterated by missionary influences, is
largely due to an effective if simple defensive
mechanism, that of a conspiracy of silence. The
Campas continue to conceive of the Caucasians
as the common enemy, intrusive and overbearing.
The free and pagan majority of Campas maintain
an uneasy truce, reject the religious teachings of
the Caucasians that are alien to their own beliefs,
and pursue a common policy of revealing as little
of their culture as possible to these outsiders.

The present-day boundaries of Campa terri-
tory reflect a number of adjustments made subse-
quent to first European contact. There is evi-
dence to suggest, for example, that the Campas
moved northward into the area between the
Ucayali and Pachitea rivers in post-Contact times,
forcing the Cashibos living there to evacuate to
the west bank of the Pachitea.16 It is even more
certain (and here ample historical documentation
is supported by local Campa tradition) that the
Campas originally occupied the entire Chancha-
mayo Valley in the west, but were forced to re-
treat to the upper Perene River when that valley
was expropriated by the Peruvians in the nine-
teenth century.17 Today Campas occasionally
visit the towns of La Merced and San Ramon in
that region, which is otherwise given over to cof-
fee plantations, but they do so as strangers in a
land that was once theirs. Existing historical doc-
uments also are supported by local Campa tradi-
tion in affirming that formerly there were Piros
living on the lower Tambo River.18 The Piros
now are gone from the lower Tambo, but their
place has been taken by Caucasian colonists. The
plantations of these colonists, utilizing Campa
labor for the most part, are strung along the en-
tire lower half of the Tambo as far up as the
tributary &Wni.

Mention might also be made of the disruption
caused by the Caucasian colonists, rubber
gatherers, and slavers who scattered a portion of
the Campa nation far and wide. Campas who
went to gather rubber in the Madre de Dios re-
gion left their progeny there.'9 Campa thralls of
the Caucasian colonists are to be found on plan-
tations and in households all along the Ucayali
River as far as Iquitos; in the heyday of the slave
trade they reportedly were sold into Brazil and
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Bolivia.20 Still today, according to reliable in- the most part passed out of the indigenous cul-
formants, young Campas are shipped to the tural systems that concern us and so, for our
homes of respectable families in Lima for use as purposes, can be disregarded.
household servants.21 But these Campas have for

NOTES

'Quoted in Valcarcel 1946:39.

2Tribal maps providing roughly the same bounds for
Campa territory can be found in Girard 1958:facing 8;
Tanner [n.d.]:center spread; and Tessmann 1930:end
matter.

3Baekeland (1964:285-287) reported that one peak
in this region rises to 14,800 feet (4500 m.), and that,
although the forest extends up to 10,000 feet (3000
m.), there were no indications of Indian settlements
above 6000 feet (1800 m.). Sabogal Wiese (1960a:153;
1960b:434) also gave 1800 meters as the highest eleva-
tion of Campa occupation.

4Observations reported by Tucker (1905:72) for
early December. Wertheman (1905b:195-196) reported
the velocity of the Perene River varying between 3 and
12 mph, the velocity of the Tambo as high as 7 mph, for
early November. (See also Capelo 1895:II, 100,
106-108; Raimondi 1874-1913:III, 439, 554-555.) Hur-
ley and Rankin (1934) described traveling down the
Tambo in canoe (during the dry season): "Sometimes
we went as fast as twenty miles an hour."

5An unusual cold snap occurred July 26, 1964. My
records show the temperature dropped to 580 F. the
night before, rose to 610 F. during the day, fell to 56°
F. that night, and returned to 920 F. the following day.
For comparable temperature data, see Paz Soldain and
Kuczynski-Godard 1939:23; Pesce 1908:106; Stiglich
1908:319, 321; Villarejo 1959:55-56; Wertheman
1905b: 201.

'One of these lakes was discovered by the Baekeland
expedition along its route from the Apurimac to the
Urubamba (Baekeland 1964).

7The traditional view locates the place of origin of
the Arawakan-speaking tribes in the Orinoco region, and
has them spreading up the Ucayali (see Grubb 1927:20;
Villarejo 1959:231). A glance at a linguistic map of the
continent, however, reveals an unbroken chain of
Arawakan-speaking tribes stretching due east from the
Campas, suggesting that the path of entry taken by the
Campas was not the Ucayali but the Puru's River. An
alternative possibility is that, as Brinton (1901:242) sug-
gested, the original homeland of the Arawakan-speaking
tribes is Campa territory. Recently Noble (1965:107)

proposed a Proto-Arawakan homeland "near the head-
waters of the Ucayali and Madre de Dios," i.e., in the
vicinity of present-day Campa territory, but his ra-
tionale for this proposal is a strange one, that migration
downriver is easier to postulate than migration upriver.

8Steward (1948:508) identified this zone as "the
Ceja de la Montafia," and judged it to have been "an
effective barrier between the Highland and jungle peo-
ples."

'The suffix -kona occurs elsewhere in a few Campa
words with obscure religious significance. This mor-
pheme is borrowed from the Highland Quechua and
serves as a clue to Highland influence on Campa cos-
mology. In Quechua, the morpheme "-cuna" serves as a
pluralizer (see Navarro 1927:149; Sala 1929:370), but
in Campa its function appears to be mainly ornamental.
The term ivi6ne would mean "his peon."

"'See Sala 1929:69. Tessmann (1930:84) suggested
that &Sri may be derived from the Spanish term "cholo"
(a derogatory colloquialism for "mestizo"), but this
seems a little far-fetched.

"See Anon. 1888:25; Bailly-Maitre 1908:625; Burke
1960a:mxxxii, 10-11; 1960c:11; Cardenas 1905:32-33;
Eidt 1962:255-256, 264; Giordano 1907:223-224;
Gridilla 1942b:57, 77-78; Lewis 1954:131-132; Maiur-
tua 1918:265; Nistrom 1905:485-487; Olarte
1942:21-22; Ortiz 1958:18, 99-100; 1961:21, 65, 105,
365; Pereira 1905:461-462; Sabogal Wiese 1957:8;
1960a:158; 1960b:438; Sala 1907:99, 117, 119-120;
1925:531-532, 555, 558; Sobraviela 1791:103-104;
Stewart 1965:147; Tibesar 1952:24-25; Wertheman
1905a: 168.

'2The main historical sources are Amich 1854; Con-
treras 1926; Garcia Rosell 1908; Izaguirre 1923-1929;
Loayza 1942; Ortiz 1958, 1961; Pallares and Calvo
1907; Raimondi 1874-1913; see also Eidt 1962; Jualniz
1942-1944; La Combe 1905; Lopez 1922; Lorente
1871; Metraux 1942b; Navarro 1924; Ruis MS; Sobra-
viela 1791; Steward and Metraux 1948; Tibesar 1952;
Tschudi 1847; Urrutia y Las Casas 1847; Valcaircel
1946; Vargas Ugarte 1956.

'"The earliest mention of contact with the Campas is
in Sarmiento de Gamboa's chronicle of 1572 (1906:6).
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Sporadic contacts and attempts by Jesuit missionaries to
enter Campa territory occurred during the remainder of
the sixteenth century and beginning of the seventeenth
(Jimenez de La Espada 1881-1897:II, xcii-xcvii; IV,
clxv-cxcv; see also Garcia Rosell 1908:586).

"4In his petition of 1750 to the King of Spain, Padre
Joseph de San Antonio expressed the worst fears about
Juan Santos: "If he struck out for Lima (may God forbid
it) with 200 Indian bowmen, we might fear ... a general
insurrection of the Indians in the provinces of the
realm" (Izaguirre 1923-1929:II, 157). See also Lorente
1871:78-79; Tschudi 1847:324.

'5This explanation for the uprising was given by Na-
varro (1924:32) and Ortiz (1958:55; 1961:123, 126).
The date given for the uprising varies.

"6According to Diaz Castaneda (1923:304):
"Formerly the Cashibos occupied both banks of the
Pachitea River in great numbers, but those on the right
bank, threatened constantly by the Campas of the Gran
Pajonal who descended via the Iparia mountain range to
stage bloody raids upon them, resolved to pass to the
left bank." Compare Marcoy 1875:11, 143; Steward and
Metraux 1948:561. The last-named authors placed these
events in the seventeenth century, but contemporary
accounts suggest that early in the nineteenth century
the Cashibos still occupied the right bank of the Pachi-
tea (Anon. 1808:35-36; Izaguirre 1923-1929:IX, map
facing 56; Raimondi 1874-1913:III, map facing 106;
Smyth and Lowe 1836:4; see also Sagols 1902:360).

"7The final conquest of the Chanchamayo Valley is
documented in the following sources: Bailly-Maitre
1908:624-625; Barriga 1905:445-450; Eidt 1962:263,
275; Garcia Rosell 1908:612-613, 622-625; Giordano
1907:181-190; Herndon and Gibbon 1854:I, 85-86;
Izaguirre 1923-1929:IX, 129-130, 295ff.; La Combe
1905:494-496, 504-505; Ortiz 1958:33-42; Pallares and
Calvo 1907:39-40; Pereira 1905:460462; Raimondi

1874-1913:IlI, 426438, 513; IV, 474-477; 1908:
312-314; Urquhart 1893:349; Wertheman 1905a:160-
168; 1905b:174-177.

"8See Contreras 1926:22; Galt MS:II, 97, 99; Iza-
guirre 1923-1929:1, 294-295; II, 84; IX, map facing 56;
Ortiz 1961:20, 26-27, 33; Saiz 1943:107; Samanez
Ocampo 1907:298; Steward and Metraux 1948:539;
Uriarte 1938-1942:LV, iv, 34. Piros were even reported
to have been living on or near the Mantaro, headwaters
of the Ene River, in the eighteenth century (Girbal y
Barcelo and Marques 1792:120; Izaguirre 1923-1929:
VII, 324). The report of Padre Biedma's voyage
up the Tambo River in 1686 indicates that the
Piros were then interspersed with the Campas on the
Tambo, with settlements at Poyeni, at Anapati, and
farther upriver (Amich 1854:112-114, 121, 282; Iza-
guirre 1923-1929:1, 281-282; Raimondi 1874-1913:Il,
226-227), but by 1870 Galt (MS:II, 99) could write as
follows about the situation on the lower Tambo: "The
Campa Indians do not live about the river about [sic]
this part of the Tambo, but have their settlements
among the hills some three or more miles off. Higher up
they dwell on the water line. A group of Piros live
higher up than we are now." This passage suggests that
at the time Galt was there, Piro territory entered that of
the Campas only as a wedge extending a few miles up
the valley of the Tambo from its mouth. My informants
claimed that formerly the lower Tambo had been held
by the Piros up to the tributary Cempo.

"9See Alemani 1905:261; Aza 1924:25n.; Ceni-
tagoya [1943]:18; Cipriani 1907:252-253; Royal Geo-
graphical Society of London 1918:121.

205ee Izaguirre 1923-1929:IX, 280-281; Navarro
1924:38; Pallares and Calvo 1907:139; Tessmann
1930:101-102; Velarde 1905:144.

2"This practice was mentioned by Clark (1953:54,
147).

THE CULTURE

Degraded and ignorant beings, they lead a life exotic, purely ani-
mal, savage, in which are eclipsed the faint glimmerings of their
reason, in which are drowned the weak pangs of their conscience,
and all the instincts and lusts of animal existence alone float and
are reflected.

-Navarro 1924:26

According to the most recent and authorita-
tive estimate of the total number of Campas,
there are about 30,000 of them,' indicating a
population density of approximately 1.5 per
square mile. Because they rely heavily on scat-

tered animal and plant resources in the forest,
the Campas are split into small communities con-
sisting typically of from one to six conjugal fam-
ilies (although larger concentrations occur), often
separated by many miles from each other. These
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communities, which interbreed freely within the
bounds of a restriction explained in the following
paragraphs, are the maximum political units
under ordinary circumstances, owing allegiance
to no higher authority. The one exception is that
of a strong-man rising to dominate a number of
communities. But even in that case only a rela-
tively small area is affected, and such hegemony
as exists disappears as the strong-man's physical
powers wane, unless someone equally domineer-
ing replaces him. Sooner or later any such
ephemeral association of communities disinte-
grates, and there is a return to the common con-

dition. In other words, there is no tribal, or

tribe-wide, political organization.
The Campas do not form a single, homo-

geneous group. Campa territory, in fact, can be
divided into a number of regions differing in dia-
lect and in certain minor details of material cul-
ture and belief. I was able to distinguish four
such regions, those of the Ene (including the
Apurimac), the Perene, the Tambo, and the Gran
Pajonal. The first three of these remain distin-
guishable despite constant movement and inter-
marriage among them. But between them and the
Pajonal region, contrasting conditions prevail.

The Campas along the Apurimac-Ene-Tambo
and the Perene, as well as those up in the hills
that flank these rivers, constitute a single breed-
ing population, which I designate the "River
Campas." The dividing line between the River
Campas and what I call the "Pajonal Campas" is
the brook Pica, a tributary of the Oveni that
flows into the Ucayali a short distance below the
mouth of the Tambo River. The Pajonal Campas,
inhabiting that part of the Gran Pajonal lying
northwest of the Pica (with an extension to the
Ucayali), are traditional enemies of the River
Campas. The enmity has been both continuous
and long-standing, in contrast to the relatively
short-lived animosities and feuds that have pre-
vailed at different times within either of the two
groups. Intermarriage between the River and
Pajonal Campas consequently has been rare, suf-
ficiently rare for us to consider them as two sepa-
rate breeding populations. And, in line with this
cleavage, it is between the River Campas and the
Pajonal Campas that the difference in dialect is
greatest.
A single cultural system is one that contains a

single human society, and a single human society

may be defined as a human aggregate forming a
maximum political entity or a single breeding
population, whichever is larger. A tribe is a
breeding population where, in addition, state for-
mation is lacking, whether or not there exists a
tribe-wide political organization. Consequently,
if it is true that the River Campas and the Pajonal
Campas are two separate breeding populations,
they may be defined as two separate tribes and as
the societal fractions of two distinct cultural
systems. That these two cultural systems are very
similar, are contiguous, could not be separated
for many centuries, and could easily fuse if the
present resistance to intermarriage were over-
come, in no way detracts from the understanding
that there are two Campa cultural systems that
arose through fission from a common ancestral
system and have diverged from each other since
then.

It is the River Campa cultural system that I
investigated and so it is River Campa cosmology
on which I report. To provide a sense of overall
cultural matrix of which this cosmology forms
but a part, a brief description of the total cul-
tural system is given here. Almost everything that
this description contains would hold as well for
the Pajonal Campa cultural system, but that does
not mean that any particular detail is identical
for both systems.
A cultural system consists of: (1) a number of

material components; (2) the modifications im-
posed upon those components fitting them into
the system; and (3) the systematic network of
relationships and activities binding those com-
ponents together. The material components of a
cultural system (conceived in these terms) consist
of a set of human components on the one hand
and a set of nonhuman components (artifacts or
material culture) on the other. These nonhuman
components include all domesticated (and
tamed) organisms as well as the inert objects of
human manufacture. The human components are
also of human manufacture, and in addition are
universally or almost universally modified physi-
cally in one way or another in much the same
manner as artifacts. Furthermore, the human
components are subjected to extensive neural
modification as the cultural system supplies the
mental content of each human component's
neural apparatus.

To describe such a system, it will prove con-
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venient to speak in terms of the "features" of
that system, each feature being a particular cate-
gory of cultural phenomena. The "component
features" of a cultural system, then, would be
the categories of components encountered in
that system. The "modificatory features" would
be the kinds of modifications imposed upon the
various categories of components. The "organiza-
tional features" would be the kinds of relation-
ships and activities existing in the system. All
these features, it might be noted, are what com-
monly have been called "culture traits." In the
present monograph the primary concern is with
certain modificatory features of the human com-
ponents of the River Campa cultural system, spe-
cifically those neural modifications consisting of
ideas about the cosmos.

The component features of the River Campa
cultural system are listed in table 1. This list is
exhaustive, and provides at a glance all that we
need know about Campa material culture for the
present. It incorporates a number of words from
the Peruvian vernacular which we shall use as
technical terms: "ayahuasca," "cushma," and
"masato." "Ayahuasca" is a word of Quechuan
origin referring to the hallucinogenic drink pre-
pared from the vine Banisteriopsis and to the
vine itself. "Cushma" is the name given to the
garment worn by the Campas and a number of
other Montania tribes, a robe of woven cotton or,
occasionally, bark cloth, rectangular in shape and
sewn along the sides to leave holes for the head
and arms. "Masato" is the common name for
manioc beer.

In terms of the analytic approach here pro-
posed, the River Campa population constitutes a
component feature of the cultural system. The
Campa term for "human being" is atiri. This
term, to be exact, refers to the general category
of human beings. Those human beings who are
components of the River Campa cultural system
are referred to, more specifically, as asaninka,
literally "our fellows." This is the term they use
to identify themselves as a corporate entity.2 The
term "Campa" is not a word in the Campa lan-
guage. Of uncertain origin, Campa has come to
be the Caucasian name for the language and the
tribes speaking it, but is not used by the Campas
themselves (except on occasion as a recognized
foreign word).3

The human components of the River Campa
cultural system might be described briefly. They
form a breeding population, as has been indi-
cated, that may be classified as of the Amerin-
dian subrace of the Mongoloid race. Among the
distinguishing physical characteristics of this pop-
ulation are: considerable variation in physi-
ognomy, light brown skin, straight black hair on
the head (with an incidence of auburn or russet),
scanty body hair, and an incidence of the Mongo-
loid blue spot and epicanthic eyefold. Adult
males average 5 feet 3 inches in height and 130
pounds in weight, while adult females average 4
feet 8 inches in height and 110 pounds in
weight.4

To this human raw material are added those
cultural modifications, both physical and neural,
that mold each member of the population into a
Campa, one who looks, thinks, and acts as a
human component of the River Campa cultural
system should. In the River Campa cultural sys-
tem the human components are subjected to the
following kinds of permanent physical modifica-
tion: tattooing (mostly on the face), piercing of
the nasal septum to suspend a nose pendant (and,
formerly, piercing of the lower lip), plucking out
facial hair with a shell depilator, and cutting the
head hair in one of a number of styles (long,
bowl, or Western for males; long, perhaps with
bangs, for females; shorn, or tonsure-style, for
certain life crises). There are in addition certain
kinds of more temporary physical modifications:
painting the face and other parts of the body
with a pigment from the pods of the cultivated
tree poc6ti (achiote, Bixa orellana) or with the
juice of the fruit of the wild tree dna (huito,
Genipa americana), and blackening the teeth
with leaves from one or the other of the wild
trees ivdranci (Piper sp.) and tok6ntiki (unidenti-
fied).

The neural modifications of the human com-
ponents of the River Campa cultural system con-
sist of all inculcated linguistic, ideational, atti-
tudinal, and motor habits. Their sum total for
the entire River Campa society forms what we
may call the "corporate heritage" of the culture.
The ideational sector of the River Campa cor-
porate heritage consists of ideas about reality
(cosmological ideas) and ideas about behavior
(normative ideas). Cosmological ideas are set
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forth in full in the present paper. Ideas about
behavior do not depart significantly from actual
behavior, summarized in this section in terms of
institutional organization. Other areas of neural
modification can be discussed briefly here.

The area of attitudes includes not only par-
ticular attitudes but also the general attitude or
stance of the individual-what is properly called
"character." With regard to their salient features
of character, the River Campas show themselves
to be proud to the point of arrogance, confident
to the point of defiance, self-reliant, ruthless,
shrewd, yet simple, candid, good-natured, and
explosively good-humored. Any propensity to
niggardliness or thievishness is especially dis-
couraged, the terms madicari (miser) and kosinti
(thief) being terms of maximum disapproval.
Pride of sex is accentuated among the males;
when a man accomplishes a particularly danger-
ous or difficult feat, he will exclaim "Ndro si-
rampari!" ("I am a man!"). The women accept
this attitude. Social relationships, as they are felt,
appear shallow and without any sense of per-
manence. There is no word for "friend," only
ni6mpari (my trading partner) and nosaninka
(my kinsman).5 All River Campas are adninka
(our fellows), but there is no sense of tribal soli-
darity, and internecine feuding and raiding,
although declining greatly in recent years with
the pacification of the area, have been the rule.
The virakoca (Caucasians) are hated and feared,
virtually forming a category of demons, whereas
their merchandise (oarar6nci) is greatly coveted.

The River Campas not only perform ade-
quately in all their activities, but they are also
famed for their skill with the bow and arrow.6
Their skill with canoe and raft on the treacherous
rivers has also been widely reported,7 but it
should be noted that only those Campas living on
the rivers have developed such proficiency. It is
not unusual for a Campa from the hills venturing
out on the river to drown.

The Campa language is of the Arawakan
family of languages. The phonemes in the River
Campa dialects are as follows: a, e, i, o, h, k, m,
n, p, r, s, t, v, y, 's (= sh), c (= ts), 'c (= tsh). The
language is typically Amerindian in being poly-
synthetic. Certain peculiarities of grammatical
construction are: (1) there are two tenses only,
action-completed and action-not-completed; (2)

there are two genders, masculine-animate and
feminine-inanimate; and (3) plurality need not be
indicated, so that number remains ambiguous
unless certain optional affixes or adjectives are
added.8 Writing is absent.

The terms in the Campa language that refer to
perception are particularly relevant to Campa
cosmology. Table 2 provides the categories of
senses, colors, tastes, and quantities recognized
linguistically by the Campas. The list of numbers
is complete, and reveals that the expression of
numerical quantities in the Campa language is
weak. The only numbers for which there are defi-
nite terms are: nothing, half, one, two, three,
four, five, 10, 20, and many. In general usage,
the terms for one, two, and three take on the
looser meanings of "not many," "a couple," and
"a few," respectively. The literal meanings of the
Campa terms for five, 10, and 20-"one hand,"
"both my hands," "both my feet"-suggest that
Campa numbers originated in the counting of
fingers and toes. The numbers between five and
10, and between 10 and 20, cannot be expressed,
although they can be indicated on fingers and
toes. There are no higher numbers. Mathematical
manipulation (addition, subtraction, etc.) is com-
pletely absent.

The organizational features of the River
Campa cultural system constitute in their totality
the overall structure of the system. They may be
classified into 10 major categories: political, mili-
tary, economic, kinship, educational, transporta-
tional, recreational, medical, mortuary, and re-
ligious.

The political organization of the River Campa
cultural system has as its institutional unit, typi-
cally, the hamlet community consisting of a
small number of conjugal families. A few com-
munities are sufficiently large to be called vil-
lages. In general the men dominate the women
and are themselves arranged in a kind of pecking
order; in any particular community there may or
may not be one dominant male, or headman. The
communities are politically autonomous except
where an exceptionally dominant male, or
strong-man, rises to dominate a number of them.
The Campa term for such strong-men is kordka
(the Quechuan "curaca"), but it should be noted
that in these latter days the Campa strong-man is
about extinct, and the term kordka has come to
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be used by the Caucasian plantation owners to
designate their Campa foremen. The Campas also
have a term pinkdcari (he who is dreaded), which
bears the sense of "ruler." This term is applied to
the major gods of the Campa pantheon, but it is
applied as well to the strong-men of Campa poli-
tics.

The institutional unit of the military organiza-
tion is the war party or raiding gang. The Campas
are master bowmen and, protected by magical
herbs,9 courageous and ferocious warriors. Mili-
tary paraphernalia include the bow and arrow,

firearms obtained from the Caucasians, and the
magical herbs mentioned, as well as pitfalls and
other defensive constructions. A warrior is called
odyeri (killer) or manatinkari (shooter). In the
past, the more proficient warriors organized
themselves into raiding gangs that fell upon in-
terior settlements to capture women and children
for sale to the Caucasians. A certain amount of
this activity still goes on. The principal tactic on
these raids is surprise, and in more bellicose times
no man left his weapons beyond easy reach.10
The peculiarly strained manner in which visitors
are greeted may reflect these earlier conditions.
It appears that the pattern of raiding developed
as a result of feuding and lack of tribal solidarity.
It also appears that sporadic fighting of the same

sort occurred with neighboring tribes, and the
history of armed resistance to Caucasian en-

croachment is amply documented." Military
training involves war games where two teams
shoot untipped arrows at each other, the object
being to develop skill in evading oncoming pro-
jectiles.'2

The effective economic unit is the conjugal
family, within which the sexual division of labor
takes the following form: the men do all the
hunting, most of the fishing, and some gathering;
they clear and plant the gardens; they build the
houses and manufacture all artifacts made with a

knife or other metal cutting tool, such as bows
and arrows, canoes, rafts, gourd utensils, and
combs; the women do the daily harvesting and
cooking, the spinning and weaving, make the pot-
tery, baskets, and mats, and care for the children.
These activities can be conducted alone or in the
company of others of the community. The only
economic enterprise that requires a large group

of people, usually drawn from several neighbor-
ing communities, is a major fishing expedition
using fish poison. There is no ownership of hunt-
ing land or fishing sites, and only use-ownership
of garden plots. All artifacts are individually
owned and may be exchanged; foodstuffs alone
are freely shared and given. There are set trade
routes between the towns and the interior, as
well as some trading of local resources, and along
these routes are established trading partnerships
(ni6mpar [my trading partner]). Small trading
expeditions are quite frequent, so that transient
visitors are commonplace in River Campa settle-
ments. There is, in addition, some movement of
families from the hills to the rivers to fish during
the dry season when fish abound. Foraging activi-
ties are directed at the natural resources listed in
table 3.

The institutional unit of the kinship organiza-
tion is the conjugal family, usually monogamous,
with incidents of polygyny associated with the
more dominant males. All the consanguineal kin-
ship and residence groups are lacking: there are
no extended families, lineages, sibs, or moieties.
Loose kindreds, however, can be said to exist,
approximating in size and nature our own kin-
dreds. The levirate and sororate are absent. The
rule is cross-cousin marriage, but when a suitable
cross cousin is not available any other person of
the opposite sex can be taken as spouse, if not
too closely related. Marriage is entered without
ceremony immediately after the interested male
gains the approval of the girl's parents or guardi-
ans, presuming that the girl herself is not op-
posed to the match. One or both spouses may be
prepubescent at the time of marriage, but for the
most part such marriages can be said to be only
nominal until both spouses reach physiological
maturity, the girl undergoing her rite of men-
arche. There is no fixed rule of residence. The
prescription that a married couple live with or
close enough to the wife's parents so that she can
visit them frequently and so that her husband
can assist them is honored more in the breach.
Divorce is easy.

Procreation and the rearing of children are pri-
marily operations of the conjugal family. Both
parents are enjoined from eating certain foods
during pregnancy to ensure an easy delivery and
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a normal issue. A woman gives birth gripping a

housepost and squatting over a mat or cloth
under which the soil has been loosened. She is
usually attended either by knowledgeable
women, such as her mother or mother-in-law, or

by her husband. Both parents must remain in-
doors for several days after the birth and must
refrain from eating many kinds of food to pre-

vent injury to themselves or to the infant; these
restrictions are lifted progressively and terminate
when the child begins to walk. Many women and
some men cut off their hair at the birth of their
first child. In the Ene region the tonsure style is
affected for subsequent births. Nursing is permis-
sive, supplemented by chewed foods and liquids
about two months after birth. Weaning is in-
duced, usually by the time a child is about two
years old or when another child is born, by plac-
ing tobacco juice or syrup on the nipple. Chil-
dren are kept in line by their total dependence
on their parents or guardians, who care for them,
instruct them, and chastise them when necessary.

Although the conjugal families tend to be
atomistic, kinship relationships with everyone in
the tribe are recognized. The entire network of
social interrelationships, indeed, can be seen as

primarily a kinship network. Individuals are iden-
tified more often in terms of their kinship rela-
tionship to the speaker or some known person
than by name. Personal names are usually nick-
names given in infancy by parents, but there are

Campas who have no personal names, for whom
identification and self-identification can only be
in terms of how they are related to their fellows.
Campa kinship terminology is a modified Iro-
quois pattern. The principal terms in the Tambo
dialect are given in table 4.

Some special features of this pattern are:
First, the kinship terminology is extended out
indefinitely along collateral lines, collaterality be-
ing indicated by the optional suffix -cod.
Second, it was reported to me that in the Pajonal
dialect use is still made of the archaic form pdvd

(my father), which survives in both cultures as
the term of respect for the solar deity. The term
pavacori (my father's brother) is clearly derived
from pdva plus -cori (my collateral father), al-
though the term is so well established that classi-
ficatory father's brothers may be called pavacori-

cori, with apac6ri as a permissible alternative.
Third, there may be collateral relatives on Ego's
grandparental generation who are younger than
Ego, or collateral relatives on the generation of
Ego's grandchildren who are older than Ego. The
terms &iine and 'sa' are applied to all relatives two
generations away who are older than Ego, while
nocarine and nosdro are applied to all relatives
two generations away who are younger than Ego
(male speaking). These terms can be replaced by
the terms for relatives of Ego's own generation,
which permits the calculation of more remote
generations.

The educational organization of the River
Campa cultural system can be fairly described as
unformalized. A child is taught informally by its
parents and any other adults willing to do so.
The child must rely heavily on observation of
adults and on the lessons of personal experience.
Once a child walks, it remains with the women if
a girl, but if a boy moves to join the men in their
gatherings. As the child grows he engages more
and more in adult activities, learning skills that
will be useful to him as an adult. A girl helps
with the preparation of masato, helps in child
care, and begins to use the carrying basket. A
boy first plays with a toy bow and arrow, then
practices with a real bow and arrow made to his
size, begins to hunt and fish, to manipulate
canoes and rafts, and becomes increasingly self-
reliant and independent.

One formal educational institution centers on
menarche. At puberty a girl is confined to a small
enclosure in the main house for several months.
There she is tended (usually by her mother), is
fed according to a very restricted diet, and
spends her time spinning cotton thread. During
this period the girl may not converse with any
male, and no male may see her face. At the end
of her ordeal the girl's hair may be cut and she
may be painted with dna (huito, Genipa ameri-
cana), whereupon she emerges and is honored by
a festival. The girl is now marriageable. The rea-
sons given for this custom are: to fatten the girl,
and to force her to learn to work and not be
lazy, to learn to spin, and to learn to obey her
husband. She will emerge attractively plump in
Campa eyes, accustomed to spending long hours
at the onerous task of spinning, and with her
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spirit broken sufficiently to play the role of wife
and mother. There are no corresponding puberty
rites for boys, who are toughened to the de-
mands of adult life in other ways, the informal
ways already indicated.

Two transportational institutions exist among
the Campas. One is the trail party, a group of
Campas moving by land along a path, marching
single file, men and women interspersed. The
men carry their weapons, the women their carry-
ing baskets filled with belongings and suspended
by tumplines from their foreheads. The women
tote the babes in arms; toddlers, and older chil-
dren when they tire, are carried by the men. A
brisk pace is maintained dawn to dusk with rest
stops and a midday pause to eat; nights are
passed on the trail in temporary lean-tos or at
Campa communities along the way. The other
transportational institution is the canoe or raft
crew. One individual acts as rudderman. If there
are others, they take their positions forward to
paddle or punt. Women and children sit as pas-
sengers, although a woman may serve as rudder-
man if the crew is shorthanded. A journey of any
duration by river requires that provisions and be-
longings be taken just as for travel by land, and
nights are passed in a similar manner.

Recreational organization includes all "re-
creative" activity for the maintenance of the
human components of a cultural system. The in-
stitutions for eating, excreting, bathing, and
sleeping are most important, and a daily neces-
sity. The Campas usually eat three times a day. A
family is up just before dawn; a woman feeds the
members of her family before they disperse to
their several tasks. Work groups stop at midday,
and may eat where they are or return to the
settlement for the noon meal, which is usually
the main meal of the day. The evening meal is
taken at the settlement after the day's work is
finished. Commonly, in a small settlement, the
entire community eats dinner and supper to-
gether, and the food is prepared and served by
the women. Sometimes the families eat sepa-
rately. In larger settlements, one or several fami-
lies eat together, but not the entire community.
When there are visitors, the women and children
usually eat separately from the men. Food is
served on banana leaves or basketry trays, or in
pots, with everyone helping himself from the

common supply. Masato is served in a gourd bot-
tle or in a large pot.

The Campas are averse to exposing their geni-
tals, even to others of the same sex. To excrete,
an individual goes to one of a number of small
clearings a short distance from the settlement,
depositing what he must on the ground; while
traveling, the individual steps aside to micturate
if a male, or goes a short distance into the forest
to excrete into a hole in the ground that is then
well covered. An infant's excrements (until it
walks) are saved by some mothers in little leaf
packets stored in a palm-leaf bag. When the bag is
filled, its contents are buried, burned, or thrown
into the river. This is done to prevent insects
from obtaining some of these materials to prac-
tice witchcraft on the infant (a belief which also
accounts for the behavior of adults on the trail).
Other mothers throw the offal of their infants
directly into the river or bury it immediately in a
selected spot; still others simply discard the offal
without these precautions.

Every day, singly or in groups, the Campas
bathe in some nearby river or stream. They
master the art of slipping into the water without
exposing their genitals. After splashing for a
while, they emerge refreshed. Menstruating
women alone refrain from this activity. Aside
from herbal baths given to infants and the sick,
this is all the Campas do to cleanse their bodies,
and it suffices. Clothing is ordinarily not washed,
apart from the periodic soaking of cushmas in an
infusion of vegetable dye.

The members of a conjugal family sleep to-
gether in a heap or close to each other on a large
mat or several smaller ones, with all the clothing
they own and use gathered around them for in-
sulation against the chill of the night. A family
sleeps either on a platform in the house or in the
open of the settlement clearing. An individual
sleeps in his cushma, into which he draws his
arms and legs, and even his head, when the night
is cold. A headrest may be used: an old cushma,
a stone, or a log.

The rest of the recreational organization con-
sists of pastimes and diversions ranging in impor-
tance from trifling to highly significant. Chil-
dren's games include such simple amusements as
twirling around and hopping, as well as play with
the toys listed in table 1. For the most part these
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games are restricted to boys, although in a game
like shuttlecock it is not beneath the dignity of
men to join in. Both males and females, young
and old, amuse themselves occasionally with
string figures, and it is not unusual to see some-
one with a string draped around his neck to be
used for this innocent pastime. From time to
time during the day the women stop their daily
work to relax, chat among themselves, and slake
their thirst with masato. The duties of the men
provide them with longer stretches of leisure
time, even days, which they spend lounging on a
platform in each other's company, a supply of
the ubiquitous masato within easy reach.

Beyond this it is in the intense albeit transi-
tory institution of the masato festival that we
find the reigning diversion of the recreational or-
ganization. The women devote much time to the
preparation of masato for these festivals, neigh-
boring communities taking turns as host. The
ideal psychic state of the River Campas is one of
inebriation, and it is at such festivals that convo-
cations of Campas achieve this ideal. As long as
the supply of masato lasts, which may be several
days, there is drinking, dancing, and singing. At
such gatherings the sexes are segregated to pre-
vent trouble of a sexual nature, although disputes
and bloodshed for this or some other reason are
not unheard of when the men are sodden. These
festivals, nonetheless, are the high points of River
Campa social life, enthusiastically viewed by all
as events of unbridled enjoyment and good-
fellowship. Yet, rip-roaring though they may be,
the Campa masato festivals must be viewed in
proper perspective, as simply enlivening a work-
aday world in which both men and women are
hard and conscientious workers. Given the debili-
tating nature of the environment and the hum-
drum character of most daily activities, these
recreational amusements are palliative. Indeed,
entered into with typical Campa verve, they pro-
vide an important avenue of expression for the
richness and vitality of the River Campa style of
life, however limited that life may be.

The Campas are very conscious of sickness
and death, their constant companions. When ill-
ness strikes, they attempt to save the stricken
person, except when they judge the case to be
hopeless. For a serious illness a shaman is called
in. The Campa shaman, like shamans everywhere,

is a part-time religio-medical specialist in whose
person the religious and medical orders are fused.
It is possible, however, to distinguish his purely
medical activities from his strictly religious be-
havior.

As a medical practitioner the River Campa
shaman is called in to examine the sick, with the
understanding that he will receive goods for his
service commensurate with the gravity of the
case, whether or not the patient recovers.13 It is
important to note that the shaman simply ex-
amines the patient in order to diagnose the cause
of illness, and this examination, although salu-
tary to a degree, does not in itself effect a cure.
The shaman blows tobacco smoke or spits
tobacco juice on the affected part of the pa-
tient's body and then sucks thereon. The shaman
bases his diagnosis on what he presents as having
emerged from the patient's body and perhaps on
what he dreams later that night (for the examina-
tion usually takes place at night), all of which are
related to the patient's symptoms. He may as-
cribe the illness to a demon (kamari), to a human
or nonhuman witch (mdci), or occasionally to
soul loss. In the case of soul loss the shaman
sends out his own soul in search of the lost soul.
In the case of a human witch the shaman singles
out the culprit, usually a child, more often than
not female, who is forced to unearth the witch-
craft materials she has buried in and around the
house. If the patient dies, the accused witch is
executed or, in our time, sold to the Caucasians.
In the case of nonhuman witches, and these in-
clude any of several species of ants and bees,
herbal baths and drinks are administered at the
same time that an effort is made to search out
and destroy the nests of the suspected insect
witches. Herbal baths and drinks are also in order
if the cause of sickness was the "breeze" of a
passing demon (atdnci). But if the patient has
experienced a direct confrontation with a demon
of the imaginary sort, then nothing can be done
for him and he is expected to die.

Thus, the shaman as physician examines, diag-
noses, and prescribes but it is usually left to the
patient's kinsfolk to take the measures deemed
necessary to effect a cure. The women especially
are knowledgeable herbalists, some more so than
others. Certain female herbalists examine pa-
tients, using a special technique analogous to
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sucking. This technique, called cionkdnci, re-
quires that hot stones be introduced into a pot
containing water and selected leaves to produce
billows of steam. The patient stands over the pot
and allows the steam to rise up under his robe.
The pot is later inspected by the herbalist to find
objects understood to have dropped out of the
patient's body, objects of the same sort as those
a shaman would suck out.

When someone in a conjugal family dies, the
survivors cut off their hair and vomit once the
body has been disposed of. Others of the com-
munity assist if need be in the disposal, and un-
less the deceased was an infant the entire com-
munity abandons the settlement. Death practices
are more thoroughly discussed below.

Religious organization may be taken as the
apparatus by which a total cultural system relates
to the supernatural, including not only the entire
range of wholly imaginary beings and forces but
also everything in nature to which imaginary at-
tributes have been ascribed. The religious organi-
zation of the River Campa cultural system has as
its main actors the fraternity of shamans. These
religio-medical specialists do not act in concert,
but act individually to enforce each other's pre-
tensions. They are called keripidri, the most ac-
complished of them being called antiaviari.14 All
River Campa shamans are males, in no way ab-
normal, achieving their status after more than a
year of rigorous apprenticeship that involves re-
striction of diet, abstinence from all sexual activi-
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FIG. 3. A Campa ayahuasca ceremony (Ipoki region). The presiding shaman sits on the left, with
a small pot of the hallucinogenic ayahuasca before him, surrounded by the other participants in the
ceremony.
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ties, and continual ingestion of psychotropic
drugs, especially tobacco in syrup form and the
hallucinogenic ayahuasca.

As a religious practitioner the River Campa
shaman takes the lead in what may be called
"ayahuasca ceremonies" (see fig. 3), which he
organizes from time to time. The hallucinogenic
drink, kamdrampi," is prepared by boiling seg-
ments of the ayahuasca vine (Banisteriopsis sp.)
with the leaves of the wild tree hor6va (Psycho-
tria viridis). When night falls the shaman drinks a
quantity of this liquid and gives some to the
others present. When the drug takes effect, the
shaman begins to sing and continues to sing as
long as he feels the influence of the drug, perhaps
throughout the entire night. It is understood that
the shaman in singing is simply repeating what he
hears the visiting good spirits sing, for it is at
these ceremonies that good spirits come to dance
and sing in full sight of the shaman and the
others made receptive by the drug.

Shamans as a class enjoy good reputations and
considerable respect. They are the River Campas'
only recourse in time of grave illness. They alone
can contact the good spirits, and they are the.
recognized authorities on questions of cosmologi-
cal belief. Their special powers, given them by
the continual consumption of tobacco and
ayahuasca, add efficacy to their medical activi-
ties, permit them to see spirits in their true, or
human, form, and enable their souls to travel far
as lightning flashes to distant places and even to
the abodes of the good spirits. There are some

NC

'This figure was provided by Peter W. Fast of the
Summer Institute of Linguistics (1962:7).

2The Pajonal Campas also refer to themselves as
aldninka. Several authors reported that the Campas or
"Campas proper' call themselves at(ri as a tribal desig-
nation (Schlappi 1935:368; Schuller 1908:179n., 184n.;
Steward and Metraux 1948:537; Tessmann 1930:83).
This is an error. Tessmann (1930:83-84) gave "tkaninga"
as the term "that the Campas often give to the question
of what is the Campa name for their tribe," translating
it as "countryman," which is reasonably accurate, but
he was of the opinion that the term as used "refers only
to the people of the same district," and so he concluded
that the Campas "have no comprehensive name for their
tribe." "Ashaninka" as the Campa name for themselves

shamans, however, who do not share this reputa-
tion and respect. These are shamans reputed to
have contact not with the good spirits but
with jaguars, which are demons. It is believed
that their souls become jaguars at night to attack
people as they sleep. Rivalry between shamans
will produce accusations to this effect. But physi-
cal violence is not used against a reputed jaguar-
shaman, and he continues to be called on as a
doctor. A jaguar-shaman does not, any more than
a "good" shaman, practice witchcraft to make
people sick: he is not mdci.16

The River Campa shamans are the ultimate
authorities on questions of cosmological belief.
Yet, what they know and what they profess to
know is common knowledge, the traditional cos-
mological beliefs inherited from past generations,
at most given an individualistic twist in a few
details by an individual shaman. As I discovered,
the shamans are not necessarily the best versed in
traditional lore. A shaman may know some
myths and not others, or have heard of certain
cosmological features or supernatural beings and
not others, so that he finds himself in the embar-
rassing position of having to conceal his ignor-
ance by speaking only of what he knows and
remaining noncommittal about the rest, lest he
be contradicted. The River Campa shamans thus
suffer from the lack of a central theological semi-
nary to standardize doctrine and teach them all
they should know. Shamanistic practices are dis-
cussed more fully below.

)TES
was reported in L. Kindberg 1961:505n., W. Kindberg
1961:519n., and Pike and Kindberg 1956:415. Farabee
(1922:36) gave "acaningka" as the term by which the
closely related Machiguengas designate themselves, but
in the same work (1922:1) he reported that they call
themselves (or are called) "Machiganga," whereas the
Campas call themselves "Acheyenga" or "Achenega"
(see also Aza 1923a:669).

3Tessmann (1930:83) suggested a Quechuan origin
for the term "Campa." He also noted that in certain
sources the word "Tampa" is used to refer to the same
populations, and proposed that "Tampa," a Quechuan
term meaning "in disorder, confused," may have been a
mishearing of "Campa." Padre Aza (1924:24-25n.) sug-
gested the reverse, that "Campa" is derived from
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"Ttampa," which he translated to mean "disheveled":
"The name 'Campa,' whose meaning the savages today
do not know, I believe arose from the corruption of the
Quechuan term 'Ttampa,' disheveled, since not only
have I heard the Indians of the Highlands call them so,
but I also find P. Bobo de Revello applying to them the
name of 'Ttampas' in his pamphlet Brillante Porvenir del
Cuzco, published in 1848."

4Sample size: 11 males, 16 females. For comparable
data, see Kuczynsky-Godard 1939:111, 50.

'See Adam 1890:46, 98; Sala 1929:254. The re-
ported use of the term ant (my male cross-cousin, male
speaking) to mean "friend," denied by my informants,
was probably limited to relations with Caucasian inter-
lopers, and selected because of the implied joking rela-
tionship (see Delgado 1896-1897:V, 448; VI, 97; Sala
1929:254, 418; Urquhart 1893:355; Zavala 1895:155,
158).

6See Anon. 1888:23; Gridilla 1942a:68; 1942b:69;
Herndon and Gibbon 1854:I, 82; J. G. 1868:30; Moss
1909:17; Navarro 1924:47, 52; Samanez Ocampo
1907:303; Schutz-Holzhausen 1895:214 (but see Wer-
theman 1878:139; 1905b:202).

7See Anon. 1957; Arroyo and Perez 1936:226; Nor-
denskjold 1924:20-21; Samanez Ocampo 1907:303;
Schlappi 1935:369; Tovar 1966:55; Urquhart 1893:35 3
(but see Ordinaire 1887:282; Tschopik 1955:13).

8For an excellent analysis of Campa morphology, see
W. Kindberg 1961.

9The herbs used are varieties of ivenki (Cyperus
piripiri) (see Navarro 1924:23; Steward and Metraux
1948 :548).

"0For descriptions of such raids, see Navarro
1924:33-37; Zurinaga 1944:34-36 (also in Ortiz
1961:243).

"See Adamson 1904:17-18; Barriga 1905:448-450;
Cardenas 1905:30-31; Galt MS:II, 14; Giordano
1907:184, 222-223; Herndon and Gibbon 1854:1,
85-86, 208; Navarro 1924:7-13; Nistrom 1905:480ff.;
Ortiz 1961:151-153; Portillo 1905:486-488; Raygada
1905:390; Saiz 1943:107-108; Valdez Lozano 1944:
5 2-54; Wertheman 1905b:176ff.

"For mention of this practice, see Clark 1953:125,
201; Dolinger 1955:156; Gridilla 1942a:67; Izaguirre
1923-1929:XII, 292; Llano 1957:52.

"This contradicts Tessmann's report (1930:95) that
a shaman receives nothing if his patient is not healed.

"4Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 212; see also
Mac-Lean y Estenos 1939:336), reporting for the
closely related Machiguengas, translated the Machi-
guenga equivalent of §eripidri as "he who is transfigured
by the effects of tobacco." Although in the Campa lan-
guage Wri means "tobacco" and -pi- is the verb root
meaning "to transform," the ending -piari cannot prop-
erly be translated as "he who is transfigured by." In-
stead, the ending -piari may be related to "piai," the
term for "shaman" reported for Cariban- and
Arawakan-speaking tribes of the Guianas and for the
Bacairi to the south (Abreu 1938:260-261; Farabee
1924:129; Im Thurn 1967:328; Koch-Grunberg
1900:4-5; Nimuendajiu 1926:142; Oberg 195 3:75; Roth
1915:328; Steinen 1940:443-445; Steward 1946-
1959:Ill, 856). If this is so, the Campa term se-
ripidri can be translated literally as "tobacco-shaman,"
and the term antiavidri would signify "great shaman."
See also Tessmann 1930:93: "Seripidri (literally some-
thing like tobacco-taker from seri = tobacco)"; and, for
the Machiguengas again, Girard 1958:21 in.: "The name
of the shaman of said group is seri pigari, that is, he who
uses tobacco (seri tobacco)." Padre Touchaux
(1908:151) mistakenly gave "seripegari" to mean
"chief."

"5Tessmann (1930:95) was in error when he stated
that the term kamnarampi is "perhaps compounded of
kamali = sorcerer and ambi = poison." The word is de-
rived from the verb root -kamarank- (to vomit) because
the drug is nauseatingly bitter.

"6Tessmann (1930:93) reported as follows: "Sor-
cerer in general is called kamdli. There are two kinds of
sorcerer. The evil sorcerer is called matsinti and the
good sorcerer seripidri." (See also Steward and Metraux
1948:549.) This account is misleading: kamari is the
Campa term for "demon," not "sorcerer"; shamans
(keripidri) and witches (maci) cannot be classified to-
gether. Padre Navarro (1924:30) mistakenly called the
Campa shamans "Matchi," undoubtedly as a conse-
quence of the common use of the term "brujo" in
Spanish to refer indiscriminately to both shamans and
witches.



PART 2. CAMPA COSMOGRAPHY

TERRESTRIAL GEOGRAPHY

The Earth's circle I know sufficiently,
That far the view is vouchsafed us

-Goethe, Faust, Pt. II

The Campas, in common with most of man-
kind, live where air, earth, and water meet, in
touch with the ground while rising a short dis-
tance into the overlying atmosphere. This ground
presents to each Campa, as to anyone, the ap-
pearance of extending out on all sides from be-
neath him, and of being solid in the sense of
resisting and so sustaining his weight. The exten-
sion of the earth is broken only by bodies of
water that can be entered with due caution but
where no one can remain permanently. In addi-
tion, there are special characteristics of Campa
territory that no one within its borders can fail
to perceive: it is mountainous and not plane; it is
thickly forested and not a desert; its waters are
rivers and brooks surrounded by land and not a
sea hemming in the land. It is this situation that
the Campas face and which they have compre-
hended in their own distinctive way. How, then,
do the Campas comprehend the earth which they
inhabit? To answer this question properly it is
necessary to investigate the terms they employ
and the meanings of those terms.

The Campa term for earth, for soil, is kipdci.
This term also serves to signify "land," so that
any particular tribe inhabits its own kipdci, and a
distant human group inhabits pasini kipdci
(another land). The entire earth can be called
kipdci, but those Campas who give it any special
name at all call it Kamaveni, the Land of Death,
which recognizes that the characteristic inhabi-
tants of the earth-the human species and par-
ticularly the Campas-are all mortal. In this re-
gion earth tremors are common: when the earth
shakes, the shaking is called onika.
A flat plain or plateau is called ovinteni.

Where the ground slopes, as on the side of a hill
or mountain, it is tonkdri. The ridge at the top of
a mountain is otisi or oitdki. A sheer cliff, expos-
ing bare rock for lack of vegetation cover, is im-
perita. In listing these topographical terms, a sig-
nificant fact becomes apparent, disclosing how

much interpretation is embodied in the simplest
descriptive terms. By way of contrast we might
note that, in our own culture, a hill is usually
conceived of as a solid mass of earth and rock
that rises up from or sits upon level ground. The
Campa term tonkdri, the closest equivalent to
our term hill, contains in its meaning no refer-
ence to the mass of a hill but refers only to its
contour. The Campas, then, appear to describe
the earth in terms of the contours of its surface
rather than in terms of masses of solid matter.
This interesting fact becomes even more signifi-
cant when we consider how the Campas conceive
the vertical structure of the universe.

Another aspect of the land is its vegetation
cover. The Campas see vegetation for what it is,
understanding that it grows but also recognizing
that it is rooted and fixed in place, incapable of
ambulation, and they ascribe to it an inanimate
gender. The vegetation zones within their terri-
tory are recognized and named. The forest is
called in9catosi (from incato [tree], and -si [leaf]),
the heavy forest or "monte real" is antdmi. The
stretches of grassland that break the continuous
extension of the forest are called kesi, so that the
Campas who live where there are grasslands are
called kesisati (grassland dwellers), a term which
is more pointedly used to refer to the Pajonal
Campa population. The spongy bushland be-
tween the Ene and Urubamba rivers is, as men-
tioned above, designated kan6ha, but here the
emphasis is on the quality of the soil. A swampy
area is inkaharemdsi (from inkdhare [lake] and
-masi [field]).
A lake, then, is inkdhare, but in Campa terri-

tory lakes are confined to the more inaccessible
uplands, and although their existence is known,
they are ascribed marvelous properties. It is be-
lieved that within them live human beings
adapted to breathing water as we do air, together
with all their houses, livestock, etc. It is in fact
believed that the white race emerged from just
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such a lake. It is further believed that the waters
of these lakes are capable of rising up to engulf
the unfortunate Campa who ventures too close.

At the elevations inhabited by Campas, how-
ever, surface water is flowing, in the form of a
network of rivers and their many tributaries,
down from the hills. The main river in River
Campa territory, the Apurimac-Ene-Tambo, is
called Tamp6(ni), that part above the junction
with the Perene being called Kat6nko Tamp6(ni),
or Upper Tambo, and also Enizni). The Perene
River is called Pareni(ni).' These are proper
names. The Campa term for a bend of the river is
otehempihati, the term for a strong current is
osincihdre (strong water), the term for whirlpool,
a common feature of these rivers, is om6ink(an)i
(or omoinkdre), and the term for waves is omo-
tonkd(ne). The term for brook or creek is nihd-
teni, and every one of the numerous brooks and
creeks flowing into the main rivers has its own
proper name. Each Campa community simply
takes its name from that of the brook or creek
nearest it. Some of these proper names for tribu-
taries of the main rivers are repeated at intervals
of some distance. There is, for example, a saori-
dto on the lower Tambo and another on the up-
per Tambo, a Pihireni and an Anapdti both on
the Tambo and on the Ene, a Kempiri on the
Ene and another on the Apurimac. Some of the
proper names of tributaries, like those of the
main rivers, have no ascertainable meaning, but
many of them do, as is shown below.

Two passes, especially dangerous during the
rainy season, one on the Ene and the other on
the Tambo, are both called Otika (Dam), with
good reason. Other dangerous passes also are
named, but usually the name of the entering trib-
utary, the major cause of the turbulence at that
point, lends itself to the pass. One exception is
the Tambo's Otika, the bad pass that gives its
name to the entering tributary there, thus revers-
ing the naming procedure. A waterfall is, quite
literally, ovarihdre or oparihdti. One waterfall of
great height at Kodri on the Tambo is visible
from the main river. It has no special name.

Each cliff that diverts the river produces tur-
bulence in the form of waves or whirlpools at its
base. Such a dangerous landmark usually has a
proper name often signifying "the house of'
some species of animal, bird, or even fish. Thus,
Pakicapdnko (Hawk's House) is where the Ene

River cuts through a mountain ridge. Peculiar ter-
rain features, especially along the rivers that are
the main avenues of travel, also have their proper
names. A number of the mountain ridges have
been given proper names as well. The named geo-
graphical features encountered along the
Apurimac-Ene-Tambo and the Perene for those
sections of these rivers that I traveled are listed in
table 5 (see also figs. 4-6).

For the Campas the earth is a flat surface, not
in the sense of being plane since their territory is
mountainous, but in the sense of extending to its
limits without curvature. They see themselves
more or less centrally situated on the surface of
the earth, which is reasonable as the vault of the
sky is clearly at its highest overhead. A simple
diagram depicting their views could be drawn to
show two concentric circles, the larger, represent-
ing the earth, enclosing the smaller, representing
Campa territory (see fig. 7). But this simple dia-
gram should not lead one to believe that the
Campas ascribe any regular shape either to their
territory or to the earth. The rim of the earth,
represented by the circumference of the larger
circle, does have a real existence for the
Campas-not as its physical limits, but merely as
the outermost limits of Campa cognizance.2 That
part of the earth lying between the two concen-
tric circles of our simple diagram is inhabited by
non-Campa peoples, although it is not incon-
ceivable to the Campas that there might be some
other group of Campas, in the ethnic sense of the
word, inhabiting some distant region.3 Neighbor-
ing tribes are known and named, as mentioned
above. These known groups, however, do not
play a significant role in the strictly ethnocentric
Campa cosmological system. Definite knowledge
of the tribes beyond this immediate circle of
neighboring tribes fades out quickly, and the
Campas take no interest in what lies in these un-
known intervening reaches. It is not until the
limits of the earth are attained that the Campa
imagination is again quickened.

It is the main river system flowing through
Campa territory that gives orientation to Campa
notions of geography. The only general direc-
tional terms for the surface of the earth are
kat6nko (upriver) and kirinka (downriver).
Otherwise the generic or proper name of a geo-
graphical feature, be it river, brook, mountain
ridge, or other landmark, must be used with the
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suffix -ki (to, at, from). The main river, the
Apurimac-Ene-Tambo-Ucayali, flows from south
to north, and so the Campas visualize the
river as having its point of origin at the southern-
most point on the rim of the knowable earth.
This cardinal point, the point of origin of the
main river, is called Intat6ni (from the verb root
-int- [to begin]).

The Campas also recognize that some time
after leaving Campa territory the main river
changes direction and flows due east until it
reaches the rim of the knowable earth once
again. The river ends there, falling through a hole
in the earth. That place where the river ends, a
second cardinal point, is called Ocitiriko (from
ociti [it submerges]). It is where the sun rises,
which serves to connect the earth's orientation
with celestial phenomena.4

The cardinal points on the rim of the earth are
only accidentally directional in terms of our
north-south-east-west system, and are only acci-
dentally connected with the trajectory of the
sun. Intat6ni does not mean south, it means
River's Beginning; Ocitiriko does not mean east,
it means River's End. Nothing corresponds to our
north, and what is believed to lie in the west is
probably a recent addition. More than just termi-
nal points of the main river, both Intat6ni and
Ocitiriko are mentioned as centers of habitation
of good spirits, and the Perene River points west-
ward to another center of habitation of good
spirits recognized by the Campas, one called Iri-
mdka. This name presumably derives from that
of Lima, the capital of Peru lying almost due
west, reports of which have come to the Campas
from Caucasians, Highland Indians, and even
some mission-trained Campas who have visited
there.

To refer to Intat6ni and Ocitiriko as points on
the rim of the earth is to impose an artificial
geometric simplicity on the Campa scheme of
things. They are places, not points, and the rim
corresponds to no physical termination. This be-
comes clear when the Campas speak of places
beyond those already mentioned. Some but not
all Campas recognize that beyond Ocitiriko is the
place where the spirits that manifest themselves
in thunder reside. This place is called Otiridni
(from otire [thunder]). One shaman-Poreka-
vinti-proposed to me that beyond Inta-
t6ni there is a place called Sirinkar6ni, literally

"place of those who are tobacco (spirits)."
It was my impression that kirinkar6ni was this

particular shaman's own invention as an instance
of his shamanistic virtuosity. It is significant that
Campa cosmology appears to allow for such ex-
tension and elaboration of belief as long as it
adheres to the logic of the system. What we do
find are a few salient features of cosmography
that are universal and time-honored in the cul-
ture, but which can and may be extended and
elaborated. Such extensions and elaborations,
however, will have only a limited circle of accept-
ance and a limited duration because, although
they are perfectly acceptable in terms of the
system, they are not important enough to be-
come generally accepted articles of faith demand-
ing transmission to future generations. Thus, it
would not matter if kirinkar6ni did not exist or
if the idea were forgotten, but if the concept of
Ocitiriko were lost, a main prop of the Campa
universe would be knocked away.

The elaboration to which the concept of
Ocitiriko lends itself is instructive. That there is a
placed called Ocitiriko where the river submerges
at the eastern end of the earth gives every indica-
tion of being an old and indigenous belief. It is
possible that the attribution of an eastern termi-
nation to the river is derived remotely from
actual knowledge of the true course of the river,
a knowledge based on vague reports coming from
the tribes downriver or on a tradition carried by
the Campas as they migrated westward to their
present location. But when Campas in the Ipoki
region (presently overrun by Caucasian colonists)
use the term "Amazonas" and locate a tribe of
women without men called Mahinar6etes at
Ocitiriko, there may be justification in identi-
fying these notions as recent accretions, limited
to that region, for they are unknown elsewhere.
Another notion that may be limited to the Ipoki
region (part of the larger Peren6 cultural region) is
that there are reportedly bats at Ocitiriko, a spe-
cial feature of the place. Apparently more wide-
spread but not universal among the Campas is the
belief that in the hole where the main river sub-
merges there lives a gigantic crab (antdri okro)
that partially obstructs the fall of the river, so
that when the crab moves to one side the level of
the river goes down and from downriver comes
the distant sound "du-du-du-du," and such that
if the crab were ever to close off the river en-
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tirely the earth would be flooded. Also falling
somewhere short of being universally recognized
is the existence of a subterranean level called
Kivinti, inhabited by good spirits. For those who
do recognize the existence of Kivinti, it is under-
stood that the river falls through the hole at
Ocitiriko into Kivinti, to proceed no one knows
where.

Mention of the great crab at Ocitiriko and its
function in regulating the level of the river is an
introduction to a final feature of terrestrial
geography-the seasonal changes which the river
undergoes. The rising of the river is called
kim6ha (big water) or amara, and a flood is
called 6nka. The rainy season taking its name
from the condition of the rivers is called
kimohdnci. It may also be called kedronci. The
dry season is called osarenci-like kedronci, a
term of uncertain etymology.6 Years can be
counted by seasons, so that aparo osarenci would
mean "one year."7

Within the span of a year the earth itself pro-
vides more precise calendrical information, in the
form of the flowering of certain trees. My field
notes contain the following summary descrip-
tion:

Calendar of the flowers. The heavy rains are
over by March, and it is then that the tree melid
is in flower. It is followed by simdsiri, which
buds in April (and flowers in June), this being
the time when all the game animals have much
fat (except ken*in, which fattens during the time

N(

'Ruis (MS:[15J) gave "Masarebeni" as the Campa
name for the Perene, but Masaroveni is the name of a
tributary of the Tambo some distince below the mouth
of the Perene.

2One shaman I interviewed acknowledged that there
might be lands beyond these recognized limits, lands of
which the Campas simply have not received any report.

3In this regard, see Paz Soldan and Kuczynski-
Godard 1939:13: "The Chuncho [Campa] has a notion
of men and families with whom he can communicate,
but he does not have the concept of a Chuncho com-
munity; we often had the impression that for them,
despite everything, chuncho and man are practically the
same. They have heard talk, in the sermons at the mis-
sion, of other continents and of other lands, and a

y'4' Pi
2

FIG. 7. Campa
gram of the earth.
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of iak6pi). Next, also in April, come kocimeti
and pasdro. Then, in May, appear the flowers of
kotive and sampera. In June flower sampa and
svinti, and it is then that all the birds are with fat
(which is good). In July a number of plants give
flower: pih6ro, oyentiki, tdiri (with a red
flower), and kitepenkiri-also called sonkdre-
(with an orange flower). In August komdro
flowers, and the dry season begins in earnest.
After the beginning of the rainy season pas6tiki
and ciceriki give flower (in February). Then
come the heavy rains.

Shorter spans of time are measured by the
moon and sun. But this takes us outside the
range of terrestrial geography and into the major
celestial deities, which are discussed later.8

OTES

Chuncho once asked if in those remote lands there were
many Chunchos." A short discussion of the term
"chuncho" is given below (page 481). The mission re-
ferred to is the former Adventist mission of "Susiqui"
on the upper Perene River.

4A corresponding belief is reported for the Machi-
guengas: according to Padre Alvarez (1939:130), "Otzti-
ake is the mouth or ultimate end of the river, where all
the great rivers come together and the world ends";
Padre Grain (1957:9 1) also wrote of "ostiake or end of
the earth." (See also Aza 1923:41.)

'Unmarried women are called ma(h)indro (she with-
out spouse) or timaWitinkaro (she who is living alone).

6I suspect that osarenci is simply the substantive
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form of "to make warm." Clark (1953:358) gave
"osarensi" for "summer," i.e., dry season, and "quiare"
for "winter."

7According to W. Kindberg (1961:545), years may
also be calculated by rainy seasons, for he supplied the
datum "noimohaaZite my years (literally, my high
waters)." Farabee (1922:16) reported for the Machi-
guengas that "the word for a seasonal year is 'sethe-
hagarene,' " a term not recognized by my informants.

8The measurement of time in terms of terrestrial and
celestial indicators is reported in much the same terms
for the Machiguengas. Thus, Grandidier (1861:137)
stated that "they calculate the months by moons and
the seasons by the flowering of trees." Rosell (1916:xvi,
13) made the following observations:

"Computation of time They compute time by luna-
tions and seasons.

"They compute the month (cosiri) from one luna-
tion to the next. As there are only two seasons in the
region of the forests-the rainy season and the dry sea-
son, which have no fixed periods to begin and ter-

minate-their calculations are only approximate, and
they focus rather on the flowering or fructification of
the trees.

"To note a past event, they refer to the flowering or
fructification of this or that tree, within the limits of a
year; they designate longer time with the vague word
'formerly.' "

According to Farabee (1922:16): "Long periods of
time are counted by seasons, the wet and the dry, and
by the return of the fruits and flowers. When a visit is
planned or an engagement made, the time is fixed by
the blooming of a certain flower. Shorter periods are
counted by moons.... The quarters of the moon are
used for counting time also.... The position of the sun
is used to determine the time of day, and in keeping
appointments." J. G. (1868:34), reporting on the
Campas, wrote the following: "Lacking any astro-
nomical notion, they cannot measure time except by
the appearances of the sun and the moon, determining
the year by the dry or rainy season and commonly by
the song of some bird that appears periodically or by
the chatter of some insect."

THE UNIVERSE VIEWED VERTICALLY

Evidentlv we do not see correctly.

The earth appears to be viewed by the Campas
as but one of a series of inhabited strata arranged
one above the other. The Campas here recognize
two cardinal directions, isdvi (down below) and
hen6ki (up above). The surface of the earth,
which lies immediately beneath us, is designated
as isdviki,2 and all that lies above is called henoki.
The word hen6ki, then, is used to refer to the
sky, for which the specific term is Inkite, and so

comprises all the strata above the earth. As we

look upward, the visible sky is in reality the floor
of another world, and there are additional strata
up to the highest, beyond which there is nothing.
The number of celestial strata is indeterminate,
and they have no specific names. Each stratum of
Inkite is inhabited by good spirits, the henokiniri
(sky dwellers), and for them the stratum they
inhabit is as solid underfoot as our earth is for us.

This is our first intimation that, in Campa
thought, the universe takes on a different appear-
ance for each class of beings.3

The Campas do not pretend to know anything
more about celestial geography, with a single ex-

ception: they recognize that somewhere through
the sky and invisible to us courses a river called

-Melissus of Samos1
Hananerite (as in handneki [child]), the River of
Eternal Youth. There the good spirits bathe to
regain their youth and so maintain their im-
mortality. This celestial river abounds in fish, a
major source of sustenance for the henokiniri.4 It
is reported that the Machiguengas hold a similar
belief in a celestial River of Etemal Youth, which
they call "Meshiareni." The Machiguenga name
appears to be derived from meaid, the name in
both Campa and Machiguenga for a tree (Calyco-
phyllum spruceanum) which sheds its bark every
six months and thereby emerges with a new bark
or "skin" (omeina).S Hence, the Machiguengas
believe that the good spirits shed their old skins
when they bathe in "Meshiareni," an idea which
the Campas do not recognize. Furthermore, the
Machiguenga "Meshiareni" is equated with the
Milky Way, which the Campas deny for their
celestial river, however likely it is that the Milky
Way inspired the Campa belief in Hananerite.
The Campas call the Milky Way iydmore heno-
kisati (the sky dwellers are closing a river branch
[to fish]), but for them Hananerite is distinct and
quite invisible to our eyes.6

Visible in the sky are the sun, the moon, and

- - -.T .. - -- --- . ---
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the stars. These are comprehended, however, not
as features of celestial geography but rather as
personages. These heavenly beings inhabit differ-
ent celestial strata, so that we see them by look-
ing up through all the strata above us, strata in-
visible and intangible to us.

Between our earth and the sky intervene the
clouds (menk6ri), believed to be a distinct stra-
tum with its own class of good spirits.7 The
clouds, of course, are visible high in the air. Air is
called tampea (which means both air and wind)
and it is the way in which what lies directly
above the stratum we stand on is experienced by
us. Air is comprehended as a substance analogous
to water in that we move around in and breathe
air just as aquatic life moves around in and
breathes water. This understanding, far from
self-evident-for is the air not invisible, intangi-
ble, and therefore nothing? -was brought to my
attention forcibly in the course of a conversation
about the "human beings" who live in lakes.
"But how do they breathe? " I asked. "Just as
we do in this," replied the Campa, waving his
arm through the air.

Within the layer of air that sits upon the stra-
tum of our earth, exist meteorological phe-
nomena that are recognized and interpreted:
wind (tampea) and rain (inkdni), lightning
(porekaciri) and thunder (otire), and the explo-
sive thunderbolt (tonkamentoci). Winds are not
personified, but they are considered to be bad
and to have their origin in caves.8 Rain is inter-
preted in terms of the activities of the menkori-
sdti (cloud dwellers), to be described in the next
section. The occurrence of a flash of lightning is
*porek*,9 just as any flash of light is *morek*, so
that a lightning flash is porekaciri (that which is
*porek*) or, when the flash pulsates, moremore-
tdciri. Every lightning flash is a traveling good
spirit or shaman's soul, hence the verb form is
ip6reki (he flashes) or, less precisely, im6reki,
with yo(am)arenta as an alternative expression
having the same meaning. Thunder is otire, and is
understood to be the sounds made by the thunder
spirits from Otiridni when they venture forth.
Thunder (otire) and earth tremors (onika), both
involving reverberations, are associated in the
Campa mind, and are both understood to come
from downriver. A thunderbolt is tonkament6ci
(shotgun) or itonkamento (his shotgun), it being
understood that a good spirit has discharged his

weapon against a demon. Omanaronci (gunfire) is
another name for thunder and lightning, and sig-
nifies that an enemy has chewed and blown into
the air omanaroncivenki (one of the ivenki's) to
announce his attack.'0

Beneath our earth two strata are distin-
guished. The stratum immediately below the
earth is called Kivinti, inhabited by good spirits
and into which the earth's river falls at Ocitiriko.
The kivintisdti (inhabitants of Kivinti), good
spirits with greater than mortal powers, can visit
the regions above at will. Not all Campas recog-
nize the existence of Kivinti, however, nor is
anything more of significance ascribed to it by
those who do. The shaman Porekavainti informed
me that Kivinti is an underworld where the
sacred birds p6nea (? Olive Oropendola) and
cir6ti (Yellow-rumped Cacique) reside. Another
informant-Kenc'ori-gave kivinti as the name of
the spirits who inhabit this first subterranean
level, calling the stratum itself Savinkditeri (that
which is farther below). The word Kivinti may
derive from the root -ki- (to burrow). Kivinti
would be equivalent to the "Kamabiria" re-
ported for the Machiguengas, except that the
Campas do not speak of a river coursing through
it."

The second subterranean stratum, presumably
situated below Kivinti, but the Campas are some-
what vague on this point, is garinkav6ni, the
Campa hell, the stronghold of the demons, where
the Lord of Demons, Korio'piri, resides and pre-
sides. The term garinkaveni has no ulterior mean-
ing that could be elicited from my informants,
although the ending -veni suggests the character
of a place name.'2 Sarinkaveni would be equiva-
lent to the "Gamdironi" reported for the Machi-
guengas, a word which contains the root -kam-
(to die, be dead).'3 One might strongly suspect
missionary influence to account for this Campa
version of a subterranean hell, but the term with
its present denotation is reported in an eigh-
teenth-century document written no more than a
century after the first significant European con-
tact. 4

Thus, if we were to cut a vertical plane
through the Campa universe the cross section
would show a number of superimposed strata
with our own earth in an intermediate position
(see fig. 8). From bottom to top the strata
include SarinkavMni, Kivinti, our earth (Kama-
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FIG 8. Campa cosmography the vertical
structure of the universe.

'The position of the Eleatic school regarding the
world of appearances is well known. For this epigraph,
see Nahm 1947:267.

2From isavi (down below) plus -ki (at). There is also
the verb form isdviki (i-savik-i), meaning "(where) he sits
down" or "(where) he resides," which appears to be
conceptually related.

3Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 171) reported for
the Machiguengas that "Inkite, the blue sky, is terra
firma like ours. . ." which conforms to the Campa data,
but he continued with ". . . and flat, without any hill,"
which goes beyond what the Campas claim to know
about the upper realms.

4The minnow saaventdri (unidentified) appears only
in brooks after heavy rains, and the Campa shamans
claim (so it was reported to me) that these little fish are
from Hananerite, thrown into the brooks to feed us by
Tas6renci. The significance of the term tasorenci is ex-
plained below.

5According to Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII,
173-174), the Machiguengas do use the term "Ananer-

veni), the clouds (menk6ri), and an indeterminate
number of celestial strata comprising the sky (he-
n6ki or Ink(te). The earth alone contains mortal
beings. It is flat, and there is nothing to indicate
that the subterranean levels are otherwise. But
the sky is concave, curving down to approach the
earth at its rim.
An important property of this series of levels

is that the inhabitants of each stratum perceive it
and experience it as solid underfoot, as kipdci
(ground), while perceiving the strata above as
henoki (sky). The solidity of the earth is not an
inherent property but only the manner in which
it appears to us. The earth is spacious sky to
those who inhabit the nether strata and, for that
matter, to the demons (mank6ite) living within
the cliffs (impenrita) along the rivers in Campa
territory. Indeed, what is the earth but a two-
dimensional surface on which we reside, a surface
that separates an apparent lower solidity from an
apparent upper fluidity? This, at any rate, ap-
pears to be what the Campas have in mind when
they consider the matter. And it may be for this
reason that Campa topographical terms refer to
the contours of the earth's surface and not to the
solid mass within and beneath.

DTES

lite," but for them it refers to one of several groups of
good spirits living on the banks of the "Meshiareni,"
that most numerous group seen by us as stars.

6According to Padre Aza (1924:28; see also
1923:291; Steward and Metraux 1948:551): "They
have focused as well on the Milky Way, which they
consider as a river in which the animals rejuvenate them-
selves by bathing, changing skin and plumage, for which
reason they call it Meshiarene. " (The animals referred to
by Padre Aza must be sacred animals.) Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVII, 171) reported the following: "Many
of the good spirits live in the mountains, but the major-
ity reside on the Meshiareni river and its tributaries. The
entire expanse of Inkite, the blue sky, . . . [is] crossed by
the immense river Meshiar6ni, Meshiari, or Meshia-the
Milky Way-which means 'river where the skin is
changed.' " He related further, of the good spirits, that
"all bathe in the Meshiareni to change skin and preserve
the blessed gifts which they enjoy" (1935-1937:XVII,
173). (The Campas, with respect to their own Hana-
nerite belief, have no knowledge of the "tributaries"
mentioned here.) Padre Cenitagoya ([1943] :184) offered
the following passage: "Bathing in the Meshiarene-
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Milky Way-which they suppose a river that formerly
pertained to this planet-they strip off their skin and
recover eternal youth." (The Campas have no such tradi-
tion of their Hananerite ever being on earth.) Pereira
(1944b:93) reported the following: "The Milky
Way .. Meshiareni (river where the skin is changed).
According to the belief of the Machiguengas that river
crosses the paradise where the souls of the fortunate will
stay." See also Hammerly Dupuy 1945:290.

Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 171-172) described
how the river "Meshiareni" flows to the rim of the
world: "It arises above in the sky, and little by little
descends to be united with the earth below, there far
away, very far away. The earth, there where it ends,
appears brusquely cut as by an enormous landslide. All
the rivers, including the Meshiareni, plunge into the
abyss. Beyond nothing exists, nor is anything seen other
than a very cloudy atmosphere.... In the mouth of the
Meshiareni there is a path of ascension to the sky; but
the path as well as the river itself are invisible, and only
the Seripegdri (soothsayers), when they are enchanted,
see them." The Campas, by contrast, claim not to know
where Hananerite goes, and do not describe the rim of
the earth in these terms.

7Once again the Machiguengas have a similar belief,
as reported by Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 172):
"Here above, between the earth and the stars, there
exists another terra firma, with rivers, forests, and hills,
like this one on which we live. Only the Seripegdri see it.
It is called Menkor(patsa, which signifies 'region of the
clouds.' It is watered by another tributary of the Meshi-
areni called Manaironchdari. It is a privileged land,
though perhaps less so than that of the sky pr Inkite."
The "rivers, forests, and hills"-and the river "Manairon-
cha'ari"-of which Padre Garcfa spoke are not recog-
nized by the Campas as features of the stratum of
clouds. Moreover, the inhabitants of this first suprater-
restrial stratum are, for the Campas, good spirits and not
demons as Padre Garcia described them for the Machi-
guengas (1935-1937:XVII, 221, 224).

8For the possible significance of these ideas about
wind, see Dundes 1962:1046.

9Terms between asterisks are verb roots uttered with-
out affixes to signal the kind of action taking place.

'°A warrior takes some omanaroncivenki and chews

the nodes, then blow-spits the chewed ivenki in the di-
rection of the community he proposes to attack. The
result is thunder and lightning visible to the threatened
community. Thunder and lightning are also imputed to
the anger of a shaman, attesting to the power he is
understood to possess. A number of these meteorologi-
cal terms, and others not recognized by my informants,
are given in the following sources: Adam 1890:93; Del-
gado 1896-1897:VI, 238, 348-349; Sala 1929:340, 342,
355; Savage-Landor 1913:II, 424, 428; Zavala
1895:162-163; and, for the Machiguengas, Aza
1923:234, 237, 281; Carrasco 1901:210; Castelnau
1850-1851:V, 291; Garcia 1935-1937:XVII, 178.

"Garcia 1935-1937:XVII, 172: "Another great trib-
utary of the Meshiareni is the river Kamabiria-river of
the dead-which gives its name to another paradisiacal
land, as large as this one and situated below it, not far
from the surface."

"2I find in my early field notes the verb root -Nirinka-
(to subside), which seems a likely source for this term.

"The description given by Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVII, 221) is as follows: "Some devils live
above in the 'region of the clouds'-Menkoripatsa-and
many others here on the earth; but their principal
abode, where the immense majority reside, is Gabdironi
[sic] -'the place of death or of cadavers.' The hell
Gamdironi was created by the evil god Kientibdkari. It is
below this earth, farther below than Kamabiria, and
very distant. It is an extensive land, topographically re-
sembling ours. There are in it dense forests but without
fruits or edible birds and animals. Running through it in
all directions is the torrential river Kamabenia-'the
river of death.' . . . [This river and its tributaries] are not
good to drink, nor do they contain any fish. The region
of Kamabiria is with respect to Gamaironi what the blue
sky-Inkite-is with respect to us." Again, the great river
and forests attributed here to this lowest region are not
recognized by the Campas. Furthermore, Kamaveni is
the name given by the Campas to our own earth. Padre
Garcia, much to his credit, was able to capture the idea
that each stratum is the sky of the stratum below.

"4The anonymous Arte de la Lengua de los Indios
Antis o Campas (Adam 1890:41, 58, 77-79, 104; see
also Delgado 1896-1897:VI, 102).

DENIZENS OF THE UNIVERSE: THE GODS AND GOOD SPIRITS
0 lord omnipotent! Oji totzorinchi pingatzari.

Into a stratified universe, the Campas intro- to our sense:
duce hosts of beings which manifest themselves ability to re

-Adam 1890:56
s in one form or another but have the
vert to their true form-human form,
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normally invisible to us. These beings, of course,
are the spirits, whose powers of invisibility, trans-
formation, rapid flight, and overwhelming
strength, though these powers vary among them,
mark them as superior to mortals. But in Campa
belief the soul (iQire) of every human mortal is
itself a spirit, which can leave the body to engage
in all the behavior of a free spirit, and is finally
freed from the body at death to join one or
another category of free spirits. Indeed, the vast
majority of the spirits are referred to as addninka
(our fellow tribesmen), or alternatively as
addninka perani (our fellow tribesmen long ago).
In general, they are not ancestral spirits properly
speaking, as no direct line of descent is traced,
but they are understood to have begun their exis-
tence as members of the Campa populace. In this
and the following section will be catalogued the
recognized categories of spirits and a description
of their characteristics.

The Campas have no word that means spirit,
just as they have no word that means body,' but
the distinction appears to be clear in their minds,
despite the fact that the discrimination between
body and soul is often blurred in discourse.2 This
blurring appears to stem in large part from a con-
tempt for the physical body because of its limita-
tions, and its insignificant role as mere "cloth-

suggests their origin in the Campa population
at some time in the past but also suggests
that they remain Campas "in spirit," maintaining
close bonds of sympathy with the present Campa
population. But whereas this usage of the term
addninka is simply an extension of its normal sig-
nificance of membership in the Campa popula-
tion, an equivalent term amacenka is applied ex-
clusively to the good spirits. The precise meaning
of the term amacenka would remain a mystery if
we did not know that the Machiguengas call
themselves amacnka just as the Campas call
themselves akdninka. This, at any rate, is what I
learned from my Campa informants. The Campa
term amacenka, then, is either an archaism or a
word borrowed from the Machiguengas and used
as a special synonym for addninka in referring to
the good spirits alone. If this interpretation is
correct, the Campa term amacenka may be trans-
lated as "our fellow tribesmen, the good
spirits."4

The good spirits, usually called amac6nka, are
with equal frequency called maninkari (those
who are hidden), the Hidden Ones. The signifi-
cance of that term, of course, is that the good
spirits normally are invisible, concealed from the
eyes of human mortals. One Campa expressed it
thus in the course of a narrative:

"Yoamarenta,
"They flash,

yoamarentaheeta,
they all flash,

Aneavakeri
Hidden Ones. Do we see them

orave, imaninkariti.
that is, they are the

iroamarentape'empa?
when they flash?

Eiro aneavakeri.
We don't see them.

Haokar'ika okantak/ote
How might they be

ak'iki?"
our eyes?"5

ing" or "skin" of the soul.3 Onto the great cate-
gory of spirits-or rather of free spirits-for
which they have no term, the Campas project a
dualism or dichotomy of good (benevolent and
beneficial) versus evil (malevolent and destruc-
tive) that separates the category of free spirits
into two great hosts, for which the Campas do
have appropriate terminology.

The good spirits are referred to as agdnin-
ka (our fellow tribesmen), which not only

The hosts of good spirits-amacenka,
maninkari-have as their places of residence the
commanding regions of the world and universe.
They crowd the sky and inhabit Kivinti as well.
They live at the rim of the knowable world,
where their main centers of habitation are at In-
tatoni and Ocitiriko. In Campa territory, the
mountain ridges (otii) are their dwelling places.
Hentki, Kivinti, Intalteni, Ocitiriko,oosi-these
are the regions populated by the good spirits.6
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From their places of residence the good spirits
come to visit the territory of the Campas. Often
they are seen passing in the form of lightning
flashes (which may also be the souls of shamans
in flight), or of thunder rumbling across the sky.
More tangibly, they also appear in the form of
certain species of birds, or in the form of otters,
which thus are sacred in character. The sacred
birds are those most beautiful in plumage or
most stately in flight. One sacred bird is preemi-
nent, asivanti (the Swallow-tailed Kite, Elanoides
forficatus), called ka&caonti on the lower Tambo.
All hummingbirds (conkiri) are sacred, with the
exception of the demonic ciisanti. Of the sacred
hummingbirds two species are distinguished by
name-kamevira and neor6nke. Many sacred
birds fall into the category of cimeri (small
birds), although larger birds, such as the herons,
are also sacred.

Table 6 lists all the sacred birds made known
to me, with their common and scientific names
where known, or with some description, however
inadequate, furnished by the Campas. This list is
not necessarily complete, nor are some of the
scarcer birds on it recognized by all Campas. It
might be noted that most of the birds said to
reside on the mountain ridges (otifi) do indeed
tend to nest and be seen at the higher elevations,
and the river fowl stated to reside at Ocitiriko
(River's End) do appear to migrate from down-
river.7 Sacred also are the otters, both the smaller
pardai (Lutra sp.) and the larger, white-throated
caravapdna (Pteroneura brasiliensis).8 These
riverine animals also are believed to have their
homes at Ocitiriko.

The sacred bird asivanti (Swallow-tailed Kite)
is also called virak6ca (Caucasian). Indeed, in its
true human form adivanti is envisioned as a white
person with white clothes and a blue jacket.
A§ivanti's residence is Ocitiriko (Intat6ni is also
mentioned), and perhaps by association of ideas
the center of Caucasian residence is believed to
be downriver. Ahivanti is understood to furnish
the Campas with the following edible insects
(comiricaye): erarna, kap6te, karneni/kemiZsi, ma-
soa, onkorato / korea, p6ko, gintikeni, sinbai, si6-
pa, tine6ri, tinkeni, carindri, and caro (none
identified). These are all sons (it6mi) of as'i'vanti,
with the exception of mas6a, who is his grandson
(isdri). It is the function of the shaman to visit

the home of adivanti in spirit and beg adivanti's
wife to permit his "brothers" to return with him
to feed his tribesmen. A§ivanti, then, is pavdThori
(father's brother) to the Campas.9

Conkiri (hummingbird) is credited with being
the "owner" of the sacred tobacco plant, that is,
with bringing and planting the tobacco seed. This
belief in all likelihood had its origin in the fact
that tobacco usually grows spontaneously-
without being planted by the Campas-combined
with the observation that hummingbirds suck the
flowers of the tobacco plant. A§ivanti is also
spoken of as a bringer of tobacco.

The sacred birds that do not reside at Oci-
tiriko (including conkirinfro [Purple Honey-
creeper], which may have been erroneously iden-
tified as a resident at that place) are referred to
as it6mi Pdva (sons of the Sun). They may be
killed for their pelts or feathers and, except for
the hummingbirds, eaten. The sacred birds and
the otters, residing at Ocitiriko (and thus ociti-
rikosati, or kirinkasati [downriver dwellers]),
may not be killed.'0 They are all it6mi Pacakama
(sons of Pa&dkama), with the exception of
ag(vanti (Swallow-tailed Kite), pitiri (? Roseate
Spoonbill), and the otters, which are it6mi Pava.
It is the ocitirikosati who guard the hole through
which the river falls at Ocitiriko, to prevent a log
jam. They fling away the flotsam with their great
strength and burn it, the smoke from which can
be seen coming from downriver during the dry
season. It is they-pardri (small otter), caravapdna
(large otter), ddvo (White-necked Heron), com-
pdri (Great Egret), katdri (Anhinga), etc.-who
are the "owners" of fish, bringing the fish from
downriver every year after the rainy season.
Some shamans speak of the cayman (saniri) as
addninka and as the chief (kordka) of fish, but
this belief is not integrated into the overall vision
that we are describing."

Thus the good spirits, when they visit the land
of mortals, cannot, under normal conditions, be
seen in their true human form for they are invisi-
ble to the human eye. They may be heard in the
rumble of thunder, flash by in blinding streaks
of light, or take on an organic covering to appear
as birds or beasts. The birds in the last instance
are only the "clothing" of the spirits, which ex-
plains why certain of the sacred birds-those en-
countered in the forest, thus excluding the river
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fowl-can be killed. The hunter, before killing a
sacred bird, first requests its "clothing," and on
being killed the soul (i&ire) of the bird is under-
stood to return to its home where it resumes its
human form. The hunter can, in the case of the
smaller birds, remove the hide (with bill, feath-
ers, and feet attached) and use the pelt as a
properly reverenced sacred ornament suspended
from his wicker crown or robe. Such use of pelts
is especially prominent in the Ipoki region. The
larger santdni (Oilbird) and §imp6ni (a crested
guan) are not skinned in this way, but their feath-
ers are taken for use as male adornments; the
scalp of the guan serves as a female adornment.
Except for hummingbirds, the flesh of all these
birds can be eaten.12

The Campas believe that the inability of the
human eye to see the good spirits in their true
form can be overcome by the continual ingestion
of psychotropic drugs, especially tobacco and
ayahuasca, a process that in time and with perse-
verance will improve the eyesight to the point
where the good spirits can be seen for what they
are. Those who strive for and achieve this ex-
traordinary vision are, of course, the shamans
(seripidri). Others, lacking a tolerance for nico-
tine in concentrated form, or lacking the inclina-
tion to undergo the rigorous training of a
shaman, can at best hope to glimpse the good
spirits while under the influence of ayahuasca.
The following textual passages bring out in quite
striking fashion the Campa comprehension of
these matters:

frIriotake m6eka it'imi s eripi ri matirori
"rIt is he now he here he lives shaman he who can

poAaro, Ima'anake iri6ri yok' yovia'ro podcfro.
(take) it tobacco. He sleeps he he here, he drinks it tobacco.

Imaanake 13
He sleeps,

yodro po6o'ro. Imfinake, ineavakeri
he eats it tobacco. He sleeps, he sees them

-- kempetacari arori ak, amiivti ar6ri
when they arrive -- which is like us here, we always dream we

-- ineavak'eri, yoamarentavakeri
-- he sees them when they arrive, he sees them in human form

ak.a
when they arrive as lightning flashes here.

IporekapEika
They arrive as lightning

aa,
01

ineavakeri iriori beripi¶ari. . . .

flashes here, he sees them when they arrive he shaman. .

"Ikantakoyetirime seripiaripe iriori: katgriI
"They say all about them now all the shamans they: Anhinga,

asaninka ini parari, asaninka
our fellow tribesman he is; small otter, our fellow tribesman

ini; 6aravap"anal, a'saninka ln; ereio
he is; large otter, our fellow tribesman he is; [a sacred bird],

e_saninka mni; conktri, asaninka
our fellow tribesman he is; hummingbird, our fellow tribesman

ini -- pimantacri po6ro. Oviakayetariri iri'ori
he is -- he who gives tobacco. He who makes them all drink he
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yonta. 'Haoka itimiri nintfrori po"69ro,
he over there. 'Where does he live he who likes it tobacco,

matirori po0iaro?' Ip'oneak oc'ipaki kipici.
he who can (take) it tobacco?' He sallies forth from another land.

Ipokanake iriori conkiri yamakero pocro. Ipapa&keri
He comes he hummingbird he brings it tobacco. He gives him

yonta ovi'rori po aro: 'H6r'o namakempi
he over there he who drinks it tobacco: 'Here it is, I have

pocaro aka.' Yaavak'ero iriori seripiari
brought you tobacco here.' He takes it he shaman

aka. Oponeantar'ikea yaav'iro pocaro ak'a.
here. Therefore it comes about, then, he can take it tobacco here.

Aror'ika antero po'Cfaro, aitake aneakerime
If we were to do (take) it tobacco, so it is we would see them

arori aka. Iro kantain6a ap'inkiro arori,
we here. But unfortunately we dislike it we,

okepisitimotee arori ak'a. Ari ikantiro irinti
it is bitter to us we here. Yes, then, he does it he alone

yonta wseripiarit ciri. Yoamarentantayetari
he over there he who is shaman. Therefore they all (come) as lightning

henokin'iri. .
flashes they here they who live in the sky. . . .

"Pamenet'e meeka y6k'a ikantaeti, ikanttaetiri meeka,
"Look, now, now they are they say, what they say now,

ikarati me'eka asaninka me'eka, ikantay6tiri
they include now our fellow tribesmen now, all that they say

me'ka: compari irisati a"soninka;
now: Great Egret, he also our fellow tribesman; White-necked Heron,

iriotake a'sininka -- alArine akantiri
it is he our fellow tribesman -- our grandfather we call him

-a-avo; parari, ar'nti. Y6ra caravap'na
-- White-necked Heron; small otter, our brother. He there large otter

s'iiriri parari, yorEnki antiari kitamaroriranki,
he who is like him small otter, he, that is, large white, that is,

anoribn amwriri g tm mfi irihri akh.
our brother-in-law, he who brings them fish he here.
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Akantiri me'eka ip6ki imaciroti slmE timfici amfriri
What we say now they come they swarm fish, there is he who

aa timaci amiriri. Yok6
brings them here, there is he who brings them. He here,

abitar`iri iriori aka. Yora cimp'ni irlsati
he who owns them he here. He there, [a sacred bird] he also

asaninka; pakica ag'ani maaroni
our fellow tribesman; hawk our fellow tribesman; all

yora -- pibokiti asaninka,
they there -- Paradise Tanagers our fellow

arent'i'ite; omp'ikiri ir'gisati.
tribesmen, our many brothers; [another small bird] he also.

M&ironi -- cimeriyetaciri -- pitororo
All -- all that are small birds -- barbets

ir'isati arentiitepe m'aaroni. Aisati ompikiri
they also all our many brothers all. Also [a small bird]

irisati arentite.
they also our many brothers.

"Ip6nea: te imponeempa kempehi
"They sally forth: they do not sally forth, surely, close by

iri6ri: iponea hen'oki, ip'onea
they: they sally forth from up in the sky, they sally forth

kirinka iri6ri akt. Pamene y6ka, otirianisatipe,
(from) downriver they here. Look at them here, all who live in

ak'antiri me6ka, akemiro otireanake tln tin tin
Thunderland, what we say now, we hear it it thunders *sound of

tin tin. Te', itiriakoti
rumbling thunder*. No, they are traveling in thundering vehicles

asaninka aka, ka'ari ineeti. Opokanake onika,
our fellow tribesmen here, who are not seen. It comes earthquake,

otire'anake kirinka, opokanike. Te aneavakErihi
it thunders (from) downriver, it comes. We do not see them when

arentite aka, arentilte inaveta
they arrive our many brothers here, our many brothers they were

pokici ak0. Te aneavak6eri ar6ri akE.
who come here. We do not see them when they arrive we here.
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Yoamarentavakari
He sees them in human form when they arrive as lightning flashes

irinti geril2igri ir4inti akfi
he alone shaman he alone here.

mat'irori po"cro ak&."
he who can (take) it tobacco here."

It is especially noteworthy that in these pas-
sages the sacred birds and otters, as akdninka, are
drawn into the kinship network of the tribe. Advo
(White-necked Heron) is "our grandfather,"
pardri (small otter) is "our brother," 'caravapana
(large otter) is "our brother-in-law," etc. From
this we can judge how very strong is the kinship
basis of social relationships for the Campas. It is
true that these particular kinship relationships
would probably not be recognized systematically
by most Campas, but they reveal the close bond
Campas feel exist between themselves and the
good spirits.

Still, it would be a mistake to affirm that the
good spirits never appear in human form visible
to normal human eyes. They do have the power
to take on resplendent human corporeality if
they so wish, but this occurs rarely. There is the
case of the amacenka in human form reported to
Padre Sala (see above, page 274, note 4). In addi-
tion, I was told that a number of years ago there
appeared in Tinkaveni, a tributary of the Anapdti
that empties into the Ene, various amacenka,
§ankUnti (? Timelo) in human form.

Campas came from everywhere to see them,
according to my informant, and the sank&nti
with their power created houses for the visitors,
who filled the air with the sound of their venera-
tion. There was a continual festival, days of
drinking masato and chicha alternating with days
of drinking ayahuasca. Some time later two
§ankgnti visited the Catholic mission at Puerto
Ocopa dressed in robes painted with achiote
(Bixa orellana) and perfumed, to see the adora-
tion of the true God. Instead they saw the vener-
ation of false gods (mank6ite), idols of chalk
with sightless eyes, speechless mouths, and deaf
ears. The Mother Superior there sent them away.
So as to frighten those who received them so
poorly, the §ank6nti produced thunder (otire-
dnake) that rumbled to Ocitiriko followed by an

Ineavak6ri,
He sees them when they arrive,

earth tremor. The idols fell and broke, and
*porek* (flash), the two visitors disappeared.
A band of Campa raiders near Puerto Ocopa

went to visit the amacenka in Anapdti, and were
well received. But their leader, piqued because
the §ankenti had appeared in Anapdti and not
where he (the leader) resided, decided that they
were false spirits and that he would kill them. He
thereupon led a war party against them, but on
his approach the §ankUnti reconverted to birds,
and the houses to mountain ridges. If this had
not occurred, all the Campas would have been
united in Anapdti under the government of the
amacenka. 16

Not only are certain species in the animal
kingdom sacred, but also there are other species
understood to be husbanded by the good spirits.
The toucan with a yellow throat encountered at
the higher elevations, called cari (Ramphastos
ambiguus), is described as ivira it6mi Pdvd (raised
by sons of the Sun) or ivira otisVisati (raised by
the mountain-ridge dwellers). The small bird
kenti6kiri (unidentified) is mentioned as being
ivira it6mi Pdva'. The Cracidae are described in
the same way, both the Razor-billed Curassow
camifri (Mitu mitu) and the guans, including
kandri, sankdti, and ci6ni. Such other important
game birds as the tinamou quails kenc6ri and
onkiri, however, are not described in this way.

Peccaries, or wild pigs (aint6ri), which are im-
portant game animals, are described as ivira Pdvd,
or ivfra tas6renci (raised by god). According to
the shaman Porekavanti, a single wild pig is re-
leased from its corral up in the mountains, and
the swineherd, tas6renci, pulls hairs out of its
rump and blows them into the air, whereupon
the wild pigs multiply and descend to the waiting
Campa hunters. Once again it is the shaman's
function to visit this supernatural swineherd in
spirit and request that this be done. The releasing
of the wild pigs is done on sufferance, and the
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Campa hunters are enjoined to kill these animals
with a single shot, as the wounded animals return
to the swineherd, who has the trouble of curing
them, and will be reluctant to send them in the
future. According to the shaman girikonka, the
swineherd is a female ("our sister"), nevertheless
the general term tas6renci still applies. The game
animal kapdi (coati, Nasua sp.) is also raised by
this spirit, although it is not kept corralled.
Kapdi are referred to as irocitite oitdsati (dogs
of the mountain-ridge dwellers).
We must not neglect the plant kingdom in this

discussion, for there are sacred plants with their
associated goord spirits. These include the psycho-
tropic plants kamarampi (ayahuasca, Banisteri-
opsis sp.), pocdro (tobacco), and the wild plant
kavineri (described by informants as tobacco-
like).17 A host of good spirits is understood to be
associated with each of these plant species. They
are of both sexes, although as plants take the
inanimate-feminine gender there does seem to be
a tendency to conceive of them primarily as fe-
males. They present themselves as supernatural
mates to continent users of the plant in ques-
tion."8 The shamans use a special word, no-
mankidro (my spirit wife, my psychotropic
drink) to refer to them.19

In addition to the psychotropic plants men-
tioned, it appears that manioc and coca also have
their spirit counterparts. The Campas are careful
not to urinate on any of these plants, because
they are "people." According to one informant,
if an ayahuasca or tobacco plant is urinated on, it
changes into an ocelot (mac6ncori); if one uri-
nates on a coca plant, the plant blows on him
and ordains that the next time he is drunk he will
urinate on his companions; and if one urinates on
manioc, the soul (i&ire) of manioc flies weeping
to Pdvd. In addition, if a manioc garden is not
tended, iU(re kani'ri (the soul of manioc) flies to
Pdvd, complaining that it is being molested by
"snakes" (vines) and that it wants to leave earth;
it will also complain to Pdvd of a broken back if
its roots are broken when they are taken from
the ground. Another informant asserted that, if
one gets drunk on masato (which is made from
manioc) and causes trouble, kaniri (manioc) will
become angry and the manioc plants will die.

"Supernatural mates," it should be clear, im-
plies no sexual relationship. An interesting fea-

ture of Campa thought is that the good spirits are
believed to reproduce themselves, but without
sexual intercourse, without labor pains, and with-
out the inconveniences of child rearing. The sex-
ual parts of the good spirits are described as di-
minutive. It is also understood that a female
spirit gives birth with a mere shake of her robe,
and the resulting offspring stands at birth and
reaches adulthood in about a month.20 That the
Campas project the sexual dichotomy and the
reproduction it implies onto this category of
spirits is reasonable, for are they not "people"?
That they presume the good spirits to be free of
the sufferings and inconveniences that accom-
pany the process of reproduction among mortals
is also reasonable. What is not reasonable is the
Campa denial of sexual activity to the good
spirits, and one might suspect Catholic mis-
sionary influence if two things were not known:
first, that sexuality introduces a great amount of
conflict into Campa society; and secondly, that
sexual activities are understood to sap the power
of anyone trying to contact the good spirits by
the heroic consumption of psychotropic drugs.

The good spirits live in their remote homes in
human form, their daily existence duplicating
that of the Campas, except that they are always
happy, never experiencing sadness, trouble, or
pain, and are in possession of all good things in
abundance, be it food, manufactures either na-
tive or Caucasian, or anything else to ensure their
comfort. Padre Garcia's description of the good
spirits as envisioned by the Machiguengas
(1935-1938:XVII, 173) is, apart from the matter
of changing skin, entirely acceptable to the Cam-
pas:

All the good spirits .. are beings invisible,
happy, immortal, and very beautiful. All of them
were created by Tasorinchi. They do not sleep,
but they eat, drink, get drunk, sing, play musical
instruments, and dance. They do not get sick or
old. There are both sexes, and each family lives
in its own house. Those who work, which is al-
most everyone, cultivate a little, more or less, the
same kinds of plants as the Machiguengas here,
although they are of better quality. Everyone
bathes in the Meshiareni to change skin and con-
serve the blessed gifts which they enjoy.21

Along with the "good spirits" the Campas
recognize other creatures of supernatural power
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that do not conform to the good-evil dichotomy.
These creatures are not classified as demons but
they can hardly be described as benevolent or
beneficial.

There is, for example, the bird ec6ni. This
bird, unidentified at this writing, is described as
being about a foot long, navy blue or black, with
a white throat. Ec6ni, living here on earth, rises
to block the passage of the souls of the dead as
they attempt to rise to the sky, flinging them
down in the form of shooting stars (mihdni /
oipidri / parinari).22 Econi is not a demon, but
rather a "bad god": tas6renci indveta ec6ni
(ec6ni is a god in vain). Here we approach, and
perhaps achieve, the concept of a "species
master," for the being spoken of here is ec6ni
sdnori (the true ec6ni), inrin ec6ni (the Father of
ec6ni), as distinct from the visible birds them-
selves. No ec6ni is ever killed, for fear of retribu-
tion by their "Father." Why the Campas have
singled out this bird and attributed to it such
supematural significance may relate to a striking
habit of the ec6ni: flocks of these birds wheel in
circles in the air, permitting the shamans to claim
that they see them in human form, dancing in a
circle playing panpipes.

Then, there is tas6renci indveta amempori.
Amempori, from its description, is a condor, per-
haps Sarcoramphus papa if not Vultur gryphus.
This bird, according to the Campas, is a great
chief (kordka) with many daughters, residing at
the level of the clouds. According to the infor-
mant Aariti, amempori adores God, performing
Mass like the padres (no doubt an allusion to the
stretching of the condor's wings), but the great
danger is that one's spirit can be fooled into
thinking that amempori is the true God, and so
come to follow a god that is false.23

Finally, there is the dreaded yaandite, which
inhabits the remote higher elevations in Campa
territory. Yaandite is described either as similar
in appearance to the kinkajou (kicdni) or as tak-
ing the form of any of the known arboreal crea-
tures. This vicious beast kills any human being
venturing into its habitat, using a "soundless
shotgun" that it manufactures for the purpose,
eating the body and the very ground on which
the victim's blood is spilled. Some Campas add
that it eats through its tail, and that it can be
killed only by cutting off that appendage. Yet

yaanaite is referred to as it6mi Pdvd (son of God)
and ik6nki kesito ("mother's brother" of the
sacred bird keEYto-although the shaman Poreka-
vanti says irdniri, "brother-in-law").

This anomalous conceptualization ofyaandite
as a creature that is good but does evil, appears
to have its source in the difficulty of reconciling
the belief that the mountain ridges (dangerous
and strange) are the abodes of good spirits.
Whether or not yaandite actually exists as an ani-
mal living in the heights, jaguars are found there,
for the heights are their haunts; there also are the
mysterious lakes and other details of terrain and
organic life, absent at the familiar lower eleva-
tions, all shrouded in the solitude of a region
devoid of human occupation.

Another element enters here too, a diffuse
understanding that is more implicit than explicit
in what the Campas actually say. The Hidden
Ones (maninkari) are good spirits. Yet their
goodness lies primarily in their being good and
perfect, rather than in their doing good. They are
paragons of goodness, but no Campa ever expects
aid from a good spirit. Their doings, their com-
ings and goings, are mysterious and unpredicta-
ble, and bear no relation to the needs and wishes
of the Campas. They do what they want and not
what the Campas want, they manifest themselves
when they wish, and are harsh judges of human
frailty. Their places of residence are sacrosanct,
and they suffer no trespassing by imperfect mor-
tals. The best shamans are privileged to visit their
homes, but only because of the degree of perfec-
tion that those shamans have attained. The sha-
man Porekavinti claimed that he visited Intat6-
ni and Ocitiriko, but that he had not yet reached
the point where he could visit the good spirits in
the sky. He further stated that the spirits at In-
tat6ni do not appreciate being visited by the soul
of someone still living, and will convert any such
visitor into a monkey (okto), unless he shows
himself to be perfect by not running after the
women there.

Although the Campas distinguish good and
evil beings in nature, nature itself often brings
the two into proximity, and the Campas recog-
nize this. I was told that below Santdro on the
right side of the Tambo there is a brook called
Manitindha which emerges from a large hole.
There, large hummingbirds (conkiri and ka-
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mevira) present themselves to visitors, but in that
hole can be heard the sounds of jaguars, and in-
deed the name of that brook must not be uttered
nearby or a jaguar will appear. The humming-
birds, the good spirits, can take care of them-
selves, but a mortal must fend for himself, and
even the presence of good spirits does not lessen
the inherent danger of such places. The existence
of yaandite, son of God and slayer of men, testi-
fies to just how unmanageable is the universe in
which the Campas live, where mortals are weak
and must exercise great care and circumscription
to prevent being crushed by the greater forces of
the cosmos.

The good spirits form among themselves a
hierarchy of power, with a few great spirits at the
summit to which all the rest are subordinate. The
Campas call these preeminent beings in the hier-
archy of manmnkari by the distinguishing term
tas6renci, and we can with confidence call them
"gods." The term tas6renci is a critical one, for
it contains within it reference to the manner in
which these great spirits exercise their power. It
is the substantive form of the verb root -tasonk-
(to blow).24 The Campa belief is that the tremen-
dous creative acts of these most powerful spirits
are effected with no more than a puff of breath.
The magnitude of the power inherent in these
spirits stands revealed by the modest effort they
need put forth to bring about a change in the
universe, especially as they are conceived to be
no larger than human beings.

One is struck by the close parallel between the
Campa belief and the manner in which the God
of the Scriptures was believed to have effected
His creation.25 But an equally striking difference
should be noted. The Campa gods never create
out of nothing: they create by transformation.
The act of blowing by a god, or tas6renci, is an
act of transforming something into something
else. The Campa understanding is that only by
such uncanny and instantaneous transformations
do new forms come into existence.

The Campa god most noted for his powers of
creative transformation is Avireri. Many species
of animals and plants, many rocks, certain fea-
tures of Campa culture, and certain general fea-
tures of the universe, were brought into existence
by him while he lived in Campa territory. His
reputation is such that when the author of a par-

ticular transformation is unknown or unspeci-
fied, there is a tendency to credit him with the
act. The disruption that he caused by converting
his fellow Campas into novel nonhuman forms is
recounted in the myth cycle concerning him.
Avireri is god, trickster, and culture hero to the
Campas, a god because of his great powers of
transformation, a trickster because of the may-
hem occasioned by his gratuitous transforma-
tions, and something of a culture hero because of
his contributions to Campa culture. Avireri now
resides at Ocitiriko, retained there by Paca'kama
to keep him from further mischief.

The god Paca'kama sustains the earth at Oci-
tiriko. There he is rooted and does not move, lest
the earth fall. Earth tremors occur when
Paca'kama stirs, according to the informant
Sarfti, but he does not move the earth enough to
destroy it because all the maninkari who live on
the mountain ridges are his "sons" (or "chil-
dren") and would be dispossessed with no place
to go, as the sky is already filled with the "sons"
of the Sun.26 The resemblance between this god's
name and the Incan "Pachacamac" is too close
for us to presume anything but diffusion of the
name as that of a god to account for it. It is
probable that the Campas were the borrowers.27

Avireri and Pacakama, then, are two of the
most powerful beings in the Campa universe. But
it should not be concluded that they are known
to all Campas. The shaman Porekavanti, now re-
siding on the tributary Onkoneni of the Tambo
River but originally from the Ene region, claimed
never to have heard of Pacakama, and it is true
that the only Campas who spoke of that god had
as their provenance the Perene region. For Pore-
kavanti, Avireri is the great creator god and sus-
tainer of the earth, ranking even above the Sun in
importance. The shaman Airikonka, raised and
living on the Tambo, claimed never to have heard
either of Pacakama or ofA vireri, so that for him
there were only good spirits at Ocitiriko, undis-
tinguished by name. It would be easy to say that
both gods are known in the Perene region,
Avireri only in the Ene region, and neither in the
Tambo region, but even if such a division is an
oversimplification, there can be no doubt about
the existing variation in belief.28

There is another god residing at Ocitiriko,
Inka, who plays a remarkable role in Campa cos-
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mology. Inka is the unwilling culture hero of the
Caucasians, the technological genius who supplies
the Caucasians with their superior material cul-
ture. According to Campa belief, inka was for-
merly the ruler (pinkdciri) of Campa territory
and a great shaman, who voyaged downriver on a
raft at a time when a great flood was produced
by the Caucasians. This enabled the Caucasians,
whose territory is downriver, to capture inka and
force him to manufacture the superior artifacts
that they now possess. inka remains a captive
downriver to this day, wishing to return to his
people but restrained by the Caucasians. If he
ever did return, the existing relationship between
Campa and Caucasian would, of course, be re-
versed.29 It is in this way that the technological
superiority of the alien Caucasians is explained in
terms meaningful to the Campas. It should be
understood that the Campa god Inka is not to be
identified with the Inca of the Andean Empire,
of whom the present-day Campas know nothing,
however reasonable it may seem that the one was
derived from the other. The Inca Empire was
conquered by the Spaniards, its rulers murdered
and the Empire destroyed, but the inka of the
Campas never dies, and some day he may return
to his people-the Campas, not the despised cori
of the Highlands-and set things right. One thing
is certain: the god inka and his history are post-
Conquest phenomena.

Having considered the terrestrial gods recog-
nized by the Campas, we proceed to the gods resid-
ing on the strata above the earth. We first encoun-
ter the level of the clouds (menk6ri), where we
find the Campa god of rain, Inkani'tari or Inka-
nivdnti (from inkdni [rain]). Inkanitari and, in-
deed, all the good spirits of that level are hidden
from view by the clouds. They wear white robes,
drink sweet masato, and, like all the other good
spirits, bathe in Hananerite to maintain their im-
mortality. A§ivanti supplies Inkanitari with
water from the earth's river, which Inkanitari
then keeps in a kind of tank. A light rain indi-
cates that the female spirits there, drunk and
happy, are throwing water at each other. A heavy
rain indicates that Inkanitari is very drunk, and
has upset the tank of water.

Up above, in Inkite, reside two other great
gods of the Campas, the Sun and the Moon. The
Sun, first among the gods,30 is known by several

names. He is called Kacirinkditeri (he who is
hot).3' This is the common name for the Sun,
and indeed the word is often used to mean
simply, "it is a hot day." He may be called
Oriaciri (he who illuminates).32 He may be called
Inti, the Quechuan name for the Sun.33 In a spe-
cifically religious context he is most often called
Pdvd (Father). Finally, he may be called "Dios,"
Spanish for God, or any variation of the word
more in keeping with Campa phonology and
morphophonemics (Diosi, Irio6i, Ir6isi, etc.).4
These, then, are the Campa names for their sun
god: Kacirinkditeri, Oridciri, Inti, Pdvd, and Dios.
The Sun is also referred to as Tas6renci, with
what can be inferred from context as a capital T,
for the Sun is first among the gods. The Sun is
God.

The Campa conception of the high god Tas6-
renci / Pdvd / Kacirinkditeri (his most common
names) might proceed as follows: He has human
form, being tall of stature, with a skin "clear" as
a mirror, wearing a white robe and a brilliant
wicker crown. He wears no face paint, though his
"sons" do. It is not known whether he lives alone
or has a consort. He has existed continuously
since "long, long ago" (perani, perani-there be-
ing no word for "always" in the Campa lan-
guage). The good spirits in the sky are his "sons,"
and he resides above them all. Indeed, he is the
Father of all, even of the demons, and he created
all good things. He is all-powerful, all-seeing, all-
knowing, and very good. Long ago, when Tas6-
renci was on earth, the Campas saw him, but
today not even the shamans see him-they see
only his sons. When he lived on earth he had a
magnificent garden, but it is not known if he has
one now; he ate and drank, but it is not known if
he still does so; he sang, danced, and played
musical instruments-which he still does.35 This is
not a description, clearly, of the visible sun. It is
of the Campa high god, as he is in reality, and the
visible sun is simply how he appears to our
eyes.36 He gives us heat and he gives us light, and
he sets to bring on darkness so that we can sleep
and rest. But how he returns to the east at each
sunrise is a mystery, part of what is unknown
about the mechanics of the universe.37

When the Campas speak, as they do, of Taso-
renci or Pdvd as if he were a remote and invisible
god living in a general way in the sky, it is diffi-
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cult to distinguish between him and the Cauca-
sian God. But, although we may suspect that mis-
sionary influence has had some effect in refining
the Campa concept of a solar deity, that effect
should not be exaggerated. The labyrinth of
Campa theologizing invariably leads back to the
visible sun as the manifest high god of the uni-
verse. Any concept of a God who is not the Sun,
and who in fact created the sun among other
things, is absolutely alien to Campa thought, and
will be found only among those missionized
Campas who have abandoned the old beliefs.38

The other major god or tas6renci in the sky is
Kasiri, the Moon, also called Macankori, §imdte,
Sdnto, and Salvad6r. The last two names are, of
course, the Spanish terms for saint and savior
respectively. As we see, the Campas have taken
over a number of sacred terms from the mission-
aries and applied them, divested of their precise
original meanings, to their own gods. There are
two important facts concerning the Moon: he is a
cannibal, and he is the father of the Sun. The
Moon, like the Sun, originally lived on earth. It
was the Moon who gave manioc to the Campas,
the Campas having previously subsisted on ter-
mites' nests. He took a Campa wife who gave
birth to the Sun and was burned to death in
doing so. His cannibal propensities forced him to
flee to the sky, where he can now be seen. He
still feeds on his fellow Campas, but now only
when they die, and the waxing of the moon is
the filling of the belly of the Moon with dead
Campas. It is not known how he obtains them
nowadays, but formerly he had a fish screen
(iUimpere Kasz'ri) just above Kodri on the Tambo
(and another at Otika on the Ene) where he
caught the Campa dead as they floated down-
river. The remains of iEYmpere KaRiri can still be
seen as a rapid on the left side of the river above
Koari.39

Speculation about how the Moon continues to
supply himself with his favorite food took two
forms among my informants: (1) that the Moon
now has his fish screen on the Milky Way; and
(2) that the Moon has an invisible fish screen
blocking the entire river here on earth, into
which the dead, also invisible, float and are
trapped. It is not known whether the Moon eats
only the souls of the dead or their bodies as well.

Kahri eats everyone, both good and bad, except
the good shamans and perhaps some other good
Campas, who join the man inkari.40

The Moon is a male god, as are all the great
gods of the Campa pantheon, and he is the father
of the Sun.41 But if the Moon is the father, and
the Sun is the son, what might be the name of
the Sun's mother, burned to death at his birth?
Once again the missionaries have supplied appro-
priate terminology, for to many Campas the
Sun's mother is known as Sdnta Maria. Other
Campas, however, know the wife of the Moon by
the name of Mampira (dawn), which may be the
older form.42 Clearly, the Campas have assimi-
lated the basic tenets of Christian iconography to
their own paramount father-son couple, so that
their principal deity, the Sun, emerges as equiva-
lent to the Jesus of missionary teaching. One of
my informants stated as much: "Irinea Jesustd-
ciri Kacirinkditeri akd" ("Jesus is the Sun"). Al-
though no further correspondences are imputed
to the two sets of divine beings, the reader can
begin to appreciate what difficulties the mission-
aries have encountered in their attempts to ex-
punge the remarkably tenacious and resilient
Campa beliefs.43

The Moon is a god but he ranks below his
progeny, the Sun.44 He is a god, not a demon,
but no good can be expected of him, and his
activities are gruesome.45 A circle of clouds
around the moon is called iy6vite Kasiri (the
Moon's pot), in which he stews his catch of hu-
man dead for his repast. Although he is not a
threat to the living, the ultimate destiny of many
a Campa will be to fill the belly of the Moon.

If, as seems likely, the monthly waxing of the
moon inspired the Campa belief in Kafiri's canni-
balistic tendencies, other distinctive characteris-
tics of the moon have also been subjected to
Campa interpretation. The monthly cycle of lu-
nation is interpreted by the Campas in terms of
aging. The Moon, young at the beginning of each
lunation, grows old, until, at the end of the
month, he goes to bathe in Hananerite and so
regains his youth to begin another cycle. The
markings on the face of the moon have not es-
caped the attention of the Campas either.

According to my informants, a tas6renci
named Ar6Ri and his equally powerful brother
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Taanikired once lived here on earth. To clear
their gardens they would chop just a little and
then depart, leaving their machetes behind. In
their absence the garden would clear itself, the
tools working alone. When they returned they
would find the job completed even to the burn-
ing, leaving them to fling aside the remaining
roots and trees (for, being tas6renci, they were
powerful).46 It was Conkiri (Hummingbird) who
stole Ar6Wi's silver necklace, and to replace it
Arosi went to take a piece of the moon. The
Moon ate him, and his legs can still be seen in the
belly of the Moon when it is fu11.47 Arosi still
lives in the belly of the Moon, being a true taso-
renci and therefore immortal.

Ar6§i's brother Taanikired (from -taa- [to
burn]) ascended to the sky with Tas6renci, refer-
ence here being made to Tas6renci's mythical mi-
gration to the sky. Taanikired is now at the top
of the sky where he is not visible. It is he who
gives heat to burn gardens. He is not allowed to
descend from his lofty perch, for if he did he
would burn the earth.48
A lunar eclipse is called isoake KaUiri (the

Moon is gagging). It is understood that the Moon
has swallowed a deceased human being who has
stuck in his throat.49 In the case of a lunar eclipse
the Campas are only mildly frightened. When
there is a solar eclipse, however, there is panic,
with supplication that the light return, followed
by joy when the eclipse passes. A solar eclipse is
called icivakddka Pdvd (our Father is extin-
guished).50

Both the sun and the moon are used by the
Campas to measure the passage of time. The
Campas are of course aware of the alternation of
day (kitditeri) and night (citeniri). They also rec-
ognize that it is the light of the sun that gives us
day. The Campas determine the time of day by
the position of the sun in sky, and estimate
where it will be when they arrive somewhere or
finish some activity. Ordinarily they simply ex-
tend an arm toward some point on the trajectory
of the sun to indicate its position at that time,
making special vocabulary unnecessary. Indeed,
about the only term that the Campas use to indi-
cate a position of the sun is tampatika (straight
ahead), which refers to high noon.51 On one oc-
casion Kenco'ri, who had had some contact with

Caucasians, asked me whether the sun was a
clock, which is suggestive of how the Campa
mind grapples with new data.

The phases of the moon are named after a
fashion. The new moon is called iodhi Kahiri (the
Moon has reappeared) and also §onkapddha
Katin (the Moon has returned). A crescent moon
is called kiripecetahi Kasiri (the Moon is a frag-
ment). The full moon is antaripankatdhi KaUiri
(the Moon is large and round).52 In addition, the
Campas can measure time by number of luna-
tions, so that apite Ka§iri would mean two lunar
months ago or from now. But they are, as we
might expect, limited by the inadequacies of
their numbering system.53 Finally, it is possible
to point to a position in the sky that the moon
will shortly occupy at nightfall. Thus on one oc-
casion Kenco'ri advised that he would be coming
downriver "when the moon is there" (pointing to
a particular place in the sky).

In general, the Campas abstract from the
cyclically changing universe the maximum
amount of information respecting the passage of
time that is possible without a satisfactory sys-
tem of mathematics. Urquhart's statement
(1893:354) that "the Campas have no method of
counting time except by the new moon" does
not credit them with the powers of observation
which they do exercise.

Another feature of the sky that cannot fail to
be noticed is the presence of stars, for which the
Campa term is imp6kero. Although the Campas
profess ignorance of the nature of the stars and
of the significance of the great majority of
them,54 they do single out certain stars, star clus-
ters, and other details of the night sky as cos-
mologically significant. These number among the
most striking features of the night sky, and in-
clude the Pleiades, the belt and scabbard of
Orion, and Antares in Scorpio.

The cluster of stars known to us as the
Pleiades is called by the Campas MaEYkinti (or,
alternatively, Patikiri). MaUikinti is understood
to have been a Campa formerly living on earth,
the first to use ayahuasca and, for some reason
that I could not ascertain, described as being
lazy. He and his family, fortified by ayahuasca,
rose to the sky on a flying raft, and they can be
seen today as that particular cluster of stars. Ac-
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cording to one version of the Masikinti myth,
Porinkari (or Poriri) was his brother-in-law who,
together with his own family, joined MaMikint in
the sky and can be seen today as Orion's belt and
scabbard.

The prominent red star Antares in Scorpio is
called Kird(ha)kiri and also Kitionkahdkiri, both
names referring to the common ailment of a red-
dish inflammation of the eye. (The star is also
known as Cakdirenciki.) A dark streak in the
Milky Way just to the east of Antares and point-
ing to it, is icakamento Kirakiri (Kirdkiri's dig-
ging stick). Kirdkiri was first to teach the Campas
how to farm. More practically, when Kirdkiri is
overhead at nightfall it is time to plant maize
(the native maize and not the maize introduced
from the Caucasians, which can be planted at any
time).

The Campas call the morning star orimedi and
the evening star pdria. With these there is no asso-
ciated lore.55 The planet Jupiter is called §inti-
tiditeri, about which, again, the Campas relate
nothing.56 Two other details of the night sky
were identified for me. First, a dark area known
to us as the Coal Sack, in the southeastern corner
of the Southern Cross (not recognized by the
Campas), is called aeri, the name of a certain
species of bee, because of its fancied resemblance
to the black nest of those bees. Second, the
Large Magellanic Cloud, a whitish area about 10
degrees south of Canopus in Argo, is called
sor6ni (sloth), because of its fancied resemblance
to that animal. When asked what aeri and soroni.
are doing in the sky, the informant §ariti ex-
plained that they had ascended to the sky with
Tas6renci, an allusion to the mythical migration
of Tas6renci from earth to Inkite. When I
pointed out that this would conflict with the epi-
sode in Campa mythology recounting soroni's
failure to reach the sky, it was suggested that
apparently one sloth did.

In addition to all these stars, star clusters, and
markings in the sky, the names of a number of
other constellations (or whatever they may be)
were given me without ever being identified.
These include indro (stingray), katdri (Anhinga),
kit6 (shrimp), oero (crab), pitiri (a river bird),
saniri (cayman), §empiri (turtle), and compdri
(Great Egret), features that remained unidentified

because of unfavorable conditions, such as cloud-
iness, or because they are not known to all Cam-
pas.57

The Campas also recognize the Milky Way, as
we have seen, calling it antidro Tdmpo (large
Tambo) or iydmore hen6kisati (the sky-dwellers
are closing a river branch [to fish]). It is entirely
distinct from Hananerite, the River of Eternal
Youth, which flows invisibly in the sky. The
Milky Way and Hananerite are, strictly speaking,
geographical features of the sky for they are not
personified. Hananerite, however, because of its
rejuvenating powers, is also called hananer6ha
tasorenci7ha.

Among the maninkari or good spirits, several
have such great powers that they are distin-
guished by the term tas6renci. The Campas do
not claim to be familiar with all the tas6renci in
the universe, but they recognize and identify a
number of them by name, including Kacirinkdi-
teri or Pdvd, Kas'iri, Inkanitari, Avireri, Pac'd-
kama, Inka, and a few others of lesser impor-
tance.58 It should be understood that the manin-
kari and tas6renci are all Campas, all addninka
and all amacenka. Surely ethnocentrism cannot go
much beyond considering the sun and the moon
to be members of one's own tribe. The named
gods are in the sky,59 at the level of the clouds,
and at Ocitiniko. They are notably absent from
Intat6ni and Kivinti. These gods are all males, in
keeping with the strong masculine bias of Campa
society. Of them all, only KaUini is definitely
credited with a consort. The Campas are vague or
uncertain about the domestic arrangements of
the other gods. These great beings are called
tas6renci specifically because of their tremen-
dous powers.'o They are also called pinkdciri
(ruler, literally "he who is dreaded"), because
they govern the universe.6"

To conclude this section I wish to present as a
postscript information concerning some peculiar
developments in the Perene region, particularly
along the Ipoki and its tributaries. These develop-
ments involve, specifically, a solar trinity and cer-
tain sacred stones.

The solar trinity of the Ipoki region is most
intriguing. The Ipoki region, it should be noted,
has been overrun by colonists operating out of
the town of Satipo, and has been subjected to
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Protestant missionary activity. Furthermore, it
has seen a special elaboration of pagan beliefs.
There the solar trinity took form, and as an aber-
rant version of Campa cosmology it remains vir-
tually restricted to that region. The trinity con-
sists of the gods Nehdronci, Tddneri, and San-
t6vero, each reigning over a separate celestial
stratum.

In the highest of the three heavenly strata rec-
ognized in this peculiar scheme is to be found
Nehdronci (literally, "mirror"), the highest god-
phase, and god of the summer sun.62 Two mirrors
(amendronci) exist in this stratum, one to light
the earth, the other heaven (or, alternatively,
which are set at an angle to each other so that
their combined force produces light and heat,
and is seen as the sun). If these mirrors were to
come together there would be no more day.
Nehdronci can, when he wishes, cover the mirror
(or mirrors) with a black cloth to make us repent
(or to observe our thoughts)-an obvious refer-
ence to a solar eclipse. He has a "camera" for
recording our deeds, as evidence for final judg-
ment (or to take a photograph of us, which dis-
appears when we die).

The ruler of the second stratum is Tddneri or
Tddvanti (from -taa- [to burn]), who is kept away
from earth by Nehdronci, for his presence would
burn and destroy everything. If Nehdronci ever
grows tired of us, he will permit Tddneri to de-
scend to the level of the visible sun (sic), result-

ing in eternal summer and the incineration of the
earth. This once happened, long ago, and the
river itself went dry.

Sant6vero, friend of Nehdronci, rules the low-
est stratum, the visible universe.

It certainly appears that we are here faced
with an attempt to assimilate the Christian trin-
ity to indigenous Campa heliotheism. All three
names-Nehdronci, Tddneri, and Sant6vero-are
in fact understood to be names for the sun. But
surely it is because of an inherent difficulty in
reconciling this formulation with the older be-
liefs, that the distinction between a summer and
winter sun has been made, so that this trinity is
equated with the summer sun, while the winter
sun is it6mi Kasiri (son of the Moon). As for the
trinity itself, if we take Nehdronci to be God the
Father, ruler of the universe; if we take Tddneri
to be God the Son, who visited the earth once
before and, when he comes again, will destroy
it;63 and if we take Sant6vero to be the "Espiritu
Santo," the Holy Ghost, who in the meantime is
with us, then the solar trinity of the Ipoki Cam-
pas is resolved into a rather obvious case of bor-
rowing with modification.

That this solar trinity is a recent development,
and that Sant6vero is indeed the familiar spirit of
the New Testament in a new guise, are evidenced
in the following statement by Kencori, originally
from the Ipoki region, who provided the infor-
mation on the solar trinity presented here:

"Ikgnta isa'viki Santovero. . . .Oakera
"It seems he lives Sant6vero. . . . Recent

neanci, ogkera
words, recent

neinci, nokemakoventoakeri Sant6vero: pgrani t'e nonk'eme.
words, I heard about him Sant6vero: long ago I did not hear.

Perani timaci y6kf onihaatakeriri Santbvero. Is'aviki
Long ago there was he here he who showed him Sant6vero. He lives

hananeriteki, is'viki hananer1iteki.
by the River of Eternal Youth, he lives by the River of Eternal Youth.

Ikanta iriori y6ka meeka, yoka maninkaritanainciri
It seems he he here now, he here he who became a Hidden One

yoka, te iminea henoki, te irimaninkarite.
he here, he does not hide up in the sky, he is not one who hides.
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Oseiki asaninka, o-siki asininka
Many (of) our fellow tribesmen, many (of) our fellow tribesmen

ihita Sant6vero. Timgci irarakomento, irota[kel
they are called Sant6vero. There is their airplane, it is it

yanireantay£tari isavi.
with which they all descend below.

IponeEaka, iponeaaka
It has come about, he has come

iri6ri Sant6vero. Ok'aikihi, okaakihi Ini Santbvero,
forth he Santbvero. Close, close he is Sant6vero,

t6 intAina, irlta[kel kempoyakovente'ri m9froni. Tim9ci
not far, it is he he who watches over us all. There are

y6r&,24rioihateeri neaveetakayeeri, 64
they here, that is, they who follow us, they who make us talk,

ih'ita angel
they are called 'angels' [Sp.: "ngel't,

ih{ta
they are called

neaveetakaye'eri." 65

they who make us talk."

It appears that the sacred stones of the Perene
Campas are also limited to the Ipoki region,
which has seen an efflorescence of pagan religion.
In this instance, however, the inspiration seems

to have come from the Amueshas, who have in-
fluenced the Perene Campas in a number of other
particulars as well.

That the Amueshas have certain sacred stones
and that these stones were already in existence at
the beginning of the present century are docu-
mented in a contemporary report. According to
this report, written by Bailly-Maitre in 1902, the
Amueshas were worshiping three great raised
stones at a place known locally as the "Chapel of
the Savages," 8 km. north of the mission of Quil-
lazu, in Amuesha territory.' According to Cam-
pas I interviewed on the upper Perene, these
sacred stones of the Amueshas still exist. The
stones are called Yompiri (or Yompi), the name

of a god. The stones are understood to be the
clothing of this god, transformed by Avireri. The
ceremonies connected with these stones, it was

further stated, were attended by some Campas
from the upper Perene. Several years ago, the
Caucasians attempted to destroy the stones with
dynamite, but the dynamite failed to detonate
three times and on the fourth attempt the major

earthquake of 1947 resulted. Finally a house was

built over the stones, and although the natives
have been allowed to enter the house, they are

not permitted to conduct rituals there.
In the Ipoki region, the following are encoun-

tered: (1) on a hill along the Ceni, tributary of
the Ipoki, a stone having the three names Y6mpi,
Santok6na, and Inkak6na; (2) on the headwaters
of the Kapiri, tributary of the tl7ni, another
stone also called Y6mpi, Santok6na, and Inka-
k6na; and (3) near the Campa community of
Santovardto or Santopanko on the Ipoki, a stone
called Inkak6na and Ankerik6na.67 These stones
are also considered to be the clothing of Y6mpi,
transformed by Avireri. Near these stones there
is believed to exist a large invisible town, with
Campas, Caucasians, automobiles, pigs, etc.,
ruled by Y6mpi, who is tas6renci (perhaps with a

capital 1), pinkdcari, and father of all. Y6mpi,
Yompiri, and Pa5dkama sustain the earth, and
when one of them moves there is an earthquake.
The major earthquake of 1947 was caused by the
movement of Y6mpi and Yompiri (here treated
as two separate deities), while Pa&ikama and the
intatonisdti (those who live at River's Beginning)
did nothing and so preserved the earth from total
destruction.68

angel,
'angels',
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It is difficult for me to concede much impor-
tance to this god Yompi (or Yompiri) in the
Campa scheme of things. Certainly this god is
unknown outside of the Perene region. The idea
of sacred stones appears to have been taken over
quite recently from the Amueshas, and the figure
of Y6mpi adds nothing significant to Campa cos-
mology, although it does demonstrate that the
category of tas6renci is always open to new
membership and is in no way restricted to the
old, familiar gods. Indeed, the mystery surround-
ing the origin of the god Y6mpifri) is dispelled

when we determine the Amuesha name for the
sun: "Yumpur," according to Padre Sala. Al-
though my informants were not aware of it, their
god Y6mpi(ri) appears to be a derivative of the
sun god via the Amueshas, which explains the
similar way in which both deities are described.
In any event, one important consideration raised
by the existence of these sacred stones is that
they mark the inception of idolatry among the
Campas, idolatry which has been repeatedly re-
ported as absent among them,70 as indeed is gen-
erally true.

NOTES
'It is possible to say something like mddroni nokdtia

novdca (all-I stand-my flesh) to signify one's body,
but this is a descriptive phrase that, if anything, points
to the lack of a specific term.

2Thus, a shaman describing a soul flight will simply
speak of himself as having made the flight. We have
already touched upon the possibility of transmutation

between body and soul (see above, page 245), where
mention was made of a jaguar-shaman's soul transform-
ing itself into a jaguar.

'Evidence for this understanding is to be found in a
text I transcribed in which the speaker defends the na-
tive shamanistic religion against the calumnies of the mis-
sionized Campas. The relevant passages are given here:

"Ik.make .eripi.ri t6r6,

"Ik'amake Eeripiari to',re,
"He dies shaman *short falling movement of the

hat'ake isfreni, irointi
head on dying*, (it) goes what had been his soul, it alone

iic'are yhokan:ke.o 'Okfi ime"s'in'ani
his clothing he leaves. It here what had been his skin

yohokanakero. HatEke i8 ireni, porekanfike
he leaves it. Goes what had been his soul, flashes

iriori hatfake. Oankaka hen'oki. Eiro aneahirfci.
he goes. Rises up to the sky. We will not see him

. . . Ikantayetiri yoka poyenisatipe,
again. . . . All that they say, they here all those who live

kemisantinkarip'e, 'Ikamake
in Poyeni, all the Listeners (Protestants), 'He dies

seripifiri, 'seripiiari in"aveta a',ik'amake pac'aahi
shaman, shaman he was here, he dies, rots

iri6ri aka.' Teve, eiro apacaakaimatlrici
he here.' No', we will not have him begin to rot
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seripiari akEa. Ikamake seripi ri irfnti, ir6inti
shaman here. He dies shaman he alone, it alone

yohokangke 6ka aiclreni ame ingni
he leaves it here our former clothing, our former skin

aka. Hatake i'sireni aka. Eiro aneahir4ci,
here. Goes what had been his soul here. We will not see

porekanake irlfnti henoki HatEke
him again, flashes he alone up to the sky. Goes

henoki,
up to the sky,

porekanake.
flashes.

Oaratinkanaka.
Soars vertically.

ikantiri me'ka ikenkicayetIri yk
what they say now, all that they relate they here

seripigri, ikfinti: 'Eiro m66ka ikantayetici
shamans, they say: 'Now they (the missionized Campas)

ak.a
should not say anything here."'

The Machiguengas have the same understanding, for
Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 132) reported that
"the human body is simply the clothing of the soul."
We are reminded of St. Augustine's "the Divinity weak
by taking our coats of skin" (Confessions, Bk. VII) and
Malinowski's description of the Trobriand flying
witches: "The yoyova casts off her body (inini wo-

wola-which really means 'peals off her skin').... Her
covering (kapwalela, that is, her outward body, her skin)
remains in the house, and she herself flies (titolela
boyova)" (1922:251).

4This interpretation can be reconciled with some ap-

parently contradictory passages to be found in the Cam-
pa literature. Thus, Tessmann's report that "the Campas
who live farthest upriver are supposed to belong to a

third division, the amatenge" (1930:g4) makes sense

only if we remember that there are Machiguengas on the
Apurimac upriver from the Campas who call themselves
amacenka. (If amacnka does mean "our tribesmen" in
the Machiguenga language, as my informants averred,
then "your tribesmen" is pimacenka, and we do find in
Touchaux [1908:161-163] "your countrymen" given
variously as "pimachiyenga," "pimochiengo," and "pi-
machiringa.") Similarly, we must take Pike and Kind-
berg's statement that "in the Mantaro and Apurimac
Rivers area. . . the people refer to themselves as

Amatsenka Ashaninka" (1956:415) and the Kindbergs'
statement that "the tribe refers to itself and its members
as Ashaninka, or, in the Apurimac River area, as

Amatsenka Ashaninka" (L. Kindberg 1961:505; W.

Kindberg 1961:519) to indicate Machiguenga influence
in the region. (Oddly enough, when I visited the Campas
on the Apurimac near where the Kindbergs worked,
those Campas denied calling themselves anything other
than simply a§dninka, reserving the term amace'nka for
the good spirits.)

To complicate matters, repeatedly throughout the
early document edited by Adam (1890), the word for
"man" both as to species and as to sex is given as "ama-
chenga"-for example, "Amachenga... man, person"
(p. 85), and "anachenga man, chinane woman" (p.
23)-and the word "amachenga" continued to be thus
defined by Delgado (1896-1897:VI, 100, 353), Navarro
(1924:15-16), and Sala (1929:408409, 416417). Also,
Padre Ruis early in the nineteenth century encountered
Indians on the Pangoa River who "full of joy answered
us with the word acamachenga which seems to mean

good man, or good friend" (MS:[14]). These reports sug-
gest that the term amacenka meant to the Campas until
quite recently what it means today to the Machiguengas.
An easier explanation, however, is at hand: the Francis-
can missionaries seem always to have been unaware that
the "Campas" east of Satipo are really a separate tribe,
the Nomatsiguenga, speaking a Machiguenga or near-

Machiguenga dialect, and it would not be unthinkable
for a group of Nomatsiguengas to have been visiting or

living on the lower Pangoa when Padre Ruis passed that
way.

It is possible that formerly the word amacenka did
mean among the Campas what adninka means today,
but that missionary influence, taking the form of a mis-

Irotake
It is it
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understanding of the catechism as it was translated, gave
the word a strictly supernatural significance. Thus Adam
(1890) provided the following translations of the cate-
chism being presented: "The selfsame son of God, made
man for our welfare, died on a cross irizatero i-tomi Tios
amachenga-benta-chiri i-camana-que cruz-qui" (p. 49);
"God ... became man... Tios ... i-amachenga-ta-ben-
ta-que-ri" (p. 57); "The son of God the father
became man ... i-tomi-sanori Tios paba i-amachenga-
benta-je" (p. 75); etc. (pp. 76, 80, 82).

Documentary proof of the present meaning of the
term among the Campas is found in Padre Sala's journal
of his march across the Gran Pajonal, where on March
10, 1897, he encountered .a Campa who told him "that
in Chanchamayo the Campas were fighting with the
whites and that the Amachegua [sic] had appeared again,
descending from Heaven, to aid them in combat.
I ... told them ... that this Anachegua who provokes
them to fight in the Pangoa and Chanchamayo [valleys]
is some rogue who wants to exploit them" (1907:100;
1925:532-533; recounted in Sievers 1903:76). (See also
Reyna 1942:21-22, 120-123, 131, 140; Sala 1907:111;
1925:546; Valdez Lozano 1944:6.)

5We are reminded of Thomas More's remark on the
souls of the dead: "To the dull and feeble eyesight of
mortal men they be invisible" (Utopia, Bk. II).

6The Campas do not divide the good spirits into
named tribes as do the Machiguengas according to Padre
Garcia's account (1935-1937:XVII, 173-179). Although
the good spirits inhabit different regions, they all are
understood to have the same nature, and indiscrimi-
nately are called amacenka and maninkari. Nevertheless,
it is understood that each of the sacred birds and beasts
"comes" from one or another of these regions, suggest-
ing that the spirits residing in any particular region are
able to make themselves visible to ordinary human eyes
in certain forms and not others.

7That the Machiguengas hold similar beliefs in sacred
birds is revealed by Padre Garcia's report (1935-
1937:XVIII, 176) that "the birds katsari, chibito,
tionguiripi, and chtmeri are spirits of the respective
tribes Katsar(ite, Chibit6ite, Tionguiriptite, and Chi-
merfite." The Machiguenga notions, however, that these
species of birds are separate tribes of good spirits and
that they reside in the sky along the celestial river, have
no Campa counterparts. On the other hand, the idea
that these sacred birds have a human form when at
home is one very congenial to the Campa view. Of
another "tribe" of good spirits living along the celestial
river, the tribe of "Shiguirfite," Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVIII, 176) related the following: "Some
of them descend here in the form of birds, and are those
which the Machiguengas call shiguiri.... Although they

are seen as birds, they are people; and although their
nests appear as nests, they are large houses like those of
the Machiguengas. They are hunted and eaten because,
although they are people, they appear as birds. After
they raise their chicks, which also are people, they pre-
pare to return to Inkite with all their children.. . . When
they arrive in Inkite they take their old form again, and
their children also receive human form."

8The identification of the otters is tentative, based
solely on Gilmore's descriptions (1950:375). Clark's
translation of "parare" as "wolf" (1953:359) was un-
doubtedly due to a misunderstanding of the local
Spanish usage of "lobo" to mean "otter."

9The role of the shaman in bringing these insects was
described by the shaman Porekavainti. Note that here a
species is spoken of as if it were a single individual,
something facilitated in the Campa language by the lack
of any grammatical compulsion to distinguish between
singular and plural.

'°Stull (1951:123) stated of hummingbirds that "the
Indian boys skin them, use their bright feathers for
adornments, and roast the tiny birds for one delicious
mouthful." Stull may have been mistaken, but it is also
possible that the Pajonal Campas, among whom she
lived on the Pichis River as a missionary's wife, differ
from the River Campas in these understandings. It was
in fact reported to me that the Pajonal Campas actually
kill and eat alhvanti. There appears to be considerable
variation in behavior in any event, dependent in part on
degree of acculturation. Thus, the shaman Porekavainti
claimed that he never kills any sacred bird, but on the
Perene I saw the wing of a Great Egret (compdri) hanging
in a Campa's house as a trophy of the hunt. Accultu-
rated Campas on the Ucayali were reported to kill otters
for their pelts, to be sold to Caucasian merchants.

"According to Clark (1953:46), "the crocodile is
one of the river gods." I could find no corroboration for
this statement.

"The bird p6nea (? Olive Oropendola) is an excep-
tion to the rule, for it can be killed without being asked.
It is in fact a common game bird. The tail feathers are
prized male back-ornaments; the wing feathers may be
used for feathering arrows. But when ponea had human
form, the tail feathers were its arrows, and the pink bald
cheeks were its face paint.

"In Campa rhetoric, successive sleeps indicate the
passage of days.

"4The hawks, strictly speaking, are not sacred birds,
because inherent goodness is not attributed to them.
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Nevertheless, they are given a certain supernatural status
and, as we shall see, do figure in Campa mythology.

'5The distant rumbling of thunder marks the passage
of thunder spirits, who travel in person or else in an
automobile, train, or ship, the spiritual equivalent of the
corresponding Caucasian conveyance.

"6This chronicle was narrated to me by a renegade
Campa educated by the Catholic missionaries. It is typi-
cal of the stories that circulate among the Campas.

"7Kavineri is described as a tobacco-like plant grow-
ing on the mountains. Its leaves when eaten are sup-
posed to produce beautiful dreams. Kav(neri leaves are
eaten by shamans and, it is believed, by good spirits. In
addition, shamans mix the leaves with tobacco to make
a particularly excellent syrup. (There is mention of a
plant called "kabuiniri," used by Machiguenga shamans,
in Garcia [1935-1937:XVIII, 12, 214-215; see also Mac-
Lean y Estenos 1939:337].)

18Tessmann (1930:95; see also Steward and Metraux
1948:549) reported for the Campas a "Mother of To-
bacco" and a "Mother of Ayahuasca," neither of which
was ever heard of by my informants. The "owner" of
tobacco is conkiri, the hummingbird. The "owner" of
ayahuasca is Tas6renci.

'9This term is also used by shamans and jokingly by
others to refer to their mortal wives.

20Similar beliefs were reported for the Machiguengas
(Garcia 1935-1937:XVII, 174).

"Padre Garcia proceeded to describe the visage of a
good spirit as "small and white, with tiny eyes, ears,
nose, mouth, lips, and teeth." This description goes be-
yond what the Campas imagine, although the Campa
shamans, possibly because of the nature of an
ayahuasca-induced vision, speak of the good spirits as
being small.

"Mihdni (meteor) may also be called oipiari (indicat-
ing that it is "returning") or par(nari (indicating that it
is "falling"). On the Ene River there is a bluff with
black streaks down its face. This is Mihanipdnko. The
streaks are believed to be the scorch-marks of bad souls
flung down from heaven and converted into carbon.

"The Campas have great insight into the human con-
dition. Are there not those among us who set themselves
up as little gods, deluding others and themselves? Sariti
related that "the true God" gave a "penknife" to amem-
pori with which to cut, smoke, and eat "us" (i.e., hu-

man cadavers). Amempori carries a piece to the true
God, who blows on it to transform it into edible meat,
which He eats. But if tis6ni (the demon vulture) arrives
first, amempori disdains the carrion. The "penknife" is,
we can be sure, the condor's beak, and this account
can be seen as but a phrasing of the activities of the
carrion birds in supernaturalistic terms. Clark may have
learned some version of the amempori belief, as he
wrote "the Campas believe that the condors have a king
and that he is white" (1953:83).

"The term has been translated as "powerful" or
"omnipotent" (Adam 1890:43, 56-58, 74-75, 77-79,
81-82, 110; see also Delgado 1896-1897:VI, 237), but
the missionaries working among the Machiguengas dis-
covered its precise meaning: "Tasorinchi etymologically
does not signify the 'All-powerful' but rather the Blower
or Inspirer" (Cenitagoya [19431:194); "It is inferred
that the term tasurinchi signifies 'the blowing,' as sub-
stantive" (Garcia 1935-1937:XVII, 97). It is important
to recognize that the term tas6renci properly refers only
to the highest echelon of good spirits and not, as Padre
Navarro would have it, to all the good spirits indiscrimi-
nately: "The Campas believe in the good spirits, which
they call Tazortntzi" (1924:21; see also Izaguirre
1923-1929:XII, 506).

2"Psalms 33:6: "By the word of the Lord were the
heavens made; and all the host of them by the breath of
his mouth"-and what is a word if not breath? The
efficacy of blowing by one with power, in Campa
thought, is shown by the following passage in Padre
Sala's journal (1925:527): "At times the parents took
me to their children and begged me to blow in their
ears, so that they could leam to talk and sing like us."

26Sariti avoided any discrepancy between his ac-
count and the general denomination of the otffisati
(mountain-ridge dwellers) as it6mi Pava (sons of the Sun)
by ascribing the term Pdvd, the common honorific of
the Sun (Kacirinkditeri), to Pacdkama also. Thus, he
calls both Padkama and Kacirinkditeri, whom he recog-
nizes as separate gods, by the term Pdvd. This is quite
idiosyncratic usage in my experience. Major earth
tremors, or earthquakes, come from downriver, accord-
ing to §ariti, caused by the stirring of PaMkama, by
"the force of Pdvd," while minor tremors come from
elsewhere and are produced by his "sons."

27A century ago, Marcoy (1875:1, 490) discovered
and reported that "Pachacamac" was a divinity of the
"Antis," by which he presumably meant the Machi-
guengas. Clark identified "pachukuma" as a "messenger
god" (1953:357), and described him, inaccurately I be-
lieve, in the following terms (1953:167-168): "This
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third deity in the complicated Campa pantheon (which
includes Gods and Goddesses of Earth, Water-or Rain,
Air, Fire, Space) was a sort of diabolical knight-errant
ghost who acted as a Hermes-like messenger, or liaison,
between mankind and Pahua. Both Pahua and Pachu-
kuma were formed in the image of man."

28Padre Garcia, reporting on the Machiguengas,
wrote of "Yabireri-also called Pachdkumue" (1935-
1937:XVIII, 11; 1943:235), which suggests that
either the Machiguengas fused the two deities or the
Campas fashioned two deities from one having two
names.

29The Amuesha account of "Inca" visiting his
father-in-law "Pachacamac" (or "near Pachacamac")
downriver, to whom his ill-treated wife had fled, unwit-
tingly sitting down and by the power of his father-in-law
being literally and permanently rooted to the spot (as
recounted in Fast 1953 and Duff 1957), is not recog-
nized by the Campas. The identity of names and certain
details, however, requires an explanation in terms of
diffusion.

30Many statements in the literature are rather vague
or misleading on this matter. Ford (in Ferris 1921:64)
reported as follows for the Machiguengas: "They see
some good influence or something to revere-a good
Spirit-in the sun." Other authors, speaking for the
Campas, did recognize the deification of the sun but
gave no intimation that there are other gods: "They
adore the Sun like the Incas" (Carranza 1894:30); "The
religion of the Campas. . . consists of the worship of the
Sun" (Touchaux 1908:132); "The Campa Indians are
sun worshippers" (Caldwell and Calhoun 1932:242); see
also Cenitagoya 1921:319 and Stull 1951:92. Some
authors recognized the deification of both sun and
moon by the Campas and related tribes, which still
leaves much unspoken (for the Campas, see Coriat
1942:75, Hassel 1905:669, and J. G. 1868:17; for the
Machiguengas, see Coriat 1942:85 and Hammerly
Dupuy 1945:290; for the Amueshas, see Tello
1918-1919:55).

31Compare Delgado 1896-1897: VI, 240.

32An equivalent term, "Puriaichiri," is reported as the
Machiguenga name for the sun (Aza 1923:260;
1924:28; Garcia 1935-1937:XVII, 172; Hammerly
Dupuy 1945:290; Pereira 1944b:93; see also Ferris
1921:65; Orton 1876:473). For the Campas, Clark
wrote of "Ureatsere, the Sun" (1953:167; see also
358). Farabee (1922:48, 52) gave "poriatcira" as the
Machiguenga word, and "urialstciri" as the Campa word,
for "sun."

33Tessmann gave as the Campa terms for the sun,
"tawanti, inti, intsi" (1930:103), of which the last is
not an acceptable form and the first should properly be
tddvanti (from -taa- [to bum]). Intiydya would be an
acceptable alternative (see Zavala 1895:163), but my
informants did not recognize "Kinti" or any variant
thereof, despite the evidence of the Campa literature
(Adam 1890:45, 46, 78, 103: "Sun ... .quinti",
"sun . . . quienti", etc.; Sala 1929:351: "Sun . . . Inchi-
aya: quianti"). See also Touchaux 1908:157. The form
"Kienti" was reported for the Machiguengas by Aza
(1923:260), Cardiis (1886:325), Garcia (1935-1937:
XVII, 172), Gohring (1877:72), and Mendizabal
Losack (1951:67, 73), and the form "Kinti" by
Carrasco (1901:210), but Pereira (1944b:93) did give:
"The sun. .. Ynti or poreachiri (he who illuminates)."
Castelnau's "kisiti" (1850-1851:V, 290) and Marcoy's
"issiti" (1875:1, 490) as names for the sun have no Cam-
pa equivalent, and may have arisen from an error in
transcription.

According to Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 172,
221), the Machiguengas believe that "Puriaichiri" is the
sun that we see from this earth, whereas the sky,
"Inkite," is illuminated by another sun called "Kienti,"
and the Machiguenga hell, "Gamaiironi," is illuminated
by a third sun called "Kientiaimpa." For the Campas no
such multiplicity of suns exists: there is only one Sun,
the Sun we see, who has several names.

34"Dios padre.. . Tios paba" (Adam 1890:75; see
also 78-79); "Dios (Pahua')" (Navarro 1924:11);
"Dios... Dioschi [Pahua']" (Sala 1929:285). For the
Machiguengas, Farabee (1909:131; 1922:15) gave
"idioci" as the name of their creator god, Marcoy (1 875:
I, 490) gave "Tayta-Dios" as their term for "God"
("tayta" being the Quechuan word for "father"), and
Pereira (1944b:93) reported as follows: "Dios ... Paihua
(father of all).-Yrioshi (derivative of dios).-Tasorinchi
(who makes all things with his blowing)." It might be
noted that in all these sources the word being translated
is not "Sun" but "God," and in fact in each case the term
"sun" is otherwise translated. But for the Campas the
Sun is the highest ranking spirit in the universe, equiva-
lent to the God of the Caucasians in this respect, and
when the Campas say Pdvd or Di6s they are referring to
the Sun. What has been reported for the Amueshas by
Fast (1962:7: "They believe that the Sun is God.") and
Tanner ([n.d.] :19: "The Amueshas call the sun 'our fa-
ther.' ") holds as well for the Campas. Indeed, for the
Campa identification of the sun as the high god of the
universe we have the authority of Padre Gridilla (1942b:
73: "Those of the Pichis [Valley] render a certain homage
to the sun, which they call Pahud, or Dios."), Pike and
Kindberg (1956:425: "Pawa 'sun-god' "), and Stull
(1951:51: "The sun is their god."). See also Savage-
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Landor 1913:11, 423, 428. That Pdvd is a Campa name
for the Sun was also reported by Delgado
(1896-1897:VI, 240), Sala (1925:525-526), Touchaux
(1908:157), and Zavala (1895:163-).

35Compare this description, provided by the infor-
mant §ariti, with that for the Machiguenga "Tasurinchi"
provided by Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 97-98):

"Tasurinchi is like a man of noble stature, but much
more excellent than all other men. His face is white, as
is also the very beautiful tunic that he wears, similar to
the cushma of the Machiguengas after it is woven and
before it is dyed red.

"Tasurinchi does not paint his face. He is crowned in
the Machiguenga style, but his crown is not of kap(ro
[bamboo] or of feathers like theirs; it is luminous and of
extraordinary splendor. When Tasurinchi moves, his
crown scintillates, and these scintillations are the light-
ning flashes that we see [denied by §ariti]. He lives
alone.

"No one created him; he exists spontaneously, and
forever. He resides above, higher than all creatures. The
Machiguengas of long ago saw him, as have some of the
medicine-men or seripegari. He can do all. He sees and
knows all. He has no woman. He is very good. He has a
magnificent garden that he created with only a puff of
breath; he does not work. He eats, drinks istea [masato]
until he is drunk, sings, beats his drum, and dances by
himself."

36Once again we encounter the Campa distinction
between true and apparent form. It would be a mistake
to infer from this distinction that the Campa high god is
a being who simply resides in the sun, or that the sun is
merely a symbol of the high god. It is Clark who wrote
of "Pawa, the Golden Man, whose spirit lived in the Sun
itself' (1953:6 1) and, again, of "Pahua . . . , the 'man of
Gold,' who lived in the middle of Ureatsere, the Sun"
(1953:167), and who stated that "Pawa was not
actually the sun, but higher than the sun" (1953:61).
This description does not correspond to Campa thought
on the matter. Reynolds (1930:7) would have us believe
that the Campas "do not adore the Sun as a God, but
admire and honor him as the purest and most perfect
emblem of the Divinity." An inspection of Reynolds's
work, however, leaves the certain impression that it is a
fable, lacking verisimilitude.

37As Farabee (1922:15) reported for the Machi-
guengas: "No one knows why it is night, or where the
sun goes at night."

38Farabee (1922:15) gave the following as an ac-
count of Machiguenga belief: "Idioci, the big man in the
sky, made man, the sun, moon, stars, day, night, etc."
He elsewhere (1909:131) provided the following ampli-

fication: "They believe in '1d1Y'ci,' the big man in
'engli'ta,' the sky. He made man, the sun, the moon, etc.,
in some way, they know not how or when. At present
he has very little to do with the world except to thunder
at the beginning and the end of the seasons, and to send
rain. He takes no more care of men than of the ani-
mals.... Their attitude towards him is much the same
as his towards them-one of indifference." There can be
little doubt that Farabee was only harvesting what the
missionaries had sown, for this is but a paraphrase of the
missionaries' creed (compare Adam 1890:78: "I believe
that the sun, moon, and stars are not God, but rather
creatures made by God for the good of man. N-apatie-ri
caari quienti, casiri, impuquiro-gei Paba, entane ir-
ibechica-ne Tios paba i-bechica-que-ri a-n-cametza-te-ri
amachenga."). Tessmann (1930:93), reporting for the
Campas, seemed to have fared no better: "God = al(ti
lives alone in a heaven located above the heaven of
souls. In the beginning he made everything, but then
retired-my informant knew not why. He visits the souls
in the heaven under him from time to time." Tess-
mann's "aliti" must be arite, "our father." Steward and
Metraux (1948:549), presumably inspired by Farabee
and Tessmann, informed us that "there is a hint of a
creator god who retired to heaven (Campa, Machi-
guenga)." My informants never heard of Tas6renci's or
Pdvd's "retirement" or, for that matter, of the "visits"
to which Tessmann alluded.

There is indeed some conflict in the literature as to
whether or not these tribes believe in a Supreme Being
or God. For the Machiguengas, denials came from Aza
(1924:25), Carrasco (in Raimondi 1874-1913:III, 186),
and Rosell (1916:xvi,12), while affirmations came from
Cardu's (1886:294), Cenitagoya (1921:319; [1943]:69),
Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 95-96), and Gohring
(1877:69). For the Campas, affirmations came from
Gridilla (1942b:73), Navarro (1924:19), and Samanez
Ocampo (1907:303), with denials from Hurley and
Rankin (1934), J. G. (1868:41), and Ordinaire
(1887:276). Another denial, in effect, was made by
Domville-Fife (1924:262): "They have no definite re-
ligious belief beyond a series of superstitions based on
the powers of light and darkness." Domville-Fife's ac-
count of his visit to the Campas, however, is like Clark's,
suspect. As the issue resolves itself into the idle one of
whether the Campa and Machiguenga sun god deserves
to be taken as equivalent to the Caucasian God, there is
merit in a clear statement like that by Gastelui: "They
do not know about God, and adore the Sun, the Moon,
and the stars, not as author of the universe, but as bene-
factors" (1885:143n.; see also J. G. 1868:17).

39It should be noted that one common way to dis-
pose of the dead is to cast the cadaver into the river.
Schlappi (1935:367) reported another flsh screen of the
Moon on the Perene: "At kilometer 145 there exists a
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place that the savages call 'Cashirisimbirini,' which signi-
fies 'Place where they hunted the moon.' It may be that
in the region at some time there fell a large meteor
or ... a second moon." As may be recognized,
Schliappi's translation is inaccurate, so that his specula-
tion is baseless.

'"Extensive accounts of the Moon's activities exist in
the Machiguenga literature, and are presented in the Ap-
pendix (pages 562-563) for purposes of comparison.

4"We read in J. G. (1868:43) that "they suppose the
Moon to be the spouse and sister of the Sun and that
the stars form their entourage," and Harkness (1942:57)
quoted a misinformed colonist as telling her "the moon
is feminine, with human passions; she is their deity."
These reports were not borne out by my investigations.
Equally erroneous, we can presume, is Padre Izaguirre's
statement (1923-1929:XII, 468) that "the Machi-
guengas suppose the moon is the mother of the sun," as
well as Mendizabal Losack's suggestion (1951:68, 73)
that, for the Machiguengas, the Moon is a daughter of
the Sun. Padre Aza (1924:28; see also Hammerly Dupuy
1945:290) reported Machiguenga belief to be the fol-
lowing: "Of the sun they say that he is son of the moon,
but as father rather than mother." This final statement
conforms to my findings for the Campas, and can be
taken as authoritative.

Padre Touchaux (1908:132) reported the following
for the Campas (although the Apurimac Machiguengas
would appear to be his source): "According to them,
the good God has as his son Tasorinchi, the Sun, a god
like him. Tasorinchi was incarnated in a virgin who, on
giving birth to him, died from the extreme heat that she
experienced, and later was placed in the sky as the
Moon." This account, which may have been the source
of Padre Izaguirre's remark, can be seen as a garbled
version of our own presentation, due either to a mis-
understanding on the part of Padre Touchaux or to the
considerable impact of missionary teaching on his in-
formant. In more orthodox Campa thought, the Moon is
the father of the Sun, and the Sun's mother after her
death is understood to have been translated to the sky,
but her present precise location and guise are not
known.

"Another name for the wife of the Moon is
Indnkaro, a name withlout apparent meaning and one
that is also used to refer to a cloud that covers the
moon. Surprisingly, the old man Sariti claimed that the
little sucker fish hetdri was the mother of the Sun, and
that he (§ariti) had never heard of the Moon being the
father of the Sun.

"Clark, who curiously translated "pahua" as "man-

of-gold" (1953:357), and who elsewhere translated

"Pawa" as both "Christ" and "God" (1953:355, 356),
treated us to the strange figure of "Pawa-Jesus, our Lord
the Golden Man (Atahuallpa's old mystic title as the
incarnated Sun God)" (195 3:52). This passage appears
to be a blending of fact and fiction.

The informant Ken6cori equated the sacred bird
adivanti, first among the it6mi Pdvd (sons of the Sun),
with the "Jesucristo" of the missionaries, which suggests
that the Campas tend to translate the second person of
the trinity into any important supernatural "son" in
their own cosmological scheme.

44Nordenskj6ld, reporting on the Campas, stated the
following: "Their religious beliefs have to do primarily
with the moon, less with the sun, according to what I
was told" (1924:23; see also 1927:116). The probable
cause of Nordenskjold's error will be discussed below, in
the section on Campa relationships with the gods and
good spirits.

'"According to Padre Grain (1957:91), "Kashiri" is
for the Machiguengas "beautiful and terrible at the same
time." Fast (1962:7) reported that the Amueshas "be-
lieve that ... the moon is a bad person," which suggests
a similar understanding. Foster's report (1922:96) that
for the Indians of the upper Perene region the moon and
stars are "bad spirits" and "evil gods," appears to me to
be a distortion of the facts. The stars are, if anything,
good, and the Moon is, to say the worst for him, a "bad
god."

4"The common Campa understanding is that all gar-
dens were cleared in this manner formerly, the tools
doing almost all the work alone, without human effort.
How it came about that the Campas must now toil in
the fields is variously explained. One Campa speaks of a
transformation by Avireri, another of a bird of ill repute
clearing a field entirely by his own labor on one occa-
sion, and so destroying for all time the power of tools to
work alone; yet another, Catholicized, speaks of a casti-
gation by Tas6renci because of womankind.

47What the Campas point to is the familiar "Man in
the Moon," who is upside down in the southern lati-
tudes.

"The source of this information is again §ariti. We
can reasonably trace any such belief in a tremendous
source of heat in the sky that would scorch the earth if
it were lower, to the presence there of the sun itself.
There is a question as to just how widespread this story
is in the Campa population.

"There is an allusion to the same belief in Padre
Cenitagoya's account of the Machiguengas ([1943]:
196-197).
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501 did not have the opportunity to observe Campa
reactions during an eclipse. According to Padre Ceni-
tagoya (1921:320): "When there is an eclipse of the
sun, the Machiguengas believe that this heavenly body is
extinguished. Therefore, seizing an arrow, one of the
men puts on its point a piece of burning cotton and
shoots it upward, with the object of rekindling the
Father of the day." Ordinaire (1887:280) claimed that
during an eclipse the Campas "murmured certain
words," but Ordinaire is a doubtful authority at best
(see page 283, note 69). Delgado (1896-1897:VI, 96)
gave "Chuacatzi" (compare isodke) as the Campa term
for "eclipse," both lunar and solar.

51Farabee (1922:16) wrote as follows for the Machi-
guengas: "The position of the sun is used to determine
the time of day, and in keeping appointments.... The
distance between two villages or places far apart, is indi-
cated by pointing to the position of the sun for each
place or the time required to go there-a very satisfac-
tory method." I concur. Tennant (1958:87) provided us
with the following account of Machiguenga practice:
"Their method for telling the time was to point to the
sun and then to indicate that it would be directly over-
head when we got to Pangoa [on the Urubamba River].
We were to find that there were really about five dif-
ferent times in the Machaguenga mind. One was with
their arm indicating sunrise; one with the sun halfway up,
which was mid-morning; pointing directly overhead
meant midday; halfway down to the west indicated
mid-afternoon, and with the arm right over pointing to
the west meant nightfall." Tennant also (1958:168)
noted that: "Machaguengas have no accurate means of
telling time. They can only count up to three [sic], and
hours and minutes are completely beyond them." This
should come as no surprise to us. My experience indi-
cates that the Campas are not limited to only five posi-
tions of the sun: they are capable of finer discrimina-
tions.

52Padre Navarro (1924:19) gave "Cashiri chiripi-
quite" as the Campa term for the new moon (KaUzri
kiripeceki may be intended) and "Cashiri cuhuantere"
for the full moon (which may be KaHfri odnta&ari [the
Moon is therefore eating]; see also Izaguirre
1923-1929:XII, 468). Delgado (1896-1897:VI, 105)
provided yet other terms for the phases of the moon.

53For the Machiguengas, Farabee (1922:16) stated
that: "There are twelve moons in a year, and the period
is called 'mamperokesire': 'mampero,' twelve, and
'kesiri,' moon." The Campas, as we have seen, have no
numeral twelve, nor do they have any idea of the num-
ber of lunar months in a year. Farabee further stated

that: "The quarters of the moon are used for counting
time also. The new moon is 'tcisipekikeni'; the half
moon, 'tcisimokeneki'; the full moon 'tcilita'; and the
dark of the moon, 'pege.'" None of these terms is rec-
ognized by the Campas.

54This is an apparent departure from what is re-
ported for the Machiguengas by Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVII, 174-175), that the stars are them-
selves good spirits, the principal part of the heavenly
host:

"Imp6kiro-the stars-are a tribe called Ananer(ite or
Atengar(ite. Among the tribes of good spirits this is the
most numerous.... They are small like children, and
that is what their name Ananerzite signifies. They paint
their faces with achiote and dress in white cushmas. The
men do not wear adornments, but the women adorn
themselves, like women here, with necklaces and clus-
ters of little bones, seeds, monkey skins, cocoons, desic-
cated birds, and so forth. All play the sungarinchi
[panpipes] very well.... They play them at their fre-
quent drunken festivals, when they dance, sing, and beat
the drum; all of which they execute with such skill that
Tasorinchi, near whom they live, hears them with singu-
lar pleasure and says to them: 'very good, kametitdkie.'
They fish in the branches of the Meshiareni and nar-
cotize the fish with a kogui or barbasco [fish poison]
much superior to what is here.

"Although they are invisible beings, after dusk we
see the shine of their crowns-the stars-which are most
resplendent.... At night we also see the burning
arrows-shooting stars-that their children shoot while
playing. The urine of the Ananerfite falls here below,
and is the dew that in Machiguenga is called ichini Im-
p6kiro, urine of the stars. A wind blows there so strong
that no one can ascend to visit them except the Seripe-
gdri [shamans]. They love the Machiguengas, and give
medicinal plants to cure them to the Seripegari who
visits them."

From this description of the stars the Campas recog-
nize only that dew is icini imp6kero (urine of the stars).
The Campas do not profess to know how the visible
stars relate to the good spirits in the sky (henokiniri),
nor do they have any idea of the size of the henokinfri,
or how they dress or adorn themselves. It is understood,
however, that the henokiniri do have festivals honoring
Tas6renci, which pleases him, and they do gather fish
from the celestial River of Eternal Youth (Hananer(te).
The fish,.however, are simply taken as if they were do-
mesticated, at least according to the informant Sariti.
This informant, furthermore, denied the existence of
any strong wind in the sky and the giving of medicinal
plants by the henokintri (such plants rather being given
by the otffisati [mountain-ridge dwellers]). Shooting
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stars are, as we have seen, falling souls (mihdni) and not
burning arrows.

550rimeNi and pdria, alone of the features identified
here, were never pointed out to me but were identified
by description only.

56`intitiditeri may also be called Nintitidri and, pos-

sibly, onihdinari (although this last term could be the
missing name for Saturn). Mars may possibly be called
cakairenciki. Unfortunately, it was not possible to settle
the problem of how the Campas designate all the visible
planets. What was pointed out to me as Nintitiditeri in
October, 1963, was located on the trajectory of the sun

at about the latitude of Bellatrix in Orion and the longi-
tude of ,B Andromedae. Dr. Kenneth L. Franklin of the
Hayden Planetarium was kind enough to identify this
object as Jupiter, and to identify the features that fol-
low in the main text, as well, from my descriptions.

The Machiguengas are reported to call the planet
Venus "saripoto" (Aza 1923:288; 1924:28; Garcia
1935-1937:XVIII, 6; Hammerly Dupuy 1945:290), a

term not recognized by the Campas. Padre Alvarez
wrote of "Potzotiki, or the planet Mars, who was .. a

seripegari [shaman]" (1939:129; see also Garcia
1935-1937:XVIII, 96), equally unrecognized by the
Campas. For the Campas, Padre Navarro (1924:19; see

also Steward and Metraux 1948:549) provided us with
the following remarkable description of beliefs and festi-
vals that are, as far as I know, nonexistent: "These
savages are polytheists; those on the Apurimac River
have a Trinity in the manner of a divine family, consist-
ing of god the father (Pahud) whom they sense in the
planet Venus, of god the son (Pahud Churi) in Jupiter,
and of the spouse of god the father and mother of god
the son (Chinani Pahud) in the star that accompanies the
moon. They celebrate the festivals of these gods in May,
November, and December respectively; but in August
they hold another and more solemn festival for all the
heavenly bodies in general."

"In addition to providing or confirming the identifi-
cations reported in these paragraphs, the informant
hariti identifled the head of Taurus as itapin6ma vdka
(bull's mandible). Not only must this be a recent addi-
tion to Campa astronomy, but it is most likely due to
direct Caucasian influence.

58There are some false reports, reports of Campa
gods that do not exist. Burke (1960a:mxxviii, 8) wrote
as follows: "The only word of Campa I know, starting
out[,] is 'Sirumbiare,' which is supposed to be that of
some ineffable ancestor-god, never to be named save on

occasions to inspire awe." I suspect that Burke's

"Sirumbiare" is none other than the word keripidri
(shaman), if not lirdmpari (male). Clark (1953:76-77,
94, 126, 139) reported the existence of Campa beliefs in
a "Fire God," an "Earth God," an "Earth Goddess,"
"hunting gods," and "Snake Gods," concepts for which
I found no corroboration.

"9The Sun, high god of the Campas, may be called
henokinfri (sky-dweller) as he lives in the sky, but this
term applies as well to all the other good spirits dwelling
there. We can, at any rate, understand how the explorer
Samanez Ocampo came to report the following for the
Campas: "They hold a very confused idea of the Di-
vinity, whom they call Genoquenire" (1907:303; see
also Coriat [1942]:83-84; Tovar 1966:96). Ordinaire's
rejection of Samanez Ocampo's account, and of any
Campa conception of a high god (1887:276), is re-
markable: "It is known that the Quechuas [Incas]
adored the invisible God under the name of Pacha-
camac.... Now the missionaries nowhere relate that
they have found a similar conception among the Cam-
pas. A Peruvian voyager, M. Samanes, declares indeed
that the riparians of the Apurimac and of the Tambo
have a vague idea of the Divinity, whom they call Geno-
quire [sic], but we may allow that this idea is a seed of
the Franciscans who have established themselves in the
basin of the aforementioned rivers. Nothing in my per-
sonal observations nor in those of the colonists whom I
questioned indicates that the Campas of the region
where I passed have the notion of a creator God."

60A fly called linkidrenti (from -4inki- [ to be drunk])
is attracted to masato and often drowns therein. (It is
this fly, according to the Campas, that lays its eggs in
old masato mash, giving rise to the maggots koh6ki or
posori which they raise for food.) What has struck the
Campas is that the drowned fly, left in the sun to dry,
revives. As an acknowledgment of its powers of resurrec-
tion, the Campas extend to this fly the sobriquets tas6-
renci and pdvd. kinkidrenti, incidentally, is understood
in typical Campa fashion to be a former Campa drunk-
ard converted to its present condition by Avireri.

One plantation operator in the Perene region has so
impressed a number of Campas with his largesse that
they call him tas6renci (others have no such high
opinion of him). In large part this is because he parceled
out land to them free of charge, actually in accordance
with existing statutes respecting Indian land rights. This
state of affairs, if anything, demonstrates how far the
Campas have gravitated toward dependency on any
good will extended to them by the Caucasian invaders,
and acceptance of that dependency. Of course, given the
Campas' comprehension of human limitations, they can
only presume that such artifacts as airplanes, which they
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see in the possession of the Caucasians, were conceived
and manufactured by some tasorenci. Although the ety-
mology of the term is quite specific, tas6renci is used to
indicate any being with unnaturally great powers.

"The word pinkdciri is rightly translated as "senior,"
i.e., "lord" in Adam 1890:56-58, 74-76, 78. The verb
form is translated as "honrar," i.e-., "to respect"
(1890:34), although, "to fear, dread, loathe" would be
more accurate. See also Sala 1929:254, 345.

"It is only in connection with this solar trinity that
the distinction between a sun of the dry season (the
summer sun) and a sun of the rainy season (the winter
sun) was ever made in my experience.

"Compare Matthew 24:3.

64I.e., put words in our mouths.

65A problem with the translation of this passage is
that Kenco6ri apparently wants to pluralize Sant6vero, to
turn him into the "guardian angels" of the missionaries,
with resulting confusion. The originator of this solar
trinity, and the person referred to as "he who showed
him," may have been a revered shaman by the name of
Inkanivdnti, also called "Chanchamayino" and "Are-
berto Inmensio," who dominated the religious life of
the Ipoki region before he was murdered by Catholi-
cized Campas on the Perene for his paganism. This
shaman had two large robes made for use in his ayahuas-
ca ceremonies, one being that of "Vicente" (identified
as the Jesus Christ of the missionaries) and the other,
now in my possession, being that of Sant6vero. Exactly
how these robes were used was not made clear to me.
The murder of Inkanivdnti occurred only a few years
ago, I was told, and his followers in the Ipoki region still
cherish his teachings and expect his return.

6"Bailly-Maitre 1908:622-623 (see also Coriat
[1942]:81-82):

"Eight kilometers to the north of the convent there
exists what is called in the region the chapel of the
Chunchos. In this place the Amueshas worship three
great elevated stones; they come from afar to make of-
ferings to them.

"They murmur long prayers and retire dancing, with-
out turning their backs to the idols.

"Day and night the sacred fire is maintained in this
place, sustained in three logs touching at their points;
several shamans [brujos] guard the cult and prepare the
beer [chicha] for the worshippers.

"Mention is made of one of them, who for a year
had distinguished himself for his religiosity, edifying the
marveling [Catholic] priests thereby. He later withdrew

to practice before these idols, with great success, the ex-
ternal acts of the religious ceremonies that he had seen
performed, to the point of simulating with compunction
the reading of a book made of bird feathers, aided by
another serving as sacristan to succeed him after his
death."

"The term Inkak6na, apparently, is for the Campas
only a sacred name associated with these stones, and has
no association with the god Inka. Nor does Inkak6na
constitute a category of good spirits, as is reported for
the Machiguengas by Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII,
176): "Inkakuna: These spirits are the servants of Taso-
r(nchi." Padre Sala's translation of the word "ingacuna"
as "man" (1925:525-526; 1929:254, 276, 302, 306,
323, 325, 351, 362; see also Delgado 1896-1897:VI,
352, and Zavala 1895:159) I consider to be inadmissi-
ble.

It might be noted that the word "Santo" is not
limited to the Moon in its application in the Ipoki re-
gion, but instead has a more general meaning of
"sacred." This word "Santo" is, as I have indicated,
taken from the Spanish, while the ending "-kona" is
from the Quechua. Their combination would produce
Santok6na. Similarly, Ankerik6na can be derived from
the Spanish word "aingel" to which has been added the
suffix "-kona" (divested, it would appear, of its Que-
chuan significance as a pluralizer).

"The information* presented here on the sacred
stones of the Ipoki region was provided by Kenco6ri and
Sariti, both formerly resident there. My field notes con-
tinue somewhat incoherently but in keeping with Cam-
pa ratiocination as follows: "These Powers can appear
to us, if they wish, leaving us stupified. If we hang our
heads instead of looking at them, we will be converted
to lint6ri. They eat, and the bones are set aside and
regain their flesh. There the women are all beautiful."

Unfortunately, I was not to see any of these stones.
While in the upper Perene region I did not evidence any
interest in visiting the sacred stones of the Amueshas, as
it would have required a special trip of some consider-
able distance, and because I was not then aware of the
existence of sacred stones among the Campas. Later, the
Campas who accompanied me neglected to mention the
sacred stones in the Ipoki region until shortly after pass-
ing through that part of Campa territory. This was a
simple oversight and not an attempt to conceal knowl-
edge of the stones, but it was too late to retrace the
steps of the expedition. That the stones exist cannot be
doubted, but their size and shape, and the precise details
of how they are conceived and treated by the Ipoki
Campas, await a future visit. I did hear mention, subse-
quently, of an attempt to raise the stone Ankerik6na to
the second story of a house in Santovardto. The stone
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apparently fell to earth, and it was decided that Ankeri-
k6na did not wish to be elevated.

69Padre Sala (1929:166, 231) gave "Yumpur" as the
Amuesha term for both "God" and "sun." Ordinaire
(1887:281n.) provided the following information: "In
Campa, the sun is called Yamponi, the moon Arror, the
stars Apimi " None of these are Campa terms, and there
is every indication that the "Campas" visited by Ordi-
naire were in actuality Amueshas. Again according to
Padre Sala (1929:198), the Amuesha term for "moon"
is "Arrur."

70For the Campas, Schutz-Holzhausen (1895:214)
stated that "no idols have been found among them."
Padre Izaguirre also denied the presence of idols among
the Campas (1923-1929:XII, 379, 468), as did Schlappi
(1935:369). Padre Gridilla (1942b:73) alluded to a
prior condition of idolatry-"with the preaching of the
Gospel, idolatry disappeared from among them"-that
must be taken as a mere presumption, or a figure of
speech, on his part. Padre Font, a Jesuit missionary who
entered Campa territory as early as 1595, reported that
the Campas "have no idolatry whatever" (in Jimenez de
la Espada 1881-1887:11, xcvii). Hassel, whose state-
ments I tend strongly to discount, reported as follows
(1905:673; see also 657): "In the vicinity of the Pangoa
there exists a rock engraved with an image of the sun
and of the moon. On celebrating their festivals, the

Campas paint these images with the same colors as they
use on their own faces." Clark chose to entertain his
readers with the following account (1953:51-52):

"In the center of the Sutsiki mission slave camp [re-
ferring to the Adventist mission on the upper Perene]
was an enormous thatched idol-house of bamboo. Here,
on an altar, Christ was worshipped in the anthropo-
morphic form of a gigantic wooden image carved in the
semblance of a Campa brujo [shaman]. The idol's
shoulders were covered with a sacred boa constrictor
snakeskin cape, its loins girded with a grass skirt. A
parrot feather headdress stood erect on its head, a band
of cactus encased its brow, a skull necklace was strung
around its neck, snake amulets encircled the ankles and
arms. The fanged (for the teeth were pointed like a
brujo's) face was painted terrifyingly with mystic
symbols. The idol was crucified on its cross by giant
pegs of black chonta from which blood dripped in
partly dried clots-Christ's name being PAWA, (literally,
'The man of Gold').

"This horrendous image was carved of ... ivory
wood, palo marfil.... It was daily washed in blood
(taken from the veins of the worshippers) and likewise
freshly painted with black sua and achiote, dressed and
scented. [Etc., etc.] "

Clark also wrote of sacred crystals and of "carved
green jadeite stones in the form of frogs (symbols of the
Rain God)" (1953:71, 159). I encountered nothing of
the kind among the Campas.

DENIZENS OF THE UNIVERSE: DEMONS AND WITCHES

No demons.-Tessmann 1930:971

There is a remoteness about the good spirits
of the Campa cosmos. They reside at some dis-
tance, they are aloof from mortal affairs, and
indeed can only be approached by those few in-
dividuals who have achieved a certain measure of
perfection. The spirits of evil, by contrast, are
more immediate. They frequent the Campas'
own habitat and present a constant danger, they
inhabit the cliffs overhanging the rivers and over-
looking the valleys, they roam the forests, and
infest the rivers and streams, pressing the Campas
in from all sides and inflicting terrible mischief
on any unfortunates who fall victim to them.

The host of evil spirits, or demons, rivaling in
number and variety the good spirits, is called by
the general term kamari. The etymology of this
term is uncertain, but it appears to contain the
root -kam- (to die, be dead).2 Kamari, often
lengthened to kamddri for emphasis, signifies for

the Campas whatever or whoever is intrinsically
evil and detrimental to human well-being. It is
the one term commonly used as a curse, ex-
tended to apply to any person or occurrence that
is in any way reprehensible or unpleasant.3 A
female demon would be kamaro, with the femi-
nine ending. A synonym for kamari, apparently
quite rare, is the term samenci.

Although demons are everywhere in Campa
territory, their greatest concentration is in the
subterranean sarinkav6ni, where the principal de-
mon, Konio§p ri (or, variously, Korop inri, Koros-
piri, perhaps with an inaudible i after the 9) has
his residence. The figure of Korospiri suggests
missionary influence, especially as this term was
first reported late in the nineteenth century.4 I
have considered the possibility that the term is a
corruption of the missionaries' own term "Luci-
fer," which would become "irosiperi" on first
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pronunciation in the Campa tongue, from which
Korosipiin, etc., could be derived. The existence
of a similar demonic overlord in Machiguenga be-
lief, however, one who goes by the entirely dif-
ferent name of "Kientibakori," would suggest
that the belief is old and indigenous.5

Koriospinr is, of course, kamdri, although this
term does not designate him specifically.6 He is
the Father of all demons (iriri maaroni kamari);
he is Ruler of all demons (pinkdcari mddroni
kamdri); and he is sovereign over sarinkav6ni. As
for the demons at large in Sarinkav6ni, they are
given no distinguishing characteristics. It is not
until we turn to the demons that make their ap-
pearance on earth that we encounter a richly
varied demonology.7

The elite among the demons of this earth are
the mankoite, who live within the rock outcrops
and cliffs (imperita) often encountered along the
rivers in Campa territory.8 The mank6ite are de-
mons in human form, normally invisible, with
long, bushy hair in the form of a mane, wearing
tattered robes and wicker crowns sporting andnta
(a parasitic plant with red runners) instead of the
red macaw feathers that the Campas use. Their
old robes have the drab brown color that old
robes have, the color that the Campas call kamd-
ra(ri).9

The mank6ite are powerful demons, with
powers approaching those of the gods, so that
they may be called tasorencine'eronka (just as an
inferior shaman may be called geripiafineYronka).
Such are their powers that, according to §ariti, if
and when the amacenka attack some mank6ite to
fling them into Sarinkav6ni, the following oc-
curs: if a mank6ite's head is cut off and flung
down, he grows a new head, and if the demon
himself is thrown down bodily, he dissolves into
air while falling and thus escapes.

When a mank6ite appears in person to a
human being, death is instantaneous.10 Usually,
however, the harm done by the mank6ite is pro-
duced by atdnci, i.e., the breeze of a passing de-
mon, and is limited to the symptoms of head-
ache, fever, chills, vomiting, vertigo, and a
twisted head. The effects ofatdnci can be treated
herbally. In addition, children are cautioned
against peering at cliffs in passing, for what can
result if a child does so is a flash of light signaling
the capture of the child's soul by the mank6ite.

Within their cliffs, the mank6ite live in much

the same manner as the Caucasians, according to
Campa testimony. Their houses and what they
contain are similar, with doors that they shut in
the faces of shamans to keep them from looking
in. They also possess stores of merchandise like
those in the Caucasian towns. The three great
cliffs designated as Mednto on the Tambo River
are, in fact, understood to be inhabited by de-
mon Caucasians, demon priests, and demon High-
landers, respectively, and in order of decreasing
size (see fig. 9). It is said that at night the clatter
of their dishes can be heard, and that during the
last earthquake a cry of panic came out ofMedn-
to. 1

Another species of demon is the kacivorri.
These demons are abroad along the rivers at
night, retreating during the day to their homes in
the rock outcrops up in the hills. A kacivor6ei is
described as a small black tailless creature drip-
ping blood, with wings like a kimaro macaw. It
flies through the air emitting a light from some
part of its body and carrying a smaller demon on
its back. The smaller demon helps it look for
food, constructing weirs along the rivers to trap
insects attracted by its blood. This demon is
powerful and greatly feared, for it will attack a
human being, overwhelm him (or her) with ter-
rific force,'2 and thrust a huge penis into his (or
her) body, where there is or is not a natural
opening. With this act the victim is instantly
killed or converted into another kacivoreri. These
demons avoid Caucasians out of fear, which ex-
plains why they are rarely if ever seen by Cauca-
sians.
My informants specified certain defensive

measures that can be taken against this demon.
One can prostrate oneself in the middle of an
extensive stretch of sand (this not being a strong
defense, although the demon fears sand). One
can submerge up to one's neck in the river, grasp-
ing a pole held vertically, so that if the demon
perches on the pole it can be drowned by swing-
ing the pole down. One can chew kacivorerivenki
and blow-spit in the direction of the demon, or
throw this ivenki into a campfire, where the de-
mon will be driven to incinerate itself. One can
beam a flashlight at the demon, which will keep
it at a distance as long as the light is on. Or, as a
final resort, one can jump into the river in an
attempt to escape.'3

There is reason to suspect that what the Cam-
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pas see and identify as kacivoreri-nocturnal
lights flying through the air along the rivers-is
some kind of natural phenomenon. An informant
described the kacivoreri he saw as having the
form of incandescent globes, faintly reddish yel-
low in color, bluish on the lower part. Others
spoke of these lights as "dripping" luminous
material of a red color. Descriptions such as these
point to a single though rare natural phenom-
enon: ball lightning.'4 This would be sufficient
to explain the Campa belief, although there re-
mains the possibility, however slight, of some his-
torical connection between the Campa notion of
a nocturnal creature emitting a light and the old
Spanish belief in the mythical "'carbu'nculo."'5

Yet another kind of demon goes by the name
of sadinti, a forest demon distinguished by its
extreme thinness.16 gariti added that it is fur- or
feather-covered, but this may have been a gratu-
itous addition. When this demon appears to
someone, it breaks his body into pieces (the
Campa term being itinkardhakeri or ikarahdkeri),
reassembles the pieces and blows on them to re-

vive the victim. That victim, with full remem-
brance of what happened to him, returns home
to sicken and die rapidly. If someone sickens be-
cause of atdnci due to sas'inti, the shaman, after
sucking out leaves indicating atdnci, may in a
dream see the patient's soul in the house of
sasinti and recoup it. There is a demonic bird
called maUImporo, known as isitd'si sasinti (the
mat of sadinti). This bird is associated if not iden-
tified with the demon sas'inti. If the bird follows
someone, that person may be frightened into
sickness (carodnake being the Campa term for
fright).'7

The demons irampavdnto are the Campa equiv-
alents of the Western succubus. These demons
are believed to raise opempe toucans (Ram-
phastos cuvieri) like chickens. Ope'mpe, then, are
of demonic provenience, ivira irampavanto
(raised by irampavanto). An irampavdnto appears
to a man alone in the forest or in his garden as an
attractive woman, perhaps taking the form of his
wife or some other woman with whom he has
been intimate, with an opempe on her shoulder.

FIG. 9. Mednto (Tambo River) viewed from downstream. Within these great cliffs are supposed to
reside mank6ite demons-Caucasians, priests, and Highland Indians.
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This demon, kamdro, excites coitus and after-
wards tells the man what has happened to him.
The man will be frightened into helplessness, per-
mitting the demon to beat him to death. Later he
will revive, return home, and die soon after, tell-
ing the others that he has encountered an irampa-
vanto and cannot be expected to live. Having
been beaten by the succubus, the man's symp-
toms include severe body pains. There is no
remedy."8 This demon can also present itself to a
woman in the form of a man-perhaps looking
like her husband or some other man with whom
she has been intimate-with the same conse-
quences. This is the demon's incubus form."9

The demon mironi or amimiro can appear
either in human form or in the form of a large
beast like a tapir or mule (horse).20 In its human
form, a mironi has the appearance of a little old
man, wearing an old robe and carrying a walking
stick which the demon uses to vault the river.
The demon is further distinguished by the posses-
sion of a huge penis, which he carries over his
shoulder like firewood, and by the ability, de-
spite his decrepit appearance, to outrun and over-
whelm a victim. According to the informant
Hevayoki, the demon, at least in this form,
makes a rumbling or moving sound.21 In its tapir-
or equine-like form, the demon is distinguished
by huge eyes and, again, a huge penis. With this
carnal weapon the demon attacks solitary men in
the forest, abusing them sexually through every
orifice of the body, even making new orifices.
The victim dies and arises as a female mironi.
One informant, Mariti, added that, when a
mironi attacks a man, all the other categories of
demon come to abuse the victim sexually also-
kacivoreri, mamaro (owl), etc. This informant re-
lated further that if a man walks a straight line,
he is like a worm leaving a thread behind, which
the mironi can haul to detain him, and when the
demon comes close enough it will shoot semen
into the man's eyes, blinding him. What is espe-
cially distinctive about this demon is that it at-
tacks only men, for it has a fear of female
breasts, which appear to it like penes.22
A similar demon is the kas6nkati. It, too,

takes the form either of a large tapir or mule
(horse) or of a man (described by Hevaiyoki as
small, naked, and bald, although others would
not be so specific). The size of this demon's penis

is not specified. What distinguishes this category
of demon is the possession of a hole in one or
both knees, which it holds to its mouth and
blows across to make a fearful whistling noise.
The powers of this demon are such that it can
whistle as it walks. The informant Komempe re-
lated that her mother was once pursued by a
demon of this description, that wanted to kill her
by crushing her bones. She climbed a tree, the
demon waited below; she called for help, and
some passerby, hearing her, discharged a shotgun,
frightening the demon away. There is an herb
called kasonkatisi, the leaves of which are used
to prepare a warm bath that serves to keep one
from dying of fright after escaping from a
kas6nkati.23

Other forest demons of lesser importance are
the incatonk6na (or in&atonk6veri) and the kapi-
ronkdri. An in'atonk6na is a demon of small stat-
ure but great force who beats the roots of trees
(incato) with a stick to show how he will beat a
human being if he encounters one. This demon
has splayed toes, and one foot is tiny.24 The de-
mon kapironkdri, according to §ariti, has feet
like kapiro (bamboo) cross sections, and pro-
duces a sound like beating kapiro.25

Another frequenter of the forests is the mon-
ster korinto, a beast described as being big as a
house and possessing a kind of trunk. With this
trunk, according to one Campa encountered
along the Perene, it lifts its victim to deposit him
in a hole in its back. A picture of an elephant, as
the author discovered, will be recognized by the
Campas as korinto. (The largest woman I met
among the Campas was named, descriptively,
Korinto.) According to one shaman (a friend of
the shaman Porekav'anti), korinto makes the
sound "kori-" followed by a nasal release after a
full stop, this being repeated. These man-
devouring beasts no longer roam Campa terri-
tory, the Campas say, because long ago they were
trapped by shamans in a cave at the headwaters
of Ckireni, tributary of the Ene. Some say they
have since fled deep into the forests to the east.
It is said that when the world ends the houses
will be transformed into korinto and will swal-
low the Campas.26

Among the spirits living within the rivers and
streams, the most important group is that of the
water sprites called kedci. These inhabit lakes as
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well, and have human form, both male and fe-
male. The kedci are not categorically kamdri;
some are bad and swallow people, others are
good. When a Campa drowns and his ghost does
not return to make noises, it is presumed that he
still lives, has joined the kedci, and married one
of them. The needle-nosed fish icapite kedci
(Sturisoma sp.) is, as its name signifies, "kedci's
needle." Indeed, all fish are it6mi kedci (children
of kedci) except saaventdri (unidentified), which
is irdai Pdvd (God's), and the fishes kit6kiti
(Pimelodella sp.), sankodti (Astyanax sp.), and
simamirokiti (Curimata sp.), which are raised by
the rainbow demon (iv ra oyecari).27

Aside from the keaci, the demons of the river
include the impo§it6niro, the sonkatiniro, and
Comiri(niro). The impo§it6niro and §onkatiniro
live in the whirlpools and bad passes of the river,
where they wait to drown and eat voyagers
passing by.28 The §onkatiniro are the children of
Comiriniro. Comirniro is a spirit with a large
cardto (shoulder-bag) which is his stomach, into
which he puts the souls (ifire) of those who
drown. The bodies are discarded to reappear at
the surface and be eaten by buzzards, and the
souls are converted to Caucasians that marry
Comiriniro's daughters.29

There are also demons that are not entirely
imaginary but can be observed under normal con-
ditions. The first is the Campas' rainbow demon,
called oye6ari or cavirenci. This demon lives in
the foul places along the rivers and brooks, has
the form of a zungaro (giant catfish), but with
longitudinal stripes along its body like the stripes
on the Campa men's robes. Its urine and excre-
ment form the reddish muck where it lives. This
demon collects food refuse thrown into the
stream and, with that refuse, practices witch-
craft. According to the shaman Porekavanti, the
symptoms are intestinal pain and diarrhea; the
shaman sucks out dirty earth and dreams of a
lake, and a cure is effected by throwing hot rocks
into the mucky place or beating it with kapiro
(bamboo).

The demon oyeari or cavirenci is itself not
seen. But associated with it is the rainbow, also
called oyecari or cavirenci. The rainbow itself is
understood to be the smoke from this demon's
campfire (or perhaps it is the demon's robe, for
the Campas do not pretend to know exactly

what the rainbow is). For the Campas, then, a
rainbow is something demonic, repulsive, and de-
tested, and when one is seen it is made to disap-
pear by flinging ashes at it or by cutting the air
with a machete.30
A demon that is itself a natural phenomenon

is the little whirlwind that moves along the
ground, swirling up leaves and dust (what we call
a "dust devil"). This whirlwind demon is called
kavi6nkari, tivionkari, or §inkireri. When a whirl-
wind passes by a person, it can produce the con-
dition of atdnci if it wishes, and that person will
be bedridden with body pains and a twisted
head. According to the shaman girikonka, the
leaves carried by a passing kavionkari enter the
victim and clog his body, and the shaman makes
his diagnosis upon sucking out leaves and then
prescribes the proper herbal remedy. (The
shaman Porekavainti claimed that in such a case
nothing emerges on sucking, but that neverthe-
less he goes through the procedure of blowing
tobacco smoke on the patient, sucking him, and
then blowing air on him, with the aim of cooling
his fevered body.) The herbal remedy is a warm
bath and drink of water prepared with leaves of
the wild herb sinkirer(si or, alternatively, co-
viariWi (unidentified plants).

The rest of Campa demonology consists of
certain species of insects, birds, and beasts. There
are two species of large butterfly classified as de-
mons. One is the well-known morpho or blue
butterfly (Morpho sp.), called by the Campas
santa or ankaro. The other is the larger owl but-
terfly (Caligo sp.), called by the Campas ma-
acardnci (literally, "old clothes") and also §ireci
(ghost) or irecipeta (ghost *flapping of wings*).
The demonic butterfly maacardnci is what be-
comes of the old clothing of a bad person when
he dies.

Both these butterfly demons produce varieties
of atdnci. The demon santa or ankdro produces
the following symptoms: fever, vomiting, diar-
rhea, and a kind of vertigo where everything
looks blue, like the color of the upper surface of
this butterfly's wings. The remedy is a warm bath
using ankdrovenki, one of the cultivated ivenki's.
The demon maacardnci produces the following
symptoms: fever, chills, vomiting, diarrhea, ver-
tigo, and a kind of disassociation where the vic-
tim can burn himself in the campfire without
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feeling it. The remedy is a warm bath and drink
using maacarancivenki (another of the cultivated
ivenki's) or leaves from the wild herb imancakisi
(unidentified plant). If the owner of this "old
clothing" appears to the victim, however, there is
no cure.31

The adult ant lion (Murmeleonidae), called by
the Campas §enti (or sienci), is distinguished by
its needle-like thinness and is kamari mapero (de-
mon emphatically). It produces a form ofatdnci
where the head is twisted around or the mouth is
twisted to one side. The little blood-sucking fly
ciito, one of the most annoying pests in the
Amazon drainage, is also kamari napero, and
it6mi civdni (child of the demonic bird civdni). It
was explained to me that civdni says to ciito,
"Go bring water (i.e., blood) from that person."
Ciito can appear in human form and "break" a
person, like sasinti. Also mentioned as a demon
is the little firefly with intermittent light called
mancidri (sickly, weakly). If it touches a person
at night, it is said to cause pain. A number of
other insects are demons-the katydids sh'nti and
cinero, the cricket civivinti, as well as various
species of ants and bees-which are considered
below in the passage devoted to witchcraft.
Among the arachnids, the scorpion (kit6niro) is a
demon.

Other insect pests are not considered to be
demons, but are of demonic provenience (irdsi
kamdri). These include the venomous centipede
Wir6na, the tiny biting fly eh6ki (known in local

Spanish as the "manta blanca"), fleas (kentira-
tiki), lice (neci), chicken lice (pat6ki), ticks
(pa§ifti or pas'ito), mosquitoes (mdneo), a sub-
cutaneous worm called kenici (known in local
Spanish as the "mirunda"),32 and intestinal
worms (Qica). There are in addition certain in-
sects that are called kamdri disparagingly, al-
though they are not considered to be true de-
mons. These include the glowworm pir6ni (Pyro-
phorus sp.); pir6ni's "brother-in-law," the dung
beetle tivito (Phanaeus sp.); and the large locust
§eser6ti-also called pdtiri, from the Spanish
"padre" (priest), because of its cowl- (Schisto-
cera sp.). We need not look far for the reasons
underlying the special status of these last-named
insects. Although they do no bodily harm, they
are all useless-pir6ni with its eerie green lights,
tivito with its disgusting habits, and §eser6ti with
its propensity for eating holes in clothing.

Another insect called kamdri as a disparagement
is cipdto (Passalus sp.), again useless, and so
called because it eats rotten trees.

As for the demonic birds, mention should be
made of macemporo, identified as the "mat" or
"wing" of the demon sadinti. The bird itself may
be called sadinti. It is heard at night, but no reli-
able description of it could be obtained. It was
equated with the demonic "tunchi" bird that
figures in the beliefs of the Peruvian Loretanos
and the Indian tribes downriver.33

Several other species of birds are also demons.
They include the following: (1) ar6ni (a large
black bird of rapine with a white abdomen, uni-
dentified); (2) tis6ni (the common vulture); (3)
mamdro (all owls, including the pomp6ri and
orinari); (4) ciisanti (hummingbird with ka-
mdra(ri)-colored plumage); (5) civdni (Squirrel
Cuckoo); (6) cirdrato (unidentified); and (7)
sakiririnti (unidentified). Ar6ni, tis6ni, and
mamdro, if joked about, will transform them-
selves into succubi or incubi, like irampavdnto.34
Owls (mamdro) are believed to be demons that
can appear in human form and carry off the chil-
dren and even the wife of a man absent on a trip
or voyage. Owls are killed if captured.35 Ciisanti
and civdni will be considered in connection with
witchcraft. Cirdrato is a small bird that steals cot-
ton to build its nest. It is said to have been a
thief, stealing cotton in former times when it had
human form. This bird also is believed to become
a succubus or incubus when joked about, and its
action in such an eventuality is summed up in the
word itinkardhanti (he breaks [us]). Sakiririnti,
according to the informant gariti, is a small bird
converted from the excrement of a bad person.
My field notes contain the names of a few other
birds stated to be demons, but they are unidenti-
fied and without importance. Mention might be
made, however, of a demonic bird called iriniro
mapiti (mother of the little bird mapiti). Iriniro
mapiti can be heard at night calling "soi, soi,"
but what it looks like is generally unknown.
garfti, however, claimed that it is a demon with
only one foot, having the appearance of a small
bird but actually being a "skinny" aNdninka.36
Another informant identified the tinamou quails
kenc6ri and onkiri, and the motmot hiriti, as
ivira kamdri (raised by demons). t

Among the mammals, bats (pihiri) are de-
mons, as are all the large felines (maniti), of
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which the jaguar is the archetypical maniti sdnori
(true maniti).37 Jaguars-that is to say, maniti-
that come prowling are understood to be, at least
for the most part, the souls of living jaguar-
shamans in jaguar form, as well as jaguar-shamans
transformed bodily at death into jaguars, and the
jaguar "children" of a jaguar-shaman sent out at
his command.38 In an encounter between a good
shaman and a jaguar-shaman (or one of the lat-
ter's jaguar-children) in jaguar form, a show of
superior strength may take place, the good
shaman challenging the jaguar to follow him in
the form of a lightning flash, knowing that the
jaguar can only run along the ground.

It was explained to me that, in a jaguar's eyes,
human beings appear as §int6ri (peccary, Tayas-
suidae) and dogs appear as kapeJi (coati, Nasua
sp.). Jaguars come hunting the game animals §in-
t6ri and kapdi-actually human beings and dogs.
According to the shaman Porekavanti, a good
shaman can intercept a jaguar approaching a set-

tlement and dispose of it in one of two ways: he
can lure the jaguar into a manitim6ro (jaguar's
hole), one of which is on the left side of the
Tambo between the tributaries Pirir6ni and Ce7ni,
under the pretext of finding "'intnri" there, and
then run out and close the hole to trap the jaguar
within, where it will die; or he can carry the
jaguar to a place beyond Ocitiriko called
Impirani where there burns a fire into which he
tosses the jaguar so that it is consumed. As the
jaguar dies, so does the jaguar-shaman or his
jaguar-child.39

At Manitipdnko on the Perene River there is a
peculiar rock formation that looks like a black
feline peering out of a cleft in the cliff (see fig.
10). The explanation for this natural phenome-
non given me conforms to and illustrates Campa
thought on the subject: On one occasion a num-
ber of shamans tricked a jaguar by entering the
cleft and emerging with men they had hidden
there, and then telling the jaguar that if it en-

FIG. 10. Manitipdnko (Perene River). In a cleft of this cliff can be seen a trapped jaguar turned to stone.
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tered it also would find a man. The jaguar en-
tered and the cleft closed, leaving the animal
trapped.
A number of animals, though not kamdri, will

transform themselves to maniti if joked about.
These include the following: odti (Galictis bar-
bara), pit6ni (Aotus sp.), all the squirrels (meiri,
patdro, and patidnkori), all woodpeckers, the
bird nardni (unidentified), and the grub hompa.
The wingless wasp isikote maniti (jaguar's lime),
which delivers a painful sting, will also become a
man iti ifjoked about.40

Rabbits (kima) are demons. They also are not
to be joked about or they will appear as succubi
or incubi, exciting coitus and death. Few Campas
eat rabbit. The same can be said for sloth
(sor6ni) and the arboreal 6isonti (unidentified),
although there is some question about their de-
monic status.

Several species in the animal kingdom that are
on the Campa menu are considered to be de-
monic. Their demonic status, while not ordi-
narily preventing their use as food, may become
significant under circumstances requiring special
dieting. The following food items were identified
by Savarohani as kamdri, and as converting to
succubi or incubi if joked about: agouti (saroni),
capybara (iveto), the monkeys her6ni and keniri,
the toucans kidri and opempe, the bird mapiti,
the stingray indro, and all the edible frogs (plus
the toad ma§6ro, which is not eaten). Regarding
the frogs and toads, the informant Aarfti asserted
that the "Fathers" of iyento, odnto, pirinto,
copinto, and maPro are demons of large size,
while heento is cross-cousin of the maninkari
(good spirits) because it "sings" when there is
lightning. The relations of the frog h66ti were
not known to Aarfti.41 (None of these amphib-
ians has been identified.)

The shaman Porekavanti claimed that all
tapirs (kemdri) are demons, although in the sky
there are kemdri with soft bones-the livestock of
Tas6renci-that are not demons. An alternative
understanding was expressed by other Campas
that tapirs encountered in the lowlands are de-
mons, whereas those in the mountains with fat
are good. Porekavanti added that there are
jaguars (man iti) in the sky, among the hen6kisati
(sky-dwellers), that are good rather than de-
monic.42

Porcupine (tont6ri) and bear (meeni) are
rarely eaten because they are seldom encoun-
tered, but they are not demons. The large arma-
dillo kintero is rarely encountered also, but its
status is uncertain: Savarohani claimed that it is
eaten whenever obtained, but Mariti refused to
eat one of these animals for fear that it would
carry him off to Sarinkaveni. Caymans (saniri)
are not demons, but most Campas will not eat
them. Snakes (mardnki) and the electric eel
(cinke). are called "kamdri" but they are not
actually demons. Cinke is eaten by few if any
Campas, and snakes are never eaten (although it
was claimed that the Pajonal Campas do eat
snake meat to prevent illness). It is curious that,
although Campas fear snake bites and speak of
snakes as readying their "arrows" (fangs) for use
against "'int6ri" (human beings), they do not
consider snakes to be demons and virtually disre-
gard them in their speculative thought.43

There is a special category of demons desig-
nated by the term pedri. A pedri is understood to
be the soul of a dead person, or any demon for
that matter, taking the form of a game animal (or
certain other members of the animal kingdom).
A pedri bagged by a hunter is never eaten because
it is a demon. Any animal that is emaciated, has
pustules, tumors, or patchy fur, is infested with
worms, or has unhealthy-looking organs-in sum,
any diseased or sick animal-is pedri. How the
belief arose among the Campas that such animals
are demons and not to be eaten, appears obvi-
ous.4

Pedri can take the form of any one of a num-
ber of species. The demon is then called by the
name of that species with the added suffix -niro.
This suffix means "having the outward appear-
ance of," and consequently has frequently the
sense of "demon in the form of." The following
list of pedri was elicited from the informant
§ariti, and may be checked against the list of
Campa food animals provided in table 3: gin-
torinfro (piraciniro, kitairikiniro), manironiro,
kemariniro, karoniniro, ivetoniro, kapediniro,
tontoriniro, meeniniro, oatiniro, soronin iro,
kimaniro, mordniro (m6ra: mule, horse),
ciyeriniro, oketoniro, keniriniro, koRiriniro,
pitoniniro, kicaniniro, oisontiniro, patianko-
riniro, kencoriniro, kontonaniro, onkiriniro,
paciriniro, camiriniro, opempeniro, cakaminiro,
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koacereniro, and simaniro. According to Aarfti,
pedri are not known to take the form of the
following species: samani, etini (except when the
animal wanders into the settlement), kintero,
cipi, her6ni, kamarari, sit6ni, tokdri (a question
here), meiri, patdro, ciovero, campavdti, all
guans, all doves, all macaws, all parrots, ka-
n6hapa, kdonkari, piUiro, pi&iti, cemirinkdri, cari,
all turtles, all frogs, all fish (except ima), eel,
crabs, shrimp, all insects, and all snails.45
A favorite item of food, although a pedri can

appear in its form, is the deer (maniro). This
animal is reported for the Campas and Machi-
guengas by some authors, however, to be de-
monic and never eaten. The Campa literature is
somewhat obscure on this subject. Foster
(1922:249) wrote that "the Chuncho Indians re-
gard them [deer] as sacred, and although they
may kill them for their hide, they religiously re-
fuse to eat the meat." Stull, who was with the
Pajonal Campas on the Pichis, reported
(1951:77) that the Indians "had superstitions
about deer," which were not considered "suita-
ble for food." Padre Navarro (1924:23, 58-59)
claimed, curiously, that it is the head of the deer
that the Campas do not eat, because the deer is a
demon or like a demon (see also Steward and
Metraux 1948:542).46

Just what may be involved here does not be-
come clear until we turn to the Machiguenga
literature. The earliest statement on this subject,
by Stiglich (1908:399), refers to the Montafia
tribes in general: "Worthy of investigation is the
general belief that the deer, the capybara, and
the black alligator are malignant spirits, espe-
cially the first."47 Farabee (1922:55-56) reported
that the red deer is not eaten by either Machi-
guengas or Piros because of the belief that on
death a person's soul enters this animal-the souls
of both men and women doing so for the Machi-
guengas, and of men only for the Piros (see also
Steward and Metraux 1948:547).' According to
Farabee (1909:130; 1922:14), the Machiguenga
belief is not that the dead person's soul becomes
a deer or becomes a deer's soul, but simply that
the soul enters a deer. Farabee amplified his re-
marks as follows (1909:130; see also 1922:14):

They have a tradition, that a long time ago the

body of a Macheyenga was buried and watch kept

to see if there was a soul and if so what became
of it. In the morning of the eighth day they saw a
red deer jump up from the grave and run away
into the forest. Since then they have believed
that the souls of Macheyengas always enter the
red deer. They do not know what becomes of the
souls of other men, but they do not enter the red
deer.

They never eat the flesh of the deer but have
no objection to others doing so. They even kill it
themselves and give it to others to eat. It is in no
way treated as a sacred animal. When the cooked
flesh is offered to a Macheyenga he makes signs
as though the thought of eating it made him
sick.49

Padre Aza (1924:31-32), reporting like Fa-
rabee that the Machiguengas believe their souls
pass into deer when they die, added that the
larger demons, the "kamagarine," also take the
form of deer, and hence it is for both these rea-
sons that they do not eat venison, although they
do not mind killing these animals (see also Fer-
nandez Moro 1925-1928:XLVI, 235; Hammerly
Dupuy 1945:290).5o Ball6n Landa (1917:208-
209) also noted the demonic status of deer
among tribes neighboring the Campas, and
speculated that the belief is a consequence of
missionary influence. He suggested that the early
seventeenth century missionaries in the Montafna
may have described the Devil in terms of the
physical characteristics of the deer, this being
enough to give rise to the native belief.5"

Whether or not Ballon Landa is right, it ap-
pears that the Machiguengas have held certain be-
liefs about deer that make them averse to eating
the animal but not to killing it. The less ample
Campa data suggest that the Campas in contact
with the Machiguengas were influenced by these
notions to the extent of acting similarly. In con-
formity with this impression, I was told by Fray
Diego Durand, formerly active as a missionary
among the Campas, that in his time (1928-1933),
the Apurimac Campas, as far down as the Yaviro
of the Ene, would not eat deer: he would pay
them to kill a deer, and after they did so they
would flee in fear to advise him. This influence ap-
parently was not lasting; I encountered nothing
comparable to what is described in the literature
anywhere among the River Campas.52

There remains the possibility that the reports
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in the literature were inspired at least in part by
dietary practices under special circumstances.
For example, Campa parents during pregnancy
do not eat venison lest their child be bom with a
long neck. Furthermore, they do not eat venison
for the first few days following childbirth be-
cause, as was explained to me, maniro is indeed
"kamdri" and would frighten the infant with its
big eyes, causing the infant to cry and die. Dur-
ing the first few days after childbirth, however,
any possible reason for not eating a particular
food item is sufficient to eliminate it from the
parents' diet, since that is the time to be excep-
tionally cautious. Unlike many other food items,
venison is back on the menu after those first few
days, thus indicating that deer is not so preemi-
nently demonic as to merit special mention.
Shamans also maintain dietary restrictions, so as
not to endanger their special powers. The shaman
Airikonka did include man i'ro among the animals
never eaten by him, for the reason that it is a
demon, while the shaman Porekavanti denied this
and stated that he himself ate venison.53 Other-
wise, the deer is a prized game animal.54

It can be reported that the belief in pi§tdko
has spread among the Campas from its origin in
the Highlands. For the Campas, the piktdko are
Caucasians in the towns (Satipo, San Ramon,
Pucallpa, etc.) who kill natives to extract the
grease from their bodies for use in automobiles
and airplanes. This belief, in various forms, has
had a long history in the Highlands. It seems to
have diffused to the Campas only recently.55

There are certain wild plants associated with
the demons of Campa belief. In general they are
plants that are similar in appearance to those the
Campas cultivate. An exception is the plant
ananta (unidentified), which resembles the
macaw tail feathers used by the Campas to adorn
their wicker crowns, and which is understood to
be used by the mank6ite for the same purpose.
The other plants in this category reported to me
conform to the rule. They are ivocaro(niro)te
mank6ite ([false] tobacco of the mank6ite);
isev6ya(niro)te oyecari (ffalse] onion of the rain-
bow demon) (from the Spanish "cebolla"
[onion]); icorid(niro)te pihiri ([false] coria [a cul-
tivated tuber] of the bats); and sdntopenki, de-
scribed as similar in appearance to the banana
plant (none identified).

There is in addition the capped fungus ka-
heviniro or Ritoviniro (kahevi being the general
Campa term for edible fungus, and it6vi the
term for one such species). This plant is also
called i3ivi (or itdharo) ireci (or kamdri) (penis
[or blunt arrow] of the ghost [or demon]). It is
understood to be a demon capable of transform-
ing itself into a succubus or incubus, with the
usual consequences.56
A special category of demons is that of

witches (mdci). These are human and nonhuman
beings that cause sickness and death by the manip-
ulation of materials. They are all kamari mdci.
Human witches are usually children, and more

often than not females. Adults also can be
witches, but they are understood to have been
witches since childhood who somehow escaped
detection. A shaman may diagnose human witch-
craft as the cause of an illness or a death, and in
one way or another designate the culprit. As a
general rule, the accused will be the most de-
fenseless member of the community, usually a
girl-child, especially if it is an orphan or captive
taken in a raid. Among adults, a woman without
a husband to defend her may be singled out.57
A witch-child is not necessarily considered to

be guilty of malice or bloodthirstiness in causing
sickness and death. The child may be innocent of
evil intentions, and may bewitch unwittingly (al-
though the case can be otherwise). What is under-
stood to have happened is that one of a number
of demonic birds and insects, also kamari maci,
has appeared to that child in its sleep and turned
it into a witch, taking advantage of its innocence.
These "teachers" of witchcraft include civdni
(the Squirrel Cuckoo, Piaya cayana),58 eentiopeti
or iitipi (unidentified bird), Uinti59 and cinaro
(katydids [Tettigoniidae]), and civivi'nti (a species
of cricket [Gryllidae]). Another teacher of witch-
craft, cempokiririti, was stated to be an insect,
but an "insect" never seen except by witches. In
addition, the soul of another human witch can
come to teach witchcraft.

Any of these teachers of witchcraft can ap-
pear in human formW6 to a sleeping child in a
dream, placing something-a bone, a fishbone, a
palm-leaf sliver, or the like-in its hand, and then
knocking that object out of its hand so that the
object enters the ground. Any child, once it has
learned to walk and talk, is susceptible to such a
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visitation. The child, being innocent, does not
defend itself, and is in this way easily trans-
formed into a full-fledged witch. With what the
demon knocks out of the child's hand, someone
begins to sicken. As one Campa put it, the de-
mon tells the child, "Let us kill that samdni,"
likening the human victim to a game animal
(Coelogenus paca). The demon also gives the
child, in its dream, human flesh to eat, for which
it then develops a taste.61

The demon returns again and again to repeat
these acts, and the child also dreams that it is
burying things. The materials buried include
those already mentioned and more: bones, fish-
bones, palm-leaf slivers (that is to say, fragments
of mat), twigs, thorns, snail shells, manioc cores,
food refuse of any kind, chewed coca or mucus
wrapped in a leaf, pieces of cloth, hair, etc. These
buried materials, in a way unknown to the Cam-
pas, enter the victim's body and strike him down
with sickness. When the shaman extracts such
material from a patient by sucking and (accord-
ing to PorekavaLnti) later dreams of §ar6ni
(agouti, Dasyprocta sp.), witchcraft is indicated,
witchcraft of the human kind.

The shaman Porekavanti has an efficient way
of identifying the witch in such a case. As he
explained it, the morning after examining a pa-
tient he looks for the child with a downcast or
serious expression. Any child who might suspect
that it will be accused of witchcraft could well be
expected to look that way, considering what is in
store for it.62
An accused witch is punished cruelly, handled

roughly, and forced to dig up the materials it had
buried in and around the house. By digging up
these materials, which the Campas claim are al-
ways found, the cause of the sickness is removed.
My informants insisted that these materials are
not simply discarded refuse, but rather are found
tied or wrapped in a leaf, or otherwise showing
evidence of being specially prepared. With these
materials out of the ground, the witch's victim
should improve. It is necessary for all the buried
materials to be excavated and for the witch to be
discouraged from further witchcraft by threats
and severe punishment. A witch may be sus-
pended by the heels over a smudge fire, beaten
with a stick, whipped with a vine or with stinging
nettles, etc. Chili peppers may be squeezed into

its eyes to make it forget what it has been taught,
and it may be made to stay and sleep on an
upper platform in the house where its teacher
will not be able to find it again. It is given almost
nothing to eat, as it is understood to eat human
flesh.

If the sick person gets well, the witch may be
let off with a warning, but if the sick person dies,
the witch will be executed or, alternatively in
recent times, sold to the Caucasian colonists. To
destroy a witch effectively so that its soul does
not become a demon to cause more trouble, the
witch may first be garroted or bludgeoned to
death and the corpse then cremated, flung into
the river with a rock tied to its neck, or thrust
headfirst and face down into a large kinte'ro
(armadillo) hole. When a witch is trussed up and
thrown into the river, the nicety of its being al-
ready dead may not be observed.63

However innocent of evil intentions a witch-
child may be, the reaction of the community is
one of merciless fury. If it has been established
that a child has been practicing witchcraft against
members of its own family, and an initial warn-
ing does no good (whoever is sick does not get
well), it will be executed by its own parents or
elder siblings."4 If the supposed victim is some-
one outside the family, some parents will defend
their child, but not in the face of too strong an
opposition lest they too be killed. Even in such a
case, most parents will believe in the truth of an
accusation of witchcraft directed at their own
children. If the parents of a child accused of
witchcraft against someone outside the family do
not wish it to be killed, they may at some risk
deliver the child to a missionary, if the child it-
self does not attempt to escape to a mission. An
acceptable alternative to execution, when tem-
pers are not too inflamed, is the sale of the child
to a Caucasian colonist, which effectively re-
moves the threat to the community while at the
same time providing an extra benefit in the form
of merchandise obtained from the sale.65

These practices expectably have shocked Cau-
casians who have learned about them and caused
comment in much of the Campa literature.66 The
Peruvian authorities and the missionaries, how-
ever, although they have tried to discourage these
practices, have thus far been most ineffectual, for
the beliefs which justify and motivate the prac-
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tices remain in force. The Campa shamans have
been much criticized by Caucasians for the role
they play in accusing and condemning human
witches, and in such cases they do display a cal-
lous disregard for human life. It should be rec-
ognized, however, that a shaman only does what
is expected of him within a consistent system of
thought and action, the Campa (River Campa)

cultural system. As Stull concluded (1951:99),
after describing a case where two children were
executed as witches by order of a shaman while a
man lay dying, "the strange thing is that he [the
shaman] believed he had done right, that he had
done what he could." The following passage
from a text I collected reveals how the Campas
themselves justify witchcraft accusations by their
shamans:

"Ise6mari yok' sold'ado.67
"They hate him [shaman] they here soldiers.

Ikemak'otiri
They have

ihitamacitainti. Te ihitamacit"asitea.,
heard about him (that) he calls 'witch.' He does not call 'witch'

ihitamacitavsita'ntea ak-a.
without reason, he (does not) call 'witch' without any reason here.

Pamenetea, amaterome arori aka, akivsotantayete
Look, then, if we could we here, we therefore would blow-spit

k o-, kf-so. Sotoap'aike antaverenci ir'6ri ak'a
*sound of blow-spitting*. Emerges the mischief it here,
incatonki. 68 Sotoapaake, oponeantari
little sticks of wood. (They) emerge, therefore it comes about

yoairo iriori akg. 'He'r6ok'a. Me''eka aka,
he passes them on he here. 'Here it is. Now here,

ya4sinonkantaka'ri me'gka a'sinonkain'car'inta aka.
therefore he is sick now he who is sick over there here.

H6ro6 6ka me'eka kiantakariri indcatonki
Here it is now what therefore entered him little sticks of wood

ak'a. T'e irihokita'svitea.1
here. He did not fall (sick) without reason.'

"Ipokapa'ake icipa as"aninka
"He comes another (of) our fellow tribesmen,

kisakoventanakeErine iriori anti. Ipokapagke,
to defend him [the sick person] now he over there. He comes,

isampitapagkeri
he questions him [the shaman]

anta.IktranHs seripiarisanta.
Over there. He says shaman over

'Ir6take matakeri 6kg.
there, 'It is she (who) has been able to (injure) him she here.

Timaci antavetaciri aka.' Ikantapeakeri iri6ri,
There is the one who has done mischief here.' He says to him he,
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'Iroya nopokasitiri oka.' Ipoka itapikkero
'She, then, for which I have come she here.' For her he had come

iriori aka.
he here.

"Ikantapairo, 'Piita pantantariri aka?
"He says to her, 'Why have you done him (injury) here?

Paita pisemantariri aka? Pamene, haokar{ika ipimanteevet'akempi
Why do you hate him here? Look, wherever they will sell you

virak'obaki, ariompa poamakeri. virakSa?
to the Caucasians, is it true you will kill him the Caucasian?

Eiopamairi. Int'n pctakaasitpakeari

You won't kill him. Only you will just have sexual relations with

aka. Asgninka pininatiri irinti aka.
him here. Our fellow tribesman you despise him he alone here.

Ari poaginonkagitarlkea. Inkamasitakea
Well, you have made him sick without reason, then. May he die without

irio'ri yantiasiparitapEake, inkama'sitgkea iri6ri
cause he (when) he is old, may he die without cause he

ak'a, Iro'mpa inkamasitgkea iri6ri aki.
here. May it be (that) he will die without cause he here.

Ainirok'era iri6ri a ihanan'kiti iriori. Yoasinonkagitfika,
(He) is yet he here, he is a child he. He was made sick

ika'make iriori akh. 'k'a antavetakari
without reason, he is dying he here. She here she did him

inEh"tonki akg. "Eiro oahar'ici,
mischief (with) little sticks of wood here. She won't eat him,

antaker'ir'i gisati aka irointi kiLaci
she who did him (injury), as well here; it alone the earth

oahear_i_ne ak__a Ir'otake ikantayg'tiri asaninkape
will eat him now here.' It is it all that they say all our fellow

irio"ri aka."1
tribesmen they here."

The category of kamdri mdci is not limited to the manipulation of materials. Here the materials
human witches and their demon teachers, for it consist exclusively of substances discarded by the
includes as well a considerable number of species victim as refuse or body waste.
of ants and bees. In Campa thought, ants and Most species of ants (Formicidae) are under-
bees-the social insects-also cause sickness by stood to carry off food refuse, excrement, or per-
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haps a twig or leaf wet with urine, taking these
materials to their nests and there practicing
witchcraft with them. Table 7 lists a number of
the species of ants that practice witchcraft, the
symptoms associated with each species, the ob-
jects sucked out by the shaman, and what he
dreams afterward in each case. The information
contained in this table was obtained from the
shaman Porekavanti and corroborates earlier, less
complete information -obtained from the shaman
girikonka. Inspecting this table, we can see cer-
tain connections between the characteristics of
some of these species and the symptoms associ-
ated with them. Stabbing pains are taken as
symptoms of witchcraft due to manihi (Para-
ponera sp.), a large black ant whose sting is ex-
quisitely painful and long-lasting.70 Abdominal
cutting pains with bloody stools are taken as
symptoms of witchcraft due to the leaf-cutting
ant sank6ri (although the other variety of leaf-
cutting ant, k6ye, is not considered to be mdci).
My field notes contain, in addition, various

symptoms attributed to still other species of
ants: the ant kaneeki was reported to produce
inflammation of the eyes; the ant kantirine6iri or
savoromiti, vomiting, stomach upset, and throb-
bing headache; the ant maserihdniki,7' coughing;
the ant takis'ari, sharp pains in the wrists and
hands; and the ant conkeki, toothache and chills.
The meat-eating ant kaconeri (Camponotus sp.)
was reported as being considered mdci by some,
causing vinegaring of the stomach. The ant aeni
(Ecitan sp.) was stated not to be mdci, although
one informant claimed that in some areas it does
practice witchcraft, causing skin eruption.

The bees that practice witchcraft are the Me-
liponidae, or sweat bees, called by the Campas
aeri. The species of aeri engaging in this practice
include the following: aeri sdnori, aeriki, aeri(ki)
kipacindri, ah-i(ki) setdnti, pantamank6ri, and
piinti.72 These bees are understood to take food
refuse to their nests, there to be mixed with the
bees' food and used to build their nests. The
symptoms associated with this form of witch-
craft are some combination of vertigo, vomiting,
and chills. A shaman in this case sucks out, ac-
cording to girikonka, pieces of bees' nest or, ac-
cording to Porekavanti, bees' food, later dream-
ing of masato. The demon hummingbird ciisanti
is understood to carry off people's souls (fi-ire)

to the nests of any of the mdci bees, where the
souls are made drunk with honey. The victim of
such an act also behaves as if intoxicated.

When an illness is diagnosed as being due to
the witchcraft of ants or bees, the victim's kin go
out immediately to burn whatever nests they en-
counter in the vicinity, to destroy the materials
being used for witchcraft. If a nest is located high
in a tree, flaming arrows may be shot into the
nest. Otherwise the tree will be chopped down,
or someone will climb the tree with a supply of
dry leaves to ignite the nest. For witchcraft of
this kind, the Campas also resort to herbal rem-
edies, mostly in the form of warm baths and
drinks prepared from an appropriate ivenki or
pinici (cultivated medicinals), or from a wild
plant.73

It was reported to me that the demon cricket
civivinti also carries food refuse to its nest for
purposes of witchcraft. In addition, kahiro (ter-
mites with their nests in trees) are mdci like ants,
according to the informant Heyayoki, producing
noises in the ears of anyone who disturbs one of
their nests. That particular nest must be sought
out and burned.

Because of the danger of human wastes and
refuse falling into the power of these insect
witches, certain precautions are taken when at
home, and other precautions when traveling. At
home, after each meal, all food refuse is gathered
up and thrown into the river or stream that flows
by the settlement. Coca wads are deposited in
some receptacle, such as a broken pot or gourd,
where they are stored up and finally thrown into
the river or stream. If there is no such receptacle,
the wad can simply be thrown onto the roof of
the house, to prevent ants or civivinti from carry-
ing it to their nests. At home, body wastes are
voided on the ground a short distance from the
settlement, and one takes one's chances. But for
infants who have not yet begun to walk, special
precautions are usually taken: their excrement is
scooped up and thrown into the river or buried
in a selected spot, or else it is saved in little leaf
packages deposited in a palmleaf bag hanging in
the house. Each time the palmleaf bag is filled,
the contents are buried, burned, or thrown into
the river. (Some mothers, however, simply scoop
up the offal and discard it at the edge of the
clearing, without these precautions.) While on a
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journey, one will excrete into a hole made in the
ground, which is then well covered. Coca wads
are buried, wrapped and tied in a leaf and left in
the crook of a tree, or else put into one's shoul-
der bag to be thrown into a stream at the next
opportunity or saved to be put into the coca
receptacle at home.

As we have seen, the number of Campa de-
mons is considerable. It is particularly note-
worthy that the category of demon, kandri, dis-
regards any distinction between the entirely
imaginary and the directly observable. Mank6ite
and maniti, kas6nkati and civdni, are all kamdri
without qualification.

The demons that are objectively observable-
the animals, plants, and natural phenomena that
are given the status of demons-have one prop-
erty in common, for the most part: they are use-
less. In addition, there is the clear tendency to
consider as demonic whatever is repulsive be-
cause of its shape (excessive thinness), color
(kamara(ri) coloration), or activities (such as
rapaciousness in birds); whatever is deceptive in
its appearance (the katydids, for example, resem-
ble leaves); and whatever is feared as being dan-
gerous (aguars) or pestiferous (blood-sucking
bats). The demonic animals are killed on sight
when it is possible or convenient to do so.74

The entirely imaginary demons cannot be dis-
posed of so easily. When they appear (or when
the various demonic animals, plants, and natural
phenomena appear in human form) and directly
attack, the victimized Campa is doomed to an
immediate or rapid death, often preceded by be-
havior that is recognized as insane (caviari).`5
There is little a person can do to defend himself
against the attack of a demon, and once he has
been victimized there is no saving him. Very
often the mere apparition of a demon is de-
scribed as sufficient to produce these conse-
quences. If a demon passes invisibly close by and
brushes a person with its malignancy-a phe-
nomenon known as atdnci or yatdnake kamdri-
the damage is minor and can be treated herbally,
but there is damage nonetheless. Atdnci is de-
scribed as the breeze of a passing demon, al-
though if one sees a deer or tapir-or a human
flgure-in the forest that on closer inspection
turns out to be a rock, tree stump, or the like,
this also is atdnci: a demon has passed by, which

one has seen momentarily. Thus, an optical illu-
sion, a passing breeze, perhaps some strange noise
in the forest, suggest the elusive presence of
,spirits, especially demons.

Deep in the forests where the men must go to
hunt wander the demons of the land, demons
whose mere proximity can be harmful and who
seem to be impelled upon noticing the presence
of a human being to destroy him-who seek
human beings, hunting them down like game ani-
mals, to crush and abuse their bodies, to horrify
and kill.76 They move in and out of the range of
human perception. They and whatever is associ-
ated with them take on different forms at will, so
that things are not what they appear to be.
Spirits among spirits, they are linked to the good
spirits, related to them by a common quality of
unnatural reality.

Two stories capturing the Campa conception
of demons were related to me on one occasion
by a visiting Campa. They are given here in sum-
mary form:

1. Long ago a man was hunting alone in the
woods when he encountered a mani'nkari carry-
ing some peccary meat, who gave him some and
told him to escape as far as possible because his
(the man inkari's) grandfather, who was very bad
(mank6ite), was coming. The maninkari passed
on, and the man, thinking he could defend him-
self, sat down and ate. First came a demon howler
monkey (keniri), carrying its young on its back,
and passed by. Then came a demon man, with a
back ornament of what seemed to be paucar
(c6ri) tail feathers, carrying parakeets (W6kio)
that really were butterflies, who also passed by.
Then came the grandfather, with a huge mane of
hair, carrying a walking stick; with one stroke the
grandfather smashed the man's side, with another
his leg, with another his skull. Another ma-
ninkari came upon the scene and blew on the
man so that he revived. But his soul had been
taken by the demon and he returned home and
died.

2. A man made a tree hut to hunt birds. A
good spirit passing by advised him to leave be-
cause the owner of the tree would come and
throw him down. The owner came, looked up,
and noted that someone was in his tree, but a
good spirit (maninkari) told him it was only a
pole. Still he climbed up and found the man in
the hut, told him that he (the "owner") had al-
ways hunted birds in that tree when he was alive,
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and threw him down. The fall broke the man's
bones so that they stuck out of his flesh. The
demon blew on him, reviving him, but he lacked
all force since his soul had been taken. The good
spirit remonstrated with the demon for hurting
people, and took out his shotgun-therefore we
now observe the thunderbolts of good spirits
shooting demons. The next day the man's
brother-in-law came, found him, and carried him
home where he died soon after.

Such are the demons. Their domain is all the
land-and the water-lying beyond the clearings
of the human settlements, below the mountain-
ridge strongholds of the good spirits. To leave
one's settlement, then, is to enter enemy terri-
tory. For this reason children are cautioned
against wandering off into the forest unaccom-

panied, and for this reason women and chil-
dren-and often men-when they must go to per-

form a natural function at night, are accom-
panied by some other member of the family. Nor
is the settlement itself proof against demonic in-

N(

'Tessmann (1930:102) reported that his informants
were a number of Spanish-speaking Campas transplanted
to the Lower Ucayali by their "patron." It seems likely
that these Campas were acculturated to a significant de-
gree, perhaps even missionized. Whatever the reasons,

Tessmann was led to report the absence of beliefs in
demons among the Campas, while providing the Campa
word for demon, kamdri, as the designation for both
shamans and witches (1930:93). For a Campa to call
witches kamdri conforms to Campa usage, but for him
to call shamans by that term suggests the attitude of a

missionized or highly acculturated Indian. In this sec-

tion we tum our attention to what Tessmann failed to
learn.

2Padre Garcia reported as follows for the Machiguen-
gas (1935-1937:XVII, 223; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos
1941:329): "All the devils are called Kamagdrini, which
is a name of action or office, since it signifies 'he who
causes death.' They are called such, because the Machi-
guenga who sees them dies, and the Machiguenga whom
they see, they kill." There is a question, however, as to
whether the rules of Campa (or Machiguenga) word con-

struction permit such a translation.

3The Machiguengas use the word similarly, for Padre
Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 220-221) reported as follows:
"The Machiguengas also at times call each other Kama-

cursion, especially at night, and so a campfire is
kept burning throughout the hours of darkness,
lest demons come thinking the settlement is de-
serted,77 and a vigil is kept day and night around
a sickbed, for a human being weakened by illness
is especially susceptible to demonic attack.78

Although surrounded by demons, the Campas
are not what we might call "demon-ridden." De-
mons are for the Campas just so many more
perils in the world; withal they remain a happy,
exuberant people. But at the slightest intimation
of a demon's presence, the universal reaction is
fear.79 Especially is this true at night, when visi-
bility is minimized, reducing human perceptual
powers, pitifully weak as they are, even further.
One night, as I sat at leisure with a group of
Campa men, a horrible scream was heard coming
from the other side of the river. One man
immediately identified the source of the sound as
kamdri; another suggested it was a deer being
attacked by a jaguar; a third turned to me and
asked how I would say, in my own language,
"I fear."

OTES
gdrini, and this is the strongest interjection with which
they reproach any iniquitous conduct." See also Anon.
1888:23: "In addition, everything repulsive and strange
is 'Camagari' to them." Savage-Landor (1913:II, 419)
simply gave "kahmahri" as the Campa term for "bad."

4See Sala 1929:277, 284, 348; Zavala 1895:158. L.
Kindberg (1961:513) gave "Jeroredi" as the Campa term
for "Devil," a term not recognized by my informants.

'The following was reported for the Machiguengas
(Anon. 1956:226): "Kientibakori, 'he with the long and
penetrating fingers and nails,' which is what his name
signifies, . . . turns out to be a sort of prince of the de-
mons. He is the very essence of evil." Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVII, 223) provided us with the following
description: "There is among the demons one very im-
portant who is called Kientibdkori. He exists by his own
accord; no one created him. He is Kamagdrini, one
alone, and creator of all that is evil. He creates these
beings by blowing and, because he has that power, to his
proper name of Kientibdkori is often added that of
Tasorinchi sabinfrira-'the mighty one from be-
low.'. .. He lives below in Gamdironi He has a great
abundance of intestines, all in the form of little inkiro
creatures. He is evil to a certain point, and he also is
good, though not as much as Tasorinchi. He is the one
who makes the clouds down below, and from there they
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come forth. He has a woman, and just as he is the crea-
tor of all the male demons, she is the creator of all the
female demons." It may be noted that part of Padre
Garcia's statement has no Campa equivalent. Nor is
there a Campa counterpart for the Machiguenga fear of
uttering the name of this being, which Padre Garcila
reported (1935-1937:XVII, 227). See also Touchaux
1908:132, 145. Mendizabal Losack (1951:67) gave "Ka-
chipiri" as the name of the Machiguenga chief demon-a
term closer to the Campa equivalent, and containing the
verb root -kaci- (to hurt, cause pain). Grandidier
(1861:130), for the Ucayali tribes in general, reported
as follows: "They believe moreover in the existence of a
harmful being who resides at the center of the earth and
causes all their ills; his name alone strikes them with
terror."

6The commentators on the Machiguengas may have
been in error when they gave "Kamagari" as the actual
name of the principal evil spirit (Ballon Landa
1917:211; Carrasco 1901 :207; Castelnau 1850-1851:V,
290; Cenitagoya 1921:319; Gohring 1877:73; Raimondi
1874-1913:111, 186). The term "Kamaigari" also appears
in the Campa literature, used in the same way (see
Anon. 1888:23; Coriat [1942]: 83-84; Gasteliu
1885:143; J. G. 1868:19, 41; Samanez Ocampo
1907:303; Tovar 1966:54), but probably this datum
was obtained from the Machiguengas on the Apurimac,
"kamaigari" being the Machiguenga and not the Campa
form. The reference given as "Anon. 1888:23" is curi-
ous, for there we read: "In the Paucartambo as in the
Apurimac Valley the Campas generally believe in the
Devil; they call him 'Camagari' and regard him as a kind
of Santa Claus [Knecht Ruprecht]." Padre Navarro's re-
port that the evil spirits of the Campas are called
"Camaigari" (1924:21; see also Izaguirre 1923-1929:XII,
506) suggests that his source may have been the No-
matsiguenga. Padre Navarro nevertheless was correct in
stating that this term (but in its correct Campa form)
applies to all demons. The interpretation that there is a
single "Kamari" who takes on the various demonic
forms we will be considering in this chapter-this being
Clark's interpretation (1953:166-167)-cannot be justi-
fied.

7Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 221-222) provided
the following general description of the Machiguenga
demons:

"The evil spirits are not people but devils created in
Gamdironi by Kientibdkori. They are ugly, wretched,
invisible, and immortal. They work and cultivate some
plants, which are of very inferior quality [compared] to
those found here. Istea-manioc beer-and shinnkidto-
maize beer-they cannot make, since they have neither
manioc nor maize, and so they cannot be happy, since
they lack drunken festivals. All have women, like the

Machiguengas here, and they procreate in the human
manner. Each family lives in its house and has its gar-
den.

"They are divided into many tribes, all very numer-
ous.... From almost all the tribes some devils have emi-
grated and ascended to establish themselves here on
earth, less a few who ascended to Menk6ripatsa-'the
region of the clouds.' Although the devils in Gamaironi
have human shapes, all the emigrants take a strange
shape while they live outside their homeland. Why they
flee from Gamdironi, and what they are looking for in
these lands, is not known; it is certain that they do not
lead a better life even here."

The Campas do not recognize the contents of this
statement beyond the second sentence.

8For the Machiguengas, Padre Garcia (1935-
1937:XVII, 223) wrote of "the rocks and boulders
that have no value and are ... houses of the devils."
See also Garcia 1937-1938:XIX, 185: "Some three
leagues from Santoato, there exists on the same
left bank of the river a great mass of stone called by the
Machiguengas Kie6tike, i.e., 'house of the Kie6ti devils,'
who, it appears, live within it." L. Kindberg's translation
of "mankoite" as "ghost" (1961:5 11) is an error.

9The color kamnara(ri) includes the various shades of
cream, khaki, tan, brown, olive drab, and lead. It is the
one color that the Campas find repulsive. Whatever has
that color tends to be considered demonic by them.

'0There is one Campa who claimed to have seen
mank6ite. It was reported to me that a certain Kaitaino,
still living, on one occasion obtained a bundle of to-
bacco leaves which he took home with him. Later vari-
ous mank6ite came and began to push him with the
intention of killing him, but he sat down and would not
be moved. The mank6ite thereupon began throwing
away the tobacco, leaf by leaf. This Campa was further
reported to have prophesied that, when he died, atdnci
mank6ite would, one by one, kill all Campas.

"1These cliffs are called Mednto, perhaps because at
some time they were frequented by large numbers of
macaws by that name (Ara militaris). Padre Garcia,
however, included among the less important "colonies"
of demons here on earth "the colony ofMegdntoni from
which, in Machiguenga, the Pongo of Mainique takes its
name, since those rocks are the abode of these demons
similar to the meganto parrots" (1935-1937:XVII, 227).

"2Or, alternatively, the victim when attacked remains
as if dead.

"3Clark (1953:160) wrote of "the catsiburere, an
itasolenga (spirit), a malignant man-dwarf, which in
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adulthood stands only three feet high," and continued:
"It has the hands of man, also a man's head with white
hair. One of its feet is clubbed, and short. Its skin is
white. From its shoulders grow red hair and the wings of
the white king vulture. It is the worst monster of the
jungle. When a man is confronted by the catsiburere he
becomes paralyzed with fright, and the dwarf falls upon
him, and breaks all his bones. It has the strength of a
thousand devils, it is antanukire (fierce, fiendish), and it
eats of the flesh of its victims until the belly touches the
ground and the wings and body are dripping with
blood." Clark's description does contain characteristic
elements of Campa demonology, and it is possible that
here he is honestly reporting one variant of the kaci-
voreri belief. Less convincing is Clark's account of the
execution of a Campa accused of being a "catsiburere"
in human form (1953:161-162). However, I did learn of
the singular case of a Campa whose lunatic symptoms of
demon attack were so extreme that it was believed a
kacivoreri had entered his body, converting him into
one; it was said that when he uncovered his abdomen, it
glowed. Ordinarily, in cases of this kind, the Campas
think in terms of demon attack but not of actual demon
possession.

Padre Garcia, in his compilation of the Machiguenga
demons, listed three having names similar to the Cam-
pa's own kacivoreri. One of these is the "Kasibarenini,"
demons who whistle softly and are further described as
follows: "They are like children, and dress in old cush-
mas of earthen color.... They live in the forest"
(1935-1937:XVII, 225; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos
1941:330). Another is the "Kaseibarerini," described by
Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 226) as follows: "They
live in the boulders of the hills, which the Machiguengas
therefore fear to approach. Formerly they used to ap-
pear to sick Machiguengas and, pressing their throats
forcefully, throttled them. All they do is whistle every-
where, searching for sick people to kill." Finally, Padre
Garcia wrote of the "kachiborerini or comet demons"
(1935-1937:XVIII, 135; see also 9; 1943:234; Steward
and Metraux 1948:551).

14I am indebted to Dr. Alan K. Craig, Department of
Geography, Florida Atlantic University (who spent con-
siderable time as a geologist in that part of the Montafia)
for suggesting this phenomenon.

"5For references to the "carbuinculo" belief, which
the Spaniards carried with them to Peru and into the
Montania, see Girbal y Barcelo 1792:111; Marcoy
1875:II, 20-21n.; and Tschudi 1847:320.

"6Thinness is a physical characteristic that tends to
be associated by Campas with the emaciation due to
sickness. The Campas take plumpness as a sign of good

health and a mark of good looks. There is an insect of
the family Phasmidae so thin that it is called saHinti (and
also tonkfnti [skinnyD. This insect is not kamdri, but
women are cautioned to cover their bathwater, because
if this insect bathes in it, they will become "skinny."

"7Tessmann identified sa£znti as the soul of a dead
witch (1930:94), which I believe is an error.

"8In "The Succubus," one of Balzac's Droll Stories, a
similar phenomenon is described: "From that night, he
long felt his bones disjointed and his bowels crushed."

"9It should be noted that we are here using the terms
"succubus" and "incubus" loosely to mean a demon
that appears to its victim in the form of a member of
the opposite sex to excite coitus and death. As for the
irampavdnto, my principal informant, Savarohaini, re-
counted the following story told him by his mother: A
bachelor was away in the mountains when there ap-
peared to him an irampavdnto with a UKri toucan (Ram-
phastos ambiguus, which is iv(ra otfgisati [raised by the
mountain-ridge dwellers], iv(ra it6mi Pdvad raised by the
sons of the SunD on each shoulder. She told him not to
be afraid, that she was good and would be his mate. A
bad irampavanto appeared, op6mpe on each shoulder,
and tried to take the man, but the good irampavanto
defended him. The man brought his new mate home,
where they lived together with his family. They all went
away in the end and probably are still living, though
invisible.

20The Campa term m6ra, derived from the Spanish
"mula," refers to both mules and horses.

2"Hevayoki further claimed that, according to some
Campas, a mfroni when young looks like a domesticated
turkey of the Caucasians, making the rumbling sound
that turkeys do. No other informant recognized this no-
tion.

22Hevaiyoki related the following story: A couple
went up into the hills to visit a shooting blind. A m(roni
was heard, and the man fell as if dead. The wife waited
by his body and, when the demon appeared, she bared a
breast, which had not yet sagged, exclaiming that it was
her penis. The demon backed off a cliff and was dashed
to pieces. The husband remained stiff and dead, but his
wife awakened him. Savarohaini added that if a woman
bares both breasts, a mtroni will die of fright.

Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 225) reported for
the Machiguengas a class of demons called "Amimironi"
(also called "Achaporo" and "Segamae"-names not
recognized by the Campas), which he described as "like
very large quadrupeds, and queer in form." The rest of
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Padre Garcia's description of this demon does not cor-

respond particularly to the Campas' ml'roni (see also
Mac-Lean y Estenos 1941:330): "They have much hair,
long like the leaves of the sega palm. Their feet are

like sickles. Formerly all the Machiguengas saw them; to-
day only the Seripegari [shamans] see them, and the
same is true for all the other devils. These days, they are

heard at times but they are not seen.... These demons
have the peculiarity that, while being so big, when they
hear the noise of someone approaching, they shrink and
reduce to a very small size. They live in the forests,
beneath the trunks of fallen trees and also in the crev-

ices or holes in the rocks."

"Padre Garcia described the Machiguenga demon
"Kasongatini" in the following terms (1935-1937:XVII,
225; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos 1941:330): "They are

like big Machiguengas, and go about naked. Their faces
are very ugly and wrinkled, and their feet resemble
sickles. They whistle forcefully, and for that reason they
are called Kasongdtini or whistlers. Formerly they
visited the houses of the Machiguengas and carried them
off by force to work in their gardens, obliging them to
work all night. They also work, but always at night;
during the day ... they sleep inside the boulders beside
the brooks. Jaguars kill them." The Campa kas6nkati
and the Machiguenga "kasongaitini," as can be seen,
share little more than a name.

24Information on the demon in9atank6na was

supplied by the informant Savarohaini, who added that
this demon would be equivalent to the "chullachaqui"
or "duende" of the Peruvian Loretanos downriver. It
appears that some of the Campas in the Ucayali vicinity
have taken over this latter notion, for Burke
(1960b:mxxxviii, 9) wrote as follows about them:
"They have also Chullachaqui, the devil of deformed
leg, about whom they prefer not to talk, especially
when away from camp or with night coming on." For
references to the "chullachaqui" belief, see Clark
1953:272, 314; Coriat [1942]:82-83; Perez Marcio
1955:111-112;Villarejo 1953:197.

"Padre Garcia simply listed "Kapirongari" in his
Machiguenga demonology (1935-1937:XVII, 227). Re-
garding these minor demons, there is a question as to
how widely they are recognized among the Campas.
Thus, on one occasion, gariti related to his family a

story about yet another demon, tionta'ki, described as

having a long penis wrapped around his neck and living
at the headwaters of the brooks, so that when a brook
becomes turbid it is because this demon is washing his
member. The existence of this demon was as much news

to the other members of the community as it was to me.

Also of uncertain distribution is the belief in tree- and

rock-dwelling demons. According to Savarohini, there
are demons without any special name that live in such
trees as sampanar6ki, Itna, kanidna, and p6t6 (the last
identified as the oje tree, Ficus anthelminthica). Fur-
thermore, upon considering Padre Navarro's statement
that when someone is sick one procedure is for the Cam-
pas to go "to the bank of the river to hit some stones
with others" (1924:24; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos
1939:322), the informant Kent6ri could only imagine
that this might refer to a case where sickness is ascribed
by a shaman to a demon present in a large rock, which
will then be beaten with another rock to frighten the
demon and cure the patient.

26Adam (1890:94) gave the following datum:
"Corinto, a serpent."

270ne evening Sariti related the following story to
his family: A youth was taken by keaci and married one
of their daughters, but always returned home by raft to
visit. At last, he brought his wife with him and left her
outside the settlement clearing, telling his mother to go
fetch her. The mother went, saw her daughter-in-law
painted like a jaguar, and ran away frightened. If she
had not done so, the spirit-wife would have been trans-
formed into full human form.

28See Reiser 1943:188: "The Indian encapsules re-
spect and fear ... in beliefs about spirits. In the violent
rapids live evil river spirits; in the swirling whirlpools
that pull under vessels and men dwells the demon of the
abyss. One ought not to go by boat at night, since 'the
river sleeps.' "

29This information was furnished by Kencori, who
told the following: On one occasion a Campa discovered
that his daughter had a §onkatinfro lover who emerged
from the river when she beat on the rocks at the tiver's
edge with kap(ro (bamboo). The old man did the same
and, when the demon began to climb out, cut off the
fingers on one of the demon's hands with his machete.
He then returned home and berated his daughter for
consorting with a demon. She later tried to call her
lover, but he could not climb up for lack of fingers on
one hand.

Padre Garcia encountered the demons "Im-
poshitoni" among the Machiguengas, and reported as
follows: "Imposh(toni. . . a class of very terrible devils
who live in the big holes, whirlpools, and turbulences of
the river" (1937-1938:XX, 67); "Ymposh(toni: They
look like naked men. They reside in rocks next to the
holes or whirlpools of the rivers. The Machiguengas who
bathe there, and those who pass by in a canoe or raft, if
[the demons] see them, are seized, submerged, and
drowned" (1935-1937:XVII, 226). Padre Garcia's re-
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port, in the hands of Mac-Lean y Estenos (1941:331)
became "the 'ymposhitoni,' inhabitants of the rocks
standing in the midst of the rivers, perpetrators of the
whirlpools."

It was reported to me that the Campa Kaitaino, men-
tioned above in connection with the mank6ite, also
claimed to have been pulled down by an omndni (Brachy-
platystoma filamentosa), the largest of the zungaro
fishes, to the bottom of the river, where he saw the
Mother of omdni, with white hair, and fled to the sur-
face. White hair, as a mark of extreme old age, is repul-
sive to the Campas.

30The Campa term for "rainbow" is given variously
as "uye" (Adam 1890:114), "oye" (Delgado
1896-1897:V, 449), and "ohyie" (Savage-Landor
1913:II, 426). These words were not recognized by my
informants. For the Machiguengas Padre Aza (1923:27,
151) gave "Yogue or Yoye," Castelnau (1850-1851:V,
291) gave "yoya," and Pereira (1944b:94) reported as
follows: "A rainbow ... Yogue; this name is also ap-
plied to ferruginous waters and swamps, because they
believe that those waters burst forth and produce the
rainbow." Padre Garcia's description of the Machi-
guenga equivalent of the Campa oy&an is given here for
comparative purposes (1935-1937:XVII, 226-227):

"Yoguie: The Y6guie devils live in certain rocks, gen-
erally subterranean. They have a human shape. They
sweep their houses and throw the refuse outside, where
they go to urinate. That refuse and urination form the
reddish sediments of the iridescent ferruginous waters,
also called y6guie by the Machiguengas, since they are
things of the devils of that name.

"The Y6guie enchant themselves at times like the
Seripegari [shamans], drinking the extract of the ka-
mdrampi vine, and ascend on a trip to the 'region of the
clouds.' The rainbow ... is the multicolor fringe with
which a Y6guie demon adorns his cushma [robe] when
he is ready to ascend to Menkori'patsa-'the region of the
clouds.' Therefore in Machiguenga the rainbow is called
Y6guie, since that is the name of the demon who wears
it on his clothing. If the Y6guie who is up and about
seizes some Machiguenga, the belly of the latter swells,
and he dies. And whoever steps on the reddish mud of
the y6guie or ferruginous springs, develops tumors or
eczemas, especially of the feet."

Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 220) also reported
the following: "The rainbow pursues them, and whoever
falls victim to its anger will promptly be crippled with
feet covered by stubborn and painful tumors."

3"The following was reported for the Campas (Anon.
1888:6): "In this twilight is seen fluttering now and
then the Morpho Menelos, a beautiful blue butterfly,
that the Indians, who believe in metempsychosis, take

for the soul of a dead person." This statement has a
certain accuracy, because the morpho butterfly, as we
see, is a demon, and the souls of the dead can, and
usually do, become demons. According to Ortega Ri-
caurte (who did not identify his source), "they fear the
large butterflies that fly near their houses" (1940:144).

32This parasite is also referred to in the literature as
the "sututo" or "succlacuro" (see Barraillier 1892:142;
Cenitagoya [1943]: 161; Gridilla 1942b:68; Izaguirre
1923-1929:XII, 334-336; Larrabure i Correa 1905-
1909:V, 227-228; XVII, 315-319; Navarro 1924:65;
Pesce 1908:168-171; Tovar 1966:135, 189; see also
Fernaindez Moro 1925-1928:XLII, 271-272; Gilmore
1950:420; Szyszlo 1955:396).

"For information about the "tunchi" belief, see
Alvarez 1960:110, 121, 133, 137, 144; Ballon Landa
1917:208; Burga Freitas 1939:76; Coriat [1942]:64, 83;
Espinosa 1935:140; Izaguirre 1923-1929:XII, 300;
Perez Marcio 1955:112; Tessmann 1930:230; Tovar
1966:198; Villarejo 1953:197. A special meaning of the
term is reported for the Jivaro (Karsten 1920:51, 65;
1921-1922:III, 129-130; IV, 310ff.; 1926:286, 291;
1935:160, 173, 333, 376, 400ff., 454; 1964:179-180;
Stirling 1938:117, 120; Tessmann 1930:353, 357).

34Savarohani added the condor ame'mpori, but this
bird, discussed in the previous section, does not have
true demonic status, or at any rate its status is ambiva-
lent.

"I witnessed the stoning of a captured owl. In Padre
Garcia's Machiguenga demonology we find the follow-
ing statement (1935-1937:XVII, 225-226; see also Mac-
Lean y Estenos 1941:330): "The Mdmaro look like
large doves. When they see Machiguengas they sing and,
if they seize them, kill them. They are not seen but are
heard from afar, and the terrifled savages flee. Whenever
they sing, the entire sky is immediately covered with
clouds and a torrential rain starts to fall. They live in the
forests."

"Padre Garcia mentioned as Machiguenga demons of
minor importance "the Sons6ini, which are like small
birds and sing at night" (1935-1937:XVII, 227). Padre
Aza, however, gave "soisoini" as the name of any small
demon of the form and size of an agouti or rabbit (see
page 304, note 50).

"In the present work the generic Campa term man(ti
is translated simply as "jaguar," for ease of expression.
It should be noted, however, that, in addition to the
jaguar (Felis onca), the puma (Felis concolor) is also
known to inhabit the Montaina region. The only large
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feline given a special name is the black jaguar (Udonart).
The smaller ocelot (maconcori [Felis pardalis]) is not
strictly speaking man(ti, though it may be so designated.

The article on the Machiguengas by Snell and Snell
(1954) describes the way in whic-h those Indians enclose
their houses "in order to keep out the dreaded tigers
and their many invisible demon-companions which walk
in the jungle darkness."

38That a jaguar can be the transformed soul of a
living shaman was reported by Reiser (1943:188) in the
following terms: "The medicine-man [shaman] said that
his soul dwells in a tiger (jaguar) and therefore he kills
no tiger, since he would thereby commit suicide."
Reiser's statement is curious because, in my experience,
shamans reputed to be jaguar-shamans deny the accusa-
tion. Tessmann reported that a shaman at death can
change bodily to a jaguar, but he identified such
shamans as those who have become homicidal after kill-
ing large numbers of witches, rather than as jaguar-
shamans (1930:96; see also Steward and Metraux
1948:549). According to Padre Aza (1923:45), Machi-
guenga shamans ("seripegari") may transform them-
selves into animals, such as the feline "matsonsori," to
attack, kill, and eat witches ("machikanari"), then re-
turn to human shape.

39Tessmann's account (1930:96) is here given in full
for purposes of comparison: "There occurs a still more
evolved form of the good sorcerer. When a very evil
sorcerer, so called, has died, he is so overcome by the
ghosts of the dead that he can become a passionate
murderer who only desires to see victims. He does not
give himself to this passion during his lifetime, but
rather after his death, presumably. He thereby is en-
tirely changed, i.e., his body together with his soul thus
becomes a man-eating jaguar. These enchanted jaguars
do not allow men to shoot them. Here a living good
sorcerer must leap in to oppose them. He waits in am-
bush when the jaguar approaches a settlement to fall on
the people, kills him with a thorn [Stachel], and cre-
mates the animal on a burning pile of copal. With that
the soul of the sorcerer that had changed itself into the
jaguar, also is burned."

40Something similar is reported for the Machiguen-
gas: According to Padre Garcia, "when a Machiguenga
mocks the alligator sagoro, it transforms itself into the
tiger mats6ntsori and attacks the mocker" (1935-
1937:XVIII, 92).

"Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 220) reported as
follows for the Machiguengas: "Toads and frogs, be-
cause of their ugliness and some illnesses whose origin is
attributed to them, are usually honored with the name

of Kamagdrini, not because they are actually thought to
be so, but because of the similarity of their attributes."
(See also 1935-1937:XVIII, 88.)

42I detected a slight ambivalence toward jaguars
among the Campas, which might suggest that the big
felines had a somewhat more honorable status among
the Campas before missionary influence directed the
Campas' reverence more exclusively toward the sky. The
jaguar-shamans, who have no special name, may be sur-
vivors from a time when all shamans associated them-
selves more closely with jaguars. Still, there is no justifi-
cation, at least for the Campas, for Hammerly Dupuy's
claim that "the serpent, the jaguar, and coca ... are at-
tributed a considerable totemic importance among the
Anti populations" (1945:284). Such a statement might
better describe Piro belief as, for the Piros, Matteson
(1955:59) wrote of "the boa and jaguar, most dreaded
of all, and the most prominent in the mythology."

4Whatever special concern the Campas have with
snakes can be summarized briefly. Mardnkivenki is a cul-
tivated ive'nki that is chewed and blow-spit on one's
body to prevent snake bite (compare J. G. 1868:36-37).
If a person is bitten by a snake near home, it is pre-
sumed that the snake was sent by a human witch, or
perhaps by a bad shaman (compare Tessmann 1930:94;
see also Steward and Metraux 1948:549). If possible, a
victim of snake bite should be tended and treated by
someone who has survived a snake bite and is of the
same sex, as seeing someone suffering from snake bite,
especially of the opposite sex, could have bad conse-
quences. The poisonous sap of the kamdna tree (uniden-
tified) is applied to the bite, and the victim observes a
three-day restriction of diet. Padre Navarro's report of
the use of tapir bile for snake bite (1924:68) was not
confirmed by my investigations. (For treatment of
snake bite among the Machiguengas, see Cenitagoya
[1943]:64-65; Farabee 1922:11; and Mendizabal Losack
1951:64-65.) The name of the brook Ko§ireni, tributary
of the Tambo, should not be pronounced in its vicinity,
for if this is done a fer-de-lance (ko§ipir(nke) will appear
and bite the offender. I judge Clark's report
(1953:71-72, 159-160) of the considerable supernatural-
istic importance of snakes, and of the existence of an
Anaconda Brotherhood among the Campas, to be fic-
tion.

44Complete lack of fat in an animal's body indicates
that it is a pedri. But if an animal has little fat at the
time of year when the rest of its species has much fat, it
is not pedri. Rather it is understood to have been shot at
before and to have escaped on that occasion. A peccary
killed during my last sojourn among the Campas was
judged to be a pedri: its ribs were showing and it ran
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only a short distance before it was brought to bay. It
was believed that this animal was the transformed soul
of a woman who had died in the region some years
before, emaciated.

4"Burke reported as follows for the Campas: "They
believe in a very personal devil, Pellare, whom anyone
may see" (1960b:mxxxviii, 9). See also Tovar's entry
for "peyari" (1966:159). Padre Garcia's Machiguenga
demonology includes the following: "Oshietoniro looks
like the monkey oshieto. It always moves very rapidly,
and eats red earth that it encounters in the landslides of
the great hills called enchanted hills" (1935-1937:XVII,
226); "Shianiniro: These devils have a shape somewhat
similar to the ass. They eat earth and moss. They live in
the forests, and jaguars attack and kill them"
(1935-1937:XVII, 224). Padre Garcia also provided us
with the following information (1935-1937 :XVIII,
135): "Not all bad Machiguengas descend to Gamdiron.
Even during illness, even in the moment of expiring,
some of them are transformed into kamnagdrini and,
adopting strange forms like those of animals, remain in
these hills, forests, and rivers, always endangering, like
true devils, the existence of the Machiguengas. The mon-
strous animals into which they usually are transformed
are, among many others: the kumaguinaroniro, looking
like the monkey kumaguinaro; oshietoniro...; shin-
toriniro...; kiemariniro...; samaniniro...; megui-
riniro, etiniro, manironiro, etc., etc."

4"Entirely contrary to my findings is Clark's state-
ment (1953:167) concerning "the patron Campa devil
Kamari": "He could turn into a jaguar and cause it to
pounce on a man. He could creep like the anaconda,
hide like the tapir, or run like the deer. That is the true
reason why these four animals are never eaten as food."

4"The same author (1908:432) added the following:
"They only know a despicable and terrible being in the
deer, which they consider to be something like the
devil." (See also Hassel 1905:669: "The deer and the
black alligator are considered to be spirits in disguise.")
Even earlier Padre Sala (1925:505) mentioned that "the
Indians of the Ucayali do not like to eat tapir, capybara,
or various other [sic] fishes; inasmuch as they say that
they are their relatives, or that the Devil or camar( lives
in them, as for example, in the corvina." Padre Navarro
would have it that the head of the "corvina" is not
eaten by the Campas for fear of being made sick
(1924:23, 58-59; see also Steward and Metraux
1948:542), but my informants knew nothing of this.

4"Tschopik (1957:23), discussing the Montafna tribes
in general, alluded to this notion of cervine reincarna-
tion: "Beliefs about life after death are varied and con-

fused, but most tribes maintain that the soul is reincar-
nated as an animal, often a deer. Others believe that the
soul merely wanders forever throughout the rain forest
of the Montania." Padre Cenitagoya (11943]:95) pro-
vided what appears to be a slightly distorted statement
of Machiguenga belief: "Neither do they eat the meat of
some animals, as for example that of the deer, believing
that this animal was once a person." A Machiguenga
belief in reincarnation, involving a number of animals
but not the deer, was reported by Marcoy (1875:I,
490), who wrote that "after death the spirit will inhabit
the body of a jaguar, a tapir, or an ape. As for the
wicked, his punishment will be to live over again in the
skin of a reptile or in that of a parrot." See also Gran-
didier 1861:141: "They do not eat certain species of
game, due to their belief in metempsychosis."

4'Rosell (1916:xvi, 12) furnished a somewhat dif-
ferent account of Machiguenga ideas about reincarna-
tion: "Thus the soul of the valiant is incarnated in the
jaguar; that of the timid, in another, timid animal; etc.
The deer is always the incarnation of a whore." He con-
tinued as follows (1916:xvi, 12-13): "These beliefs do
not appear to have been well rooted since when they are
in a hurry, however slight, they do not refrain from
killing the animals which they believe to be the incarna-
tion of their fellow men, and eat their flesh."

'"Padre Aza elsewhere stated (1924:26-27; see also
Izaguirre 1923-1929:XII, 506) that the Machiguengas
"have a deep-rooted belief in the existence of malign
spirits, enemies of man, and .., they admit categories
among these spirits; the large ones, which appear in the
form of deer, are given the name of kamagarine, and the
small ones, which appear in the form and size of the
sharoni (agouti) or of a rabbit, are called soisoini."

""The deer causes repugnance and fear among some
tribes. They judge it to be a malign being.... If we
inquire about the origin of this superstition the only
track we encounter is that the Christian idea of the
'devil' was distorted.

"The [Spanish] conquerors or the missionaries who
already in 1613 had catechised the Cocamas, Jeberos,
Shipibos, Shetebos, and Conibos, expounded in their
sermons on the dogma of hell and of Lucifer, making
use of comparisons. Perhaps to paint the ugliness of the
demon it was said that he had as many or more homs
than the deer: this image affected the imagination and,
repeated over distance and time, has been converted
into the belief that the deer is the devil himself.... Not
for a moment can it be accepted that ideas of this na-
ture are part of the indigenous religions of the tribes."

"'Nevertheless, Golewski (1933:142-143) reported as
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follows for the Pajonal Campas: "They have. . . a belief
in the devil, whom they call Kamari Machinti and per-
sonify in the deer, which for this reason is the only
animal that they do not hunt or eat." My informants
did not recognize this description. If true, it points to an
old Campa belief that has faded out among the River
Campas, or to influence from tribes to the north which
is more strongly felt by the Pajonal Campas.

53Porekavainti and §irikonka agreed that a practicing
shaman would not eat tapir (kemdri), agouti (1ar6ni), or
crab (okro). Porekavainti gave the following reasons for
these dietary proscriptions: (1) tapir is a heavy animal,
therefore the eater of its flesh could not rise to visit the
sky; (2) agouti teaches witchcraft (!) and therefore to
eat of it would cause a shaman to lose his power; (3)
crab stays under a rock and does not travel, so eating
crabmeat would inhibit a shaman's ability to travel far
(§irikonka's rationale was that crab becomes a jaguar in
the stomach). Porekavainti added that the arboreal crea-
tures keniri (howler monkey), tokdri (tocon), and
6isonti (unidentified) are not to be eaten by shamans,
for they are kamdri. These do not exhaust the restric-
tions on a shaman's diet, but they suggest the kinds of
considerations determining what a shaman will eat.
There is individual variation in this matter, as we have
seen in the case of venison. There also is variation
among the different kinds of diet with respect to what
considerations are taken as decisive. Thus, kar6ni is not
eaten by the parents of a newborn infant until the
second new moon after its birth, according to the in-
formant Komempe, because kar6ni is kamdri and would
"break" the infant's soul causing the infant to die. Yet
kar6ni is eaten during pregnancy because it is small and
has a pretty face, traits desirable in the child to be born
(smallness being greatly desired to facilitate parturition).

s4The following authors listed deer among the ani-
mals hunted and eaten by the Campas: Navarro
(1924:47); Samanez Ocampo (1907:303); Stahl
(1932:62); Tessmann (1930:91).

55For information about the "pishtaco" belief in the
Peruvian Highlands, see Oliver-Smith 1969 and Pezet
1917. Farabee may have encountered this belief among
the Machiguengas, for he reported (1922:38) the follow-
ing strange circumstance: "One was cut open by a white
man and his kidney-fat used to make candles." The
belief has been rampant in recent years among the
"civilized" population of Loreto (the Peruvian "departa-
mento" encompassing the greater part of the Montafia
to the north of Campa territory).

"Padre Garcia's Machiguenga demonology includes,
apart from those already noted, several species of de-

mon not recognized by the Campas. They were de-
scribed by Padre Garcia as follows (1935-1937:XVII,
224-226; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos 1941:330-331):

"Kaimagdrini: The Kainagdrini-callers-look like
the pufnarunas or Indians of the Highlands, and call he,
he, he, as if they were Machiguengas. When they call,
soon clouds rise from the earth, and strong winds. The
Machiguengas shoot arrows at them, but instead of
penetrating them the arrows rebound violently and stick
into trees. They live in the forests and jaguars devour
them....

"Itoni: The Itoni devils look like birds. If the Machi-
guengas mimic their song, they come at night in human
shape and kill them.

"Kiepigariite, Kasantonfite, or Kieri: These devils
are anthropomorphic. They are the owners of sickness,
especially. . . malaria ... and another illness called so-
rimdinga so terrible that it rots the intestines instantly,
and the sick person scarcely lasts a day. The Kiepigariite
live beneath the rocks. There they guard sickness, and
they themselves are its first victims. They come out
from time to time, and ascend the big river bringing one
or another epidemic to everyone. This is the principal
motive for the savages distancing themselves from the
big river when there is an epidemic or any other illness."

Padre Garcia also mentioned the demons "Chigui-
rtumbari which look like chickens" (1935-1937:XVII,
227).

In addition, Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 220,
223-224) reported that, for the Machiguengas, the
clouds are populated by demons, called variously
"Ynkanierinti," "Yncanipiriegui" and "Marikanariite,"
who are the "owners" of rain and the "lords" of faint
thunder, the clouds emerging from "Gamaironi" where
they are made by "Kientibdkori" and the rain being an
"evil spell of the devils." These beliefs are at variance
with Campa cosmology, which sees the clouds as a place
for good spirits. (Padre Garcia did note [1935-
1937:XVII, 173] that some good spirits are sup-
posed by the Machiguengas to reside in the region of the
clouds.) The Campas have no strong feelings against
rain, aside from considering it an annoyance which they
try to drive away, but they do view light rain with the
sun still shining, called by them kitahenkdri (or, vari-
ously, kacirencihenka, kamancihenka, and sarampi6n-
henka, referring to fever with chills, respiratory infec-
tion, and measles, respectively), as a cause of sickness if
allowed to fall on one's body.

According to J. G. (1868:45), the Campas consider
thunder to be the sound of demons fighting among
themselves and lightning to be demons thrown down in
these struggles, and also believe that the Sun, annoyed
by this fighting, sends thunder and lightning and so adds
to the tumult. It is possible that J. G.'s source in this
instance was the Apurimac Machiguengas, or neighbor-
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ing Campas influenced by them. For the actual Campa
beliefs concerning these matters, the reader is directed
to our discussion of meteorological phenomena (see
above, page 255).

"Clark's description of "Matse" as "Old Witches or

Old Grandmothers," and as respected members of the
community (1953:175), is inaccurate. Urquhart
(1893:358) translated "Matsi" as "son of a devil,"
which is incorrect, yet he proceeded with accuracy to
speak of an accused witch as "almost invariably a young

girl or woman-always one destitute of powerful
friends."

"For the Machiguengas, Pereira (1944a:87n.) re-

ported that "the tchivani is a bird of ill omen; above all
when it sings at dusk or at night it always augurs some

misfortune." The Campas have the same understanding.
The local Spanish name for this bird is "chicua," which
Burga Freitas (1939:61) identified as "the Yushin-
demon, spirit-of the Indians of the Ucayali, and princi-
pally of the Campas." This statement can mean that
"Yushin" is a Campa term (which it is not), and was so

understood by Tovar (1966:212). Burga Freitas added
the following: "When a 'chicua' flies over the head of a

Campa, croaking its characteristic cry, he is overcome

by a vague superstitious fear and immediately abandons
the task that he has begun, whatever it is, sure that some
evil is waiting for him close by. And if the chicua flies
over his house, he abandons it and goes to construct
another at a great distance."

Although it is an exaggeration to say that a Campa
will move if a civani flies over his house, it is true that
the sound of this bird can cause a Campa to abandon
what he is doing. A visiting Campa told me the follow-
ing story: On one occasion civdni (Squirrel Cuckoo) pre-

sented himself in human form to a woman whose hus-
band was away at a festival. The demon offered the
woman inedible worms transformed by him to take on

the appearance of the small fish mereto, which she and
her children ate. Her husband returned and went off to
hunt. Civani then told her that when she heard civdni
singing "k(te, k(te," her husband would return empty-
handed. This in fact occurred and the woman offered
her husband the mereto, but the fish when cut revealed
itself to be foul worms. The woman and her children
thereupon died. So it is, concluded the narrator, when
one hears civdni singing "cen, cen, cen, cen . . . ," one

will encounter game; but if civdni sings "kite, kite. . . ,"
one will encounter nothing, and something bad will oc-

cur if one continues on. Similarly, if one is traveling,
"kite, kfte. . .

" is a warning that one will come upon

an outbreak of contagious disease (respiratory infection
or measles).

59According to one informant, this name derives
from the vocable *§iii* (sound of cutting flesh).

"Civivi'nti appears in the form of a tiny human be-
ing, whereas Wfnti and cinaro appear in the form and
size of a child's playmate, according to my informants.

"Padre Aza (1923:44) reported that the Machi-
guenga witches, or "machikanari," are supposed to eat
foul things, like hair, toads, etc. The Campas have no
such understanding.

"The procedure for identifying a human witch ap-
pears to vary from shaman to shaman. Some informants
stated that the shaman dreams of a lizard (kank6ro), and
the direction of its movement somehow indicates who is
the witch. According to Ordinaire (1887:279;
1892:148; see also Foster 1922:250; Steward and
Metraux 1948:549), a shaman will chew coca and spit
the saliva into his hand (which he then shakes) to deter-
mine from its configuration who is the witch. Padre
Navarro (1924:24) seemed to be describing the same
procedure when he related how a Campa shaman, if his
patient does not respond to treatment, "spits into the
palm of his hand the saliva of coca and nicotine, and
with a magisterial tone ... attributes the illness not to
natural and physical causes, but to the evil spell of
someone." I often observed this use of coca for pur-
poses of divining, but my informants knew nothing of
its being used in this way to identify a witch. See also
Bailly-Maitre 1908:621. Foster (1922:96) provided a
hearsay description from the Upper Perene region of
"how, when a member of the tribe is ill, the witch-
doctors [shamans] hide a piece of metal, send the chil-
dren of the tribe to hunt it, and then kill the finder of it
as being the one who harbors the bad spirit."

"Compare this account of Campa witchcraft with
that offered by Tessmann (1930:93-96; see also Steward
and Metraux 1948:549), which is for the most part un-
recognizable. Also questionable is Padre Garcia's report
on Machiguenga witchcraft (1935-1937:XIX, 11-14; see
also Rosell 1916:xvi, 13). Clark's assertion that it is the
person made ill by witchcraft who is executed
(1953:88-89), is contrary to my findings.

6"The shaman Sirikonka accused his own daughter of
being a witch, attributing every sickness and death in his
family to her, but she was living elsewhere and pro-
tected by her husband. Another case of this sort came
to light when a Catholic missionary complained that
Savorohaini's brother, living at Tipirdto on the Ene, was
maltreating children accused of witchcraft. When told of
this complaint, the brother assumed a look of injured
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innocence, and explained that about three years before
an accused witch escaped from her home on the Mam(ri
and was captured by him. He beat the girl, accidentally
breaking her arm, then bound the injured limb and re-
tumed her to her kinsmen. Her own brother finished
her, I was told, by tying her hands and feet and throw-
ing her, alive, into the river.

"The missionary mentioned in the preceding foot-
note, Fray Pio Medina, had in his care at Kotivireni on
the Ene, when I happened to pass there, a woman whose
husband had twice attempted to sell her for bewitching
his other wife. The woman still showed the effects of
the beating her husband had given her. In this case,
then, the accused witch was a grown woman.

"See Carranza 1894:31; Clark 1953:53, 78, 81, 145;
Diaz Castanieda 1923:316; Foster 1922:250; Fournier-
Aubry 1958:174; Gridilla 1942b:67; Harkness
1942:39-40; Hurley and Rankin 1934; Kuczynsky-
Godard 1939:111, 27; Mac-Lean y Estenos 1939:322;
Navarro 1924:24-25; Ortiz 1961:11, 147, 153, 240; Paz
Soldain and Kuczynski-Godard 1939:23; Perez Marcio
1955:164-176; Reclus 1894-1895:1, 310; Saiz
1943:106, 108; Stahl 1932:13, 35-36, 41, 51; Stiglich
1908:398, 434, 437; Stull 1951:97-99; Tschopik and
Rhodes 1954:[4]; Uriarte 1944:7-9; Urquhart
1893:358-359; Wavrin 1937:495; 1943:89; 1948:118,
198, 223, 297; and, for the Amueshas, Bailly-Maitre
1908:621; Gonzailez 1907:54; 1925:400; Izaguirre
1923-1929:XII, 21-24, 478479; Ordinaire 1887:279;
1892:147-149; Steward and Metraux 1948:550. It isre-
corded that, in 1896, the refusal of Franciscan mission-
aries in the Pangoa region to deliver up a fugitive girl
accused of witchcraft led to a Campa attack on the
mission; the attack was repulsed, but the mission was
abandoned (Contreras 1926:49; Izaguirre 1923-1929:
XII, 113-140; Navarro 1924:23, 24; Ortiz 1961:93-
97).

The use of the word "brujo" by writers in Spanish to
refer to both shamans and witches has added a certain
confusion to the literature. Diaz Castafieda (1923:316)
was clearly referring to witches when he reported that
"among the Campas. . . the anger against brujos is so
great that the person who has the misfortune to be de-
nounced is exterminated along with house and family."
This passage, in the hands of Metraux (1949:598), be-
came the following: "The punishment which the Indians
meted out to witches was proportionate to the fear with
which they regarded them. The most cruel acts com-
mitted by Indians were always those against shamans
who had forfeited their trust. The Campa not only
slaughtered the guilty shaman, but also his family, and
destroyed his goods." A witch's family, as has been indi-

cated, might be hanned only if they attempt to protect
the accused.

67By "soldiers" (Sp.: "soldados"), the narrator is re-
ferring to the Peruvian police, who have attempted to
suppress shamanism and the punishment of witches.

6"Here the narrator alludes to the sucking technique
and the materials sucked out of the patient's body by
the shaman.

"I.e., a witch gains nothing by killing someone; the
earth alone gains, by swallowing up the buried corpse.

"This ant is called "isula" in local Spanish. The iden-
tification given here agrees with Gilmore's (1950:421).
Szyszlo (1955:390), however, identified the "isula" as
Dinoponera grandis, while Girard (1958:19) and Vil-
larejo (1953:131) gave Myrmica saevissima, and Tovar
(1966:112) Cryptocerus atratus.

7"The ants kaneeki, kat(tori, and maderihaniki are
tentatively identified as species of the genus Solenopsis.

72Specimens of aeri sdnori and p(inti were not ob-
tained, so that their family affiliation remains in doubt.
The shaman Porekavainti added the bee p(ci (Apidae) to
this list.

"That the Campas attribute sickness to ants and
burn their nests was reported by Mac-Lean y Estenos
(1939:322), Navarro (1924:24), Ortega Ricaurte
(1940:144), and Reiser (1943:189).

"The Campas do not go out of their way to kill the
demonic butterflies that flit in and out of the forest so
frequently, or any of the other demonic animals. But
they do shoot civdni (Squirrel Cuckoo) and maniti
(jaguar) when the occasion presents itself, and once,
when I pointed out a large sh'nti (katydid) to a Campa
woman, she crushed it under her heel.

7"For references to insanity as demon-induced, see
Anon. 1888:23; J. G. 1868:41-42; Stull 1951:59; and,
for the Machiguengas, Garcia 1935-1937:XVIII, 167-
168; Mac-Lean y Estenos 1939:339.

16The notion that human beings look like game ani-
mals to the demons is also reported for the Machi-
guengas. Speaking of "Inaenka," the "owner" of small-
pox according to the Machiguengas, Padre Alvarez
(1939:129) noted that "in truth men appear to the eyes
of Inaenka as if they were pigs."
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"A campfire is always maintained at night, whether
at home or on the trail. Ordinaire (1892:125-126) gave
as the reason for this a desire to prevent surprise attack
by a jaguar, but the Campas have a more generalized
fear of what may be lurking in the dark. Stull came
closer to what is involved here in the following passage
(1951:95; see also Caldwell and Calhoun 1932:242;
Domville-Fife 1924:262; Reiser 1943:189): "For when
the sun sets the Campa's god is gone, so they rekindle
campfires to provide the light that becomes a man-made
god for the hours of darkness. The shadows beyond the
fire are the abode of evil spirits, so Indians

stay within the light of their fires until night is gone."

"Padre Garcia mentioned such vigils among the
Machiguengas (1935-1937:XVIII, 167; see also Mac-
Lean y Estenos 1939:339).

79Compare what is reported for the Machiguengas by
a missionary organization (Anon. 1963:80): "Before the
missionary linguists came the Machiguenga were con-
vinced that the birds, animals, fish and evil spirits of the
jungle were dedicated to tracking them down, finally
killing them."



PART 3. CAMPA COSMOGONY: THE EARTH

THE AVIRERI CYCLE

Myth knows of no other mode of explanation than to go back to
the remote past and to derive the present state of the physical
and human world from this primeval stage of things.

-Cassirer 1953:153

The Campas do not believe that the universe
has always been the same. They point to certain
features of the universe and explain them as hav-
ing come into existence through sudden transfor-
mations at some time in the past. By subtracting
all the features so explained, a vision of the uni-
verse as it was in its initial or primeval condition
emerges. This primeval universe of Campa cos-
mogony is nowhere explicitly described, yet it
may be seen as implicit in Campa mythology as a
whole, and the following picture emerges: Before
the events related in Campa mythology took
place, the universe was much less variegated. The
earth existed, to be sure, and there were Campas
living on it, some or all of them with powers
immeasurably greater than the feeble forces of
those who live today. But many if not all species
of animals did not yet exist, certain species of
trees did not yet exist, a number of rock forma-
tions in Campa territory did not yet exist; the
earth did not as yet know seasons or the darkness
of night; the sky was still empty of sun and
moon and some if not all the stars.

The history of the transformation of this sim-
plified, primal universe into the universe as it is
observed today, is embodied in a number of tra-
ditional accounts of the kind we call mythologi-
cal. These accounts are presented in this chapter
and those that follow. Although they are classi-
fied and referred to as myths, for the Campas
they are reliable reports, handed down orally
from past generations, of happenings as real as
any actual event of past years still remembered
or talked about. But while these accounts form
the corpus of significant Campa history, we
should not expect any thoroughgoing consis-
tency when we compare them. The Campas do
not compare them. They are satisfied that each
account is internally consistent in its explanation
of the origin of specific features of the universe.

Two elements bind together the corpus of

Campa mythology: first, all the accounts make
sense in terms of the Campa manner of living;
and, secondly, they all share a similar mode of
explanation. Yet the accounts do not fit together
to form a fully coordinated whole. Occasionally
the same feature is explained in two different
ways in two different accounts. Different infor-
mants give different versions of the same myth,
or incorporate the same incidents in different
myths. An inspection of the Campa mythological
accounts reveals that they cannot be arranged in
any temporal sequence, for they defy such order-
ing. Indeed, the only arrangement to which they
lend themselves is of the sort used here: terres-
trial transformations; then celestial develop-
ments; and finally the history of humanity.

The myths of terrestrial transformations con-
cern the manner in which certain species and fea-
tures on the earth's surface came into existence.
The earth itself is believed to have suffered only
one notable transformation, and that a gradual
one: at one time the earth spoke, answering
Tas6renci's solicitudes, but with the passage of
time its voice became weaker and finally ceased,
leaving it inert as it is today. According to the
informant Aariti, it is because the Campas die
and are buried that the earth has suffered and no
longer speaks, at least within the confines of
Campa territory. In describing the universe, how-
ever, it is not unusual for a Campa to impute the
power of speech to the ground underfoot where
the good spirits live at the ends of the earth and
in the sky.

But more generally the terrestrial transforma-
tions conceived by the Campas were sudden
transformations. Each of these marked the meta-
morphosis of a member of the original human-
that is, Campa-stock into the first representative
of a particular species of animal or plant, or into
some feature of the terrain. The clues to the
former human condition of these species and ter-
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rain features are the human resemblances that
they manifest in their shape or their behavior.
And so it was the human species-the original
Campa population-that supplied the material
from which was fashioned much of what else is
found on the earth's surface. This view reverses
both the totemic and the evolutionary under-
standing that mankind is descended from non-
human ancestors.'

All the transformations we are now consider-
ing were sudden, and constitute historical events.
In most cases the transforming agent was a
mythological personage, and the mythological
personage most active in transforming his fellow
Campas in this way was Avirei.2 In this section
we consider the myth cycle with Avireri as its
central character, as related by the venerable in-
formant Aariti. The texts are given both in their
original form and in translation. They are given
verbatim as they were tape-recorded, only
slightly edited, retaining the questions asked of
the narrator by his listeners in the course of nar-
ration.

Episode 1. Avireri the Great Transformer

For a long time Avireri lived in Campa terri-

tory with his grandson Kiri, who was to be trans-
formed into ki-i, the pihuayo palm (Guilielma
speciosa). It was Avireri's habit to visit his sisters
to drink and socialize, and to carry his grandson
on his back as he traveled. It was while traveling
in this way that Avireri transformed Campas en-
countered along his route into whatever they re-
sembled, or whatever resembled them. Thus, in
this first episode of the Avireri cycle, Avireri
transforms a number of Campa boys-his sister's
sons, who have been mischievously climbing his
fruit trees to steal his fruit-into (1) arboreal
creatures (white monkeys), (2) arboreal termite
nests, and (3) arboreal bees' nests. Significantly,
in the last two instances the boys are not trans-
formed into individual insects but rather into en-
tire nests, as it is not the insect but the nest that
resembles a boy hugging a tree trunk to escape
detection. (The text, which is not clear in this
particular, has been corrected to make this ex-
plicit.) Avireri's conversions of his nephews in-
furiated his other relatives, many of whom were
destined to be converted themselves on one occa-
sion or another. The ill-will he engendered by his
disruptive activities led, as recounted in the final
episodes of the cycle, to his disposal and the
transformation of his grandson.

Intgni
In the beginning

ik6ntari icarin£ni
he (Avireri) was with him his grandson

(Kfri) then,
ap.te.
(the) two.

Isavikav6ita,
They were living,

isavikaveita,
they were living,

isavikave'ita. 3
they were living.

Osamahgrikea irlciro.
She was annoyed with him, then, his sister.

Os.iki ipegkeri
Many he transformed them

atirip£,
many humans,

atirip'e,
many humans,

m'aaroni. Ipegkeri
everyone. He transformed thei

ipea'akeri
he transformed them

'bees, thyirsati athmri
m bees, they also humans

p£rani. Ipe'akeri
long ago. He transformed them

IpeTkeri
He transformed them

mapip£,
many rocks,

kahi'ro, irisati atiri perani.
termites, they also humans long ago.

ir6sati atfri perani.
they also humans long ago.

Ir6take
It was they

ohananekitepe
her many children

irici
(of) his sister then,

shke he e'noa
she here now
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simasirAka. Osemaharikea, okisakeri.
[the tree gimggiri] here. She was annoyed with him, then, she was

OkisakEr, '"Te6 pikam6cate. Oseiki
angry with him. She was angry with him, "You are no good. Many

pipeayetgkeri pitineripg."
you have transformed many of them your many nephews."

OkantavCtari, "Pihate
She had said to them (her sons) in vain, "Go

pinkantliteri irirliteta pefrinci, Regrinci yorave
go tell him to come drink now manioc beer, manioc beer he there

piko'nkiri gnta." Impokavetanakea in6veta. Kiso yoiri,
your uncle over there." They were to come in vain. Hard by he was

yorave, i6arine'ni. Yamaceetak6tari.
together with him, he there, his grandson then. He carried him on

Haokarika ikaratini aka?
his back. How might he (Klri) have measure-d then here?

Irihanlki, yamaceetak6tari. PatakaitaEc'kea.
A small boy, he (Avlreri) carried him on his back. Who adhered, then.

Patak9ita6a itapiki, amenaci irInti. "Cameve'
Who adhered to his back, who looked he (KFlri) alone. "Let's go.'

avs'nkitea."r Am6naci ir{nti.
we will get drunk." Who looked he alone.

Iriotfke a'sitangkaro pe'rani, y6ra, Avireri,
It was he (who) owned them long ago, he there, Avireri,

pocEriki maaroni, iyemitotepe, pamakipe -- paitarilka? --
sweet fruits all, all his cacao, all pamEki -- what else? --

4
bimampikipg, ic6nkiro mdaroni, pocariki.
all §im9mpiki he finished (planting) them all, sweet fruits.

Iriot'ake ovecikanake'rori p9rani, otimantari acoyet'ro
It was he he who made them long ago, therefore they exist we suck on

aro'ri. Kapi6ahimpa iyemitote? Aocinikiv'e'
them all we, (Were they) few his cacao trees? (On the contrary,)

Inevetarirakea,
in quantity on the path at that time' They saw them there, then, in

yorave, itineripe, Ikantavetaitiari
vain, they there, all his nephews. They had said to him in vain
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impiavetzahea. Irointi yataitak6yeti,
(that) they would return (home). It alone they climbed many,

irointi yataitak6yeti -- gimampikip6 gisati. Ok'ame
it alone they climbed many -- many gim&mpiki trees also. It here

pankirencitaciri. §emokoki5reki. 'Aiketi ipiataita,
now what was planted. Small plump fruits. They took their time

giketi.
returning, kept on.

Koraketanahi iriori, oyot6ca AvirerAni,5
Watch out' here comes he, who was bowed down Avlreri

Am£naci ir(ntikea: 9nt; iprcoka,
then. Who looked he(Tlri) alone, then: over there he turned,

gntg ip-coka, gntS ipfcoka -- ineapaahatfri
over there he turned, over there he turned -- he suddenly saw them.

_____ni, pgitampa yontayg?'" "Tekacive'. Iriot-9ke,
"Grandsire, what (are) they over there?" "Nothing! It is they,

yorav£, pisaninkapg avirori, {ini. Camatigri."
that is, your many fellow tribesmen you, grandson. Let's go on."

`Pamenerit4'.mi. pamni, nit" "Haoka
"Look at them' Grandsire, look at them! grandsire." "Where

arssa?" :ri ipicokanaka. "K1ri, ~ a`ni. a-ni
there?" Well, he turned. "No they're not, grandson. Grandson,

kosirivg', kosiri ini.' "HS." Ipe:khiri
all white monkeys, white monkeys they are." "Ah." He (thus)

kos Iri. Yoffn ikgnta
transformed them (to) white monkeys. They moved on, they went on,

ikgnta, ineap tiri asKninka
they went on, (when) he (Kfri) suddenly saw them our fellow tribesmen,

yataiveta in'veta. Xri ipatakavet'anaka,
they had been climbing in vain. Well, they flattened themselves

imaherevetinaka. "Hapkarasa, _a_ni_
in vain, they became silent in vain. "What is it there, grandsire?

Pamenerit6mi, anij, patakaincarira."' Yamenit'Tnaka.
Look at them!, grandsire, they who are fastened there." He looked.

"He, kahirov6', ani." Ipe'akari
"rHa, all termite (nests), grandson." He (thus) transformed them (to)
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kahfro. Yollnaka iisati. Ipatakavetika
termite (nests). They moved on again. They were flattened in vain

heno'ki_'_ri. Kemasitari,
up above, (those who would become) bees. (He) simply heard him,

ik4jjt rtins pamsneri patakavcarinta
he said, "Grandsire, look at them they who are fastened over there

hen6kinta.1r "Tekaci. Iriotake pirentiite
up above over there." "(It is) nothing. It is they your many brothers,

iXni. Camati£ri." "Pamenerit 'mi, pameneritflmi."
grandson. Let's go on." "Look at them', look at them"'

Ipicokitangka. "H6as, eerive, ___ni._
He turned. "Ha, all bees (nests), grandson."

Iro'sati isemanteetakgri, irosatlkea,
It also therefore they were annoyed, it also, then,

orave, ikisanteetakari. mm. Maroni ik6rati
that is, therefore they were angry, mm, Everyone they included

atiritgciri: etfni, mddroni yokap6e, paitarikap'e,
they who were human: armadillo, all all these, what all else,

civanip6, e_p_e
all Squirrel Cuckoos (Piaya cayana), all [the edible weevil

-- emS, okkrati, oraveo
Rynchophorus sp.] -- [Rynchophorus sp.], it included, that is,

iotirfri -- iyo"tiri mamarope, sant
those who knew of it -- they knew of it all owls, the Oilbird

ikgrati atirit"aciri perani
(Steatornis caripensis), they included they who were human long ago.

[K.: Yatiriti m44ka paherani?]6 Ihltari? [K.: Iriotakeee,
[ He was human now long ago?] Which? [ It is he,

Santini. ] atfrini iri'oris
of course, the Oilbird.] Yes, human formerly he,

ariompa iRipatonatalita?7
isn't it (that) he has whiskers?

The transformations attributed to Avireri are §inkidrenti, which is attracted to masato. All
not limited to those recounted in this episode wasps, I was told, were formerly fierce warriors,
and those that follow. It was Avireri, I was told, transformed on some occasion by Avireri. One
who transformed a Campa drunkard into the fly informant added that the crab osero, the shrimp
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kito, and the water snail tiontihki were adninka
perani, "our fellow tribesmen long ago," warriors
who, fleeing from others, dived into a stream and
were thereupon transformed by Avireri. The
Campas also single out certain features of the
terrain in Campa territory as the consequences of
Avireri's activities.

There is, for example, a peculiarly shaped
rock on the left bank of the Tambo River just
below Tonkdma. This rock is called cavici (va-
gina) (see figs. 11, 12). The Campas believe this
rock to have been a woman caught at her bath by
Avireri and turned to stone before she could put
her robe on. It requires some imagination to see
in the shape of this rock what its name suggests.
Indeed, the rock is also called citantdciri (he [or
they] who thus copulates). The rock is seen in
this case as a couple caught by Avireri in the act
of coitus and turned to stone.

Further up the Tambo, on a cliff overlooking
the salt spring Tiviha on the right side of the
river, there is a natural formation that looks like
a bearded, seated human figure (see fig. 13). This
figure is understood to have been a bearded
Spanish priest, the "owner" (aditar6ri) of the salt
spring, and a very contentious person who
whipped anyone coming to obtain salt.8 When
Avireri passed by on one occasion, his grandson,
as was his wont, asked what it was he saw.
Avireri answered that it was mdpi (stone), effec-
tively transforming the priest into stone. The
hills above this transformed figure are under-
stood to have been a town at one time, and a
hilly protuberance to the right of the figure is
understood to be a storehouse full of merchan-
dise.

Manihir6ni, the Pefia de Wertheman, a great
rock just below the mouth of the Onkoneni on

FIG. 11. Cavzci (Tambo River). This rock on the left bank of the river is believed to be a bathing
woman turned to stone by A vireri.
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FIG. 12. Cavici (Tambo River): rear view of bathing woman turned to stone. See figure 1 1.

the Tambo (see fig. 14), is understood to have
been a launch similarly transformed by Avireri
into stone. I was told that the Caucasian crew of
the launch was, at the moment of transforma-
tion, proceeding upriver to molest the Campa
women of that region.

Just below the settlement of Koriteni on the
Tambo, on the left side of the river, there is a
rock outcrop broken into rectangular blocks, a
common natural phenomenon (see fig. 15). The
Campas call this rock outcrop Oararoncipdnko. It
is understood to be wharves stacked with crates
of goods and rolls of cloth deposited there by
Caucasians and transformed to stone by Avireri.
Avireri's purpose was to prevent the extinction
of the Campas and the taking over of Campa
territory by the Caucasians. I was assured that
had Avireri limited his activities to the Cauca-
sians and their belongings, he would still live in
Campa territory, but the havoc he caused among

the Campas made it necessary to get rid of him.
At any rate, here is the updating of Campa
mythology into the post-Contact era.

Episode 2. Avireri Creates the Seasons
and the Night

Each Campa myth is in its own way a tour de
force. This episode of the Avireri cycle is particu-
larly appealing, esthetically as well as intellectu-
ally, because it presents the great rhythms of the
universe-the alternation of day and night, and
the alternation of the seasons-as having been
created out of music. In the preceding episode
Avireri appears as a trickster; here he is a culture
hero in the strict sense of the term, creating for
the Campas their festive activities. And as he
dances and plays his panpipes, he takes music
and dance appropriate to the night and thus cre-
ates the night, after which he takes music and
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FIG. 13. Agitar6ri Tiviha (Tambo River). A human-like shape on the face of this cliff is believed to
be what remains of the former "owner" of a nearby salt spring, transformed by A vz'reri.
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FIG. 14. Manihironi (Tambo River). At the right, in the distance, is Manihir6ni, the Penia de
Wertheman, a large rock the size of a river launch, which it is believed to have been before being
transformed by Avireri.
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FIG. 15. Oararoncipdnko below Koriteni (Tambo River). This rock outcrop, cracked into rec-
tangular blocks, is believed to be bales and crates of Caucasian merchandise transformed to stone byA vireri.

dance appropriate to each season and thus cre-
ates the seasons. One peculiar feature of the text
is that it is mostly phrased in the future tense.

The effect is to produce a sense of immediacy, as
does the use of the historical present in English.
The translation is kept in the past tense.

-~~~~~~~C

Iponea it,hakea
It simply came about, then,

ikantah'erikea
(that) he said to him, then,

"gnir,
"Grandsire,

hgokakea
where, then,

ahatah'erikea
will we go, then,

me'eka?" i
now?" Ha,

isinkitaka'akari,
they got drunk togeti

-- ovep iria ka
-- (he) made merry

ick6take
he finished drinking

itginkita darukto he
they got drunk together,

Avirer'inira.
Avireri then, there.

opakot.akeri
what she gave

iF.nkita . .

they got drunk . . .

fro iraap'eake,
It he drank long,

ir'iciro,
his sister,

kapicahi
a little

ictake
he finished drinking,

icatake
he finished drinking,

ica'gtake.
he finished drinking.

"Came asonkate."
"Let's play panpipes."
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Iriotike onihaantanakerori ove
It was he he who showed it, therefore, al

Ikantanaker6ri isonkatakayeri,
He did it there, he played panpipes with the

isonkatakaye'ri, i
with them, he played panpipes with them, h

inconkaptfkero c6nka. "Ariove."
he finished it *finish*. "Good enough."

'rasini pimatike, h'aihi pim9tika."1
"rAnother, dance, brother, dance."

im kit imatiki, iraakotakero
he danced, he danced, he took (music) of i

citgniri. Onkanteri
(music) of it the night. She said to him

tg onkamecate. IEiro ccitenJri,
it is not good. Do not take it (music of)

pfita." mm, iraakotgkero
very dark later.rr Yes, he took (music) c

agiriancip'e
I festive activities 4

isonkatakaye'ri,
2m, he played panpipes

aisati.
also.

Lsonkatakayeri,
ie played panpipes with them,

Onkanteri iriciro,
She said to him his sister,

Matikake. Imgtiki,
(He) danced. He danced,

citniri, iraakot'kero
Lt the night, he took

ohgarii "Te, haihi,
her brother, "No, brother,

citenikirini
the night, (or it will be)

os'arenci.
if it the dry season.

Okirati imatikakot6ro osfrenci: impampoyakotgro,
It included he danced of it the dry season: he sang of it,

imp6mpoya . . Imp6nea iraakot'akero ink
he sang . . . It came about he took (music) of it rain,

kegr okearoncitanta'itari, ok'arati
the rainy season, therefore there is a rainy season, it included

ipampoyakotiri. Iraakovetakefro kearonclya,
what he sang of. He began to take (music) of it the rainy season,

onkgnteri, "tHihi, tg onkame'cate. Ir6take
then, (and) she said to him, "Brother, it is not good. It is it,

oravS, osgrenci nokoakotLmpi."' "Ha, irove'." Ir6take
that is, dry season I want from you." "Ha, all right!" It is it

irfheri ir6inti. Impampoygke, impampoygke, imgtiki,
he took it it alone. He sang, he sang, he danced,

im9tiki imgtiki. "Kamg'ca., cio?" "HS kamgca."
he danced, he danced. "Good, sister?" "Yes, good."

Inkantak6tea. Yoaniriakotgkeri icarine, savfkake.
He (thus) passed time. He lowered him his grandson, (he) was
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Hn haokarika irihat'nahe,
seated. Hn, whenever he will go,

hi yavicanotanaherfkea.
ha, he will embrace him again,

then.

Episode 3. A Water Sprite Swallows Kidi

This episode explains a particular terrain fea-
ture below Anapdti on the right side of the
Tambo River. A kedci or water sprite swallows
Kiri while Avireri is sleeping. This event occurs
perhaps at Kentipdnko, a prominent hill just be-
low the confluence of the Perene and Ene rivers
to form the Tambo. Avireri wakens, calls for
Kidi, and hears a faint reply from far down the

river. Avireri follows the voice, wrests Kidi from
the water sprite's maw, hauls the sprite part way
out of the water, and proceeds to slice the crea-
ture up. Cautioned by a passerby not to finish
what he is doing, Avireri transforms the slices,
already pockmarked by the gnawing of bees, to
stone. The pockmarked stones below Anapdti are
the record of this adventure. (I did not have oc-
casion to be shown this particular terrain fea-
ture.)

Ikanta,
He (Kiri) went on,

aiknta,
he went on,

Irosati yaitant'kari
And so therefore he grabbed him

'iro ikimotavetaha.
so he began to grow.

ke'aci.
a water sprite.

Yaakeri
He took him

ke'ci,
the water sprite,

iniakeri.
he swallowed him.

Ariorika iponeakgri
Probably it happened to him

kentipank'oki.
at Kentipanko.

Haokarlika
Where might

iheati irigri
he have gone he

ima'ke, yoravee,
to sleep, he there,

icarinenira? -- Avireri
his grandfather then there? -- Avireri,

"Ha'oka
r"Where (is)

ggni?
my grandson?

AK, ihe ati iktobthi."
Ah, he went to bathe."

Yoyaveta'ri,
He waited for

him in vain,
yoyavet'ari,
he waited for him in vain,

ikahem"tari,
he called him urgently,

Peraniite.
A very long time (passed).

Haokampa ari
"Where then

ihatanehi?" Ikcahemi,
did he go?" He called,

"Aani ."
"Grandson."

Ike'mati
He suddenly heard

vaka'ake
he (anapatnswra(Iiri) answered

me'eka. Ap'aro
now. One (reply)

"Agni,
"Grandsire,

gnt'a
over there

m6inci.
who slept.

Itinaa'naka.
He awoke.

A"ani
"Grandson, grandson."

kap{cahi
a little

3191975
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yaakena keaci."
he has carried me off a water sprite."

Ari ipokabitiri. Ikahemahiri, ikematiri
Well he came for him. He called him again, he suddenly

yoaitari; ikahemghiri, ikemat{ri
heard him farther on; he called him again, he suddenly heard him

yoaitari. [K.: Yoihatakotanakeri? ] Yoihatakotanake'ri.
farther on. [ He was followirng him?] He was following him.

Ikahemahiri, ikemat{ri gntg.
He called him again, he suddenly heard him over there.

2an I,2ikemapaahatLri, yakggke
"Grandsire," he (Avireri) suddenly heard him on arrival, he (Kiri)

incomp6iki. Icitiitangka.
answered from within (the river). He (Avireri) dove quickly.

Inosikitari kegci, yaahant{ri ipggnteki,
He pulled him the water sprite, he went to take him from his mouth,

yorave, icarintni. Conk9ka ikarenc9take,
he there, his grandson then. Thoroughly he (Klri) was gummy,

ygghiri, yoaatahtntiri,
he (Av-ireri) took him, he went to take him out of the water,

ipitangha. I "aita initantaken"a"riri -'aSni?
he (Avireri) returned. "Why did he swallow him for me my grandson?

Kamari kegci. M'e'ka nonc6nkeri,
A demon (is) the water sprite. Now I will finish him,

nontoteritav, ikati, mge"ka noncarikIfteri."
I will cut him now', (that's what) he wants', now I will 'jerk' hii

Ipitanfka, iciti'anake yaitgitari,
He returned, he dove, he went and grabbed him,

inostikavetgkari nignki. Ik'antiri., sS ri e'i
he hauled him half (out of the water). He did to him, *sound of

Vs'ri, sgri, ipiotgkeri. IpiotEkeri, koraketgnake
slicing*, he piled him up. He was piling him up, (when) watch out!

eerinive, oanakariroikea
here come many bees then, who ate him (the sliced water sprite), then,

p'ekiririririririri. Tek'ra inconkerlta, oravg,
*sound of gnawing*. He had not yet finished him then, that is,

ml.i
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intotSri ant'. Koraketapfifke pasLni tas6renci.
cutting him over there. Watch out! here comes another god.

Amenap'a'ke ipiotfikeri, "Piconkar"ikari."
(He) looked at what he had piled up (and said), "Careful that you don't

Apacakiro ipSiri
finish him." At once he (Avfreri) transformed him (the water sprite)

mapi. [K.: Mapit'anake? ] Mapitanainciri.
(to) stone. [ (He) became stone?] He who became stone.

Ikeciporokitantgri,
Therefore they (the stones just below AnapSgti) are pockmarked,

yoayevetakEri, e'6ri inriveta, pfkiri, p'kiri,
(because) they had begun to eat him bees they were, gnaw, gnaw,

pskiri, p6kiri.
gnaw, gnaw.

Iponea yaanahiri ita'rine,
It came about he (Avireri) carried him his grandson,

yareetak&Shari. [K.: Yaanahiri? ] Yaanahirite.
he arrived with him. [ He carried him?] He carried him, of course.

itake ikivan'ahiri. 'Aitake inkempetapeempari
So it was he washed him. So it was he was going to be like him

y6'kE. Irotginci yantarite.
[pointing to a small boy] he here. In a little while he would be

[K.: Itimimpa? ] Yaanahiritg.
big. [ He was living (with him)?] He carried him, of course.

i6 itimakaapgahiri. [K.: Karencakaavickni!] HL ariote,
Yes, he lived with him. [ Gummy all over! ] Yes, of course,

ikamarankahlrira -- anea~fitari
he (the water sprite) had vomited him there -- as we see him

yoayetarinta, yorave, omSnira
he eats them all over there, that is, [the giant catfish omgni] there

iri6ri i§i'mate. Iriorikame kaman6erime, eirorlka itasorencitime,
he his fish. If he had been mortal, if he had not been a god,

kamakeme icomont'ekinta. Eiroke'ame yakahime.
(he) would have died in his belly over there. He would not, then,

Irosatilme kemisantgci itcarine antav'e,
have answered. And so, now, (he) who heard his grandfather way over
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ikahemahir4'ra
there, (when) he called him there,

yakitanEka,
he answered urgently,

"OvAkav'e,
"Over here,

iniSkena
he has swallowed me

keaci."
a water sprite."

Episode 4. Avireri Attempts to Dam the River
at Kentipdnko

Kentipdnko and its companion hill across the
river, kironir6ni, are explained as the remains of
Avireri's earthworks, constructed by him in an
effort to dam the river at that point (see fig. 16).
Since Avireri is conceived as having normnal stat-
ure, these immense "earthworks" testify to great
power in a small body. This short episode re-

counts Avireri's project and the manner in which
it was thwarted by cirardto. Cirardto, it will be
recalled, is a mischievous little bird that damages
household goods to build its nest, and is con-
sidered by the Campas to be a demon. Here we
encounter cirardto in his original human form,
undoing Avireri's labor by scratching at the
earthworks like a bird, scattering the earth.
Avireri's vengeance is swift: he transforms his
frustrator into the demonic bird we now see.

gri intikakerom'ekea.
Well he (Avlireri) was going to dam it, then.

TimEaci
There was

cirarato, penkitapaakerlri,
[the bird cirarato], he who was strewing (it) of his,

tacinkitapaakerfri intg. Oarantanentanlkari
he who was pushing (it) of his over there. Therefore some of it

kapLcahi.
was scattered a little.

TempIa,
Wasn't it?,

ara
there [motioning]

have'taka
(it) had gone

hen'oki, orave, iyahar-te Avirerini,
up high, that is, his humus (of) Avlireri then,

i'gepikantearorimekea
with which he was

okS
going to close it, then, it here

itamponeni.
his Tambo then.

[K.: Iro mEeka
[ It now

Hig, yoaranentgitiro kam'ari
Yes, he scattered some of it the demon

[K.: Aneasitgrinea?
[ As we see him, now?]

aneaseiterinea,
Yes, as we see him, now,

kem[p]etCcari
he who is like

yantaveti.
he (who) does (mischief) everywhere [pointing to a mischievous little

Yaitap!fri,
boy]. He grabbed (it) of his,

agitarori.
he who owned it.

pgnk, pfnk. Ipokap9ghi
*strew*, *strew*. He came

"PNaita pipenkitantakenar6ri?"
"Why are you strewing it of mine?"

ipeantapggkari iri6ri.
therefore he transformed him he.

Ir6sati
And so

Eirorika ipenkitirime,
If he hadn't strewn (it) of his,

pah6rani?]
long ago?]

cirarato.
cirargto.
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FIG. 16. Kentipdnko (Tambo River) viewed from downstream. The large gable-shaped mountain in
the distance is believed to be what remains of a dam Avz'reri attempted to construct there.

aitake isepikaker6me,
so it is he would have closed it,

orave', igepikanakerome.
that is, he would have closed it.

[K.: Hlokakea
I Where, then,

ih9tiri
did he go (afterwards)

iri'ri aitaronri? I]
he he who owned it?]

Haokarika
Where might

ihWtiri?
he have gone?

Arioitem[pF]a
Undoubtedly

ih'ayeti ineayetLro
he went to see them all

irici
all his sisters.

Ihayetinta
He went all over there

ineayetharo
to see them all

iriciro,
his sisters,

ivsinkitakoy6taro.
he got drunk with all of them.

iriori. [K.: !
(the river) he. [

TekErata inintakayar6me
He did not yet want

Ait'kekea iriori
So it was, then, he

igepit'erome
to close it

yatiritfkea
he was human,

cirargto?]
then, cirarato?]

AHuari hni perani.
HumiLn he was long ago.

Episode 5. Avireri Is Dispatched
to River's End

This episode and the preceding one had to be

specially requested of the narrator, who had neg-
lected to include them in his original narration.
In this episode we learn how Avireri's relatives
plot to rid themselves of him and succeed.
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FIG. 17. Im6ro A vi'reri (Upper Perene region). In the foreground can be seen the hole into which
A vireri purportedly fell to end his sojourn in Campa territory.

Avireri's brother-in-law (who, significantly,
will be transformed into a burrowing animal, the
armadillo etini) digs a hole under the dancing
area, leaving a thin layer of earth covering it. At
their next festival, Avireri's sister invites him to
dance with her, and she pushes him onto the
weak ground covering the hole. Avireri falls
through into the hole and calls for aid. His sister
throws him a weak string that breaks under his
weight. She repeats the malicious gesture.
Avireri, furious at the trick played on him, trans-
forms his sister into the tree simd§iri (unidenti-
fied), which flowers at the beginning of the dry
season. His brother-in-law, frightened, has
wrapped himself in his sleeping mat, and is trans-

formed by Avzreri into the armadillo etini.
Avireri, unable to climb out of the hole, opens
bv his own power a hole or tunnel to Ocitiri'ko.
There a strangler vine wraps itself around him and
Paca'kama invites him to help sustain the earth.
There Avireri remains to the present day, no
more able to move, because of the vine that con-
strains him, than the implanted Pacakama.

On the left side of the, upper Perene River,
just above the tributary Yorindki, there is a
mountain ridge on top of which an extensive
stretch of grassland sprawls. At its center can be
seen a depression in the ground. This depression
is im6ro Avireri (the hole of Avireri), where
Avireri's sister dispatched him to River's End
(see fig. 17).

0 inkitakari
She got drunk with him

4.

iriciro
his sister

Avirerinira.
(of) Avlreri then there.
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Iponeasit'akeri.
Thus it came about.

ankanteririye'?
shall we do to him?

with him (Avlreri).

6nci anteterl
let's see we will I

Hgiteti,
now." (He) finally

vane, vane, vane. I

Inkenenta
He (Avireri) would p

imatikgnakea.
(when) he would danc

irfciro.
him his sister.

Okantake'ri, "H'aokampa
She said to him (her husband), "What

Hgoka ankanter{ri ?" Okisanentakg'ri.
What shall we do to him?" She was rather angry

H, imahereoti eti'ni ir1nti. "m
Hm, he was silent Armadillo he alone. "Hm,

ta aihay6rita."
put him in, now, over there, we will insert him

ikiaveitekerive, vgne vane, vine,
went, he dug for him *throwing earth*.

H ri inecanatgitiro kaplcahi antg.
Ha, well he did it just right a little over there.

pgta, orave,
ass over there a little later, that is

Ir6sati, r ontacinkantegriri
e. It also, it there, into which she would shove

"Noginkit'aka mee'ka, pimatikakaygna, hgihi." "HE,
"I am drunk now, dance with me, brother." "Yes,

came." Haiteti imatikakgiro. Ipampoyakairo,
let's go." (He) went he danced with her. He sang with her,

ipampoyakairo, ipampoyaka'iro. Irota[ke] okitaitimStake.
he sang with her, he sang with her. It is it it began to dawn.

[K.: Yakacat.rokea? ] Yakacat{ronea.
[ He gave her his hand, then?] He gave her his hand, now.

Irota[ke] okitaitimatahi. Ha, tf ompankenategri
It is it it began to dawn. Ha, she did not (have to) repeat

arika . . . Io'ta ikamantaker6ri
(her request) to him when . . . (She) knew what he had told her

etini: "Nerokaya ovekargtaka ombro."
Armadillo: "Here is, then, its limits the hole."

Okantitapaintatit"ri aka. TirL, tiriririririri.
She did to him (Avlreri) quickly here. *Pushing off*, *skidding down*.

"Co, pamSkena pimampec9te, CIO, pamakena
"ESister, bring me your thread, sister, bring me
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pimampec9te." Ampacaitev6ta.
your thread." She drew a thread around her toe to make a cord, in vain,

ampacaiteve'ta,
she drew a thread around her toe to make a cord, in vain,

ampacaiteve'ta. Opitavetgri,
she drew a thread around her toe to make a cord, in vain. She gave (it)

opicareitana'ka. Ampacaitave'ta
to him quickly, it broke quickly. She drew a thread around her toe to

Sisati, ampacaitave'ta.
make a cord quickly, in vain, again, she drew a thread around her toe

Hat'akeni tiririririririri.
to make a cord quickly, in vain. (He) went then *skidding down*.

"rCfo, -gnci pamgkena pimampec9te." [K. : ArLkea
"Sister, quickly bring me your thread." [ So, then,

okantakaanakgri? ] XitaFke okantakaanakari. Irorika"me
she was (like that) to him?] So it was she was to him. If she

akeme kisocarfme h gri sokihapa9hime 'aisati.
had taken strong rope, yes, well (he) would have emerged again.

Kemfri ihTtati t{4riririririririri. Opavetgri.
(They) heard him he went *skidding down*. She gave (it)
to him in vain.

Ikahemantfitiro, ikahemangitiro, "Pinea6itearovE,
He called to her angrily, he called to her angrily, "rYou will see.,

cio. Orave, picataakenlrika,
sister. That is, perchance you have sent me to my doom,

pitacinkgkena. Meekam[p]akea, 6ra, avlro m
you pushed me. Now surely, then, that is, you now,

sima'sirtm[p]a pimpe'itiea. Avfro
(to) [the tree fimaiiri], surely, you will be transformed. You

iotah'erone osgrenci. Aviro iotah"erone
will know it from now on the dry season. You will know it from

osarenci." Kemavakeri kaa'ginkahi2 ikahemanake,
now on the dry season." (They) heard him faintly, he called,

ikahemakotangitiri etini iri6ri. "H etlni
he called to him angrily Armadillo he. "Ha, (to) armadillo

pimpegitiea avIrori arav6." Ipeantanakar{kea
you will be transformed you there," Therefore he was transformed,
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4iri6ri etini. bra,
then, he Armadillo. It here,

i§itfisi irlnti, pin'ai, pin'ai,
his mat he alone, *wrap*, *wrap*,

ipeakoyetaitakgri ivaca
he transformed him all within his fle

Ir6sati ikenangke
And so he (Avireri) passed

Hat6ke ocitirikoki.
to him. (He) went to River's End.

fls isokihimoitapaAiiri
then. Yes, he emerged where he was

Irosati ikaratantaitav'aha.
And so therefore they live together.

yapinaikanaitiaro
he had wrapped himself in it!

pinai. Ir'osati
*wrap*. And so

itakitantanIkari.
sh, therefore it became his shell.

tiririi ikemis'antiri.
*skidding down*, they listened

Isokihantapaaharfntakea.
Therefore he emerged over there,

iva'cakamat6ntakea.
his Pat6kama over there, then.

Ik'anti tim'aci tiroki oisotavak'eriri.
They say there was a strangler vine that fastened around

[S.: TIroki? J Tfroki
him (Avireri). [ A strangler vine?] A strangler vine

oisotavakgri ir"inti. Avicanotavak6ri. H irs
it fastened around him it alone. It embraced him. Ha, it also,

orav6, ikantitavaitiari. yoravC, Pacakama, "PisavikapS
that is, he said to him quickly, he there, Pa6.kama, "Live here.

Pisavikapgthe, came ampacatakotegri y6ra atomflte,
Live here, let us help them they there our many sons,

ahirikakotSrita. PamitakotSna, orav kip'?ci
we will sustain them, now. Help me, that is, (with) the earth

akg. Nar6take ahirikakotfri atomifte kipEci
here. It is I (who) sustains them our many sons (on) the earth

itiriakotikgri."1
lest they fall with (it)."

Ir6sati isavikantgitakea m66ka.
And so therefore he (Avfreri) lives (there), then, now.

Intgni isevavSta ingveta okampenitantSri
Alone he moves in vain, therefore there are faint sounds

tfn t'in tfn. tfn tfn tn. Isevavgta. Tek?ci
*sound of distant rumbling*. He moves in vain. There is nothing

ahe.
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intg
over there.

Ikempetira
He is like, there,

iri6ri paricatgnake
he, (he) is rooted

Pa'ckama iri6ri.
Pacgkama he.

[K.: Xisati
I Also

ikempetakotapgghari?]
he became like him? ]

Ikgmpeta,
He is like,

yosiakotapi9hari
he came to look

iri4rio :ri okgrati
like him he. Well it is finish

Episode 6. The Nailing of Kiri
A lengthy epilogue recounts the subsequent

fate of Kiri. Heartsick for his lost grandfather,
Kiri decides to go downriver to join Avireri. As
he travels he plants maize, which he leaves be-
hind to grow. A group of his relatives pursue

him, intent upon killing him for his part in
Avireri's escapades. The pursuers come upon a

field of maize ready to be harvested, and realize
that Kiri passed that way so long before that the
maize he planted has had time to mature. They
continue on and encounter a field of maize not
quite mature, and then another with maize even

less grown, and so on until they come upon a

field of maize freshly planted-and they know
that they have caught up with Kid.9 Sure
enough, they find him nearby attempting to dam
the river to create his own Ocitiriko. They at-
tempt to shoot him with their arrows, but only
shoot each other, until only three (a few) of them
are left. Kiti then advises the survivors to kill him
by driving a spike down through his head and
body into the ground. This they do, and he is
transformed into the palm tree kiri.

His blood forms a lake, and at his bidding
birds come to bathe therein. Some of the birds,
including all the sacred birds, bathe only once in
the blood and emerge with beautiful plumage.
But others, including the demonic birds, are

greedy, not satisfied with their good looks after
bathing once, and bathe again, emerging with
ugly plumage.'0

By the time Kidi's blood dries, he has grown
and produced fruit. Following his instructions,
his executioners take fruit from the tree, bring it
home, and have their wives prepare it as kiriha,

ora okenkicarencitap-aSka.
ed it there it has become history.

beer of the kidi fruit. Kidi had instructed that the
beer made from his fruit be drunk in moderation
and that no one finish a bowl of kir-i/a by him-
self, thus a small quantity would suffice to pro-
duce the desired effect. But the demonic bird
civdni, still in human form, greedily drinks an

entire bowl of beer, and so does the demon owl.
The consequence of their action is that today the
Campas must consume great quantities of beer
for it to have its effect.

Vulture, still in human form, goes in search of
the tree to obtain fruit for himself, though
warned not to. Finding the tree, he reaches for
the clusters of fruit, and climbs for them, but the
tree grows carrying the fruit beyond his grasp.
No sooner does he climb down from the tree
than it resumes its former size. Once again he
climbs, and the tree grows as he climbs, swaying
violently, flinging large fruit downriver and
smaller fruit upriver (which explains why the kiri
palms in Campa territory have smaller fruit than
those down along the Ucayali River). He de-
scends, and once again the tree resumes its for-
mer size. Disgusted, he disparagingly wipes him-
self on the trunk of the tree, and from that
moment the kiri palm has thorns.

Finally receiving some kidi seeds for planting,
he returns home repeating the name of the tree
to himself. But by the time he arrives there the
name has become kiritiki, the bitter fruit of the
kiriti palm. Sure enough, it is kiriti and not kiri
that grows in his garden, so that all his labor has
been in vain. Bat also receives some seed, but as
he repeats its name, the sounds change to pot6ki,
fruit of the poto tree, which bats are still observed
to eat.

inkgntea ira, paricatapaSke
he can do there, (he) was rooted

Avireri
Avireri

iri6ri
he
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Iponeasit kari me'ea aitake antiaritapilke,
It simply came about now, so it was (Klri) became big,

semapaakam[p]akea iriori. Iro'sati
(he) became vexed, apparently, then, he. It also

yoiminkianteetakgri icarineni.
they had thrown him (Avfreri) in his grandfather then.

Isavikave'ta apgniro, "Aaninirankive,
He (Kfri) was living alone, "My former grandsire, that is!,

aaninirankive," yoasiretakotakEri. Hat6ke
my former grandsire, that is!," he was heartsick for him. (He) went

kirlnka irlnti. "A[r]ive, nohEtahe ngrori."
downriver he alone. "Well!, I will go I."

[K.: HEoka it"miri hatahicini? ] Kir{ka me6ka.
[ Who was he who went then?] K¶ri here now.

"Arive nohatahe noneapaaherita aani." Yoa'siretakotan'akari.
"Well', I will go to see him now my grandsire." He was heartsick

"Ari, nohitahe noneapaaherita eani." Hat'ahi
for him. "Well, I will go to see him now my grandsire." (He) went

irinti Ocitirlkoki. E iponeait'ka, "Hatah'ana,"
he alone toward River's End. Yes, he sallied forth, "Good-bye,"r

ete inkenkicatangke.
ha, he didn't inform (the others of his intention).

Kit'aiteri kitgaiteri te ane'aheri,
A day (passed), (another) day (passed), he was not to

hat'ahi ya'ata. Ajr]i yoihatiri,
be seen again, (he) had gone soon after. Well he followed him,

yorave, irikonkirintgrira -- haokar'ika ihitggriri
he there, he who was his uncle there -- how might they have called him

perani? "rNimpoitaheritave, yorave', neotirankive'.
long ago? ''I am going to encounter him now', he there, my nephew,

Haokaya'ta ikenake'ri?" Ip'okake, ip'okake, ipokake,
that is! Where, then, now, did he pass?" He came, he came, he came,

ip'okake .
he came . .

i yonkoitanake si yonkoitanake sfnki,
Ha, he (K ri) had toasted maize, he had toasted maize,
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yvaanake nahakiri.
(and) he carried uncooked kernels.

Nero sink:ka nareetantahe"i
Here is maize here, with which I I

no'nakea, noa . Ya.
I will eat, I will eat . . . " He

okarati pos'akiri. Yaakot'an
how many cooked kernels. He carric

oanci, yantapfi4ke oanci, h
a garden, he made a garden, he

yantanake pa -ni. 3Lri nareetal
he made another. "Yes I will I

nareetaheari ia`ni." [1
I will reach him my grandsire.'r [

kanta'ci Kirika meel
who is speaking is Kiri here now

Ocitirikoki.
to River's End.

Aitakete ha
So it is, then, (he) went,

yompaheetakeri Kiri perani
he (who) nailed him Kii long ago

kirinka, yompaheetantakariri.
downriver, therefore he nailed him.

yamenahlri., yamenahiri,
he looked for him, he looked for hir

ineapfgtiro -- irotahgnci irz
he suddenly saw it -- shortly he

isinkine. O'gnaka. Ineapat
his maize. (He) moved on. He sudde

okaratapafke
it measured [indicating the height]

nareetaheari."
I will reach him.'

Ikantaenaid, "Nowlateta
He QKS:ri) said, "I will go r

"{[r]inea, narb'etahea.
"Well, now, I will arrive.

riri. No'anakea, no'n
will arrive. I will eat, I will eat,

anake. Yaakot'nahi haokarfka
carried. He carried I don't know

ake nahakiri. YantapEke
ed uncooked kernels. He made

pankitanake 4sInki. 0dnaka
e planted maize. (He moved on,

he'ari aaniv'e, 'ari
reach him my grandsire!, yes

R.: Ap', irlkea
Father, he, then,

ka?] HE, irihat'aheme
? ] Yes, he wanted to go

haokarfka, yorave,
whoever (he was), he there,

ni'ankika. Havetaha
half(way) here. (He) went in v

Ikanta Yamenah'iri,
It seems he looked for him,

yamenahiiri,
m, he looked for him,

areetahelri -- sampgtake
will reach him -- (it) was dry

tiro -- iroakra, orav'e.
enly saw it -- recently, that is,

is'nkine. "HE, irotah6nci
his maize. "Ha, shortly

rain

.akav6, nontinakoveet'iteta
now here', I will turn over
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impita."
rocks, now, looking for [the edible aquatic larva impita],'I

Yo6nakan neapati h'aoka
He (the pursuer) moved on, (and) suddenly saw where

itarompivetapa'fkaro. Oravi', ontikearamekea infaveta
he had begun to dam it. That is, he was going to close it off there,

perani. Tarompivetapaaka, ineantaharirfrakea.
then, long ago. (He) had begun damming, therefore he (the pursuer)

[K.: Irfo tarompivetap',in6a, yora . . . ? ]
saw him there, then. [ He who had begun damming, that is . . . ?]

KirLka me6ka. "'T[r]ive nontarompitapee'ri akave'. Arfme
KrTi here now. "'Well! I will dam it here! Yes, now,

ocitirikotaheari nirori. Nggi ngrori Ocitirlkoni akaI."
it will be River's End here (for) me. My very own River's End here."

"rNarov6. narove," ikantitapaahatiari, yorave,
"(It is) I.', (it is) I'," he said to him suddenly, he there,

irikonkiri pokal6itahirfri, "Paita pantirfsa?"
his uncle he who had come for him, "What are you doing?"

t"Tev'e kok, orav, notarompirs nonakea ita.______ _____ orav6 ~~~~~omitir6sa no____ i.mpita.
"Nothing at all, uncle, that is, I am damming it to eat impita.

ttX p'aita pipoka'sitakgrikea?" Yaitavetari,
Mm, what have you come for, then?" He (the pursuer) grabbed him

ikoi inkenterime. "Nonkentempimpayee."
in vain, he wanted to shoot him. "I will shoot you, surely."

'Eiro pikgntana, koki, eiro pik'entana." "Nonkentempita.
"You won't shoot me, uncle, you won't shoot me." "I will shoot you

Avirotgke peakayetanakerl.ri y6ra
right now. It is you who had them all transformed they there

pan3rini akaI." Yaitavetari,
your former cousins here." They grabbed him in vain,

inonciasiv'etari -- haokariika ik'arati
they drew their bows in vain -- I don't know how many they were

as'aninka oihatanakeririnta. Yaitavetari
our fellow tribesmen who had followed him over there. They grabbed him

inkenter3me, tak irLsati kentavakaQhaka.
in vain to shoot him, *zip*, and so (it was) they who shot one one
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Yaitav'e'tari tgk irisati
another. They grabbed him in vain, *zip*, and so (it was) they

kentavak'ha6a. Ikantapgka ivs'ninka
who shot one another. They (by then) had come to be his fellow

mdva'. Ik'antiri, "Aitap'ake, piconkavakaaXitgkari,
tribesmen three. He said to them, "Enough, careful that you don't

giro pikentavakaci. Pisameanarfka,
simply finish each other, don't shoot. If you are annoyed

orave, poy6na. paa'iitaitenatg intkki.
with me, that is, to kill me, go take for me, then, a stake.

Pompahenatakea. poyenatkea nainti." 'Ari is'viki,
Nail me now, then, kill me now, then, I alone." Well he sat down,

"Pihgte,"
ffGo., fr

Yaitatigri, yompahakeri, tok, t6k --
They grabbed him suddenly, they nailed him, tap, tap --

paitarlka yaitfri in'Aki? Yompahakeri,
what might they have taken (as) a stake? They nailed him,

"HerO'ya nopatitoki, pinecanatakena." Yaitari
"Here is, then, my crown, sight down on me." They grabbed him

t'okJ t'6k, imisaikakotakeri, "Ha, ariove."1
tap, tap, they stuck him to the ground, "Ha, good enough!"

Otimantaitariram6kea antiarokitacirika
Therefore it exists there now, then, whose fruit is large here

kirika m6eka. Yompahakeri, t'ok hm.
kiri palm here now, They nailed him, tap, tap, hm.

HL iotakaavakeri, "Pompahakenar'ika, nero
Ah, he had let them know, "When you nail me, here are

kit9'aiteri,_ kitfiiteri, kit'aitei
[showing fingers] (one) day, (another) day, (another) day,

pimpokaiteya pamenaitena. i[r]iya nonkicotake.
come, then, look at me. So, then, I will grow fruits.

Poyeanaya. Pisinkiteanaya. Pisinkitake'ana:
Eat me, then. Get drunk with me, then. Get drunk with me:

kapi6ahiya pirtake, onkaramotihatake.
(just) a little, then, drink, the liquid capacity of the vessel
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should come to (this) [indicating with a gesture].

iiro picaatirpci. Eiro picaatanaci.
Don't finish drinking it. Don't finish drinking me.

onohatatitakena
(the women) prepare me they (should) chew for me

kan.ri. Pi'sinkitakefina. r
manioc. Get drunk with me."

Yompahakgri t' t'k ineavake'ra
They nailed him tap, tap, they saw ther

t6k. Karatanake iri3rahani antave.
*splash*. (It) extended his blood then way over

Iklnt'iri, "P3'inkaat(
a large extension]. He had said to them, "Bathe ii

Ikantayetakeri cimeripera,
He had said to all of them all the little birds thei

Amaatakenarika
When they

onkonogkena
to mix me with

iriraha
e his blood

there [indicating

eanayave'."
rn me, then"'

re,
pa'sinipera
all the otl

Savarok'ame iri6ri ik

her

.anteetiri
(birds) there. The Scarlet Macaw (Ara macao) here now he he was to:

"Pinkaategnaya paata." Ik'arati
"Bathe in me, then, a little later." They totaled

amenakoventaheetakgri. Yompahakerira, iniiri
all (who) were watching him. They nailed him there, they saw (it)

onkanaka irirahav'e, kitionkamotiha.
of his it formed a pool all his blood, volume of red liquid.

"Pinkaaheetavakegna."
"All of you bathe in me."

Maroni civani ipokanake. MM?roni
All Squirrel Cuckoos (Piaya cayana) they came. All

yorinipe. Maaroni cimerihanikipe.
all Cock-of-the-rocks (Rupicola peruviana). All all the little birds.

Poiriki, picoco iri6ri,
[The little bird p6iriki], [the little bird pic6co] they,

mgrronil. conkanaka maroni, amenavakeririve. Pasini
all, completed all, all those who looked at him. Another

kaatapainca, pasini kaatapa'inca, pa%iLni kggta 11
who bathed, another who bathed, another who ba . .

ld,
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pilanaka. Korakeni conkiri iri6ori. "Came
(and) returned. Watch out! there comes Hummingbird he. "Come on,

pikg'a'tea irirkha." Sapokantaka. Kapica
you will bathe (in) his blood." (He) undressed. A little

ikantapZainta ir4nti4 picgk. Pignaka.
he did quickly he alone, *sound of slapping water*. (He) returned.

Yamenapaka, ineatia oanenkani, pocitanakinive,
He looked at himself, he suddenly saw handsome, black clothing!,

marerianakni, "Aitapfiike." Korakev'etaka
brilliant clothing, "Enough.I Watch out! here comes in vain

citlsanti irio'ri picek.
[the demon hummingbird cifsanti] he, *sound of slapping water*.

Oanenkavetangka. Ipiitan'aka, "Apgro
(He) became handsome in vain. He returned quickly, "One (more time)

noanenkataperotanakegta." Ipiitavetanaka,
(and) I will be truly handsome now." He returned quickly in vain,

mot6re. Negtiri kamarasca, kamarac6vaki. 12
*quick dive*. (They) suddenly saw him drab and long, (with) drab

beak tip.

Korake, yorave, savaro, Ikaatapa'ake,
Watch out! here comes, he there, the Scarlet Macaw. He bathed,

pie'k, kapia ikantap"ainta akE,
*sound of slapping water*, a little he did quickly here,

ikantayetan.aka, ikantaybtaka.
he did all over (this area) [motioning], he did all over (this area)

"4itake," yamenaka. oanenkat'ka,
[motioning]. "So be it," he looked at himself, (he) was handsome,

'taitake." Koraketake kimaro
"so be it." Watch out! here comes the Red-and-green Macaw (Ara chloroptera)

iri'ri. IkaatitavetapaSka, pie6k.
he. He bathed quickly in vain, *sound of slapping water*.

Ipiitavetanaka. ^ikEai orave'
He returned quickly in vain, he bathed (again), that is,

kamarasatainani, ikantakeri, I'T61.i
(the result was) a drab and flat head, of which he said, "No (good)."

Koraket'ake iri6ri, yorave, yorina
Watch out! here comes he he there, the Cock-of-the-rock
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ikaatapjake, "Nonkaate'ata narive." Kapica ikantap'ainta,
to bathe. nI will bathe now I"'" A little he did quickly,

mot6re, encip'aite. Ikantir'onta flisi.
*quick dive*, instantly. He did to it over there his hair.

Ment'ainaki. Katiap99ka, yamenap'aka, oanenk
Crested clothing. (He) stood, he looked at himself, very handsome,

kiterinakini it aitapa'ke." KorEke megntcs
orange clothing, T1Rm, enough." Watch out' here comes the Military

ikaatap4ke pic6k, pic66k,
Macaw (Ara militaris), he bathed *sound of slapping water*,

arive. i kitionkatiamakoine'ahi iri'ri. H koraketainci
enough! Ha, cute red forehead he. Hm, watch out! who comes

iri'ri, y6ra, ompikirite. Ikaatapainti.
he, he there, [the small bird ompIkiri]. He bathed quickly.

Yamgnaka, oanenkatanaka, "lAitap'a'ake.,r
He looked at himself, (he) had become handsome, "Enough."

Korakettainci p{&0ti Iri[ori].
Watch out! who comes the Paradise Tanager (Tangara chilensis) he.

Ikaatapainti. Yam'e[na], oanenkataitanakave',
He bathed quickly. He looked [at himself], (he) had become very

riAitake. [K.: KapMia ikantayetap'ainta?] Kap{6a
handsome, "So be it." [ A little he did quickly? ] A little

ikantayetapMainta. Conka[aka], ihayetahi.
he did quickly. Finished, they all went.

Infi'iri, in .ri ineri. 13 Kit'aiteri
They saw him, they saw him, they saw him. (Next) day

yamenah'antiri, ine'atiri veranaka
they went to look at him, they suddenly saw him (his) size

a', in6atoni3ki._
here, (it was as from here) to that pole [gesturing].

Iniimaitap.49tiro oicokinive'. Kicotangke,
They saw it right away plenty of fruit. (He) had produced fruit,

maciriakit6ci. Ipiitan'aitia. ApLte ma'a'nci ipfaha.
which was unripe. They went back. (After) two sleeps they returned

Inegtiro iraaka kitionkamonki. "Cname
again. They suddenly saw it it had ripened, red clusters. "Let's

giteta."1 Ipatakareapaakero patakare, p'atakare, --
take quickly now."r They broke them off *break off*, *break off*, --
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pirihatanahi iriraha, inkaharevetap"ainta --
(it) had dried his blood, (that) had quickly formed a lake --

p9takare, pfatakare, iconkakero.
*break off*, *break off*, they finished it.

Ikantitfnaka aisati, "Ponkoitakenarika,
He (Ktri) had said also, "When you boil my fruit,

poisasitenaya. 14 Ir'ompa kapf6a
poke the fire for me, then. If it (is) (only) a little

pinkantak'ena, ir6sati orave', poisasitena,
you do (cook) me, it also, that is, poke the fire for me,

nokahenikitanakekar1nea. Poavetake'9na,
careful, now, or my fruit will itch. You will eat me in vain,

Egri onkodcetanaVempi, -ri
yes it will give you white, painful blotches in the mouth, yes

nontaanaki'e [K.: Iyotakaanakeri? ] Iyotakayetanakeri
I will burn you." [ He let them know?] He let them all know

kaci'ni. Iponeav itakero, yaanahiro inampiki.
much. They sallied forth with it, they carried it to their homes.

Yonkoitakero. Yoaka, yoaka, yo'ka.
They boiled the fruit. They ate, they ate, they ate.

"Pinkempoyeroya
[Keri had also said:] "Keep them in a place apart, then,

oicokipe, pinkempoyero.0iro paatikayetana.
all the seeds, keep them in a place apart. Don't step on me.

Arioneakea, era, pinkirik{take piitikip'e,
Yes, now, then, it there, you will (grow) klri seeds on all your

pinkacitayet'ake. tX inkitgaka: pisinkit'arka
feet, you all will hurt. Ah, yes, drunk: when you get drunk,

mX&roni pinkahemavakaya. Eiroya picaamotihatfinaci,
everyone call (everyone), then. Don't, then, finish drinking the

eiro picaamotihatXnaci
container of my liquid, don't finish drinking the container of my

apgroni: kap{1ahi pir'ke, kapicahi pirake,
liquid one (person): a little you drink, a little you (the next

kapfca . . ." -- i ikempevetak'ro
person) drink, a little . . ." -- ha, as he (the first drinker)
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irfntikea. Irake naro. Yanteetakaro,
began it he alone, then. He drank *glug*. He (another) did it,

yanteetakAro, ir6sati okarahtati, ereitake.
he (another) did it, it also the liquid (still) amounted to plenty.

Pagi, pa'iVni, yanteetak'ro, icaatak'ro
Another, another, he did it, he finished drinking it

c69.
*finish drinking*.

Ikiteetakleneri iriori, yorave . . . Ha ikiteetitanari
He was served he, that is . . . Ha, he was served

civanika meoka iri6ri.
quickly Squirrel Cuckoo (Piaya cayana) here now he.

Kanta'nake, "Pamakenata narove, pamakena'ta narove'."
)said, "Bring me now I, indeed, bring me now I, indeed."

-- aneagitgri iAceenkantavinchti.
-- as we see him he (who) does not believe (what he is told).

[K.: Kamgri.'] Ikiteetatianari, "Iro'sati panteetakea."
[ Demon! ] He was served (and told), "It also you do (the same)."

Ygitaro naro, naro, icaAtiro. Ngro,
He grabbed it *glug*, *glug*, he finished drinking it. *Glug*,

"Hairiki, hairikiya'a,_15 kimogiretangke, icaamotihatgkero,
"Hg hairikiyga," (he) was elated, he had finished drinking

kamga'sri.' A[rrikea ipe'etiri
the container of liquid, the demon! Well, then, he was given

mamaro iriori. "Pamakena ngrori." 'Aisati icaatake'ro
Owl he. "Bring me I." Also he finished drinking it

ngro, nEro, icaatakero. .ri imahereti,
*glug*, *glug*, he finished drinking it. Well he was silent,

igfronta, Ho, 6 L E h ." Yampimaitarlra,
(then) he laughed, "Ho, ho, ho, ho, ho." He continues it there,

akemantapinitariri, yorEh h'o,"
therefore we always hear him, "Ho, ho, ho, ho, ho, ho, ho," he there

mamaroperoriranki. MTiront:gtia. [H.: Ikimogiretanake
the true owl, that is. He is laughing. [ He was elated (that)

icaatakero? ] Hm. [K.: Ikimogiretanaketekea.
he had finished drinking it?] Yes. [ He was elated, of course,
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] Ikgntiro, ikantiro, icaamotihatakero,
then.] He did it, he did it, he finished drinking the container of

iro'sati tasonkaet'a, acaamotihatantarori
liquid, and so someone blew, (and) therefore we finish drinking the

pearincipe fisati.
container of liquid, (as is the case for) all masato also.

Maaronirikame ikemisantavetakari -- ikantavetakari
If all had listened to him -- he had said to them

arave' Eiroya picaamotihayetiro."
in vain there!, "Don't, then, finish drinking the container

-- ir6sati onkantkitia, gisati onkempete'me
of liquid." -- it also it would be, also it would be similar

pearinci irori: eiro acaatir6me, anteetatiemparome.
masato it: we wouldn't finish drinking it, we would all do

Ap'aroni kovitiki giro aca'atiro.
(drink) it without finishing. (Just) one potful we wouldn't

Oncika'tahea,
finish drinking it. They (the women) would strain (it),

anteetake'aro anteetakegro, iro'sati
we would all do (drink) it, we would all do (drink) it, it also

onkarate. Ir6mpa icaamotihatanake'ro,
it would (still) amount to (something). But he finished drinking

so, Tasonkankame, "nri
the container of liquid, oh! (Someone) blew, now, "So

pinkantaite'akea, arave, pincaamotihayetero
you will be, then, that is, you all will finish drinking the

magroni. Neg, ariokea, e'iroya in"eetici
container of liquid everyone. So, well, then, it will not be

pi'ginkitaheetavetegrika kaniripe
sufficient, then, when you all start to get drunk all the manioc

inrveta." -- kempetacar'kakea acaamotihatantar6ri
there be." -- which is like here, then, therefore we finish drinking

'aisati.
the container of liquid also.

Koraket6ake tisoni. "Haoka paakerori?"
Watch out! here comes Vulture. "Where did you get it?"
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"1Ha, antavg ndavkero." "A[r]ive, ngite. earori."
"rHa, way over there I took it." "Well', I will grab I."

"Eirov'e pihgti, e-iro pihati." '"Ari nohatakeve."1 Ha'iteti.
IrDon't go', don't go." "Well I will go!" (He) finally went.

Ikoakoatakero, "Haoka yairori, hioka
He looked and looked for it, "Where did he get it, where

yairori, h'oka . . . ?" -- ineapE'ftiro.
did he get it, where . . . ?" -- he suddenly saw it (klri).

Yakotitavet ap-aSka iriori. Ineap'akakero
He (extended) his hand quickly in vain he. He saw it

okitemonkit'ake. Negtiro overaveraanakanta.
its clusters were orange. (He) suddenly saw it it was growing and

Yoaitavgta irayer6me,
growing over there. He moved quickly in vain to take them,

veraanak'nta. "Hgokampa nonkanteroriye.?"
(it) grew over there. "How will I do it, then?"

Yataititavetgnaha. Hatanake., hat'anae hatanake.,
He climbed quickly in vain. (It) went, (it) went, (it) went,

gikero ohatati henokitanake. Isoankitaitangha. Yamenahfro
it kept on going up high. He slid down quickly. He looked

isavihitaptkhi. Ipiitavetangka. Inifro
at it again, it was low again. He returned quickly in vain. He saw i

vergnaka gntk nompariaitenikea." Ipiitan'aha.
grow over there. "Ay, I will fall, then." He returned quickly.

Ipiitana'ha, yoihaanhgti, yoihaanaa'tiro,
He returned quickly, he followed, he followed them,

yoihaan,tiro, hat'ke henokive, karatake oicokfni
he followed them, (they) went way up high, (it) totaled its fruit

ak'a. Otimanake,
then here [indicating the quantity with a gesture]. They were,

orav92, kitionkakXiro, otiman'ake, orav'e, kiterikiri.
that is, red fruit, they were, that is, orange fruit.

Yoihavetaro, yoihavetaro, ciaciatake.
He followed them in vain, he followed them in vain, (it) swayed and

Ohatwet, ohatwaiti her
swayed. It went, it went here [indicating direction],
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opicokaa'ka. Oconkantarintakea, orave',
it turned. Therefore they finished over there, then, that is,

ohokayetak'akea a'ta. Conk'aka oparitAke,
they all landed, then, over there (downriver). All told they fell,

orave, kimoinarip'e maa'oni, kapitatapdgke
that is, all the big round (fruit) here, all, (leaving) a few

kirip'e, kirip6. Opicokggka he'o:
small, small (fruit). It turned (upriver) *whirr*:

ohokaitantakarfkea kiripekitapOainciri,
therefore they landed, then, those that were small fruit,

kiritapginciri, orihanie'riki. Pgkara. Pakara.
that which is k1ri fruit, all small. *Patter*. *Patter*.

Ak'a opIcoka irointi a heo, conk'agka conkesitaka:
Here it turned it alone here, *whirr*, finished, simply finished:

omaamaanetakotak'anta, oicokip'e, oparltake kimokiri
they were swung over there, all the fruit, they fell the big fruit

;?ntg. Akla opicoka simpo
over there [pointing downriver]. Here it turned the cupola of leaves

Iro okaraheme, p'akara.
it as if to break, *patter*.

Pi Eapgka ineahatfro
(Vulture} returned (to the ground), he suddenly saw it

osavihLtahi. lAri ikisakamarit.anaka. "Hgokampa
it was low again. Well he, the demon, became angry. "How

nonkanteroriy?" i ikantiriri yras'ninka,
will I do it?" Well he said to him there he there our fellow

"Pitoirokariyaave. Yameniro
tribesman, "Careful that you don't fell him, then" He looked at it

oWavihitapfifhi. ImaherEJ imaher'eti. "Pgitakea m661
it was low again. He was silent, he was silent, "Why, then, now

6ra nacipetantak'arori natainataitiroy-e?" H6
that is, have I worked in vain climbing and climbing it?" Yes,

yaavet'ake, ipavetakari als'ninka,
he took in vain, he gave him in vain our fellow tribesman,

ipavet'akari asaninka, "Herove,
he gave him in vain our fellow tribesman, (saying), "Here it is',

k..a-.,
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paye'ro avlrori pivankire." iH yameni
take it you your seed for planting." Ha, he loa

"Pimpena o6s9iki. Nompankite'rota nari." Hgiteti
"Give me plenty. I will plant it now I." (He) fi

ipankivb'taro. "Hgoka oh{ta or'nki
he planted it in vain. "What is it called it, that i

"KIri." Haa meEka nompankitero nari." Ir'sati
fKiri.I "Ah, now I will plant it I." And so

"Kiritikikiritikikiritikikiritiki" kiritikit
he went), "Kiritikikiritikikiritikikiritiki," which bec

Ipankiyema6evetiikaro irn

iro.
Dked at it.

inally went,

is, it here?"

(he repeated as

tanaincirtrakea.
came kiritiki

io'ri,
there, then. He, despicable, planted it all in vain he,

ipankiyevet'akaro kirlitiki ikntr "HE, iriotgke
he planted it all in vain kiritiki, he said, "Yes, that's it

kiritiki. r siokana'itii armenavetaka'ro,ri.'IiI
kir_i_tiki. It grew.', he looked at it in vain, "That's not it'"
Yaitav'e'taro, yoavetAkaro, kepisikitake.
He grabbed it in vain, he ate it in vain, bitter fruit.

Yacipetavsitkaro ipiapiat'ka, orave'
He had worked for nothing, he had returned and returned, that is,

ipankipankit{ro. [General laughter.]
he had planted and planted.

Iniimaitapa'akero -- ipokavetapaaha, yorave,
On arriving he saw it -- he came again in vain, he there,

pahakerirlnta -- iniimaitapaatiro cee'sip tini.
he who had nailed him over there -- on arriving he saw it bearded wit}

Ik nti, "Kama'a'ri, ihecititakoenaro kamgr:
thorns. He said, rrDemon, he wiped his arse on it for me the d4

tisoniv6. Haokakea nonkantahearikea? Tekaci ankantahi
Vulture' How, then, will I be, then? There is no way for us ti

kovenkat'anaka, oceetanikenta."17
do it, (it) has become fearsome, it has become thorny over there."

[K.: Thecitanakero? ] Ihecikamaritanake'ro.
[ He wiped his arse on it?] He, the demon, wiped his arse on it.

'rNohecit'erota iro'nea kaari o6inet'antana
"I will wipe my arse on it now it, now, because it did not grant me

I.
h

i
emon

ero,
0
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naye okfi'akihi." "Ta inintakayet6mpi.
to take (its fruit) close by." "He didn't want to let you.

Aitakenea ipeevetakempi oicoki." [K.: Ipankitakeromekea
So it is, now, he gave you in vain its seed." [ If he had planted

iriori encipaiteta . . . ?] e!1eiro ihecitiromekea,
it, then, he right away . . . ? ] Yes, if he had not wiped

haa, onkiritimotakerimekea
his arse on it, then, yes, it would have been kTri with him, then,

irio'ri.
he.

Mdgaroni, yorave, pihfri, pihfirika irior Narorive.
All, that is, Bat, Bat here he, "I (want).

Na'ror'i. pimpena nari," Yaritakamarivetanaka
I (want), give me I."t He, the demon, flew quickly in vain

ir"intikea, maro, mro, m
iro mgro. "Haoka

he alone, then, *sound of beating bat's wings*. "What

oh'tara?rr -- yaavetap'inta copire --
is it called there?rr"' he quickly took in vain *breaking off* --

"Hgoka ohfta orinki?" "Kirivg. "Ha, kUri kiri,
"What is it called it, that is?" "iJ1rit" "Ah, m kiri,"2

gri ipeakot'aharo. "Haokampa ohitarankiye?' "Orave,
well he forgot it. "What is it called, that is?" "That is,

pot'oki." Yoantaitarori potokikea.
p-oto fruit." Therefore he habitually eats it pot6 fruit, then.

i ipankima6evetakgro iri6ori. Ine'atiro,
Yes, he, despicable, planted it in vain he. He suddenly saw it,

pavslni okantanake, potokitanake. Ir6sati yoaitaro'
another it became, (it) became pot' fruit. And so he eats it

litake inintakayetanakeri.
habitually. So it is someone made him like (it).

Icarontakovetakarota, "Nato6e', nato66, natoc,
He had made music for it, thereupon, in vain, "Nato , nato6Z, uatoUe,

nato66, natoEL.r18 igonkavetakagro.
nato,e nato66," he had gone (flying) around it in vain.

Yaperove're, orave, impampoyakotero iraantearime
His disagreeable music, that is, he will sing it therewith to take
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kiri
(it) of his iTri

iriori.
he.

NatoLce,tot' natoe -- inegne
"Nato , natot, nato66,"t -- his language

iri6ri - "rnatoc', nato6'e.
he -- rfnatoc, natoeie.

Mggka ngye
Now I will take

kiri. Hgokampa
1iri. What

ohitara'nki?'t
is it called, that it?"t

off in vain, (saying),

Itpototopototopococopococo,
'Fpototopototopococopococo,

iriotfike." Apacakiro
that's it." Since thei

Tekgci
There was no

tekfci. Apironi I
none. (Just) one I

"Kirive." "Ahg, k'rin." ri yaavetanaharo,
'TKlri It '"Aha, k3ri." So he carried it

"'K'ri,
'fKlri .

klri, kfir " -- opeimotap.fkari --
k'iri, klri -- it changed with him --

hia. HE, irotak'pa p t. HE,
ah. Ah, it is it, surely, poto. Yes,

ipeakotanah'aro irio'ri.
n he forgot it he.

paoltni akafciineivfnk
other taker (of) his seed for planting,

aayaavet'karo,
e had taken and taken it in vain,

yorave,
he there,

yaayaavet'akaro
he had taken and taken it in vain

tis'oni kaari,
Vulture, the demon,

ieayeme
he had wanted

iv'nkire . .
to take his seed for planting . . .

Umm iponeaitavetake
amm, he (also) sallied forth

quickly in vain
kama'riPidlmri. Wri tharati
the demon Bat. Well they totaled

kantavet<aintari
those who did

aplte, aacineme
in vain two, the takers now (of)

iv'ankire.
their seed for planting.

[K.: Tek:aci
[ There was no

pagini?] Tekaci
other? ] There was no

pabini. 'Ari ok'arati.
other. Well it is

Ari okaratfkea
finished. Well it is finished, then,

We possess two good accounts of Machiguenga
beliefs paralleling the events in the Campa
Avireri cycle. These are of considerable interest

when compared with the Campa materials, and
are given in full in Appendix 2 (pages 563-567)
in English translation.

NOTES
'This view is shared with the Machiguengas, for

whom Padre Cenitagoya ([1943]:194) expressed the
matter aptly: "The Machiguengas are not totemists, i.e.,
they do not admit that they arose from animals, but

rather they believe that many animals have men as their
ancestors, by the action of a superior being."

'The Machiguengas also have this belief. Pereira
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(1944a:85n.) reported for the Machiguengas a belief in
"Yavireri," who was a "maleficent being who trans-
formed human beings into animals." Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVIII, 97) reported the following: "For-
merly all the animals were Machiguengas, say the savages
of this tribe. The good animals were blown on and trans-
formed by the powerful Machiguenga Yabireri taso-
rinchi; the bad ones, on the contrary, owe their conver-
sion to the blowing of the Evil Principle Kientibdkori."

3This reiteration suggests a long period of residence.

'The fruit trees enumerated here as having been cre-
ated by Av(reri are wild, not cultivated.

'The picture evoked here is that of Avfreri trudging
along, stooped over and looking at the ground, with his
grandson on his back looking around in all directions.

'Questions and statements interjected by Campas lis-
tening to these narrations are included if significant, in
brackets. In each case the speaker is identified by initial.

7The bird Steatornis caripensis does indeed have
"whiskers," and to that extent resembles human beings.

'The Campas, however, do not extract salt from this
spring, nor is there any indication that they ever did so.

"This minor masterpiece of detection, slurred over
by the present narrator, is more clearly expressed in
another version of the same myth I collected.

"°Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 94) reported the

following Machiguenga belief: "The red and yellow
colors that some birds exhibit come from their having
painted themselves with the blood or bile respectively of
Yab(reri tasorinchi."

"That is, the birds bathed one after another in the
pool of Kfri's blood.

"2The color kamdra(ri) is considered ugly by the
Campas (see above, page 299, note 9).

"That is, they kept Kfri under surveillance.

"Poking the fire is to increase the heat.

"Hdiriki is the name of a tree; it is uttered here out
of pleasure while eructing, as a humorous note.

"This personage is not identified.

"The trunk of this species of palm is sheathed in rings
of long, sharp thorns, which makes it impossible to ob-
tain the fruit by climbing the trunk. These thorns, as the
text recounts, came into existence as the direct conse-
quence of tis6ni's contemptuous action.

'8Natol has no meaning. The intention may be to
imitate the twittering of bats. The narrator repeats the
pihiri incident here to add some details.

"Kiriti was identified as the inchaui palm (Bactris
concinna); p6t6 was identified as the oje tree (Ficus
anthelminthica).

OTHER TRANSFORMATION MYTHS

"The whole animal world, once we have begun to take notice,
strikes us as humanity disguised and bewitched.... Oh, indeed,
men and animals are closely related! "

-Thomas Mann, Confessions of Felix Krull

Most of the transformations that shaped the
world into its present form were brought about
by Avireri. Others were effected by Pdva, the
Sun. Still others occurred spontaneously. And,
finally, certain transformations are recognized by
the Campas as having taken place, but under un-
known circumstances. Below are instances of
spontaneous transformation, and of transforma-
tions by unknown causes. Individually they are
of minor importance, but they represent two
major kinds of transformations incorporated
within Campa cosmological thought.

Oanto

This tale was narrated by gariti's wife,
Komempe. It is an entertainment that relates the
manner of origin of the frog oanto. The Campa
who became oanto was guilty of improper be-
havior, and his transformation came as a form of
punishment, of poetic justice. According to the
text, the man Odnto made a practice of murder-
ing his fellow revelers at masato festivals where
he was a guest. When a group of Campa men
went in search of the killer, Odnto fell in with
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them and, concealing his identity, gave them
quantities of fish to eat so they would sleep
soundly, their heads resting on stones (which
Campas occasionally use as pillows). His intent
was to crush their heads as they slept, but they

were suspicious and only simulated sleep. When
he attempted to carry out his plan, they arose
and accused him. At this critical moment of dis-
closure, Odnto was spontaneously transformed
into a frog, and the piles of his fish into drift-
wood.

Yatliriti
He was human

pah'erani iriori. Yoayetiri,
long ago he. He killed them all,

yorave,
they there,

ir:
all then he.

avs"nka-
our fellow tr:

asgninka
our fellow tribesmen

io'ri. In6e'tiri
He saw them,

ine'e'tiri,
ibesmen; he saw them,

pahe'rani. Pahgrani yoayet'irini
long ago. Long ago he killed them

'ari ipeaakagri
well he made them disappear

,ri ipeaakari.
well he made them disappear.

"Narov(e',
"(It is) I, indeed,

narove

(it is) I, indeed,

Ora pampoy'ake,
It there, (he) sang,

imatikakaapairi
he danced with them

irhinti ogntorat
he there 0Oanto there.

= 140 ~~~
"No-te-rEnk-i, no-te-renk-i, ko-vi-ti-nea por6-ka-re;
"[No meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a pot, now, smashed;

no-te-renk-i, no-te-r6nk-i, ka-hi-ro-nea por6-ka-re;
[no meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a termite (nest), now, smashed;

b_-ib -. - _ * _ - _ _- = F

no-te-r6nk-i, no-te-r6nk-i, gi-m&-tio-nea por6-ka-re. "
[no meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a fish, now, smashed."

Ne'a, irotake icaroventakeri
So, it was it he sang for them,

yoe'ri
he would kill them

ataninka.
our fellow tribesi

paa'tani
(and) just a little later

Ikea'ntiimatikaksairi,
men, They say he danced

imatikaknanitri, imatikakna
with them, (and) he danced with them, (and) he danced with them,

nginti."1
I alone."
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imatikak'airi. Anta' yaanake'ri_, yaanakeri
(and) he danced with them. Over there he carried them, he carried

anta. iri ipeaaka'<kari, fri ipeaakgakari,
them over there. Well he made them disappear, well he made them

yora ..
disappear, he there . . .

"rPiraheve'.r "Teeve aneaheri yorankive, haokar'ika
"tDrink."' "He isn't to be seen.' he, that is', where might

ikenakeve, not inkitakaakarinea." 'Anta' yo'keri.
he have gone', I was drunk with him, now." Over there he had killed

ino"sikanakeoi imana'itiri a'nta'. Imanaitiri
him, he had hauled him, he had hidden him over there. He hid him

a'nta', iponeaka ipiitavetapaha, " p'itakea
over there, it came about he returned quickly, "What, what, then,

yorankiye? Iroakera nomatikakaavetar"Ini. Iroakera
he, that is? Recently I was dancing with him. Recently

nomatikakaavetarini akg, gri ipeimot'kena."
I was dancing with him here, well he disappeared from me."

Isaninkapra rio "Keariomrplave?
All his fellow tribesmen there they, "Is it true?

Tek6me ipeapininte'ahi." "Teeve, ait'akenea nosinkitak'aariri
He never used to disappear." "No', so it is, now, I was drunk with

aka. 6ra, nomatikak'airi nainti." Hatahi
him there here, that is, I was dancing with him I alone." (He) went

irinti oanto, hat'ahi inampiki.
he alone Oanto, (he) went home.

Iro ikemahi ant'a pearinci, ora,
So he heard again over there masato, that is,

ivsirontah"e'eta, iyoapa'ahi iri'o'ri.
they all were laughing, (so) he emerged again he.

Iyoapa &i irio'ri, yorave ointo. 11AVIrosa?"
He emerged again he, he there, Oanto. "(Is it) you?"

"Narove'." "Notinkitatiaved." "ArIo? Pi§inkiteave."
"(It is) I, indeed." "I'm drunk'"' "Yes? Get drunk"'

"Pikisakotapayanate'e'mi." "Ariove'." Iraake, irake, iraa'ke
"Come to my aid."' "All right."' He drank, he drank, he drank,
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ira e irapggke,
he drank, he drank,

ikantak'itea,
he will pass the time,

} = 140

irapgake, ario. 0o
he drank, enough. *Look at him go'*,

imatikakaap&Sheri.
he will dance with them.

e-

"No-te-renk-i, no-te-renk-i, ko-vi-ti-nea *pord-ka-re;
"[No meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a pot, now, smashed;

no-te-renk-i, no-te-renk-i, ko-vi-ti-nea pord-ka-re;
[no meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a pot, now, smashed;

rJ -

no-te-r4nk-i, no-te-r4nk-i, ti-md-tio-nea por6-ka-re;
[no meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a fish, now, smashed;

'- _ rn i_ _ _ .rr*_ _ ..L..L.JL......EUI

no-te-renk-i, no-te-renk-i, Si-m4-tio-nea por6-ka-re;
[no meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a fish, now, smashed;

*_

coX- , _ _ _ __V _ _ - r r

no-te-renk-i, no-te-renk-i, kovi--tio-nea poro-ka-re-
[no meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a fish, now, smashed;

7-0

A-: I r r..r r-r r r l ii
no-te-r4nk-i, no-te-r4nk-i, ko-vi-ti-nea por6-ka-re."
[no meaning], [no meaning], (head like) a pot, now, smashed."

Yofhi asaninka Eisati yaanahi,
He killed again our fellow tribesman, again he carried again,

imana'atiri Knta imanahatiri. C6kakea
he hid him over there, he went and hid him. Here (they) were, then,

yoaitake'ri kav'ko. "Paitampaye ipeaipeatantakari,
they waited for him silently looking. "Why do they disappear
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yorave, nosaninkaye?"
and disappear, they there, my kinsmen?"

~iri itrati. Ara iciotaavaetahe-e'ti.
Well they went. There they all were illuminating (with

IvSeraka kacirinkaiteri ant, citeni
torches). He was located the sun way over there, (it was)

ineaatiri, Aitiatap.a`ka
dark, then, (when) suddenly they saw him, Fe was walking along the

iriori. 'H"anika y6nta? Iriotakeyaata
bank he. "Who (is) he over there? It is he, surely,

sinkitakotap,inita"eri anta. "Paitasa pant-iri?
he who always gets drunk with us over there." "What are you

"Tekacive, nociotaavaeti, oanto."
doing?" "ENothing., we are illuminating (in search for) O&nto."

Nea. iriotake oantapinitgciri.
2

"a, ariove',
You see, it was he he who always killed. "Ha, good enough',

maaronive, aciaciovaetah6e'teta maaroni." gri ikempe'akari.
everyone., we will all illuminate now everyone," wel he joined

Te imayehi te ima'yehi., t£ ima'yehi.
them. Tey didn't sleep, they didn't sleep, they didn't sleep,

te imayehi, te imgehi. Ikgntiri --
They didn't sleep, they didn't sleep. He said to them --

iciovet'aitate -- "Ta'e'?"' "Teeve." Ipitavetanaha2
they illuminated in vain -- "No (sign)?" 'None." They returned

iciovetiita ivSaninkape'
(to the search) in vain, they illuminated in vain all his fellow

t6e.eT _?" "ITeeve."
tribesmen, no (sign). "No (sign)?" "None."

"Paatati'ai nokicataiteta. Nokicatgiteta
"Just a moment, I am going to fish now. I am going to fish now,

pimaanakiti;gri encipfiite:. Hm hgiteti. Merai
(so that) you will sleep right away." Hm, (he) went. Long time,

prani_ , p'erani, ineavahatirive.
long time, long time, (and then) they suddenly saw him (returning)!

Iveraitakeri Aimate"ni, ipiotaitap'a'keri. "Herive,
He amassed them his fish then, on arriving he piled them up. "Here',
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ni'ompari, pitasivaeteIimav, pimaanaketa
my friends, roast all (these) fish, you will sleep thereupon

enciptite. Pitaien1rika poasanotanakeaya kacfni,
right away. If you are hungry eat well, then, intensely,

poasanotanakea, pimi6nake.tl YoEka, yoaka, yoEka, yogka,
eat well, sleep." They ate, they ate, they ate, they a

yoaka yo'aka yoaka. Ikantikea asaninka,
they ate, they ate, they ate. He said, then, our fellow tribesman,

"Paitamrp a ikantantri, 'Poasanotea pimaaperotanaketa.'?"
"Why does he say to us, 'Eat well, sleep soundly then.'?"

Ar'io. Yaayetaiti mapi, itintayetari. "Paapainteya
Enough. They all went and took stones, their pillows. "Bring

aviroriveo mapi -- ora, haokampa
quickly, now, all of you stones -- that is, how

oh'itari? -- pitinate'ari." ri yaapMainti,
is it called? -- on which to rest your heads." Well they brought

yoake kavako, yoake,
(the stones) quickly, they waited silently alert, they waited,

ate,

yoake.
they waited.

Neaatiri.
(He) suddenly

yamenahatiri.
he went to look at the

at them, then,
y6ra,

they

eyes, pretending (to b

ihitimaake.
he believed (they) wer

ipitaanteari
a stone with which E

itinaitaitanakakea
he sat up in a hurry,

Orave'.
there, then. That is'

___ Irotake yame'na[kel,
saw them. No (movement)' It is it he looked,

Yamenahatiri, inesaankaitirikea,
am. He went to look at them, he went to peer

L ~yamatavitirika imaciokamampe'ka.
there, they fooled him, then, they closed their

1- orat'er ipiap-a'aka,
)e asleep). So, that is, he returned,

Orate yaavetapggka irointi
re sleeping. It there, he took in vain it alone

Lrime. Aitake, Gra,
ie was going to hammer them. So it was, that is,

irinti ipiteeterirakea.
then, he alone he who was going to be hammered

"Arim[pla]yg pikantariye? AvirotEkem[pJa
"Can it be you are he? It is you, surely,
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mCekah orave, oapinitake'riri nosaninkap"ni.
now, that is, he who has been killing them all my former kinsmen.

Terv1a'ci, pikantirikeari, h 'Nomatikakakeri,
What is not, what you say, then, there, ha, 'I was dancing with him,

nomatikaka'akeri.' avirotakeyaatakea o'akeri.
I was dancing with him,' it was you surely, then, (who) killed them.

Pikem[p]evetakena narori. Ariompaye
You (tried to do) likewise, in vain, to me I. Surely

pikantari. Te[y]aci pikam6cate."r Ma'roni katiyayanakani
you are he. You are no good." Everyone stood up then

i psaninkagera t9nkore, tankore. "Camapicateriv'e.
all his fellow tribesmen there *getting up*. "Let's go away from

Iriotakeya'ci oaarantayetaeri y6ka."
him.' It is he, surely, he who killed some of us he here."

Piot6kca igimate'ra, ari ope'anaka
(They) were still piled up his fish there, so they were

sam'akara .ro, pe.naka,
transformed (into) rotten wood it, were transformed (into),

oora,amoarito por"okini, orav'e, itimatera
that is, driftwood fragmented, that is, his fish there

ipiotakerira, te aneanaheri. Peanaka,
that he had piled up there, no longer to be seen. (They) were

ir'osati ipeantaetakari. Pe'naka
transformed, it also therefore he (Oanto) was transformed. (They)

amariteoni. Aivetakateakea
were transformed (into) driftwood. So it began, now, then,

iginkitakaavetari,yo'ake aM'aninka,
he got drunk with them, in vain, he killed our fellow tribesmen,

yoake, ipeak'a'akeri, ipeakagkeri. Irotake
he killed, he made them disappear, he made them disappear. It is it

iyotimgtake, ir6sati iyotantaetakfarikea. "Iriotakevg
they began to know, it also therefore they knew, then. "It is he'

oakeriri." i ikantaitanakem[p]a iri6sr ir6sati
he who killed them." Ha, (so) he was, surely he, and so

ipeantaetanakarIkea, ir6sati yoantotantanhka.
therefore he was transformed, then, and so therefore he became oanto.
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"Oanto pipeaperoiteave." HjX aneantavahe'ariri
'"(To) o6nto be transformed for good and all." Yes, therefore we

peaperotan'aka.
see him totally transformed.

Iponeaheetah'akea ir_nti asgninka,
They all sallied forth, then, they alone our fellow tribesmen,

ihatayah{ni. yananinkavanahIni inampiki,
they all went then, they all walked by night then to their homes,

hatavah{ni. Yamenavetanalhari. "]aoaamfpla
(they) all went then. They looked for it in vain. "Where (are)

isimat'eranki?" Irovetfaka, ir6take, piotanahacari,
his fish, that is?" It had been they, it was they, what was piled up,

amgrito por6kira. "Iriotakev'e sima avakariranki
driftwood fragmented there. "It is they! the fish which we ate,

y6kg. Te, peanaka.
that is, they here. No, (they) have become transformed.

Amaritotanaka.*r Haitetgnake. Te ipokahate
(They) have become driftwood."r (They) finally went. They did not

as9aninka.
come (again) our fellow tribesmen.

Ikantapagkero irio'ri ihIna,
He (one of them) said to her when he arrived he his wife,

"Her"Oketi ipegntari, yorave, akaratiranki asaviki
"Here, then, therefore he disappeared, he there, (from) our midst,

neotinirgnki. Neg, iriotake oakeri
that is, my former nephew, that is. So, it was he he who killed

yoavetEkena n'arori ognto. Iriotakeyame oakgeri
him, he tried to kill me me Ognto. It was he, now, he who

ognto, ipeant'akari neotini.
killed us Oanto, therefore he disappeared my former nephew.

Akantirlkea, hEoka imatikakairi? ft6
We said to him, then, where did he dance with him? '*Look at it

nokantakotak'ari. Noaliretakotanakarive6,
(the time) go.*, I was (passing time) with him. I am very heartsick

avompariniranki. Nomatikakaitirini.
for him, our former friend, that is. I was dancing with him.
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Ipiimotakena.
He disappeared from my presence,

ihinkivedntaka.'
he was drunk.'

NeX iriotake
Ha, it was he

o'akeri."
(who) killed him."

Ari ok'arati. 'Ari
Well it is finished. Well

Odti

The tale of Odti, as related here by Aariti, is
more typical than that of Oanto because, instead
of elaborating an accidental linguistic association,
it serves to explain certain natural phenomena in
terms of an appropriate mythological origin. Pa-
paya trees grow around Campa settlements,
though the Campas do not plant them, nor do
they recognize that these plants spring from dis-
carded seeds. Instead, the Campas credit the ani-
mal odti (the tayra, Galictis barbara)-the white-
throated variety-with cultivating these plants be-
cause it is so often encountered climbing them to
get the fruit. Its status as a cultivator thus estab-

okgrati
L it is finished

meeka.
now.

lished, odti is further believed to have cleared the
forest for cultivation in days before its transfor-
mation from human form, and the grasslands
found in Campa territory today are what became
of odti's cleared fields. The myth of odti's trans-
formation thus provides an explanation for the
existence of these distinctive grasslands. Once
again the central figure of the myth is guilty of
improper behavior, gluttonous greed in this case.
Begging seed of his sister to plant maize, Odti
wastes the seed by popping it and eating it di-
rectly. His sister becomes suspicious, spies on
him, then boldly comes forward to accuse him of
wasting her seed. Once again, at the critical
moment of disclosure, the wrongdoer is trans-
formed.4

Otimantayetgrika
Therefore they all are here

meeka aneayetfro,
now we see them all,

kewitacrgria
what are grasslands,

ir6take
it is they

irogne
his gardens

perani. Irotake
long ago. It is it

itsinkinetarini, orav4

what was his maize formerly, that

ir6take i' inkinetavetari,
it is it what began as his maize,

'e., kelipikitanSinciri,5
is, that which became ketfipiki,

iro'akera icakayevet'arokea.
recently he had begun to plant

it all, then.

itself, then,

[K.: Opeay6itanakakea? ]

[ It transformed itself, then?]

p'erani iroakera
long ago (when) recently

Opealitanakfikea
It transformed

ipe'anaka,
he was transformed,

yora,
he there,

o'tira.
ofiti there.

Piapiata0a,
(He) who returned and returned,

orave, ikgntiro
that is, he said to her

iriciro -- haokarika ohita iriciro? --
his sister -- how might she have been named his sister? --,

orave2,
that is,
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'C"ro, epimpena piUnkine. Noncaketa noaneki,
"Sister, give me your maize. I will plant in my garden,

tekoerata onconkeata. Nocakavetaka kapIcahi, conkapahka."
it is not yet finished now. I began to plant a little, (but it) ran

Opavetavakgri, 6ekiri c'ekiri
out." She gave to him in vain, *sound of kernels when poured*,

yaapgaintati, pignaka. Tekgra osamanLhi
he took quickly, (and) returned (home). It was not yet a little

oneahatfri. "Co, conkap6ha,
while (when) she suddenly saw him again. "Sister, (it) ran out

tekgra nonconkatanteiro no'ne. Pimp'ahena
again, therefore I have not yet finished it my garden. Give me again

pisfnkine. Tek'aci noncakahe'ri." Opitavetav'ahari.
your maize. I do not have with which to plant." She gave him again

Pi'anaka.
quickly in vain. (He) returned (home).

Ok'anti,. rPaitamrpla, t'm[pla oleiki nopakeri
She said, r"What, isn't it much I gave him

'gfnki? Oggiki nop'akeri, tekerame inconkatantearo
maize? Much I gave him, (but) he has not yet finished it, now,

iroane. Ha, nopavahiri gisati. Arive nohatake
his garden. Ha, I gave him again. Very well I will go

nonogikabitaite'rita, namenaiterlta
I will just sneak up on him, now, I will look at him, now,

haokarika okarati antave' ic'akake." [K.: Ohtitikea
how much might way over there he have planted." [ She believed,

icakap'eroti? I Oh'tati
then, (that) he really was planting?] She believed (that)

icakaperotati. Okanta,ok.anta, neap'tiri
he really was planting. She went on, she went on, (she) suddenly

-- pokaiveetaci t t'k, tok, t'k
saw him -- who was putting in the hot ashes *sound of popping corn*,

mihamihata'czakea. Iniironta otonkayetanake
who was hop-hopping, then. He saw it over there it all exploded

gntg, kantgci ir "6nkona, 6nkona, 6nkona, 6nkona. 'nkona,
over there, who said he, "Onkona, 6nkona, tnkona, 6nkona, 6nkona,
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6nkona 6nkona.'*7 T__ tok .k t'k oavain'ca.
'onkona 'onkona. * Pop, pop, pOp3, pOp, who ate (them as they came

'rHj'a. ik'antiri h'aihi, arav'e, 'Pimpena
flying). "Ha, what he said my brother, that is, 'Give me

pisnkine,' h iriotvke.yoatiaroysaci. noneaitirikea
your maize,' ha, it is he, he is eating it surely, I see him, then,

m6eeka." HMi onegitiri opianaha.
now." Ha, she saw him, she returned (home).

Op6nea opiasitanakari 'aisati. Irosati
She sallied forth to return to him agaih. It also

ompeante'ari. Okfnta oneapaahat{ri,
therefore she will transform him. It seems she suddenly saw him again,

pokaitaciri, hire'aci AsInkine,
he who was putting in the hot ashes, who was husking his maize,

hlfre, hf-r-e hirel, h1re, itasipiokitfake.
*husk*, *husk*, *husk*, *husk*, he roasted a pile of kernels.

[K.: Irokea agitacari sfnki - ir'ointi irfcirora?
She, then, she who owned the maize she alone his sister

] Iroitemfplakea aR'tadca. Okgnta oneapaatiri
there?] She surely, then, who owned. It seems she suddenly saw him

pokait9ci iroanekinta. [K.: Korake.
who was putting in the hot ashes in his garden there. [ Watch out!

J MM. Okahemakotakeri, "Hgihi, piconkakero
here (she) comes.] Yes. She called to him, "rBrother, have you

poane?" Omincaroaitirim[pplakea, ir'osati
finished it your garden?" She frightened him, surely, then, and so

ipeantan'aka oati.
therefore he was transformed (to) o0ti.

Ok'anta isinkine pioki. Iroakera
It was (left) his maize a pile of kernels. Recently

okaratavetapa'gka iginkine aka.
it had come to be (this high) [gesturing] his maize here,

itekie_e_reki, otiokayevetaka, 6ra,
worthless, small, it all had grown in vain, it there,

icakayevetakari kaplcahi. Okenaitake,
all that he had planted in vain a little. It extended (in this
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opeanak
direction) [gesturing], it was

oke'sitantaitangka.
therefore it became grasslands.

pahierani kesitac{ri? ]
long ago what are grasslands?]

.k..a-. irosati
transformed, and so

[K.: Iriome peanakerori
[ He, now, he who transformed it

Irl__ kamagri,8 ipeasit`naka.
He, the demon, he was transformed

Teka'ci peavetearine. Omincaroakerira
by himself. There was no one who transformed him. She frightened him

iriciro. [K.: i omincaroa1iitakari? ]
there his sister. [ Ah, she simply frightened him?]

Omincaroasit'akari ir"iciro. Aita[ke] ipasiventavetanSka
She simply frightened him his sister. So it was he was ashamed

inoaveta. Ikengitake. Okahemakotavaitiri, "Oati pimpeaitetea,
he was. He went away. She called to him, "(To) olti you will be

h'ihi. 'Eiro poaitet'haro 'ginki.
transformed finally, brother. You won't eat it again maize.

Mapocam[pla po'aitea."
Papaya, surely, you will eat."

Ir6sati vativincaitant'akaro imapState iri'ori.
And so therefore he is owner of it his papaya he.

[K.: Irosatikea yagitantanakgro iri'ori?] Mm.
[ And so, then, therefore he is owner of it he? ] Yes.

Ir'osati yagitantanakaro mapolap!6. -ro inffro
And so therefore he is owner of it all papaya. So he sees it

oanci, {ro iniiro oanci, hokayetapainci.
a garden, so he sees it a garden, (it is he) who comes and leaves

'Iro iniiro ognci, hokayetapMainci,
all (the papaya seeds). So he sees it a garden, (it is he) who

p'akara, pikara,
comes and leaves all (the papaya seeds), *sound of falling seeds*,

aneantarori ogiokayeti. [K.: Ariot
therefore we see them (papaya trees) they all grow. [ Yes, of

pamexnero me'eka o arotak'empa pankit'iro? ]
course, look at it now it here, is it we (who) planted it?]

Mm. [K.: Iriot'akekea irinti afsitaro. ] Kempetacarira,
Mm. [ It is he, then, he alone (who) owns it.] Which is like,
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orave, irove
there, that is, it, indeed,

copire.
*breaking off*.

iraakayetangke,
they all ripen,

[K. : Yaapgintati. ]
[ He grabs quickly.]

ataitap'ake,
(he) climbs,

yaapa'inti
he grabs

Yaapiinti coplre.
He grabs *breaking off*.

Te inkenke ireanah6ro
He has forgotten

iroahe'aro 9lnki, yoavetanniri
to eat it maize, which he ate formerly

I.-,perani.
long ago.

M31 gri okarati.
Mm, well it is finished,

ir'io'rli ir-a"si i enkic'ari. Te' o
he, his his story. Not r

Several other accounts of spontaneous trans-
formation, as well as accounts of transformation
with cause unknown, were collected by me, and
are given here in summary form.

1. Maniro (deer) was a Campa long ago
(asaninka perani) who used to go out hunting. So
poor a hunter that he never bagged anything, he
would cut off strips of his own flesh to smoke,
bring back, and give to others. His fellows spied
on him finally, and then came forward as he was
engaged in his secret activities. For shame, he
became transformed spontaneously into man iro.
(Informant: Aarfti.)

2. The dung beetle tivito was also a Campa
long ago (asdrinka perani), married to the sister
of the glowworm pir6ni. Tivito always refused
manioc when it was offered to him, but when his
wife returned from performing a natural function
he would disappear, and was found eating her
dung. On one occasion pironi and tivito went out
to collect the edible termites called kacikori.
When it grew dark pir6ni returned home, using
his lights to see, but tivito refused to leave until
he had amassed all the kacikori he desired. Pir6ni
was sent back by his sister, wife of tivito, to look
for him, and found him hunched over with his
face covered. It seems tivito had tried to return
home in the dark and had banged his head every-
where, producing the black marks now seen on
this vile insect. He was now ashamed to show his
face. Suddenly he started flying as he does now,

nokemak6tiri
(what) I heard about him

oati
oSti

,eikiperotasano'te.
eally very much.

converted to his present form, leaving his ka-
cikori behind. (Informant: gariti.)

3. Fire was first made by the toad magero,
then in human form. Masero swallowed the fire,
leaving none for the rest. The squirrel meiri, also
in human form at that time, thereupon made fire
with a fire drill, using achiote (Bixa orellana)
wood. This fire was stronger, and when ma§ro
swallowed it his throat was burned and he was
thereupon transformed into a toad. How meiri was
changed to his present form is not known. (In-
formant: Bariti.)9

4. The insect maUicari (miser), also called
mavitidirikiti, was asaninka perani who feigned
sleep whenever a visitor came so as not to give
food. He was transformed by an unknown agent.
Today this insect draws its limbs close when
touched. Anyone who touches this insect often,
will become stingy. (Information obtained at
Os'erdto).

5. Pihfri, the bloodsucking bat, was for-
merly a Campa who bit his wife at night. It is not
known how he was transformed. (Informant:
Sarfti )1O

6. When toads and frogs sing a great deal it is
because they are having a drunken festival. They
were all asaninka perani, in the form of both men
and women. The circumstances of their transfor-
mation are not known. (Informant: gariti.)"

7. The crab o§ro was formerly a Campa
woman who made sweet maize beer. This ex-
plains the sweet flavor of crabmeat. It is not
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known who transformed her. (Informant: ga-
riti.)12

8. On the upper Perene River, just below
Manitipdnko, there is, in the water on the left
side, a rock called IroProteni. This rock was for-
merly a large crab that overturned rafts. It is not
known how the transformation occurred. (Infor-
mation obtained on the Perene.)

9. We were tricked by samdni (Coelogenus
paca), when he was in human form, into ex-
changing molars on a loan basis, so that he could
eat hard food. This left samani with the good
molars that once were ours, and left us with his
inferior molars. (Informants: Hevayoki and
Komempe.)13

NOTES

'With these words Oanto would proclaim his arrival
at a festival. The text of the song that follows, like that
appearing in another of these narrations (below, page
452), is syllabified in accordance with the notes. Musical
transcriptions are by Mr. E. C. Culver.

2Note that the first four letters of this word, com-
prising the morphemes -o- (to kill) and -ant- (therefore)
are the same as the first four letters of the word odnto.
Here, in this tenuous linguistic association, we see the
probable reason for attributing to this frog a homicidal
past. There is, as far as I am aware, no other possible
explanation for the transformation of the murderer in
this myth or fable into, of all things, a frog.

3That is, the search party continued deep into the
night without sleeping.

4Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 92) reported only
that in Machiguenga belief oati was formerly a cultivator
transformed by "Yabireri."

'KeUipiki was described as a wild plant that grows in
the grasslands and resembles ivenki (Cyperus piripiri).

Otiavdnkori is a reference to burning. The reiteration of
the word meiri was explained as signifying something
like the following: "Let the fire be red like this squirrel;
let the flames rise high like its fur; let the fire consume
all, as meiri can eat the hardest nut." The wording of
this chant is either archaic or esoteric, and it is not
known who is being addressed. According to Padre Gar-
cia (1935-1937:XVIII, 93), the Machiguengas believe
that the inventor of fire was transformed by "Yabireri"
into the monkey called "shito."

'°Compare Garcia 1935-1937:XVIII, 91-92: "The
vampire [bat] was a Machiguenga who bit his wife at night,
leaving her entire body bloodied. She had a brother.
When he saw the bad treatment that his sister suffered,
he made a bow of the kiri palm like- those used to
shoot arrows, rigged it with a strong cord at great ten-
sion, and gave it to her. At night her husband wanted to
bite her as was his habit but, deceived, he began to bite
the middle of the bow. As it was so taut, the bow broke
suddenly and struck the middle of his nose, folding it
toward his eyes, in the form that it is seen today. Ya-
bireri tasorinchi blew on him and converted him into a
vampire."

'The name of Odti's sister was later remembered to
be Kentdkori.

7Onkona is the setico tree (Cecropia sp.). Its name is
still repeated while popping corn.

'Here the narrator is simply being abusive.

'The association here appears to be between fire and
the fiery red fur of meiri. When land is to be burned
over to clear a field for cultivation or some other pur-
pose, the Campas whistle over a cupped hand to sum-
mon the wind to spread the fire. But in the Ipoki region
there is used in addition a chant, which incorporates the
following phrases in various combinations:

Poteneri panfri
M&iri, meiri, meiri, meiri
Otiavdnkori

Poteneri panfri means "illuminate your cross-cousin."

"Compare Garcia 1935-1937:XVIII, 88: "When the
toads and frogs sing a lot it is because they are having a
festival, in full drunkenness. Formerly all of them were
Machiguenga women whom one day the Evil Principle
Kientibakori found singing; he blew on them and con-
verted them into toads and frogs."

"2According to Padre Garcia's report (1935-
1937:XVIII, 93), the Machiguengas credit "Ya-
bireri" with this transformation. Note that this account
contradicts the statement by another informant men-
tioned earlier, that oMro was a fleeing warrior trans-
formed by Avireri when he dived into a stream.

"3Padre Garcia's account of the origin of human den-
tition is substantially different (1935-1937 :XVIII,
96-97). The remaining accounts of this kind provided by
Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 86-97) were not recog-
nized by my informants.
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PART 4. CAMPA COSMOGONY: THE SKY

KAMIRI, THE MOON: CANNIBAL ORIGINS AND FLIGHT TO THE SKY

I am the Moon-god A-a, the dweller among
the gods. I shall not come to an end.

-Book of the Dead (Papyrus ofA ni)

In Campa cosmological thought, Kagiri (the
Moon) is a deity with cannibalistic tendencies
who formerly lived on earth as a Campa. The
following mythological text describes the events
leading up to KaUiri's ascension to the sky. Hav-
ing taken a number of his nephews on hunting
trips only to murder and devour them, Kasiri is
at last found out, and while the irate father of

the victims threatens him at length, Kagi'ri escapes
by rising from earth to sky. The narrator notes
that Kagiri survived to illuminate our nights be-
cause his brother-in-law, in the days before
revenge killing had become customary, could
only vociferate even as Kagrin made good his
escape. This text was provided by the informant
Komitia.

Ikantiri,
What they say,

ora, otimi irfciro -- kempetacimpi
that is, she lived his sister -- which is

avirori, otimi
like you you, (when) she lives

aV3rori piciro -,
you your sister -- ,

itineri,
his nephew,

it'neri,
his nephew,

itineri
his nephew,

itfneri
(and) his nephew,

os!iki. Ikantanake
many. He said

meeka y6ka Santo irio'ri, katsiri --

now he here Moon he, the moon --

ak'antiri
we call him

arori "'kaMlri'-I -

we "the moon" -- ,
ikantiro
he said to her

irfciro:
his sister:

"Cio pintiankavaken'ari
"Sister, send them to me

nefti.
my nephews.

nohatakayeri
It there, I will go with

nomaaveetakgyeri.
them (to the forest) I will sleep (pass) some (days) with them.

Nomaaveetak'ayeri anta."
I will sleep (pass) some (days) with them over there." "'Ha,"

okantirAkea
she said to him, then,

iriciro,
his sister,

"paanakerik'eti,
"take them, then,

paanak.ri."
take them."

Yaanakeri.
He took them.

Ari 'nta,
Well over there,

imaakLpaakeri.
he slept with them.

Imaakggkeri
He slept with them

358

itf'make
they lived
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gnt'a. Iha'take. Ikgnti -- itiankap'a'Ikeri iriori
over there. They went. He said -- he sent them he

inta -- , "Neoti, pih'ate pimovaetapae kencori."
over there -- , "Nephews, go call Gray Tinamous (Tinamul

"Ha, ariove." Yakigitakotfike kaniri,
tao)." "Yes, good enough."' He roasted in their shells manioc,

isomatakerfri koahika yker "ri,"
what he mixed with them later (when) he killed them. "Well,"

ikantanikekea iriori kaA{ri "'ari noh'atake nonkenangke
he said, then, he the moon, twell, I go I will pass

ngrori akfi."1
I here (by this route)."

Ikenanake iriori a s'aninka irio'ri, it'ineri
They passed they our fellow tribesmen they, his nephews

iri6ri ikenanake. H3, ipiapa'aka koiika,
they they passed (by another route). Well, they returned later,

ikentake kenc6ri, yamapaakeri. Ha, ipokapiihi
they had shot Gray Tinamou, they brought it. Well, they came

citenihenkaiteni. Ikantap'airi., "Kok{!"' Ikantav'hiri,
at dusk. They said to him, "Uncle."' He said to them,

"Ne'oti, pok'himpi?" "Pokthana." "Te, te ane'ri?"
"Nephews, have you returned?" "We have returned." "No, there was no

"Teeve'. Te anee'ri. Te anggrihi
(game) sighted?" "No' There was no (game) sighted. There was no

ak'a." "Ha', nohMa"veta," ikantana'ke
(game) sighted here." "Well, I went in vain," he said (in turn)

iriori Santo a "nohaaveita narori gnt'a, te ane'eri.
he Moon here, "I went in vain I over there, there was r

Mieika, ne6ti, pimaapee aka, pimaye. Pim'a'nake
(game) sighted. Now, nephews, sleep here, sleep. Sleep,

eirokea pisakitanakeci. Encip'aite pimaaheetan'ake. Ha.
don't, then, awaken. Right away you all sleep. Ha.

rekicini aka paamayari aka.II
rhere is nothing here for you to fear here."

Ima'a'nake hia yaitar6kea ora
They slept, ha, he grabbed it quickly, then, it there,

IS
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icekantakariri ora ikantiri iyarivate3 iriori.
with which he cut them, it there, what they call his club he.

Ya'akero,, s{rfi. Im6gnake. Iposakeri
He grabbed it, *zip*. They were sleeping. He hit him (a nephew)

aka icgnoki cfitf. Ygitari pae'ini,
here in his neck clean through. He grabbed him quickly the other

ipogiit'ari t'ok. ASi. Ik'anta yoamua'keri,
(nephew), he hit him quickly *wham*. Ah. It seems he killed them,

hZa. Yaitar'ikea. Itotit'ari, isiktae

eh. He grabbed them quickly, then. He cut them up, he smoked them.

Yoa"kari, yoakari ic'ipa. Okarati imigke ak'a.
He ate him, (and) he ate him the other. It totaled he slept here

Imagke imda'ke imaake, imiake.
[counting off fingers]. He slept (four days in the forest).

Hero ipokant'ahari oka.
Here it is [indicating fifth finger], thereupon he came.

Ipokapaahi. Ikantavetapaaharokea iAciro.
He came (back). He said to her, then, in vain his sister,

"Pineavahlrimpa ne6ti? zyohokaitana a'nt."
'tHave you seen them my nephews? Well, they left me over there.r"

.-O ~~4Tekfici iramap hi iriori yor S'anto. Ipokagitapilha.
He brought nothing he he there Moon. He merely came.

Okantavaker{kea ir6ri ir{ciro: "Haokame
She said to him, then, she his sister: "Where, now, (are)

pitineri ~meka ha3'ihi, akg?" "Ain'iro anta
your nephews now, brother, here?" "They are over there,

nohok'aitiri ant . Ir6take kggri nopokitgnta,
I left them over there. It is it therefore I did not come,

nokahemayevetari anta, Ir6rika itimpine'ake.
I was calling vainly for them all over there. Surely they got lost.

Iriori itimpineake antg, nokahemavetahari _____
They they got lost over there, I called them in vain over there,

te an te' akemahfri. Me6ka nopianake
they were not seen, they were not heard. Now I will return

aisati, naanahe'ri palini ne'oti aka. Nokoakayet'aheri,
again, I will take them other nephews here. I will search with
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nonkoayetahSrita dnta irirentipe
them, we will search for them, now, over there all their brothe

anta. Mana'rika itimpinake." 'J paanakerike6'ti."
over there. Surely they got lost." "Yes, take them, then."

Yanahi ap te aisati. Apanivani,
He took two (nephews) again. One (pair of nephews) left,

ikaratapa'a'ke ak,ap"te gisati.
there were no more here, two also.

"He. paanakerikgti, haihi, aka. Pamenahantengri
"Yes, take them, then, brother, here. Go look for the

pit'ineri a pohokitayetakena'ri
for me your nephews over there, you have been losing them all f

akg. Kamecate aOnt'a, pihatak'ayeri antg
here. Nicely, now, over there, go with them all over there,

pohokitayetanarfci ak;9. Kameca pamapaheri akg.
be losing them all for me here. Nicely bring them here.

Pamakaaptgkeri ihitarika akg. Pikoakgyeri nt_a
Bring with them whatever (you bag) here. Seek with them over

pogsniri, pamakaapfikeri ak'a."
game, bring with them here."

a ya'a'nahi pag{ni apfte. Ikenangke aisati,
Well, he took another two. They passed also,

ipiakaanakari. Ikantanaka yo'keri
he returned with them (to the forest). It seems he killed them

'isati. Ikgrati, iconkakEri ' poye're.
also. They totaled (two), he finished them also, all used

Ipiapa-'afha aia, ikantapa'ihiro iri.ciro aisati, i,r'Os a
He returned again, he said to her his sister again, it al

ikantapa'ahiro iisati, "Clo, te ane'aheri
he said to her again, "Sister, again they are not to be seen

neoti." Okantavaker'ikea ir{iciro ak'a, "Haokamo
my nephews." She said to him, then, his sister here, "What

pikantiri pitineri? Pipeantakariri. Pint

have you done to them your nephews? So you have lost them. You

pas'ini 6apinki, pipe'ahiri 'aisati a_
with them the others the other day, you lost them also he

I up.

ati
lso

pa

takari
began

koa.
ere.

r me

eiro
don't
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m
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Pipe'ahiri dap3.nki a'isati. Manap mggSka poat"'ri
You lost them the other day also. Surely now you killed them

akhee.'
here."

Otiankitaharimpa aka, kempete'ri aro'ri,
She sent him quickly, it seems, here, one like us us,

antia'ri. ICfp antiar'ri. encite
big (adult). Another big (one also). "Yes, quickly, now,

poihatanakeri pik'6nkiri aka. Kearioya, manarik'ampa, 'ora,
follow him your uncle here. Careful, then, surely, it there,

yoakeri aka. Ne'am iroeainci inconkaarantempi
he killed them here. Perhaps next he will finish some of you

me'eka aka. KeariZya pimaikarlya.
now here. Careful, then, careful that you don't sleep, then.

Pamenak6oventea ak'a." Ih'atake iri6ri, yoihatanake'ri,
Look out for yourselves here." They went they, they followed him,

ha.
ha (they encountered him).

iri anti imaakaapggkeri _____
Well, over there they slept with him over there,

imaakaap6.fkeri. IrH9r6 6kg nomaakaavetari
they slept with him. "Here it is (where) I slept with them in vain

pire'nti aka. Xri ikenanakeri aka.
your brothers here. Well, (this is) where they passed here.

He'ro6 6apLnki ikenangke icpa aka."
Here is the other day (where) they passed the others here."

me.eka nohgte nokoayetari ohftakea
"Well, now I am going to search for it whatever it is, then,

ipe'antari aka, ipeantayetakari ak_a._
why they disappeared here, why they all disappeared here."

Ihatanake irir6nti iriori. Ikgntiri kAJLri,
He went (also) his brother he. What he did the moon,

iponatakaanakeri kaniri, isomatakerfri koghika
he had them wrap manioc, what he would mix with them later

yoakeari iriori aka. i iponatakaanakeri kanlri,
to eat them he here. Yes, he had them wrap manioc,
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itavakotapg&ke kanfri, okarati itavakore
they roasted in their shells manioc, it totaled what they roasted

akave. Isomatakeriri
here! [indicating the quantity]. What he would mix with them

ko'ahika, 6ra, yoanm'keri[rika] yo'akeri[rika] ak'a.
later, that is, [when] he killed them, [when] he ate them here.

Iri ihatan'ake. Ikanti_, "Pa-ita?" Ihaveeoaita
Well, they went. They said, "Why . . . ?" They went far

gnt'. Yamenampoereyevetari anta.
in vain over there. They looked for traces of them in vain over

Te, ipiapl'ha. Isonkapg6karo inca'to
there. No (trace), they returned. They went around it a tree,

ineaptiro, ik'anti "Tonkici." Iteonki
(and) they saw them, (and) they said "Bones." Their bones

irirentipg. Ik'anti karatake akave',
(of) all their brothers. They say (they) totaled here! [indicating

ora, ink-fito, om6ntak 'ari
the quantity], that is, (by) the tree, (by) its buttress, yes

ipiot'akero tonkicinive'. ifa ik-anti irire'nti me'e
he had heaped them all the bones. Well, he said his brother now

"Haa', ika'ntiri meeka, 'Te anegheri ne6tini
"Well, what he said now, 'They haven't been seen my former

a pe'aka.' He'ro okA m6fika mani
nephews here, (they) have disappeared.' Here it is now it is

yoaitiari aka." Ari ipokapa'ahi iri6ri. Ike'ntake
certain he ate them here." Well they came they. They shot

kenc6ri aplte. Ikanti irir'enti, ame,
Gray Tinamous two. He said his brother, "Let's go,

amenapaaherita akonkiri ak'a."
we will see him, now, our uncle here."

Ipokapaake, irosati ikantavgkeri, Ne pokahimpi?'
They came, and so he said to them, "Nephews, have you

"He, pok'ahana." ikantav'akeri, "Kamr
returned?" "Yes, we have returned." Well, he said to them, "Deal

kenG`rin?a"mt"Two." "Hah." Ha, ovrnt h ineakero
Gray Tinamous?" "'Two."l "Ah." Ha, over there they had seen tho

ka3,
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tonkLci a'nta. Ik' ikantak'eri yora Santo,
the bones over there. He said, he said to them he there Moon,

"Came am.ye, came amdye, ne6ti, pimgaapee.
"Let's go to sleep, let's go to sleep, nephews, sleep.

Osaitekgrakea ahatamane ankoayevetahe'ri
Tomorrow, then, we will go in the morning to search for them again in

pirenti aka." Ikantirfkea, "He, arlo."
vain your brothers here." They said to him, then, "Yes, good

Yoamet'akeri irire'nti iri6ri, "Pimaikariya.
enough." He instructed him his brother he, "Careful that you

Cfme me'6ka amaventea aka. Haokgitaci
don't sleep, then. Let's now be vigilant here. How

inkgntee, h'mpa ane'akero tonkici akl? Itonkip'eni
wil he treat us, haven't we seen them the bones here? All their

ar6ntini akE. Te'pa iriotake oakari
bones (of) our former brothers here. Is it not he (who) ate them

akW?" %ri imaamampeanaka, yamatavitak'ri, imaheretan'ke,
here?" Well, they slept uneasily, they fooled him, they became

imagke, iponanfaka. Imgke, imnake,
silent, they slept, they stretched out. They slept, they slept,

imaake, imaake -- te irimayehi.
they slept, they slept -- they didn't (really) sleep.

Imaheretagitake. Yoakove'ntaka.
They were just silent. They waited to defend themselves.

Ari itinahgnaka yra Snto, ka6gri. Itinahanaka,
Well he got up he there Moon, the moon. He got up,

ikgnti, "Ne-oti? Ne6oti.' Mg'akemp?
(and) he said to him, "Nephew? Nephew' Are you sleeping?"

Te yake'rihi. Ikantiri, "Neoti?" -- pat{ni
He didn't answer. He said to him, "Nephew?" -- the other

itinkaveta -- "Neoti, ne6ti, maikempi?" Te yakeri.
he prodded -- "Nephew, nephew, are you sleeping?" He didn't answer.

Ari ipicok'anaka ygaikero 0 iposantapinitariri
So he turned he grabbed it it here, that with which he had hit

irirentini, ipesantapinitakariri.
them their former brothers, that with which he had cut them.
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iaJ yaa'kero virf. fro yaavet'akero,
Yes, he grabbed it *zip*. But he grabbed it in vain,

ikantavetak'aro a inceker'me
he did (raise) it (to strike) in vain here, he was going to cut them

ak'a. Itina'sit'anaka. Ikantanakeri, y6ra, "PAita,
here. They then got up. They said to him, they there, "What,

md'6ka, kokl? Haoka akantavakayempari, koki, aka?
now, uncle? What will we do to each other, uncle, here?

Aposavakaante'ri aka?" Ari ikantanake
Why are we going to hit each other here?" Well he did

ka-sri iri6ri aka, yoipianahiro ir'ako aka.
the moon he here, he made it return his hand here.

Ik6i imposerime ak'a. Yoipianahlro. Ikantir'ikea,
He had sought to hit them here. He made it return. They said to

toPKit me'eka, koki, ak'a, oavakaante'ari
him, then, "Why, now, uncle, here, are we going to kill one

ak'a? Heroketiv'e, ko4 mde'ka, pikantiri me'ka,
another here? Here is, then', uncle, now, what you say now,

'Peaka neoti, pe'aka
'(They) have disappeared my nephews, (they) have disappeared

ne6ti aka.' Avfsati ak'a oayet'keri ak"a.
my nephews here.' You yourself here killed them all here.
Avlsati oakeri aka. Pikantiri meeka, 'Itimpine'ake,
You yourself killed them here. What you say now, 'They got lost,

itimpineake aka?.' Te intimpine66hi, avirotake oakeri
they got lost here.' They did not get lost, it is you (who) killed

ak'a. Ma"ng poaitifiri aka. Pamgne, narori
them here. It is certain you ate them here. Look, we

me'gka nonekempi, irt pipo'sename ak'.
now we have seen you, that's right, you were going to hit us here.

T6 pikamecate m kok'i, akaI."
You are no good now, uncle, here."

'ri ipokapicatlri. Ikantanahiri irir'nti,
Well, they came away from him. He said to him his brother,

"C'ame ahatapicat'eri." Yaanahlri iyencorite,
"Let's go away from him." They took them their Gray Tinamous,
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itetanzaiiri icarat'ei gri ip'oki. "Cgme
they put them into their shoulder bags, then they came. "Let's

ahatapicat'eri.It Ikanta, yananinka.hi osWite.
go away from him." They went on, they traveled at night at night.

Ik'anta, yare'taha in'mpiki citenirfki. Yareetapgaiha.
They went on, they arrived home in the night. They arrived.

Okantavahiri irniroI"Pokahimpi, notiZmi?"
She said to them their mother, "Have you returned, my sons?"

"Pokavetah'ana aka. Yoavetakena kokY' akg.
rWe have returned in vain here. He tried to kill us uncle here.

Yoavet'kena."' "Haoka ikantak9mpiri?" "Noneakeri a
He tried to kill us."' 'What did he do to you?" "We saw him here,

irbtake, iposen'ame akg. None'kero iygni
it is it, he was going to hit us here. We saw it our former brothers

aka -- 6ra, hkokampa oh'tari? -- it6nki aka.
here -- that is, what is it called? -- their bones here.

Mananea yoaiti'ari ak'a. TW,ikantiri mv6ka,
It is certain, then, he ate them here. No, what he says now,

'M__n__ ipeabit'aka.' Te, mana
'Certainly they just disappeared, they just disappeared.' No, it is

gokari ak'a. I

certain he ate them here."

i__ timaci iir aitar{ri
Well, there was his brother-in-law, he who owned them

yo'ka itomip' iriori. Ipokapaaka iriori, ikamantapgakeri
they here all his sons he. They came they, they informed

akE. Ipokap'agke. Eiro itimi me6ka Santo iri6ri,
him here. They came. He would not live now Moon he,

p'erani iroyetakerlme iri6ri. Ir6mpa okempet&anaka me'e'ka
long ago if he had killed him he. Was it like now

ak'a, oancit'anaka p rani? Ir'om tekfci
here, there were killings long ago? Surely there was no

pArani antancini p6rani, tekaci kisgnci poerani
long ago ado formerly long ago, there was no anger long ago

aka. tiro it'mime Santo, eiro aneaiterime me'eka. Ari
here. He would not live Moon, we would not see him now. Well,
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ipokavetapaaka iraniri iriori. Ikantap'airi "an"ll
he came in vain his brother-in-law he. He called him "brother-

aka.
in-lawrr here.

Ipokapai iriori Santo. Okgarati
He came he Moon. It totaled [showing five fingers]

imaanake -- imai, imai, ipasiventavetanaka,
he had slept (in the woods) -- he slept, he slept, he was ashamed,

imaa'ke -- okarati akg. Neavahgtiri
he slept -- it totaled here [five fingers]. (They) saw him

ikenapg9hi. Ir6sati ipokant'aka, okantavgkeri
he came that way. And so then he came, (and) she spoke to him

iriciro. Ipokapgi, isavikapai. Ir6sati okantantavak&ri
his sister. He came, he sat down. And so then she said to him

ak, "P'ta, h'aihis ak'a?" Iri okaintiri., "1Poyerime
here, 'Why, brother, here?" Well she said to him, "You were

pitineri aka. Paita poanteariri,
going to kill them your nephews here. Why will you kill them,

p'aita poantayetarlri ak'a pitineri akg? Nokemavakeri,
why did you kill them all here your nephews here? I have heard it,

ikantap'a'kena, ikamantap'akena. Pikantir{kea
they have told me, they have informed me. What you have said, then,

meeka haihi
now brothei

timpineake
(they) got lost

poaitia.ri
you ate them

Me'.ka
Now

iri6ri aka.
he here.

mge'ka
about now

aka? Pa'ita
here? Why

akva, 'Te ane'aheri neotini,
r here, 'They are not to be seen my former nephew

aka.' Avisati o'akari aka. Mana
t here.' You yourself ate them here. It is ce

aka. "
here."

igiapa'a'ka iriori asitarfri itomiT
he came running he he who owned them his me

Ikantapa'gkeri, "Anif,p.ita oponear
He said to him, "Brother-in-law, why did it

aka poantearir.ime pitineri
here (that) you were going to kill them your nepi

opone'antari poantearir{me
did it come about (that) you were going to kill them

ws.,

ertain

any sons

ntari
come

hews
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pitineri aka? Poantayetakariri aka. Pik'ntiri
your nephews here? Therefore you killed them all here. What you said

me'eka 'timpine'aiti.' Te itimpine'eohi ak'a. Ma'ng
now, 'They got lost.' They did not get lost here. It is certain

poka aka. Neampa ineaitiro me'ka oka me'eka
you ate them here. It seems they saw it now they here now

pitfneri aisati itonkipe ak". Pipiot'akero
your nephews also all their bones here. You had piled them

tonkici akfa. I

the bones here."

Ipiaveta, ivsiavetap'ainta
He (the victim's father) returned in vain, he ran quickly

aisati, ik6i yoy6rime iri6ri. "Enci avfrori
in vain also, he sought to kill him he. "Let's see you

me'ka ak mgeka noyempi avirori."' Ik ineftiri
now here, now I will kill you you." He talked; he suddenly

iri6ri kafIri yok6me Santo: isoto'anake -- okempeta
saw him he the moon he here, now, Moon: he emerged -- it was

pank6oci -- isotoan ikatiaka. Ikgnti
like a house (where he was) -- he emerged, he stood. He said

meeka "Noaitetfmpi anf, aka." Ikantangke iri6ri
now, "I will kill you, brother-in-law, here." He said he

Sgnto 'rEiro poaitetanav6e an{. aka'. firo poaitetanaci,
Moon, "You won't kill me', brxther-in-law, here. You won't kill me,

anl, ak'a." IKrosati ikanti; ineavakiri;ik'ant
brother-in-law, here." And so he talked; he saw him; he talked;

yoaratinkangka aka, yacom`nakal yoankan3ka, hat
he soared vertically here, he went bodily, he rose, went,

hatke hat:6ke ik;kntii ikan-tave'tari.
went, went; he was (still) talking to him, he was talking to him

in vain.

Iriomerika'me ikante'6tiri aka, hi imanatavakerime.
If he had been what they say here, yes, if he had shot

ikentavaker"ime, eiro itimgitime me'ka S'anto.
at him, if he had shot him, he would not live now Moon.

Eirome ikantir'ime meeka, "Noyempi avirori"
If he had not said to him now, "I will kill you you,"
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eiro ikamantirime
if he had not informed him

m6'ka, 'eiro itimime
now, he would not live

meeka Santo.
now Moon.

H mveka, acitenitakot'me
Yes, now, we would be in darkness

yoankantanaka
therefore he ros

henoki.
up in the sky.

me6ka. H'aiteti
now. (He) fii

isavikantapggka
therefore he res:

m6gka. Ir6sati me4ka
now. And so now

henski irosati isavikantaka
e up to the sky, and so therefore he resides

He iro'sati isavik'antaka henoki
Yes, and so therefore he resides up in the i

henoki. Ir6sati m6'eka
nally went up to the sky. And so now

ides
henoki.
up in the sky.

sky

ArAoJ okantari.
Enough, so it was.

NOTES

'KaUiri proposes to go out hunting while his nephews direct question about their activities or concerns.
are hunting elsewhere. Nothing indicates, however, that
KaWiri actually does so, for the game he is after are his 'The club is not a component feature of Campa
nephews. This text is especially valuable for presenting a material culture. Kalr'ri's weapon was identified as the
Campa view of hunting as a workaday occupation. swordlike club of the Panoan-speaking tribes to the

north.
2The boys deny having bagged anything, although

they have. This conforms to the common Campa
practice of replying initially in the negative to any

4That is, he brought back no game.

KA-4IRI, THE MOON: GIVER OF MANIOC AND PROGENITOR OF THE SUN

At first the Campas ate only kacikoripio (the
nest of the termite kacikoni), from which they
themselves had originally been formed. It was
Kasiri, the Moon, who gave the Campas manioc,
their present staple food, when he became in-
terested in a pubescent girl and took her as his
wife. From their union was born the Sun, whose
heat was so great that with his birth he burned
his mother to death. The following account of
these events was provided by the informant
Ken6cori. The narrator uses this myth as a vehicle
to introduce explanations of incidentally related
phenomena: women today must work hard har-

vesting manioc because the Moon's wife neglected
to instruct her mother simply to shake the
manioc plants to harvest them; women today suf-
fer labor pains because Kadiri leaned his wife on
stinging nettles rather than on the lubricous sinti
tree (?Heliocarpus sp.); the Campas today die
and never return to life because Odti, though in-
structed simply to leave the Sun's dead mother at
a distance, buried her. The narrator uses terms to
which we can assign a recent origin: he calls the
Sun Nehdronci (Mirror); he calls the Sun's
mother "Santa Maria"; he makes reference to
Irimdka (the spirit center at the western edge of
the earth).

Ikanti perani, orave, Tagsorenci -- Taso'renci
They say long ago, that is, God -- God

me'e'ka
now

yoka, P va--- Pav .

he here, the Sun -- the Sun,
yora, ihitanaka
he there, he is named

yora
he there
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Neha'ronci, ihitanaka Neh'aronc isavikave'etani pe'rani
Mirror, he is named Mirror, he used to live formerly long ago

aka. Ikgnta ihatahi henoki. Isavikapaahi, orave',
here. It seems he went up to the sky. He lives, that is,

overapa'gka kip'ci 6nta hen"oki.
(where) it ends the earth it over there up in the sky.

Irio, patfni, y6ra Kasiri, intanak:rori pgrani.
He, another, he there the Moon, he who began it long ago.

Y6ra, aaninka, aninka
They there, our fellow tribesmen, our fellow tribesmen,

t6, orave, aneero kanfri, te ane6ro kan'ri, irointi
there was no, that is, manioc, there was no manioc, it alone

yoa kipaci. Oponeaaka, ora, opankosita
they ate earth. It came about, it there, her menarche hut

6ra, ohitana'ka Santa Marla. Sa'nta Maria. Oo aEka,
she there, she was named Saint Mary. It came about,

orave, ir.take pankogiriakero Kasl'ri.
that is, it was he (who) dismantled it, the menarche hut Moon.

Oponezaka, irio'ri iri hatgci yame'ni kipa'ci,
It came about, he her father who went to look for earth,

y6ra, yorave', kacikoripio. Irtake
he there, that is, nest of [the termite kaclkori]. It was (it) of

otononk`'keri -- otononkikero --
theirs (kac{kori) they (the women) ground it -- they ground it --

osapek'keri, onkocit'akeri, o'karo,
they made it into cakes wrapped in leaves, they boiled it, they ate it,

'ora, cirepacari, 2ra, kipaci. Ponegka, irio
it there, gummy mass, it there, earth. (It) came about, he

Kasfri itasonk'kero kanlri. Poneaka, oaratfnkaka
Moon he blew on it manioc. (It) came about, (he) soared vertically

hen6ki. I fro areetapa'gka, 'ra, infro
(down from) the sky. She arrived, she there, her mother

Sgnta Mar'a, yareeheetapaka, Iri ya'inta
(of) Saint Mary, they all arrived, her father he carried (from) afar

iip'cite. tro oponegiaka, pone6'aka, orave,
his earth. So it came about, (it) came about, that is,
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panko iriEkero Ka'iri ora
(he) had dismantled it, the menarche hut Moon, of she there,

Santa Marla, ineap'aakero savikZake.
Saint Mary, (and) they saw her seated.

Ir6sati ipone'aka, okantavakero infro
And so it came about, she said to her (to) her mother,

"Pihfrtel pamenap6'e, 6ra, yovecikakeri pitfneri,
"Go look at, it there, what he made your son-in-law,

kanfri. Pgita aciperiantarori avaro 6k6
manioc. Why do we do what is undesirable we eat it it here,

Sra, ~~kipfici PondeaS oa amavsit'akero.
it there, earth?" (It) came about, it there, she (the mother)

Tg onkanterohi,
brought it improperly. She (Saint Mary) had not said to her,

"Pinikeroya." Onikakerome,2 ir'osati onkanteame me'eka
"Shake it, now." If she had shaken it, it also it would be now,

6ra ake,eiro opomerencit'arome cinane akg,
it there here, it would not give them work the women here,

bra, onkeikakoyet'ero.
it there, to dig them up.

Oponei'aka itimake, itlmake ohanangkite,
It came about he was born, he was born her child,

itimakgfikero Kas'fri. Kantave'taka, kantavetak'ri
he made her give birth Moon. (He) said in vain, (he) said to him i

ryvo'ra, Xri "Arior(ka pinkonkaken
vain, he there, her father, "Whenever (the time comes) signal me

encip'ite nompokape£. r
with a hand-whistle, (and) right away I will come. It there,

antintante-arota sinti,
therefore we will lean her, thereupon, (on) a' fnti tree,

girota okemayetahiroci kacipe
(so that) she will not, thereupon, feel them all all (labor) pains

oka, piAgninka." PoneKaka itintant'rkero
she here, your fellow tribes(wo)man." (It) came about he leaned her

hirfna otgpiki, okemantayetari m6Aka
(on) stinging nettles on her back, therefore they all feel now
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kacirip',
all pains,

itasonkikeri
he blew on hi

Itasonk"akeri
He blew on ti

Oka, it
It here, ti

'bkiL i E'
it here his

Iporn
It c-

Ikantave'taka,
He (the fathe

pasini,
another (chil

oklmaJ
her, she di

iyecip'atare,
his flat clut

i3ointi 6
it alone, i

ikeitagsitak'er
so he excavat

ikantaveta,
he had said i

irihokaiter6xr
if he had thr

'A
returned. S

pfitani
(but) in just

ampiahe,
we would retu

Heroe,
Here

oravoe, cinanep£ ohanan6kite. Opone ka
that is, all women (with) their children. It came about,

L ipicareavak'ri mg'aroni.
im, he ripped him (the child) to pieces all.

L ipe'akeri virak66a.
hem (the pieces), he transformed them (to) White men,

kitet'antari, yk e'ka, Kirinko ora,
ierefore he is white, he here now, the Gringo, it there,

ampa yantaritantaye'tari.
s shoulders therefore they are big.

itfmake P It'imake Pava.
ame about, he was born the Sun. He was born the Sun.

L '"Ariorilka int'imake
ar of Saint Mary) said in vain, "Whenever he is born

pink6nkena." Aisati itaanakgro,
Ld), signal me with a hand-whistle." Also he burned

ce. Ipone'aka oati iri6ri, ySinake
Led. He came forth O&ti he, he carried

bra pita -- tekaci koc'iro4 p£rani --
~, it there flat -- there were no knives long ago --

)ra* pfita_ kir'pata. Ir'ota
Lt there, flat, flat krin wood. It, thereupon,

LO-L itihakgro. tirome itihi6'ome --
:ed it, he buried her. If he had not buried her --

"Pih"a[te] pihokaitero 'anta" --
Ln vain, "Go throw her over there" --

ie int___ pa'=tani ompiapf.heme.
own her over there, in just a moment she would have

Litake ankantaheete'ame m6eka. Ankamavetakea,
;o it is we would all appear now. We would die at first,

'nta koraket'ake
a moment over there watch out' here (we) come

girokea akamahfci.
in, we would not die, then.

poneg'aka iri6ri y6ra itiankavetakari
it is, (it) came about he he there he (Moon) sent
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him in vai

picgrine
your grand

'6nt.,
It over th

ok'amake,
she had di

Ponegka,
(It) came

Ikantaka,
He went on

fri ikt
well he

icarine, "Pih'[te] pihokaite:
n his (the Sun's) grandfather, "Go leave him

gntfi irimgkaki." 'Iro, tE 'ra, ir4lhate_
Lson over there at Irimaka." But he didn't, that

'ora ikisakotanakaro irig4in
.ere, that is, he became angry because of her his dai

yoamanakero 0 itaanak'ro.
ed, he had killed her her son, he had burned her.

'fita[ke] antarit'nake Pav'.
about, it there, so it was (he) became big the Sui

ikanta saavata'nake, ikAiknt
., he went on (and) became warm, he went on, he we:

sani, "Go."a[te]."5 He(thegrandah
said, "Go." He (the grandfather) took for him

ri

is, go.

to,
ughter,

n.

a,
ant on,

maacaranci. Iponeaaka,
old clothes. It came about,

iponatanake'ri maacarhnci
he wrapped him in old clothes,

infik yke inki
a pole, he took (another) po

bri 'a
tongs. Well over there, ah

'Ari, 'ora,
with him. Well, it there,

firo okitaitamrnake,
So it dawned,

orave, yaavetanakari,
that is, he took him in vain,

itaanak'ero. Ya'ke
(but) he burned them. He took

yavitatanakeri.
ile, (and, using them,) he took him in

i te osfamani irihatakayeri.
, he did not take much time in going

yoakeri.
he left him.

o amZenake, "Namenavakerita
ha, (he) looked, "I will look for him,

noc'arine, ikenapee." Antg
now, my grandson, he will come this way." Over there (in the west)

yohok-'ai rtiri], inegtiri itlkpiki,
he had left him, (but) he suddenly saw him at his back (in the east),

kenapa'Ake, yoreapf'a'ke.6 Ari Pak'a,
(he) came this way, he shined. Well (when) the Sun (was) here,

tampatika, ne'atiro ocitenikitfanake hen-oki,
overhead, (he) suddenly saw it it became dark up in the sky,

opariapgi inkzani. Irosatitanainci, iponegEka iri6ri,
it fell rain. And then it came to pass, he came forth he,
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yoreanahi Pava aka. Tankake.
here, he shone again the Sun here. (He) tipped over (began his

Ive'raka, iro'sati
descent). He (the Sun) was located in his trajectory, and so

ikantanake, "Namenavakerita
he (his grandfather) said, "I will look for him to arrive, now,

no6a'rine. IIkapatakri,
my grandson." He (the Sun) saw him on arrival, (and) e-bathed

~~~Pava.7 lisaftil pokapa-aka iri'o'ri,
on arrival he here the Sun. Also (he) came he,

sapokapgka irio'ri. Poneaaka, ipakeri iicare,
(he) undressed he. (It) came about, he gave him his cushma,

kiionar- icarine. ikri hatahi,
red, (to) his grandfather. Well (he) went again,

yoihatah{ri heno6ki.
he (his grandfather) followed him up to the sky.

Poneggka iri6ori. iponeaaka irio'h yora,
(He) came forth he, he came forth he, he there,

6ra, iicaregitei ipainkak'ero hene'ookh
it there, in his old cushma, he sunned it a little way up,

2pefinaha ora maonti.
(and) it became transformed it there (to) [the owl-like bird mEonti].

Amenantaitaririkea meeka kacirinkaiteri, yora
Therefore we look at him, then, now the sun, he there

mAonti ir6sati yameni henoki. Aka intenkahe.
mgonti it also he looks up at the sky. Here when he (the Sun) tips

pic'okaha irio'ri. 8
over (begins to descend), (mionti) turns he.

He'ro okgrati nokemiri. Ikamantana
Here it is finished what I have heard. They related to me

perani, r y6ka antariyetgciri,
long ago, that is, they here all those who were big (elders),

kemirori iriori p-rani neanci fri oklantari.
they who heard it they long ago words so it was.

For the events in this myth we possess three 567-570) in English translation for purposes of
good accounts of parallel Machiguenga beliefs. comparison.
These accounts are given in Appendix 2 (pages
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NOTES

'The meaning of this statement is not entirely clear.

2That is, if she had simply jiggled the plant to extract
the tubers.

3The narrator is making a pointed reference here to
me, sitting beside him. The narrator is obviously familiar
with "gringo," the common Spanish term for North
American. Here an origin for the Caucasians is provided:
they were created from the dismembered body of Ka-
§Iri's first child. There is a question, however, as to how
widely known and accepted is this understanding that
the Sun was preceded by another child.

'From the Spanish "cuchillo." This passage may cast
some light on what the Campas may have used before
the introduction of metal knives by Caucasians.

'The Sun "goes on," becoming larger and warmer as
he grows from infancy. His grandfather, who at first

refused, is instructed again to carry him to the western
edge of the world.

'This is a description of the first sunrise. Pdvd's
grandfather, having left him in the west, looks to the
west to catch sight of him. To his surprise, Pdva appears
behind him. The sun, though it sets in the west, rises in
the east, but this could not have been predicted when
the sun rose for the first time.

7Apparently, when Pdvd arrives where his grand-
father is waiting for him, he descends to earth and
bathes.

8The bird mdonti, according to the narrator, turns
with the sun. This, we can say, indicates for the Campa
a deeper connection between the two, and the narrator
proposes that mdonti was transformed from an old
cushma of the Sun's.

PA VA, THE SUN: BIRTH AND ELEVATION TO THE SKY

Who casts not up his Eye to the Sunne when it rises?
-John Donne, Devotions

The incident of the Sun's conception while his
mother was bathing, reported for the Machi-
guengas, may have been left out of Kencori's nar-
rative inadvertently. The following version of this
myth, provided by the informant Komitia,
makes a point of Pdvd's conception during his
mother's bath, but introduces some special fea-
tures. Here the Sun's mother is the Moon's niece,
who is guilty of two counts of improper be-
havior: she disobeys Kasiri's admonition not to
play with his fish trap, and she bathes during
menstruation, which Campa women never do for
fear of impregnation by a water spirit. Her
punishment is to be impregnated by Kadiri and
to die in giving birth to Pavd.

In this account the emphasis is on the prob-
lem of how to raise Pdvd high enough into the
sky to save the earth from incineration. Several
flying creatures attempt to carry Pdvd to the sky
but fail because the Sun's heat is too great.
Finally the bird kentiparo (unidentified) suc-
ceeds, and so becomes Pdvd's "godfather." An
unavoidable confusion results when the text is
translated into English, which requires that singu-
lar and plural be distinguished. This distinction is

not required in Campa, so it is easy for the nar-
rator to speak of kentiparo as a single indi-
vidual-Pdva's "godfather"-even though the
understanding is that a flock of these birds car-
ried Pdvd to the sky. This they were able to do
by wrapping the Sun in a great number of new
(white) cushmas or robes to insulate themselves
from the heat. They carried him first to a low
celestial level, which opened for them and re-
sounded solidly when they landed-for, as we
know, in Campa belief the celestial levels are as
solid underfoot as our own earth. Pdvd then sent
his bearers back to earth to see if he was
still too hot. He was, and so he had himself
moved to a higher level, where he now resides.
This text, like the one preceding, incorporates the
idea, both clever and simple, that those who first
witnessed Pdvd in the sky expected him to reap-
pear where he had disappeared at the first sunset,
only to find him rising behind their backs.

The conclusion serves to explain why the bird
kentiparo was chosen for the role it plays in this
myth: these birds frequent the open beaches
along the rivers, thus seeking rather than avoiding
direct sunlight, and when the sun sets they rise
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up cawing. This behavior is interpreted as suppli-
cation to the deity, the root -aman- (to suppli-
cate), being the Campa term closest to our con-

cept of "worship." The narrator makes the criti-
cal comment that the Campas themselves do not
worship the Sun, and do not know how to wor-
ship him.

Ikanti, p'erani yoka, akant'aitiri inKarank Sgnto.
They say, long ago he here, what we said before. Moon.

Isimpetfro perani Tamp'ni, isimpetakero
He made a fish trap long ago in the Tambo (River), he made a fish

aka. Ikantavgtaro, "Neanlo, aitapgke
trap here. He said to her in vain, "Niece, that's enough

pantaatakotakgnaro novsmpere. Intetape6mpata
you are fooling around with it of mine my fish trap. Perhaps they

tsmIC." i te okemis'ante irori. Oh'take
will enter now fish." Ha, she did not listen she. She went

kempetg6rika Tamp6ki, oh'itake. Ant.'atiro
perhaps like us to the Tambo, she went. She fooled around with it

Tamp6ni, antaatak6ro,
in the Tambo, she fooled around with it,

Okantan'aka iriori yoka Santc
It went he he here he wi

kagirita'ciri me'eka, oki'anake is
he who is the moon now, it entered ti

kip'aciki iAIfvi , 96.
into the ground his penis, *look at it gc

anta, tim6ci ir6ri gnta
over there, there was she over there

ir6ri aka. Irfaha ir6ri,
blood she here. Her blood she,

_____ antgatiro
over there, she was fooling around in it

antaatakgro.
she fooled around with it.

otgciri me'gka,
ho is Moon now,

s;viki
he surface of the earth

Ohdtake. Irosati
o'*. It went. It also

osankenari ir6ri, ir
her mens she, he

tX osotoakot'akero
ha, she let it emerge

Tamp6ni. Irokea
in the Tambo. It, then,

okantavetaka'rokea
she said to her in vain, then,

Aitapa"ake aka'gtake."
It is enough we have bathed."

oankaantavetangha ir'ori
she started to get up she

ir'ento, "Came ah'atahe.
her sister, "Let's go.

Oankavetanaha ir6ri
She started to get up she

anta. Okemavaitirokea
over there. She felt it, then,

aonta'
over there,

ake,
here,

I'ha
r

ir.ori
she
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ikantakgri aka, ocEvi ir6ri aka otininkapaakero
what they say here, (in) her vagina she here, it hauled her

tini. Amenanaitirfkea sankanaporencatakel
*haul*. She looked at it intensely, then, transparent and long

irio'ri aka', ilfvi y6ra S6nto. Itimantanakgri
he here, his penis he there Moon. Therefore he was born

perani y kacirinkaiteri, Diosi.
long ago he here the sun, God [Sp.: "Dios"].

ari okantanakero irento. Ohatan'hi
Ha, well, she said (it) to her her sister. She (the sister)

iro'ri in'roki. Okantavakerog "HEoka
went she to her mother. She (the mother) said to her, "Where is

pire'nto?" "Te, icitgkero
your sister?" "No, he (uncle) is having sexual relations with her,

k6oko, icit'akero ko6o6ko."
uncle, he (uncle) is having sexual relations with her, uncle."

"Haoka meeka irori?" "Ain'iro a'nta
"Where is now she?" "There (she) is over there."

ij4~ irosati osavikaatanake oha'gki,
Ha, it also she sat a long time in the water,

osavikaatanake ohaaki, i pe'rani, pe'rani, irori
she sat a long time in the water, ha, long time, long time, she

anta_ ht ocopanaha. Ama'hiro oica"re
over there, ha, it reemerged. She brought it her cushma

okicatan.haro. Opokapaahi. Okantavakero infro "Imatakempi
she put it on. She came. She said to her her mother, "He did to you

pikonkiri?" "He', imatakena. Mekaya int{me,
your uncle?" "Yes, he did to me. Now, then, he will be born,

yora, pisgri ak'," ok'antiro iniro, "Mge'kaya
he there, your grandson here," she said to her her mother, "Now,

int{me pis'ari ak'a."
then, he will be born your grandson here."

Ale'a, maanci., ma'anci-, maa'nciL, maanc-i, ma'anci,2 ha
Here, sleep, sleep, sleep, sleep, sleep, ha,

kimotat"anake, kimocomontet'anake. Kimocomontet'anake,
became large, (her) belly became large. (Her) belly became large,
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tim.nake m6gka kacirinkaitet'aciri me6e.ka ak', Diasi.
(and so he) was born now he who is the sun now here, God.

Opokapigke, okgntiro infro, "Meeka, irotAinciya
She came, she said to her her mother, "Now, very soon, then,

mLee'ka. Ina, int'me me'e'ka pisari aka".
now. Mother, he will be born now your grandson here.

Me'eka, eiroya aneavakg&haci ak'a. Me'kaya
Now, we won't, then see each other again here. Now, then,

intaanaiti'enaya meeka ak'a."
he will burn me, then, now here."

k_a itimantanak'ari perani henokiniri.
It here therefore he was born long ago he who lives

l okanta okacitakot'akeri, okacitake.
in the sky. Ah, it seems she suffered pain for him, she suffered

Okavincka, okavinc'ka,
pain. She suffered labor pains, she suffered labor pains,

okavincaka, iro'ri aka. Okavinc
she suffered labor pains, she here. She suffered labor pains,

okavincaka. Okitiohanake. Okitiohake irinir6ni
she suffered labor pains. She spat. She spat his mother then

me'e'ka -- haoka ohitari irinironi? [S.: Maria.]
now -- what was she called his mother then? [ Mary. ]

Y6kf kacirink.iteri? [S.: He. ] Maria. Okiti6hake okantangke
He here the sun? [ Yes.] Mary. She spat it was

-- kempeti6ari agninka
(like this) [spitting] -- which is like our fellow tribes(wo)men

otimakotirika ir6ri gnta.3Aisati okitiohanake.
when they give birth they over there. Again she spat.

Ohokapaa'ka oh'vanta, peanaka
It fell her spittle over there, (and it) was transformed (into)

yora -- hgoka pikantiriri avfrori yora, kiteriUe'ri?
he there -- how do you call him you he there, [a small

Konoarfri yorgnki yok. . .
yellow ant]? He who mixes with him he, that is, he here. . .

[S.: Kiterigeri.] Y irionee, kiteriseri. Pe(Inaka,
[ Kiterigi'eri.] Yes, he indeed, kiteriggri. (It) was transformed,
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kamaritdnake. Okiti6hake paRimni, pea'naka
became a demon. She spat another (time), (it) was transformed (into)

ydra, yor'nki, akgnti ar6ri takfgari __ takigari,
he there, he, that is, we say we [a black ant] -- takhiari,

pegnaka. Okiti6hake pas(ni, ohokapaSka, pea'naka
transformed. She spat another (time), it fell, (and) was transformed

manihi. Hatgke. Pasg'ni
(into) [the large black ant manihi]. (It) went (away). Another (time)

okiti'ohake, pani -- pegnaka mar'nki,
she spat, another (time) -- (it) was transformed (into) a snake,

peanaka mar' soankan'aka.
(it) was transformed (into) a snake, (which) slithered (away).

Iconkapa"aka,
It was finished.

Irosati okantantanak'aro iniro,
It also therefore she said to her her mother, "Mother,

me'kaya giro aneavakEahaci, irotsinci intime
now, then, we will not see each other again, very soon he will be

pis'ari ak'a." la ir'osati okavincak-,
born your grandson here." Ah, and so she suffered labor pains,

okavinc'aka, sotoanake sok'ire. Ir'ointi
she suffered labor pains, (he) emerged entirely outside. It alone

ap'aro kahemaveta'naka "ayave," sok{re y6k' mge'ka
on(c)e (she) shouted "ay! ," entirely outside he here now

Di6vsi, sok{re. Kempetake hangneki -- iriotakete'
God, entirely outside. Like a child -- he was

hananeki -- isoto'anake iri6ri soto. Te ane'hero
a child -- he emerged he *emerge*. We do not see her any more

irinir'on J t'ianaka. Ak1a a"sitar{iri irin
his mother then, burned. Here she who owned him his mother then,

tdidna. itaanakero iri6ri aka, tagnaka.
burned, he burned her he here, burned.

Te aneaheroni irinironi, tima'ci
We do not see her any more his mother then, (but) there was

isaronfkea iriori aki. Kantaincirikea iro'ri
his grandmother then, then, he here. She who said, then, she
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aka "Meka, itimatieya meeka, yoa henokinirika
here, "Now, he will live, then, now, he here, a sky-dweller,

akE. Eirorika isavikici meeka [aka ], is'avike
here, here. Surely he will not reside now [here], he will reside

hen6ki ink'iteki."1
up in the sky, in the sky."

#jtJ ikahemakanteevetakari paslni,
Ha, someone had them called in vain others,

y6k9, i'saninkaheetahgniri pgrani aka -- kempetacari
they here, to come live with them long ago here -- which is like

arori: it'imi asaninkape, y6k'a,
us: they live all our fellow tribesmen, they here,

sokihayet'aciri, arehipreki. Ik'ant
who all disperse, all far away. He (the summoner) said,

"'Pinkahema'aiteri aka ipokanM"aketa ak'ai. Yamenaliteri,
"Call them afar here, to come now here. Let them see him (the Sun),

isametitaitearita, yoankerita heno6ki."
let them be his godfather now, let them lift him now up to the sky."

Ipokapagke y k pihiritaciri yor nki antitri.
He came he here he who is bat he, that is, big.

Ipokapggke, intavetapikari. Isampitap/a'akeri, "Haoka
He came, he began it in vain. He asked him, "Where

pisavikeri?" Iotak6ro yok' Di iotake'ro ineanati.
will you reside?" He knew it he here God, he knew how to speak.

Hananekik'era inaveta, neanatake. "Her6ka pisavik6ri aka."
Yet a child he was, (he) spoke. "Here you will reside here."

Ha ihikot'ake hen'oki. "Nos'avike henoki."
Ha, he pointed up to the sky. "I will reside up in the sky." Hn,

yaavetanak'ari pihIri, yacomaavetanak'ri. Ari kemp6hi
he carried him in vain bat, he held him, in vain. Well, close by

ipiakaifh'ari, yoaniriap'a'hiri.
he returned with him, he let him down.

Pa%lni pok'ainci, y6ra, maonti,
Another who came, he there, [the owl-like bird maonti],

maonti. Ipokapme.ke eIk(ntirhi "Pihgte ontv,
mlionti. He came. He (the summoner) said to him, "lGo over
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poh6keri." Ikgntiri, "HEnika mg'eka
there, leave him." He (the Sun) said to him, "Who now

koaciri isametftena ak'a?" Teya, yaavetanaka'ri
(is) he who seeks to be my godfather here?" No, then, he carried him

irio'ri maonti. Yaavetanakari, sero sero, ari.
in vain he maonti. He carried him in vain, went, went, enough.

T6 kacirinkatapa ke ak' yapinaikakotantIakari maacarancipe
No, (he) became hot here, so he wrapped him (in many o d

ak'a. Kacirinkatapaake. Yoaniriapg'ahiri t'ir6n.
clothes here. (He) became hot. He let him down *bump*.

Kimotatke t'e igentehi. Te' inK1empetea
(The Sun) was big, he did not wait. He was not like

hananeki, ir6sati ikantaitifani ak'a.4
(our) children, it also (as before) they appear here.

Tg isentehi, kimotatake.
He did not wait, (he) was big.

Pasini okahemakantake isaroni 'aisati.
Another she had called his grandmother then also.

Akantiri paronitaciri, paronitaciri
We call him he who is [the bird par6ni (unidentified)], he who is par6ni

-- hgoka pikantirfri yok' sametitegrine?5
-- how do you call him he here (who) would be his godfather?

Pokav'etaka iriori, ineapg:keri. Irotginci savik9ke
Came in vain he, he saw him. Very soon (the Sun) was sitting,

kimotatEkel Ipokavetapa'ka, imaavetfikari yoanker.me,
(he) was big! He (paroni) came in vain, he tried in vain to lift him,

te! Kacirinkat nake, tekaci inklnteri
no (avail)! (He) was hot, there was nothing with which

yacomay'eri henoki.
he might hold him up to the sky.

Ad6 'ari okantan"ake isgroni iriori --
Ah, well, she said his grandmother then he --

agitar'ori 6ki iriniro'ni me''a yoka. Diogi --
she who owned her she here his mother then now, he here, God --

ari okantan6ke, "Hanik'mpa sametite'rine meika akg?
well she said, "Who will be his godfather now here?
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Isavikavet'akea meeka aka, ari inconkal(eri ____
(If) he will reside now here, well he will finish them they here

a6aninkapi" -- kempet'&6ari ar6ri: asaviki ak'a.
all our fellow tribesmen" -- which is like us: we reside here.

"lAri inconkak'ri, intgakeri. Ari inconkake'ri,
"Well he will finish them, he will burn them. Well he will finish

inta"akeri akfi. Ant'a hen'o'ki,
them, he will burn them here. Over there up in the sky,

ih"atake hen'oki h'a a'itake okamecatake ir6inti
(when) he goes up to the sky, ha, fine it is good it alone

akh."
here."

iJ yoka ikahemakantitgri iriori Y6ka
Ha, he here he had them called they they here

sametite'ariri meeka -- piotiri avfrori?
they who will be his godfather now -- do you know them you?

Haokarfka ikantirfri irio'ri? AkEnti arori kent'iparo.
How might they be called they? We say we [the bird kentiparo

Ikahemakanteetak6ri iri'ri kent`Paro. Ipokapgatke
(unidentified)]. Someone had them called they kentliparo. They came

iri6ri. "Pikant'giteri kentfparo y6ka sametitegrine
they. "Tell them kent1paro they here will be his godfather now

irfnti." "Ha." Ikemav'ake iri'ori kentLParo konihatakeya
they alone." "Yes." They heard they kentIparo (that he) had

y6k'a amenakotgeneri, kitaitiakotfeneri,
appeared, then, he here he who will look at us now, he who will give

savaitetakot'aeneri iik'anti,
us daylight now, he who will give us warmth now, ha, they said,

"Narot'ake hat'acine n'ainti ak'a." H' ipokahggtake,
"It is I who will go now I alone here." Ha, they all came,

yamfike kicarenci oseikiv'ekea. Kitamaroripe'
they brought cushmas a great many, then. All white.

Te ipoviriteni pe'rani knHampa
They were not poor [Sp.: "pobre"] then long ago kent paro. Isn't it so

iriotike aganinkapE m66ka aka? Airi
it is they all our fellow tribesmen now here? Well,
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yoasinonkatftari6
they (some Campas) harm them without reason they here

antayetlriri ak'a, kari ioter6one ikenkicate iri6ri
they who do it all here, those who do not know history they

aka. Ipokap6Eke kent'iparo, yapinaikitfri.
here. They came kentlparo, they wrapped him.

Ineapgiri: kat'iak' kat'iaka
They saw him: (he) was standing' here, (he) was standing

Y'ok'a meeka, Diosi kat'iaka aniiv"e"'ettake.
here, he here now, God, (he) was standing here, (he) was

Ikantapaa'keri 'sameti, "Haoka pikoirori
walking. They said to him (his) godfather, "Where do you want

pisavike?" "Antaya, nokoi henoki nos'avike.
to reside?" "Over there, I want up in the sky to reside.

Te nokoyero aka. Ariorlka nosavikake ak'a 'ri
I do not like it here. If I were to reside here, then

noconkak&npi notaakempibe. Eiro itfmi
I would finish you, I would burn you' They would not live

asaninka." i ir'osati ikant "Noa'nkempi
our fellow tribesmen." Ha, and so they said to him, "I will lift you

hen6ki." Irosati yaanakeri iriori kentlparo
up to the sky." And so they carried him they kent'iparo,

yapinaikakotakeri iicareki, yoikotakotak
they wrapped him in their cushma, they wrapped him in another,

yoikotakotakeri, yoikotakotakeri,
they wrapped him in another, they wrapped him in another,

yoikotakot'akeri, yoikotakot'akeri,
they wrapped him in another, they wrapped him in another,

yoikotakotgkeri, yoikotakot'akeri, okaratapgi
they wrapped him in another, they wrapped him in another, they were

kicarencini aka. Ap'atiro yoaitanakero,
used up the cushmas then here. They did it with a single effort,

ikenakaanakeri irinti kentfparo. Icomakaanakari
they passed with him they alone kent paro. They held him to their

henokive. Pe'rani otasorencitfni7 pgrani
breasts way up to the sky. Long ago it was godly then long ago
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aka. Yacomakaanakari hen6ki. Ir6sati mg'eka
here. They held him to their breasts up to the sky. And so now

teme isgviki kacirink'aiteri aka kehmp'ehi.
he does not reside now the sun here close by. Ha,

ak'antiri me'ka, anifri me'eka kacirinkaiteri,
what we say now, we see him now the sun,

te isavikantearo m6e'ka inkite kempehitiri.
therefore he does not reside (in) it now the sky that is close by.

Antanea henoki.' Hen'oki isaviki.
Way (up) there, up in the sky! Up in the sky he resides.

Ne'akero kip"aci otentaranake tintari, hn.
(He) saw it the firmament it opened *open*, hn.

Tiron.8 Kempetapaaka
*Thump*. (It) was like

"Haoka pisavikoeri?"l
"Where will you reside?"

Teev.e. Iraapa'aka iri6r:
No' He wept he

te nonkoapee'rohi aka."
I do not like it here."

"Haokampa iko'tiro
"Where (is) what he wants

pininti aka?"
(that) you like here?"

Te nonintero.
I do not like it.

sameti,
(his) godfather,

kentlparo iriori
kentiparo they

Nea'mpa
Isn't it s

me"'eka aka, asavikahe'eti. Ikanti,
now here, (where) we all live. They said,

Yoisavikavetakgri aka me'eka
They tried to make him reside here now I

i kempetacari han'aneki. "Te,
like a child. "No,

Ira"'aka Di'Vbi, i ira'gka, iraaka.
He wept he here God, he wept, he wept.

ininti? Ha'oka pik'oiro
s (that) he likes? Where (is) what you want

"Te nonintaiteape'ero ak'a.
"I do not like it at all here.

Ha', enclte meeka, pihate isavik, iKanti
Ha, quickly now, go down," he said (

yora kentlparo Yoanitapgaka iri6ri
they there kent'paro. They went down they

aka.
here.

yoroantgriri? Te impinkari
o (that) therefore they sun themselves? (That) they

ak'a.
here.

(to)

kacirinkaiteri? Aro6ri aroavetan'akari,
do not fear him the sun? We we begin to sun ourselves,

sianake antk tohaie"riki. IrAmpa kentjp'aro irfnti
(we) run over there into the forest. But they kentlparo they alone,
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yora sametitriri, irioeake iril6ri
they there they who are his godfather, it is they they

sametita'riri, iritake aantake'riri perani
they who are his godfather, it is they they who carried him long ago

hen6ki. Yametantariri irio'ri aka.
up into the sky. Therefore they are accustomed to him they here.

Yamanakotapaakeri iri6ri
Arriving (back on earth), they supplicated him they

kent'iparo yamanakoheevetEkari. Ari yameapgiriri
kentiparo, they all began to supplicate him. Well, they looked

kat'onko. Okitaitetaman'ake, gri
for him there (looking) upriver. It dawned, well

yamenir{ri aka, yamenavetakari.
they looked for him there here, they looked for him in vain.

Ineav'aitiri ak'a it'akiki. 'Ora,
They suddenly saw him here at their backs. It there,

ikitaiteakotapa.a4keriL Yamapa'akero o'k'a kempet'acari me'eka
he gave them daylight. He brought it it here what was like now

osarencit'ake me"'eka aka gisati, yamapa'akero. Mm, hm.
the dry season now here also, he brought it. Ah, yes.

Ikantiri, "Her6." "HX 'itake." Ikenavetap'ka.
He said to them, "Here (it is)." "Ha, so it is." He began to pass.

Ihatanake. Ikgntiri iri6ri kentl aro, "Enc'ite me'eka
He went. He said to them they kentiparo, "Quickly now

pipokangke gisati aka." Ikahemgkeri yonta, y6ka
come again here." He called them he over there, he here

me'ka Dioi ikahemgkeri. "Pipokanake m'e6ka game'ti aka.
now God, he called them. "Come now godfather here.

Pamenena ak'a."
Look at me here."

Ipokapake, iyoap''ke yra kentfparo,
They came, they presented themselves they there kentiparo,

sametitakariri. Isampitavakeri, "gam6ti kamecat'akena
they who were his godfather. He asked them, "Godfather, am I good

aka'?" "Te6 pinkamecate, te pinkamecate. Oseiki ora,
here?" "You are not good, you are not good. Much, that is,
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oge'iki pikacirinkatake." Irosati ikantantakari me'eka,
much you heat." And so therefore he said to them now,

"Poankahena ocipakfnta henoki." Ir6sati yoaantahiri
"Lift me to another over there up above." And so therefore they

gaisati. Antiaritfinakel Ir6sati
moved him again again. (He) was becoming big (adult)' And so

yoankantakari gnta' hen6ki aisati :6ntg.
therefore they lifted him over there up above again over there.

T_ ineg isavikantearo m''eka osavitiniri.
He is not therefore residing in it now what is located below.

4; antaya hen'oki' Irosati
Ah, over there, (rather) (way) up in the sky' And so

yoankant'ahari gisati henoki. Ik-aJ 6ra,
therefore they lifted him again again up above. He said, that is,

"Poga'hena hen'oki." Yo'a'itari, yoaratinkit'ari.
"Move me again up above." They moved him, they flew him vertically.

Yoaratinkakaanakari irosati henfoki. K
They flew with him vertically it also up above. Ah,

yoaratinkaka'a'kari.
they flew with him vertically.

Ik"nti,"Enc{te pihate me pamenah'na mg6ka."
He said, "Quickly go now, look at me again now."

Ipokapaahi kentiparo, yaniriapgahi. Ir6sati
They came again kentlparo, they descended again. And so

ikantant"akari, yamenake. IrIo kanta¢Eari meeka
therefore they did, they looked. It what was said now,

"Pamenete meeka, te isavaperot'ehi? TE isavaperotihi?"
"Look.' now, is he not very warm? Is he not very warm?"

Yamenake'ri. ik'antiri, "Te." Meka
They looked at him. Ah, what they said, "No." Now

yoanka6itanakari kentiparo, yoankanaka gisati. Yaraheetanake,
so they rose to him kentiparo, they rose again. They all flew,

yoaratinkaheetanake. Ir6sati ikantantapggri me'eka.
they all flew vertically. And so therefore they talked to him now.

"H'mpe nok'antari ant'a?" Ikantiri, "Kamecatakempi.
"How am I over there?" They said to him, "You are good.
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Kamecat'akempi, 6kV mggka g isavikiniri,
You are good, it here now it here, what is located below,

'eiro pisavikantar6ci. O'geiki pikacirinkatEke. Ontakea,
therefore do not reside in it. Much you heat. It over there,

okg meeka pisavikantapaakarlika henokin'irika
then, it here now therefore you reside here what is located here

oc'ipa aisati, ir6take pisavikanteari.
up above another (place) also, it is it therefore you will reside.

Kamecat'ainciri." KA ir6osati isavikantaka
That which is good." Ah, and so therefore he resides (where he does)

meeka y'ka. " pipi'ahe os'avi."
now he here. "Ha, return below."

Yamenavetakari anta. Kempeta
They looked for him in vain over there. (It was) like

ociten'iti, yamenavetak'ari aka. Okitaitet'ake,
dusk, (and) they looked for him in vain here. It became day,

yamenaheevet'akari ant'a, maa'roni akg.
(and) they all looked for him in vain over there, all (of them) here.

Ikanta yamanakohe6tiri. Te ayotero arbori aka.
It seems they all supplicated him. We do not know how we here.

Irompa me'eka antgite mgeoka amanakoyet'ri yoka
Is it that now we do now we supplicate him he here

henokinfri, kacirinkaiteri? Te avote
he who lives in the sky, the sun? We do not know how

amanak6teri. Yamanaheetak'eri y6ra,
to supplicate him. They all supplicated him they there,

ineavgitiri it'akiki, ikenapake.
(when) they suddenly saw him at their backs, he came their way.

os6r'rerer're'. / ipicakaheetangka kent'iparo,
Ah, *splendor*. Ah, they all turned around kentiparo,

yamenaheetan'ke, maaronive'' Ikantirin "Hero'keti."
they all looked, all (of them)' What they said, "There it is, then."

Yamenaheetan'ake maaroni kentiparo, yamenaheetan'ake iri6ori
They all looked all (of them) kent'iparo, they all looked they

akfi. "Heriketivg sam6ti aka." Ikantirikea
here. "There he is, then.', our godson here." They said to him,
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meoeia, "Pinintiro pisaviki henoki?"
then, now, "Do you like it (where) you reside up in the sky?"

"Nonintiro nosEviki aka. Nosavikake narori kirinka9
"I like it (where) I reside here. I reside I downriver

narori aka. Ar{kea nohater'ikea n'arori aka.
I here. Well, then, I will go there, then, I here.

Koraken'akea nompoke 'aisati aka." "Ha, ari
Watch out for me, then, I will come again here." "Ha, is it so

pinintahiro?" "Aitake nonintahlro."
you like it?" "So it is I like it."

Irosatikea me'gka kentiparo irio'ri mge'ka, irio'ri ak'a
And so, then, now kentiparo they now, they here,

ora, aniiri meka kentparo. Akantiri me
that is, we see them now kentaparo. What we say now,

isa'viki kiripekir -C kent"iparo, te' isavika'as'itea,
they reside on the pebbles (beaches) kent'iparo, they do not reside

irinea isavikagit"iri
(there) without reason, rather they reside (there) for him

isameti iriori me'ka yoka Diosi. Yamenahgettan,
their godson he now, he here God. They all look for him,

yamanakoheetavakeri, yamanakoteri, yamanako'teri,
they all supplicate him, they supplicate him, they supplicate him,

yamanakoteri, neahat.ri aka tamp'tika,

they supplicate him, (when they) suddenly see him here overhead

"h'i." Ipicokanaka aka i savihi.
(noon), "ha." He turns (begins to descend) here below.

Picokaheetangka iri6'ri kentiparo yoihaheetan'ahiri,
(They) all turn they kentiparo, they all follow him,

yamenavahiri ant "p'ame." Ineavah'ir
they continue looking at him over there, "behold"' They see him,

ikantan'aha iri'ori kacirink'iteri y'oka Di6'i, yoanketanaktaro
he goes he the sun he here God, he is atop of it

otIsVL ih a'nta', haokar'ika ikiapinfti,
a mountain ridge, ha, over there, where he always enters,

tero. Ha tirinkaheetanake irio'ri kentj aro irio'ri.
*enter*. Ha, (then they) all fly they kent paro they.
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Ironea akemantgriri
It, then, therefore we hear them

ikantiroranki
they say it, that is,

aka, "vao" -- orate,
here, "vao" -- that is, now,

iri6ri, "vao, vEo, vEo, v. . t.o.",
they, "vao, vao, vao, v. . . ."

arlo.
enough.

Irokea ikantiri
It, then, what they say

ihgtahi
(when) he goes

iriori, yamanakotavakeri
they, they supplicate him

irihri anta.
he over there.

ant hr
over there,

Koraketaman'ahe
Watch out' he comes again in the

koahika, yamenavAhiri aisati aka.
morning later, they look for him again again here.

Irotake ikantirikea ak'a. ka- ari okantari
It is it what they say, then, here. Ah, so it was

p6rani kenkicargnci
long ago history

p£rani aka.
long ago here.

NOTES
'This term is used to describe a length of nylon fish-

line. Employing it here reinforces the imagery of this
episode.

'This reiteration indicates the passage of days.

3Informants later denied that spitting accompanies
parturition.

'The Sun was not like our children, who appear to-
day as they did yesterday, because they grow so slowly.

'The narrator repeatedly queries his listeners about

terms because they come from a different dialect region.

'The narrator here complains parenthetically that
there are Campas who, ignorant of the mythological
status of these birds, kill them out of hand.

7That is, all had powers.

"This is the solid sound of landing on one of the
lower celestial levels.

'That is, in the east.

ALTERNATIVE COSMOGONY: PAVA AND THE SKY-ROPE

Among the Campas there is a belief that at
one time earth and sky were close together and
connected by a cable. A vine called inkiteca
(literally, "sky-rope"; Bauhinia sp.) with a pe-
culiar stepped shape, was pointed out to me as

the cable that held earth and sky together. In the
text that follows, this idea is incorporated into
an account of how Pdvd ascended to the sky, one

entirely at variance with those presented in the
preceding two sections.

In this account Pdvd, called Nehdronci by the
narrator KencO'ri, initially lived on earth with an

entourage of all his children (for he was the

Father of all)-an entourage that included the
sacred birds I have enumerated. Wishing to
change his residence to the sky, Pdvd conceived
the plan to climb a cable from the lower to the
upper stratum. But first, he had to find someone
to fly up to the sky with one end of the cable
and anchor it there. Everyone could then
clamber up to the celestial realms. All the sacred
birds failed in the attempt until the smallest of
them, the minuscule hummingbird neor6nke, was
routed out of hiding and induced to try. Again,
appearances are deceiving, for neor6nke, though
the smallest, succeeded.
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With the cable in place, Pdvd and all who
would accompany him climbed to the sky. At
that time a number of transformations were ef-
fected. In the text, the "chief" (kordka) Kemdri
refused to accompany Pdvd and was transformed
into kemari (tapir). According to the informant
Aariti, Inki'ro (Mouse) also had human form until
he refused to accompany Pdva and was trans-
formed. Pdvd, Aarfti added, intended to take all
maize with him but Inkiro hid some kernels in
his cheek, and for this reason we now have
maize.1 The weevil emo was also then in human
form (asdninka perani), the daughter of Pdvd
(iriszinto Pdvd), only to be transformed when she
declined to accompany Pdvd up to the sky.
Again, according to Aariti, the trees §imdaeri,
mesia, and kocimeti, whose flowers have calen-
drical significance, were human formerly, and
daughters of Pdvd. (Their sex may be attributed
to the fact that plants, being inanimate, take
the feminine-inanimate gender.) Pdvd took them
up to the sky, leaving only their clothing,
which we see as trees. This understanding
conflicts with that of kimdaseri being the sister of
Avireri, who transformed her in anger after she
pushed him into a hole in the ground. garfti
could not resolve the discrepancy.

To continue with Kenc'ori's narration, the
good beings, sons and daughters of Pdvd, who
climbed the sky-rope to be with Pdvd in the sky,
were pursued by the fierce warriors Tont6ri,
Sor6ni, and Kosdmi. Pdvd, seeing these unwanted
pursuers climbing the sky-rope, threw it down.
Tont6ri fell to the ground and all his arrows fell

on top of him: he was thereupon transformed
into tont6ri (porcupine) and the arrows into his
quills. Soroni fell to the ground, turning over as he
fell, to assume the characteristic pose of the
sor6ni (sloth), into which he was indeed trans-
formed. Kosdmi, warlike as he was, was con-
verted into the wasp of the same name. The nar-
rator concludes with the thought that it is be-
cause these warriors existed in the past that the
Campas are all warriors today.
A number of terrestrial transformations, then,

are attributed to Pdvd at the time that he de-
parted from this earth to take up residence in the
sky. The informant Aarfti added one more trans-
formation that occurred before that event. This
was the transformation of the common fish s'imd
(Prochilodus sp.), the only fish understood to
have had human form in the mythological past.
Again it was a matter of improper behavior:
.Simd was a cannibal. On one occasion he was
dancing with his father, Pdvd (the Father of all),
with panpipes, tobacco leaf, and human flesh in
his mouth, when Pdvd invited him to bathe. Pdvd
dived in first, prepared a flat rock under water,
and emerged, telling his son to dive in too. The
latter dived, panpipes under arm, and smashed
his face against the rock, knocking out his teeth.
He was thereupon transformned by Pdvd,
who ordained that from then on he would
be eaten by the very human beings he had preyed
upon. And so we see simd today, with its mouth
mashed flat, toothless, the panpipes converted in-
to the striations found under the mouth, and
with dark cheek meat-one side tobacco, the
other side human flesh.

Perani, nokemi perani. Yoka, irapat6tane
Long ago, I heard long ago. He here, his gathering

yok'a, Tasorenci.
he here, God.

Ipone'aka
It came about

yapatotakeri,
he gathered them,

yapatotakeri,
he gathered them,

Irakairi
He drank with them

Hidden Ones,

yora,
they there,

kamarampi.
ayahuasca.

asivanti
[the sacred bird Elanoides forficatus].

6koa me6eka imaninkaritantahe'4tari,
It here now therefore they all are

kaari aneanteari.
therefore we do not see them.

Pamenek'eti,
Look, then,

ari
well

Neharonci,
Mirror,
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ankanterome arori, irerome kamgrampi, ir6ro,
if we will do it we, if we will drink it ayahuasca, (if) we will

aitake eiro aneiri aisati. PaMsfni, irLo
drink it, so it is we won't see them either. Another, he

kantgca iriori, yoka, anaakotfriri, manfti
unfortunately he, he here, he who beats them to it, jaguar

irfnti anea'sitakea.2 Yok asivanti e'iro an6iri. O0£iki
he alone we see, then. He here, asivanti, we won't see him. Many

.3itasorenciti ir'io Tas'orenci, ipahenkanak'eri perani
he made gods he God, he gave them intangibles long ago

y6ka', yoKa tomitetanakariri perani yora,
they here, they here they who became his sons long ago he there,

Nehironci.
Mirror.

Ipone'aka yapatot'akeri, ip'onea ikahem'akeri.
It came about he gathered them, it came about he called them.

6ra, osavikav6etani inklteca yoankant'ahari hen6ki.
It there, it used to be then sky-rope with which they rose up to the

Ikahem'akeri a§{vanti. -Ikanti Nearonc, "Notomi asivanti
sky. He called aTlvanti. He said Mirror, "My son ailvanti,

pimpokanake pintinearo, ra, inkitecaahatahta
come raise it, it there, the sky-rope, we will go now

henoki. Came ah'tahe maroni, naayetanahero
up to the sky. Let's go everyone, I will take them all

nis'int6ite mgaroni. " Irosat'fkea ik'a'nti ir'iori asivanti,
my many daughters all." It also, then, he said he al1vanti,

"Eiro hatici eiro noh'tici ak' aitaFkel nametakaro
"I won't go, I won't go, here, so it is I am accustomed to it

narori." Yovacakivetakari, tg6 iraave'erohi,
(here) I." He put it around his waist in vain, he could not do

ero otenati, figrro oni. Oponea'aka,
it, much it weighed, iron [Sp.: "fierro"] it was. It came about,

ikahemayevetakiri mgaroni: pitororo;
he called them all in vain all: [the sacred bird Eubucco sp.];

yo'ra, mankor yora,
he there, [the sacred bird Cacicus uropygialis]; he there,
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pic6co, k maaroni; y6ra, conkiri,
[a sacred bird], [a sacred bird], all; he there, hummingbird,

kamevira -- kamgvira m£eka ane'{iri, ikitamaro'ti
[a large hummingbird] -- kamevira, now we see him, he is white

iroi ikitamaroti, kitamar6ri kicarenci ikicata, kitamar6ri
it alone, he is white, white cushma he wears, white

iicare.
his cushma.

Iponea"aka, irio'ri itian6ka yora neor
It came about, he he ran he there [a small

ikiapai kapironakiki, ikigke
hummingbird], he entered into the hollow of a bamboo, he entered

compoi. Iponea'a'ka, ra, ant'aro tamp'a, paB{ni
within. It came forth, it there, (a) big wind, another (kind of)

tampea, ir'asi iriori. r irompa 6k6 me'eka
wind, his (God's) he. It there, it, surely, it here now

anffri irasi kam'ri itampeate.4 Timgi pasini
that we see, (is) his, demon('s), his wind. There is another,

"'sinc fri tq_Ma. Ika"ntiro, "Nigsint'o'ite, pihate.,
strong wind. He said to them, "My many daughters, go,

ora, pameneri pihariri neoronke. Haokarfka
that is, look for him your brother neor'onke. Where might

ik6nake?" Okenanake t{, tf, otaporeakotahiri5
he have passed?" They passed *sound of strong wind*, they broke the

anta, ora, kapirosampiki. Iyovanfike.
circle for him over there, that is, in the dry bamboo. He emerged.

Okanti, "Pgita pia'intari? Ikahemakantake
They said, "Why did you run? He has called for (you)

gri, yora, Neharonci. Ikanti, 'Came ahatahe.
our father, he there, Mirror. He says, 'Let's go.

P 6ra, inkfteca ahatantaheari
Raise it, it there, the sky-rope with which we will go

henoki."' "T ,T eiro nohtici, nametakero ak'a.
up to the sky."' "No, I won't go, I am accustomed to it here.

Paita nohatagit'eri hen6ki? Tempa ogeikini
Why should I go up to the sky? Are there not many
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a saninka gisati henoki? HRokampa
(of) our fellow tribesmen also up in the sky? Where

nonkenapaatigri? Ait'kenea nareetahe'ari narori
will I go when I arrive? So it is, now, I will arrive there I

a'nta, novecataheari hen'oki. Irovanahenaro
over there, I will greet them up in the sky. He will leave it for me

_ka_ o'ra, 6ka kamgrampi nareetantahegriri
it here, that is, it here ayahuasca with which I will arrive there

henoki. tiro naaveayetimaitahiro me''ka ak'a.
up in the sky. I won't be able to begin to do it all now here.

Te' iraaveayetimatah6ro iri6ri me'eka y6kg afvanti.
He was not able to begin to do it all he now he here at'ivanti.

Antari inayev ta oasianaka naro, irihanimotiki no6ni.
Big they all were whereas I, small and chubby I am.

tiro naaveiroci." Ir6kea ik'anti mpero AIs=
I won't be able to do it." But, then, they say much he had

mapgro isinciti.
strength, much he had strength.

Iponeaaka, yareetapaaka. IkantiL "Haoka
He came forth, he arrived. He (NehEronci) said, "Where

pikgmake, not6mi, ora, neoronke, nokahemakntimi ?"
did you hear, my son, that is, neoronke, (that) I had you called?"

"HJ nokemavgtake," ikAni "Pgita?"
"Yes, I heard," he (neor6nke) said, "What (do you want)?"

"Oka poankahgna. Came ahEtahe henoki." Ir6kea
"It here lift for me. Let's go up to the sky." But, then,

ikonti 'Eiro noh'atici. Pa"itampa avaitea'ri?
he (neoro'nke) said, "I won't go. What will we eat?

Novaiteanea, y6ra, hetope irihaniki" -- yoranki
I will eat, now, they there, all the spiders small" -- they,

aneiri. "Poanahenaro oka pisintoite
that is, that we see. "Leave me them they here your many daughters

aka, noaheetearo" -- okake'ame kaniri,
here, I will eat them all" -- they here, then, now, manioc,

irigint6ite y6ka Nehgronci.
(who were) his many daughters he here Mirror.
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Ipone'.-, "Ent keti nomavete6ro,
It came about (that he said), "Let's see, then, I will try it,

eirorfka naaveiroci." Yovacakitakaro
perhaps I won't be able to do it." He put it around his waist

ichkiki. Iponegika, itin fnaka. Iting&kero m66roni
at his waist. It came about, he rose. He lifted it all

otinAnaICa. IsantianaIkcaea6 cE, icL
it rose. He broke wind, then, *sound of breaking wind*,

aikero ohati hej ki aikero oh'ti, aikero.
it kept on going up to the sky, it kept on going, kept on.

Te arehivetea p6rani 6kg, ikanteEtiri md6ka, 6kh
It was not far long ago it here, what they say now, it here

amenak6otiri, ohflta ohfta
what we look at, it is called the River of Eternal Youth, it is called

Hananerite. Yovanketakero hnt6, vinke.
the River of Eternal Youth. He placed it over there, *place*.

PoneiEkas yataiheetanike mATroni.
(It) came about, (that) they all ascended everyone.

Ainfro yatiriyevetani mS6roni,
They were they were all human then all, (inclusive of)

y6okg kemEri. Kemari, kor'aka i koraka X kemari.
he here Tapir. Tapir, chief he was, chief he was, Tapir.

Ione_ika, oras ikahemakantakeri, "Pinkanteri
It came about, that is, he ) had him called, "TelI him

kemfiri, koeaka not'ml, impokanAketa." Ipokan ke iri6ri. Ikinti,
Tapir, chief my son, to come now." He came he. He said,

li 4Jot c6me ahZatahe hen6ki." J eiro noha. Nogitia
"My son, let's go up to the sky." "No, I wont g. I eat,

6ra, mahatikisi'e, hirinaliple,
it there, all leaves of mahftiki (unidentified plant), all stinging

ora, pot6ki, tea."
nettle leaves, it there, fruit of the ojg tree, I will eat (them) all."

"HE, aviro kemgri." Ari ipeanak£ri kemari.
"Ha, you (are) tapir." So he transformed him (into) tapir.

Ipone ka: iri6ri,
They came forth: he,

y6ra, toneo
he there, Porcupine,

m;Aroni
all,
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maaroni, soroni, iyera,
all, Sloth, yes, he there,

spni, koseasi.
Wasp., [the wasp kosami].

Yampicati, ora, ikemakoventiri Hananer'iteki
He (kosami) made cord, that is, he heard that on the River of

oseiki posinirinci, oseiki
Eternal Youth (there were) many game animals, many

c{mi, os6iki c os6iki sankati, ma'groni.
watering places, many [a bird], many [a bird], all.

Ir6kea yampicatikea, 'ra, orave, iramgite
It, then, he made cord, then, it there, that is, his cord

iroagitapg6riri 6ntg. Iponeg'ka,
with which he would lay traps for them over there. It came about,

iponeAttka, ora, a haygtake malroni.
it came about, that is, here, (they) all went all.

Ikanteetiri, y'ra, kosami ikentayeetkeri kapiromeniki,
What they say, he there, kos'ami he shot them all with bamboo-pointed

y6ra oXoyeri, mapgro oayeri perani, oayeri.
arrows, he there warrior, very much warrior long ago, warrior.

Ikokitantayetan'akari meeka, yok', yora,
Therefore they all are shy now, they here, that is,

kanEri.8
Blue-throated Piping-guans.

Ipone6'aka, irosat4kea, "Kor6ke
It came about, it also, then, "Watch out' here come

6akopive', ikanti. Hat'ake irlnti y6ka, yorave,
many arrows," he said. (He) went he alone he here, that is,

yokat£, yora, Tas'renci Tas6renci, yok'me
he here, now, that is, God, God, he here now

asitanak'e£ri migroni. HataFhil yoank'ha henoki.
he who owns us all all. (He) went he rose up to the sky.

KoraketEFke], ir6sati ipisontakotantakarikea,
Watch out! here come (the pursuers), and so therefore he threw (the

6ra osavinkantakfrikea
sky-rope) down, then, that is, therefore it (the earth) lowered, then,

meeka ok.9 Ohfta me'eka oka asavikapacari, 6ra,
now it here. It is called now it here where we live, that is,
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Kamaveniani, Kamaveniani oka. Iponeaaka,
the Land of Death, the Land of Death it here. It came about,

ora, ikenanake ton i ihokapfika, otihanakari
that is, he passed (fell) Porcupine, he landed, they piled on him

icakopite. Ir6sati m6eka oranki, ikite'simpokitant'hari.
his arrows. And so now it, that is, therefore he is

Irfo soro kenanpke,itareapi.k
yellow-quilled. He Sloth, (he) passed (fell), he turned over.

Ipeayetavakeri, yora, Tas'orenci, Neharonci. "He
He transformed them all, he there, God, Mirror. "Yes,

sor6ni imp/Wmpa, tont'ori imp6'empa,
(to) sloth may he be transformed, (to) porcupine may he be

he yora, kosmsini ini"-n- ahitantariri
transformed, yes, he there, kosami, wasp he is," -- therefore we

me'6ka kosami -- "kosami impeempa,
call him now kosami -- "(to) kosami may he be transformed,

irinantapaaheiro in6gto hen6ki." Peaka
he will live in it a tree up above." (He) was transformed (into)

kosami ir'o oayeri. Ipeakeri sani, icimahenl
kosami, he warrior. He transformed him (into) a wasp, (such wad

perani oayeri, mapero oyeri pe'rani.
his fury long ago warrior, very much warrior long ago.

firo itimime o'yeri -- irosatimekea ir{take
If they had not been warriors -- it also now, then, it was they

omivsiakeri -- ir6osati oayeritantaheetanaka
(who) made them (the others) run -- and so therefore (we) all are

meeka. Itasonkanakeri Y.fk Tas6orenci perani, Ar:
warriors now. He blew on them he here God long ago. We

okarati nokenkic'ati.
it is finished my story.

11,

The concept of the sky-rope occurs in Machi- which this is reported, is included in Appendix 2
guenga belief also. The account available to us in (page 571).

NOTES

'The Machiguenga belief reported by Padre Garcia Machiguenga encountered him robbing in his garden and
(1935-1937:XVIII, 92) is entirely different: "The gave him a severe cudgelling, saying 'Why don't you
mouse: Formerly this little animal was a lazy man who work for your food?' Yabireri blew on him and con-
dedicated himself to robbing things to eat. One day a verted him into a mouse."

ka
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2Kencori has a high regard for ayahuasca as a sacred
drug, but he recognizes that with its use the undesirable
can also occur, as, for example, jaguars appearing in-
stead of good spirits.

'That is, wisdom, knowledge, skills.

4The Campas consider winds to be bad. In this in-
stance, however, Pdvd himself sends a wind to find
neor6nke, who has hidden himself in a bamboo hollow.
This wind is necessarily good, and is composed of
daughters of Pdvd.

5That is, the wind snapped the bamboo stalk across
its circular cross section.

6From the strain.

7Initially the sky, across which Hananerite courses,
was very close to the earth. Neor6nke's flight, conse-
quently, was short.

8The narrator suggests here that hunters today find
game so shy because the warrior Kosdmi so assiduously
hunted after his fellow creatures. A short paragraph that
follows in the recorded text is omitted here as unintelli-
gible.

9Earth and sky, no longer connected by the sky-
rope, move apart.

OTHER ASTRONOMICAL MYTHS: MAMIKINTI AND PORINKARI

The Pleiads in their central station
and Orion, lord of the night

-Euripides, Helen

Two constellations, perhaps the two most
striking clusters of stars in the night sky, have
been the subjects of special mythological concern
for the Campas. One is the Pleiades, called by the
Campas Ma§ikinti. The other is the group of stars
forming the belt and scabbard of Orion, known
to the Campas as Porinkari. In the following nar-
rative, provided by the informant Komftia, the
story ofMa§ikinti and Porinkari is told.

MaUikinti once lived with his large family here
on earth, but wished to trade mortality for im-
mortality by migrating to the sky. He was the
first Campa to use ayahuasca-it was he who in-
troduced ayahuasca to the Campas-and by
drinking this drug over a long period of time with
proper continence he and his family made them-
selves ready and worthy to make the trip. Board-
ing a balsa-wood raft, they sang and danced with
pious fervor, and the raft flew up to the sky.

Masikinti's brother-in-law, Porinkari, was left
behind with his own large family. Porinkari, mar-
ried to Masi'kinti's sister, had not been willing to
undergo the rigors of continence that drinking
ayahuasca requires, and had not believed that it
was possible in this way to rise to the sky. After
Masikinti's departure, Porinkari had a change of
heart and attempted to duplicate Mas'ikinti's
feat, but without success. His raft refused to fly.

At this point in the story the sky-rope is intro-
duced again. MaUikinti, heartsick for those he
had left behind, threw down a rope, up which
Porinkari and his family clambered. In this ac-
count, the sky-rope served to separate the
worthy from the worthless: those worthy of liv-
ing in the sky reached it, but those who were
slow were still climbing the rope when it was cut,
and they tumbled back to earth. These latter in-
cluded Tont6n, who delayed long enough to take
his arrows, and the slowgoing Sor6ni.

Pamenete'
Look, now,

hananeroca
ayahuasca
. 4

irirero
(how) to drink it

menekaw, ikantayeytiri
now, all that they say

aisao teyiriotayet'ro
also, .they did not know it

aisati oka
also it here,

)ka seripiaripe
hey here all the shamans

iriori aka. Heri yoka' -- akantiri
they here. Here he was -- we call him

Mayikinti nihaantanakerori.
Pleiades he who therefore showed it (how to drink
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[S.:
ayahuasca). [

ini.
tribesman he is.

Yatirivgtani pgrani? ] i
He was human then long ago?] Yes,

Ir6take inampini iri6ri
It was it his home then he

abEninka
our fellow

akEs akempehiegta
here, he and we

me'eka. Pamenet'e
are all alike now. Look, now,

pgrani . . . ] Perantineakea,
long ago . . . ] Lazy, yes, then,

Pikemasanotakena, noklTntempi
Hear me well, I will tell you

pikgme: m'aron akemah'egti
you hear: all, we all have h

ikarati ittoi it'oi
they totaled his sons, his sons,

magroni. Te yanter6ta
all. He did not do it, now,

ygnti, ik.nti, iginkiataro
he did, they say, he got drunk w

ma'ka . . . [S.: Irokea
now . . . [ It, then,

pergnti, t'e yantavgete.
lazy, he never worked.

n'arori md6ka. Te apgro
I now. Not only

m&aroni akE. Pamgne,
eard all here. Look,

itoie irigvintope,
all his sons, all his daughters,

6kg antaverenci aka. Irointi
it here (sex) play here. It alone

hananeroca.
rith it ayahuasca.

Ikfntakea kognake oankakeriri henoki.
It seems, then, (he) wanted it to lift him there up to

ITsinkiata. Ikantavetarikea
the sky. He got drunk (on ayahuasca), then. He said to him in vain,

yora -- h'aoka pikantiriri avirori, tim9ci
then, he there -- how do you call him you, is it

pikgntiri y Porinkari? Porlnkari. Hm. Ikantavetari,
you call him he there Orion? Orion. Hm. He said to him

"Ant, pipoke pamitakotgna akave."
in vain, "Brother-in-law, come assist me here."'

Ikantirlkea irio yora, Porlnkari,
He said to him, then, he, he there, Orion,

"Eiro namitakotimpici, l akg. Naimentitimpirokari
"I won't assist you, brother-in-law, here. Careful that my sexual

akg. Aitake
activities don't spoil it (the ayahuasca) for you here. So it is

nam6taro nocipatfiro picfro ak_._
I am accustomed to her, I am together with her your sister here."
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Ikantirikea mee'ka Mafkt"Pipokanakeketiteemi,
He said to him, then, now Pleiades, "Come, then.',

ent, aka. Ne&mpa h'aoka okantari?
brother-in-law, here. Do you not see how it appears?

Ahaheetantaheiri hen'oki." Ikantanakekea iri'ori
Therefore we will all go up to the sky." He said, then, he

Porinkari, "Tekacitgemi onk'enea, an{, akg ahate
Orion, "There isn't a way, brother-in-law, here (by which)

henoki. HIokampa me'gka akenanaitieri ak'a?"
we will go up to the sky. How now shall we pass here?"

fl^ ikantanikekea iriori MaIfkinti "Ha, ariove,
Ha, he said, then, he Pleiades, "Ha,, good enough',

an3, akemavak'a'aka aka."
brother-in-law, we have heard each other here."

Ikantikea aisati, 6ra itoviriakero
They say, then, also, it there, he (Pleiades) cut it into

sonkare, yoviriakero sonkare,
sections panpipe-reed, he cut it into lengths panpipe-reed,

yoviriakero sonkare, maaroni: imonkaratakeri
he cut it into lengths panpipe-reed, all (he needed); he apportioned

itomi, itomi, it'mi, it'mi,
(panpipes) to each of them, his son, his son, his son, his son,

irisintope. ma'roni.' IpZhake gintipa, ip'hake
all his daughters, all (of them)' He nailed a raft, he nailed

gintipa, ipShake. Itiment'kero. Ikantavetari,
(that) raft, he nailed. He put it on its side. He said to him in vain,

"Ani pamitakotena." Ikantikea iriori,
"Brother-in-law, assist me." He said, then, he,

"Eiro namitakotimpii an'f ak-a, Hmp
"I won't assist you, brother-in-law, here. Is it not so?

tek'aci akenavincatatie ah'ate hen6ki aka. Haokampa
there is not any route for us to go up to the sky here. How

akantanaitigmpari acomgnakea ah'atake hen6ki?"
shall we lift ourselves bodily to go up to the sky?"

Ikantavgtari me'ka y6ra Mafikinti iri6ri ak',
He said to him in vain now he there Pleiades heeTre,
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"Aitakev"e', anl, aka. L iro nokantimpiri
"So be it', brother-in-law, here. Ha, it what I have said to you,

'Pamitakotavakena, anahe'e'tahe hen6ki aka.' Paita
'Assist me, we will all go up to the sky here.' Why

asavikantakEri mggka ak'a kipaciki? M
therefore do we reside now here on the earth? Mm, ah,

onkante'a'ta, anl." " nam6taro
(so) it will be now, brother-in-law." "Mm, I am accustomed to her

piciro, nocipataro aka. Naimentitimpirokari."
your sister, I am together with her here. Careful that my sexual

He, ari ikantangkeri
activities don't spoil it for you." Yes, so he said to him

Magf "H aitapaaketemie ani, akantavak6aka
Pleiades, "Ha, enough', brother-in-law, we have talked to

aka. Aitap'ake akantavakl'aka aka.
each other here. Enough we have talked to each other here.

Akantavakggveta cap.nki aisati. 6rame,
We talked to each other in vain the other day also. It there, now,

eiro noneantimpici koahika. Orame, paSinonkan&kea
therefore I won't see you later. It there, now, you will be lonely

ko'ahika aka." ik'anti.
later here," he said.

Irokea koahika, yaiti kamarampi, ikaratakero
So, then, later, he (Pleiades) took ayahuasca, he amassed

akav'e' Isa,,tae icfiaake
it (like this) here' [indicating the quantity]. He boiled, he finished

is'a'atae ic,a'atake, isa'atake, ica'atake.
drinking, he boiled, he finished drinking, he boiled, he finished

Conkapa'aka poy6re. Pas'ini y'iti 'isati,
drinking. Finished completely. Another (supply) he took also,

ikarat'kero akavekea.' Isaatake,
he amassed it (like this) here'' [indicating the quantity]. He boiled,

icfi'atak ik6tita 'aisati.4 icata
he finished drinking, he then cooked again, he finished drinking,

iheotita k aisatin, ic nished d iktita finsati
he then cooked again, he finished drinking, he then cooked again,
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h1 arikea ik&ntiro ih'ina. "Pihonkatanake
ha, well, then, he said to her his wife, "(It) has become light

gintlpaya akg." Yoro'akero,
(of weight) the raft, now, here." He had sunned it,

itimentakero, pihonkamenkot nake.
he had put it on its side, (it) had become lightweight.

{rikea ikantiro ihina, "Cgme ahgte hen6ki.
Well, then, he said to her his wife, "Let's go up to

Hi cameketit6tmi. cameketit'e'mi akf.
the sky. Ha, let's go, then', let's go, then', here,

ahatah6ta hen6ki. Pamene. asavikfveta ak'a.
we will go now up to the sky. Look, we live in vain here.

Intfni akfi akama'ireh6gti ak'i. Teperot'ikea,
Only here all our souls die here. Not good, then,

akama6iretfmekea, akamaarantaheetari maaroni
our souls die now, then, we all die one after the other all (of us)

aka." Mm. Ari.
here." Mm. Enough.

Itetitapai'aka vsintipaki, otetitapa'-aka iri'sinto,
They embarked on the raft, they embarked his daughters,

itetitap&fka itomipe, yaapaahirokakea sonkare,
they embarked all his sons, they took, then, panpipes,

isonkaheetake itomipe,
they all played their panpipes all his sons,

s6n, s'on, s6n, son, son, son, maaroni, mggor L
*sound of panpipes*, all (of them), all (of them),

ora, irigintope omaninkehggtake irori, e.
they there, all his daughters they all sang they, *sound of

Neatirokea ginifpa oankangka.
female singing*. (They) suddenly saw it, then, the raft it rose.

aPor'inkari, yohokeetanakeri. Ikantavetavahari,
Ha, he here Orion, they left him. He said to them in vain,

ineakeri yoankakotanaka, ikemavakeri irik
he saw them they rose on (the raft), he heard them he,

isikorotanSke, ipiompitanake, ipiompitanake, hatake
they were dancing, they were singing, they were singing, (they) went
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henoki, oankanaka. Okemavakeri iriciro,
up to the sky, (they) rose. She heard them his sister (of Pleiades),

aninketa onke, maninketan kemavakero
they (the females) sang, they Bang, (she) heard them

e, e, e, ~6, e, e, e hatake henoki.
*sound of female singing*, (they) went up to the sky.

Ikahemanavetanaka, me66ka yora, Porlinkari.
He kept shouting in vain, now he there, Orion.

paapanahantena, paapanahant'na,
"Brother-in-law, return and take me, return and take me,

paapanahantena." Haiteti, sonkaheetanake,
return and take me." (They) went for good and all, all playing

henokive -- kemero s on,son, son,
panpipes, way up to the sky -- hear it' *sound of panpipes*,

kempetgnaka econi2 hen6ki.
like [the bird ec6ni (unidentified)] up in the sky.

Haiteti. Hfi tiro
(They) went for good and all. Ha, *thud* (sound of landing)

henoki mm.
up in the sky, yes.

Yamenakotapka'hiri irfniri, yora,
Upon arrival he looked at him his brother-in-law, he there,

Por'inkari, kemapairikea. "Amenakoteri
Orion, upon arrival (he) heard him, then. "We will look at him

is'aviki." Yamenakotap&iri knt&, atinonkgnaka.
down (there)." He looked at him over there, lonely.

Yaiti iri'oi Porinkarit'aciri,
He took (ayahuasca) he, he who was Orion,

yacipereanakaro iriori, kz'aari yantini iri6ri.
he did it of necessity he, what he did not do previously he.

Y-aiti, ikaratakero,
He took (ayahuasca), he amassed it [indicating the quantity],

aivetapaakave.' Yaiti, isaavetgka,
(he) took much (but) in vain. He took, he boiled in vain,

iravetaka, isaavet&ka, iravetaka, isaavetEka
he drank in vain, he boiled in vain, he drank in vain, he boiled
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oc{pa, iravet'aka. Ikantirokea
in vain another (portion), he drank in vain. He said to her, then,

ih'fna., "Came, akempeahegrita pih'riri.
his wife, "Let's go, we will (do) like him now your brother.

Ihatantakari hen6ki." "Ha, ario, fitake
He went because of it up to the sky." "Ha, good enough, so it is

amatakfiro." Yaiti pasini, iconkakero
we will be able (to do) it." He took another, he finished it

pozeore, yaLiti pWf'ni, yaiti paslni yaiti pa"slfni.
completely, he took another, he took another, he took another.

T6 iconkitearohi. Aivet1ka, aivetfika,
He did not finish (doing) it. Took in vain, took in vain,

aivetfika, aivetEka, aivet'aka, Z arko,
took in vain, took in vain, took in vain, ha, enough,

iotakerov6. Icaatakero, iwsinki'aEtaka,
he knew it exceedingly. He finished drinking it, he got very drunk,

itinkiidtiginkiattaka, i arlo. Ikantave'taro
he got very drunk, he got very drunk, ha, enough. He said to her in

ihlna, "Cameketi amenah'eri pihariri
vain his wife, "Let's go, then, we will look upon him again your

henloki. Cam6keti amenah6ri
brother up in the sky. Let's go, then, we will look upon him again

pihariri hen6ki."tl cam'keti."
your brother up in the sky." "Ha, let's go, then."

Ipahavetaka iri6ri sintipa. TeEkea 6ra, ihatak6tehi.
He nailed in vain he a raft. (But) he did not, then,

Teheetap64ka sintfpaki. Itimentavet'akaro.
that is, go in (it). All embarked on the raft. He put it on its side

Yaitav6taro, itevet'aka, aivet'ka
in vain. He took it quickly in vain, he embarked in vain, (he) took

sonkare, sonkare aivetapa'aka, isonkaheetap6Ake
in vain panpipes, panpipes (he) took in vain, they all played

itomipe iriori -- empa ikaratfni
panpipes all his sons he -- you see he (his family) totaled then

Porfnkari iri6ri aka oseiki. Isonkaheetapfike,
Orion he here many. They all played panpipes,
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isonkaheetapgEke, irivsintope' yaitavgtaro
they all played panpipes, all his daughters, he took it quickly

sintlpa, yoankakavar6me henoki.
in vain the raft, he was going to lift it up to the sky. No,

imavet9kero, imavetakaro, te. iJ fro, aniriaheetanahi
he could not, he could not, no. Ha, then they all disembarked

ihInani, irigintopg. "Hgoka ankantelri aneantahefriri,
his wife then, all his daughters. "What must we do in order to see

akempeantaheariri, yora, piharirini
him again, in order to (be or do) like him, he there, your erstwhile

aka? Haoka ankantahegri arori akE?"
brother here? What must we do we here?"

Yam6niri iri6ri Maglkinti hatgke
He looked at him he Pleiades, (who) had gone

hen6ki. Aneantarlrii m66ka
up to the sky. Therefore we see them (the Pleiades) now

kiso y[Oiril -- akempetaka meeka: pisaviki avirori aka,
united -- we are similar now: you reside you here,

isavikake ic3ipa, isavikake . . .
he resides (nearby) someone else, he (yet another) resides .

-- aneantarliri iAonkapaaka,
-- therefore we see them they pass around (the heavens),

por6ki, poroki, ma'roni akE. Ir6take
a group of small (stars), all (of them) here. It is it

ikantaetirikea. bra, isemanaka koahika ineakeri,
what they say, then. It there, he was uneasy after he saw him,

yoasiretakotapa'hari iriniri iriori aka."P,ita
he was heartsick for him his brother-in-law he here. "Why

nohokantayetEriri ani ak'a?" Ir6sati,
did I leave him my brother-in-law here?" And so

yoariantah'arori givicatfciri. Ir6sati, yoaniriantahanari
therefore he threw down what was rope. And so therefore he lowered

meeka irEniri. Ohokapaka pank6ciki. Ir6sat
for him now his brother-in-law. It landed on the house. And sc

ikEnti ineakero aniriapfike. Iosa yoankantanahiri
they say he saw it (when) it was lowered. And so therefore he

ti==.L
D
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iri6ri m66ka yora Por'inkari. Ikantanake,
lifted himself he now he there Orion. He said,

"CAme., amenah6ri pihariri." Kantanaka
"Let's go, we will look upon him again your brother." (They) went

mgaroni hen6ki,
*look at them go'*, all (of them) *look at them go'*, up to the sky,

tir6n kempetapa'aha akg.
*thump*, (it) was like here.

i yakotitavakaro yora tontori.
Ha, he grabbed it quickly he there Porcupine.

Tg irisincite ihgte hen6ki. Aittakeme
He did not have strength to go up to the sky. So it might have been,

ihatakeme tontori hen6ki. Soro irisati.
he might have gone Porcupine up to the sky. Sloth he also.

Ik6rati icatinkakoyetakeri perani iri6ri.
They totaled those on whom he cut (the rope) long ago he.

Os6iki yompetanakaro iri6ri tont6ori icakop'te. IkAnti
Many he gripped them he Porcupine his arrows. He said,

"Koahikata. Naanakerota notakoplite." Soroni: iri
"Just a moment. I will take them now my arrows." Sloth: he

kantain'a iri6ri ihatake kamaca, kamaca, kamaca, ha.
unfortunately he he went slowly, slowly, slowly, ha.

Satirianake yoka' irlo perori
(They) passed the dangerous obstacle they here they (only)-the best.

Irosati ipesakoteetantgkari c&ti.
And so therefore someone cut (it) on them clean through.

IhokapSka kipaciki tiriki-gm-vekea. Peanaka
They fell to earth *wham-(echo)', then.' (He) was

tont6ri. Itasonkavak6ri anta
transformed (into) a porcupine. He blew on them over there

henokinfrika, "Md6ka impempa
he who lives in the sky, here, "Now he will be transformed (into)

tontori. Pa Eni impempa sorni.
a porcupine. The other he will be transformed (into) a sloth."

Itimantayetanakgri sor tont6ri.
Therefore they all came into existence sloths (and) porcupines.
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H6r6 ok&ntari
Here is how it appeared

kenkicargnci
history

p6rani akl.
long ago here.

Comparison of the materials thus far provided
shows that there is a certain amount of shuffling
of myth elements as we pass from one informant
to another. As further illustration, the shaman
Porekavanti's account ofMas'ikinti and Porinkari
is given here in summary form.

According to Porekavanti, Magikinti was born
near the headwaters of the Cikireni, tributary of
the Ene River. He introduced ayahuasca to his
brothers so that they might all rise to the sky.
They drank for many years. His sister's husband
was too preoccupied with her to take ayahuasca.
MaUikinti made a raft and on the appointed day
he and his disciples boarded the raft, which flew
to heaven. His sister's husband called to them to
come back for him, but in vain, for if they had

returned they would have been transformed to
stone. The raft returned empty. He who was left
behind began drinking ayahuasca but could never
rise to the sky. He was transformed into the bird
porotidi (unidentified), which makes a cry like its
name and builds its nest of many twigs.

The history of Porinkari is for Porekavanti an
entirely different account. At one time the earth
was suspended by a rope from the sky a short
distance away, about the height of a house. The
warrior Porinkari, thus named because of his in-
jured leg, was pursued by the warrior Sdni
(Wasp). Porinkari climbed the rope, receiving an
arrow in his leg. He then cut the rope and the
earth descended to its present position.

NOTES

'Newly built rafts are placed on their sides so that the
sun will dry them.

3That is, we see them as they are because Madikinti
and his family went up to the sky as they did. This
sentence is parenthetical.

2Flocks of these birds wheeling in the sky are under-
stood to be dancing while playing panpipes.



PART 5. CAMPA COSMOGONY: MANKIND

THE ORIGIN OF THE CAMPAS
In the first mythological explanations of the universe we always
find a primitive anthropology side by side with a primitive cos-
mology. The question of the origin of the world is inextricably
interwoven with the question of the origin of man.

-Cassirer 1953:17

Familiarity with the Campa narrative myth re-
veals it to be, essentially, a drama with a cast of
characters: the interaction of these characters
produces the effect that the myth is designed to
explain. The creation of the world and of man-
kind, however, do not lend themselves to this
treatment, which may explain why these topics
are hardly touched upon by Campa mythology.
Indeed, it is not certain that the Campas ever
considered meaningful the question of how the
universe was created. According to J. G., report-
ing a century ago (1868:42): "When they are
asked who made the universe, they do not know
what to answer, contenting themselves with say-
ing that their ancestors must have known." To-
day the Campas generally say that Tas6renci is
Father and creator of all, leaving the subject at
that. Even this may be only the reflection of the
extensive missionizing to which the Campas have
been subjected.! I came away from repeated in-
terrogations with the impression that for the
Campas what is important is the concept of Ta-
s6renci or Pdvd as Father of all, mainly in a titu-
lar sense, and not as creator except by implica-
tion. The same may be said for Korio§piri as
Father of demons. The inchoate condition of
Campa thought about creation, and the degree of
variation thus permitted in. speculation on the
subject, is suggested by the informant garfti's
declaration that an unknown god gave Koriosp(ri
a small quantity of earth, from which he (Ko-
riogpNi) fashioned the universe. This is not a
statement that all Campas would recognize, al-
though we might see in it an expression of the
underlying Campa sentiment that theirs is far
from being the best of all possible worlds.

If Campa concepts of the origin of the uni-
verse are suspect, so is their conception of its

end. Here, again, is a suggestion of missionary
influence. The Campas anticipate a time when
Tas6renci will destroy the world or, rather, trans-
form it into a new world. When that occurs, sky
and earth will again be close together, the earth
will speak once again, and its inhabitants will be
a new race of humanity knowing nothing of sick-
ness, death, or toil.2

As for the origin of mankind, although it too
is obscured in the primal haze of Campa cos-
mogony, something more definite can be said.
Mankind means Campa-kind, and the Campas
believe that the first of their kind were created
out of kacikoripio (nest of the termite kacikori)
by an unidentified god (tas6renci). This event
took place within the present confines of Campa
territory, for the Campas have no tradition of
migration to their present habitat. They claim to
have always been where they are.3 There is, of
course, an inherent inconsistency here: if all the
gods were Campas to begin with, who, then, was
the creator of the Campas? We have no choice
but to recognize this inconsistency as one left
unresolved in Campa thought.

As the first Campas were fashioned of earth,
the earth of the kacikori nest, all Campas return
to earth after death. If they had been formed of
more durable substance, the Campas would be
immortal. One informant elaborated on this
understanding as follows: The god who was to
make man (the informant identified him as
Avireri), looking for a suitable substance, spoke
first to hirivdti (unidentified), but received no
reply-otherwise the Campas would be like this
durable tree and not die. He then spoke to mdpi
(stone), but received no reply-otherwise,
durable like stone, the Campas would not die. He
then spoke to mesid (Calycophyllum spruce-
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anum), but received no reply-otherwise the
Campas would be periodically rejuvenated, just
as this tree changes its bark every year. Finally he
took earth, and it answered-so now the Campas,
made of earth, die.

Here once again we encounter an element in
common with the misssionaries' creed-that man-
kind was made from earth. But in the Campa
mind this is more than an explanation. It is a
calamity, an indictment of the creative powers in
the universe, because it accounts for human de-
bility and mortality. The informant Komitia al-
luded to the pervasive Campa mood on this sub-
ject in the following terms:

"Ne mpa meka aro6
"Is it not so? now we

arori p6rani ak aUninka
we long ago here, we fellows

Iro mangnea
It it is certain, then,

earth. Another formulation explains mortality as
an incidental consequence of the Sun's birth: the
burial of the Sun's mother by Odti made death
final for all time. This rather gratuitous explana-
tion may be found in a myth presented above
(page 372). Another formulation was elicited
from one of Savarohani's brothers, who reported
that the Ene shamans relate the following: Long
ago (perani) the Campas died, revived, and never
died again, but the bird hiriti (motmot), then in
human form, excreted on a dead person before
covering him with earth, so that flies, etc., were
produced. Consequently, the Campas are now
eaten by worms when they die, and never revive;

ri aganinkave'ta
we shoddy fellows of this tribe

t6 aganinkatepgrotea.
we are not true (well-made) fellows.

m6e6ka yovecikg6ti
now, someone made

p6rani aka. T6 yovecike6te
long ago here. Someone did not make

ar6ri
us

kam'ca.
good.

T6 yovecik6fte
Someone did not make

kameca ar6ri p6rani aka.
good us long ago here.

Akgntiri
We call them

a6Aninka
our fellow tribesmen

mg -ka 'a'asfin,i
now 'our fellow tribesmen,'

pokinkaripg
all who come

an6iri
we see them

medka
now

aka. 'Kor'ake
here. 'Watch out! here come

avsninka,'
our fellow tribesmen,'

t_ asaninkateiri.
(but) they are not our fellow tribesmen.

Kipfci 6ni pgrani, itasonkeetanikero
Earth it was long ago, someone blew on it

Itasonkeetan.ikero
Someone-blew on it

irori akE.
it here.

kipEci pErani akg.
earth long ago here."

Mortality, that ultimate evil, is for the Campas
what it appears to be for all mankind, a puzzle
that demands an explanation. But the Campa
search for meaningful explanation has led to a
number of alternative formulations. One of these
is that the Campas are mortal because they were
formed out of no more durable substance than

only their souls fly away. Thus, human mortality
is viewed either as a direct consequence of the
very manner in which humanity was created, or
as a gratuitous innovation produced by the im-
proper action, blundering or malicious, of a
minor being.4

Campa ethnocentrism is thoroughgoing; the
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creation of humanity means the creation of the
Campas. They take no interest, so far as I could
discover, in the origins of neighboring tribes,
with a single fugitive exception. They do take an
interest in the origins of the Caucasians (vira-
k66a), whose invasion of their territory has been
so traumatic. We have already encountered the
notion that the virako6a were created from the
dismembered body of KaUiri's first child (see
above, page 372). Although this particular notion
is probably not widespread,' it appears that the
Campas definitely do not include the Caucasians
among the ordinary descendants of those created
from perishable earth. Indeed, there is general
uncertainty among the Campas as to whether
Caucasians die.

The single referenice to the origin of a neigh-
boring tribe chanced upon by me, occurs at the
end of a myth concerning the place called Pakica-

pdnko (Hawk's House). The myth is given here in
summary form (see figs. 18-23):

The imposing cliff on the right side of the Ene
River where that river cuts through a mountain
ridge was at one time the residence of a huge
hawk, Pakica. This creature preyed on Campas
passing by, carrying them off to its home and
there devouring them. Beneath Pakica's house is
a cave, said to be the passage through which
Pakica's wife, whose form was human, went to
draw water. Pakica was finally disposed of in the
following manner: A number of Campas heaped
up earth in the form of a canoe. Pakica swooped
down and tried to lift what it took to be a canoe,
but could not, and in the struggle the Campas
broke its legs with their paddles. Pakica was then
carried downriver a short distance and cremated
on a large rock situated on the right side of the
river. The heat of the fire cracked the rock in

FIG. 18. Pakicapdnko on the right facing Koakitipdnko (Ene River) as viewed from upstream.
According to Campa belief, a man-eating hawk lived here on the Ene River until it was killed by the
Campas.
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FIG. 19. Pakicapanko (Ene River). A turret of the man-eating hawk's house.

two.6 The bird was burned entirely and its ashes
scattered by the Campas. But with each handful
of ashes thrown into the river, there appeared
below a raft with a full crew, blowing their signal
horns (tiv6renci) and heading downriver. In this

way the bird escaped. Pakica's wife remained,
sad and hungry. Her brother Kodkiti (a small
hawk), though he tried, was too small to seize
people. (Koakiti's house, where he still lives, is
Koakitipanko, the cliff that faces Pakicapanko
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across the river.) Pakica's wife finally went down-
river. Descendants of the pair are the cannibal
Cashibos. (Informant: Kencori.)
On the upper Perene River there is another

Pakicapdnko, a great overhanging cliff on the
right side of the river facing downstream. This
Pakicapdnko also was described, by Campas liv-
ing in that region, as the former residence of a
man-eating hawk. There the denouement was re-
lated in a slightly different form: The Campas at
last made an effigy of earth, dressed like a Cam-
pa, and sent it downriver on a raft. The hawk
swooped down and seized it, only to be beaten
to death by the Campas with paddles, and its

body cremated. Two large rocks standing in the
river near the shore at the foot of Pakicapanko
on the Perene are called Imairoteni, the name of
Pakica's wife (or two wives), but nothing more
could be learned about them.7

It appears that great cliffs at considerable dis-
tances from each other have the myth of the
anthropophagous hawk attached to them by the
Campas living near them. Only for the Ene is the
myth used to explain the existence of the Cashi-
bos, whose cannibalistic practices are widely
known. If traditions exist among the Campas ac-
counting for the origin of any of their other
neighbors, they did not come to my attention.8

NOTES

'Padre Garcia's account of Machiguenga beliefs con-
cerning the origin of things (1935-1937:XVII, 98-99;

see also Mac-Lean y Estenos 1941:329-330) seems little
more than a revision of missionary teachings,

FIG. 20. Split rock below Pakicapdnko (Ene River). On this rock the man-eating hawk was
cremated by its destroyers.
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FIG. 21. Pakicapdnko (Perene River) viewed from downstream. In the distance is a place on the
Perene River where another man-eating hawk is believed to have resided.

"Tasurinchi is the creator of everything good. He
created the stars, the moon, and the earth; thunder, air,
and fire; springs, lakes, and rivers; the fish, birds, and
animals that- are eaten; the edible, fructiferous, and
medicinal plants and trees; and, finally, the Machi-
guengas. But he created these things successively, not all
at one time. Whenever he wanted something he blew
and with only his blowing-shi6-it was instantly done.

"When he wanted the earth, he blew and it fell done.
At first it was flat because it was entirely covered with
water. Later he dried the water and the mountains ap-
peared. With another blowing he created all the good
plants and, with another, the good animals. He blew
again and created the Machiguengas, adult in age, both
men and women, and in great number; all dressed in red
cushmas, with faces reddened with achiote, and adorned
with crowns of kdpiro [bamboo] or of beautiful feathers,
as is the style at present. Those first Machiguengas were
not like those of today; they were good, and neither
sickened nor died....

"Just as Tasurinchi created everything good, Kienti-
bakori is the creator of everything bad. He created sick-
ness; the rocks; the clouds and the rain, the mud and the
rainbow; lice, fleas, and chiggers; vipers and snakes;
mice, alligators, and toads; spiders and scorpions; flies,
gnats, and mosquitos; bats and vampires; termites and
almost all species of ants; urticaceous and thorny plants,
and those which neither are eaten nor provide edible
fruit; the vultures both black and white, along with all
the other birds that are not eaten. He is also the creator
of the Highland Indians-pufnarunas-and all the many
devils.

"Kientibdkori is very bad. He was not created by
Tasurinchi; he has his own proper existence. He resides
below, in the depths of the earth. He does not like the
Machiguengas. If he had not created sickness and the
other bad things we would not die."

My informants were of the opinion that KorioMptri,
the Campa equivalent of "Kientibaikori," was indeed
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created by Tas6renci, which is more in keeping with the
Campa concept of Tas6renci as Father and creator of
all. In further contrast to Padre Garcia's account, Ko-
rio§piri as the Father of demons is credited only with
the creation of the demons, including the rainbow de-
mon, scorpions, bats, and the various demonic insects
and birds, but excluding the demonic scavenger birds.
According to my informant KenO6ri, the scavenger
birds-tis6ni (vulture), as well as ar6ni (unidentified)
and amempori (condor)-were human beings who ate
human flesh and were transformed by Pdvd. The Campas
would add all vermin, all harmful and useless plants, and
perhaps some sicknesses to the list of things for which
Korio§piri is responsible.

2For similar Machiguenga concepts, see Garcia
1935-1937:XVII, 99; XVIII, 174-175.

3Padre Touchaux (1908:132) reported, quite simply,
"Tasorinchi created man" but for him "Tasorinchi" was
the name of the Sun. The corresponding Machiguenga
idea, according to Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 2;
1943:229), is that the first Machiguengas were made by

"Tasorinchi" from paroto, the balsa-wood tree: "The
Machiguengas were the first human beings to exist in the
world. Tasonnchi made them in great numbers, and all
adults, from the paroto or balsa-wood tree, by blowing
on it." (See also Steward and Metraux 1948:550, based
on Padre Garcia's account but with "Tasorinchi"
erroneously pluralized.) Padre Aza (1924:27-28) attrib-
uted a different understanding to the Machiguengas,
namely, that mankind first emerged out of a hole in a
wild walnut tree. Padre Cenitagoya's account ([1943]):
183-184) is different again, and appears to reflect
missionary influence:

"In the beginning there existed only Tasorinchi-the
All-powerful-and Kamagarin-the Devil. But the Machi-
guengas assert that they lived in complete harmony.

"Tasorinchi wanted to teach Kamagarin the way to
create human beings: He spat into his hand and flung the
saliva into the air while saying 'Let human beings be
made,' and there appeared the first human pair, consist-
ing of Pareni and Yagontoro, wife and husband respec-
tively.

"Kamagarin tried to imitate him, employing a dif-

FIG. 22. Pakicapdnko (Perene River). This beak-shaped formation marks the residence of the
man-eating hawk of the Perene region.
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FIG. 23. Imairoteni (Perene River). These two rocks mark
hawk on the Perene River.

ferent method. He broke off one of his little fingers and
threw it on the ground, where it became a serpent. This
disobedience angered Tasorinchi, who reproved him
harshly for his rebelliousness.

"Again Tasorinchi spat into his hand and, flinging the
saliva into the air, said 'Let human beings be made,' and
there were made it is not known how many.

"Kamagarin broke off his other little finger and
threw it also on the ground, where it also became a
serpent.

"Enraged by his inability to imitate the works of
Tasorinchi, Kamagarin rushed on Him. But Tasorinchi
flew to Heaven."

My informants recognized none of this.

4A plethora of explanations of death is also reported
for the Machiguengas by Padre Garcia, who furnished
the following summary (1935-1937:XVIII, 131-132):

"When Tasorinchi made the first Machiguengas from

the wife or wives of the man-eating

the paroto or balsa-wood tree, he told them, 'You will
not die.' But, seeing themselves made from such soft
and unsubstantial wood, they answered him, 'We will
die, we want to die.' Tasorinchi replied, 'Since you so
wish, you will die,' thus punishing them for having
answered him. If Tasorinchi had made the Machiguen-
gas, not of balsa wood, but of shira, a tree with very
substantial wood, they would not die.

"In the beginning the Machiguengas did not die,
since there was no sickness, nor poisonous plants, nor
venomous and ferocious animals, nor anything that
could cause death. Then Kientibdkori created all these
bad things, and the Machiguengas began to sicken and
die. If Kientibdkori had not created the bad things,
people would not die.

"Ever since the tasorinchi Berenakoni nailed Ya-
bireri tasorinchi, the Machiguengas began to sicken and
die. If Yabireri had not been nailed they would not die.

"Formerly there were many Machiguengas, but they
went on dying in the same way that they die now, until
there are left only the few who exist today."

VOL. 52
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'More generally known is a Campa version of the
history of the Caucasian invasion, presented in the fol-
lowing section.

6In Burke's report of his trip down the Ene River, we
read the following: "One point along the river is called
'Pachichapango'; there, any Campa can show you a split
rock, and the splitting of the rock was the work of an
aggrieved hawk" (1960a:mxxviii, 8; see also mxxxi, 1 1).

7In Schlappi's account of his trip down the Perene
(1935:356), we read of "the 'Hawk's Beak,' which is an
immense rock in the form of the head of a hawk. At the
base of the rock, in the river, there exists a large square
stone called the 'table of the hawk.'" Schlappi added:
"The Indians recount that formerly those who passed
by the place were eaten by the hawk, and those who
could escape fell into the claws of the tiger." The phrase
"the claws of the tiger" presumably is a reference to
Manitipdnko (see pages 289-290) situated a short distance
below Pakicapdnko on the Perene.

8Padre Garcia provided us with Machiguenga beliefs
concerning the origins of three neighboring Indian
groups: the "Chonchoite," the "Kugapakuri," and the
"Puniarunas," the last named the Indians of the Andean
Highlands. The "Chonchoite" are described as cannibals
living at some distance, and originally created by
"Kientibakori." These may be the Cashibos. The word
ZonWoite in Campa is the name of a species of wasp. The
"Kugapakiuri" are described as ferocious bowmen
created from flre ants by the breath of "Kientibaikori."
They are identified by some Machiguengas as the
Mashco tribes to the east. The "Pufiarunas" are described
as having been demons created in the subterranean
"Gamaiironi," again by "Kientibaikori." Most of them
remain there, but a number of them emerged through a
hole excavated in play by a Machiguenga child. These
terrestrial "Puniarunas" were transformed from demons
to human beings when they began to eat manioc, but
they remain bad people. (See Garcia 1935-1937:XVIII,
2-3, 13; 1943:229-230, 236-237; see also Steward and
Metraux 1948:550.)

THE COMING OF THE CAUCASIANS

And Death and Dread, with their white-livered slaves,
Oer-run the earth

-Bernard Shaw, The Admirable Bashville

The Spanish invasion of Campa territory in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is
amply documented in the historical accounts
that have come down to us. According to these
accounts, the Campas proved themselves to be
dangerous antagonists who took a steady toll of
Spanish lives, missionary and otherwise. The
Campa side of that struggle is told in a traditional
account which emphasizes, by contrast, the fero-
cious, homicidal character of the Spaniards.

The first version of this traditional Campa ac-
count that I obtained came from a long-time resi-
dent of simd on the upper Tambo River:

Beyond the hills facing simd across the river
there is a large lake called Ompikirinkiani. Long
ago a Campa, whose name is not known, was
fishing in that lake. He first used a papaya on his
hook, but without success. He then used a

chicken on his hook, but without success. Finally
he baited his hook with another Campa's child-
and pulled up the Spaniards. The Spaniards pur-
sued him to the house ofInka, located on Kenti-
pdnko, the gabled hill just below the confluence
of the Ene and Perene to form the Tambo. There
the Spaniards sliced up,the Campa and Inka. The
Campa was killed, but Inka never dies. Afterward
the Spaniards traveled all over Campa territory,
and then disappeared. A housepost of Inka's
house still stands on Kentipdnko, or did until
recently.

I procured another version of this myth from
the informant Komitia who, after noting in a
preliminary remark that the original (lacustrine)
home of the Caucasians was in the Kentipanko
area, whence they introduced themselves into
other lands, proceeded as follows:

Peranlkea
Long ago, then,

iriori aka, yoimisoto&keri
he here, he pulled them out

aka. intaroniri iri6ri
here, he who was at the beginning he

perani
long ago

ak . Isotoanakeri
here. They emerged there

4151 975
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meeka, akemak'oitiri m4gka "Peruano",
now, whom we hear called now "Peruvians" [Sp.: "Peruano"],

"Perugno" yoka -- haokampa ihitari aisati? --
"Peruvians" they here -- what are they called also? --

ikante'tiri irgnki yora "ipaneori".
they call them they, that is, they there "Spaniards" [Sp.: "Espanol"].

Inkaharesati ini a inkaharesiti ini akg.
Lake dwellers they are here, lake dwellers they are here.

Akemantayetgriri mek yoayet'iro kir'nka,
Therefore we hear them all now, they pass it on downriver,

ikanti me'ka, inkahares&ti hni Perugno aka --
they say now, (that) lake dwellers they are the Peruvians here --

mEroni Ifipane6ri. Aririka inkahareki hanikarika
all the Spaniards. If there were in the lake whoever

nihaantahrine, 'iro atimanfihici ar6ri, gitake
might again appear there now, we would not live we, so it is

iconk66take, ipesetEnake arori, giro atimanihici.
they would finish, they would cut us, we would not live.

Pamenete, pgrani isotoantak&ri. Pihitiklriya,
Look, now, long ago therefore they emerged. Careful that you do not

m6eka avirori ak itimi
believe, now, now you here (that) they came into existence

virako6a -- akantiri meeka "virakoca" --
(as we did) the Caucasians -- we call them now "Caucasians" --

te inkahares'at Ini aka. Inkaharesati ini
no, lake dwellers, now, they are here. Lake dwellers they are

iri6ri akg.
they here.

Timaci kacatakerfri perani. Nokemakotiri
There was he who hooked them long ago. I heard about it

nginti ak'a. Ikenkicgti atEninka iriori aka.
I myself here. They recount our fellow tribesmen they here.

Int'rori p'rani. Ik'anti ine'keri, ine'akeri
He who began it long ago. They say he saw them, he saw them

virako'6a. Isemanakari s6ma sgma, "Cime
the Caucasians. He responded to them strongly, "Let's
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anka&iteri. Hgoka akantegri aneanteariri? Nok6i I
fish for them. When shall we therefore see them? I want I

akonoiteari akg." Hgf, ikantaka ygdnake
(that) we fraternize with them here." Ha, it seems he carriE

ohitarAka yohokakener{ri givica. Y6ra
whatever it was that he threw for them (as) rope. He there

narori
I

ed

isatakeneri,eri parenti. Yohokakeneri,
he baited for them, it there, banana. He threw (it) for then

okanti "c6'." Inegtiri yaavak'ero
it gave the sound "plunk." He suddenly saw them they took it

Ifrf, ir6sati yaakotantakhri '61ri sokacgki.
*haul*, and so therefore he hauled them *haul* on the ropE

Ir6sati isotoantanakave,
[Sp.: "soga")] And so therefore they emerged in great numbers,

neavak6ri sotoEnake, sotofnake, Sotoinake, sotognake,
(he) saw them emerge, emerge, emerge, emerge,

sotolnake sotoanake, soto'nake, sotoanake, M
emerge, emerge, emerge, emerge, all,

miaroni. [S.: Sotognake cinane?] X te osotoy0hi
all. [ Emerged women? ] No, none of them emerged

irofnti* irinti firamparinive.
they (women) alone; they alone (emerged) men then in great numbers.

Timaci pa"sIni kempetdtari no'sintoc6ri
There was another who was like my classificatory daughter

ir6ri akE. Os'viki. Neavak6ri
[pointing to Hevayoki] she here. She resided. (She) saw them

kontetanhinci kontetantinci, kontetan'inci, kontetanfinci,
who emerged, who emerged, who emerged, who emerged,

ir6inti. IUiantapgfikeri ikant6fitiri lmpnfil
she alone. So they came running they who are called "Spaniards."

IUiaheetapfika, ipesanEkeri aEaninkini
They all came running, they cut them our fellow tribesmen then

p6rani, intgrori perani. Ipesanikeri, ik&ntiri
long ago, those at the beginning long ago. They cut them, making the

lcEtf £c.ttf ca yoh'okati, yoh'okati.
sound "slash, slash, slash," they threw (them) down, they threw
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Tim6cikea pallnikea, inefiinonkatanak'rika,
(them) down. There was, then, another, then, perhaps they had pity,

cingne kempetaro'ri me6ka no'intoc6ri m66ka.
a woman who was like her now my classificatory daughter now.

Otihavgiti iror ot4{hiro kic'arenci. Ikantapg'akero,
She was weaving she, she was weaving it a cushma. They said

"PEita oponeantari me'ka aka?" Ir'isati intakari
to her, "'Why did it happen now here?" He himself began it

aSagnink, ikaZatakfri, irisati intanont'akari,
our fellow tribesman, he hooked them, he himself began it on purpose,

irisati intl.kari. Ik'anti, "Paita oponeEntari mggka a_a?"_2
he himself began it. They said, "Why did it happen now here?"

Ir'otake impe'set6rome ir6ri. 6. Ikanti
It was she they were going to cut her she. Oh' They say

onih-&itari irori 'ok'a Alstari
she showed them she she here what she possesses (her pudenda)

iro'ri. H6r6 ikanti irotake ivinkac're Mipaneori.
she. Here is they say it is it what they fear the Spaniards.

Onihaantak'riri, "Eiro pipesan'aci aka."
Therefore she showed (it) to them, "Don't cut me here."

Hi, ir6sati ikantake aneantarori, ikgnti --
Ha, and so they say therefore we see them, they say --

virako6a aka -- irgvo antigroti, irgvo
the Caucasians here -- their paths (roads) are big, their paths

akS, kemp6hi sankori ir6vo.3 Hg. Arlonea
here, like leaf-cutting ants their paths. Yes. So, now,

okantay6tari aki pgrani, kenkicarencip akf.
it all appeared here long ago, all the stories here.

The Campas do recognize the Caucasians to
be, like themselves, atiri (human beings). Yet, as
the myth presented in this chapter establishes, in
Campa thought the Caucasians are an aquatic
form of life whose natural element is water and

NOTI

'Lake dwellers in the sense of living within the lake,
under the surface of the water.

whose natural habitat is the beds of lakes. From
one of these lakes the Spaniards emerged. The
havoc they caused is, as we have seen, still re-
membered in Campa mythology.4

2The Spaniards here express their anger at being
fished out of their lake.
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'The roads constructed by the Caucasians for their
vehicles are here likened to the broad, even paths made
by the leaf-cutting ants.

4The Machiguengas, according to Padre Garcia, be-
lieve that the "Virakochas," like the "Punlarunas," were
created in "Gamaiironi" by "Kientibikori." A large
number of them climbed to earth through a hole dug in
search of precious metals by certain spirits called "In-

kakuna," despite the desperate efforts of the "Inka-
kuna" to close off the hole. Like the "Puniarunas," the
"Virakochas" left in "Gamaironi" are demons, while
those who came to earth became human beings upon
eating manioc, although they remain bad people
(Garcia, 1935-1937:XVIII, 3; 1943:229-230; see also
Steward and Metraux 1948:550, who through error
wrote of the virak6a as "the people of the Puna.")

VKA

Our world has just discovered another world ... no less great,
full, and well-limbed than itself.... The awesome magnificence
of . . . Cuzco . . . and the beauty of their workmanship in jewelry,
feathers, cotton, and painting, show that they are not behind us
in industry either.... That last king of Peru, the day that he was
taken, was thus carried on shafts of gold, seated in a chair of gold,
in the midst of his army.

-Montaigne, Essays

The Campas believe the technological superi-
ority of the virak6Ya is due not to the inventive
efforts of the Caucasians themselves but to the
unfortunate circumstance that they were able to
capture a Campa technological genius whose
name is Inka.

In the text that follows we encounter inka
initially as the "owner" of Campa territory
(much as Pdvd could be said to have been the
"owner" of the earth when he resided on it) and
a great imbiber of tobacco (from which we might
infer that he was, in addition, a powerful
shaman). The Caucasians, with their center of
habitation downriver in the direction of Oci-

tiriko, created a flood in order to capture inka, a
flood which covered the very mountain ridges.
Inka predicted the flood, but his fellow Campas
scoffed at him.' When the flood came, Inka saved
himself by boarding a raft, on which he floated
down to the waiting Caucasians. They captured
him, and since that time they have forced him to
manufacture the superior artifacts they are ob-
served to possess. Thus far they have succeeded
in preventing his return to his people, the Cam-
pas. If he ever did retum, the differential be-
tween Caucasian and Campa technology would
be reversed. This the Caucasians could not be
expected to countenance. The narrator here is,
again, the informant Komitia.

Yorimpakea,
He there, surely, then,

yora, ikanteetiri
he there, they call him

iriotakekea
it is he, then,

irlnti perani a'Sitar6ri
he alone long ago he who owned it

ina'mpi
his homeland

iri6ri akg. iriotke, a'sitar6ri
he here. Ha, it is he, he who owned it

aka'. Inka! bra ipone'anaka
here. Inka! It there, it came about

in;kmpi
his homelai

yovonkakotanaka
he was in a flood

iri6ri
nd he

perani,
long ago,

ov6nka antiaro, opokanake.
a flood big, it came.

Inka,
Inka,
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opi6nea
it came forth

Aitake imgtiro
So it was he could
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irlnti, 6kpoacgro -- imatiro iri
(take) it he alone, it here, tobacco -- he could (take) it he alone,

yovia ro poaro. Ovonkangka, oconkanaka otivs
he drank it tobacco. It flooded, they were finished the mountain

oconkfignaka otivsi mga'roni akW
ridges, they were finished the mountain ridges all (of them) here!

Ohokantayetanakgri yarag1maintg kan6haki,
Therefore it left them all they there fish over there in the hills,

inkahargki, ohokanakeri ovonka perani ak'a. Oankangka
in the lakes, it left them the flood long ago here. It (the flood)

Eonkapa'ka otigiki.
rose *look at it go'*, (it) went around in the mountain ridges.

Arftake yantiro irinti potc'ro iriori akg.
So it is he did (take) it he alone tobacco he here.

Ikgntaka iri6ri akempeh6'eta mka, y6ra a'saninkap
They appeared they all like us now, they there all our fellow

iri'ori. Ikantiri me''ka, "He'r6 pikantirikea
tribesmen they. He said to them now, "Here is what you said,

me'eka aKa, picenkana, pikantiri meeka
then, now here, you did not believe me, what you said now

ak IcayAsita m£'eka, -6iro op'okini 'okl
here, 'He lies without reason now, it will not come it here

ov6nka aka. Icayyabita, giro op6ki ora
the flood here. He lies without reason, it will not come it there

ovonka akg.' Pingakero okantari m65ka ak'. Avfnti
the flood here.' You see it how it appears now here. You alone

hat&acine. Ngrori, 'eiro nohati nainti
who will go (perish) now. I, I will not go (perish) I alone

ak'a. Ik'antaka otiri'anake perani 'oka henokiniri,
here." It seems it unloosened long ago it here what is in the sky,

tiri o6signake Tamp6ni.
unloosened, (and) it ran (wild) the Tambo.

Yoakota'vaka, yoakotavaka, yoisotantanakari Inka.3 Irbsati
He waited, he waited, thereupon he tied (it) Inka. And so

Ocitirikoki. Yamenavakeri y6nt'a
(he went) to River's End. They looked for him they over there
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ocitirikosEti, yontS vonkak'erori
the inhabitants of River's End, they over there they who had

Tamp6ni. Yamenan'ake kat', yamenarJke kat6nko,
flooded it the Tambo. They looked upriver, they looked upriver,

ikanti "Koraketake 4nka." Ikantapaa'ka, sir{rlrl,
they said, "Watch out! here comes tnka." He appeared, *motion*,

yamahatapa''ake nka. Yaatapake s6r6. Ikantavaker'ikea
he came downriver 'Inka. He stopped *Stop*. They said to him, then,

yonta vonkakotakeriri a ikantavakeri,
they over th6re those who had flooded it over there, they said to him,

"Pineavakgro ov6nka?" "He6, noneavakero." "Niotavakemp"iya
"You saw it the flood?" "Yes, I saw it." "We know you, now,

me'ka ak'a. Avirot'ake me6ka Inka a avirothke lnka
now here. It is you now ILnka here, it is you __ka

avirotake Inkatacine a aviro ak'a agitaarant'icane
it is you who will be fnka now here, you here who will have

ko'ahika ak'a." MMmm 'itake. Ir'osati
property now from now on here." Ah, ah, so it was. And so

meeka isavik'antaha meeka -Inka anta kirinka.
now therefore he resides now Tnka over there downriver.

Irosati isavik'antaka. Ogeikianake
And so therefore he resides (there). There have become many

ihananekitep'e iriori 6òeikiLke ihananekite.
all his children he here, there are many his children.

Orakea kant'ca, te inkoakgaaheri
It there, then, what appears, they do not want to let him

soldadope iriori ak'a impokehi
all the soldiers [Sp.: "soldado"] they here (that) he come again

iriori. Ikantav'etate iriori Inka iriori aka-a -
he. He says urgently in vain he lnka he here --

opokakoti neanci aka -- "Nokoi namenaheri
they come (his) words here -- "I want to see them again

asaninkap'ni perani. TimEci ohokanakeri
all our fellow tribesmen then long ago. There are those it left

ovonka perani aka. Te inconkea ikame alaninka
the flood long ago here. They did not all die our fellow tribesmen
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aka. Ainirotai ainirottAci."1
here. There are still (some left), there are still (some left)."

Irlo kantgca soldado iriori yoipiahiri, yoipiro
They it seems the soldiers they they make him return, they make

neanci akE. Ikan "Te'e'. Poameyetapaahirlkari
them return (his) words here. They say, "No. Careful that you

apatiroitgci
do not teach them again what is the only (name by which we are known)

ak'ampati arori aka. Poameyetapaahir{kari
we 'Campas' we here. Careful that you do not teach them again

ak'a. Teoe', te nokoak'ayeri, yra, meka, ihtahe
here. No, we do not want to let him, he there, now, (that) he

Inka. Isaviketa ak'a." Ih'tahe
go again Tnka. He will reside now here." (And so, each time),

Inka obeiki yoametapaheri,
he will go (back to them) ¶ (and) much he will teach them again,

yokavg, ibaninkape, virako6ape.
they here', all his (present) fellow countrymen, all the Caucasians.

Ha. 0eiki, te okamecate. Oponeantari
Ha, much, it is not good. Therefore it comes about (that)

okisoiti meeka ak"a.
it is hard now here.

6ka me"eka oararoncit&aciri ak, iriot'ake
They here now what are goods here, it is he

keariotapaakerori I yovecikapa'akero ohitarikape.
he who makes what we cannot Inka, he manufactures them all and

Tonkamentoci. Iotirompa virakica yoveciklro
sundry. Shotguns. Do they know it the Caucasians (how) to

tonkament6ci? Te irioterohi. Inka
manufacture them shotguns? They do not know it. Inka

yovecikfro tonkament&ci. Mkro? yora, ikantetiri,
he manufactures them shotguns. All, that is, what they say,

yora, yovecikanakero yora virakobapg akg
that is, they manufacture them they there all the Caucasians here

ka'ari p'rori tonkament6ci. Arika impavetke ak,
not true shotguns. When they give it here,
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amanatantakearo bra, encipUite aka -- ikantiri
so we fire it it there, (and) right away here -- what they say

iri6ri aka -- omalogratan'akea aka. Conkap'a'aka
they here -- it malfunctions [Sp.: "malograr"] here. Finished

ak'a. Ainti, ir6sati antaveventgro
here. We alone, and so we (still must) vainly do (work) for it

aka. Peranitake apinatero akg. bra
here. It is a long time (that) we will pay for it here. It there

hSokampa ohitari? -- yoka, tiankavetarori iro
what is it called? -- he here, he who used to send them them

p'erori tonkament6ci. Pe'rani oka, intarori perani.
true shotguns. Long ago it here, he who began it long ago.

TIni aneavet'keri pe'rani 'aisati aka, agitavateacari
It is we saw it long ago also here, what is the ramrod

tonkament'oci, ikantegtiri, yora, PriTciri,
holder (of) the shotgun, they called it, it there, Pl6iri,

Piiirl4 iriot'ake. Nenk&ciki kis'akiri peraniki, irdsati
P16ciri, that's it. Trade beads black in times past, he also

afiltaro mg ikanteetiri, inka. Irio ovecikiro, i:
owns them now, they say, Inka. He manufactures them, h(

oametantapaaker6ri iri6ri inampiki iri6ri akE.
therefore teaches it he in his homeland he here.

Inampit'akaro kir{nka. Iritake asanink'ni
It has become his homeland downriver. It is he our fellow tribesman

pgrani aka.
formerly long ago here.

Oponegntari mg kirinka
Therefore it comes forth now, they here downriver

yoakotakeri iriori aka, ikenkicatahi iriori ihaninha2e
they pass it on they here, they recount they (to) all their

aka. Yoakot'ahiri, ikenkic'atahi iriori aka.
fellow tribesmen here. They pass it on, they recount they her(

Oponeantari
Therefore it comes forth

aka. Aisati ikentiri
here. Also they say

me'eka, opokakot me'eka sankinarencip'e
now, they come now many writings

mienka, yr ikantay-etiri, yri
it now, yes they say it all, yes

r'io
e
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ikantayetiri aka. Hi kam
they say it all here. Yes, it

ipokahe'me. mro kant
if he would come again. But unfo

yoipiapiatakgri
they make him return again and again

soldadop iri6ri ak'a.
all the soldiers they here.

ikoake isoto'he iri'ori akg.
he wants to leave he here.

aecavetakatekea iri
would be very good now, then, he

ainca virakota
rtunately the Caucasians

iri6ri ak', yora
I they here, they there

Yoitpiakeri. Yokate
They make him return. He here, now,

Isotoapaaherika iriori aka
If he were to leave he here

iRokapgah ....aitake ayohe'etahe ar6ri ihitefrika,
he would come, so it is we all would know we whatever there is,

avecikayetaheri ar6ri akC. Ayotah6ro
we would make it all we here. We would know (how to make) it

tonkament6ci, avecikfihero akf. Mggroni p6lvora,
shotgun, we would make it here. All gunpowder [Sp.: "polvora"]

avecikahero aka -- munisi6n lisati
we would make it here -- ammunition [Sp.: "munici6n"] also

avecikayethhero maaroni aka.
we would make it all all here.

Ir6kea kantainta soldado ikanti
But, then, unfortunately the soldiers they say

t6 ikoakggheri iriori aka imp6kahe
they do not want to let him they here (that) he come again

iri6ori alfa teE. "Eiro, 6ra, pam6ne. pihavetfhe
he here, no. "No, that is, look, if you go again

gntg ya itaarantfnahea iriori 'Kampa,' ar6ri
over there, they would own a lot they the 'Campas,' (while) we,

Ero poviritanacine. tiro ipeetan'heci
we would become poor [Sp.: "pobre"] now. They would not give

ar6ri oarar6nci aka. 'K.mpa,' gitake yacipetakaanahgro
us goods here. The 'Campas,' so it is they would make (us)

ar6ri, atarovakatanaheneri ar6ri
work with little or no pay us, we would work for them we

akk. 'Kampa,' eiro yantaveetan'ahici, ainti
here. The 'Campas,' they would not do (work) continually, we alone
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antaveetahacine
would do (work) continually now

Hero okantiri
Here is how it appears

kenkicar;nci.
history.

NOTES

'This episode gives every indication of being a direct
imitation of the missionaries' flood story. It is incor-
porated into a myth that by its very nature must be
post-Contact. A flood myth attributed to the Machi-
guengas by Ma.rquez Eyzaguirre (1935:188) appears

even more obviously to be an echoing of missionary
teaching.

2The text is unclear here. An alternative interpreta-
tion is that Inka is repeating the words of his fellow
Campas, when they refuse to join him in his flight
downriver to escape the flood.

3Presumably a raft.

4The narrator is trying to remember the trademark

of a good-quality shotgun no longer available. This pas-

sage reveals that the Campas have felt the effects of the
decline in the quality of our manufactured goods.

5The narrator claims that Inka has sent word of his
whereabouts and intentions by word of mouth and also
in writing. The term that the Campas have come to use

to refer to writing is one that more generally denotes
any kind of drawing. (On the left side of the Tambo, a

short distance above isiYmpere Kasin, may be found a

number of boulders elaborately engraved with petro-
glyphs resembling the more intricate designs that the
Campas paint on their faces. This place is called isan-
kendro [he wrote, or drew, it]. No legend or explanation
is connected with these petroglyphs.)

akhr."
here. "
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PART 6. CAMPA COSMOLOGY:
MAN'S PLACE IN THE COSMOS

THE NATURE OF THE HUMAN SOUL

For it is impossible that the reasoning part in us should be other
than spiritual;. . . there being nothing so inconceivable as to say
that matter knows itself.

The Campas conceive of the universe by and
large as an ordered structure in which the natural
and supernatural are blended inextricably, and of
the development of the universe into its present
form as a history of cosmic evolution in which
mankind-Campa-kind-has played a conspicuous
part.

The Campas do not disassociate themselves
from the natural order. "Maaroni nokdtia
novdca" says the Campa to refer to his own
body: "all my flesh standing."' His flesh
(ivdca)-human flesh-and the flesh of animals
(ivdca) are not distinguished either lexically or
conceptually. The parts of his body that he
recognizes and names are recognized in the
bodies of animals as well, and are given the same
names. The human heart, for example, is nasdn-
kana or, alternatively, nosire (my heart). The
corresponding organ in any other creature,
whether it walks, swims, or flies, is irasankdna or
isire (his heart).2

As for language, which we take as the dis-
tinguishing characteristic of the human species,
the Campa language is nonedne (my language, or
speech). Any other language and, for that matter,
the vocal utterances of any other species of ani-
mal is inedne (his language, or speech).

In thought and in action the Campa places
himself on a par with the rest of the animal king-
dom, nor does he consider himself to be neces-
sarily first among equals. He hunts, but is also
hunted, and he has a healthy respect for the
jaguar. Although he controls the crops he culti-
vates, they must be respected, for they have spir-
itual counterparts with greater than human
powers, as do many animal species in nature.
Furthermore, in the human condition, weakness,
sickness, death, and dissolution are for the Cam-

-Pascal, Pensees

pas the most striking characteristics. The Campa
recognizes himself to be part of a natural order
epitomized in its name, Kamaveni (Land of
Death).

But the Campa may be forgiven if his
thoughts do center around himself, if he does
single himself out for special consideration, if he
is to a significant degree egocentric-in a collec-
tive sense, for we are speaking of the generic
"Campa." The Campa does not give himself a
high place in the cosmic scheme of things, not
even in the small-scale universe that he visualizes,
but he is important to himself. And it is to the
extent that he is concerned with himself that he
gives thought to his own nature and destiny.

An individual Campa is an entirety, all of one
piece: to himself he is ndrori (I). But if asked
whether there is not some part of him that sur-
vives death and that can wander far in dreams
and under the influence of drugs, he will answer
"nofire, nasankana" ("my heart"). It can be
stated, then, as a first approximation, that, for
the Campas, what corresponds to our concept of
the soul is the heart. The term nosz're can be trans-
lated with equal correctness as "my heart" and
"my soul."

But there is a difference between identity and
association, and in this particular case we must
be very careful not to be misled by linguistic
appearances. Although the term for heart and
soul is the same, the Campas do not pretend that
the physical organ identified as the heart leaves
the body and survives death. Nos'ire refers to
both heart and soul, but what it signifies is not
that heart and soul are the same, but rather that
the heart is the residence of the soul in the body.
A similar instance of linguistic economy
is perhaps to be found in the term noc6mi,
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which refers to both breast and milk.
The heart, then, is understood by the Campas

to be the seat of the soul, and they share the
same identifying name. In addition or, I am
tempted to say, consequently, the heart is under-
stood to be the seat of thought and speech, the
function of the brain being unknown. "I think
about him" is, in the Campa tongue, nokenki-
Nir&iri (literally "I relate about him in my heart, or
soul"). One informant, Komempe, argued that the
soul actually pervades the body, which is why a
blow on the head or on a limb can do great
damage, but the center of the soul remains in the
heart.3

I conclude that in Campa belief each individ-
ual is understood to possess a single soul residing
in or centered in the heart. No plurality of souls
in the individual is recognized. Life (anenkari
[alive]) is not conceived of as a kind of soul.
Breath (nanenki [I breathe]) is not conceived of
as a kind of soul. Blood (nirdha [my blood]) is
not conceived of as a kind of soul. One's shadow
(nampare [my shadow]) is not conceived of as a
kind of soul, but is understood to be cast by the
sun, and is given no supernatural significance.
Even an echo is simply opiah6nkata noneane (my
speech returns) and has no supernatural signifi-
cance.

Although the soul resides in the heart, it is
nevertheless capable of leaving the body and
returning. The path by which the soul leaves and
reenters the body is not specified.4 According to
my informants, in sleep the soul can leave the
body, and for this reason we dream (nomilire
[my dream]; nomiditi [I dream]). There was gen-
eral agreement that only a part of the soul leaves
the body in sleep, for if the soul went entirely,
the individual would begin to sicken. The depar-
ture from the body of the entire soul, as when it
is taken away by a demon, is understood to pro-
duce, not instantaneous death, but sickness lead-
ing to death, as the body, bereft of its soul, falls
into a torpor and ceases to eat. If the soul returns
before death intervenes, as when a shaman sends
out his own soul to retrieve it, the individual
returns to health.5

When a shaman's soul leaves his body to visit
distant places, his entire soul goes. He remains in
a torpor that can lead to death if for any reason

his soul does not return. His soul, traveling
through the air, is visible as a lightning flash.
Since this is also the form in which the good
spirits are wont to travel, a lightning flash marks
the passage either of a good spirit or of a sha-
man's soul. Some exceptionally esteemed sha-
mans are reputed to be able to transform them-
selves totally, both body and soul, into lightning
flashes and to travel in this way.6 The shamans
further claim that their souls, when away from
their bodies, can and do take the form of any
number of the sacred birds and beasts. Thus, the
shaman Porekavainti claimed that he-that is to
say, his soul-could take the form of any of the
following creatures: ddvo (White-necked Heron),
hdri (a bird like kompero [Blue-crowned Trogon]),
katdr (Anhinga), ohihi (a large pakica [hawk]),
piti'ri (? Roseate Spoonbill), soriro (unidenti-
fied), §ankenti (? Timelo), and caravapdna (large
otter). There may be some regional variation in
the transformations preferred, as one informant
(Komempe) commented that, whereas on the
Tambo the shamans took the form of pakica
very commonly, in the Ipoki region by contrast
they took such forms as mank6ri (Scarlet-
rumped Cacique), pi"coti (Paradise Tanager),
cir6ti (Yellow-rumped Cacique), and conkifri
(hummingbird).7 The souls of jaguar-shamans are
believed to go abroad in the form of jaguars,
ocelots, or even chicken hawks, to make preda-
tory raids on Campa settlements.8

When one awakens from slumber, one's soul
(or the part of the soul that has been away) may
not return to the body for a little while longer. A
sneeze signals the return of the soul. There is no
fear of awakening someone whose soul may be
abroad while he sleeps, although some prefer not
to disturb a sleeping person for fear he will be
annoyed.

In the case of either an infant or a sick person,
for whom the loss of the soul is a particular con-
cern, a sneeze elicits the exclamation "kape" (or
"kapi") from anyone nearby, by way of welcom-
ing back the errant soul. On one occasion
Hevayoki's newborn infant was suffering from
bloody diarrhea, and the cause was traced to the
parents having eaten sin.cai, a species of cater-
pillar with poisonous spines. The infant sneezed,
and Hevaiyoki exclaimed:
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"Kap -- kaatapicat&heri
"KapI -- come from him

Kape -- pamfihero
Kape -- give it

gin6li -- giro poihEtiri.
gin6fi -- do not follow him.

nosirev6. "
my soul"'

The Campas believe that the soul of an infant
is not yet very securely associated with its body.
This is suggested by certain precautions that
some Campas take. A father, if he goes to visit
someone by trail, may close each side path with a

branch so that the soul of his infant, following
him, will not get lost. If both parents go visiting,
carrying the infant with them, they may close
the side paths in the same way, the mother call-
ing out "ate, ate, ate" or "kape, kape, kape" to
attract the soul of the infant, understood to be
straggling behind. Once they arrive at their
destination and the infant sneezes, it is under-
stood that the soul has rejoined its body. If the
infant does not sneeze, the parents will return
along the path, calling the soul. Travel by river
does not require such practices, however, as the
course of the river is too apparent for the infant's
soul to go astray.9

In the Campa language, the word "soul" can

only be expressed by the possessive form, as

nosire (my soul), pisire (your soul), i&re (his
soul), osire (her soul), or asire (our souls). One
of these possessive forms would have to be used
to speak about "soul" in the abstract. This is a

peculiarity, because it is generally the rule in the
Campa language that a possessive form can gener-
ate a nonpossessive form. But when this is done
with "soul" we get sireci, which, instead of
meaning "soul" in the abstract, or "a soul" with
no possessor indicated, means quite unequivo-
cally "ghost"--and, more precisely, "malevolent
ghost." In other words, in Campa thought a soul
invariably belongs to some living being and so

must be expressed by a possessive form-except
when it has ceased to belong to a living being
because death has intervened, in which case it
must be expressed by a nonpossessive form. A
soul freed by death from its attachment to or

association with a living being is a "ghost," and
since in Campa thought ghosts actually are con-
sidered to be malevolent, it is to this area of
meaning that the nonpossessive form, §ireci, has
gravitated.1°

Every human being, every Campa, possesses a
soul (isyire). It will survive his death and retain
whatever may be required to identify it as the
soul that had been his, although it may be trans-
formed into a malevolent ghost or §ireci, or have
some other fate. The relationship between the
soul (noRire) and the self, or "I" (ndrori), appears
not to be rigidly defined. It shifts freely between
a conception of the soul as only a part of the
total "I" (the complete human being including
the body)" and a conception of the soul as the
essential "I, in relation to which the body it
animates is but an external shell. It is certainly in
the latter sense that a shaman says "he" has
traveled far as a lightning flash or in some other
form.

The sacred and demonic animals also have
souls (i&ire), the spirits which animate them and
which are released, when they are killed, to
return to their homes or haunts. Whether all
animals have souls is a question that the Campas
do not feel qualified to answer.'2
A search for the etymological source of noUire

and related terms leads to the verb root -§i- (to
look like, resemble). And it is true that the soul
is the body's Doppelganger: when someone's soul
is seen, it is clearly recognizable (unless it has
undergone some transformation) because it has
the identical appearance of that person's body. It
may even give every indication of corporeality,
completing the illusion.

An obvious instance of resemblance is the
image seen in a mirror. Ordinarily, no significance
is attached to what for the Campas is common-
place. Mirrors, as Caucasian imports, are pos-
sessed by most Campas, and they are used daily
to facilitate the application of face paint. A
mirror image is simply nonedkero nov/p6ro
(literally "I see my face"). There is one circum-
stance, however, where a mirror image poses a
threat. Infants, as we have seen, are considered to
be particularly vulnerable, and I was told that an
infant should not see itself in a mirror. This
would be ineamempedkari (he sees it with bad
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results), because afterward the image of its
mother may appear to the infant (ogiakdnt-
anakea), and the infant would then sicken.

In recent years the Campas have had to con-
tend with another kind of image: the photo-
graph. Caucasians come with cameras, take pic-
tures of Campas, and go on their way. What do
the Campas make of this? According to Clark
(1953:82-83), the Campas believe cameras are
"evil eyes" used for "capturing shiakanse or
spirit pictures"; and elsewhere Clark (1953:189)
gave "shiakanse" as the Campa word for
"4soul."''3 I was once told by a Peruvian, an
occasional visitor to the area, that the Campas
fear having their pictures taken. How much truth
is there in such reports?

The Campa term for "photograph" is indeed
§iakdnci or siakdronci (image). "My photograph"
is nosiakdro or no§iakdntaro (my image). The
camera itself is called §iakament6ci (image-
device). The term NiakUnci, then, means neither
"soul" nor "spirit picture" but instead designates
an image or simulacrum. Do the Campas fear that
when they are photographed they lose their souls
or some definite part of themselves and will cer-
tainly be harmed as a consequence? Some
Campas may have or may have had this idea
more or less clearly formulated in their minds,
but I encountered no instance of it. Nevertheless,
Campas are frequently averse to being photo-
graphed. The reasons for this aversion, however,
appear to lie elsewhere.

One reason I noted was shyness. Campa
women especially, trained to modesty, are some-
times too shy and embarrassed to pose. Another
reason is a feeling of being imposed upon, not
easily countenanced by the Campa men. In the
towns and even at the mission stations, the
Campa men consider it an imposition to be the

object of a Caucasian photographer, especially as
they themselves gain nothing. In the towns
Campas are known to turn their backs to tourists
with cameras. A Campa might indeed demand
some small payment before allowing his "image"
to be taken, but this in itself is proof that he has
no fear of soul loss or anything similar.'4

I experienced very little difficulty photo-
graphing Campas, even Campas who had never
seen me before. True, the first time I attempted
to use a camera the women scattered in all direc-
tions. But once their initial surprise and em-
barrassment were over, they returned willingly to
their activities under the eye of the camera. Of
that group, one woman in particular assumed a
certain regal air while posing, out of vanity.'5
Everywhere I carried my camera the Campas
were willing or could be cajoled into being
photographed, if only with a promise that they
would receive a copy of the result. One woman
in a community downriver on the Tambo was
still reluctant, because a colonist had taken
photographs there previously and had never sent
the copies he promised.

Thus, Campa reactions to being photographed
are varied. Some enjoy posing; most do not
mind; many are a little shy or embarrassed; a
number consider it an imposition on the part of
the Caucasian invaders; and the reaction of the
same individual may differ from one time to the
next and from one situation to another. Yet we
can sympathize with the Campas if underlying all
this there does exist, as I suspect, a vague feeling
of apprehension whenever a Caucasian takes a
photographic image of someone and carries it off
with him. For the Campa thus photographed, the
carrying off of his image does him no good and
might just possibly, in some unknown way, do
him harm.

NOTES
'Nokdtia, maaroni nokdtia, maaroni novaca, maaroni

nokdtia novdca-any of these expressions may be used
to convey the idea of "my body."

2A complete list of body parts, substances, and func-
tions recognized by the Campas is provided in table 8.

beliefs (1935-1937:XVIII, 132): "The human body is
simply the clothing of the soul, and the soul is another
body more subtle, invisible, that occupies all the inte-
rior of the visible body." We have already encountered
(above, page 258) the notion of the body as the "cloth-
ing" of the soul.

3Compare Padre Garcia's account of Machiguenga
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166), the Machiguengas believe that the soul leaves the
body by the crown of the head. The Campas hold no
such definite idea.

5Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 132-133) de-
scribed how, in Machiguenga belief, the soul divides and
redivides as an illness progresses, a part of the soul leav-
ing the body with each division. The Campas recognize
no such process.

6Clark, in a description of these beliefs, stated that
the "mind" of a shaman is understood to leave his body
under the influence of ayahuasca and travel in the
form of "lightning particles," the body remaining "in a
state identical to death" until it returns (1953:166).

'I was told that §ariti's father had been a shaman
and after taking ayahuasca would disappear for a couple
of days at a time, transformed bodily into an er6ti (a
species of parrot, not a sacred bird).

8Perhaps understandings such as these were referred
to by Reiser when he reported the following
(1943:188): "The medicine-man said that his soul
dwells in a tiger (jaguar) and therefore he kills no tiger,
since he would thereby commit suicide. It is also said of
other Indians that their souls dwell in animals." Clark's
assertion that deer are "a favorite animal disguise" of
shamans (1953:129), seems to be without foundation.

9Reiser, who lived among Amueshas and Campas,
reported the following (1943:188): "When an Indian
woman with an infant crosses over a small brook, she
turns around and lays a branch over the water. That
means that 'the soul of the infant can go across.' "

"0This distinction is not made in the existing litera-
ture. Adam gave "your soul" as "pi-chiri" or "pi-chere"
(1890:58-59, 79, 81), and "soul" as "aqhire, achere,
cirhechi, i-chire, u-qhere" (1890:90). For "soul" Padre
Sala gave "schrischi, chritsi, achire, achere" (1929:253).
Delgado gave "asheri" (1896-1897:V, 448), and Tess-
man gave "isilri" (1930:93). Padre Touchaux gave "no
shire" to mean "my soul" and, after explaining that he
was omitting the required possessive, "sire" to mean
"soul" (1908:135, 140). Farabee gave "inkwi" as the
Campa term for "soul" (1922:52), which my infor-
mants did not recognize. He provided, as the Machi-
guenga terms for "soul," "seletci," which would corre-
spond to the Campa svirci, and "camatcirniga," which
may be a garbled equivalent of kamaciri'ka (will have
died) (1922:39, 47; see also 1909:130). He gave
'is 'd e" as the Machiguenga term for "life"-which
would correspond to the Campa i&zre. Padre Aza

(1923:17) gave "sirechi" and "isire," and Padre Ceni-
tagoya ([1943]:197) gave "seirichi" and "gamairo," as
the Machiguenga terms for "soul."

None of these authors made the connection between
the soul and the heart. The Campa term for "heart"
(but not for "soul") is given in Adam as "asangani,
atzangane, achangane" (1890:89), in Sala as "asanganli"
(1929:271), in Delgado as "sanganii, sangani"
(1896-1897:V, 453), in Zavala as "nosangani or asan-
ganli" (1895:157), in Savage-Landor as "nasangani"
(1913:II, 424), and in Clark as "nasangane"
(1953:356)-all forms of the alternative Campa term for
both "heart" and "soul." See also Amich 1854:52:
"nazanganiqui ... of my heart." Only in Pike and Kind-
berg is "nasankane" given as the Campa term for "my
spirit" (1956:424), thus establishing the relationship.

"1It is either an Amuesha or a Campa who is de-
scribed by Reiser (1943:188) in the following passage:
"An Indian was conversing loudly in my presence with
someone who was not present. When I asked him with
whom he was speaking, since no one was there, he said,
'with my soul.' "Here the soul appears as a kind of alter
ego.

12Compare Tessmann's report (1930:93): "Animals
have no souls." Clark's assertion that for the Campas all
things have souls (195 3:62) goes far beyond the under-
standings that I found the Campas to entertain.

"3Karsten (1964:182) provided the following general
statement: "The [South American] Indian in his natural
state has a great dread of being photographed; he be-
lieves that the resulting picture represents his soul and
that in consequence he will 'lose his soul' and die." (See
also Karsten 1921-1922:III, 126; 1935:372.)

14Padre Gridilla (1942a:74) included the following
exchange in a hypothetical conversation with a Campa:
"-Hey! I am going to photograph you. -Good, but
you pay me first." Moss (1909:16) described how, on
the Paucartambo, he encountered "a native Chuncho
[Amuesha or Campa], rifle in hand, returning from the
hunt. At first he hid behind some brushwood, but was
induced to accept a few cents and stand for his picture."
Moss added the following (1909:16-17): "By bribery I
managed to secure a few more of their pictures, though
they were always shy and retiring and fled at the
approach of the camera."

15Compare Ford (in Ferris 1921:63) on the Machi-
guengas: "They all enjoyed posing. One lady was much
'peeved' because I could not include her in a group."
See also Domville-Fife 1924:264-265.
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THE DESTINY OF THE HUMAN SOUL. 1.

His soule is gone; whither?
-John Donne, Devotions

In Campa belief, every living human being-
every living Campa-has a soul. Questions as to
whether and where this soul might have existed
before the individual came to be alive, and how
the soul came to be associated with a particular
body, do not number among those which the
Campas have cared to answer.' It is sufficient for
them that each individual throughout his life-
time, be it long or short, has a soul, which can
leave the rest of him temporarily in dreams, in
instances of soul-loss and in the soul-flights of
shamans,2 and permanently at death. The under-
standing that the soul survives death and the
throes of dying unimpaired has led, on the one
hand, to treatment of the moribund and disposal
of the deceased in ways reflecting an awareness
of the soul's continued presence and, on the
other, to speculation about the destiny of the
soul after death.

The Campas are no strangers to death. A high
rate of infant mortality and all the inroads of
accidents, illness, and homicide bring death con-
stantly to their attention. There is no Campa
who is not aware of and resigned to the inevita-
bility of his own death, and who is not inclined
to doubt that he will survive the next few years.
In this the Campas are quite matter of fact.
Someone who is very ill and not expected to live
is spoken of as kamdke (dead). Anyone departing
on a long journey does so with an awareness that
not all those he leaves behind may be there to
greet him when he returns, nor can they be sure
that they will ever see him again. When I left the
field for the last time, and intimated that I might
return in a few years, Komempe, a woman per-
haps in her forties, asserted that she did not
expect to be alive by then.3

Death following illness is attributed to witch-
craft or an encounter with a demon. This is true
as well for an infant that sickens and dies. In the
case of an infant, however, there remains the
additional possibility that one or both parents
have eaten or done something forbidden. Death
from old age is recognized as a natural death, but
in any particular case witchcraft may be sus-

pected or the symptoms may suggest a demonic
cause. Death from misadventure, such as drown-
ing, may be considered a natural death, one
involving no supernatural agency. In the same
sense, death at the hands of another, in cases of
murder, execution, and warfare, would be con-
sidered natural.4

The typical instance of death is one in which
an individual expires at home despite the best
efforts of his family and kin to keep him alive by
the means known to them, that is, special care,
herbal remedies, and shamanistic treatment.
What follows is largely determined by a single
overriding consideration-fear of the dead
person's soul, now a ghost. The corpse is dis-
posed of in one of several ways: if a river is near-
by the corpse may be thrown into it, perhaps
weighted down by a stone, or tied to a raft and
set adrift; the corpse may be slung from a pole
and carried some distance to be buried or aban-
doned; in rare instances the corpse may be in-
terred in the house where death occurred; finally,
under special circumstances, the corpse may be
cremated. In any case, the settlement ordinarily
is abandoned. When this is done it is usual to
burn the house in which the death occurred. The
surviving members of the community then flee
some distance to establish themselves anew. The
personal property of the deceased follows his
corpse into the river, is left by the graveside, or is
destroyed, the possible exceptions being major
items of continuing value, such as shotguns and
new cushmas.

The typical consequences of death, therefore,
are precisely those which Malinowski (1955:52)
argued could not be tolerated if society is to be
preserved:
The strong tendency to give way to fear and
horror, to abandon the corpse, to run away from
the village, to destroy all the belongings of the
dead one-all these impulses exist, and if given
way to would be extremely dangerous, disinte-
grating the group, destroying the material
foundations of primitive culture.
It appears that the Campas, because they are few
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in number in a large territory, because their
possessions are few and easily replaced, and
because their social organization is so amor-
phous, can indulge themselves in the full ex-
pression of their fears on the occasion of a death.
In the Satipo-Ipoki region, where the Campas
today are surrounded by Caucasian colonists,
they remain where they are after a death unless
they are bothered by noises attributed to the
ghost or to demons, in which case they burn the
settlement and build another a short distance
away within the confines of their landholdings.

These remarks require amplification. When
someone dies at home, the body is disposed of as
rapidly and efficiently as possible given the
means of disposal selected, without circumspect
or gentle handling and without ceremony.5 If the
settlement is on a river, the river may serve as a
convenient receiver of the corpse. The corpse
may be tossed in from the bank or lowered over
the side of a canoe in midstream, perhaps with a
stone tied to its neck, or else, as previously
mentioned, lashed to a raft and set adrift.
Bloated corpses are still occasionally seen float-
ing down the rivers in Campa territory.6

Not all Campa settlements have easy access to
a river, however, and even when one is close by,
it need not be used for this purpose. Instead, the
corpse may be wrapped in a sufficiently large
cloth or mat, lashed securely, and suspended
from a carrying pole. This pole is then shoul-
dered and carried some distance,7 where the
body is buried8 or, alternatively, abandoned.9
The following description of such an event,
occurring in the Tambo region, is taken from my
field notes:

"When we arrived, we found the dying man
lying on his side, on mats, his feet to a
fire, surrounded by mats stuck on stakes as
windbreaks ... unconscious and wheezing. His
brother, who was with our party, grew angry,
kicked over the windbreaks, and then carried the
body, with the aid of another man, to a mat
under the roof of the house. Everyone sat or
stood around, watching. An old woman, showing
great concern, squatted near the body, then
moved away to the other women. Soon the dying
man stopped breathing. We sat for a few seconds,
then someone blew a signal horn several times.

"The corpse was wrapped up in the mat on
which it had been lying. There was some uncer-
tainty as to how the arms should be placed, but
the dead man's brother took over, placing the
arms along the sides, and folding up the legs
against the chest. The body was handled roughly.
Another Campa strapped it up vigorously, throw-
ing an old garment over the face.10 The bundle
was tied to a pole, which was shouldered by two
men and carried to the river, where they entered
a canoe.

"We preceded them upriver, stopping at a
sandy canebrake on the right side. The dead
man's brother and another Campa dug out a
shallow hole. The former got into it to see if it
was sufficiently large. The canoe with the corpse
soon arrived, and the body was carried up to the
hole. The Campa who had strapped the body was
dissatisfied with the hole, insisting that it was too
shallow to protect the body from dogs. He dug
the hole deeper. The pole was placed over the
hole, the lashings were cut, and the body fell in.
The burial party then scooped sand over the
body and tamped it down with their feet. We all
left immediately afterwards."

Characteristically, this burial was accom-
plished rapidly and efficiently, without accom-
panying signs of either sadness or fear. Despite
the absence of visible signs of fear, however, the
sequel followed the usual pattern: the house of
the deceased, in which he had died, was burned
and the settlement abandoned.

In the more populous localities it is common
for an area to be set aside for burials. Such a
cemetery (tiharimd§i) is generally found on the
side or top of a hill some distance from the sur-
rounding settlements.1' At Santdro on the upper
Tambo River there is a cemetery on a nearby hill
that is used for infants and young children only.
I was told that adults were not buried there
because they were too heavy to carry to the
place, and the river was conveniently close by.
The body of a dead infant or young child is
transported to the cemetery either suspended
under a carrying pole or toted by the mother in
an old carrying basket. When a basket is used, it
is left on the hill after burial to join the other
baskets there.

Much less frequently the corpse is buried in
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the house where death occurred. This may be
done only when the dying person expresses the
wish to be buried in this way, or when there are
not enough people to carry the body to a place
of burial. Given the Campa dread of the dead,
this procedure is a conceivable alternative only
when the rest of the community intends to
abandon the site.12

The abandoning of a settlement where a death
has occurred is due strictly to fear of ghostly or
demonic visitation. How far the surviving mem-
bers of the community move-a considerable or
only a short distance-depends primarily on the
intensity of their fear. What they fear is that the
ghost of the deceased will return to the house
where the dead person resided when alive or, in
more general terms, that the house, because a
death occurred there, now belongs to demons for
them to haunt.

Before leaving the settlement, the members of
the community, after first removing their
possessions, usually burn the house in which the
death occurred. Sometimes, however, it is simply
abandoned with the rest of the settlement. When
this is done, the survivors may return after a time
to burn the house if there are any signs of
ghostly or demonic visitation. The house is
burned in order to destroy a focal point of
ghostly or demonic activity and to prevent any
living person from ever inadvertently staying
under that roof. This is the rationale behind the
practice, although some Campas require no more
justification for the practice than that it is
customary. Some Campas refuse to burn a house
in which a death has occurred, holding to a belief
that to do so would augment the disease from
which the deceased died.
A site abandoned because of a death is never

reoccupied by anyone, my informants assured
me-to which should be added, "as long as
memory of the death persists." If it is possible to
do so, the gardens there will be revisited until
they are entirely harvested, but they will not be
replanted.13

Some present-day Campas continue to live in
the settlement and house where a death took
place, braving whatever indications there may be
of ghostly or demonic visitation. These appear to
be some of the more acculturated Campas. The

larger communities likewise do not relocate
themselves after a death, undoubtedly because of
the inconvenience and because the larger group
finds strength in numbers: noises are heard for a
while and then cease.

When someone dies away from home, there is
no need to abandon the settlement. Hence, a
dying person may be cast adrift in a canoe to
remove his presence, or he may be carried a con-
siderable distance, where his carriers will build a
hut and await his death to bury him.14 If there
are many children, however, the community
back home may retire a short distance for a few
days when they learn that one of their members
has died while away. This reflects the under-
standing that children are especially vulnerable to
attack by malevolent spirits.'5

Burning and abandoning a settlement is not
ordinarily practiced when an infant or young
child dies, as no harm is anticipated from its
ghost. Burning and abandoning will occur, how-
ever, if the child has reached the age of discretion,
if it dies babbling, or if noises are heard in the
night after its death.'6 While this is the general
rule, some Campas do move when an infant dies
for fear its ghost will return to entice away its
siblings.

No period of mourning follows a death, no
formalized expression of grief. At most, a dead
child's mother may shed a few tears, may even
weep over a period of several days."7 From the
lack of outward show, however, it should not be
concluded that no grief is felt. Where there is any
affection for the deceased, there is sadness, how-
ever momentary. Indeed, when I was asked by
the venerable Aarfti if my countrymen died, and
I answered in the affirmative, I was further asked
if my countrymen suffered as the Campas do at
the death of someone close to them. What seems
to blunt the edge of grief among the Campas is
the pervasive understanding that the survivors
themselves are not far from death. On throwing a
corpse into the river, a Campa will bid farewell to
the deceased with such words as these: "Pihivate.
Kordkena nokdme ndro." ("Go ahead! Watch
for me, I [also] will die, I.") A similar sentiment
is expressed on learning that someone has died:
that he should go on ahead and we all will
follow, for we too must die.'8
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A death precipitates certain other actions
among the survivors. The morning after someone
has died, or during one or more of the first few
mornings after a death, the survivors in the dead
person's immediate family-a dead child's parents
and siblings, an adult's spouse (or spouses) and
children-vomit with an infusion in water of green
tobacco leaves, of the rasped bark of the kodnti
bush (unidentified), or of the rasped bark of the
root of the sriki bush (unidentified). The infor-
mants Sariti and Ken6o6ri agreed that if this were
not done the offender would suffer from foul
eructions. If some time passes before someone
who should vomit learns of a death, he or she
need not vomit.19

In the Perene region, according to the infor-
mant Sariti, the father of a dead child, after
vomiting, searches for a kamdna tree (unidenti-
fied), noted for its poisonous sap. When he finds
such a tree, he shoots all his arrows into it, and
leaves them there, along with his bow, to insure
that the demons will fear the dead child and only
the good spirits will take it, and to safeguard his
other children.

It is also customary for the members of the
immediate family-the wife (or wives) and chil-
dren of a dead man, the husband (if he chooses)
and the children of a dead woman, the parents
and siblings of a dead child-to cut the hair from
their heads. The reasons given by the informant
Komempe for this practice are as follows: an
adult cuts off his or her hair on the death of a
spouse to prevent the early death of his or her
next spouse, and on the death of a child to pre-
vent future children from dying; children are
shorn so that the ghost of the deceased, parent or
sibling, will not take their souls; the mother of an
adult person will also cut off her hair, but for no
particular reason. The informants gariti and
Kencori, more simply, explained the practice as
designed, first, to signal the new state of affairs
and, second, to insure that the ghost of the
deceased will not recognize the survivors and
carry off their souls.20

When a child dies, its parents and siblings may
remove their arm bands, perhaps their leg bands
as well, and its parents may exchange the clothes
they are wearing for the clothes being wom by
other members of the community. The infor-
mant Komempe explained these practices as

intended to prevent the death of other children,
adding that the wearing of arm and leg bands can
be resumed after two lunations. The informant
Savarohani,however, suggested that perhaps these
practices have the purpose of preventing the
child's ghost from recognizing its parents, though
he could not explain why this might be desira-
ble.21
A dead child's mother may wear two or three

vine loops for about a day following the disposal
of the corpse, the loops simulating the bone-
pendant sashes used by the women to carry their
infants. This practice was likewise explained as
serving to prevent deaths among the woman's
other children.22

In contrast to the Machiguengas, the Campas
do not disguise their faces after a death by paint-
ing them with unusual substances or designs,23
nor do they paint red stick figures on bamboo
poles and trees to direct the ghost away from the
settlement.24 But if a community does not move
after a death, strips of cotton are placed on the
trails leading to the settlement, so that the ghost,
thinking they are snakes, will stay away. When a
child dies, its siblings have strips of cotton placed
around their necks as well, to keep the ghost
from carrying off their souls. This is done for
several days (one lunation, according to
Komempe) starting with the day of death.

In general, the Campas, even when they have
given up all hope of a recovery, allow each life to
flicker out of its own accord.25 It is a different
matter when someone is gravely ill yet refuses to
die, lingering on with remissions and delirium.
For the Campas, such a condition has only one
explanation: the person was attacked by a
demon, who "broke" him, crushing his bones,
then blew on him to revive him. This may
happen to someone alone in the forest, who then
returns home to fall into the condition described.
Or it may happen to someone already ill (and
therefore also vulnerable), and for this reason a
vigil is maintained over a sick person so demons
will keep their distance. Once an individual is in
that condition, however, there is no hope of
recovery, nor is there any clear sign of movement
in the contrary direction, toward death. The fear
then generated in the rest of the community
appears to result from some sense that the forces
of evil are encroaching upon them in the person
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of the sick individual. Ordinarily the sick person
is not understood to be demon-possessed in the
sense of a demon entering his body. But he is
understood to have become demonic as a con-
sequence of the attack he suffered. His soul has
been transformed: if it was taken by the demon
that attacked him, it has already taken on the
form of a demon; if not taken, it will surely leave
the body at death as a demon. In addition, there
appears to be a feeling that the sick person's very
presence invites and incites augmented demonic
activity in the vicinity. It is altogether a distress-
ful situation, and the Campas resolve it in the
end by killing the sick person.26

Outright lunacy, violent in its expression, is
similarly believed to be the result of a demonic
attack. The victim, "broken" by a demon,
becomes cavidri (insane, deranged, out of one's
senses).27 The symptoms of lunacy, as enumer-
ated by my informants, include the following:
eating such substances as pieces of mat, dung,
fingernails; exposing one's genitalia, touching
them, rubbing one's food on them, tearing off
and eating pieces of them; flinging oneself into
the campfire to suffer severe burns, waving an
ignited firebrand about and plunging it into one's
mouth or genitalia, all without feeling pain;
speaking irrationally.

Although the lunatic unleashes his violence
primarily against himself, his behavior is such as
to frighten everyone else thoroughly. If the
members of the community are few in number,
they may simply flee. Otherwise, they maintain a
vigil to guard against demons while keeping the
lunatic under observation for two or three days,
after which they kill him. Because a lunatic has
great strength, he must be overpowered by every-
one present and tied securely with vines. (The
informant Kom6mpe suggested that, because of a
lunatic's strength, one should not order the
bringing of the vines within range of his hear-
ing.)28

The means employed to kill and dispose of
someone who has been attacked by a demon are
the same for cases of lingering death and for
cases of lunacy. The sick person, too feeble to
resist, or the lunatic, secured by vines, may be
thrown alive and weighted with a stone into the
river, or buried alive. Alternatively, he may first
be killed by such means as garroting, beating to

death with a pole, or shooting with arrows, and
then the body is thrown into the river, aban-
doned at a distance, buried, or cremated.29

Burial in such a case may be in the common
cemetery (tiharimds'i) or in a place apart (or,
alternatively, in the house itself). The body is
buried face down instead of face up, deviating in
this particular from a normal burial. As for cre-
mation, this practice among the Campas has but
one purpose: to destroy the soul of the deceased
for good and all by fire when there is special
reason to fear the ghost. It is understood that the
soul of someone who has been attacked by a
demon, and only such a soul, will itself become a
demon after death unless destroyed by fire; this
is sufficient reason for the Campas to cremate
the corpse of such a person. Cremations are
carried out at riverside so that the ashes will be
washed away when the river rises.30

Witches also owe their condition to assault by
demons, in this case by the demon teachers of
witchcraft. Witches also are a threat to the com-
munity, and if they cannot be persuaded to
abandon their activities, they too are killed, or
sold to the Caucasians. Garroting is a favorite
means of killing a witch. The corpse is then cre-
mated, thrown into the river with a stone weight
attached to its neck, or thrust headfirst and face
down into the burrow of a large armadillo of the
species called kintero and then covered over. The
corpse of a witch is not buried in the usual way,
nor is it simply thrown into the. bush, for the
witch's demon teacher would then blow on it
and it would revive.3'

One final instance of demon attack might be
mentioned. When an infant at birth is found to
be deformed, it is understood that some demon
has "passed over" the infant's mother or entered
the woman through her vaginal tract to form an
infant inside her body. It is not known whether
this infant is the entering demon itself or its off-
spring. When such an infant emerges it is de-
formed, or else takes the form of a toad, lizard,
rat, turtle, minnow, or the like (presumably the
foetus in an early stage of its development). Or it
may not emerge, but instead remain in the body
as a lump (presumably a tumor). Indeed, a man
with an abdominal tumor of this kind is also
understood to have a demonic "infant" with-
in him, the product of a demon entering his
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body through the corresponding male organ.
Deformed infants are killed at birth by such
means as being buried alive or thrown into the
river. The mother herself is not believed to be
affected by the action of the demon in forming a
demonic child within her, and nothing is done to
or for her after the birth.32
A more elaborate burial procedure than has

been described thus far was reported for the
Perene region. As I was to discover, this pro-
cedure, at least in part, is practiced sporadically
along the Ene River as well. What follows is a
description of the more elaborate procedure,
based on information supplied by former resi-
dents of the Perene region:

Once a Campa has breathed his (or her) last and
the heart no longer beats, the body is prepared for
burial.33 The face is painted with achiote. This is
done, it was said, so that the dead person will be
handsome when the good spirits (man inkari) come
for him.34 The eyes are covered with cotton. This
is done so that the corpse will not see the others
while in the house or while being carried to burial
and take their souls, and so that it will not see the
path along which it is taken and know the way
back. The cotton on the corpse's eyes does not
prevent the ghost, as it returns from the grave to
the settlement, from seeing human beings, but by
that time the survivors will have fled.35

The corpse is dressed in a cushma and nothing
more.36 This cushma will be a used one according
to §arf'ti, a new one if the deceased has one
according to KenEori. The body is then trussed
up and carried suspended from a pole by two
men to the place of burial. Others, both men and
women, accompany them to the gravesite carry-
ing the dead person's effects. For a man, these
effects include his other cushmas, his weapons,
his wicker crown, his shoulder bag, and his small
things. For a woman, they include her other
cushmas, her bone-pendant sash, her kerchief,
her adornments, and her carrying basket.

At the place of burial a hole is dug to a depth
of about one meter. A mat may be placed at the
bottom. The corpse is then placed in the hole in
a sitting position facing the setting sun.37 This is
done with care to prevent any discomfort to the
dead person. If rigor mortis has set in while the
corpse is extended, it will be buried in an ex-
tended position, facing upward, with an old

cushma placed under the head. Nothing else is
placed in the grave, and the grave is not filled in.
Instead, sticks are inserted horizontally into the
sides of the hole near the top, and on them a
layer of leaves and then of earth are placed. Per-
haps three sticks will be used if the body is
seated, about five if the body is extended.38

Over the grave a kind of lean-to is built. This
structure consists of a roof of coursed palm
leaves sloping between a pair of tall and a pair of
short supporting poles. The roof will be about 2
meters square.

If the deceased is a man, his wicker crown
(with its feathers and a circle of sacred or san-
t6tea flowers, if they are available, stuck in the
rim), his shoulder bag (containing his small
things), and perhaps one or more of his other
used cushmas (unless someone needs a fairly new
cushma) are hung on this shelter. The dead man's
vial of tobacco syrup is stuck in the eaves, his
weapons placed against the structure (including
his shotgun, unless someone needs one), his
machete stuck in the ground. A gourd or bottle
containing masato and another containing aya-
huasca are left at the gravesite, along with a small
pot of water and a little of the various cultivated
foodstuffs. A campfire is made and a small pile
of firewood left nearby. The rest of the man's
effects, and the house in which he died, are
burned. Any new cushmas, however, are saved as
heritable, usable, and negotiable.

If the deceased is a woman the procedure is
similar. Her kerchief is hung from the shelter,
along with her other used cushmas, her bone-
pendant sash, her necklaces, and her carrying
basket. She is left with a gourd or bottle contain-
ing masato (but not one containing ayahuasca), a
small pot of water, a little of the various crops,
and a campfire with firewood. Her thread,
spindles, and other small effects are burned along
with the house in which she died. Her pots and
large balls of thread in her possession, however,
are saved as heritable, usable, and negotiable.39

The dead person is thus accommodated and
provisioned. The food and drink left at the grave-
site are intended to enable the deceased to eat
and drink at night when he arises.'4 One final
action is performed before the burial party re-
tires: one of the men whistles over his cupped
hand to notify the maninkari of the death so
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that they will arrive to see the defunct and take
his spirit before any demons do.

According to the informants §ariti and
Ken6cori, the retreat from a grave is made in an
orderly manner and without haste in the Perene
region, whereas on the Ene the leave-taking is by
running down another path and doubling back,
out of fear that the dead person's ghost is in
pursuit.41 The informant Kom'mpe presented a
slightly different picture: those returning from a
burial, when the dead person had died well, will
return by another path because the maninkari
are expected to come by the first path; but when
the death was a bad one, due to the attack of a
demon, they will return through the woods, cut-
ting down small trees to cover their tracks, re-
entering the path at a distance to insure that the
ghost will not follow them home.42

On arriving back at the settlement, the men
who carried the corpse bathe with achiote leaves
to prevent shoulder pains, and change their
clothes so that the used clothing may be washed.
Komempe, who supplied this information, could
give no reason for the practice.43

These, then, are the various ways in which the
Campas dispose of their dead. Regardless of the
method used, the body will never again be
touched, for the Campas evidence an absolute
horror of decaying human corpses and skeletal
remains, and are not required by custom to
handle them.'

In general, it is understood that the soul of
the deceased remains with the body, at least for a
time.45 During this period the soul goes abroad,
usually at night, returning to the body before
daybreak. It is attracted by a kind of nostalgia to
its former home and its former possessions; and
it takes the invisible part of those possessions,
although the objects themselves remain in the
hands of those who appropriated them. This, of
course, holds only for those things that were not
left with the corpse or destroyed. If the dead
person was bad, the soul is bad, and if it en-
counters any living person in its peregrinations, it
will attack him and do him mortal harm. It is for
this reason that ghosts are feared.46

The pervasive understanding is that most
Campas are not good enough for their souls to
become anything but sireci (malignant ghosts)
after death. Few Campas (these include the

shamans) pretend to others or themselves that
any other fate awaits them. For this reason, in
most cases, the soul of the deceased is feared.
The Campas do not especially dread becoming
sireci themselves, but they do fear the harm that
can be inflicted by those who have gone before
them. This, then, is the anticipated fate of most
Campas: they will become malignant ghosts
wandering through the forest,47 perhaps in the
form of diseased animals (pedri).48

Of the sireci, or ill-fated souls of the dead,
there are those whose destinies are more pre-
cisely determined. These are the souls of witches
and the souls of those who died the victims of
demon attacks. The soul of someone attacked by
a demon becomes a demon of the same kind as
the attacking demon, be it kacivoreri, mfroni, or
any of the other categories of demons already
enumerated.49 Similarly, the soul of a witch
usually goes to join its demon teachers in the
forest, becoming one of them, and returning to
transform other children into witches; otherwise,
it goes to SarinkavMni.5O As we have seen, the
threat posed by the soul of a demon's victim or a
witch can be forestalled by cremation, which
destroys the soul along with the body.

By contrast, good souls, the souls of good
Campas, shamans or others, join the maninkari
up on the mountain ridges or up in the sky, be-
coming maninkari themselves. There they live
much as they did when alive, much as living
Campas do. In form their houses, clothing, food,
tools, etc., are the same as for living Campas,
though invisible. They differ in that they are
immortal, know no suffering, and possess all
things in abundance. They look down from their
vantage points on the living, and as amacenka
they descend to visit.51 Domestic life is much the
same among them. A soul that joins the
maninkari is provided with a new spouse from
among their number, for all earthly ties are
severed with death. As was noted above, the
good spirits propagate themselves, but both the
sex act and the pain of childbirth are unknown
to them.52

There is some sense of a hierarchy among the
good spirits related to vertical position; the
spirits in the sky are at the apex of spiritual
excellence. It is understood that souls released
from their bodies by death encounter certain
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obstacles in their attempt to reach the sky, and
only the best arrive. There is Ec6ni, who rises
from the earth to the level of the clouds to block
the passage of any soul to the sky. There is
Amempori, who resides at the level of the clouds
and can fool the unwary soul into thinking that
he, Amempori, is the true God and that the soul
has arrived at its destination. And, according to
the shaman Porekavainti, there is a place called
Timpinearn in the air but below the level of the
clouds where live the timpinearisati, who are
also amacenka but presumably of an inferior
order. The soul of someone who has just
died, or the soul of a shaman visiting the realms
of the good spirits, being escorted through the
supernatural realms by an amacenka and on
passing Timpineari, hears the sound of drums and
urges its escort to detour to that place. The
escort refuses, but if the soul insists it will be
given leave to go there; it will go there, and it will
be lost.

The more elaborate burial procedure reported
for the Perene region, as we have seen, includes
notifying the man inkari of the death by whis-
tling over a cupped hand at the gravesite. As
described by Sariti, the maninkari, signaled in
this way, send scouts to discover what has
happened, who report back that a Campa is
"sleeping." The maninkari then come and, if the
deceased measures up to their qualifications,
they bathe him and have him smell something
that revives him. The deceased then accompanies
them body and soul back to their place of resi-
dence. There they give him a new (white) cushma
which, when he puts it on, makes him a
maninkari. The grave will be left with only a
small opening to mark where the deceased
emerged. Achiote pods and sugarcane fragments
will be found scattered around the grave; the
former were used by the man(nkari to paint the
face of their new member, the latter were spit
out by the maninkari, who chew sugarcane. If
the deceased was not so good, but good enough,
only his soul is taken to become a man inkari,
and his body is left to decay.53

Sariti described in some detail the fate of two
special categories of bad persons: killers and
fornicators. Killers are turned over after death to
Amempori, whose companions show them the
severed heads of their victims and demand to

know why they had killed them. As subjects of
Amempori, killers have a rather pleasant
existence, although §ariti agreed that they would
undoubtedly be punished a little.54

Fornicators-men who in their lifetimes
pursued many women-are turned over to Ec6ni
and made to dance, until at last they are thrown
down in the form of meteors into lakes, where
they cease to exist, or, if the earth opens up for
them, into ;arinkaveni, the domain of Korio§-
pirn. In sarinkaveni their ears are pierced so as
better to hear that fornicating with sisters and
other women is bad. There a giant toad exists,
with mouth permanently agape and exhaling
flames, into which they are made to thrust their
arms, which burn, only to be healed instanta-
neously. For each fornicator, an iron stake is
rammed up through the anus to the chin and
stuck into the ground, and the fornicator is
toasted, first one side and then the other, for a
very long time (perani), constantly groaning
"ayave" ("woe is me!"). Finally, the fornicator is
either eaten by the demons or else released, with
the option of either remaining in Sarinkaveni as a
demon or returning to earth as a demon, joining
the others in the low hills. A further possibility is
to ascend from Sarinkav6ni to the mountain
ridges by climbing the tail of a dog, to become a
muninkari at last, and to testify that it is not a
good idea to be a fornicator while alive. This
description suggests strong missionary influence.

Through the tangle of Campa mortuary
procedures and notions about the afterlife, we
see continuously that for the Campas death is
not the end of existence for the individual. His
soul survives and, unless it is destroyed by cre-
mation or some other posthumous eventuality, it
is immortal. Even his body, if he is very good,
will be given invisible immortality and retained.
And it will be the soul's fate, once it is free of
the mortal body or the body is made immortal,
to join the other free spirits in a universe dichot-
omized, in the main, into good and evil, joining
one or another host of spirits as it merits.55
How does all the foregoing relate to the

understanding that the souls of the dead are con-
sumed by the anthropophagous Moon, as
described in earlier sections? In fact there is no
relationship. When the Campas speak of the
Moon, they speak of that deity as the devourer
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of the souls of the dead. When they are not con-
sidering the Moon, they describe the fate of the
soul after death in the terms presented in this

chapter. It appears that two mutually exclusive
conceptions of the destiny of the human soul are
maintained by the Campas.

NOTES

'Clark (1953:160) has the following passage: "The
brujo [shaman] says-'Man (champari) has come from
the stars (enpoguiro) . . . and to the silent (pimagerette)
stars, he will return at death... This is contrary to
my findings.

2According to Tessmann (1930:93), only the souls
of witches can leave the body during life, which is con-

trary to my findings.

3Compare what is reported for the Machiguengas
(Anon. 1963:80): "Few people live to be old among the
tribesmen; death is never far away. Machiquenga tribes-
men often end ordinary conversations with the fatalistic
words, 'I'll die.' "

4Compare Tessmann (1930:93): "Magical death is
only from unknown internal illnesses, generally associ-
ated with fever visions. Death from known illnesses,
from misfortune, from drowning, old age, or warfare, is
natural." See also Steward and Metraux (1948:549) on

the Arawakan-speaking tribes of the Montania in general:
"These tribes probably recognize natural causes of ill-
ness. During epidemics they flee from their villages."

It is true that the Campas have a serviceable con-

ception of contagion. They recognize that the con-

tagious diseases producing the greatest number of
fatalities among them-measles and respiratory infec-
tions (smallpox no longer making the inroads of former
years)-were introduced by the Caucasians. News of out-
breaks of measles and respiratory infections are a major
topic of conversation with visitors and a major concern.

It is from fear of contagion that many Campas live scat-
tered in the hills at a considerable distance from the
rivers, to avoid contact with even their own tribesmen.
Padre Sala (1907:94; 1925:522; also reported in
Navarro 1924:8 and Reyna 1942:118) described how,
on his journey through the Gran Pajonal, his way was

barred by armed Campas at each settlement until his
party had been submitted to an interrogation beginning
with words to the following effect: "Who are you?
From where do you come? Why have you come to this
land? Are you bringing some illness? (On saying this
they turn their faces and spit.) No doubt you bring
catarrh or measles. (They turn their faces and spit with
greater force.)" See also Izaguirre 1923-1929:VI, 340;
Sala 1907:63, 111; 1925:482-483, 548. The belief

exists among the Campas that someone with measles
who bathes in the river pollutes the water, which carries
the disease to those bathing downstream. For this
reason, children are cautioned not to bathe in the river
when measles are reported for an upstream community.
The informant Kenco6ri claimed that one of his tribes-
men had brought back from the town of Satipo some
trade cloth painted with measles by malicious Cau-
casians. I also encountered among the Campas the belief
that a Caucasian may carry contagious disease in a box,
which conforms to what is reported in Herndon and
Gibbon (1854:1, 200) for the Piros: "They asked us if
we had not in our boxes some great and infectious
disease, which we could ... let loose among their
enemies." (See in this regard Ortiz 1961:256.) Data
such as these suggest a Campa understanding that con-
tagious disease is spread by some substance.

Nevertheless, personifying a disease, and so increas-
ing its supernaturalistic burden, remains a possibility for
the Campas. The informant Hevayoki related the follow-
ing: Measles are a man and woman who come to cure
the sick but also to victimize those who are well. Find-
ing a sick Campa abandoned by his people (presumably
in anticipation of their coming), they appear first as
Campas, then as Caucasians, then (after sleeping on a
platform) as handsome, fat dogs. (Kf'ri thorns may be
placed around the house to discourage the coming of
these dogs.) When they arrive, they call out "hu-hu-hu,"
but no one comes to greet them; they encounter the
sick person, who cannot flee, and ask him why he did
not show himself at their call, and he answers that he
cannot move; they ask where the others are, and if he
can tell them, they go in pursuit. Medicines and food
appear, with which they cure the sick person. Those
who fled the settlement return to their gardens for
manioc, but to conceal their presence from these per-
sonifications of the disease, they dig up one plant here
and another there and depart. Komempe did not rec-
ognize this description, which tends to prove its re-
stricted distribution.

5Funeral ceremonies were claimed for the Campas by
Carranza (1894:31) but denied by Navarro (1924:21),
as they were for the Machiguengas by Farabee
(1909:129; 1922:13) and Rosell (1916:xvi, 16). The
neighboring Piros, also Arawakan-speaking, do practice a
kind of funeral ceremony, as described by Valdez Lo-
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zano (1944:34) and Wiener (1880:355-356), similar to
that reported for the Panoan-speaking Conibos and
Shipibos (Anon. 1865-1866:XI, 106; Farabee 1922:84,
103; Marcoy 1875:11, 42; Ortega Ricaurte 1940:146;
but see Tessman 1928:224). Steward and Metraux
(1948:546) stated as a generality that "death obser-
vances amount essentially to nonritual disposal of the
corpse" among the Arawakan-speaking tribes of the
Montania.

6The throwing of corpses into the river was reported
for the Campas by Clark (1953:164), Gridilla (1942a:
74), Navarro (1924:21), Ordinaire (1887:280), Samanez
Ocampo (1907:304), Schutz-Holzhausen (1895:214),
Steward and Metraux (1 948:547), Stull (195 1:94), and
Wavrin (1937:446). It was reported for the Machiguen-
gas by -Carrasco (in Raimondi 1874-1913:III, 186),
Farabee (1909:129-130; 1922:12-14). Garcia (1935-
1937:XVIII, 169), Grandidier (1861:144), Mar-
coy (1875:I, 489), Ortega Ricaurte (1940:144), Rosell
(1916:xvi, 15-16), Snell and Snell (1954:14), Steward
and Metraux (1948:547), and Tennant (1958:68). Mar-
coy (1875:I, 523) and Wiener (1880:355) reported the
practice for the Piros. Ordinaire, in the passage cited,
claimed erroneously that only the bodies of witches are
disposed of in this way among the Campas. Padre Garcia
mentioned the practice only in connection with snake-
bite victims, which is certainly not true for the Campas.
The use of stone weights was noted by Carrasco (and,
after him, by Ortega Ricaurte) but denied by Farabee.
The use of rafts in disposing of the dead was reported
for the Campas by Wavrin (1937:446, 466-467;
1943:90), and for the Amueshas or Campas by Reiser
(1943:189).

7Caldwell and Calhoun (1932:242) made the follow-
ing statement of Campa practice: '"When a member of
the group dies, the corpse is wrapped in cotton cloth
from head to foot and tied to a long pole for conven-
ience in carrying to the funeral. The manner in which
the dead are disposed of is not known. The natives are
determined to keep this a secret of their race. Any white
man who attempts to pry into this mystery is endan-
gering his own life. The accompanying picture is a snap-
shot of a funeral party proceeding through the jungle,
taken without the knowledge of the natives." The
photograph alluded to shows the corpse in extended
position, which may be an acceptable alternative to flex-
ing for some part of the Campa population, or may only
indicate that rigor mortis had set in before the body
could be flexed for easier transportation. These authors
may have been excessively timid in their investigation of
these matters.

8Burial practices were reported for the Campas in

greater or less detail by Clark (1953:117, 164), Gridilla
(1942b:54), J. G. (1868:21-22), Navarro (1924:21),
Tessmann (1930:100), and Wavrin (1937:446, 466;
1943:89-90); and for the Amueshas or Campas by
Reiser (1943:189). (Izaguirre [1923-1929:XII, 475] re-
ported burial in natural rock cavities in the Satipo-
Pangoa region, of which my informants knew nothing.)
Similar burial practices were reported for the Machi-
guengas by Farabee (1909:129-130; 1922:13-14), Gar-
cia (1935-1937:XVIII, 170-171), Mac-Lean y Estenos
(1939:340), and Steward and Metraux (1948:547). Piro
burial practices were reported by Carrasco (in Raimondi
1874-1913:III, 188), Castelnau (1850-1851:IV, 384),
and Matteson (1954:81); those of the Conibos and Shi-
pibos were reported by Karsten (1964:206), Orton
(1876:321), and Sotomayor (1908:357). Clark claimed
incorrectly that burial is limited among the Campas to
the disposal of shamans' bodies. Farabee (and, after
him, Steward and Metraux) claimed burial is limited
among the Machiguengas to those slain in warfare and to
children, limitations which do not hold for the Campas.
(According to my informants, those who fall in battle
on a raid are left where they fell, although a warrior
who dies from his wounds while returning from a raid
will, it is true, be buried along the trail. See in this
regard Golewski 1933:146: "They do not bury the dead
who are left after their fights, and that is the reason why
in various parts of the Pajonal and in the hills heaps of
bones are encountered.") The practice of burial was
denied categorically, presumably for the Machiguengas,
by Ortega Ricaurte (1940:144), probably because it was
not explicitly mentioned by his source, Carrasco (in
Raimondi 1874-1913:III, 186); it was also denied for
the Campas by Stull (1951:94).

9The abandoning of corpses without burial was re-
ported for the Campas by Amich (1854:50), Harkness
(1942:84-85), Izaguirre (1923-1929:1, 214), Steward
and Metraux (1948:547), and Tschudi (1847:288); and
for the Machiguengas by Rosell (1916:xvi, 16).

"0Compare Stull 1951:94: "When I placed the
woman's [dead] baby before her, she picked up the
filthy dressings and put them directly on top of the
child's face."

"1Cemeteries were reported for the Campas by Tess-
mann (1930:100) and Wavrin (1943:89-90).

"2Burial in the house was reported for the Campas by
Anon. (1888:23), Carranza (1894:31), Domville-Fife
(1924:262), Golewski (1933:142), Ordinaire (1887:
280), Samanez Ocampo (1907:304), Schlfppi
(1935:369), Schutz-Holzhausen (1895:214), and Tess-
mann (1930: 100). It was reported for the Piros by Bal-
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lon Landa (1917:287), Carrasco (in Raimondi
1874-1913:III, 188), Farabee (1922:55, 60), Herndon
and Gibbon (1854:1, 200), Samanez Ocampo
(1907:311), and Sotomayor (1908:355); and for the
Conibos and Shipibos by Carrasco (in Raimondi
1897-1913:III, 190), Duenias (1792:182), Farabee
(1922:84, 103), Marcoy (1875:II, 44), Ortega Ricaurte
(1940:146), Orton (1876:321), Sotomayor (1908:357),
and Tessmann (1928:215). Tessmann claimed, contrary
to my findings, that for the Campas burial in the house
is the special manner of interring shamans, and is limited
to them. Schlappi limited that practice to the death of a
family head. Simply abandoning the corpse in the
house, as Rosell (1916:xvi, 16) claimed the Machiguen-
gas do with their shamans (or witches), does not occur
among the Campas, according to my informants.

3The abandoning of a settlement after a death was
reported for the Campas (though in some cases the
Amueshas may be intended) by Anon. (1888:23), Car-
ranza (1894:31), Golewski (1933:142), Izaguirre
(1923-1929:VI, 323; VII, 66), J. G. (1868:22), Koch-
Grunberg (1900:85), Medina (1957:81), Navarro
(1924:23; 1927:117), Ordinaire (1887:280), Reiser
(1943:128, 189), Schlappi (1935:369), Schutz-Holz-
hausen (1895:214), Stahl (1932:34), and Steward
and Metraux (1948:547). It was reported for the Machi-
guengas by Farabee (1909:129; 1922:13), Garcia
(1935-1937:XVIII, 172), Grandidier (1861:144), Mac-
Lean y Estenos (1939:340), and Marcoy (1875:1,489).
Somewhat divergent practices among the Piros were re-
ported by Carrasco (in Raimondi 1874-1913:III, 188),
Farabee (1922:60), Samanez Ocampo (1907:311), and
Tessman (1930:366-367). Burning the house in which
someone has died was reported for the Campas by Cald-
well and Calhoun (1932:242), and Golewski (1933:
142). It was reported for the Machiguengas by
Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 176), Marcoy (1875:1,489),
and Rosell (1916:xvi, 14). Farabee's assertion (1909:
129; 1922:13) that among the Machiguengas a
site abandoned because of a death could be reoccupied
soon after by another group, was denied for the Campas
by my informants. The Machiguenga belief reported by
Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 176), that one endan-
gers his own life if he stares into the flames of a house
being burned after a death, has no Campa counterpart.

l Compare Garcia 1935-1937:XVIII, 169: "It may be
that the Machiguengas prefer to continue living in the
same house, and so the sick person is the one who must
leave, on foot or in the arms of others, to be conducted
to a hill or solitary place. There they will leave him
alone and abandoned... near some brook so that he
can drink, and with some victuals." Provisioning and
abandoning the seriously ill, alluded to in this passage,

and reported for the Campas by Steward and Metraux
(1948:547), was denied by my informants.

l"Only in this instance do the Campas behave in any
way resembling what was described by Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVIII, 172; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos
1939:340) in the following terms: "There are also
Machiguengas who retire to the forest when someone in
their family dies, and there they wander for a couple of
weeks, fugitive and hidden so that the deceased cannot
encounter and kill them." Temporary withdrawal from
a house in which a death has occurred was also reported
for the Machiguengas by Snell and Snell (1954:14).

"Golewski, reporting on the Pajonal Campas, gave
two months as the critical age (1933:142). It might be
more accurate to say that the death of a two-month-old
infant would cause no particular concern, while the
death of an older child, up to the age of discretion,
would cause increasing apprehension, in a few cases pre-
cipitating flight. When a child has reached the age of
discretion, his death is then reacted to as if he were an
adult. By "age of discretion" is here meant the stage of
development when a child can understand everything it
is told and can speak intelligibly. Farabee noted that the
Machiguengas do not move when the deceased is a small
child but the rationale he gave indicates that his infor-
mants were quite acculturated: he was told that the
Machiguengas do not believe in or fear ghosts, that they
do not move after the death of a child because "the
adults have no fear of children's diseases" (1909:129;
1922:13).

"7According to Padre Navarro (1924:21): "When a
mother loses her only child, she sometimes cries for
many days, accompanying her tears with a certain very
sad and funereal song that reveals her pain and grief."
This description rings true, though there are no songs of
mourning as such, and though such demonstrativeness
would be exceptional. See also Stull 1951:93-94.

"8Sadness at death was reported for the Campas by
Izaguirre (1923-1929:XII, 475) and Nordenskjold
(1924:24; 1927:117). Lamentations lasting several
hours were reported by J. G. (1868:21-22).

'9Vomiting after a death was reported for the Machi-
guengas by Rosell (1916:xvi, 16).

20§ariti and Kencori on another occasion gave as the
reason for the practice a desire to prevent baldness, sug-
gesting that what remains of the original rationale
(whatever it might have been) is only a wish to avoid
some indefinite bad consequence. Cutting the hair from
the head following a death was reported for the Machi-
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guengas by Cenitagoya ((1943] :28), Garcia (1935-
1937:XVIII, 172), Grandidier (1861:144), Mac-
Lean y Estenos (1939:340), Marcoy (1875:1, 485),
Snell and Snell (1954:14), and Tennant (1058:68). The
reason given varies: Grandidier and Marcoy, as a sign of
mourning; Garcia and Mac-Lean y Estenos, lest the
ghost of the deceased pull the hair, causing it to stop
growing; Snell and Snell, and Tennant, lest the ghost of
the deceased drag the survivor away by the hair. The
practice was also reported for the Piros by Farabee
(1922:60) and Wiener (1880:369). According to Fara-
bee, a Piro widow will not remarry until her hair has
grown back. Rosell (1916:xvi, 16) reported that Machi-
guenga widows also wait a period of time before remar-
rying. My informants stated that a widower or widow
among the Campas will remain unmarried for a period
of time ranging from six months to a year, as an earlier
remarriage would result in the early death of the new
spouse.

2"The removal of arm and leg bands after a death was
reported for the Machiguengas by Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVIII, 169-170). The reason he gave for
this practice, that if not removed the bands would be-
come the veins of the deceased and cause death, was not
recognized by my informants. Padre Garcia also re-
ported that for several days following a death the
women of the community refrain from spinning, for
fear that the thread would turn into the intestines of the
defunct, become attached to the intestines of the sur-
vivors, and kill everyone. The informant Komempe
agreed that Campa women would not spin for a couple
of days after a death, lest the stick impale the visiting
good spirits and the thread be transformed into the dead
person's intestines, causing the spinner to die soon
thereafter.

22These last few practices are optional, and ap-
parently not particularly common. Note that the "rea-
sons" given for these practices are all ex post facto, but
nevertheless do reveal some of the things that worry the
Campas when there is a death.

23This practice was reported for the Machiguengas by
Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 172; see also Mac-Lean
y Estenos 1939:340).

2"This is another Machiguenga practice, according to
Snell and Snell (1954:14; see also Tennant 1958:68).
Clark (1953:111) reported as follows for the Campas:
"The fire's soft glow showed a pair of tall blood-
smeared posts weirdly painted with 'human ghost pic-
tures' in white and red. Seeing them, the [Campa] slaves
became greatly alarmed saying these were 'evil' and had
to do with death, and with kamari-devil spirits." What

is here described corresponds to nothing that I encoun-
tered among the Campas.

25Putting the aged and infirm to death as burdens to
themselves and to the community was reported for the
Campas by Alviano (1957:57), Domville-Fife (1924:
263-264, 273), Izaguirre (1923-1939:VII, 66),
Moss (1909:18), Navarro (1924:25, 28), Nordenskjold
(1924:23; 1937:117), Stahl (1932:34), and Tschudi
(1947:287). It was reported for the Machiguengas by
Farabee (1909:129; 1922:13; see also Steward and
Metraux 1948:547). Moss, Navarro, Nordenskjold, and
Farabee specified that the person is thrown alive into the
river. Domville-Fife (and, after him, Alviano) provided a
spurious description of burial alive in a standing position
in such cases. My informants knew nothing of such prac-
tices. It was affirmed, however, that when a woman dies
leaving an unweaned infant, that infant will be buried or
thrown into the river alive if there is no woman present
who can and will nurse it. This conforms to Stull's re-
port (1951:75-76): "The father prefers to toss his baby
into the river to follow the body of its mother than to
hear it cry for three days in starvation and then die
anyway." (The informant Kenco'ri, while describing the
general practice, claimed that he himself would try to
keep the infant alive until it died, then inter it.)

26Killing the delirious as demon-possessed was re-
ported for the Campas by Stahl (1932:34). Roseli
(1916:xvi, 14) reported that the Machiguengas flee in
panic from a sick person who is delirious, returning after
a few days to see if he is recovered or dead.

"The term caviari (signifying "out of one's senses")
is also used to refer to children who grope in their sleep,
mumbling words, and to persons who get drunk at festi-
vals and blunder over to the group of the opposite sex
to fall asleep (segregation of the sexes is practiced at
festivals). These occurrences, however, are not inter-
preted as demonic or dangerous.

2"The information supplied here on the violent form
of mental derangement occurring among the Campas, is
corroborated by an incident reported by Franciscan mis-
sionaries in the Pangoa region, ca. 1673. The incident, as
related by Padre Amich (1854:52; see also Izaguirre
1923-1929:1, 215), concerned a Campa boy some 10 to
12 years of age: "One day while in the forest with his
parents, he was attacked by a sudden flt so extraordi-
nary that, overcome like an endemoned fury, he crawled
through the underbrush, ripping himself to pieces not
only among the thorns, sticks, and tree trunks, but also
with his own hands, nails, and teeth, tearing off his flesh
with rabid bites. In addition to this, his screams and
howls were such as to terrify those present. They would
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have abandoned him (as is the custom among them) if
they did not fear the displeasure of the [Catholic] priests
who already had instructed them not to abandon those
unfortunates who were ill. They carried him to the set-
tlement on a stretcher, tied hand and foot, with a piece
of wood in his mouth which he held so clenched in his
teeth that bindings were superfluous. Compassionate
and sympathetic, the monks untied him. But it was the
same as untying a wild beast, and if so many people had
not come to the rescue it would have been impossible to
tie him again." See also Stull 1951:59: "We had seen
sun exposure, and in every instance the afflicted Indian
insisted that he had seen a ghost.... Days of lunacy
followed in every case, with the afflicted ones ripping
off their strait-jackets as fast as they were fastened on.
They inflicted injury on themselves, and attempted to
assault others."

29 Compare Padre Garcia's account for the Machi-
guengas (1935-1937:XVIII, 167-168; see also Mac-Lean
y Estenos 1939:339).

"The practice of cremation was reported for the
Campas by Clark (1953:164), Izaguirre (1923-1929:VII,
66), Navarro (1924:21), Stahl (1932:34), Steward and
Metraux (1948:547), and Tessmann (1930:100). It was
reported for the Machiguengas by Garcia (1935-1937:
XVIII, 169), Grandidier (1861:144), and Mac-Lean
y Estenos (1939:339-340).

31 Compare Tessmann (1930:100; see also Steward
and Metraux 1948:547): "Evil sorcerers are thrown into
the water or into the bush, or burned." Padre Navarro
(1924:28) commented that Campa sale of witch-
children to the Caucasians is "for them an act of true
philanthropy." Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 169;
see also Mac-Lean y Estenos 1939:339-340) reported
that, among the Machiguengas, the bodies of witches are
cremated to destroy their souls. He added that the
bodies of snakebite victims are either cremated or
thrown into the river, out of a conviction that if they
were buried the number of snakes would multiply, all of
which is without Campa parallel.

32This description holds only for an infant born with
a major defect. If the defect is minor, the infant is either
left to die or else accepted and raised. An alternative
explanation of malformation at birth is simply that one
of the parents had eaten something in violation of preg-
nancy restrictions, but the action taken is the same.
Twins are not conceived to be demonic, although one of
a pair of twins may be allowed to die to spare the
mother the excessive burden.

Infanticide in the case of a deformed child, taken to
be the offspring or product of a demon, was reported

for the Machiguengas by Padre Garcia (1935-1937:
XVII, 227; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos 19 39:339) and
for the tribes of the Ucayali by Orton (1876:321).
Coriat ([19421:22) reported as follows: "There are some
Amazonian tribes that retain the barbarous custom of
burying alive or drowning a baby born with a deformity
since they believe that the baby was born bewitched,
and if an old woman has issue it also is eliminated in the
belief that only the devil could have engendered that
offspring." Grandidier (1861:130) reported that, among
the Ucayali tribes, deformed and sickly infants are put
to death, but he gave no reason for the practice; the
same author (1861:143) reported that, among the
Machiguengas, the second of a pair of twins is buried
alive as the offspring of a demon. Clark (1953:76) men-
tioned infanticide of a "malformed baby" among the
Campas, but he provided no reason for the practice-and
the procedure he described, involving the use of a
poisoned thorn, is contrary to my information.

"Padre Garcia's description of Machiguenga burial
practices (1935-1937:XVIII, 170-171; see also Mac-
Lean y Estenos 1939:340) is very similar to this one.
There are differences in details, however. Thus, Padre
Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 170) reported the following:
"When they no longer perceive signs of life in the
patient, they submit him to a rigorous examination to
make sure. They open and close his eyelids, press a mus-
cle, ausculate his heart, etc., etc." The Campas, by con-
trast, are satisfied with feeling for a heartbeat.

'Compare Grain 1943:244, for the Machiguengas:
"They even bury their dead with faces well painted with
achiote." According to Padres Garcia (1935-1937:
XVIII, 170-171) and Urquilo (1939:133), the Machi-
guengas paint a dead person's face with achiote in order
to please the defunct and thereby mitigate his destruc-
tive fury. The Campas agree that the act is pleasing to
the dead person, but not that the ghost's behavior is
affected by it.

35Compare Padre Garcia's account (1935-1937:
XVIII, 171): "The cotton that they put on his eyes
before carrying him to burial is so that he will not see
the path by which they conduct him, and not succeed in
returning later. Moreover, said cotton ensures that the
cadaver can no longer see Machiguengas though he re-
moves it later, on awakening."

3"In these days, a shirt and trousers may be found
under the cushma, if the deceased owned them.

l?fhe informant gariti stated rather anomalously
that the corpse faces the setting sun so that the sun in
setting will carry off its soul. Information gathered on
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the Ene River would suggest that there, for similar
burials, the corpse faces the rising sun.

38Compare Tessmann's account (1930:100): "A
sleeping mat is spread out in the grave, on top of which
is placed the corpse dressed only in a shirt [cushma] or
loincloth but without adornments. An old shirt is put
under the head. Other things are not added. The face of
the corpse looks upward, the position is extended. Over
the corpse, cross-sticks are stuck in the walls of the
grave and covered with a layer of Iriartea palm leaves.
On top of that comes the earth." The covering of the
grave was described in much the same manner for the
Machiguengas by Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 171;
see also Mac-Lean y Estenos 1939:340), but his asser-
tion that the Machiguengas alternatively cover graves
with inverted masato troughs, is without Campa parallel.

39The large aluminum pots obtained from the Cauca-
sians and the large balls of thread prepared for weaving
cushmas represent a heavy investment of labor. Clay
pots may be smashed or thrown into the river, as their
value is much less. The claim made by Clark
(1953:59-60, 62) that the Campas "kill" a dead person's
weapons or pots by breaking them, to release their
spirits, seems to be without foundation. Also unfounded
is Tessmann's assertion (1930:100) that the burning or
discarding of property is limited to women who die
without children. For the Machiguengas, Marcoy
(1875:1, 489) reported a systematic destruction of a
dead person's property that goes beyond Campa prac-
tice, whereas Grandidier (1861:144) claimed that the
personal property is saved. Concerning Piro practices,
Carrasco (in Raimondi 1874-1913:III, 188) reported
that everything a dead Piro owns is interred with him.
Farabee (1922:60) stated as much, adding that a dead
Piro's dogs are killed and buried nearby. Samanez
Ocampo's description of Piro practices (1907:311) is
more elaborate: "When a Piro dies, he is buried in his
house, and over his sepulcher they burn all his clothes
and flammable objects, smash what is breakable, throw
his tools and arms into the river, and kill the animals he
raised. Nothing pertaining to the deceased can remain."

4"It may be noted that these provisions are placed
around the grave rather than inside the grave, in contrast
to what Padre Garcia reported for the Machiguengas
(1935-1937:XVIII, 171; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos
1939:340). Furthermore, it is not understood, as Padre
Garcia claimed for the Machiguengas, that the spirits
will supply the deceased with sustenance if what is left
at the grave is insufficient.

4'As a statement of regional differences, this must be
taken as a generalization. The orderly retreat from a
grave may be a more recent development and a conse-

quence, however indirectly, of acculturative influences.
Compare Padre Izaguirre's report for the Satipo-Pangoa
region (1923-1929:XII, 475): "But scarcely have they
finished setting the cadaver in its resting place when all
those present flee in disbandment, precipitously with-
drawing from the place." Compare also Wavrin's report
for the same region (1943:90): "They then escape by
running down the slope opposite their place of resi-
dence. In this way, the spirit of the deceased cannot
follow them nor carry them away." (See also Wavrin
1937:446, 466.)

42Padre Garcia (1935-1937 :XVIII, 171) described
the Machiguengas retreating from a gravesite, "covering
the path with dead leaves, branches, and small trees so
that afterwards the cadaver will not follow them home."
This description was paraphrased by Mac-Lean y
Estenos (1939:340) in the following terms: "The
funeral cortege withdraws, erasing the traces of its pass-
ing to turn from the trail the soul of the deceased."

"Bathing after a death is reported for the Machi-
guengas by Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 172), Mac-Lean y
Estenos (1939:340), and Rosell (1916:xvi, 16). That
this is done by all the immediate relatives of the de-
ceased, as Rosell claimed, and for the purpose of making
the bathers invisible to the dead person, as Padre Garcia
(and, after him, Mac-Lean y Estenos) asserted, are with-
out Campa parallels. According to Padre Garcia in the
passage cited (see likewise Mac-Lean y Estenos), the
Machiguengas remove and wash the clothes they were
wearing when the death occurred, and put on other
clothes, to confuse the deceased.

44As Tessmann noted (1930:100), there is no ex-
huming of skulls or bones by the Campas. Clark's de-
scriptions of human skulls and skins, bones and flesh,
hanging in Campa houses (195 3:69-70, 90), are contrary
to my findings and thus appear as unnecessarily gro-
tesque fictions. The same can be said for Clark's report
(1953:27) of Campas fattening and eating a Caucasian
prisoner. During the century following the sublevation
of Juan Santos Atahualpa, when Campa territory was
off limits to Caucasians, the notion somehow developed
that the Campas were cannibals (see Barraillier
1892:138; Burke 1960a:mxxxii, 10; Clark 1953:78,
170, 177; Galt MS: II, 10; Loayza 1942:4748; Mark-
ham 1895:244 [but not 1910:83]; Orton 1876:322;
Tschudi 1847:283; Uriarte 1938-1942:LV, iv, 40, 42).
This was denied by more knowledgeable reporters (Moss
1909:18; Navarro 1924:28; Ordinaire 1887:283). Can-
nibalism, in fact, is absent among the Campas and is
incompatible with their attitudes toward the dead.

4'As Reiser (1943:189) noted: 'WVhere a dead man is
buried, there his ghost haunts."
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"Compare Padre Garcia's account for the Machi-
guengas (1935-1937:XVIII, 171). According to Padre
Garcia, the souls of the good as well as the bad are
dangerous during the first few days after death
(1935-1937:XVIII, 172). This was denied by my in-
formants speaking for the Campas. The question, how-
ever, is academic, as few Campas at death would be so
highly regarded for their goodness that their ghosts
would not be feared.

47That all Campas become, in the end, wandering
ghosts, was reported by Caldwell and Calhoun
(1932:242) and Stull (1951:64-65, 92-93). These
authors (Caldwell and Calhoun 1932:242; Stull
1951:94) also reported that the ghost of an infant con-
tinues its association with its mother, who ties a tiny
raft to her raft or canoe for the ghost to ride upon, and
leans a stick against each side of any fallen log she may
cross so that the diminutive ghost can follow her. Such
behavior must be quite limited in its distribution, at
least among the River Campas, as my informants had
never heard of it.

4"Aside from this, there is no belief among the Cam-
pas in transmigration. Nevertheless, transmigration into
animals was reported for the Campas by Anon.
(1888:23), Izaguirre (1923-1929:XII, 475), J. G.
(1868:22-23, 42; see also Gasteliu 1885:143), Navarro
(1924:21), and Ordinaire (1887:280). It was reported
for the Machiguengas by Gohring (1877:69), Grandidier
(1861:144), and Marcoy (1875:1, 490), and for the
Piros by Samanez Ocampo (1907:311) and Wiener
(1880: 369). Compare Padre Cenitagoya's account
([1943]:198): "The soul of the Machiguenga goes wan-
dering in the forest, making noise... or else is con-
verted into an animal to atone for the misdeeds he com-
mitted in this world." Padre Cenitagoya ([1943]:197)
noted that, in Machiguenga belief, a soul may become
an animal after death, but it does not enter into the
body of an animal. Carranza (1894:30) reported a
Campa belief to the effect that souls transmigrate from
parents to children: "It appears that they believe in the
immortality of the soul, supposing that it is transmitted
from parents to children by means of procreation. In
accordance with this idea they victimize those who are
sterile, viewing them as parasitic plants." Nothing re-
sembling what Carranza described was encountered
among the Campas by me; my informants roundly
denied any such belief or practice.

4The use of the term "victim" is somewhat mislead-
ing, because for the Campas anyone attacked by a de-
mon somehow deserved his fate. The extent of demon-
caused death can be exaggerated in the minds of some
Campas, as in the case of one visitor who claimed that,
except for those who die of old age, no one dies without

"seeing" something. The same informant also claimed
that when someone dies, his (or her) old clothing is
transformed into pomp6ri (a kind of owl), his excre-
ment into tiv(to (the dung beetle), and his urine, when
stepped on, causes acute pains.

50Compare Tessmann's account of the fate of
witches (1930:93; see also Steward and Metraux
1948:547): "The soul of an evil sorcerer [witch] goes
into the bush, whence it appears in dreams to youths
who want to become evil sorcerers and tries to entice
them to sorcery.... It has no home and eats nothing."

"1Compare Tessman's account (1930:93; see also
Steward and M6traux 1948:547): "The souls of laymen
and good sorcerers [shamans] go to heaven. There the
laymen live in houses as on earth, eat as they do here,
etc. The good sorcerers subsist by smoking.... The
souls in heaven, when they are old, become young again,
so that they never die. Never again do they return to the
earth. They have no chiefs." (My informants would not
limit the sustenance of shamans' souls to smoking.)

"2The elaboration permitted by Campa belief is il-
lustrated by one informant's assertion that if a soul goes
to Kitamar6nkani, a mountain ridge and center of the
maninkari above Kodri on the Tambo, it will find that
sexual activity and labor pains continue in force there; if
it chooses it can go to Hananerite, however, up in the
sky, where both are absent.

S3Farabee came upon an empty grave and could give
no explanation for it (1922:13-14). Compare Padre Gar-
cia's account for the Machiguengas (1935-1937:XVIII,
136-137):

"The souls of good Machiguengas are conducted by
the Saangariite spirits to the mouth of the Meshiareni
River (the Milky Way), 'the river where the skin is
changed,' and there are submitted to an excellent bath
that renews their skin, strips them of mortality and the
human condition, and transforms them into Saanga-
riite... .

"The body of the good is buried like that of the bad,
but after two or three days the Saangarfite go to disinter
it, blow on the crown of the head, and the soul of the
cadaver becomes reanimated and animates the entire
body. They carry him directly to bathe in the regenera-
tive waters of the Meshiareni, and there he is trans-
formed also into a Saangar(ite. The cushma and clothing
that had been his shroud later appear hanging from a
pole next to the sepulcher; he does not take them with
him.

"Full of joy, the spirits conduct their new com-
panions to their own houses, which are at the head-
waters of the rivers, where the women already await
with overflowing troughs of istea [masato]. In the
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drunken festival with which their arrival is celebrated,
the new compatriots are provided with consorts, Saanga-
riite also.

"Sometimes the cadaver anticipates the Saangarzite
and, before they come to disinter it, gets up and goes by
foot to visit them. When it arrives close to their houses,
far away in the hills, something like distant thunder is
heard from there. There they blow on it and animate it,
and then carry it to bathe in the Meshiareni, except in
certain cases in which they convert the cadaver into a
Saangariite simply by anointing the eyes with sap from
the ibenkiki plant.

"The Machiguengas who take pains to go always in a
cushma and with their faces very red with achiote, are
carried to Kamabiria by the Saangariite of those lands.
Bathed in the Meshiareni and transformed into Saanga-
rzite, they will thenceforth eat in abundance, apart from
other delicacies, delicious and fleshy manioc of a special
kind found only there."

This account agrees with Campa thought except for
the following details: the Campas do not believe that
the good spirits wait two or three days to visit a grave;
they do not recognize the detail of the dead person's
clothing left hanging from a pole; they do not believe
that any dead person will go searching for the good
spirits on his own; they do not recognize special recruit-
ment for the first subterranean level-the "Kamabiria"
of the Machiguengas, the Kivinti of the Campas. See
also Cenitagoya ([1943] :201): "When a senpegari
[shaman] dies, they say his cadaver disappears, per-
haps to join his accomplice the saangarite."

"4The following was reported by Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVIII, 137) as Machiguenga belief: "The
bodies of those who die assassinated are eaten by the
samp6nero or white vultures, which respect the heart,
blow on it, and convert it into a samp6nero like them,
and carry it up to Menkortpatsa, their paradisiacal

abode." This description is acceptable to the Campas,
taking "samponero" as equivalent to the condor Amem-
pori, who resides at the level of the clouds (the "Men-
koripatsa" of the Machiguengas). For the Campas, how-
ever, assassins as well as the assassinated end up as lieges
of Amempori. Padre Garcia added that, in Machiguenga
belief, those who are lazy become "tachipionti" birds
after death, a notion unfamiliar to the Campas.

55The belief that the soul survives death was reported
for the Campas by Coriat ([1942]:77) in a passage that
shows strong Caucasian influence but makes specific
reference to the heart, a passage presented as the words
of a dying Campa: "-Perhaps the thought is sad that I
am going to live with my relatives, including those whose
names were forgotten long before I was born? A man is
like a grain of wheat [sic]: bury him and he becomes
dust. Nevertheless, his heart lives and germinates in the
breath of life (the soul) that makes him be again what
he was." A belief in the immortality of the soul was
reported as well for the Machiguengas by Aza
(1924:27), Cenitagoya (1921:319), and Marquez Eyza-
guirre (1935:188). A belief that the soul goes to its
reward, either good or ill, was reported for the Machi-
guengas by Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 133-134; see also
Mac-Lean y Estenos 1939:339).

Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 173-174) reported
that the Machiguengas hold a seance after a death to
discover the final whereabouts of the soul of the de-
ceased. No such seance is held by the Campas, although
a shaman would be able to provide information about a
soul's whereabouts, claiming to have seen it here or
there. Entirely alien to Campa thought is Clark's formu-
lation (1953:62): "The Campa dreams of the sun, is
drawn up into it, and if he dies while he is thus meditat-
ing, he is returned to earth and the other worlds on its
rays to become one with all creation-the flower, the
earth, the snake, the water, the air, the trees-one with
all phenomenal matter."

THE DESTINY OF THE HUMAN SOUL. 2.

Ha! ha!
Then is the ghosts' high-noon!

-W. S. Gilbert, Ruddigore

The basic Campa concept that the soul sur-

vives death as a ghost or sireci-basic in the sense

that all else on the subject is elaboration or quali-
fication-is given expression in the narrative that
follows. This text is unusual, for the narrators are

two in number. As they arranged the matter be-
tween them, the principal narrator is Komempe
while her husband Aariti, who had first taught

her the narrative, provides additions, corrections,
and asides. First, a summary of the narrative:
A man sets out on an expedition to obtain

salt, accompanied by his brother. He tells his
pregnant wife that he will return in three
months, and that she should have manioc beer
ready for him. While he is gone, however, his
wife dies in childbirth.
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When the two men return, they find the house
deserted. As night falls they climb to a high
sleeping platform and, shoving aside piles of
beans that had been left there, they bed down
for the night. Some time later they hear the mur-
mur of voices coming closer, and a man and
woman enter the house. Although the two on-
lookers are not aware of it, the woman is the
dead wife, and the man is her new ghost hus-
band. The latter begins to beat a drum, and he
instructs the dead woman (or, rather, her ghost)
to harvest manioc and prepare manioc beer.

The two onlookers, afraid of being discovered,
burrow into the pile of beans on their platform
to conceal themselves. The ghost of the dead
woman first takes some of the beans and cooks
them. Then she goes out to harvest some manioc,
returns after a lapse of time, and proceeds to
make the beer (masato). The process is described
in detail: she shells the manioc, [cooks it] mashes
it in her masato trough, adds water to it, and
strains the liquid. She then offers this masato to
her ghost husband, who drinks and eructs in the
Campa fashion.

The ghost husband asks his ghost wife to
dance, but she is unwilling to dance alone, so he
takes the lead, drumming and singing the Song of
the Dead. (The words to this song are meaning-
less, suggesting that the dead speak a different
language.) The two onlookers hear the song, and
through them it will be passed on to future gen-
erations of the living down to the present day:
for this reason we are now in possession of the
song.

The ghostly revel is interrupted by the hoot-
ing of an owl, which the dead woman recognizes
as her uncle's "rooster" heralding the approach
of day, which appears to ghosts as night. The two
ghosts hasten to finish their masato, the dead
woman squeezing the mass of manioc pulp to
extract the last of the liquid. Of course, it is all
appearance: in reality the masato trough is
empty and mildewed, abandoned with the rest of
the house when the woman died. The two on-
lookers hear the clatter of the dead woman's
gourd bowls as she arranges them, turning them
upside down, preparatory to her departure. It is
remarked parenthetically that ghosts have a long-
ing to see the things they left behind, and for
that reason return to the homes they knew.

The ghosts finally depart, the murmur of their
voices fading into the distance, for it is the end
of their "day," and time for them to sleep.
[§ariti, musing about the strange reversal of day
and night in the perceptions of ghosts,1 suggests
that it is analogous to the daylight we see in
dreams during the night.] The two onlookers,
who had been too frightened to sleep, wait until
the bright of day to descend from their platform.
They take their salt and leave, the one Campa,
who had not recognized his wife in the ghost
woman, wondering where his wife might have
moved in his absence.

The two men trudge on and on, finally stop-
ping to rest. They see approaching them the one
Campa's wife, carrying her babe in her bone-
pendant sash, the bone pendants clattering as she
moves. They meet and greet each other, and the
woman stares at the two men intensely. She asks
her husband if he has indeed returned and if he
has the salt that he had set out to obtain, and he
asks her if she has given birth in his absence. All
questions are answered in the affirmative. The
husband then asks his wife to sit down, but she
refuses, telling him to bring something for her to
sit on. He brings her leaves but she rejects them,
taking instead the leaves of stinging nettles and
sitting on them.2 The husband is astounded, and
gives his wife an intense stare.

They decide to sleep where they are. The
woman goes off to perform a natural function.
She leaves the babe, which is covered, telling the
two men not to look at it. The husband is puz-
zled by this injunction, and when his wife is out
of sight he looks under the covers at his child.
What he sees is a pile of worms, wriggling and
writhing. It is now abundantly clear that the
woman is dead and it was she whom they had seen
the night before.

The two men sleep through the night. The
next morning they follow the dead woman along
the path. They come upon her: she has stepped
off the path and under her feet another path has
appeared, the path leading to the cemetery where
she was buried, her present home. The husband's
brother continues on along the real path, but the
husband chooses to follow his wife to the Com-
munity of the Dead.

The path is long, but at last they emerge onto
the clearing of that Community. There the hus-
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band sees the host of the Dead, dressed in tatters,
their ribs protruding. The Dead are disturbed
that a living person should appear among them.
They tell him to spit. When he does so they de-
duce that he is still "raw" (alive) and not yet
"cooked" (dead), and they insist that he return
to the living. Before he goes, however, they beg
him to burn food, clothing, and other things for

them when he is back among the living, since
they are lacking in provisions.

He agrees, and then sets out along the ghostly
path leading him to the real path and thence to
the company of his fellows. He burns things as he
promised, and he recounts all that he experi-
enced. What he tells will be passed down from
generation to generation to the present day, as a
true account of what happened.

Ir6ri ineanfaitiro
She he saw her

comonte, ohimera,
pregnant, her husband there,

ikantaitanaka
he went far

yti n ithvine.
to bring his salt.

[S.: wNaiteta
I "I will bring now

notIvine."]
my salt." ]

Yes, "winiiteta"
Yes,, "I will bring now,"

ikantanaitor,
he said to her,

piotakeririka
"when you know him

ma'va', iro isonkapafhe,
three, it he will have gone around (three lunations),

arfo pay6 kaniri . . ,"
then take manioc . . ."

[§.: tEL hm. ] ". . . fri
[ Ah, yes.] ". . . well

kan{ri . ." [§.: ". . . nosinkitappe'Mpari."
manioc . . ." [ ". . . with which, when I arrive, I may get

] ,
drunk."] Yes,

"He, arfo."
"Yes, good enouE

. . nobinkitape'empari."
"* . . with which, when I arrive, I may get drunk."

Nea ir6rikea aitake ocomontgtira
gh." So she, then, so it was she was pregnant

ir6ri. [n.: Irfo
there she. [ He (the child)

oamikero
killed her

ocomonte.
(in) her belly.]

Hm,
Yes,

irionea. Aitakekea
he, now. So it was, then,

iri6ri, yoratf,
he, he there, now,

ainirotfci
(and so) what there

antg
is over there,

osaviktke
she resides

antav'e ---int',
way over there -- over there,

oh{tari? -- o9aninkakipo&enta.
is it called? -- with all her fellows over there.

Ipiotakanta
They assemble over

kaminkari.
there the Dead.

Opokantarirakea
Therefore she came there, then,

imoncantaharor"rakea nianki.
therefore he encountered her there, then, half(way).

Opokantarirakea,
Therefore she

ari
well

inaapaake
he will be

kavs iri
the moon

paye'
take

h'aokampa
what

ari
well

I
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opokimekea hEkk ovankok"i"
came there, then, she came now, then, here to her house here,

ovankoklkakea.
to her house here, then.

ArAo koahi intanahgrita yokg,
Well, later, now, what was first, now, they here,

ikemanahiro asitaro'rira ivanko. [S.: KamEkekea? ]
they heard her the owner of it there his house. [ Dead, then?]

HE, kamakekea irointi. Neatea imaantapaatiarirakea
Yes, dead, then, she alone. So, then, therefore, on arriving, they

iTitamenkorgki. Ik "Teve',
slept there, then, on his platform. He said, "No, indeed,

kamaarantakairikav , kamaarantakairikave."
perhaps some (people) have died (here).', perhaps some (people) have

Ari yoapSikero itivine, yoap6Skero
died (here)."' Well he put it down his salt, he put it down

okempetapa'ra opioyetiro
it was like there [indicating a corner] (where) she had piled them all

omacate, oDioygtiro omaUte. Kantaitegnaka,
her beans, she had piled them all her beans. (It) grew dark,

kantaiteavaetanaka.ari yataitanaka. "CameveL iy,
(it) grew dark everywhere, so they climbed. "Let's', brother,

atai[tanake], Eri amayeri &nta." Itiankaakero
climb, well we will sleep there over there." He shoved them

oma6atepgra, tiankaakero aikero aka -- nea
aside all her beans there, (he) shoved them aside until here -- so

aantatiarirakea onkotantapaakar{rakea
therefore she took there, then, in order to cook there, then,

kaminkaro. [S.: - bL onkocitapaakerlra. ]
the dead woman. [ Ah, yes, what she will boil, there.]

Hevgkea, onkocitapaakerirakea.
Yes, indeed, then, what she will boil there, then.

[6.: OcokitapgThakea oyanire. ] Heekea,
[ She harvested quickly, then, her manioc.] Yes, indeed, then,

pikgnk. . . . [S.: Ompearetape'e'mpari, h6. ] H6,
imagine . . . [ With which she would make masato, yes.] Yes,
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pikenkicatavakero. [§.: Ocokapa'akekea opearetapaake
imagine it. [ She harvested, then, she made masato

encipaite. ] hm.
right away.] Ah, yes.

Nei koraketake anta, ikemaheetatfro,
So watch out' here (she) comes over there, they both heard

vro, vro, vro vro, oneavaetapfake, vEro,
her, murmur, murmur, murmur, murmur, she was talking, murmur,

vero, ver vgro, h ir6sati okiant k ovankokira.
murmur, murmur, murmur, ha, and so so she entered into her house

"H novankonikave'." iposapEEkero
there. "Yes, my house formerly here." Yes, on arriving, he (her new

itamporote tlns n tfn, tf tln, tfno tfn
ghost husband) hit it his drum *sound of drumming*

tin. "iPaae kanirive.', " . Te-mpa isinkitavaka-ta?] Teke'ra,
"Bring manioc."' [ Wasn't he drunk then? ] Not yet,

ipositapaaharo6ta. Irokea irotak'ekea ikantantEkari
he beat it upon arriving. It, then, it is it, then, therefore he

4.4 v
aka, orave, "Pinohatapae kaniri, asinkitapae,

said here, that is, "Chew manioc, we will get drunk,

asinkitanahegrota aypnire." Nea kemisantakekea
we will get drunk with it now our manioc." So (they) were listening,

irintikea kaarira kamgci.
then, they alone, then, (they who were) not, there, dead.

[S.: IkitavIataka matakiki. ] M m
[ They had buried themselves in the beans.] Ah, yes,

ikitavatakara, hevekea,
they had buried themselves there, yes, indeed, then,

pisiretanahearoketi.
imagine it, then.

Ariove, ikemaitiro
Good enough', they heard her'

oya'nire. [S.: Aap"aintita
her manioc. [ She took quickly then

] HEl aapaakete,
quickly.] Yes, she took, of course,

anta,
over there,

omacate
her beans

irotake
that is it

okiapahi
she dug up

onkoitak'ero.
to cook them

ohivatakeri.
what she did first.
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[§:Nea- iriotake kitavat'aintari. I d
[ So it was they they who were buried (in the beans).] Yes,

iriotakekea yonta, irio'ri kemisantakero antg.
it was they, then they over there, they listened to her over there.

Irotakekea ohivataprakeri aapaakerakea
That is it, then, what she did first she took there, then,

gikgre, gikeire,,tike're, hike're., . "Nonkoitapaaheta
*noise of beans*. [ "I will cook quickly now

noma6gte.") Onkoitantapaaharira.
my beans."] Therefore she cooked quickly there.

"Ha, ario, pikiapae kan{ri." Ari ohati,
"Ha, good enough, dig up manioc." Well she went,

kemgitiro 'antg. Neati perani, p'erani, arfo.
(they) heard her' over there. So, long time, long time, enough.

iS.: "Pitakireeroya." ] "Pitakire6roya. Encipayeyave pintakore'ro,
[ "Shell it, then."] "Shell it, then. Quickly' shell it,

nosinkitatiempari."1 neg osincitap2ifke ihLnara
with which I may get drunk."' Yes, so she hurried his wife there

ir6rikea t'akire -- ih'itikea fra
she, then, *sound of shelling* -- they believed, then, there

konihar6ni -t-t'kire, tkire, takire, t'kire,
(that) she had really appeared then -- *sound of shelling*,

tfikire, t'kire, ario. "Nokematiro osokakgrokea
enough. "I hear her' she is emptying it, then,

oyahonetgkira," t-ok tk, t otinkakerora,
into her trough there," *sound of mashing* she pounded it there,

t'ok,Sk,tS t'ok tok,t'ok. i1 ariotaikero. "'Arlo?" "e
*sound of mashing*. Ha, it was enough. "Enough?" "Yes,

ario, pisaiterove', pisaitero. Encipaite nosinkitatieya
enough, add water to it., add water to it. Right away I will get

a6inkitati6mpari." [§.: Okaatimaitangkakea
drunk', then, with which we may get drunk"' [ It proceeded

okaZotgnake. ] Hm. [b.: Okantakkro
rapidly, then, it vinegared.] Yes. she did it

ogirecitanake. ] Ar arlo. Osaitakero.
(when) she became a ghost.] Good enough', good enough. She added
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"Picikaatenave." Arioitem[p]a akgntari a
water to it. "Strain (it) for me." Surely what we are here,

a3ire . . . [h.: Apatinitanake. ] # apasinitanakera.
our souls . . . [ We become different.] Yes, we become different

"Picikaatena." [S.: Ocikaahatiraro,
there. "Strain (it) for me." [ She strained the liquid quickly,

cika,- cika. ] ocikaahatirakea.
*sound of straining*.] Ha, she strained the liquid quickly, then,

"Her6."1gari irake, "Came'keti irg
"Here it is." Em, well he drank, "Let's, then, drink, now,

pimaninke'tatie." "m tekacitoe acipate'ari,
dance."' "Hm, there is lacking, now, our (dancing) partners,

tekacitg acipat6ari.11 Irfifike ir'fnti.
there is lacking, now, our (dancing) partners." He drank he alone.

Ic&&take. [§.: Tarataratake. ] Hm.
He finished drinking. [ Eructed and eructed.] Yes.

Ic'aatae "AriovE notamporo"teta,
He finished drinking, "Enough.', I will drum now,

notamporotetave, eiro pimanink'eti avirori?" "Eiro." "Ha, cameketi,
I will drum now', won't you dance you?" "No." "Ha, let's go,

nar6take poihate." [S.: Irokea iyayaro6mate. ] Hn.
then, it is I you follow." [ It, then, his ghost music.] Yes.

Irosatimakea yaakero tin, tin, tin, tn tn, n tin, tin.
And so, now, then, he took it *sound of drumming*.

} = 280-7 ' T V~~~~~~~~~~
I L I -*_-S~~~~~~v

"A-ki-mi-va&-ro E&i-mai, ya-ya-ro-m&i;

a-ki-mi-vgg-ro '6.9-mi ya-ya-ro-mai."l

Irosatikea irinti ikemisantakeri asaninkaperorirakea.
And so, then, they alone they listened to him our real fellow

[S.: Kgarira kamacine?]
tribesmen there, then. [ (They who were) not, there, dead? ]
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3gM kaarirakea kamaci. [§.:
Yes, (they who were) not, there, then, dead. [

Yaitantavakaririrakea. ] L hm,
Therefore they took (learned) it (the music) there, then.] Ah, yes,

ikenkicatantaharorirakea, yoanteetaheeror"ikea
therefore they related it there, then, therefore it has been passed

ar6ri. Ariove', ikantakbota itamporotake,
(down) to us, then, us. Well', he passed time he drummed,

ikantakota itampor6take, ikantak6ta itampor6take, irotake
he passed time he drummed, he passed time he drummed, it was it

antl ikemayetahiri me'gka ink'aranki akenkic'aitiri.
over there all that they heard now before what we related.

Mamaro. Ikemahatiri a
Owl. They heard it over there,
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IH66, ,66, h h6 h6 h6 hb h6 h6 h6."

[§: Irotake onkit'aitahe. ] # irotakeve'e
[ It is it it will dawn.] Yes, that is it'

okitfaitahe. [6.: "Keme'ri itigpate," I "iKem'eri
it will dawn. [ "Hear him, his rooster."] "Hear him,

iti pate ko'oko, kemeri itiapate k6bko
his rooster (of) my uncle, hear him, his rooster (of) my uncle,

ainta." "Ha", enciketi pikaatimaterota encipaite
over there." "Ha, quickly, then, do it quickly now right away

acaatanahatierori, picikaahaterota. Pirakempa
we will finish drinking it there, strain it now. Have you drunk

avirori?" "He,niravet'aka." Enci picikaahaterota
you?" "Yes, I have been drinking." "Ha, quickly strain it now

encipgaite. Akiflotakoweikrill h d [ N
right away. Careful or we will have day." [ No,
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"* . . acitenitakotiklri." ] i ". . . acitenitakotikari,"
careful or we will have night."] Ah, ". . . careful or we will

arlompa, hi lie . aci. . . ."1 [§: &itake
have night," yes, surely, ha, " " [ Ha, so it is

". . . acitenitakotikfiri." ] "Acitenitakotikarikea."
careful or we will have night."] "Careful or we will have night,"

[b.: H{6 ir6take oncitenitahe. ] Irotak6nea
then. [ Ha, that is it, it will be night.] That is it, now,

oncitenit'he. Hg ari o'incit kero. Picore, pic6re, re,

it will be night. Ha, well she hurried it. *Sound of squeezing (the

pic'ore, oneakarikakea ir6ri. Nei tekacite
manioc mass)*, presumably she saw (it), then, she. But there was

oyahonetekfra, karasant'eni.
(really) nothing, of course, in her masato trough there, empty hole

[b.: Poasant6ni. ] Poasanteni.
then. [ Mildewed hole then.] Mildewed hole then. Ha,

opearetantlitaro.
with which she had made masato.

"Cameketivg came." A[r]i ikemavahirove'6,
"Let's go, then', let's go." So they heard her', ha,

oioyetanahatiro okapgeka
she turned them (her vessels) all upside down all these here

oahonebetakipae taro, taro. [b.: Oyovitera.
all her useless bowls *sound of arranging things*. [ Her pots

]HI , tfaro, taro, hira,
there.] Yes, *sound of arranging things*, there,

opoimotakayetanahiro. (Ampimayetarlkakea
she made noise with them all. (When we have nostalgia for all [we left

me'eka arika akamake, pokapaakfeni antave.
behind] now when we die, we come then [from] way over there.

[§.: Amenayetapaahero avararoporoki. ]I
[ To look at them all our little goods.] Yes,

amenayetapana[h]anter6ta anta avankokipenta.)
we will return then to look at all of them over there in all our

Hgti. Irotaktimpakea oneakerora
houses over there.) Went. It is it, surely, then, she saw it there
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okantirira irori, ir'otake ocitenit'ahe.
what she had said there she, it is it it will become "night."

Haiteti ikemavfihiro, vero, vero, vero,
(She) finally went, they heard her, murmur, murmur, murmur,

amaapieta, oranea, naakero kitaite.'
"Let's go, we will sleep now, it there, now, I have passed the day.'

Ari oha kemisantake. Te' imayehi irinti,
Well she went, ha, (they) listened. They hadn't slept they alone,

yora, omincaroa'ireakeriri. [S.: iro
they there, (because) she had frightened them there. [ It

ikitaitetanahirikea orav, citeniri, Iro ineavahiro
it becomes day there, then, that is, night, it they see it

kitaiteri, citenitEnahi -- haokarika ok'antaka?] tri
day, (when it) becomes night -- how might it be? ] Well

ip6ki -- haokar'ika okantakotir{ri irori? [S.:
they came -- how might she have affected them she? [

Okempetlrime amigirgpeka aisati, orave, ane'ero
What it is like, now, all our dreams here also, that is, we see it

kitaiteri Ant'a_, hi citenir34ki, hi ah'yt
day over there, ha, in the night, ha, we all go (roaming)

_nt_, o6 ]

over there, oh.]

Haitetive., Ikantii "IeL ri
(She) finally went! He said to him, "Brother, well

aniriake?" "Pataya ora,
shall we descend?" "Just a moment, then, that is,

tekerata okitaiper6te.' Yamenavetak'aro
it is not yet, now, true day." They looked for her in vain

aneasitaro . . . [O.: . . . iroakera okonihaiteanake.] i
as we see it . . . [ . . . (when) recently it grows light. ] Ha,

okonih'aite. . . . arPataya, okitaiperotav6keta
it grew light . . . 'TJust a moment, then, it will be true day then

aniri&nake. AmenampoiretanaKerota 'ka
(and) we will descend. We will look for her traces now she here

Ainkitaetat'ari. Ari ohtake." Neati ae
she who got drunk. Yes, she has gone." So they descended, surely,
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"Camev'e came, yaniriaheetan'ake. "Neakea
then, "Let's go', let's go," they both descended. "So, then,

ativin'ekakea, 'ari aanah'ero?" "H, ariorikave,
our salt here, then, well will we take it?" "rYes, perhaps.,

ariove kiso avanahero. Haokayata
yes, indeed, together we will carry it. Where, then, now,

o9lLhari?'r -- ikenkicatakerota ih'inara
over there, has she moved?" -- he thought of her then his wife there

iri'ori.
he.

"Came," iponeaheetahasa, t tk, tk,
"Let's go," they both sallied forth, *sound of walking*,

i'anta ikanta, iknta, ita ariove,
they went on, they went on, they went on, they went on, enough',

imakoreapi'ake. Ari imakoreapa'ake, "Paatayave
they rested. Yes they rested, "Just a moment, then.',

asavikanaketa." [S.: Irosatlkea ineantavahearo.
we will sit down now." [ And so, then, therefore they will see

] Irosatikea ineantavahegrokea.
her (the wife).] And so, then, therefore they will see her, then.

Ir6sati ineantavahe'aro. Ocoompihanit'rakea
And so therefore they will see her. She was carrying her baby there,

obevatiari
then, (in her sash) (with) her bone pendants (clattering)

c'Cro, '66ro, '6ro. Ikanti, "Koraketaincive',
*sound of bone pendants clattering*. He said, "Watch out! who is

paata oyavakerota akemavakerota
coming, just a moment we will wait for her now we will hear her now

paita -- haokarika okenkicatapai." ''Ha ariove." Inneiro,
what -- how might she recount." "Ha, good enough"' They saw her,

ineiro, ineiro__2_ yameniro,
they saw her, they saw her (as she approached), they looked at her,

amenapa'iri. [.: "Pokghimpi? Pggke
she looked at them. [ "Have you returned? Are you carrying

pitlvine?" ] "Pokahimpi?" "He." Iri ameniri
your salt?"] "Have you returned?" "Yes." Well she looked at them
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s6r6re6re`rie gri ameniri, "Haokampa, ora,
*intense stare*, well she looked at them, "Where, that is,

pihataha'tiri antE?" Ari okai ari okatia,
have you gone and gone over there?" Well she stood, well she stood,

ari okantiri.
well she spoke to them.

Ikantavetar'okea, "Pisavikeketi, pisavike."
He said to her in vain, then, "Sit down, then, sit down."

"ITe'. " "'Timakotanahim[p]impa?''"Em" [. "Tima-nahi." "Ti'manahi."
"No." "Did you give birth?" "Yes." [ "Born." ] "Born.r

"Pisavik'eketi." "Te. Paiten'aketi onta,
"Sit down, then." "No. Bring me quickly, then, it over there,

no6sitateazri. Pa'itena."1 IS.: Yaitana'ro
that mat on which I will sit. Bring me quickly." [ He took for her

cipana.] Yaavetaitaniro cipanasi sanori. "Te' 6nt.a
leaves.] He brought to her in vain leaves true. "No.' It over

paitena." "Haokampa me'6ka? Paitek'eti
there bring me quickly." "Where, now? You bring quickly, then,

avinti." Oponegithak yamenavakero, neatiro
you alone." She sallied forth quickly, he looked at her, (he)

ahirikapaakerokea, orikea.[S.:
suddenly saw her she grabbed it, then, it there, then . . . [

Hirfna. ] i ikantaetirirakea i-itabira,
Stinging nettles.] Yes, what is called there, then, his mat there,

iyotantaetanakarorirakea ir6take, isitvsi sireci
therefore it is known there, then, it is it, his mat ghost's

6k&. AapE'akero irbinti, h'itore, heitore, heitore,
it here. She grabbed them she alone, *sound of breaking off leaves*,

amapf'a'kero, ositatap&karo. Ari, iriori ohimera
she brought them, she sat on them. Well, he her husband there

okantagireanakeri. [S.: Yameniro. ] Yamenir'okea
she did (amaze) his soul. [ He looked at her.] He looked at her,

sorer6rere.
then, *intense stare*.

[O.: "Ari ama'aheri aka" ] "Ari ama'aheri
[ "Well, we will sleep here."] "Well, we will sleep
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ak'a. ?ri ama'Sheri aka." Ikantirikea irirentira,
here. Well, we will sleep here." He said to him, then, his brother

Iye, arimpaye amaake?" " ok'antati,
there, "Brother, is it that we will sleep?" "Yes, she says,

'Ari amaaheri aka. "' Yameniro, yameniro.
'Well, we will sleep here. "' They looked at her, they looked at her.

Te, okantimotakarita irio'ri. "Ariompa, haokampa oh"ati?"
No, she went on with them then them. "Well, where did she

#tX ot'ilta, ohokantanakariri.
go?" Ha, she defecated, therefore she left them. [

Yamenitantearorira ] H, yamenitantearorfra.
Therefore they will look at it of hers there.] Yes, therefore they will

Ha. oanakltiri
look at it of hers there. Ha, she put him (the baby) down

opat itanaitfri. [g.: 'Pamenitanar-ikari.' ]
she covered him. [ "Careful that you don't look at him of mine."]

"Pamenitanarikariya." [S.: Ikanti,
"Careful that you don't look at him of mine, then." [ He said,

"Piita okantantanari?" ] "Paitampa okantantfari?"
"Why did she say (that) to me?"] "Why did she say (that)?"

Haiteti, h"aiteti iro'inti, ha ipaftreake'ri
(She) finally went, finally went she alone, ha, he uncovered him

pa'Sta yameni, ipa'bireakotita'niro kapi6a'ini,
after a moment to look, he uncovered quickly what was hers a little,

neatirikea ara oyenirakea.
(and he) suddenly saw them, then, there her worms there, then.

[§-: t g1 pi6rerere. I t miorere, miorere. Ikanti,
I Ah, yes, wriggling pile.] Yes, writhing, writhing. He said,

"Iy6.'1 irompa okantantakariye, iye, irotakempa
"Brother', it, surely, therefore she said (it), brother, it is it,

okantant'akeri." [S.: Ok"eniti.]
surely, therefore she said (it)." [ She (was carrying) worms.]

Oyenive. "Okamaitimpa?" "Hm, ariorika." [S.:
Her worms' "Has she died?'t "Yes, surely." [

"Hadshite d'itemdpla?" ] "Okamaitetaitimpa?" [S.: "Nea irtotake
"Had she died?" I "Had she died?" I "ISo it was shze
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akemavetak'ari opearetahanta." ]
whom we heard she was making masato over there."]

Arlo. Arirankimpa omaanahi? [b.: Tempa
Enough. Didn't, that is, she sleep? [ Is it not?

ariot'ake imaanahi ] Aitake imaanahi. Okitaitamanakekea
yes it is they slept.] So it was they slept. It dawned, then,

irosati yoihatantanake'rokea, irosati ineantaitearikea
and so therefore he will follow her, then, and so therefore he will

anta ipiotakanta kamainciri,
see, then, over there (where) they assemble over there those who are

he. [g.: Ipiotanta tihayetfi6ari. I i
dead, yes. [ They assemble over there all who are buried.] Yes.

he. Ineantaitaririntakea iriori antag
yes. Therefore he saw them over there, then, them over there.

He`r6 okenaka ikenantakearim6kea
Here is (where) it (the path) passes by which they pass, now,

akf aZa'ninka sanorfka
then, here our fellow tribesmen real (i.e., alive), here,

ik'enanta. . . . [S".: KaErinta
by which they pass . . . [ (Those who are) not, over there

kamacine.] Kaarikakea kamEcine. Nea
dead. ] (Those who are) not, here, then, dead. So

okenafiitaka aocitanakerakea,
she simply passed (and it) became a path there, then,

aocitanakerorakea. [S.: Konihatanakenta. ]
it became a path there, then. [ (It) appeared over there.]

Konihatanaket'e. [.: Irao. ] He. "Haokampa
(It) appeared, of course. [ His (ghost's) path.] Yes. "Where

akenanahatieri, akenanakeri aka?" Ha, ikanti, -- terankimpa
shall we pass', shall we pass here?" Ha, he said, -- didn't, that

ihate irInti irir'enti? [t.: Te.]l i ap'aniro
is, he go he alone his brother? [ No.] No, alone

yoihatanahlro. [S.: He, apanirokea. ] Intlni
he (the husband) followed her. [ Yes, alone, then.] At first

ikantanaharo apateni,kea
they went on (after) her the two (of them), (but then he) turned off,
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irlnti irirenti. "Ario nokenanaheri
then, he alone his brother. (The brother says,) "Well, I will pass

nainti, apltiro noanahero." Ari
there (alone the real path) I alone, I will go directly." Well

ameniri, ohltikea eiro yoihatfro.
she looked at him, she believed, then, (that) he would not follow her.

Anri amen ameniri, "Arim[p]a pikenanaheri?"
Well she looked at him, she looked at him, "Well, will you pass

"Te 'itake noihatanakampi.""Came,
there?" "No, so it is I will follow you." "Let's go,

pineapainter6takea 'anta nonampe, '[r]inea
you will soon see it now, then, over there my home, well, now,

nosavikhhiri." [S.: Ne& otihakara. ] Nea &ra
where I reside." [ So she was buried there.] So there

otihakantat , opiotayakantate
she was buried over there, of course, she was piled over there,

anta.
of course, over there.

Ik'anti ineantaitaririntakea, ___
They say therefore he saw them over there, ay.',

karamerekierekltake, kapi6ahIni ipafikayet'ka.
their many little ribs were bared, (just) a little then they all were

[S.: tEL EX ineap'aintiro. ] g ineapaintiri,
covered. [ Ah, yes, he saw them suddenly.] Yes, he saw them

kaplEa ipalikayetake.
suddenly, (just) a little they all were covered.

Arim[p]akea, orate-, okant ok
Well, then, that is, she went on, she went on,

acte:aoci,ao oi 'aoci, aoci. [S.: Aree6taka,
(along) the path, path, path, path, path. [ She arrived,

yargetaka, iyoakaap!a&keri. ] i iyoapaakempfikea
he arrived, she emerged with him.] Yes, she emerged surely, then,

gnta. [S.: Ha, inkantantavakearir'irakea. ]
over there. [ Ha, therefore they will speak to him there, then.]

Hevekea. [S.: "Pipokasit'aka aka,
Yes, indeed, then. [ "You have come without reason here,
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nahatacimpik'era." ] Hmvekea' Irosati,
you who are still raw."] Yes, indeed, then!' It also,

"Pitiohapaaheaketi, pitiohap'egmpa avlirori." Irosatikea
"Spit, then, spit you." And so, then,

yoipianteetakgrikea irinti. [S.: "Came
therefore they made him return, then, he alone. [ "Go

pimpifihe."] i itiohavetapaafka. Ine'atiro, "IHa, tev'e,
return." ] Yes, he spat in vain. They saw it', "Ha, no',

nahatacimpi avlnti. Ngakam[p]a, h posatakena nainti.
you who are raw you alone. We surely, ha, we are cooked we alone.

Came pipi'ahe, came pipiahe." [S.: Ipiitaitanaha. ]
Go return, go return." [ He returned finally.]

Ipiaitaha.
He returned (home).

Ikantaitir"irakea,
They (the dead) had said to him there, then,

ikantanteetavakaririkea. "H6r6 pineaitana meeka,
therefore they had said to him, then, "Here you have seen us now,

h'e." [b.: "Pintaapaahenaya."i i "Pitaapaahen'ya
yes." [ "Burn (for) us, then."] Yes, "Burn (for) us, then,

kaniri, pintetapaIfena m6groni, ir6sati poapaahea avfrori
manioc, burn all (for) us all, it also you will eat you

ariorika p i ." -- okampa ikantavakeriri?
when in a little while .. ." --what did they say to him?

[S.: Te nonkemero irointi. ] ". . . ariorika
[ I have not heard it it alone.] ". . . when . .

[§.: Intani kanfri. "Pintaasitapaakena mampecap'e,
[ To begin with, manioc. "Burn for us all (sorts of)

pintaa4itapaakena nomaacarap'." ] ". . . arior'ika
thread, burn for us all our old clothing."] ". . . when

aviror, ariorlka pipiahe . . ." -- hEokampa?.[
you, when you return . . ." -- how (does it go)? [

"§inkipe, maonape, hnL
"All maize, all maona (the tuber Dioscorea trifida), yes,

parentip'e, onk&arate pintaahenari."
all bananas, it will total what you will burn (for) us."
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Kempetacail1ka ava4ro ovankirept.
Perhaps it is as if they (the dead) took them (as) all their (cuttings

] tE1 hm. "Okarati pitaayetapaakenari."
or seeds for) planting.] Ah, yes. "It totals all that you will

"Ha, ario, ariove. Ari, noneanahero
burn (for) us." "Ha, good enough, good enough' Well, I am going

aoci." "Aro arinea namenakoventavah'mpi."
to see it the path." "Good enough, well, now, we will look to you."

Apltiro ipamicatapaahirora, t k, t Ik, t1k tfk,
Alone he followed it (the path) there, *sound of walking*,

4Xik,tlk,t'k, tik, tik, tt4L 4Xlk? tIk, 0 yaokiapaahirorakea
ho, he encountered it there,

aoci sanorira akenantarirakea.
then, the path real, there, by which we (always) pass there, then.

Apatirokea yoaitanTlhiro. [S.: "Noneap'aintiri hireci."]
He went directly, then. [ "rI have seen them.' ghosts."]

"Noneapaintiri ipiotakari tireciv'. Tekaci
"I have seen them' they are assembled there many ghosts. (They) lack

iicare, isavikamerekitaiihe'ttaka, mggroni
their cushmas, they all simply live (showing their) ribs, all

cinanepe, maaronive." [S.: "Pintaapaatiener'iketi ampehi."]
all the women, all!"' [ "Burn for them, then, cotton."]

Kar'atake antan kea
(They) extend over there [motioning], over there, then,

atihakvantakea, ineetaitiri. Karatake
(where) we are buried over there, then, he saw them. (They) extend

antaveya. [9.: Timaitacimpa haokartka
way over there, then [motioning]. [ Surely there is some

otiwqsi isavikantahairi. ] eS,ariove,L
mountain ridge where they live.] Yes, of course, good enough,

t'empa? [S.: Aperovti intinaanaheme ikantgeEtati.
is it not? [ (They) always try to raise themselves it is said.

Timaci ivgnko sirecive, h'aoka ik6i
There are their houses (of) the many ghosts, where they seek

intinaanaheme. HA, 'okakea ipiotfaka. ] hm.
to raise themselves. Ha, close by, then, they assemble.] Ah, yes.
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[S.: Ihokanahiro imoroni. ]
[ They leave them their holes.]

Cinane pokavsivetavakaririr&kea. ohltikea
The women came in vain to (see) him there, then, they believed,

ir'ori ikamaiti. Neetavakero yoihatapaake,
then, they (that) he was dead. (They) saw her (whom) he was

yoihatapaakerora ihinanira.
following, he was following her there his former wife there.

"Pipoka'sivaetaka avInti, e." Pa'sni kantavakeri,
"You have come without reason you alone, ay"' Another said to him,

"PipokaHsivetaka avinti, ainirotaci oci. . . ."
"You have come without reason you alone, there is still . .

[S.: "Pin'ahati." ] "Pinahati, eiro pipoki. OpokaliAkea
[ "You are raw."] "You are raw, do not come. She came, then,

ir6inti 'ka, posatakenea pihina." [ m: ,

she alone she here, (she) is cooked, now, your wife." [ Ah,

hm, okenki"sireavetamatevetaka. I Hm. "Posatake
yes, they, despicable, had thought in vain.] Yes. "(She) is cooked

pihlna. Avintim[p]akea eiro pip6ki, irosati pinlhati
your wife. You alone surely, then, do not come, it also you are raw

av'inti, pipithe."
you alone, return (whence you came)."

Hm, irosatikea ikenkicatantapaakaro'rakea
Yes, and so, then, therefore he related about them there, then,

iri6ri: "Nareetapaintaro. ArImpa meeka
he: "I suddenly arrived (among) them. Is it not now

akantariye?: tekaciyaci akicateari
how we are?: there is no longer what to dress ourselves with

akamakerika." Ikantantapaakarira. [9.: Itincitapaake itaapaahin{ro,
when we die." Thus he spoke there. [ He hurried he burned for

Hm isincitapaahim[p] kea. [S.: Oirikanetope. ]
her.] Yes, he surely hurried, then. [ All her spindles.]

Ineayetapaahir'okea meeka amaancakipera --
He saw them all, then, now all our old clothes there --

ahokayetirora kapiAam9nkiri -- ikantap'airo
we throw them all away there little rags -- he did to them
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yapatotapaahirokea. Antakea
he collected them, then. Over there, then, (in the Land of the Dead)

vecikapfiaihakea antakea, omaataheetavaharfra
(they) were made anew, then, over there, then, what they all dressed

irori. Vecikapgiha iro6inti.
in there they. (They) were made anew they alone (i.e., the old

[S.: ItasonkeetavahinIro. ] jE itasonkeetavahir6kea,
clothes). [ Someone blew on them.] Yes, someone blew on them,

ohatah'inta.
then, they went over there.

Irosatlikea ikenkicatantakaro, ariyave ok&ntrii,
And so, then, therefore he related it, yes, then!, what it is,

akemantayetakarika irori, okapfaeka. [S.:
therefore we all hear, here, (about) them, all these here. [

"Simape pintaapgaoke, pintaapeeina, tekgci noyari.
"rAll fish burn, burn (for) us, there is nothing for us

I "Tek"aci noy'a,mfifroni y6ka", simapa'eka.,
to eat."] 'We lack all things to eat they here, all fish here,

posinirincip6e, okarati pitayetenari, noyari.
all game animals, it totals burn all of them for us, we will eat them.

Tekaci . . . Pip'okahe avirori paatani,
There is nothing . . . You will come again you in a little while,

tekaci poapeempa. Ir6m[p]a
(and) perhaps you will have nothing to eat. It, surely,

pitayetap'a'ahena yoka. # timayetanak'ekea, iriot'akekea
burn all (for) us them here. Yes, they all are, then, it is they,

poapaaheiri avirori p'atani . . ."
then, what you will eat when you arrive again you in a little

[S.: "Nokisanentakari, nokisanentak'ri,
while . . I"[ "Careful or we will be angered, careful or we will be

ariya nokahemagireahempi." I ". . . ariorlka
angered, well, then, we will call your soul."] ". . . when

piposat'ahe avirori." " ariov',"
you will be cooked you." "Yes, good enough!,"

yakaperotanaitikea irinti asaninka,
he answered truly, then, he alone our fellow tribesman, "ha,
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ariove,
good enough!,

aitakenea
so it is, now,

nokemakempi." "Keari2mpiya."
I have heard you." "Be careful, then."

Hm. irosatitakesa
Yes, and so.

anta
over there

ihatanthha
therefore he went

anta
over there

asaninkaperorik1nta.
to our true (i.e., living) fellow tribesmen over there.

Ikenkicatapa'akemp;
Surely he related

asaninkara.
our fellow tribesmen ther(

yoka, pa ntni
he here, (to) another

a, ..irosatlkea yz
and so, then, ti

Ikemakera
e. They heard there

o'ahero,
(he) will pass it on,

oantayetarokea
hey passed it all on, then,

iri'ori
they . . .

ikemi
he hears

ikemi yoka,
he hears he here,

pasfni
(to) another

oahero
(he) will pass it on,

ikemi yoka, pasini
he hears he here, (to) another

o'ahero
(he) will pass it on,

ikemake . . .

he hears . . .

akemantayetanakfirika
therefore we have heard all here

timfike
(we) are born

m'eeka, arori.
now we.

arori, ha,
we, ha,

[S. : Irosatitacikea
I And so, still, then,

me4ka.] Irosatitacikea
now. ] And so, still, then,

mSeka, avantayetaro
now, therefore we pass it all on

kapicapaehi arori
all a little we

aanahfro. ]

we have carried them.]

kenkicarencipae.
all the stories.

v
[S.: Meekatakotake
[ Until now

Hm. [S.: Okgrati. ]
Yes. [ It is finished.]

Yes wari
Yes., well

okErati.
it is finished.

I inquired of my informants whether they in-
deed burn things for the dead. They replied that
this is done among the Campas but rarely, al-

though among the Machiguengas it is common. I
never encountered a Campa burning things for
the dead.

NOTES
'Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVII, 171) noted that, in

Machiguenga belief, day and night are reversed for the
dead: "The cadaver sleeps during the day and gets up at
night, which for him is day." Over three hundred years
ago, in Canada, a Jesuit missionary was told by the
Montagnais Indians that "souls are not like us, they do

not see at all during the day, and see very clearly at
night; their day is in the darkness of the night, and their
night is the light of the day" (Kenton 1956:5 7).

2This is a clue that the woman is a ghost. One variety
of stinging nettle, the most painful, is indeed referred to
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by the Campas as LWEtaNi ireci (ghost's mat). The slow-
ness with which the two men come to recognize the
ghost for what she is, makes sense if it is understood
that the narrative is meant to describe in historical terms
how the living flrst learned about the ways of ghosts.

'The husband and his brother, having returned from
their salt expedition.

4Chewing starts the fermentation process in the pro-
duction of masato.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE GODS AND GOOD SPIRITS

Hail! great parent of us all,
Light and comfort of the Earth

The Campas envision a vast and diversified
hierarchy of good spirits topped by a small but
respectable number of high gods, among whom
the Sun stands pre-eminent. Associated with this
hierarchy, and particularly with the high gods, is
a mythology that is by no means extravagant in
its richness, but which nevertheless serves to flesh
the supernatural organization with historical inci-
dent and developmental explanation.

What is particularly striking about the Campa
situation is that, compared with the fairly well-
developed intellectual side of Campa super-
naturalism, the ritual side is relatively rudi-
mentary, especially where the high gods are con-
cerned. Generally speaking, the Campas do not
worship their high gods in any formalized and
elaborate way, despite the high regard in which
these spirits are held. This odd imbalance is
something that the Campas themselves are not
incapable of appreciating. As it was expressed by
the narrator of one of the solar myths presented
above (page 387): "Ir6mpa meeka antdite meeka
amanakoyeteri y6ka henokiniri, kacirinkditeri?
Te ay6te amanakoteri." ("Now, do we worship
him, he who lives in the sky, the Sun? We do not
know how to worship him.") Here, then, is a
deficiency in Campa culture which the Campas
themselves can recognize. As we shall see, there
have been attempts to fill this gap in the struc-
ture of Campa culture, but these attempts, by
and large, have been localized and short-lived.

The literature on the Campas and on the
tribes that neighbor them in the Peruvian Mon-
tafia provides some relevant information, at the
same time demonstrating how far different
authors can diverge in their observations and in-
terpretations.

In a summary statement about the tribes
along the Ucayali River, the explorer Grandidier

-Henry Purcell, The Fairy Queen

(1861:130) reported that although these tribes
believe in a creator-god, they lack anything in the
way of cult, altar, or temple, with which to
honor that deity. Padre Izaguirre (1923-1929:
XII, 379), speaking for the Montafna tribes in
general, stated that "our eastern savages profess
no religion whatsoever, nor perform acts of idola-
trous worship, nor make offerings."' In the same
vein, Padre Cenitagoya ([1943]:70-71) affirmed
that while the tribes of the Amazon drainage do
possess certain religious ideas, "until now no one
has surprised them rendering worship to the
Supreme Being."2

Negative statements of the same sort charac-
terize the literature on the Machiguengas, who
are so closely related to the Campas. Thus, Gran-
didier (1861:137) .reported that the Machiguen-
gas possess neither ceremony nor priesthood.
Farabee (1909:131; see also 1922:15.; Grubb
1927:87) was even more ample in his strictures:
"They make no offering nor prayers and have no
ceremonies, no feasts, no sacred dances, no cere-
monial objects, no charms, no fetishes. There is
no communion between themselves and any
spirit."3 The complete absence of cult among the
Machiguengas was also affirmed by Cenitagoya,
Garcia, and Rosell.4

The Campa literature, however, informs us re-
peatedly that the Campas "adore" the sun, or
".adore" the sun and the moon. We are left with
the impression that this "adoration" should be
taken to mean ceremonial activity.
A very early document, a report by the mis-

sionary Padre Francisco de San Joseph written in
the year 1716 (in Izaguirre 1923-1929:II, 283),
stated that the Indians of the Cerro de la Sal
region "adore the sun, to whom they sacrifice
those who are blind."5 J. G. (1868:17) reported
from his experiences in the Apurimac region that
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it is in their festivals that the Campas "adore"
the Sun and the Moon: "Song and dance consti-
tute their diversions, and they engage in them
adoring the Sun or [sic] the Moon." Padre
Touchaux (1908:132), whose experience was
similarly limited to the Apurimac region, attrib-
uted a solar cult to the Campas. In the rela-
tively scanty Amuesha literature, Tello
(1918-1919:55) mentioned that these close
neighbors of the Campas in the upper Peren6 re-
gion "adore" the Sun and the Moon. According
to Barraillier (1892:139) and Carranza (1894:30)
the Campas "adore the Sun like the Incas." Ordi-
naire (1892:144) went further, suggesting a pos-
sible Incan source for the Campa "cult of the
Sun." Similarly, Hassel (1904:100; 1905:652,
669), and Coriat after him ([1942]:75, 85; see
also Hammerly Dupuy 1945:290), affirmed that
the "adoration" of the Sun, and the Moon also,
was introduced to the Machiguengas and to the
Campas of the Pangoa region by the Incas. Padre
Cenitagoya, while denying the existence of cult
among the Machiguengas with whom he worked
as a missionary, reported (1921:319) that word
of Campa adoration of the Sun had come to his
attention.

Domville-Fife (1924:270) asserted that the
Campas "worship" the Sun, that "a circlet of
flowers (called nahmatteri) round their heads of
long black hair ... is always worn when they are
worshipping Pahua, the sun-god."7 Caldwell and
Calhoun (1932:242) also reported that the Cam-
pas "worship" the Sun, only to deny that this
worship takes the form of ritual: "The Campa
Indians are sun worshippers. They are desolate
when night comes because their god has disap-
peared. They practice no religious rites or cere-
monies and have no medicine men."8 If the Cam-
pas are desolate when the sun goes down, as
Caldwell and Calhoun claimed and as my infor-
mants denied, they are, according to Stull
(1951:92), overjoyed when it reappears: "Daily
the Campas greeted the rising sun with hideous
shrieks and screams, a salute to their returning
god ."9

The ritual activities specifically reported for
the Campas fall into three main categories:
prayers, offerings, and festivals.

Prayers. References to praying among the
Campas are motley. According to J. G.

(1868:43), the Campas may attribute lightning
and thunder to the anger of the Sun, in which
case they will put out their campfires and pray to
the Sun in some strange language.'o Carranza
(1894:30) informed us that the Campas habitu-
ally pray before going to sleep. Padre Navarro
(1924:19) made a more general statement:
"Often they call to Pahua, above all in cases of
illness, war, and whatever difficult circum-
stance."" Clark (1953:91, 117) wrote of "pray-
ing to Pawa" in connection with river travel, and
of "prayers to Pawa and the moon" in connec-
tion with burial.'2

Offerings. J. G. (1868:4243) reported that
the Campas offer thanks to the Sun, and that the
first bowl of masato at a festival is always lifted
to the sun as a salute, as is the first manioc taken
from the ground in harvest.'3 According to Ordi-
naire (1887:275; see also 281; Anon. 1888:23),
this takes the form of an actual libation: the first
bowl of beverage is poured on the ground as an
offering to the Sun, to whom a prayer is then
directed with hands touching at the fingertips at
the height of the forehead."4 Clark's description
of a temple on the Perene containing an idol of
"Pawa" has already been cited (see above, page
283, note 70). This questionable information is
embellished with a description of offerings of
raw meat made to the idol, as well as dancing,
singing, drumming, and flute-playing before it.'"

Festivals. Two kinds of religious festivals are
reported for the Campas: an annual festival to
the Sun held in the Gran Pajonal, and a monthly
Festival of the Full Moon. Both of these were
first mentioned by Ordinaire (1887:281 ).16 In-
deed, for the existence of solar festivals in the
Gran Pajonal in the latter part of the last cen-
tury, festivals which Amueshas also attended, the
sole authority is Ordinaire, who learned from dis-
tressed missionaries at Quillasu, in Amuesha terri-
tory, that all their converts had disappeared for a
month to attend such a festival.'7

The Festival of the Full Moon has had a his-
tory of some interest in the Campa literature.
First noted by Ordinaire, it was given consider-
able prominence in the writings of Padres Na-
varro and Izaguirre as a festival of major religious
importance.

Padre Navarro, it is true, stated that this festi-
val occurs at the time of the full moon in certain
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regions only, elsewhere being held instead at the
time of the new moon. He also, I believe errone-
ously, described the Campas as planet-
worshippers, equating "Pahua" with the planet
Venus, "Pahua's son" with the planet Jupiter,
and "Pahua's wife" with an unidentified star
"that accompanies the moon," and claimed that
each of these has its own festival time: in May,
November, and December respectively, with a
"more solemn" festival to all the stars in August
(1924:19; see also Steward and M6traux
1948:549).

The beginning of such a festival was described
for us by Padre Navarro (1924:20) in the follow-
ing terms: "No sooner does the disc of the sun go
down in that ocean of greenery than, faces
turned to the star they are celebrating, forming a
semicircle with the shaman in the middle, like a
pontiff in his functions, they adore the false di-
vinity, offer him libations of masato and coca,
recite certain prayers to him, and, this ceremony
finished, begin to dance to the sound of the flute
and drum, singing: 'Pahud! . . Pahud! . . . pi-
niro yurabe, Pahud! ...'" This passage is fol-
lowed by a description of a typical Campa ma-
sato festival.

Padre Navarro's description resembles an
earlier report by Carranza (1894:30), who also
attributed to the Campas a number of religious
festivals during the year, specifying the end of
August as the date of one of them. Like Padre
Navarro, he indicated that the activities at these
festivals include singing, dancing, and libations.
What Carranza did not specify was that the festi-
vals are held at night and at a certain time of the
month.

Departing from Padre Navarro's account,
Padre Izaguirre (1923-1929:1, 208) indicated
that these festivals occur mainly at the time of
the full moon, and that they are in honor of the
Sun. Elsewhere he described how the Campas at
these festivals salute the moon and display cer-
tain ritual gestures and words, but he denied that
they offer libations.18 He presumably was re-
peating Padre Navarro when he asserted
(1923-1929:XII, 468) that what he called "the
great Campa festival of the full moon," which he
described as "a most solemn festival," occurs
three times during the year, in May, November,
and December, but he replaced Padre Navarro's
trinity of planets with another: Moon, Sun, and

Fire, the last-named viewed as a derivation of the
Sun.19

Apparently, the notion of a Campa "Festival
of the Full Moon" led to a further notion among
those who have written about the Campas, the
notion that these festivals were directed to the
Moon, and even that the Moon ranked above the
Sun in importance. Thus, Nordenskjold
(1924:23; see also 1927:116) reported as fol-
lows: "Their religious beliefs have to do in the
first place with the moon, and less with the sun, I
was told. The time of their great festivals is
around the full moon." Stahl (1932:24) re-
ported: "Most of the Indians of this region wor-
ship the heavenly bodies, especially the moon;
and at the time of full moon hold drunken feasts
at which many murders are committed."
Schlappi (1935:369) reported: "It appears that
they adore the Moon, since their alcoholic festi-
vals are held every full moon." Harkness
(1942:73) reported: "The Campas worship the
moon; some people even say that at times they
make sacrifices to the new moon." Stull
(1951:51) reported: "The Indians gather near a
circle of campfires in a clearing to celebrate the
return of the full moon. This they do in inde-
scribably heathenish dance and revelry."

Nothing resembling an annual festival to the
Sun came to my attention during my stay among
the Campas. That it ever existed at all is vouch-
safed by a single author, who himself never wit-
nessed such a festival and only learned of it in-
directly through missionaries. As for the Campa
Festival of the Full Moon, I can only conclude
that it does not and never did exist in the form
described in the literature.

It is true that the Campas prefer to have their
masato festivals at night, thereby avoiding the
heat and distractions of the day. It is also true
that they can be expected to prefer nights when
there is enough moonlight so that they can see
what they are doing. But this has nothing to do
with any worship of the moon, although if a
Campa wished to raise his bowl of masato to that
luminary, no one would stop him. The masato
festival is primarily a recreational activity and is
usually held more often than once a month. In-
deed, there is evidence to suggest that it was the
missionaries who limited these festivals among
their converts to once a month at the time of the
full moon.20
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Nevertheless, the reports ascribing a sacred
character to the Campa masato festivals cannot
be discounted entirely. These festivals are pri-
marily recreational, but they can and often do
provide an occasion for expressing in some de-
gree the respect and gratitude the Campas feel
for the good spirits and especially for Pdvd, the
Sun. To the degree that this is true in any par-
ticular instance, the recreational masato festival
takes on the character of a thanksgiving.2

Padre Izaguirre, as has been noted, reported a

Campa trinity consisting of the moon, the sun,
and fire as a derivation of the sun. This is not the
only reference in the literature to Campa fire-
worship. Carranza (1894:30) stated that the
Campas "adore the Sun like the Incas," then as-
serted that they "constantly feed fires as a kind
of cult to its divinity." Padre Navarro (1924:19)
reported that in the Satipo-Pangoa region the
shamans guard sacred fires and conduct cere-
monies involving them:

Those of Satipo and Pangoa materialize their
gods in fire, in light, and in all that shines. The
shaman (Mdchi) [sic] gathers from the forest with
great care and secrecy (so that the fraud will not
be discovered) the sacred fire that Pahud sends
from heaven to earth by means of lightning, and
guards and maintains it alive in his house, ex-
hibiting it on the day of its festival. They call this
solemn occasion Ndntzi, that is, assembly of men
alone with the absolute exclusion of the women,
and in it as many as feel inspired by the divine
fire (better yet, by the intoxicating effects of the
masato which is never lacking in their festivals or
assemblies), talk, shout, and gesticulate until
sated in the presence of the god of fire.22

Clark (1953:167) also reported sacred fires
among the Campas in a passage that otherwise
describes events which are totally unrecognizable
to me.23

The Campas have no word in their language
signifying "to adore" or "to worship." They
make do with the term namdni (I ask for, en-

treat) as that term is used in interpersonal rela-
tions. I was informed that the Campas do indeed
entreat the good spirits, and Pdva in particular,
for health, strength, etc., when any of these are
wanting (although an actual instance of such
prayer never came to my attention).

According to the informants Ken6cori and Sa-
varohani, a form of prayer, now fallen out of use,

was formerly practiced. They spoke of a Campa
living at Saori'dto in the Ipoki region who still
prays in this fashion. On arising, at noon, and on
going to sleep-and on eating and drinking (hold-
ing the first bowl of masato aloft)-he will speak
much as follows: "Pdsonki Pdvd, pdsonki Pi"coti,
pdsonki Pa6dkama, [etc.] .. . (Thank you, Pdvd;
thank you, Ptcoti; thank you, Pacdkama;
[etc.] . . . ) for having given me a day without bad
events, for having created me with your breath,
for having given us manioc, taught us how to
drink masato, afforded this meat [excluding §a-
r6ni and maniro, which are of demonic proveni-
ence], [etc.]. . ."

These same informants added that those who
"know" will lift up a bowl of masato with one
hand and give thanks to the Sun and other
deities, this being done day or night, and without
orienting toward the sun; they themselves, not
knowing much, simply blow on the masato, raise
it up, and intone: "Pdvd agitar6ri ovecikanakerori
perani" ("God, owner, who fashioned it, long
ago"). They further asserted that there is one
such thanksgiving for masato and another, identi-
cal, for solid food, on eating a meal. At any rate,
such thanksgiving is not common, and appears to
be restricted mainly to the Ipoki region, a hotbed
of missionary-influenced nativism. The practice
of libation, of pouring masato on the ground as
an offering, was denied by my informants and
was never observed by me.

The Campas do not feel that their God has
left them when the sun goes down: they are not
saddened when night comes. Their invocation of
Pdvd during their nocturnal revels proves that
they consider Pdvd to reign both day and night.
But, according to Kencori and Savarohani, the
Campa does feel sad when it rains and, if the sun
breaks through the cloud cover after a day of
rain, he will beg the Sun to bring clear weather
the next day, using such words as these: "PaMini
pinapddhe. Poreakotamandhena. Nocaroayet-
dnake. Okiki inkdni. Nonkakotanakdkari."
("Change! Heat me again in the morning! I am
afraid of so much rain. I might perish in a
flood.")

The frequent masato festivals of the Campas
are their principal form of recreation. Neighbor-
ing communities frequently take turns as host,
each inviting the others when it has a sufficient
supply of masato on hand. These festivals usually
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start in the evening, at the end of a day's work,
and last through the night or until the supply of
masato is exhausted, the next day being given
over to sleep and recuperation. Occasionally
there is enough masato for a festival to last sev-
eral days. These gatherings provide a setting for
leisurely as well as boisterous conversation, and
for the stimulation of a happy frame of mind,
creating an atmosphere in which mention or talk
of Pdvd or any of the other good spirits would
not be out of place. More than this, there does
appear to be a general feeling that such festivals
are pleasing in the sight of Pdvd, expressing in
their own way the pleasure and contentment of
the participants in the good order of the universe
under Pdvd's direction. It is mainly in this way
and to this extent that a sacred quality attaches
itself to these festivals and to the singing, danc-
ing, and drinking that go on at such times.

In addition, dances with panpipes are per-
formed by the Campa men at these festivals, and
it appears that these panpipe dances are specifi-
cally sacred in character, particularly in the Pe-
rene region. Two or more men dance, playing
panpipes the while-a form of the dance known
as ovesirianci or ovedirgmpa. There are several
such dances during a festival when this kind of
dance is performed. At dawn (and, according to
one informant, at midday), the panpipe dancers
play special music. At least in the Perene region,
these panpipe dances are specifically intended to
be acts of homage to Pdvd.

Thus Pdvd is indeed not only revered but also
invoked, entreated, regaled, and thanked, in ways
befitting his position in the Campa cosmos.
There are no temples, no priests, no sacrifices, no
elaborate, intricate, or formalized ceremonies as-
sociated with him, but in their own way the
Campas succeed in expressing their needs and
their gratitude to him. Nevertheless, the rudi-
mentary condition of Campa ritual directed to
the high god Pdvd cannot be denied or disre-
garded. The other high gods in the Campa pan-
theon are entirely neglected, except when
thanksgiving is broadened to include a range of
good spirits.

Something more can be said about the sacred
fires reported by Padre Navarro for the Campas
of the Satipo-Ipoki region. Certainly there are no
sacred fires in evidence today among the Campas.

Yet one missionary (Willard Kindberg of the
Summer Institute of Linguistics) informed me
that he had heard reports of former fire-worship
on the Perene. This was confirmed by the vener-
able §ariti, who acknowledged that sacred fires
were formerly everywhere among the Campas (in
the Perene region at least, we should add),
although they are now forgotten. As to the na-
ture of these sacred fires, Aariti explained that a
campfire would be kept aflame continuously in a
house apart without walls, and a good person
could hear the voice of Pdvd, the Sun, in the
flames. Nothing more could be learned about the
matter, but I am tempted to give renewed cre-
dence to Padre Navarro's description.

We are led inescapably to the conclusion that,
with regard to ritual, the Campa high gods are
slighted. This conclusion is reinforced when com-
parison is made with the one relatively formal-
ized ritual that the Campas do possess and prac-
tice, the Campa ayahuasca ceremony mentioned
in passing earlier (page 245). Ayahuasca cere-
monies, staged at irregular intervals by the
Campa shamans, serve to satisfy the participants
that they are thereby put in contact with the
good spirits. What is particularly noteworthy,
however, is that these good spirits are invariably
the lesser spirits-the spirits of the sacred birds,
animals, and plants. Contact with any of the high
gods during one of these ceremonies is-never at-
tempted and never understood to occur.

The Campa ayahuasca ceremony exploits the
hallucinogenic properties of the ayahuasca vine
(Banisteriopsis sp.) when combined with leaves
from the hor6va tree (Psychotria viridis). The
common Campa names for both the vine and the
drug made from it are kamarampi (from -kama-
rank- [to vomit]) and hananeroca (from Hana-
nerite, the celestial river, plus -ca [vine]). The ka-
mdrampi vine is cultivated, but taken for planting
purposes from the forest, where it grows wild.
The vines are obtained from the higher eleva-
tions, as those found growing at low elevations
are considered to be of the demons. The hor6va
tree grows wild in the forest and is never culti-
vated. It is simply visited and stripped of leaves
when needed.24

To prepare the drug, sections of vine are
shaved clean of bark, then cut or crushed longi-
tudinally into segments. These are placed on top
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of a layer of hor6va leaves in a pot with enough
water to cover, and capped with another layer of
hor6va leaves. The contents of the pot are
cooked at a boil over a fire for about four hours.
The liquid is then separated, boiled for another
half hour, and finally poured into a small pot to
be covered and set aside for use that night.25 The
drug may be prepared by the officiating shaman,
by his wife or son, or, for that matter, by anyone
who knows how.

Those who intend to participate in the aya-
huasca ceremony forego the evening meal so that
the bitter drug will not cause them to vomit-
and, I suspect, so that the drug's efficacy will be
enhanced. In addition, on the night of an ayahuas-
ca ceremony the participants refrain from any
sexual activity.26

Shortly after sundown the ceremony begins.
Those present settle themselves, the men in one
group, the women in another, perhaps lying on
mats out of doors, perhaps accommodated in one
of the houses (sometimes a special house is built
for such ceremonies). The shaman, using a small
bowl (c6ta), drinks about a bowlful and then
serves each of those present who cares to drink,
women as well as men. Immediately after drink-
ing each person blow-spits into his clothing, ex-
pecting in this way to increase the chances of the
drug acting.27 Later there will be a second round
of drinking, the shaman again officiating, and so
on until the supply is exhausted.

About a half hour after the drug is first ad-
ministered it begins to take effect, producing
color visions combined with euphoria.28 When it
does, the shaman begins singing, perhaps joined
by one or more of the other male participants.
The women usually are off by themselves a short
distance, and sing other songs. The shaman sings
in a kind of weak falsetto, perhaps varying the
quality of the sound by wagging his lower jaw,
perhaps at the same time causing his robe to
tremble on his body. He rests between songs, per-
haps going off to perform a natural function.
With longer and longer rest periods he may con-
tinue singing until dawn. This kind of singing is
called imarentakdna (imdrenta) or ipiompetakdna
(ipiompeti).

The sacred songs, distinctive and distinctively
sung, must be heard for their aptness to be appre-
ciated. The frequently compelling, even ex-

quisite, melodic line; the faraway, somewhat
eerie quality of sound; the almost hypnotic ef-
fect produced by repeating the melodic line, with
much the same words, over and over again; all
these combine with the coolness and stillness of
the night and the workings of the drug to pro-
duce in the listeners a feeling of delight. From
these performances emerges the figure of the
shaman as entertainer (he is often a leader in the
singing and dancing at the secular masato festi-
vals as well), and the suggestion that a major in-
fluence holding the pagan Campas to their re-
ligion is its esthetic appeal.29

Each song usually is about just one of the
categories of good spirits. Of the sacred birds
listed in table 6 the following are subjects of
sacred songs I recorded: a§ivanti, kamevira,
kandroa (another name for a'a'vo), katdri, ompi-
kiri, pitiri, sankenti, cimpeni, compani, conki'in,
and ceripito. Other sacred songs I recorded have
as their subjects birds not listed in table 6 (birds
with only a semi-sacred status, and birds whose
sacred status would not appear to be widely
recognized): pakica (hawk), kodkiti and 6ihehe
(two kinds of hawk), kanari (Blue-throated
Piping-guan, one of the ivira it6mi Pdvd [raised
by the sons of the Sun]), haha'i and ginikoko
(two kinds of kompero [Blue-crowned Trogon]),
pincovdna, 'compiniro, and yoh6ri (these last
three unidentified). Still other sacred songs I re-
corded have as their subjects the following: the
sacred otters (pardai and caravapdna); the sacred
psychotropic plants (kamdrampi, hor6va, poWdro
[tobacco], and haydpa [datura]); the caterpillar
renikeni, parasitic on the tobacco plant and there-

fore, by association, sacred; and, finally, such
major groupings of good spirits as the intatonisati
(those who dwell at River's Beginning), the oci-
tirikosdti (those who dwell at River's End), the
otirianisati (those who dwell in Thunderland),
the komitanisati (those who dwell where one's
soul can be lost, as in ik6mita [he forgets]), and
even sdnto (referring, it appears, not to the Moon
but to the good spirits in general).

It is understood that members of these various
categories of good spirits are presenting them-
selves to the shaman in their true, human form,
festively dressed, dancing and singing so as to be
seen and heard by him. It is further understood
that the shaman, when he sings, is simply singing
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along with the good spirits who have come to
visit. In this way a shaman supposedly learns the
songs of the good spirits.30 This of course over-
looks the fact that he first heard from other
shamans all but the songs that may have origi-
nated with him, for rarely if ever is this singing
impromptu.

The souls of other shamans may visit the
shaman and, while he is under the influence of
ayahuasca, be received by him. Conversely, his
own soul may leave his body on a soul-flight to
visit a distant shaman or to visit a distant settle-
ment of good spirits.3" The most accomplished
shamans are reputed to leave on such flights
bodily. Thus, it was reported to me that at Mari-
oventi (a tributary of Kotivireni, which flows in-
to the Ene) there formerly lived a renowned
shaman called Siori or Itinkame. At ayahuasca
ceremonies held in an enclosed house with his
disciples he would climb up to the second story,
there step on a pole of balsa wood which would
then fall to the ground, and he would disap-
pear.32

When a shaman goes on a soul-flight, with or
without his body, he travels in the form of a
lightning flash. A visiting spirit or shaman's soul
is likewise understood to come in the form of a
lightning flash. The terms used to designate these
phenomena are iporeki (literally, "he flashes"),
yoamarenta, and yamnaceki. This is the general
rule. Alternatively, a shaman's soul may travel in
the form of a sacred bird or beast, as described
above (page 427).

I encountered a somewhat different form of
the ayahuasca ceremony in the Ipoki region.
There a shaman also was in charge, but the men
took turns singing, and after a while the entire
group joined in a kind of spiraling dance with
accompanying chorale. As this dance was ob-
served, all present arranged themselves in a chain
in the following order and manner: the shaman's
wife, the shaman, the rest of the men (everyone
up to this point linked together with arms
around shoulders), and then the rest of the
women (linked to the last man and to each other
by holding hands); the shaman led in the singing
and dancing as this human chain moved in a
circle, the tail of the chain overlapping its head
on the outside to form the figure of a spiral; the
shaman, his wife, and all the men stepped back-

ward while the women forming the end of the
chain stepped forward. The women also danced
the usual women's dance (omaninketi), but the
songs they sang were similarly liturgical. Several
dances of each type were performed. All the
choral singing was concerned with the somewhat
confused pantheon of that region.34

The heightened religiosity of the Ipoki region
was also manifest in the attire of the participants.
All wore new cushmas or, at worst, their newest
and cleanest cushmas (no Western clothing was in
evidence), all the women with kerchiefs on their
heads, all the men with wicker crowns sporting
red macaw tail feathers and with richly painted
faces.35 Some of the men had further adorned
their wicker crowns with flowers stuck in the
circular brim. These flowers were sant6tea (liter-
ally, "sacred flowers"), there being three species
of flower thus recognized and cultivated. Indeed,
these flowers may be put in their crowns by the
Ipoki Campas whenever they dress up, to add a
decorative-and pious-touch to the costume.
The Ipoki region, if not the Perene region in gen-
eral, appears to be the center of interest in these
sacred flowers, which for the most part are
absent on the Ene and Tambo rivers.36

Shamans also drink ayahuasca when alone,
some almost nightly, receiving spirits and going
on soul-flights in much the same manner as they
do in the course of the group ceremonies just
described. Their continual ingestion of tobacco
syrup can also be said to intensify their contact
with the supernatural (especially in dreams). In
addition, at the beginning of the dry season,
when the tree simdliri (unidentified) begins to
flower, the Campa shamans turn to the flori-
pondio hayapa, also called saaro (Datura sp.),
which is cultivated. Some eat the flowers, others
boil the flowers and leaves and drink the liquid.
This psychotropic plant was reported to be much
more powerful than ayahuasca; a user would be
too strongly affected by it to be able to sing.

Some use is made also of wild plant material
with hallucinogenic or psychotropic properties.
The bark of the tirinkemito tree (unidentified) is
eaten by shamans, with resulting visions. As with
haydpa, there is no singing in connection with its
use. Afterward, I was told, nothing cold is eaten
for three days. The inner bark of the maniri tree
(unidentified) is eaten by shamans together with
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tobacco in order "to see" its spirit (identified as
henokisati [sky-dweller]).

The one recognized danger in the use of
ayahuasca is that bad spirits rather than good
may present themselves. The Campas have a
word, anakotinkari (he who beats out, or arrives
before), referring to demons that appear when
good spirits are expected. This may happen at
death, when maninkari should come to take the
soul but kamdri arrive first, and it may happen
when ayahuasca is taken. At such a time, for
example, the demonic bird civdni may present
himself, saying: "Ndro Pdvd, nop6ki nonesinon-
katempi" ("I am God, I have come to help
you"). Or, when one takes ayahuasca, nmniti
(jaguar) may appear in human form, well dressed,
with a large house and many handsome wives,
children and relatives, and offer "venison" and
other meats that are in actuality human flesh,
dog flesh, etc.: the unwary eats and becomes
thenceforth a follower of maniti. Drinkers of

ayahuasca run the risk as well of seeing Amem-
pori and mistaking him for the true God (see
above, pages 265, 438). They accept masato
from him, marry one of his handsome daughters,
and remain there with Amempori as one of the
otapindsati (those who dwell below heaven).

Unlike the tribes downriver, where ayahuasca
is reportedly used to induce visions of snakes and
porpoises,37 the Campas are intent on seeing only
the good spirits as they are comprehended by
them and as they have been described in this
work. Seeing snakes or demons (such as jaguars)
would greatly frighten a Campa.38 To prevent
this from happening, it is thought to be a good
idea not to look too much at the ground after
drinking ayahuasca, and not to have the campfire
flaming. If these precautions fail, and snakes or
demons appear to a participant in an ayahuasca
ceremony, the officiating shaman can quiet him
by blowing tobacco smoke on his forehead.

NOTES

'This passage continues: ". . . nor evidence tenden-
cies toward either animalism or totemism, i.e., worship
of the objects of nature; but.. . they accept metem-
psychosis and the survival of the soul; ... they are given
to magic and conserve mythological traditions."

2The full passage is as follows: "The savages of the
Amazon Basin have a Platonic understanding of God, of
the soul, of the devil, and of some moral precepts. But
until now no one has surprised them rendering worship
to the Supreme Being, . . . unless the diabolical invoca-
tions that they are accustomed to make from time to
time in their nocturnal witches' Sabbaths, are consider
as manifestations of worship."

3Farabee (1922:21) further stated that "it was im-
possible to get valuable text because there is [sic] no set
ritualistic or ceremonial forms."

4Garcia 1935-1937:XVII, 99: "As yet we do not
have the least notice of their religious worship-
ings.... They recall the attributes of Tasurinchi, and his
goodness appeals to them, but they do not know how to
invoke him or offer him any gift."

Cenitagoya 1921:319: "Their worship is null, and
they never adore or invoke God, perhaps because of a
very exaggerated respect for Him." Cenitagoya
[1943]:69: "Although it is true that neither have I sur-

prised them practicing any worship, I have heard them
speak of God, whom they designate with the name of
Tasorinchi. "

Rosell 1916:xvi, 12: "Many races and peoples. . . do
not have the least idea of religion. The Machiguengas are
in this category; you will not encounter in their vocabu-
lary any word that designates the divinity, nor in their
acts or other customs will you encounter the least
vestige of worship."

'It is not certain whether Amueshas or Campas, or
both, are being referred to. Nowhere else do we en-
counter notice of such sacrifices.

'Internal evidence suggests that at least some of the
Indians met by J. G. and Touchaux were Machiguengas
on the Apurimac.

7This author, claiming to have visited Campa terri-
tory, presented a report that is mostly word for word
from Moss (1909); the Campa terms he used were all
taken from the word list provided by Savage-Landor
(1913:11, 423 et passim). Namacdere or namaceere
means "my cylinder crown" or, more generally, "my
hat." Clark (1953:84) also wrote of "ornate crowns of
flowers." It might be possible to trace these reports
back to a statement on the Campas made by Markham
(1910:87): "The men wear a diadem of flowers." Mark-
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ham, however, referred back to Larrabure i Correa
1905-1909:XV, 403 [404], where a paragraph on the
Campas includes only the following datum of relevance:
"They use a diadem with a feather on the head." This
would be the Campa wicker crown with inserted feath-
er. There is nothing to indicate that these authors had
actual knowledge of the use of sacred flowers by the
Campas.

8As this passage indicates, the presence of shamans
among the Campas escaped the notice of these authors.

'In continuation: "Was it not the sun which dis-
pelled their most feared enemy, night? . . . The Campa
does fear death, and since night to him is the fore-
shadowing of death, he dreads night." Foster (1922:96)
reported the following piece of hearsay from the upper
Perene region: "When the moon and stars are shining,
the Indians regard them as bad spirits, and get out their
tom-toms ... to pound until the morning sun drives
away these evil gods."

'"The passage reads as follows: "They also believe
that the Sun, as their benefactor, gets angry and sends
them lightning and thunder (then they put out their
campfires and speak in their houses a kind of prayer or
entreaty, using another language that I could not under-
stand)." Compare in this connection Ordinaire
1887:280.

"Padre Navarro, however, identified "Pahua" as the
planet Venus. He moved beyond the credible in another
direction when he stated (1924:19) that the Campas
"have a notion, though quite confused, of a Supreme
Being; and in the midst of that virgin forest, which they
consider as a magnificent and grandiose temple, . . . they
prostrate themselves on the soft moss to adore the di-
vinity and offer him the aroma of its flowers, the deli-
cate perfume of its balsams and fragrant resins."

"2The same author (1953:174) claimed that Campa
marriage is initiated with a "wedding ceremony to the
Sun God" involving "rites to the minor gods and propi-
tiation to the devils."

l he passage reads as follows: "The material benefit
that they receive from the Sun makes them see in this
heavenly body the animator of nature, who with his
heat fecundates the animals and plants, and whose light
makes everything visible, for their satisfaction and com-
fort. In terms of this understanding, they direct their
devotions to him in the form of thanks and offer to him
as sacrifice the first bowlful of beer before drinking in
all their festivals. This is done by the head of family,
lifting [the bowl] high with his face turned to the Sun,

then drinking and passing it to the others. Without this
ceremony no one would dare to drink. They make the
same offering of the first manioc that they take from
the earth when they begin harvesting."

"'Ordinaire attributed this custom to the Campas,
but it should be remembered that he was apparently in
contact with Amueshas rather than Campas.

"sClark 1953:52: "Every night the image was offered
slabs of raw tapir or deer meat, tossed on a greasy stone
dish. To it, in the light of torches, Indian maidens,
stripped naked, . . . offered... their . . . 'ghost bodies'
to the pleasure of the image.... All this ritualistic orgy
is to a drumming accompaniment on the sacred long
drums, blest by the high priests of the Dancing Ana-
conda Brotherhood, and to the mystic wailing of flutes
consisting of two rows of hollow crocodile teeth. All
about[,] the men on the left, the women on the right, sit
the entranced rows of Sun worshippers in a state of
mass hypnotism, making obeisance to Pawa-Jesus, our
Lord the Golden Man (Atahuallpa's old mystic title as
the incarnated Sun God)! " See also 1953:61-62: "The
singsonging hymns from the palm idol-house of
Pawa... seemed never to end.... Small drums...
were softly patted, day and night, scarcely with-
out cease." This is altogether a strange way to de-
scribe an Adventist mission. I can report with confidence
that there never was such a temple among the Campas,
that there is no such organization as a Dancing Ana-
conda Brotherhood among the Campas, that there are
no "high priests" among the Campas, that Campa
material culture lacks both long drums and* crocodile-
teeth flutes, and that nothing of the ceremony described
has the slightest claim to credibility. Clark elsewhere
referred to a Campa "serpent cult," to "High Priests in
the Gran Pajonal" and to a "High Priest in the Brother-
hood of Dancing Anacondas" (1953:58, 61, 71), of
which nothing corresponds to my findings. I question
also the "Cult of Dreams" and the "Dream House" re-
ported for the Campas by the same author (1953:61,
63). Clark claimed that the Campas make offerings "to
the gods and devils" of solidified petroleum mixed with
copal (1953:111), something which I never en-
countered.

"'The passage reads as follows: "They know how to
make ... slightly alcoholic drinks.... These bever-
ages ... are hardly found among them except on the
occasion of their solar festivals and certain nocturnal
gatherings that are repeated every month. These gather-
ings always take place during the full moon."

O7Ordinaire 1887:274-275: "At this time there exists
throughout Campa territory a single establishment of
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missionaries, that of Quillasu.... Two or three Francis-
can fathers ... reside there regularly. One of them re-
lated to me that one fine day all the neophytes disap-
peared from their panguchis [houses] scattered in the
vicinity. On their return, at the end of a month, they
were questioned about what they had done during their
absence, and they averred that they had gone to the
Pajonal to take part in a solar festival. In narrating that
adventure to me, the monk who had catechized and
baptised them seemed subject to an affliction mingled
with discouragement." See also Ordinaire 1892:103:
"The catechumens, pressed with questions, averred that
they had gone to make their devotions to the Sun on
the Gran Pajonal where, every year, a festival is cele-
brated in honor of that God." This information was
repeated by Bailly-Maitre (1908:621), who also pro-
vided the description of Amuesha stone worship quoted
earlier in full (above, page 282, note 66). Hassel
(1905:673) reported the existence, in the Pangoa re-
gion, of petroglyphs of the sun and moon which are
decorated with face paint by the Campas there at the
time of their festivals, but as Padre Navarro (1924:29)
noted with considerable justification, "von Hassel does
not deserve much credence or belief in anything re-
ferring to the Amazonian tribes."

1Ilzaguirre 1923-1919:XII, 343:
"On that occasion I learned of all that appeals to the

Amueshas and even the Campas, the festival of the full
moon when the night is clear and diaphanous.

"They prefer not to have strangers witnessing the
elaborations of this festival. When the radiant moon
comes out among the trees abundant in foliage, they
rejoice in an unrestrained manner: they discard every
piece of civilized clothing, which they usually wear
when they live together with Christians; they dress in
their cushmas, put on their best bands and crowns, and
paint their faces, arms, and legs with huito juice, making
capricious designs. They present arms to the moon, and
salute it with masato served by the women. Then the
nocturnal dance begins."

Izaguirre 1923-1929:XII, 470:
"Thus adorned the Campas appear at the festival of

which we speak, for which the shaman [brujo] or chief
[cacique] in charge has had prepared great quantities of
masato. When. . . the full moon shows itself
clearly . . . , all those in attendance enter into a period
of unrestrained enthusiasm, and take hold of the ma-
sato.

"It does not appear that they make any libation...,
since they do not spill the masato or have a particular
ceremony to make a sacred offering; but they do em-
ploy ritual gesticulations and words.

"Then they organize their traditional dance to the
sound of a song led by the shaman [brujo], the same as

the one recited to the heavenly bodies they venerate."

"9I encountered no such special festivals in May,
November, December, August, or any other month
among the Campas. It seems safe to say that what has
been reported in this regard for the Machiguengas by
Ford (in Ferris 1921:64) holds as well for the Campas:
"They have no regular feast days."

20The evidence is a passage in Gridilia 1942b:72 (see
also 1942a:63) "At the old Pichis Mission it was neces-
sary to regulate dancing among the Christian Campas.
As it was not possible or prudent to suppress that bar-
barous diversion entirely, they were permitted to have it
on the night of the full moon once a month. But they
always looked for a pretext and means to transgress the
established rule, mocking our vigilance frequently."

2lIt may be a situation like this that Tanner
([n.d.] :19) described for the Amueshas in the following
passage: "The Amueshas call the sun 'our father,' dance
and sing to it, and deck themselves out because the sun
is pleased when they look pretty."

Another sort of sacred festival, one held in honor of
manioc, was reported for the Machiguengas by Pereira
(1942:244): "Until a few years ago the Machiguengas
celebrated what may be called the festival of manioc,
and it is probably still celebrated among the Machiguen-
gas who live far from contact with civilized people. The
festival consists of great orgies, songs, discourses, and
above all a kind of riddle or charade (Icantahuagueitira)
in which everyone with greater or less ability or in-
genuity makes allusions to the divine origin of manioc,
to its benefits as their principal sustenance, and there-
fore to the cares and attentive measures that everyone
must take with it." There is no such festival among the
Campas.

22It might be noted that neadnci in Campa simply
means "word, conversation." Steward and Metraux
(1948:549) summed up their opinion of Padre Navarro's
report in the following terms: "Navarro's account
(1924) of an Apurimac Campa trinity (Venus as the
father, an unidentified star as the mother, and Jupiter as
the son), of sacred fires kept by the shamans, and feasts
at the new or full moon for Venus seem fanciful."

23"To ... nullify the evil efforts of Kamari, the
witchman [shaman] must also seek the aid of Pa-
hua.... The brujo [shaman] correlated his ceremony
and symbolically began worshipping before a new small
fire which an Indian had built on a hastily erected stone
dais.... Yuca [manioc], the god-given Campa staff of
life was then fed to this symbol of the Sun. And to the
flames were added copal. The actual fire, pumaare, was
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kindled from special sacred wood called enshato, which
had been soaked in the 'hot blood of the sun' and in the
'hot blood of man killed in sacrifice.' . . .

"The gleaming, sweat-dripping, black-and-red-
painted abendaningare [shaman] rose from his tiger skin,
and symbolically glided snakelike around the 'Sun,'
keeping time to the gently patted tom-tom, while all the
Indians chanted in a high wailing chorus and incense and
food sacrifice were consumed in the votive flames. Thus
having appeased Pahua, and having asked the Sun God's
aid against Kamari, who typifies the 'Spirit of Evil,' the
witch [shaman] proceeded to worship Pachukuna."

It might be noted that pdmari is the Campa word for
fire, and inUdto is the Campa word for tree. "Abenda-
ningare" is not a recognizable Campa word.

24Hor6va leaves may also be called pi&itipdnaki. Clark
(1953:163-164) reported the use of the hallucinogenic
drug "camorampi" prepared by boiling the vine with
"cowa" leaves. His assertion that "camorampi" may be
translated literally as "Soul Vine" is incorrect. That
ayahuasca is prepared from a combination of vine and
leaves was also reported by Ballon Landa (1917:187).

2WVhen the liquid is separated from the vine seg-
ments and leaves, water may be added to the solid mat-
ter and set to boil a second time, after which the solid
matter will be discarded and the two liquids combined
and boiled to thickness. The drug can also be prepared
and stored in bottles for future consumption.

26In his description of ayahuasca ceremonies (which
he described as "solemn") among the Piros, Padre Alva-
rez (1951:102) mentioned a preparatory fast. He also
asserted that the participants retire to a place apart in
the forest to have their ceremony, and that they beat on
wood until the drug takes effect. These have no Campa
parallels.

Rosell (1916:xvi, 13) reported that the Machiguenga
shamans take "camalampi" at night at the time of the
new moon, during which time they abstain from contact
with women and must not see menstrual blood lest they
lose their power. This description would not hold for
the Campas, as the Campas do not limit their drinking
of ayahuasca to any part of the lunar month, nor do
they consider the mere sight of menstrual blood to be
spiritually damaging to a shaman, unless the woman is
not his wife.

"7In the Campa language, notdsonki means "I blow,"
noki'tiohi (or noti6hi) means "I spit," and nokisoki
means "I blow-spit." These terms refer to three distinct
actions; the third is not a recognized practice in our own
culture. The term "blow-spit" designates an action
whereby liquid in the mouth is blown out forcibly to
produce a cloud of vapor.

28The visions require a fair degree of darkness, and
therefore these ceremonies take place at night. The par-
ticipants do not stare into the campfire as Ballon Landa
claimed (1917:187). On the other hand, the fire is not
put out, as Padre Garcia reported for the Machiguengas
(1935-1937:XVIII, 216), although it should not be
flaming.

"Compare the entry in Samanez Ocampo's journal
for November 16, 1884, at Sangobatea on the Uru-
bamba River (1907:352-353): "Last night the Campas
took an infusion of camalampi, which they say produces
in them an effect like that of opium or, rather, that of
hashish. They sang all night in a strange and mournful
tone, the women joining their chorus; they certainly
were not out of tune. The leader of this ceremony at
first was the owner of the house, and then the paddler
Cristobal, who came as steersman in my canoe, a very
distinguished personage among these Campas." Rosell's
report for the Machiguengas (1916:xvi, 13-14) includes
the following passage: "As 'camalampi' must have the
same intoxicating effects as alcohol or some other
strange property, on drinking it the shaman begins to
sing and speak a lot of absurdities; he makes a great
many gestures and mummeries, pretending to be in con-
versation with the spirits. The audience, mostly women,
see nothing, as these acts take place in complete ob-
scurity, and they are content with hearing and believ-
ing." See also Ballon Landa (1917:187): "Those nar-
cotized get up automatically and to the sound of martial
and funambulatory songs they revolve around the camp-
fire, returning after a few minutes to sit down." There is
a question as to whether the range of variation in pro-
cedure at Campa ayahuasca ceremonies would include
what these several authors report. It is at least possible
that some Campa shamans converse audibly with visiting
spirits, although none do so in the Tambo region. (A
ceremony in which the shaman converses with some
spirit, followed by singing, was reported for the Ucayali
tribes by Pallares and Calvo [1907:63], and for the
Machiguengas in connection with curing by Cenitagoya
[(1943):200-2011, but no mention was made of aya-
huasca.)

"Something similar was reported for the Piros by
Matteson (1951:37): "The witch doctor [shaman] is able
to communicate with the gods and call on them for
help. Furthermore, in an ayawasca trance, he sees the
lovely goddesses approaching, hears the gods sing their
praise, and himself takes up the song and answers it.
Thus the witch doctors have derived the Piro music
from the gods."

3"It is understood that the part that remains behind
continues to drink and sing. The sense of flight that the
drug can produce was mentioned by Harkness
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(1942:137), who erred, however, in suggesting that the
drug is primarily "used to find lost or hidden things."

32It was explained that this shaman did not disappear
in sight of the others present because, if he had, he
would not have returned. Balsa wood, of course, sug-
gests lightness and therefore flight in the Campa mind,
as in the myth of MaNikinti (see above, pages 397-406).

33It is of some interest to compare the description of
these ceremonies given here with that provided for the
Machiguengas by Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII,
215-216; see also Mac-Lean y Estenos 1939:337):

"The ... seripegari [shaman] is able to execute mar-
vels, but ordinarily he accomplishes them only in a
solemn and nocturnal ceremony of enchantment. . ..

"The ceremony of enchantment is not an everyday
occurrence. It is celebrated only when the seripegari de-
termines, because he is presented with some matter hav-
ing to do with the spirits, or else simply because he
wants to visit them.

"As for the place in which it has to be celebrated,
there is nothing predetermined. Any place is appro-
priate. One hut serves as well as another, and it can also
be performed out in the open.

"On the day of the ceremony set by the seripegari,
his wife prepares the marvelous potion that must pro-
duce the enchantment of her husband. Once the kama-
rampi vine is pounded, she cooks it in a clean pot, re-
turns to pound and cook it one or more [additional]
times, and finally strains it and leaves it to cool. Thick
and blackish, this drink is so bitter that women cannot
drink it, they all say, and to this they attribute in large
part that there are no female seripegari. Some drink also
extracts of tobacco-seri-and of the kabuiniri plant,
procured by the same process as for kamarampi....

"Although the rite is not uniform, it nevertheless
presents fundamental coincidences in all or almost all
the ceremonies. The variations obey the purpose of each
ceremony even more than the originality of the seripe-
gari.

"They never celebrate it in full daylight, but rather
at dusk and, more frequently, during the early hours of
the night. The darkness need not be complete.

"At the agreed hour, those who are to attend, assem-
ble. It is necessary to put out the fire. The seripegari
occupies a preferred place. He drinks the kamdrampi
and becomes enchanted (imarentdkara). Then he begins
to sing, and the women and children accompany him,
but their song is different from his. The seripegari sings
improvising the words, which usually are a simple refer-
ence to what he wants to do in those moments, and
employs rare terms in the language that the other Machi-
guengas do not understand well. When the song is over,
he makes noise with a handful of little sticks, and every-
one becomes silent. At that moment the seripegari dis-

appears, and sometimes they see him rise through the
air, walking as on a path that only he sees. After visiting
in their respective abodes the spirits with whom he
wished to communicate, he returns transfigured, beauti-
ful, neither being nor appearing the same. Then he per-
forms the services required of him, or reveals the desired
knowledge, and turns back to converse with the spirits.
He does not delay in returning again, and begins again to
sing, accompanied as at first by the women and chil-
dren. Thus the ceremony ends.

"These procedures that I have just explained are the
most common, but there are much simpler ceremonies,
and others celebrated with greater solemnity."

Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 217-219) described
further how a shaman, when called upon to aid a sick
person, takes ayahuasca and visits the spirits bodily, re-
turning with the necessary herbal medicine to cure the
patient or with a spirit who itself will administer the
remedy. Presumably Padre Garcia had this in mind
when he wrote of other kinds of ayahuasca ceremonies.
Campa shamans, it appears, make little use of ayahuasca
in curing, and when they do, it is with a different under-
standing: if it is determined that a patient has lost his
soul, the shaman may drink ayahuasca to go on a soul-
flight to retrieve it (and may have the patient drink
some too, just to improve his condition).

'One example will suffice: a poignant litany sung
during a spiral dance evoking "Santo Indio Inka," pre-
sumably the lost Inka of the Campas.

3sFeathers are usually inserted into the back of the
wicker crown. One Campa at the ceremony described
here had feathers stuck in the front of his crown, and
when queried explained that it was in imitation of Inka.
The inspiration for this aberrancy might have been the
picture of an Indian with a headband from the front of
which jut feathers, printed on all packages of Inca ciga-
rettes, the inexpensive Peruvian cigarette widely smoked
by colonists in Campa territory.

36The probable origin of these sacred flowers is dis-
cussed below (pages 493-494). The Campas do not share
with the Machiguengas their reported elevation of the red
pigment achiote (Bixa orellana) and its use to sacred
status (see Grain 1943:244; Urquilo 1939:133). The
Campas are not bothered about achiote seeds falling to
the ground and being stepped on; they do not feel that
painting the face with this pigment is an absolute neces-
sity or something of a religious ritual; they do not dep-
recate someone whose face is not painted; they do not
consider the use of achiote to indicate the user is good
and destined to join the good spirits when he dies. The
Campas make less extensive use of achiote than the
Machiguengas; only rarely do they tint their cushmas
with achiote, and when they do it has no sacred signifi-
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cance. For the Campas, face paint serves primarily to
enhance appearance, and they may indeed want to look
their best when invoking the good spirits, but the face
paint itself is not endowed with sacred qualities.

Nevertheless, although this is true of ordinary red
achiote (pocoti sdnori kitionkari), the Campas also make
use of a yellow or umber achiote to which they ascribe
certain powers. They claim that this yellow achiote
(pocoti kiteriri) comes in a number of varieties, each
serving, when applied to the face, to promote some ac-
tivity. (Whether there are in fact several varieties of yel-
low achiote or only one going under different names-
some plants being called by one name, others by
another, and so forth-remains uncertain at this writ-
ing.) The shamans claim to receive from the good spirits
special achiote seeds which they then cultivate and use
for professional purposes. I was informed of the follow-
ing special varieties of yellow achiote used by shamans:
anmcikavoc6te, for traveling far in dreams; hananerivo-
c6te, Wikorov6cote, conkirov6cote, for use when drink-
ing ayahuasca; kepiariv6cote, to consume tobacco and
ayahuasca without intoxication; piompirev6cote, to sing
under the influence of ayahuasca; po&arov6cote, to re-
move the bitterness from the taste of tobacco.

"According to Karsten (1955:170, 172; 1964:204,
206), Shipibo shamans have ayahuasca- and datura-
induced visions of jaguars, anacondas and other ser-
pents, caymans, porpoises, etc., which, though demons,
appear as friends and counselors, and may be consulted,
for example, in a case of theft to discover the guilty
party. Karsten elsewhere (1921-1922:III, 127-128;
1926:325; 1964:57) reported drug-induced visions of
similar creatures-jaguars, anacondas, crocodiles, bears,
eagles, etc.-among the Ji'varo. See also Villarejo
1953: 190-191 (quoted in Tovar 1966:40-41).

38Padre Alvarez's description of Piro visions
(1951:102) would not apply to the Campas: "They see
everything they wish: the persons or animals that have
done them injury and the most extravagant things they
can imagine." Ballon Landa's description (1917:
187-188) might also more closely resemble what
is envisioned among the "ayahuasqueros" of the Ucayali

than among the Campas: "Ayahuasca makes one see
wild animals that threaten and serpents that coil around
the body, agitated rivers and cities never before seen; it
makes one see rivals and an unfaithful wife, and in sum
all the images of the most extravagant fantasy." (Ballon
Landa [1917:208] also reported the following: "If they
have a vision of a jaguar they grieve. It is a bad omen.
This is believed principally by the Campas.") Equally
foreign are the visions described for the Campas by
Clark (1953:163): "Trees bend down and speak, snakes
turn into human figures..., flowers melt into croco-
diles."

Padre Fernindez Moro (1925-1928:XLII, 274) in-
cluded in his Machiguenga pharmacopoeia a tree called
"Kamalampi Niro" which he identified tentatively as
Cinnamomun sonnium: 'With the bark of this tree they
make infusions which they drink to produce a thousand
capricious dreams, and the old men to divine the where-
abouts of persons who are loved, or enemies, or to
prophesy various events." This plant may be one of the
uncultivated hallucinogens used by the Campas.
("Kamalampi" is also listed by Fernandez Moro, and
described as a thick vine with similar properties, though
not as strong.) Again, my informants did not recognize
the use of drugs for divination of any kind.

According to Grandidier (1861:143-144), the
shamans among the Machiguengas (called "Campas" by
him) use "camalampi" in their curations, drinking it and
giving it to patients, with resulting visions described as
follows: "When a patient has taken this drink, he is
inebriated, his head spins, he believes he is flying
through the air, he is subject to strange visions, he
imagines he sees a marinanqui, a bearded man who is the
object of worship of his tribe; during this hallucination,
all that he imagines hearing from the mouth of that man
is for him an article of faith." Some Campa shamans do
use ayahuasca in this manner; they do report flying to
distant places under its influence; any Campa belief,
however, corresponding at all closely to Grandidier's
"marinanqui," did not come to my attention. (In his
listing of the good spirits of Machiguenga belief, Padre
Garcia [1935-1937:XVII, 178] included the bearded
"Marenanchiite.")

RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE DEMONS

"Ah! demon, begone! begone"
-Flaubert, The Temptation of Saint Anthony

There are no relationships or contacts be-
tween the Campas and the evil spirits. The Cam-
pas fear and hate the demons, dread any contact
with them, and act only to keep them at a safe
distance.

It is common while on the trail, or even in a
settlement, to encounter one of the demon but-
terflies-especially the morphos-fluttering into
view. When this happens, the Campas pay no at-
tention. They are not averse to identifying it as a
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demon, naming it, and even assisting in its cap-
ture. So, too, is it common for a demon hum-
mingbird (ciisanti) to be seen flitting through the
house. When this happens, a Campa at most will
spit and growl "kamdri!"

When a jaguar is detected approaching a settle-
ment, a shotgun may be fired to scare it away. If
an ar6ni (unidentified demonic bird) or mamdro
(owl) is sighted, the Campas will shout at the
bird to go away, perhaps shooting an arrow or
firing a shotgun at it. If the demon sasi'nti (see
above, page 285) is heard, the Campas will blow a
signal horn, beat a drum, shout "Aakena saram-
pion!" ("We have measles!") to frighten away
the demon (who fears measles).'

If any of these creatures actually falls into
Campa hands, it will be killed. I witnessed the
stoning of a captured owl. I witnessed a Campa
woman crushing a large giinti (katydid) under
her heel. I also was present when a Campa shot a
civdni (Squirrel Cuckoo), just to kill it.

When a demon of the purely imaginary kind is
encountered there is little else to do but flee,
although this is not believed to do much good.2 I
heard from missionary sources that the Campas
scatter when a dust devil (kavi6nkari) ap-
proaches, but my informants denied this on
grounds that the demon causes injury only if it
so wills, and no avoidance of its physical manifes-
tation will help. On seeing a rainbow, a Campa
may slash the air with his machete or shoot a
bamboo-pointed arrow at it, to cut the arc.

Although rain is not, strictly speaking, de-
monic-indeed, Inkanitari, the god of rain, and
the spirits living with him on the level of the
clouds are all good spirits-the Campas do not
like to be rained on, and take certain preventive
measures, however futile, when a discharging
raincloud is bearing down on them. They fre-
quently tell the raincloud to go elsewhere, nam-
ing the place where it should go. Even more fre-
quently they blow-spit in the direction of the
raincloud to keep it from arriving; for maximum
efficacy the mouth should first be filled with to-
bacco juice from a green tobacco leaf. Traveling
on the river, the Campas not only blow-spit but
also splash water in the direction of the rain-
cloud, with the hope that it will, as a conse-
quence of this action, discharge itself completely
before arriving. Alternatively, an arrow may be
waved in the direction of the rain so that, just as

the arrow is lightweight, the raincloud will waft
elsewhere. Finally, an attempt may be made to
frighten the raincloud away by exposing one's
fundament to it; this is thought to work better
when done by a woman.3

Demons are a constant menace, and little can
be done to forestall them. Thus, demons like to
attack solitary human beings in the forest; but
the men must go out hunting, often alone, and
they do. Also, demons are abroad mostly at
night, aided in their depredations by reduced visi-
bility. In this case, however, an easy preventive
exists and is never neglected: a campfire is kept
alive through the night, at home or away, to sig-
nal the fact that living beings are there and that
no demon should come and make himself at
home thinking that the place is abandoned or a
place of death. A roaring fire to maximize illumi-
nation is not necessary; merely a glow as a sign of
life is considered sufficient. It is not felt that the
darkness of night is thronged with demons, but
only that a demon may by chance be in the vi-
cinity; for this reason someone going off to per-
form a natural function at night is often ac-
companied by another person.4

If preventive measures are scanty, so are mea-
sures to remedy harm done. The demon-attacked
cannot be helped. If action is taken, it will be
against the victim of a demon attack, identified
by indications of derangement, who will simply
be killed. In the case of soul loss in which the
soul has been taken by a demon, professional
opinion varies: one shaman (Porekavainti)
claimed that he could retrieve such a soul;
another (§irikonka) that it was impossible to do
so, for the lost soul would already be trans-
formed into a demon both in nature and appear-
ance.5 When the cause of illness is ascribed not to
demons but to witchcraft, more direct action is
taken: the nests of ants and bees are destroyed,
and a human witch may be killed, as has already
been discussed at length.

Human witches are understood to be in con-
tact with their demon teachers, but on an inti-
mate rather than ceremonial basis.6 Jaguar-
shamans are understood to be closely allied with
the jaguar community, and to see jaguars when
they take ayahuasca. Jaguar-shamans are reputed
to drink not the yellowish true ayahuasca or
hananer6ca for seeing the good spirits, but rather
a reddish ayahuasca or sinkireri for seeing
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maniti, using in its preparation not the true
hor6va leaf, but another variety called kodrisi.7 It
was further reported to me that whereas white
lightning flashes mark the passage of good spirits

and shamans, reddish lightning flashes mark the
passage of jaguars and jaguar-shamans as they
visit one another.

NOTES

'Compare Navarro 1924:23: "When the wild beasts
roar and the birds caw they become very nervous and
are filled with fear.... When the contona bird (a species
of owl) visits them at night, men, women, children, and
old people are frightened, become half crazy, and shout
and blow and spit and call it a demon, and rebuke it
saying 'Move on! ... Move on! . .. Go, de-
mon! .. . Piate-be! . . . Pidte-be! . . Emp6qui! ...
Camagdri! ' "

2Clark (1953:125) wrote of "shaking a calabash rat-
tle .... to scare off any devils," but rattles are not part
of Campa material culture.

3Hurley and Rankin reported (1934) the following:
"A thunder storm broke upon us and the [Campa] In-
dians tried to drive it away by making a noise similar to
the noise one makes in driving away animals, and waving
their arms. They were evidently successful this time for
it did not rain much." It is of interest to compare Padre
Sabate's report for the Piros (1925:267-268):

"When the sky is covered and rain seems inevitable,
those barbarians begin to spit at the sky so that the
tempest overhead will go away....

"At other times with the same purpose they take
hold of knives and paddles, and shake them here and
there, in contrary directions, believing that they thereby
cut the wind and conjure the storm that threatens.

"Finally, they are also accustomed, in similar cases,
to perform another action, repugnant and indecent, that
consists of tucking up the sack or cushma that they
wear, folding it several times at the waist, and then in-
clining their head toward the ground while their legs
remain taut, so as to leave their buttocks completely
bare to the air and to the view of everyone, directed at
the rain, i.e., upward, in order that the rain go elsewhere
and not wet them."

'Compare Caldwell and Calhoun (1932:242): "Fire
is supposed to chase away evil spirits, so a native always
starts a fire wherever he sleeps at night"; and Reiser
(1943:189): "Also, the fire, which an Indian when
staying in the forest burns throughout the night, holds
off beasts and spirits." Domville-Fife's report
(1924:262) is extravagant in this regard: "All the Indi-
ans of this important group are afraid to be alone in
complete darkness. Their belief is that evil spirits haunt
every shadow." So is Stull's report (see above, page 308,
note 77).

'Indeed, Sirikonka first denied that souls were ever
carried off by demons; he argued that when a soul is lost
it has gone "hen6ki" (to the sky or mountain ridges);
that to search for it he will take ayahuasca; that when
he encounters it he will tell it that the time has not yet
come to leave the body, and will bring it back; and that
when it retums the patient will sneeze.

'Padre Garcia reported that Machiguenga witches
have their own ayahuasca ceremonies wherein they sing
quietly to the evil spirits with no one else present
(1935-1937:XIX, 12), but nothing like this is believed
by the Campas to be done by their own witches.

7The shaman Porekavanti supplied a specimen of
kodrili and explained its significance. Another shaman
supplied the datum on linkireri: he admitted to being a
jaguar-shaman until Porekavainti gave him his (Poreka-
vanti's) "drink," i.e., a quantity of his tobacco syrup to
drink, and thereby converted him. Dr. Donald R. Simp-
son of the Department of Botany, Field Museum of
Natural History, has very kindly identified my specimen
of horova as Psychotria viridis, and my specimen of
kodriNi as probably Psychotria pichisensis.



PART 7. CAMPA COSMOLOGY: INTERPRETATION

THE SOURCES OF CAMPA COSMOLOGY

The creed of the Antis..... They make of the sun and of fire, of
Christ and of Pachacamac, of the Virgin Mary and the moon, of
stars and saints, a strange salmagundi.

-Marcoy 1875:, 490

In the Peruvian vernacular, and frequently in
the literature, the Indians of the tropical forests
are called "Chunchos," a term of apparent Que-
chuan origin. Roughly translatable as "savage," it
is a term of disparagement as often as not applied
to the Campas and their closest neighbors, as the
most proximate of the Tropical Forest tribes.'

Another frequently encountered term, espe-
cially in the older literature, is "Anti," which is
used variously to designate the Campas, the
Machiguengas, and the Amueshas. "Anti" also
appears to be of Quechuan origin, referring to
the eastern tropical forests and their inhabitants;
the eastern "quarter" of the Inca Empire was
called "Antisuyo." It was by this term, in its
Hispanicized form of "Andes," that the Campas
were first known to the Spaniards. The Francis-
can missionaries descending out of the Highlands
into Campa territory were by the eighteenth
century using "Andes," "Antis," and "Campas"
interchangeably. "Anti," along with the term
"Campa," came to be applied to the Machiguen-
gas and Amueshas as well, because of their simi-
lar appearance. Later, when it was recognized
that the Machiguengas and Amueshas were dis-
tinct tribal entities, they ceased to be called
"Campas." At about the same time, however,
"Anti" faded out of common usage, so that its
meaning was never reduced from its widest appli-
cation.2 The Campas, Machiguengas, and Amue-
shas do form a cluster of contiguous tribes that
are quite similar culturally, and I propose to call
them the "Anti culture cluster," employing the
term "Anti" as it came to be used before it
passed out of fashion.

The voyager Marcoy, making contact with the
Machiguengas on the Urubamba River over a
century ago, could compose a general statement
of Anti belief-the statement that heads this sec-
tion-which, making all due allowances, sum-
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marizes a number of the striking facts about
Campa cosmology. Similarly, Ordinaire, whose
contact was with the Amueshas, could make a
general statement about Anti cosmology
(1887:275) that bears consideration as to its ap-
plicability in the Campa case. We shall take
Ordinaire's statement as our starting point for
analysis. It was Ordinaire's contention that Anti
beliefs form three strata that are easily distin-
guished: a set of ancient Tropical Forest beliefs,
a superimposed set of beliefs of Andean Highland
origin, and a more recent set of beliefs coming
from European sources. He wrote:

The Antis never change their ideas. Their con-
version, always incomplete, is a superposition
rather than a substitution of one cult for
another, so that one can study the beliefs that
form their common fund almost as the geologist
studies the layers of a terrain.

These beliefs date from at least three epochs.
The most recent is the epoch of the Spanish mis-
sions, abruptly interrupted in the middle of the
last century. It was immediately preceded by
that of the Incas, who also made numerous at-
tempts to subdue the Chunchos to their law.
Finally they have religious ideas which they have
borrowed neither from the Christians nor from
the Incas, and which they share with the ma-
jority of the other tribes of the Montafna. These
ideas being in origin more ancient than the
others, one can say that by comparison they are
of the primitive epoch.

The information assembled in the present
work suggests that Ordinaire's three "strata" are
for the Campas not so easily distinguished as he
would have us believe, that only fragmentary
Andean and European elements were taken over,
and that these were subjected to a process of
assimilation to the preexistent Campa system of
thought. Furthermore, the Campa system of
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thought is no mere replication of some general
Tropical Forest (or Montafia) corpus of cosmo-

logical ideas. It is true that the Campas, Machi-
guengas, and Amueshas prove to be very similar
in cosmology as they are in other phases of their
respective cultures. The comparison between
Campa and Machiguenga cosmology maintained
throughout the present work has shown as much,
as have the occasional references to the meager

Amuesha data in our possession. But once out-
side the Anti culture cluster such similarities be-
come comparatively sporadic. This may be at-
tributed in part to the fragmentary condition of
our knowledge about the Tropical Forest tribes,3
but there is no guarantee that more complete
knowledge would alter the look of things ap-

preciably.
For example, what is known of the Piros, who

neighbor both the Campas and the Machiguengas
and, like them, speak an Arawakan language,
shows their mythology to be quite different from
that of the Anti tribes. In very few particulars
can we recognize anything even remotely re-

sembling what is encountered among the Antis.
One of these particulars is the sky-rope motif
which, however, occurs in a quite different set-
ting.4 Another is the mythological episode of a

hero slaying a number of jaguars' (the relevant
Campa data are provided below). A third is the
recognition of a deity called "Inca."6 Other simi-
larities include the notions that appearances can

be deceiving and, indeed, are relative to the
nature of the observer,7 that the spirits are reju-
venated with a change of skin,8 and that spirits
exercise their power by blowing.9 The Piro story
of the swallowing of their god "Tsla" by a zun-

garo fish is reminiscent of the swallowing of Kiri
by a water sprite, and the pakicapanko of the
Campas is matched by a Piro tale of a man-eating
hawk ("pakcha").10

The sky-rope motif encountered among the
Campas and Machiguengas is present among the
Piros and turns out to be quite widespread
among the Tropical Forest tribes. It is reported
in one form or another for the Cashinahua, Mari-
nahua, Cuniba, Jivaro, Canelo, Quijo, Yagua, Wi-
toto, Warrau, Guiana Arawak, Taulipang,
Cayapo, Bacairi, Umotina, Bororo, Mosetene,
and Tiatinagua; it is also reported for the Lengua,
Mataco, Toba, and Vilela of the Chaco region

(see filg. 24).11 The associated Campa and Machi-
guenga notion that the sky was once close to the
earth is reported for the Panoan-speaking tribes
along the Ucayali, as well as the Ocaina, Urubu',
Botocudo, Bacairi, and Tacana.12 Clearly equiva-
lent to the concept of the sky-rope is that of the
sky-ladder, reported for the Conibo, Tucuna,
Shipaya, and Tenetehara, and that of the sky-
tree, reported for the Cariri, Sherente, Umotina,
Chamacoco, Mataco, Mocovi, and Toba-in each
case comprehended as having once connected
earth with sky.13 The distribution of this motif
might be extended even further if we care to
recognize as equivalent the idea of a chain of
arrows to the sky, reported for the Conibo,
Shipibo, Jivaro, Waiwai, Urubui, Tupinamba,
Chiriguano, Guarayu', Cumana, and Mataco.'4
Another allied notion is that of the earth-rope,
by which name we might identify the concept of
a rope connecting the earth, not with the sky,
but with an underworld-which is reported for
the Yaruro, Warrau, Taulipang, Mundurucu', and,
in the Chaco region, the Chamacoco, Kaskiha',
Mataco, and Toba.15

The chain of arrows motif is associated with
the revenge on jaguars motif in the widespread
twins cycle of the Tropical Forest. In the maxi-
mum elaboration of this myth cycle a pair of
twins kill one or more jaguars to revenge the
death of their mother, then ascend to the sky on
a chain of arrows to become the Sun and Moon.
As it turns out, the various distinguishable parts
of the myth cycle have independent distribu-
tions, so that it is not possible to determine
whether the full cycle is the original form of the
myth or only an accidental conjunction of the
several parts. There may be, instead of a pair of
twins, a single hero who figures in the story alone
or as one of several brothers.

Twins revenging the death of their mother by
killing one or more jaguars is reported for the
Jivaro, Zaiparo, Guiana Carib, Macusi, Bacairi,
Bororo, Tenetehara, Urubu', Tupinamba, Apapo-
cuva, Caingua, and Chiriguano.16 The variant in
which two brothers kill one or more jaguars to
revenge the death of their father is reported for
the Tucuna, Witoto, and Mataco: in the Witoto
case the two heros later become the Sun and
Moon.7 The Caingang are reported to believe in
a pair of brothers who created jaguars and later
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killed a number of them.'8 Revenge on jaguars by
a single hero for their killing of either his mother
or father is reported for the Piro, as has been
mentioned (the hero being one of three
brothers), and also for the Mashco, the Ocaina
(the hero being identified as the Sun), the Cubeo
(the hero being one of three brothers), the
Paressi, and the Yuracare;19 a Chiriguano variant
has a single hero killing felines in revenge for the
blinding of his mother.20

Twins reaching the sky by means of a chain of
arrows is reported for the Shipibo, J ivaro, Chiri-
guano, Guarayu' (for whom the heroes are identi-
fied only as brothers, and become the Sun and
Moon), and Mataco (for whom the heroes are
identified only as brothers and become the
Pleiades).21 A chain of arrows (a vine in another
version) being used by the sons of the Sun and
Moon to reach the sky and become the Pleiades
is reported for the Conibo.22 The chain of arrows
motif takes the form of a bridge of arrows among
the Tenetehara (and Mataco also), and may be
seen as adumbrated in the Tupinamba notion of
arrows suspended in the air.23 The identification
of a pair of mythological twins (not just
brothers) as the Sun and Moon, or at least the
implication of some equivalence between the two
pairs, is reported for the Bacairi, Caingua', and
Chiriguano;24 in all three cases, the myths in
question include the revenge on jaguars motif,
but only for the Chiriguano is the chain of ar-
rows motif also present.

The twins cycle is present as well in the Anti
culture cluster: one version was obtained by
Tello from the Amueshas and another by me
from the Campas. In the Amuesha version avail-
able to us, the twins are male and female, which
is unusual, the male being the Moon and the fe-
male, surprisingly, the Sun. They are born when
an old female jaguar devours their mother. When
they are grown to be children, the same old fe-
male jaguar prepares to cook them in a large pot
and serve them to the other jaguars. They suc-
ceed in throwing her into the pot instead, and
afterward scatter her dismembered body. The
other jaguars, on discovering what has happened,
pursue the twins over a bridge, which the twins
succeed in breaking, plunging most of the jaguars
to their death.25

The version of the twins cycle obtained from

the Campas is of interest as an example of a bor-
rowed myth that clearly is not fully assimilated
into the cosmology of the borrowing culture.
The donors in this case could very well have been
the Amueshas. The indications are that the bor-
rowing occurred recently and that familiarity
with the myth is not widespread among the Cam-
pas. The obstacles in the path of assimilation to
Campa cosmology of this myth in its usual form
appear to be insurmountable. The Campas can-
not identify the twins as the Sun and Moon so
long as they hold to the belief that the Moon is
the father of the Sun, nor can they ascribe the
death of the Sun's mother to attack by a jaguar
so long as they hold to the belief that the mother
of the Sun was burned to death on giving birth to
that diety. Indeed, the entire theme of a struggle
to the death with jaguars is irrelevant to Campa
cosmology, except as it can serve to illustrate one
important cosmological postulate of the Campas,
that small physical size can be conjoined with
great strength.

The Campa version of the myth was obtained
from the informant Komempe. In it Pdvd, the
Sun, visits a community ofjaguars in the form of
a small boy with cricket characteristics, that is,
he takes the form of a cricket at a time when all
creatures are human. He is accompanied by his
"sister," who is not otherwise identified. The
jaguars welcome the apparently defenseless pair
and plan to make a meal of them. They are left
in the charge of the mother of the jaguars, while
the rest go off to hunt. The jaguar mother pre-
pares a boiling pot to receive the children, but
instead she is thrown into it by the boy, who
thus demonstrates his superior strength, for he is
Pdvd. The other jaguars return and begin to eat
the meat they find waiting for them, presuming
that it is the cooked flesh of the children, until
the truth dawns on them.26 They try to capture
the children to take revenge, but are unsuccess-
ful. Finally they go off to their jaguar neighbors
to recount the events, completely baffled as to
the identity of the children who have shown such
remarkable strength.

Two flaws in the story as narrated testify to
its incomplete assimilation. First, the "sister" of
the Sun appears as an entirely superfluous char-
acter, without name and without role, as a ves-
tige of the original twins motif in a culture where
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the Sun is not otherwise recognized to have sib-
lings. Second, at one point in the narration, the
hero, who is identified as the Sun, checks the
time of day by noting the position of the sun in

the sky, a discrepancy that the narrator could
not explain except in terms of the unknowable
powers of Pdvd."

Moving farther afield, the view of the struc-

FIG. 24. Map showing location of groups cited.
1. Abipon 49. Conibo
2. Amahuaca 50. Coroado
3. Amuesha 51. Coropo
4. Anabali 52. Cubeo
5. Ancerma 53. Cumana
6. Antillean Carib 54. Cuniba
7. Apapocuva 55. Eastern Timbira
8. Apinaye 56. Encabellado (Pioje)
9. Araona 57. Guahibo

10. Atorai 58. Guamo
11. Awishira (Vacacocha) 59. Guarayfu
12. Aymara 60. Guayaki
13. Bacairi 61. Guayupe
14. Baure 62. Guiana Arawak
15. Betoi 63. Guiana Carib
16. Bora 64. Ipurina
17. Bororo 65. Iquito
18. Botocudo 66. Itonama
19. Caduveo (Mbaya) 67. Jivaro
20. Cagaba 68. Kaskiha
21. Caingang 69. Lache
22. Caingua (Guarani) 70. Lengua
23. Camacan 71. Machiguenga
24. Camayura 72. Macusi
25. Campa 73. Manao
26. Canelo 74. Manasi
27. Caquetio 75. Mapuche (Araucano)
28. Caraja 76. Marinahua
29. Caraya 77. Mashacali
30. Cariri 78. Mashco
31. Carrapa 79. Mataco
32. Cashibo 80. Mayoruna
33. Cashinahua 81. Mochica
34. Cavifia 82. Mocovi
35. Cayapa 83. Moguex
36. Cayapo 84. Mojo
37. Chacobo 85. Mosetene
38. Camacoco 86. Motilon
39. Chane 87. Mundurucfu
40. Chibcha 88. Mura
41. Chimane 89. Murato
42. Chipaya 90. Nambicuara
43. Chiquito 91. Nocaman
44. Chiriguano (Ava) 92. Nutibara
45. Choco 93. Ocaina
46. Choroti 94. Omagua
47. Cocama 95. Ona
48. Colorado 96. Opaye-Shavante

97.
98.
99.

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.

112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.

Orejon (Coto)
Otomac
Oyana
P'aez
Palicur
Paressi
Parintintin
Pase
Piaroa
Piro
Puelche
Puri
Quechua (Inca)
Quijo (Napo)
Saliva
Sanema
Setebo
Shapra
Sherente
Shipaya
Shipibo
Sioni
Siriono
Tacana (Tumupasa)
Tapiet6
Tapirape
Taruma
Taulipang (Arecuna)
Tenetehara (Tembe)
Tiatinagua (Huarayo)
Toba
Tucano
Tucuna
Tupinamba
Umotina
Urarina (Shimaco)
Urubfu
Vilela
Waiwai
Wapishana
Warrau
Witoto
Yabarana
Yagua
Yahgan
Yaruro
Yecuana
Yuracare
Z'aparo
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ture of the universe entertained by the Campas
appears to be approximated outside of the Anti
culture cluster by a single South American group,
the Witoto. The Witoto are reported to conceive
of a flat, circular earth surrounded by water, the
rivers coming together and finally falling through
a large hole at an unknown location.28 They are
also reported to believe in multiple celestial
strata, as well as in two underworlds.29 The
understanding that the earth is flat and circular,
the rivers running down to one edge, is reported
as well for the Panoan-speaking tribes along the
Ucayali.30 It is elsewhere reported for these same
Conibo and Shipibo, however, as well as for the
Cashibo, Shapra, and Cayapa, that the earth is
conceived to be square in shape.31 The belief in
the existence of multiple strata in the universe is
reported also for the Shipibo, Cayapa, Pase,
Yecuana, Taulipang, Waiwai, Palicur, Urubui,
Shipaya, Cayapo, Bororo, and a number of
Chaco tribes.32 The Mataco are reported to con-
ceive of the Milky Way as a celestial river, which
resembles certain conceptions we have had occa-
sion to note among the Anti tribes.33 The notion
that the earth can hear and speak-not in former
times as the Campas have it, but at present-is
reported for the Sherente.34

With regard to cosmogony, we fmd that the
Anti tribes have company in their transforma-
tionism among the other tribes of the Tropical
Forest area and environs. The importance for
cosmogenesis of one or more transformer deities
is reported for the Sionf, for the Cubeo and
neighboring Arawakan-speaking tribes, for the
Choco, Taulipang, and Macusi, for a number of
Tupi-Guaranian-speaking tribes (specifically, the
Mundurucui, Shipaya, Tenetehara, Tupinamba,
Apapocuva, Siriono, and Guarayui), for the
Cariri, Botocudo, Sherente, Caraja, Bacairi, Mo-
setene, the Mataco and Toba of the Chaco re-
gion, and the Incas. Among the Sioni and Siriono
the principal transformer is the Moon, who thus
plays a role denied him in Campa cosmology. A
more responsive chord is struck when we read of
Sionf, Cubeo, Choco, Mundurucui, Tupinamba,
Botocudo, Sherente, Caraja', Mosetene, and Toba
deities transforming human beings into animals,
of Taulipang and Macusi transformers-as well as
the Incan gods Viracocha and Inti--changing men
into stones, and of the Guarayui deity Tamoi
transforming his wife and child into rock.35 The

notion that animals (certain of them, at least) are
transformed human beings is reported as well for
the Mashco, Shipibo, Cashinahua, Cayapa,
Jivaro, Yaruro, Warrau, Guiana Carib, Waiwai,
Cayapo, Bororo, Caingang, Tacana, Tiatinagua,
Chaco tribes, and Puelche;36 the notion that cer-
tain stones are transformed human beings is re-
ported for the Chibcha, Otomac, Atorai, Tacana,
Mosetene, and Chiriguano.37 The spontaneous
transformation of human beings into nests of
ants and termites is reported for the Apinaye.38
A transformation story in which human beings
are changed into animals is reported for the
"civilized" Itonama, the manner of transforma-
tion bearing a strong resemblance to the first epi-
sode of the Campa Avirei cycle given above
(pages 310-313).39 Not far from the Itonama are
the Mosetene and Chimane, whose "Dohitt"
cycle as it is reported to us shows a number of
seeming parallels to the Avireri cycle: Dohitt in
his peregrinations transforms many human beings
into various kinds of animals; in the end he is
"nailed" to the ground; someone searching for
him comes upon one after another of his planta-
tions.40 The minor Campa transformation myth
involving a hunter who cuts off pieces of his
thigh to present as venison, and who when con-
fronted turns into a deer, is reported as well for
the Mundurucui, where, however, the hunter's
fate is to become a sloth.41

The notion of blowing as a means of creation
or transformation is reported for the Bacairi of
the Brazilian Mato Grosso.42 The creation of
mankind from clay (earth) is reported for the
Taulipang; the creation of mankind from wood
or something similar (a notion which we have
encountered among the Machiguenga) is reported
as well for the Urubui, Camayura, Bacairi, and
Paressi.43 The Camayura are also credited with a
view that is quite pervasive in Campa thought,
that is, that much of what is bad in the world can
be traced back to wrong actions on the part of
tribal ancestors.44 And, just as the Campas ex-
plain human mortality in terms of mankind's ini-
tial creation out of nondurable earth, so the
Apinaye are reported as attributing the shortness
of human life to a mythological hero who
answered the call of a rotten tree after being
warned not to.45 The converse understanding
that the first man brought death upon his kind
by not heeding the call of a tree that is immortal
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because it periodically sheds its bark, is reported
for the Urubu.46 Tools originally doing the work
of cultivation by themselves, but losing this
power because of blundering intervention, is re-
ported for the Taulipang, Mundurucu', Tene-
tehara, and Eastern Timbira.47

One peculiar feature of the mythology of a
number of South American cultures is the associ-
ation of the frog or toad with the origin of fire.
We have seen above (page 356) that, in Campa
belief, the origin of fire involved the toad
mawro. The appearance of a frog or toad in the
myth of the origin of fire is also reported for the
Motilon, Warrau, Yabarana, Macusi, Caraja,
Bororo, Apapocuva, Caingua, Chiriguano, Chane,
Tapiete, Guarayu', and Tacana.'8

Throughout South America the Sun and
Moon are important deities. The Sun is almost
invariably considered to be male.49 The Chaco
tribes are exceptional; most of them are reported
to consider the Sun female.50 The Moon's gender
is more variable. The Moon as male is reported
for the Piro, Mashco, Ipurina, Amahuaca,
Cayapa, Jivaro, Canelo, Quijo, Zaparo, Shapra,
Sioni, Yagua, Tucuna, the Witotoan tribes
(Witoto, Ocaina, and Bora), the Cubeo, Tucano,
Chibcha, a number of Cariban-speaking tribes
(Choco, Motilon, Yabarana, Taulipang, Waiwai,
and Antillean Carib), the Warrau, Guiana
Arawak, Sanema', many Tupi-Guaranian-speaking
tribes (Shipaya, Tenetehara, Urub(u, Apapocuva,
Caingua, Camayura, Chiriguano, Siriono, Gua-
rayu, and Upper Guapore tribes of western
Brazil), several Ge-speaking tribes (Apinaye,
Eastern Timbira, Sherente, and Cayapo), the
Camacan, Bororo, most of the Chaco tribes, the
Puelche, and the contemporary Quechua.5' The
Moon as female is reported for the Cashibo,
Conibo, Shipibo, Colorado, Guayupe, Yaruro,
the tribes north of the Orinoco River in Vene-
zuela, the Mundurucu', Tapirape, Caraja (report
uncertain), Caingang, Chiquito, Manasi, Yura-
care, Mojo, Tacana, Tiatinagua, the Lengua,
Toba, and Vilela of the Chaco region, the Ma-
puche, Ona, Yahgan, Incas -and alternatively for
the Jivaro, Quijo, the Witotoan tribes, the
Chibcha, Antillean Carib, and Chiriguano.52 For
the Botocudo the Moon changes sex as it waxes
and wanes.53

The sex of the Moon is particularly significant
in determining how the Sun and Moon are under-

stood to be related. Where the Moon is under-
stood to be male, he can be considered the father
of the Sun, as reported for the Yagua and
Ocaina.s4 More frequently, the Sun and Moon are
presented as brothers, as reported for the Sioni,
Witoto, some Tupi-Guaranian-speaking tribes
(Apapocuva, Caingua, Camayura, Chiriguano,
Guarayui, and Upper Guapore tribes), the Cama-
can, Bororo, Mataco, and Puelche,55 or simply as
male comrades, as reported for the Ge-speaking
tribes and a number of Chaco tribes.56 In a myth
secured from the (matrilineal) Chibcha, the
Moon appears as mother's brother of the Sun.57
The Moon as female is usually presented as the
wife of the Sun, as reported for the Cashibo,
Conibo, Jivaro, Witotoan tribes, Guayupe,
Chibcha, tribes north of the Orinoco, Caingang,
Chiriguano, Tiatinagua, Toba, Mapuche, Ona,
and Incas-the Moon being wife as well as sister
of the Sun for the Incas and Conibos.58 The
Moon is reported as sister rather than wife of the
Sun for the Colorado, Yaruro, Tapirape, and
Manasi.59 A more complicated situation is re-
ported for the Witoto: the Sun and Moon are
brother and sister in one personification, and
man and wife in another, within the same myth-
ological account.' The Moon as mother of the
Sun is reported for the Mojo;6' the Moon as
daughter of the Sun is reported for the Tacana.62

In addition, there are some concepts unknown
to Campa thought reported for a number of the
Tropical Forest tribes: the Moon as rolling head,
reported for the Cashinahua, Marinahua, and
Cuniba,63 and the Sun and Moon as balls of
feathers, reported for the Bacairi, Bororo, and
Paressi.64 The anomalous combination of a male
Moon and a nonanthropomorphized sun is re-
ported for the Cubeo and the Siriono.65

Outside the Anti culture cluster, the under-
standing that the Sun and Moon lived at one time
on earth and later went to the sky is reported for
the Mashco, Jivaro, Witoto, Ocaina, Chibcha,
several Tupi-Guaranian-speaking tribes (Apapo-
cuva, Caingua, Camayura, Chiriguano, Guarayiu,
and Upper Guapore tribes), the Ge-speaking
tribes, the Bororo, Puelche, Ona, and Yahgan.66
The understanding that the Sun, at least,
formerly lived on earth and later went to the sky
is reported for the Yagua and Manasi;67 the
understanding that the Moon, at least, formerly
lived on earth and later went to the sky is re-
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ported for the Shipibo, Taulipang, Shipaya,
Urubiu, and Siriono.68

Perhaps the closest approach to the Campa
view of the lunar-solar situation is to be found
among the Yagua, who conceive of the Moon as

father of the Sun here on earth, the Sun subse-
quently being wafted to the sky on the flames of
a fire. It is intriguing in the light of Campa no-

tions about the Moon that for the Yagua the
Moon is identified as a jaguar, and further, as the
jaguar that killed the Sun's mother.69 A jaguar as

father of the Sun is reported as well for the
Bacairi; a jaguar as mother of the Sun is reported
for the Camayura; a jaguar as wife of the Sun is
reported for the Cavifia.70 Belief in a cannibal
Moon is reported for the Bora and Sanema (and
possibly the Ona).71 The reference in one of the
Campa lunar myths to a wooden sword-club
(page 360), which is absent from Anti material
culture, does suggest a northern source for the
myth. The Ocaina, closely related to the Bora,
are reported to believe in a cannibal sun, a belief
also mentioned for the Motil6n, Camacan, and
Mataco.72 A belief in the aging of the Moon as it
waxes and wanes is reported for the Mataco.73
The Moon as giver of manioc and other domesti-
cated plants is reported for the Siriono.74

The Sun as paramount god is reported for the
Betoi, the Sherente, the Chamacoco and Toba of
the Chaco region, and, along with the Moon, for
the Caquetio and the tribes north of the Ori-
noco.75 The Sun is called "our father" (or
"father") by the Ocaina, Waiwai, and Apapo-
cuva, is considered to be the "father" of hu-
manity by the Orejon, Apinaye, and Sherente,
and is coupled with the Moon to be called "our
parents" by the Omagua, whereas the Cashibo
and Sailiva call themselves "children of the
Sun."76 These notions, it will be recalled, have
their Campa counterparts. A belief in a para-
mount god who is not the Sun, and to whom the
Sun is subordinate, is reported for the Shipibo,
Cocama, Witotoan tribes (Witoto, Ocaina, and
Bora), Tacana, Araona, Mapuche, tribes of Tierra
del Fuego, and Incas.77 The belief that such a

paramount god (not the Moon) is father to the
Sun, is reported for the Conibo, Jivaro, Shapra,
Witoto, Ancerma, Apapocuva, Camayura, and
Guarayu.78 The belief that this paramount god
can appear in the form of a jaguar or anaconda is

reported for the Conibo.9 A belief in a supreme
goddess (entirely alien to Campa thought) is re-
ported for the Caigaba, Yaruro, and Cha-
macoco.80

Actual worship of the Sun is reported for the
Andean region-specifically, the Incas, Moguex,
Paez, Carrapa, Chibcha, and Lache-and for the
Yagua, Caquetio, Piaroa, Waiwai, and Apapo-
cuva.81 The rulers of the Inca Empire claimed to
be descended from the Sun.82 The equation of
the Sun with "Inca" is reported for the Panoan-
speaking tribes-specifically, the Cashibo, Co-
nibo, and Cashinahua.83 A myth involving "In-
ca Dios" and a flood is reported for the Panoan-
speaking tribes along the Ucayali,84 without any
of the indications of post-Contact formulation
found in the corresponding Campa myth. It does
not appear possible, however, to determine
which is the earlier version. Both the Cashibo and
Cashinahua are reported to speak of birds obtain-
ing their bright plumage by bathing in the blood
of Inca,85 which recalls the final episode of the
Avireri cycle given in the present work.

The Campas, as we have seen, have fastened
on the Pleiades and Orion for mythological elab-
oration. Their myth of MaEikinti and the flying
raft is paralleled by the tale, reported for the Tu-
cuna, of a group of people reaching the sky and
immortality on a flying tapir hide, and still visible
as the lunar aureole or, in another version, as the
Pleiades.86 Elsewhere in Tucuna mythology can
be found an account of the manner in which
Orion was lamed or, in another tale, lost a leg.87
A one-legged Orion or, alternatively, Orion as a
severed leg, is also reported for the Guiana tribes,
and suggested for the Mataco and Conibo.88 The
Campa notion of a lame Porinkari may be related
in some way to these ideas.

Jaguars are of supernaturalistic importance
wherever they occur in South (and Central)
America. The Campa position with respect to
jaguars, as we have seen, is that jaguars are de-
mons, the attitude toward them being one of
antipathy and fear mixed with a certain admira-
tion for their great strength. This admiration
adds a note of ambivalence to Campa feelings
about jaguars. There are, in addition, shamans
among the Campas who are jaguar-shamans,
whose spiritual contacts are with jaguars only
and who can transform themselves into jaguars.
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These shamans are for these reasons disliked and
disesteemed, in contrast to the general attitude
toward the "good" shamans who are in contact
with the good spirits. Even so, a "good" shaman
(Porekavainti) could assert that there are jaguars
in heaven (the sky).

The precise supernatural significance of
jaguars varies among the autochthonous cultures
of South America. The Jivaro, Canelo, Zaiparo,
Quijo, Cubeo and other Vaupes-Caqueta' tribes,
and the Guayupe are reported to consider jaguars
as demons or evil beings; the Cashinahua are re-
ported to distinguish between good and evil
jaguars; the Witotoan tribes are reported to re-
spect (or fear) jaguars as sacred (or potentially
evil); the Piro are reported to regard jaguars with
"superstitious fear."89 The Nambicuara are re-
ported to believe that demons and ghosts can
take jaguar form; the Umotina are reported to
believe that malevolent ghosts can take jaguar or
snake form; the Colorado are reported to believe
that a jaguar which kills someone is a demon in
jaguar form; the Chamacoco are reported to be-
lieve in a demon having the appearance of a
jaguar.90 The importance of a "jaguar spirit" is
reported for the Guiana tribes, a jaguar creator
deity for the Yaruro, a god in jaguar form for the
Nutibara and the tribes of the North Colombian
Lowlands, and a "jaguar god" for the Araona.9'
A jaguar "spirit" and "cult" are reported for the
Mojo, while a "feline cult" in the central Andean
region is recognized to have existed there as early
as Chavin times.92

The idea that shamans or witches (two cate-
gories frequently confused in the literature) can
and do take the form of jaguars (or ocelots) is
quite widespread. It is reported for the Shipibo,
Colorado (report uncertain), Jivaro, Canelo, Zai-
paro, Quijo, Orejon, the Witotoan tribes (Witoto,
Ocaina, and Bora), the Cubeo and other tribes
of the Vaup6es-Caqueta region, the Guayupe,
Guamo, Otomac, Taulipang and other Guiana
tribes, the Munduruc'u, Camacan, Mashacali,
Cayapo, Bacairi, Bororo, Nambicuara, Itonama,
Mojo, Mosetene (report uncertain), and the
Chaco tribes.93 The same sources report that, in
some instances, shamans or witches are under-
stood to be able to take other animal forms as
well: anacondas and poisonous snakes among the
Shipibo; anacondas, poisonous snakes, birds, and

other creatures among the Jivaro; "pythons"
among the Zaiparo; serpents, bats, and humming-
birds among the Witoto; boas, tapirs, and deer
among the Bora; bears and other wild beasts
among the Guayupe; serpents, stingrays, birds,
insects, and "anything else" among the Guiana
tribes; anacondas, poisonous snakes, tapirs, pec-
caries, vultures, and "anything that moves"
among the Bacairi; poisonous snakes among the
Bororo; poisonous snakes and horses among the
Choroti of the Chaco region.94

Another widespread notion, but one without
Campa counterpart, is that lunar eclipses are
caused by a jaguar attacking the moon. This be-
lief is reported for the Tucuna, Manao, a number
of the Tupi-Guaranian-speaking tribes (Omagua,
Tupinamba, Apapocuva, Guayaki, Chiriguano,
and Guarayui), the Camacan, Opaye-Shavante,
Chiquito, Chane, Mojo, and the Chaco tribes.
Solar eclipses are similarly explained among the
Manao, Chiriguano, and Chaco tribes.95 Accord-
ing to one report, the Incas explained lunar
eclipses in terms of the moon being attacked by a
puma or serpent.96

The anaconda or water boa (Eunectes muri-
nus), with its great size and formidable aspect,
also takes on supernaturalistic importance wher-
ever it is found. It is reported as a "god," "de-
mon," or "monster," as "sacred" or "potentially
evil" for such diverse tribes as the Piro, Jivaro,
Canelo, Quijo, Shapra, Orejon, the Witotoan
tribes, the Cubeo and other Vaupes-Caquetai
tribes, the Guayupe, and the Toba and Mataco of
the Chaco region.97 A supematuralistic dread of
the anaconda is indicated or intimated for the
tribes of the Peruvian Montania-of the Marafion,
Ucayali, and Urubamba regions-in general.98 A
related concept having a wide distribution is the
notion that the rainbow is a serpent (aquatic in
some cases), reported for the Ipurinai, Shipibo,
Canelo, Shapra, Cocama, Omagua, the Witotoan
tribes, the Guiana tribes, the Mura, Bororo, Cain-
gua, Guayaki, Chiriguano, Chane, Cumanai,
Baure, Tacana, a number of the Chaco tribes, and
archeologically for the Mochica.99

The northernmost Campas in contact with the
Panoan-speaking tribes may have borrowed some
notions about the anaconda, but the River Cam-
pas, whose territory lies outside the anaconda
range, know nothing and believe nothing about
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the creature, nor is the concept of a rainbow-
serpent to be found among them. For the Cam-
pas the rainbow is demonic, an emanation of the
demon oyeTcari or cavire'nci. This understanding
contrasts not only with the notion of the rain-
bow as a serpent, but also with what is reported
for the Andean Highlands, where the Incas
deified and revered the rainbow as a descendant
of the Sun, took it as the royal insignia, and
viewed its appearance as an omen.100 Closer to
the Campa view is the Tucuna belief that the
rainbow is a water demon, one of a class of de-
mons "in the form of gigantic snakes or cat-
fish."101 Because the River Campas do associate
the rainbow with a catfish-like demon, it could
be argued that the Campa belief is an aberrant
form of the rainbow-serpent concept, in a region
where the anaconda does not occur.

In ethnographic reports from all parts of
South America we read of the belief in the exis-
tence of hosts of spirits, especially demons and
ghosts."0 Here and there we encounter beliefs
resembling those the Campas hold in this connec-
tion. A belief in wandering ghosts which may
take animal form is reported for the Tene-
tehara.103 A belief in demons with oversize penes
is reported for the Iquito, Cubeo, Urubfu, and
Tapirape (the Urub(u, in addition, equipping the
spirits which they deem good with diminutive or
no genitalia).'04 Encountering and losing one's
soul to a demon in the forest, afterward return-
ing home to die, is an understanding reported for
the Urubui.'05 Anthropomorphic water spirits are
reported for the Piro, Shipibo, Cayapa, Murato,
Shapra, Omagua, Cubeo, Munduruc'u, and
Toba.106 Beliefs in anthropomorphic water
spirits, and in the danger of uttering the names of
places passed while voyaging on water, are re-
ported for the tribes of the Guiana region; in-
cubus (but not succubus) demons, as we are
using the term, are reported for the Warrau and
Arawak of the Guiana region.107 Incubus demons
are also reported to figure in Canelo, Quijo, and
Witoto belief.'08 A belief in the demonic nature
of the morpho butterfly is reported for the
Cubeo and other Vaupes-Caquetai tribes.'09 A be-
lief that "the great black ant" and the scorpion
are demons is reported for the Canelo."0 The
owl and the vulture as demons is reported for the
Jivaro, Canelo, and Quijo."' The belief that
whirlwinds are passing demons is reported for the

Abipon (report uncertain), Lengua, Toba, and
Vilela (all of the Chaco region)."12 The Mapuche
are reported to consider as demonic whirlwinds,
fireballs, comets, shooting stars, and a bird of
ill-omen."13 Sacred birds are reported for the
Waiwai, Camayura, and Guarayu', and the Bora
are reported to hold the Great Egret sacred."14 A
belief that stars are "people" and that "people"
live at the level of the clouds is reported for the
Mashco."5 A belief in spirits controlling specified
plants and animals is reported for the Shipibo,
Jivaro, Quijo, Cocama, Guahibo, Warrau, Yaba-
rana, Taulipang, Waiwai, Mundurucu', Camayura,
Caingang, Tiatinagua, and Incas."6 The associa-
tion of hummingbirds with tobacco is reported
for the Guiana tribes."7 Equating the soul with
the heart is reported for the Warrau and Tucano;
locating the soul (or principal soul) in the heart is
reported for the Piro, Antillean Carib, and Wai-
wai; equating thought with the heart is reported
for the Witoto."18 Describing the body as the
"clothing" or "skin" of the soul, and belief in a
celestial lake where periodic bathing followed by
shedding of skin ensures immortality, is reported
for the Bacairi.119

Although the Campas rarely if ever make of-
ferings to the dead, the injunction to do so
figures prominently in the narration included
above in the second section concerned with the
destiny of the human soul (pages 446-466). As
the narrators claimed that the Machiguengas do
make such offerings, a Machiguenga origin for
the tale might be inferred. Accounts resembling
the first part of the Campa narration, however,
(nocturnal encounters with the dead at aban-
doned house sites) are reported for the Tu-
cuna,'20 while the second part of the Campa nar-
ration is surely related to the widespread
Orpheus myth of tribal North America.'12 Offer-
ings to the dead at special ceremonies are re-
ported for the Cocama, Nambicuara, and High-
land Indians of Peru and Bolivia.'22 Special provi-
sions for the souls of infants, strikingly similar to
what has been described for the Campas (see
above, page 430, note 9, and page 445, note 47),
are reported for the tribes of the Guianas.'23

The uncertain status among the Campas of the
taboo on eating venison has been discussed above
(pages 291-292). Beyond the immediate circle of
the Campas' neighbors, we find a belief that the
souls of the dead sometimes enter deer, which
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consequently are never eaten. This is reported for
the Mayoruna and Bororo.124 A belief that deer
are demons and not to be eaten is reported for
the Shapra and, along with tapir, for the Jivaro
and Canelo, as well as for the Waiwai and Cho-
roti.- 2 A belief in a deer ogress is reported for
the Cubeo.126 A belief that the first manioc gar-
den was destroyed by a deer, for which reason
deers are hated and killed but never eaten, is re-
ported for the Camayura.'27 Refusal to eat deer
is reported also for the Nocaman, some Encabel-
lado, the Yagua, Yaruro, and inhabitants of the
Kuluene River in the Brazilian Mato Grosso.'28

Abandoning a house or settlement when
someone dies is reported for the Shipibo (but not
the Conibo), the Cayapa, Colorado, Jivaro, Zai-
paro, Iquito, Urarina, Awishira, Encabellado, Ya-
gua, Witotoan tribes (in the case of a chief),
Anabali and other Orinocan tribes, Wapishana,
Oyana, Coroado, Chacobo, Siriono, Yuracare,
and Chaco tribes.'29 The practice of burning the
house or village in which a death has occurred is
reported for the Shipibo, Urarina, Awishira,
Yagua, Wapishana, Waiwai, Oyana, Coroado,
Chacobo, Yuracare, and Chaco tribes.'30 Cutting
off or otherwise removing head hair when a close
relative dies is reported for the Panoan-speaking
tribes along the Ucayali, the Jivaro, Waiwai,
Antillean Carib, Mundurucui, Tapirape, Tupi-
namba, Chiriguano, Purl, Coroado, Coropo,
Carayai (where a tonsure style is affected),
Bororo, many of the Chaco tribes, the Ona and
Yahgan, and the Highland Indians.'31

Shamanistic activities conform to the general
pattern of trait distribution that we are eliciting
from the literature. Medical techniques and the
beliefs associated with them are much the same
everywhere, though differing in detail. The
understanding that shamans may travel far to
visit the abodes of the spirits is reported for the
Yaruro, Yecuana, Taulipang, Wapishana, Waiwai,
Mundurucut, Tupinamba, Tapirape, Sherente,
Bacairi, Nambicuara, Cumana', and the Mataco
and Toba of the Chaco region.'32 The belief in a
struggle between shamans and witches is reported
for the Ocaina.133 Ideas about human witchcraft
and the treatment of human witches, remarkably
like what has been described for the Campas, are
reported for the Antillean Carib.134

The requirement of sexual abstinence during a
shaman's apprenticeship is reported for the

Sioni; the practice of sexual abstinence and di-
etary restrictions while engaged in ritual is re-
ported for the Witoto and the Sherente.'35 The
Campas, as previously shown, have similar ideas:
sexual abstinence and dietary restrictions are re-
quired of an apprentice shaman (pages 244-245);
their belief that sexual activity while engaged in
ritual is defiling plays a prominent part in the myth
of Mahikint and Porinkari (pages 397-406). Con-
tinence before important undertakings for fear of
offending the spirits is also reported for the
Camayura.'36 Similar practices preceding cere-
monies are reported for the Highlands.'37 Sexual
abstinence as a requirement for purification is, of
course, not limited to South America.'38

The Campa practice of blow-spitting to drive
away rain has been noted (page 479). Very simi-
lar practices (blow-spitting or "blowing" to pre-
vent rain) are described for the Zaiparo, Vaupes-
Caqueta tribes, Ancerma, Guiana tribes, Antil-
lean Carib, Araona, Tiatinagua, and Mashco.139
The Zaparo are reported to use for this purpose,
not tobacco as the Campas do, but "piripiri"-
the Campa ivenki. By contrast, blow-spitting
with piripiri is reported for the Shapra to pro-
duce (rather than prevent) rain, and for the
Jivaro, Canelo, and Ucayalian tribes in general,
to do either.'40

So concludes a brief survey of the general
South American situation. What has not been
mentioned of Campa cosmology is without re-
ported parallel outside the Anti culture cluster,
except for a number of Andean Highland ele-
ments. It is evident that Campa cosmology is not
at all out of place in the Tropical Forest area, but
nevertheless that many of the salient cosmo-
logical features of the Anti culture cluster occur
nowhere else or only in isolated instances. To say
that Campa beliefs are basically Tropical Forest
is to say that the Campas are Tropical Forest
Indians whose beliefs can be traced only in part
to sources outside that culture area. Of the resi-
due a part is shared with other tribes in the
Tropical Forest area, but another part-one of no
mean magnitude-appears to be a distinctive de-
velopment within the Anti culture cluster.

It seems fair to say that the impact of Andean
Highland culture on Campa cosmology has been
negligible and apparently recent. A number of
Quechuan words turn up in the Campa lexicon:
Viracocha, Inti, Pachacamac, and Inca, with its
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plural form Incacuna. For the most part the
question of Andean influence revolves around
these terms.

Viracocha was a title given to the high god of
the Incas, to whom even the Sun was subordi-
nated.141 The Campas have an important deity
with a partially similar name-Avireri-but there
is no similarity between the two figures apart
from the generality that they are both creator
gods. The reported Highland belief that Viraco-
cha transformed human beings-entire popula-
tions-to stone,'42 in this way resembling Avireri,
indicates only that both deities conform to the
general transformer type of South America. The
Incas extended the term Viracocha to refer to
the first Caucasians on their shores,143 and it was
with this meaning exclusively that the term
passed to the Campas and other Montafia tribes,
as an indubitably post-Conquest phenomenon.
The use of the term Viracocha to refer to the
Caucasians has been reported widely for the
Campas as well as for the various tribes of the
Urubamba, Ucayali, and Marafnon regions of east-
ern Peru."44

The high god of the Campas is the Sun, one of
whose recognized names is the same as the Que-
chuan word for the Sun: Inti. It appears futile,
however, to derive the preeminence of the Sun
among the Campas from any Highland source.
The status of the Sun as an important deity oc-
curs everywhere in South America, with a distri-
bution that does not suggest a Highland origin. The
Campas make very little use of the term Inti,
usually calling the Sun Kacirink4iteri or, in a
mood of piety, Pdvd. The introduction of the
term Inti into the Campa lexicon is probably
late, a consequence of recent contact with High-
land Indians under post-Conquest conditions.

The Campa god Packakma is without doubt
derived from the god Pachacamac formerly wor-
shiped on the Peruvian coast. The early chroni-
clers translate "Pachacamac" as "maker of the
world."'145 For the Campas Padcakama is not the
maker but the sustainer of the world, with tree-
like characteristics.'46 The chronicler Garcilaso
de la Vega insisted that "Pachacamac" means not
"maker" but "sustainer" of the world, yet by
"sustainer" he indicates that he meant "anima-
tor" rather than "upholder."'147 Given the un-
satisfactory state of our knowledge concerning
Pachacamac, it is not possible to establish pre-

cisely how divergent the Campa view really is.
Pa?cakana does not figure prominently in Campa
mythology, and to postulate a recent intro-
duction of this deity to the Anti culture cluster
from the Highlands would not be unreasonable.

The chronicles do suggest that the Incan high
god Viracocha was equated with the coastal crea-
tor god Pachacamac. Cabello Valboa went so far
as to call this deity "Ticci Viracocha Pacha-
camac," and much the same is indicated in most
of the other early chronicles.'48 The relationship
of Viracocha-Pachacamac to Inti, the solar deity,
was apparently never consistently worked out:
Cieza de Leon and Valera reported that Viraco-
cha was considered the father of the Sun, while
Garcilaso de la Vega reported the opposite, and
other chroniclers described the Sun as the father
of Pachacamac.'49 The assimilation of Pachaca-
mac to Viracocha by the Incas, and the tenuous
relationship suggested between Viracocha and
the Campa Avireri, do lend a certain significance
to the reported belief that Pachacamac converted
a number of human beings to animals.'50 The
Pachacamac myth as reported, however, does not
correspond to the form of the Avireri cycle.

Among the tribes of the Peruvian Montania
there is wide distribution of the belief in a dei-
fied Inca.'5' We see here the reflection of past
Inca glory among those forest tribes closest to the
old Inca Empire. The Campa conception ofInka
as a technological genius held captive by the Cau-
casians is most clearly a post-Conquest develop-
ment.152 Nothing in Campa thought approaches
the assimilation of Inca to the Sun that is re-
ported for the Panoan-speaking tribes. As for In-
cacuna, it appears that nothing more than the
term itself has diffused, devoid of the original
Highland significance it may have had.

Certain miscellaneous beliefs reported for the
contemporary Quechua are very much like be-
liefs held by the Campas: the notion that con-
cealed within mountains are great dwelling-
places, plantations and livestock of the spirits;
and the notion that certain wild species are the
domesticated animals of the spirits.'53 The rela-
tionship between these beliefs and the corre-
sponding Campa beliefs is not certain. Similar
ideas are reported for the Cayapa. 54

Highland ritualistic practices have not made
much headway among the Campas, but certain
incursions can be documented. When I visited the
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Upper Perene region, which has seen an invasion
of Highland Indians in recent years with some
intermarriage, I learned that some Campas there
have been making offerings of coca in the Que-
chuan manner.'55 The sacred stones of the Perene
region may be related to the sacred stone "hua-
cas" of the Incas.'56 And the mystery of the
sacred fires of the Campas in the Perene region
appears to be resolved when we learn that the
Incas made use of fire to communicate with
spirits.157

The last in order of time of Ordinaire's postu-
lated strata of beliefs is that of European Chris-
tianity. What is remarkable, however, is how lit-
tle of Christian doctrine has seeped into Campa
thought after more than 300 years of contact.
The majority of the Campas remain unconvinced
and skeptical about the alien scheme of thought
professed by the Caucasians and advocated so
strongly by the missionaries.158 The skepticism
of the Campas has tended to take a form par-
ticularly disheartening to the missionaries-
ridicule.159 The discouragement felt by the mis-
sionaries in the face of Campa mockery is not
entirely justified, however, since such behavior
appears to be due more to lack of solemnity than
lack of receptivity.160 The Campas are wont to
treat their own most cherished and deeply held
beliefs lightly and casually, like old friends.'6'

Acceptance of Christian doctrine varies among
the Campas from the most refractory pagan to
the most fervid convert, but Urquhart's appraisal
of the situation (1893:351) can otherwise be
taken as a fair statement:

It appears that the humble Amuesha readily
embraces the doctrines of Christianity-out-
wardly at least; but that the ribald Campa will
give way to uncalled-for hilarity on the most un-
expected occasions. Probably the truth of the
matter is that the Indian accepts the Christian's
faith unhesitatingly, at the same time cleaving to
his own religion also, though he does not openly
confess it. Hence the Chunchos at present prac-
tice a curious mixture of Christianity, idolatry,
and sun-worship.'62

The Franciscan missionaries, whose history of
missionizing activity (and failure) extends back
farthest in time, are the most given to despair.
They look back to a golden age of successful
proselytizing that was swept away by the rebel-

lion of Juan Santos Atahualpa in the eighteenth
century and never regained. There is much to be
said for the picture of a heavily missionized
Campa nation not fully divested of its former
beliefs, that in the century following Juan
Santos-when all contact with the Caucasians was
broken-shifted back to those former beliefs, re-
taining but a few fragmentary elements of Chris-
tianity. It was this picture presumably that Soto-
mayor had in mind when he called the Campas
"the most apostate tribe" (1908:354; quoted in
Tessmann 1930:101).

The Franciscan Padre Gridilla (1 942b: 73) ex-
pressed with particular poignancy the frustration
of his Order in its dealings with the Campas:

The greater part of the Campas are descen-
dants of apostates. Their ancestors were Chris-
tians; and it is for this reason that even among
those who have no contact with civilized people
we find many Christian [i.e., Spanish] names. But
nothing else has remained with them aside from
this, neither in their beliefs nor in their cus-
toms....

It is certain that all the Campas were worship-
pers of the sun, whose cult they perhaps took
from the highland Quechuas, abandoned for that
of the true God in the epoch of the missions, so
florescent in those parts until the middle of the
eighteenth century, when they were destroyed
by the apostate Juan Santos Atahuallpa, of sad
memory.

And what has followed? For with the preach-
ing of the Gospel, idolatry disappeared from
among them; and with the abandonment of the
missions, they quickly forgot the practices of
Christianity.

The Campa, then, has no religion! He be-
lieves, nevertheless, that there is a God; that
heaven and hell exist, to which the good and bad
go, respectively; he believes in the devil or ca-
mari, whom he fears greatly; and is full of super-
stitions. He has faith, but without works.

As the Campa is so enamored and jealous of
his liberty, he shows himself reluctant to em-
brace Christianity, a religion that imposes duties
on him and that curbs his disordered passions. He
does not want impositions from anyone, nor is
he disposed to abandon his dissolute customs.163

Vestiges of Christian influence did survive the
century of Campa isolation following the rebel-
lion of Juan Santos. We learn from the explorer
Wertheman, one of the first Caucasians to reenter
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Campa territory in the latter part of the nine-
teenth century, that the Campas were cultivating
flowers, which they were using to adorn crosses
in their houses. This information strengthens the
case for seeing the present-day cultivation and
use of sacred flowers (sant6tea, from the Spanish
"santo," or "saint," plus -tea, "flower") as de-
rived from the use of flowers to adorn images in
Catholic mission churches. Wertheman also re-
ported being informed that the Campas had pre-
served intact the paraphernalia of the abandoned
eighteenth-century missions, although if the para-
phernalia did survive the literature is mute about
their subsequent fate.164

The present century has seen the reintroduc-
tion of Franciscan missions into Campa territory.
Adventist missionaries have also been active
among the Campas. More recently other Protes-
tant missionary organizations-the South Ameri-
ca Indian Mission and the Summer Institute of
Linguistics in particular-have made their entry
among the Campas. Each of the existing mis-
sionary groups has succeeded in making a fair
number of converts, while exercising influence
over a somewhat wider circle. The majority of
the Campas, however, remain pagan.

For our present purposes we can disregard the
Campa converts to one or another form of Chris-
tianity, and such questions as what they retain of
their indigenous beliefs and how they compre-
hend what they have been taught. Our concern is
with the indigenous cosmology maintained by
the majority of the Campas, and the question for
us to consider is whether analysis can isolate a
significant Christian component in it.

We have seen that the Campas have taken over
some of the more important sacred terms and
names in the Spanish language-Dios, Santo, Sal-
vador, Santa Marla-only to apply these terms to
their established gods without any perceptible
change in their earlier conceptions.165 Indeed,
there seems to be nothing definitely Western or
Christian in the way the Campas structure the
universe and populate it, certainly nothing of im-
portance. A few oddments have crept in, like the
western spirit-place Irimdka (Lima)166 and the
constellation Bull's Jaw (Taurus), but these have
been assimilated into Campa cosmology without
altering its character in any way. To this list can
be added such "modern" notions as the interpre-
tation of thunder as the sound of thunder spirits

traveling in noisy spirit automobiles, airplanes,
and the like.

It remains uncertain, to be sure, whether the
Campas do not owe to missionary influence their
strong dichotomy between good and evil spirits,
and the orientation of this dichotomy to the ver-
tical dimension, with good spirits in the sky and
a demon stronghold underground ruled by the de-
mon overlord Koriopiri. The possibility that
Korio§piri is a corruption of the Spanish term
"Lucifer" has been suggested above (pages 283-
284). An alternative possibility, however, is that
the Campa term is related to the name of a promi-
nent Tupian forest demon, variously given as
Kurupira, Corupira, Corropira, and so forth.167
Missionary influence may also account, and per-
haps with greater likelihood, for the orientation
of "good" shamans toward the good spirits in the
sky and elsewhere, with the corresponding deni-
gration of shamanistic orientation toward
jaguars. Elsewhere in the Tropical Forest area, as
we have seen, jaguar-shamans are reported to be
the rule, and not the exception as among the
Campas. Finally, we have the tendency to disas-
sociate Tas6renci from his solar materialization, a
weak tendency which, again, may or may not be
due to missionary influence.

The Campa shamans have retained their posi-
tion and power despite missionary inroads. They
feel sufficiently threatened, however, to inveigh
on occasion against the aliens and the alien mode
of thought, and they assert that the disappear-
ance of shamans among the Campas would mean
the end of harvests and game, and the conse-
quent destruction of the Campa nation.'68 Chris-
tian ritual and paraphernalia have made no im-
press on Campa procedures, except in the Ipoki
region. There, a vigorous pagan revivalism incor-
porates not only the use of sacred flowers, but
also greater participation of the laity in the
ayahuasca ceremonies, and sacred music that
makes greater textual reference to Christian
hagiology and may show the influence of mission
choral music. Crosses are notably absent as
sacred objects, except as worn by an occasional
Catholicized Campa.169

In view of all the above, it seems fair to con-
clude that Ordinaire's analytic scheme, presup-
posing as it does the incapacity of Campa culture
to assimilate alien elements, requires major quali-
fication. Certainly there are elements in Campa
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cosmology that can be identified as Andean or
Western in origin, but for the most part they are
adapted to their new setting. In addition there
are a number of features that cannot be classified
easily in one or another of Ordinaire's three
strata.

Campa cosmology, then, consists basically of
a hard core of indigenous beliefs shared in the
main with the other Anti tribes, some having
wider currency in the Tropical Forest, but all
rigorously structured in terms of certain domi-
nant principles of cosmological thought that, in
their purity, are distinctively Campa. Everything
is regularized in terms of a stratified universe,
itself brought to its present condition by a series
of transformations operating very strictly accord-
ing to analogical association and poetic justice.
To this hard core have been added fragmented
Andean and Western elements that owe their in-
clusion to their intelligibility, or at least neu-
trality, in terms of the dominant principles of
Campa cosmological thought. Most of these alien
elements have remained superfluities; others do
indeed appear to be significant additions to the
core, although without them Campa cosmology
would be poorer but still integral.

It is the integral character of Campa cosmol-
ogy, by and large, and despite its multiple ori-
gins, that is particularly striking. Campa cosmol-
ogy may be somewhat unusual in the Tropical
Forest for its systemic coherency and for the
negligible incidence of contradictory and dis-
ordered elements within it. Malinowski
(1922:239) has warned us not to expect such
coherency in a tribal cosmology:

The native feels and fears his belief rather
than formulates it clearly to himself. He uses
terms and expressions, and thus, as used by him,
we must collect them as documents of belief, but
abstain from working them out into a consistent
theory; for this represents neither the native's
mind nor any other form of reality.

Of the tribes of the Peruvian Montana, Coriat
([1942]:75) expressed a similar sentiment: "All
their beliefs are very obscure, have no system,
and are transmitted from father to son, their full-
ness depending on the origin, character, and
natural intelligence of each individual." These
cautionary statements are well-taken, but the
fact remains that, in the Campa case, when all

the information I gathered from different in-
formants, together with all the information pro-
vided by the extensive Anti literature, is pieced
together and presented in an orderly fashion, the
systemic coherency of the result is very much in
evidence.

Perhaps we should think in terms of a scale of
systemic coherency in accordance with which the
cosmologies of different cultures can be ranked.
On such a scale Campa cosmology would rank
high. The historical reasons for this condition of
Campa cosmology would have to be sought
among such likely causes as the accidental initial
association of compatible elements, the presence
of dominant principles of imaginative thought
possessing considerable vitality and generative
power, and an intellectual vigor in the applica-
tion of these principles in selecting and assimilat-
ing new elements.

Campa ingenuity in cosmological explanation,
operating in accordance with a special form of
the principle that man is the measure of all
things, is impressive in its simplicity and ele-
gance. Even more impressively than our own
modern secular cosmology, it can explain with a
minimum of hypothesis such disparate phenom-
ena as insects and stars: take a man and attribute
to him a coprophagous nature, and we can gener-
ate a dung-beetle; take a man and attribute to
him an extraordinary body heat, and we can
generate the sun. The difference between Campa
cosmology and our own is not so much due to a
difference in the number of phenomena taken
into account as it is due to the difference in basic
postulates or principles of thought. Nor is it a
matter of truth versus falsity when we compare
the elements of Campa cosmology with such no-
tions of ours as an initial ylem or a paradoxical
tensored four-dimensional continuum, for truth
and falsity become meaningless terms in matters
of cosmology as soon as we pass beyond what
can be and is actually observed.

The Campas, of course, are not worried by or
concerned with these questions. For them their
vision of the universe is true, it makes sense in
terms of their canons of thought, and it forms
part of the corporate heritage of their culture,
descending to them out of the past as an authori-
tative historical record of past events and present
consequences. Indeed, the Campas recognize that
the lapse of time since the mythological era has
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had an attenuating effect, with a strong possi-
bility that a certain amount of such historical
knowledge has already been lost due to failure in
the process of oral transmission.'70 The Campas
are not troubled by the alien cosmology (or cos-
mologies) of their Caucasian invaders, for they
quite simply do not understand it, nor is it an
evident improvement over their own within the
limits of their range of experience. Their own
cosmology is entirely satisfactory to them and

they are in no haste to abandon it in favor of the
unfamiliar ideas of their enemies. For all they
know they are being lied to, or are faced with
some strange demonic phenomenon. Moreover,
even if some truth to the ideas of the Caucasians
were admitted, the Campas would not feel
obliged to abandon their own ideas, for they be-
lieve that the universe appears in different guises
to different classes of beings.
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Metraux 1946b:25).

30Tessmann 1928:183, 197.

3"Barrett 1925:111, 355; Girard 1958:207, 250, 271.

"Baldus 1931:79-80; Banner 1957:38, 50; Barrett
1925:11, 352; Farabee 1922:104; Fock 1963:[v], 101;

Huxley 1957:215; Koch-Grunberg 1917-1928:11I, 175,
377-378; Metraux 1935:133; 1939:9; 1945:291;
1946b: 24-25; Nimuendajiu 1919-1922:XIV-XV, 1008;
Ortega Ricaurte 1940:150; Steward 1946-1959:I, 366;
III, 71 1; V, 567.

33Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:XXVII, 265.

3Nimuendajiu 1942:85.

"Baldus 1937:202, 274; Chaves 1958:136; Farabee
1924:83; Goldman 1963:182, 255; Holmberg 1950:46;
Koch-Grunberg 1917-1928:II, 5, 39, 42; Lehmann-
Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 193; Levi-Strauss
1964:93, 109; Metraux 1942a: 109; 1946a:9, 15-18, 20,
24; 1946b:29-30, 44, 58-60, 66, 79-84; 1946c:114-115;
1950:41, 4344, 47, 63-64; Mishkin 1940: 226-227;
Molina 1943:13; Murphy 1958:68ff.; Nimuendaju'
1944:183-184; Nordenskiold 1924:140-141; Roth
1915:152; Sarmiento de Gamboa 1906:24; Steward
1946-1959:1, 368; III, 90, 133, 437, 463; V, 560; Tello
1923:150, 164-165, 171; Wagley and Galvao 1949:134.
See also, for the Urubu, Huxley 1957:200, 213.

"Abreu 1914:117-208; Ahlbrinck 1924:221; Alva-
rez 1956-1957:XXXVII, 180; XXXVIII, 4; Banner
1957:39 et passim; Barrett 1925:1I, 382-383; Colbac-
chini and Albisetti 1942:211-212, 214, 260; Fock
1963:62-67; Hissink and Hahn 1961:viii, xi, 53 et pas-
sim; Karsten 1919:326-327; 1921-1922:11I, 131;
1935:378; 1955:166, 170; 1964:57, 79, 198, 204;
Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 184; XXVII,
284; XXVIII, 69, 196, 198; XXX, 149; Levi-Strauss
1964:94, 101-103, 107, 113, 128; Metraux 1935:143;
1939:59-62, 65; 1946b:29-31, 34-35, 37, 66, 79-84,
100-105, 114ff.; 1960:10-11 et passim; Petrullo
1939:194, 235, 237, 260; Ploetz and Metraux
1929:212; Savage-Landor 1913:1, 222; Steward
1946-1959:I, 367; III, 449, 684-685; Wilbert 1964:
68-69, 73, 91-93, 155, 160.

"Hissink and Hahn 1961:337; Karsten 1926:337;
Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1929:XXVIII, 94; Metraux
1946a: 18; Roth 1915:145, 152; Steward 1946-1959:II,
894:IV, 444. A deity turned to stone is reported for
the Mapuche (Faron 1968:70). See also Roth
1915 :237-238.

"Nimuendaju' 1939:183. A hero who transforms
himself into a beehive and back again is reported for the
Munduruc'u (Murphy 1958:96).

3"Nordenskiold 1915:112: "A man once passed by a
school with noisy boys. 'Who is there within?' he asked.
'They are only howler monkeys,' he heard in answer. He
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also to a carpenter's shop. 'Who is there within?' he
asked. 'They are only wild pigs,' he heard in answer. He
transformed all the carpenters into wild pigs." See also,
for the Sioni, Chaves 1958:136.

"0Metraux 1942a:25-26; 1946a: 16-18; Nordenskiold
1924:139-143. One element of the final episode of the
Campa Av(reri cycle, a tree growing beyond reach, is
also reported for the Mundurucu (Murphy 1958:96).

4'Murphy 1958:121. "Tortoise" cutting meat from
his own leg is reported for the Tenetehara (Wagley and
Galvao 1949:155). A hunter who brings pieces of his
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ley 1957:81-82).

42Metraux 1946a:22; Oberg 1953:78-79; Steinen
1940:464-465, 480; Tello 1923:112-113. The magical
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other Cariban-speaking tribes of the Guianas, and the
Mataco and Toba of the Chaco region (Farabee
1924:184-185; Fock 1963:75, 104-108; Metraux
1939:79; 1946b:64).

43Huxley 1957:150, 215; Koch-Grunberg 1917-
1928:11, 39; Metraux 1942a:170; Oberg 1953:19, 77.

44Oberg 1953:53.

45Nimuendajui 1939:156 (also Levi-Strauss 1964:77,
157).

46Huxley 1957:92-93.

47Koch-Grunberg 1917-1928:11, 124-128; Murphy
1958:79-81; Nimuendaju' 1946a:244; Wagley and
Galvao 1949:132; see also Levi-Strauss 1964:305. For
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1958:113.

"Baldus 1937:200-201, 212-216; Colbacchini and
Albisetti 1942:231-232; Dance 1881:340-341; Hissink
and Hahn 1961:48-50, 503; Levi-Strauss 1964:150,
197; Metraux 1931:171-172; 1942a:44, 109; 1946b:
111; 1946c:120; 1950:97-98, 106; Nimuendajiu 1914:
329-330, 396-397; Nordenskiold 1912:254, 314; 1922:
155, 198; 1924:277, 298-299; Roth 1915:132-133,
135; Savage-Landor 1913:1, 216; Steward 1946-1959:
III, 438, 448, 484, 880; IV, 368; Wilbert 1963:157;
1964:50-52. Baldus (1937:213) offered the following
explanation for this oddity: "That it should have been
selected for such a role is quite comprehensible since, as
is known, this animal has the singular capacity to

swallow burning things like cigars and coals, perhaps
because it takes them to be fireflies." See also Roth
1915:133n.

"See Alvarez 1956-1957:XXXVIII, 3, 5; Baldus
1931:82; 1937:61, 197, 226, 229; Banner 1957:48;
Barclay 1904:77; Barrett 1925:11, 353; Burga Freitas
1939:30; Caballero 1933:22, 33; Cardu's 1886:78;
Chaves 1958:145; Colbacchini and Albisetti 1942:248;
Farabee 1922:124; Flornoy 1953:122; Garcilaso de la
Vega 1959:1, 124, 131, 266; Girard 1958:41, 48, 77,
137-139, 208, 266; Hissink and Hahn 1961:75, 81;
Huxley 1957:214; Izaguirre 1923-1929:1, 317-318;
Karsten 1919:335-336; 1932-122; 1935:519, 522;
1964:43; Koch-Grulnberg 1917-1928:II, 11; Koppers
1925:116; Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 30,
45, 55-59, 183; XXVII, 256, 270-271; XXVIII, 84, 215;
Maybury-Lewis 1965:93-94; Metraux 1931:139, 147,
165; 1939:12; 1942a:44, 132, 151; 1943:28;
1946b:142-143; Mishkin 1940:232; Murphy 1958:83;
Nimuendajiu 1914:331; 1939:19, 135-137; 1942:9;
1944:182-183; 1946a:232; 1946b:110; Nordenskiold
1912:295; Oberg 1953:53; Oliveira 1913 :528; Petrullo
1939:240; Poma de Ayala 1956-1966:III, 144, 373;
Preuss 1921-1923:51; Roth 1915:254; Savage-Landor
1913:1, 188; Steward 1946-1959:1, 124, 168, 351, 366,
434, 509, 551; II, 295, 908; III, 90, 93, 282, 379, 393,
421, 437-438, 448, 483, 594-595, 627; IV, 35, 40, 390,
462, 474, 491, 564; Stirling 1938:124; Tello 1923:116,
132-133, 149; Valera 1945 :4; Wagley 1940:255; Wavrin
1932:123, 130, 135, 137, 144; 1937:509, 516, 547,
550, 603, 622, 635, 639; Wilbert 1963:233.

50Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927 :XXIV, ii, 58;
XXVIII, 68-70, 185; XXX, 149; Metraux 1935:134;
1946b:19-20; Steward 1946-1959:1, 366. In the infor-
mation supplied on the Bora by Wavrin (1932:139, 140,
143), the Sun is identified as male in two places and as
female in another.

"1Alvarez 1956-1957:XXXVIII, 3; Alvarez 1960:98;
Baldus 1931:82; Banner 1957:48; Barrett 1925:II, 353;
Borde 1886:227; Cardus 1886:78; Chaves 1958:134,
137, 143-145; Colbacchini and Albisetti 1942:231-238,
248; Farabee 1922:124; Flornoy 1953:122; Fock
1963:54-56; Girard 1958:48, 137-139, 208; Goldman
1963:258-259; Holmberg 1950:4647; Huxley 1957:26,
166; Huxley and Capa 1964:93; Karsten 1919:335-336;
1926:286; 1935:519-522; 1964:43, 58; Koch-Grun-
berg 1917-1928:11, 12, 55; Lehmann-Nitsche
1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 55n., 58, 183; XXVII, 256;
XXVIII, 69-70, 84, 86; XXX, 149; Levi-Strauss
1964:261; Maybury-Lewis 1965:93-94; Metraux
1931:139, 147, 165; 1935:134; 1939:12; 1942a:151;
1946b:19-20, 142; 1946c:119; Nimuendajut 1914:331;
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1921-1923:51; Roth 1915:256; Savage-Landor 1913:1,
188; Steward 1946-1959:1, 168, 351, 366, 397, 434,
509, 551; II, 463, 908; III, 54, 93, 379, 437438, 463,
649, 684, 798, 879; Tello 1923:116;Wagley and Galvao
1949:135; Wavrin 1932:130, 135, 142-144; 1937:547,
603, 607, 625, 640; Wilbert 1963:156, 233.

52Alvarez 1956-1957:XXXVIII, 5; Baldus 1937:61,
197; Barclay 1904:77; Burga Freitas 1939:38; Caballero
1933:33; Farabee 1922:104; Garcilaso de la Vega
1959:1, 124, 131, 266; Girard 1958:75, 77, 140, 266;
Hissink and Hahn 1961:75-77, 81-83; Izaguirre
1923-1929:1, 317-318; Karsten 1932:122; Koppers
1925:116; Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 30,
45, 55-59; XXVII, 270-271; XXVIII, 84-85, 215; Me-
traux 1942a:13, 44, 126, 132; 1943:9, 28; 1945:292;
Mishkin 1940:232; Murphy 1958:86; Nordenskiold
1912:273, 295; Petrullo 1939:238, 240; Poma de Ayala
1956-1966:11I, 144, 373; Steward 1946-1959:I, 124; II,
295; III, 282, 393, 422, 483, 594-595, 627; IV, 35, 40,
390, 462, 491, 564; Stirling 1938:124; Valera 1945:4;
Wagley 1940:255; Wavrin 1932:135, 137, 139;
1937:509, 516, 550, 607, 622. The modern Mapuche
are reported to believe in a "god and goddess of the
moon," as well as a "god and goddess of the sun"
(Faron 1968:65-66).

53Nimuendajiu 1946b:110.

54Flomoy 1953:122;Girard 1958:48, 137-139.

"Card'us 1886:78; Chaves 1958:145; Colbacchini
and Albisetti 1942:231-238, 248; Lehmann-Nitsche
1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 183, 186-187, 196, 203; XXVII,
256; Metraux 1931:139, 147, 165; 1942a:151; Oberg
1953:53; Preuss 1921-1923:51; Savage-Landor 1913:1,
188; Steward 1946-1959:I, 168, 434, 551; III, 93, 379,
437438; Tello 1923:116.

56Metraux 1935:134; Nimuendajiu 1942:84; Steward
1946-1959:1, 397, 509. Nimuendaj'u (1942:84) specifi-
cally denied that the Sherente believe the Sun and Moon
to be brothers, yet Maybury-Lewis (1965:93) referred
to them as "twins about whom there is a whole cycle of
Sherente tales."

"Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 55n.; Stew-
ard 1946-1959:11, 908.

"8Alvarez 1956-1957:XXXVIII, 5; Baldus 1937:62;
Barclay 1904:77; Garcilaso de la Vega 1959:I, 124, 131,
266; Girard 1958:77, 140, 265-266; Izaguirre

1923-1929:1, 317-318; Karsten 1932:122; Lehmann-
Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 30, 45, 55-59; XXVII,
270-271; XXVIII, 84; Mishkin 1940:232; Steward
1946-1959:1, 124; II, 295; III, 483, 594, 627, 760; IV,
35, 390, 491; Stirling 1938:124; Valera 1945 :4; Wavrin
1932:135, 137, 139; 1937:509, 550. The Moon as wife
of the visible sun and daughter-in-law of the real Sun is
reported for the Mundurucu' (Murphy 1958:86). The
Moon as wife of the Sun's brother is reported for the
Yahgan (Koppers 1925:116).

59Caballero 1933:33; Metraux 1942a:132; 1943 :28;
Petrullo 1939:238, 240; Steward 1946-1959:11, 393;
Wagley 1940:256; Wavrin 1937:516, 622. Kirchhoff
suggested that the supreme goddess of the Yaruro is
"basically" the Moon, and the wife of the Sun (in
Steward 1946-1959:IV, 40, 462).

60Girard 1958:77.

6"Tello 1923:137.

62Hissink and Hahn 1961:75, 81.

63Abreu 1914:454480; 1938:331-332; Baldus
1946:108-109; Girard 1958:228-229; Steward
1946-1959:111, 54, 684. A non-lunar rolling head or
skull is reported for the Piro, Jivaro, Tucuna, Witoto,
Warrau, Shipaya, Tenetehara, Caingua, Chiriguano,
Apinaye, Cayapo, Bacairi, Cavinia, and Tacana (Abreu
1938:253; Alvarez 1960:112-113; Baldus 1946:4749;
Banner 1957:60; Hissink and Hahn 1961:ix,xii, 62 et
passim; Karsten 1935:450; Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-
1927:XXVIII, 88; Metraux 1942a:44; Nimuen-
daju 1915:290-291; 1919-1922:XVI-XVII, 369-370;
1939:64; 1952:133; Nordenskiold 1924:294-295;
Preuss 1921-1923:109-110, 354-363; Roth 1915:129;
Steward 1946-1959:1, 516; III, 55, 148, 448; Wagley
and Galvao 1949:145-146; Wilbert 1964:34-35, 61-62).
Lowie (in Steward 1946-1959:I, 516) added the "Boliv-
ian highlands, Argentina, Araucanians, Chaco, etc." A
belief in wandering heads is also reported for the Incas
(Steward 1946-1959:11, 297-298). Severed heads be-
come the visible sun among the Munduruc'u (Murphy
1958:85-86).

"Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 194; Me-
traux 1942a:170; Oberg 1953:78-79; Steinen 1940:480,
650; Steward 1946-1959:111, 359; Tello 1923:113; see
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Warrau (Wilbert 1964:67).

"Goldman 1963:258-259; Holmberg 1950:46-47.
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Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 55n., 59, 183-184, 187;
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167; 1942a:109, 151; Nimuendajiu 1914:331; Oberg
1953:53; Preuss 1921-1923:51, 304-314; Steward 1946-
1959:1, 434; III, 379, 437-438, 484; Tello 1923:115-
116;Wavrin 1937:639.

67Caballero 1933:22, Flornoy 1953:122; Girard
1958:48; Metraux 1942a:132; 1943:28; Steward
1946-1959:11I, 393; Tello 1923:132.
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1957:166; Koch-Grunberg 1917-1918:11, 12, 53;
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"Me'traux 1942a:44; Nordenskiold 1924:286; Oberg
195 3:5 3; Steward 1946-195 9:11, 346, 448.

7"Steward 1946-1959:V, 596; Wavrin 1932:139,
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ported for the Sherente (Nimuendaju 1944:186-187); a
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hara (Wagley and Galvaio 1949:148).

"Me'traux 1935:135-136; 1939:96; Ploetz and Me-
traux 1929:210; Steward 1946-1959:IV, 368; Wavrin
1932:144; 1937:640.

"Me'traux 1939:12.

74Steward 1946-1959:1II, 463. The belief that men
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is reported for the Urubiu (Huxley 1957:171). A special
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be coincidence that the name for manioc beer is "ka-
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Brazil (Koch-Grunberg 1917-1928:11I, 53, 115; 1967:1,
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7'Baldus 1931:76-77; Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:
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77Faron 1968:63-65; Girard 1958:68, 197, 249, 252;
Hissink and Hahn 1961:89ff.; Metraux 1942a:41;
1946a:11-12; Steward 1946-1959:111, 760; V, 560-562.
For the Inca references, see this report, page 505, note
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'8Card'us 1886:78; Girard 1958:68, 208, 263, 265;
Izaguirre 1923-1929:I, 317; Nimuendaju 1914:316ff.;
Oberg 1953:53; Steward 1946-1959:111, 90, 93,
437-438, 595; IV, 320; Stirling 1938:124. A father for
the Sun and Moon is reported also for the Upper Gua-
por6 tribes (Metraux 1942a:151; Steward 1946-1959:
III, 379).

79Girard 1958:265.

"Me'traux 1946a: 12-13, 20; Petrullo 1939:173, 185,
236, 241; Steward 1946-1959:I, 350; II, 885; IV, 40,
462; V, 562-563.

8"Fock 1963:34-35; Garcilaso de la Vega 1959:1,
131, 139, 149, 160; Girard 1958:4142; Steward
1946-1959:II, 294, 906-907, 952-953; III, 90; IV, 17,
19, 313, 367, 474; V, 5 75-5 76; Valera 1945:89; Wilbert
1963:65; Zirate 1968:50, 139. Farabee (1922:80)
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1940:145).

82Garcilaso de la Vega 1959:1, 101, 116-117; Herrera
1944-1947:VI, 253; Mishkin 1940:228; Poma de Ayala
1956-1966:IlI, 144, 373; Steward 1946-1959:II, 294;
V, 564.
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1946-1959:III, 685.

14Burga Freitas 1939:50-52.

"Steward 1946-1959:111, 685; Tessman 1930:149.
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Metraux (1939:30) reported the Mataco belief that
birds were stained red when splashed with the blood of
the trickster Tawkxwax. Birds dyeing their feathers in
the blood of the Moon is reported for the Shipaya (Ni-
muendajui 1919-1922:XIV-XV, 1011). A bird dyeing its
plumage in someone's blood is a detail in a Tucuna
myth (Nimuendajui 1952:150). The Warrau speak of
birds bathing in a virgin's hymenal blood (Wilbert
1964:131). Birds bathing in the blood of an anaconda
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curs as an episode in a Waiwai myth (Fock 1963:64).
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90Baldus 1931:79; Karsten 1924:146; Oberg
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1961:54; Reclus 1894-1895:1, 246; Reyna 1942:37,
4647; Tessmann 1928: 1 1; Touchaux 1908:13 2; Tovar
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irrelevant that the Tupian word for "tree" is "wira" or
"ivira" (Huxley 1957:60; Noble 1965:78; Steinen
1940:679, 682).

147Garcilaso de la Vega 1959:1, 130, 133, 135-136,
192; II, 191, 221; III, 208. Pizarro's report (1844:260)
is, unfortunately, slightly obscure on this point: "Pacha-
cama means for them the Lord who takes the entire
earth." Castro and Ortega Morej6n (1936:246) were
similarly indecisive: "Pachacamac, which means he who
gives being to the earth."

'48Acosta 1954:200-202; Betinzos 1880:63-64;
Cabello Valboa 1951:310, 333, 362-363, 365, 423, 479;
Cobo 1956:11, 62, 79, 155; Molina 1943:13; Morua
1946:9; Pachacuti Yamqui Salcamaygua 1927:148-
149n., 160-161; Steward 1946-1959:11, 293;
Valera 1945:100 (quoted in Garcilaso de la Vega
1959:Il, 94). Garcilaso de la Vega alone denied that
Viracocha and Pachacamac were the same (1959:1, 135;
II, 120-121).

149Cieza de Leon 1959:27-28; Garcilaso de la Vega
1959:1, 140; II, 54-55; III, 229; G6mara 1946:233;
Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 193; Mishkin
1940:225; Tello 1923:149; Valera 1945:34; Zirate
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'50Ambrosetti 1896:321-322; G6mara 1946:233;
Zirate 1968:49.

'"Larrabure i Correa 1905-1909:11, 63. Farabee
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pressed by their civilization and warfare. They think
that the Inca will yet return to power in the Andes.
Anything they see that is new, strange, or beyond
understanding, they believe belongs to the Inca." See
also Abreu 1914:422454; 1938:342; Steward 1946-
1959:111, 595, 685; Tessmann 1928:199-200; 1930:
149. Myths about the Incas are reported for the Tacana
of Bolivia (Hissink and Hahn 1961:459461, 495).

'52A similar conception, that of a native culture hero
being responsible for the technology of the Caucasians,
is reported for the Warrau (Roth 1915:125): "Haburi
sailed away, found new lands, and taught the white
people all their arts and manufactures, all about guns
and ships, and for many years used to send his old
Warrau friends certain presents annually, but they never
come now-an unscrupulous Government detains them
in Georgetown! " See also, for the Munduruc'u, Murphy
1958:81.

"53Mishkin 1940:237; Steward 1946-1959:II, 463.

"'Barrett 1925:11, 363. According to Barrett
(1925:11, 381), the Cayapa also believe in the existence
of caves containing treasure and guarded by spirits. The
concept of wild animals being the domesticated animals
of the spirits is reported as well for the Bacairi (Abreu
1938:263).

"s'For offerings of coca by the Highland Indians, see
Arriaga 1920:44-45, 198-199; Avila 1939:77, 130, 137;
Cobo 1956:1, 214; II, 203; Garcilaso de la Vega 1959:1,
143, 152; III, 134; Jimenez de la Espada 1881-1897:1,
207; Karsten 1926:326, 345-356, 381, 393; 1932:145;
Metraux 1934:200-201; Mishkin 1940:236-237; Molina
1943:22; Moru'a 1946: 154, 162-163, 165, 169; Polo de
Ondegardo 1916:16, 40, 190, 192, 205; Romero
1919:187-188; Steward 1946-1959:II, 292, 307, 425,
562.

"'See Acosta 1954:201 (also quoted in Garcilaso de
la Vega 1959:II, 111); Arriaga 1920:22; Cobo 1956:II,
169ff.; Herrera 1944-1947:VI, 260; Jimenez de la
Espada 1881-1897:1, 149, 207; Karsten 1926:341-344;
Lehmann-Nitsche 1919-1927:XXIV, ii, 193; Molina
1943:9; Polo de Ondegardo 1917:5ff.; Poma de Ayala
1956-1966:1, 185, 431 (see also III, 259, 265, 429,
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1968:50.

"7Cobo 1956:11, 230-231; Steward 1946-1959:11,
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"'See Tschopik and Rhodes 1954:[3]: "The Campas,
of all the Ucayali dwellers, have remained largely pagan
and independent to the present day."

"59See, for example, Medina's report (1957:113): "It
dawned.... We arose and performed our Christian
prayers as always. The Campas laughed mockingly."
Marcoy encountered much the same situation among
the Machiguengas, for he reported (1875:1, 387) that
during the performance of a Catholic mass, "the Antis
Indians standing near us appeared to make very merry
at this spectacle, and their shouts of laughter at times
quite disturbed our composure."

I 6"Compare Urquhart 1893:350 (quoted in part by
Tessmann 1930: 100): "There is one characteristic com-
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This was taken up by another and another; of course it
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grew irresistible, and finally all were convulsed, our-
selves included. If any one had come along and asked to
be let into the joke, none of us could have told it.
Neither have these people any respect of persons, for
they will laugh in the face of whoever provokes their
mirth. The good fathers of San Luis assured me that the
greatest obstacle to be encountered in the conversion of
the Campa is this tendency to make light of things, even
the most solemn-that he is a burlon (mocker)."

"'Thus, Kometmpe could terminate an eruction with
the word pardri, and could refer to her husband as Tas6-
renci with good-humored irony.

"62In continuation: "Apart from the cynicism re-
ferred to, three great, and apparently almost insur-
mountable, obstacles confront the would-be Chris-
tianizer of the Campa-namely, sun-worship, polygamy,
and belief in witchcraft. The first two may perhaps be
regarded as matters of opinion; but the consequences
attendant on the last are terrible."

163In continuation (p. 74): "The Campa situation is
truly mysterious. With regard to obstinacy and ob-
duracy, we encounter many points of similarity with the
Jews: like them they reject the Crucified One." And
further (pp. 75-76):

"What has the missionary accomplished with the
Campas in the space of almost 300 years? Almost noth-
ing.....

"And what is the cause of such a failure? ... It is
the character of these savages, refractory to Faith and
Civilization, that annuls our efforts, opposing the dif-
fusion of the Holy Gospel.

"It is evident that the Campa does not want religion,
and that he laughs at the missionary, since he exploits
him. He believes he has a right to everything, and if he
gives something he later demands recompense. He is self-
ish in the extreme and does not know what is gratitude.
And we live among them! And we sacrifice ourselves
for them!"

164Wertheman 1878:139-140: "It appears that they
have preserved the Christian religion or at least some
remembrances of it from the time of Santos Atahual-
pa.... Thus a Campa from Unini told us that the equip-
ment from the churches erected by the missionaries still
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descendants of the former sacristans. .. . In their fields
they plant ... flowers.... All have Christian names and
in all the houses there are crosses decorated with
flowers." See also Anon. 1888:23; Ordinaire 1887:275;
Schutz-Holzhausen 1895:214; Wertheman 1905b: 202-
203. The use of crosses on graves was reported by Car-
ranza (1894:31) and, as decorated with flowers, by
Giordano (1907:222).
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ca: Nimuendajsu (1942:83) reported that the Sherente
have identified Christ as the Sun and Saint Peter as the
Moon; Mishkin (1940:236, 238; see also Steward
1946-1959:11, 463) reported that the contemporary
Quechua often equate both God and Christ with the
Sun; M6traux (1934:200; 1940c:58) reported that the
contemporary Aymara and the Chipaya identify the Vir-
gin Mary with Pacha-Mama, the Earth Goddess; in the
early seventeenth century Highland Indians were calling
lightning "Santiago," according to contemporary ac-
counts (Arriaga 1920:58; Morua 1946:164; Polo de On-
degardo 1916:189, 198; Romero 1919:188; Steward
1946-1959:11, 295; the survival of this association to the
present day is reported in Metraux 1940c:54, 58, and
Mishkin 1940:239).

"'The contributing agents of this notion, however,
may well have been Highland Indians, as the original
Quechuan name for Lima is Rimac (see Garcilaso de la
Vega 1959:11, 221).

167Fock 1963:93; Huxley 1957:181; Koch-Grunberg
1967:1, 190, 230; II, 157; Metraux 1950:126-129,
132-134; Roth 1915:174, 369; Steinen 1940:705-706;
Steward 1946-1959:III, 128, 145; V, 567. See also
Abreu 1938:271; Clark 1953:17; Goeje 1952:269; His-
sink and Hahn 1961:554; Levi-Strauss 1964:269.

"68That is to say, I was told that shamans made such
dire predictions. On one occasion an Adventist convert
was sent as a messenger up the Tambo River to call a
number of formerly Adventist Campas to the Adventist
mission at Unini in preparation for the end of the world
(or so it was explained to me). As the messenger passed
on his return, the shaman Porekavinti stood overlooking
the river at the place where I was staying, shouting,
gesticulating, twirling around in his anger, the gist of his
fulminations being that if the end of the world were
coming he surely would have learned about it before-
hand from the spirits with which he was in contact.

Compare the report of Padre Francisco de San
Joseph on the state of the missions in the upper Perene
region for 1716 (in Izaguirre 1923-1929:II, 285-286):
"What saddens us most is to see the fierce pride with
which a few perverse pagans, and diabolical enchanters or
brujos [shamans], corrupt these ignorant common peo-
ple in order that they not attend and not give credence
to the Sacred Mysteries that we teach them, insinuating
with infernal malice that they are most pernicious doc-
trines. And the more to irritate the vulgar herd against
us monks, they intimate to them that all their burdens
exist because they allow us in their territory and we
teach them not to adore the Sun. And that for this
reason frequent epidemics consume them, the air
frightens away the birds, the water hides the fish, the
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earth gives scarce fruit, the forest conceals the animals,
and finally that we introduce to them the mortal pesti-
lences that destroy them."

'69Harkness's report (1942:201-202) of a Campa
"curaca" tying a dead bat to a cross of sticks in his
possession, chanting over it, and then setting it adrift on
the river, was not duplicated in my experience.

"70Padre Garci?a (1935-1937:XVII, 99) reported that
the information supplied by his Machiguenga informants
concerning "Tasurinchi" was claimed by them to be
"genuinely Machiguenga concepts, transmitted from one
to another from the first," to which he added the fol-
lowing: "Serious Machiguengas afflrm that today's
savages are now forgetting about Tasurinchi, but that
the Machiguengas of long ago knew him better."

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CAMPA COSMOLOGY

Human beings in whatever culture are provided with cognitive
orientation in a cosmos; there is "order" and "reason" rather
than chaos. There are basic premises and principles implied, even
if these do not happen to be consciously formulated and articu-
lated by the people themselves.

-Hallowell 1964:50

The cosmology of the River Campa cultural
system has been presented in detail, and its his-
torical relations have been traced as extensively
as the literature will allow. Considered in this
final section is the significance of this particular
body of information for theory in anthropology.

Very little has been done with cosmology
heretofore to determine its bounds, its nature, its
contents, and its place in culture. The term "cos-
mology" is found occasionally in ethnographic
works as part of the title or heading the section
where data of the same kind as we have been
considering are set forth, and is sometimes in-
cluded in theoretical discussions in passing, but
largely without definition or further discussion.
It is perhaps time that this useful concept is
properly identified and accredited, the place of
cosmology in cultural systems established, and its
relationships with the supernatural, with religion,
and with mythology, clarified.

What little discussion there is in the anthro-
pological literature on this subject has been pro-
vided mainly by Robert Redfield and Melville
Jacobs, who directed their attention to what
they called "world view." According to Redfield
(1962:270):

"World view" . . is the picture the members
of a society have of the properties and characters
upon their stage of action ... the way the world
looks to that people looking out . . . the way a
man, in a particular society, sees himself in rela-
tion to all else . . . the properties of existence as
distinguished from and related to the self. It is, in
short, a man's idea of the universe.

Redfield proceeded to give the term "cosmol-
ogy" a very restricted meaning (1962:274): "For
world view as developed through the systematic
reflections of the specialized thinker, the word
'cosmology' is conveniently at hand." The main
objections that may be raised against Redfield's
handling of the problem are: (1) his definition of
"world view" is suitably ample, but so crudely
phrased that it cannot be determined whether he
meant the "self" to be included or not, or
whether he was limiting "world view" to the
world of appearances and so excluding the super-
natural (or "hidden reality," as we shall come to
call it); and (2) there is no adequate justification
for confining the meaning of "cosmology" to the
world views of "specialized thinkers." In the
present work, "cosmology" and "world view"
are taken as equivalent terms, with the broadest
possible meaning, and the former is used as the
technical term.

The inchoate condition of thought in this area
is especially evident in the presentation made by
Jacobs (1964:366, 374) who did little more than
offer a catalog of the subjects he felt should be
included within "world view." After stressing
that "world view" includes much more than
"cosmology" (which he did not define), he pro-
vided as additional ingredients "epistomology,
prepsychology, theory of disease, logic, and the
principle topics that have been of interest to pro-
fessional philosophers . . .[beliefs about] super-
naturals ... beliefs regarding geography, climate,
history, the zoological and plant world, the
heavens, biological functions, health, mentality,
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and so on. . . knowledge, excluding technology
and expressive heritages such as myth, music, and
dance . . . convictions about relationships be-
tween self and other selves and the very nature of
individuals' identities."' This adds up roughly to
all ideas about the totality of reality, which is the
definition of "cosmology" I propose that we ac-
cept. Yet Jacobs' formulation is deficient: in this
passage he excluded mythology from world view,
and for him cosmology is only part of what re-
mains. In thus limiting the scope of cosmology
he had an important precursor.

It was Immanuel Kant who made a clear-cut
distinction between cosmology and theology, as-
serting that the former had as its object the
natural world, the world that could be observed,
the world of appearances, while the latter had as
its concern the supernatural world, the putative
world lying behind the world of appearances, the
hidden reality.2 In terms of this distinction, cos-
mology would have nothing to do with religion
or the supernatural, but rather would provide the
overview of all it is that science as we know it
explores-the natural order. Yet it is in terms of
modern scientific understandings that Kant's dis-
tinction appears to stand revealed as an artificial
one, and the traditional contrast between science
and religion to require serious reappraisal.

Basic to the scientific world view is the under-
standing that only part of the totality of reality
is observable, and that the observable part can
only be comprehended in terms of its derivation
from the part that remains hidden. It has been
the traditional faith of the scientific community
in the Western cultures that the observable part
of reality provides the clues from which the hid-
den reality can be reconstructed. This traditional
faith received a rude shock when the indetermi-
nacy principle was formulated early in this cen-
tury and its implications considered, for this
principle appears to establish that, at least on the
basis of existing theory, the reconstruction of the
hidden reality cannot proceed beyond a certain
point. Here there appears to be a cut-off point
that to certain thinkers bears a marked resem-
blance to the older cut-off point between the
natural and the supernatural.3 As a matter of
fact, the implications of the indeterminacy prin-
ciple may point to an even closer resem-
blance-indeed, an identity-of the hidden reality

of scientific concern to the supernatural of theo-
logical speculation.

The supernatural realm of which any given set
of religious beliefs purports to be an accurate
description, is never simply a separate realm from
that of nature. Both are always understood to be
complementary divisions of the totality of
reality, of all that exists, so that the observable
part-nature-is explained in terms of the opera-
tion of the hidden part-supernature. The two
realms may indeed be comprehended as inter-
penetrating, their distinctive properties shading
off into one another. Considerations of this kind
suggest that the distinction between nature and
supernature be made along the following lines:
".nature" consists of all that is, or can be, directly
observed; "supernature" consists of all that can-
not be thus observed and can only be inferred-
the "hidden reality." The supernatural, then,
would include all beings, forces, and properties
not directly observed but reputed to exist, in-
cluding non-observable properties attributed to
natural objects.

In these terms, the hidden reality of scientific
concern, despite the self-conscious secularity of
science as we know it, is the very supernatural
realm that the religions of all cultures claim to
know and describe. If religion essentially is a for-
mulation of the supernatural and an organization
relating society to it, then science appears quite
simply to be a form of religion-a very special
form, perhaps. The victory of "science" over "re-
ligion" in the Western cultures, then, if such it
be, can be seen more precisely as the replacement
of one form of religion (one view of the hidden
reality) by another-and the rivalry and conflict-
ing claims of "science" and "religion" can be
seen as no different from the conflicts arising
between any two contending religions. The
claims of science to possessing the only correct
world view, the only correct approach to recon-
structing the hidden reality, and the only set of
ideas about the hidden reality worthy of accept-
ance, are no different from the claims of any
religion to possession of the truth. Admittedly,
in terms of the canons of evidence we accept in
the Western cultures, scientific investigation is
very impressive as it moves out from the realm of
nature into that of the hidden reality. But, in
doing so, it takes on many if not all the charac-
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teristics of religion. The hidden reality it has re-
constructed for us is, it is true, depersonalized
(with the possible exception of Maxwell's de-
mon), but depersonalization is not entirely un-
known among the world's religions, especially in
the Orient (the t'ien of classic Chinese religion,
the tao of Taoism). The very replacement of "re-
ligion" by "science" in the Western cultures is
highly suggestive: replacement can only mean
that both fit into the same slot in the general
structure of cultural systems, and perform the
same functions.4

The discussion thus far is intended to justify
the use made herein of the term "cosmology" to
include both "cosmology" and "theology" in
Kant's terms. In any given culture, ideas about
nature and ideas about the supernatural are all of
one piece: in combination they form the cul-
ture's set of beliefs about all of reality, and we
cannot hope to understand one without the
other. This holds true whether (as in the Campa
case) no sharp distinction is made between the
two sets of ideas or (as in the Western cultures)
the two are divided neatly.5 The famous case of
Galileo becomes intelligible in these terms: he
did not question a tenet of supernaturalistic be-
lief, but he was nevertheless attacked by the ec-
clesiastical (religious) organization of his culture
because that organization stood for an entire cos-
mology, a total world view that could be
weakened by a questioning of the ideas about
nature it included as much as by a questioning of
its beliefs about the supernatural.

What, then, is religion? Every culture contains
a set of features that, in their sum, constitute the
religion of that culture; or, in other terms, in
every culture we can identify a sector of its total
composition to which the word "religion" can
be applied. The religion of a culture may be
pluralistic (in which case we speak of "religions"
within the culture), or it may be linked organiza-
tionally to the religions of other cultures (in
which case we speak of an "international" re-
ligion), but these considerations do not require
the abandonment of the basic concept of one
culture-one religion. A culture's religion, or reli-
gious sector, is a combination of heterogeneous
categories of cultural features. It consists, in each
case, of (1) a cosmology, (2) a religious organiza-
tion, (3) the operation of that organization, and

(4) a set of associated attitudes. The cosmology,
again, is a set of ideas about the totality of re-
ality, including both the world of appearances
and the hidden reality. The religious organization
of a culture consists of the sum total of its social
institutions that engage in religious activities, in-
sofar as they do, plus the organization of their
associated paraphernalia (religious artifacts). The
operation of the religious organization involves
its normal perpetuative activities, plus its primary
reason for existing: ritual. Religious attitudes in-
clude all those engendered by the cosmological
ideas themselves, by membership in any of the
religious institutions, and by participation in
their operation. This remains a circular argument
until we define ritual. Ritual will here be defimed
as any action or actions on the part of any of the
members of a society directed toward or relating
to what is understood in the cosmology to be the
hidden reality, or any part of the world of ap-
pearances insofar as it is understood to possess
hidden (supernatural) properties. This is a large
order, and it can be seen how religion interpene-
trates with all the other major functional sectors
of a culture (economics, politics, etc.).

An inspection of the religion, or religious sec-
for, of every culture discloses that it is multi-
functional, and we can conclude that it is the
combined force of its several functions, each im-
portant, that explains its tenacity and its uni-
versality. The major functions that can be identi-
fied include the following:

1. Religion serves to explain the world of ap-
pearances (the universe as perceived and lived in)
in terms of a hidden reality.

2. Religion serves to make the universe mean-
ingful by reducing it to more human terms: by
such means as anthropomorphizing, conceptually
reducing natural forces to humanly manipulable
proportions, or (as is particularly the case for
science) simply translating its contents and oper-
ations into cultural (linguistic) terms.

3. Religion provides for the individual solace
and hope in time of disaster or death, and secur-
ity and confidence in time of stress or danger.

4. Religion enhances social solidarity through
group participation in a common fund of ideas,
common institutional membership, and common
ritual activity.

5. Religion helps maintain social order by le-
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gitimizing the status quo and postulating cosmic
(supernatural) penalties for disruptive behavior.

This list appears to exhaust the major func-
tions of religion, and the role of cosmology in
each of these functions is evident. The religions
of different cultures can be expected to vary in
the degree of their success in satisfying these
several functional requirements. A pluralistic reli-
gious sector necessarily tends to be disruptive
both for the society as a whole and for its indi-
vidual members, although if the society is large
enough, a modus vivendi can be worked out. Sci-
ence, insofar as it pretends to replace older forms
of religion, must perform the same functions. At
the present stage of its emergence it is strong in
certain areas and notably weak in others. If it
does not or cannot strengthen its functional ser-
vices to the culture where they are deficient, it
cannot be expected to take over the religious sec-
tor completely.

Whereas hitherto the term "cosmology" has
not itself been the focus of any extended theo-
retical discussion, certainly there has been exten-
sive theoretical concern with the subjects of reli-
gion, religious belief, and mythology. That is to
say, cosmology, without its necessarily having
been identified as such, has been very much the
concern of theoreticians. It is the set of beliefs of
a given religion, it is a set of religious beliefs
although it includes more than supernaturalistic
beliefs alone, and it encompasses what is meant
by mythology.

Before proceeding to an evaluation of con-
temporary views relating to these matters, the
nature of mythology should be considered, as it
has been the subject of special attention in the
existing literature.
A given cosmology, as a set of ideas, can be

analyzed into two sub-sets: a set of conceptual
ideas, or concepts; and a set of sequential ideas,
or accounts. In a loose sense, every cosmological
idea is a myth. It was in this sense that Franz
Boas (1938:609) distinguished between mytho-
logical concepts and mythological tales. This
understanding would require an acceptance of
cosmology and mythology as identical terms.
Mythology, however, has a stricter meaning,
which is more commonly treated in the general
literature. In the stricter sense, mythology is a set
of cosmological accounts. To allow an evaluation

of the general literature on the subject, and to
avoid simple redundancy by equating mythology
with cosmology, we shall accept the stricter
meaning of the term.6

This concept of myth as cosmological account
requires some clarification. First, any cosmologi-
cal account that is not a matter of prophecy
necessarily refers to events in the past. In accor-
dance with general usage we can eliminate from
mythology all prophesying accounts (which
rarely are very numerous), and restrict mythol-
ogy to the bulk of cosmological accounts, those
reporting events of the past.7 Second, regarding
the problem of distinguishing myths from folk-
tales raised by Boas (1938:609) and Kluckhohn
(1942:46-47), let us for our purposes stipulate
that any cosmological account of past events,
however trivial, which is believed to be true, is a
myth, whereas any otherwise identical account
which is understood to be a fiction, a parable, or
simply an entertainment, is a folktale. This
would require us to regard the extensive body of
fiction in the literature of the Western cultures as
no more than elaborated folktales-which would
not be amiss. Lastly, it is not sufficient to define
myth as "sacred tale," as Kluckhohn does
(1942:47; see also Hallowell 1964:57). An allied
notion, that myths are accounts of the past be-
lieved by others but not ourselves, that they are
"untrue" by definition,8 embodies an artificial
distinction that, once removed, permits a better
understanding of what is involved here.

The artificial distinction alluded to, of course,
is that between what we are willing to accept and
what we are not. It is particularly clear that what
we would identify as the mythology of a culture
other than our own is, for the human compo-
nents of that culture, history. It follows, once
the artificial distinction is removed, that all we
accept as history-whether anecdotal or develop-
mental-constitutes our mythology. This is not a
novel idea. It is what historians acknowledge
when they speak of the interpretation of history
changing with the times. Such a view makes good
sense in terms of our concept of cosmology: the
past by definition no longer is present, and so
cannot be directly observed. It therefore forms
part of the hidden reality, in terms of which the
observable must be explained. The past must be
reconstructed on the basis of clues afforded by
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the existing world of appearances: memory,
documents, remains, surviving accounts, and, be-
yond these, rational formulations in terms of
how the universe is believed to operate. None of
these, it must be admitted, offers absolutely un-
questionable evidence. The canons of evidence,
again, vary from one culture to another; we ac-
cept fossils as a certain kind of evidence for re-
constructing the past, while rejecting as evidence
terrain features possessing roughly human shape;
the Campas, as we have seen, do quite the con-
trary. We are drawn to the conclusion that all
accounts of the past believed to be true are
myths, whatever the degree of "sacredness" (a
particularly elusive concept) they may possess.

Cosmology, as has been suggested, serves to
explain the world of appearances in terms of a
co-existent hidden reality. More precisely, the
two are mutually dependent parts of a total re-
ality, on the analogy of the iceberg, where the
world of appearances is only that part which is
observable to human sensors, an unintelligible
mass of fleeting impressions unless a hidden re-
ality is postulated. Every culture postulates such
a hidden reality. The totality of reality existing
in the present does itself require explanation of
some kind, and a universally recognized form of
explanation is in terms of temporal causality: the
present is explained as an outgrowth of the past.
The Campa data are particularly suggestive from
this point of view: causality is built into the
grammar of the language, as the frequent appear-
ance of verb affixes translated as "therefore" at-
tests. In this sense, the hidden reality of the past
can be said to explain both the hidden reality
and the world of appearances of the present. The
proposition that mythology has a primarily ex-
planatory function, to be defended shortly
against the contradictory view of Malinowski,
can here be set forth as a reasonable inference.

The explanatory function of mythology ap-
pears to operate in two ways, so that we can
speak of two distinct types of myth. One type
includes all myths serving to explain the present
reality in terms of past occurrences that brought
the present state of reality into existence. These
myths can be called cosmogonic. The bulk of the
Campa myths collected in the field and presented
here are of this type. The other kind of myth is
explanatory in an entirely different manner: it

serves to explain, by illustration, how the cosmos
operates. Myths of this kind may be called ex-
emplary: they include the many apparently
pointless stories making up the bulk of many col-
lections of mythological materials. Few of the
Campa myths are of this type. The exemplary
myth, in effect, translates the subjunctive formu-
lation, "If x were to occur, y would or might
result," into the past indicative, "On one occa-
sion, x occurred, and y resulted."9

The question that theoreticians have set for
themselves with regard to cosmology (or "reli-
gious belief') in general and, as a special concern,
mythology in particular, is how to explain the
existence of such phenomena. In general, those
of the modern era have suffered from a kind of
misplaced realism, which in part foreordained
their conclusions. Viewing cosmology and espe-
cially mythology as a sort of luxury in which
cultures indulge themselves, as something super-
fluous, not in itself necessary for the operation
of a cultural system, they were led to conceive of
cosmology and mythology either as fortuitous
excrescences of a cultural system in operation, or
as serving in a strictly auxiliary capacity to justi-
fy current practice in the culture, above all else.
These views will now be evaluated, for which
purposes, as we shall find, the Campa data prove
to be particularly helpful.

The views here referred to all direct attention
to Function 4 in our list of the functions of reli-
gion. In terms of this function, that of promoting
social solidarity, one school of thought sees in
ritual alone sufficient potency for promoting
such solidarity, and so sees the role of belief as
no more than providing an excuse for ritual. Per-
haps the most able spokesman for this point of
view was A. R. Radcliffe-Brown. The view was
not original with him by any means; it had been
expressed by such illustrative forerunners as
Robertson Smith (1894) and Emile Durkheim
(1915). Suggesting that religion is to be seen as
"an important or even essential part of the social
machinery,. . . part of the complex system by
which human beings are enabled to live together
in an orderly arrangement of social relations"
(1952:154), Radcliffe-Brown went on (1952:
155) to provide us with the following key passage:

In European countries ... religion has come
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to be considered as primarily a matter of belief.
This is itself a phenomenon which needs to be
explained, I think, in terms of social develop-
ment. We are concerned here only with its ef-
fects on the thinking of anthropologists. Among
many of them there is a tendency to treat belief
as primary: rites are considered as the results of
beliefs. They therefore concentrate their atten-
tion on trying to explain the beliefs by hypoth-
eses as to how they may have been formed and
adopted.

To my mind this is the product of false
psychology. For example, it is sometimes held
that funeral and mourning rites are the result of a
belief in a soul surviving death. If we must talk in
terms of cause and effect, I would rather hold
the view that the belief in a surviving soul is not
the cause but the effect of the rites. Actually the
cause-effect analysis is misleading. What really
happens is that the rites and the justifying or
rationalising beliefs develop together as parts of a
coherent whole. But in this development it is
action or the need of action that controls or de-
termines belief rather than the other way about.
The actions themselves are symbolic expressions
of sentiments.
My suggestion is that in attempting to under-

stand a religion it is on the rites rather than on
the beliefs that we should first concentrate our
attention.10

Radcliffe-Brown's position, that the function
of religion is to promote social solidarity, that it
is ritual that actually accomplishes this, and that
belief is generated incidentally by ritual to pro-
vide the necessary excuse for its performance,
and has no other major function, thus stands re-
vealed.1' Some credibility is provided this view in
the form of ethnographic substantiation by Boas,
with particular reference to rituals and the myths
associated with them (1938:617): "The uni-
formity of many ... rituals over large areas and
the diversity of mythological explanations show
clearly that the ritual itself is the stimulus for the
origin of the myth.... The ritual existed, and
the tale originated from the desire to account for
it." This indeed appears to be true for cases of
this kind, and we can reasonably agree that cer-
tain myths were undoubtedly generated to ex-
plain existing rituals. The question that remains
unanswered is whether the rituals themselves did
not originate to begin with in response to already
existing beliefs (not necessarily myths). Here,

however impressive the point of view expressed
by Radcliffe-Brown may appear, reason suggests
that, since ritual is always directed to something
believed to exist, the belief in the existence of
whatever that may be must have existed prior to
ritual. Once rituals have come into existence they
can generate new beliefs, so that from that point
on no priority need be given to either.

Perhaps the most telling criticism of Rad-
cliffe-Brown's view presents itself in the form of
cultures possessing a rich cosmology and an im-
poverished ritual. The Campa case is an ideal ex-
ample, for here we find hardly any ritual worthy
of the name. What ritual exists neither enacts
myths nor is explained by them, and relates to
only a part of the elaborate Campa structure of
cosmological thought. The ayahuasca ceremonies
are directed to the minor good spirits; the Sun is
honored with panpipe dances; but Avireri,
Kahiri, the mythology associated with them, the
evil spirits-where are the rituals that could have
given them birth? The answer is, Nowhere. Thus,
Campa ritual does not provide a sufficiently
broad base for the erection of the extensive and
varied cosmology of the campas. The Campa case
demonstrates how far belief can proliferate with-
out ritual underpinning.

This is not the first time that this particular
criticism has been leveled at the point of view
espoused by Radcliffe-Brown. Kluckhohn
(1942:48) had the following to say: "Generally
speaking, we do seem to find rich ritualism and a
rich mythology together. But there are
cases . . . where a ramified mythology appears to
have existed more or less independent of a com-
paratively meagre rite-system." As instances of
the last circumstance mentioned, Kluckhohn
(1942:4849, 59, 61) cited the cases of classical
Greece, the Mohave, and the Bushmen, and also
noted the existence of myths without associated
rituals among the Navahos. He concluded
(1942:56, 65) that myth and ritual jointly serve
to promote social solidarity, and are related to
each other in terms of an "intricate mutual inter-
dependence." To this generalization we need not
offer objection, except to point out that this
"explanation" does not exhaust our list of reli-
gion's functions.'2

In the course of his argument, Kluckhohn
noted (1942:46n.) that Boas had demonstrated
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"how mythology reflected social organi-
zation-not how mythology preserved social
equilibrium or symbolized social organization,"
and this, we may presume, is to be taken as a
criticism. To digress at this point to consider
Boas's contribution to the study of mythology,
an important contribution particularly in the
area of clarifying the issues involved, it was Boas
who formally rejected the far-fetched interpreta-
tions of an earlier day, in particular the theories
that would explain all myth as cryptic embodi-
ments in story of solar or lunar observations, and
the psychoanalytic interpretation of myths as
dredgings out of the unconscious. He quite rea-
sonably argued (1938:610-612) that the experi-
ences of everyday life, combined with the play of
the human imagination on these experiences,
were sufficient to account for everything that
myths contain. This view, that myths are derived
from the experiences of everyday life, led Boas
to the realization alluded to by Kluckhohn, that
myths "reflect in detail the cultures of which
they form part" (1938:616; see also 622).'3 An
inspection of the Campa data reveals how con-
siderably true Boas's assertion can be for a given
mythology.

Boas, as we have seen, is included among
those who derive myth from ritual-a view which
we have called in question-and he attempted
with what appears to be greater success to gener-
ate myth out of the cultural experiences of the
myth-makers. As he wrote, somewhat less defi-
nitely, 40 years before the formulations we have
been considering, "ritual moulds the explanatory
myth, and . .. , in a more general way, the myth
is made to conform with the social status of the
people" (1940:423). The link Boas saw between
social life and myth inspired him to take a fur-
ther step and to suggest a law of internal consis-
tency for mythology: "When the order of social,
life is loose ... the mythological world corre-
sponds to these conditions and the mythology is
full of contradictions" (1938:618). Here Boas
proposed a very interesting relationship which we
might call "Boas's Law of Cosmology" (remem-
bering that Boas used the term "mythology" as
we are using "cosmology"). Boas's Law deserves
rigorous testing, which it has not received to
date. The Campa data reveal only that they
would not necessarily fail to conform to Boas's
expectations.

Campa social organization is definitely
loose-extremely so-in Boas's terms. Authority
is minimal, rules are flexible, and the individual
has considerable freedom of movement and
action. Although Campa cosmology has herein
been described as orderly and coherent to a high
degree, this is only a relative statement, and a
number of inconsistencies may be noted. Disre-
garding minor variations in detail, Campa cos-
mography contains one significant discrepancy:
there is no adequate reconciliation of the view
that the souls of the dead join the hosts of spirits
and the view that they are consumed by the
Moon. Aside from this flaw, Campa cosmography
is a model of consistency. It is in the area of
mythology that the greatest number of signifi-
cant inconsistencies can be found. The same epi-
sode may be repeated in different contexts: this
is the case for the episode of Sloth, Porcupine,
and the sky-rope, which appears both in the
myth of Tas6renci and in that of Ma§ikinti. This
inconsistency is not too serious, as a Campa
might argue that the same events were indeed
repeated on two different occasions, or might ad-
mit that the episode was indeed out of place in
one of the two myths. Another kind of incon-
sistency, the sort that Boas was referring to specif-
ically when he spoke of "contradictions," in-
volves multiple explanations for the same phe-
nomenon. In three different myths about Pdvd
included in the present study, three different
means by which he was raised from earth to sky
are set forth: (1) he is carried to the sky by a
flock of birds; (2) he is carried by his grandfather
to the western edge of the world, where he is set
on his trajectory; (3) he ascends to the sky by
means of a sky-rope. Contradictions of this kind
must be recognized (another example would be
the alternative explanations given for the origin
of death), but we must not lose sight of the per-
vasive consistency that underlies these contra-
dictions. The basic Campa belief, which every
Campa accepts, is that the Sun originally was
here on earth in human form, later moving to the
sky. What varies is the description in myth of
how this came about, and it might be fair to say
that the differing versions are for the Campas
simply alternative feasible possibilities. This situ-
ation may not differ appreciably from the pres-
ence in our own culture of multiple geometries.
What is lacking in traditional, or indigenous,
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Campa belief is anything like the schisms that
have proliferated in those cultures characterized
by state formation. The number of mutually con-
tradictory concepts existing in our own culture-
between sects, between traditionalists and secu-
larists, etc.-should prove to be many times
greater, even proportionally, than what can be
shown for the Campas.

Boas's Law needs testing. Restricting its appli-
cation to tribal cultures, it would have to be
shown that where social organization is more
rigidly structured or more centralized, the degree
of cosmological inconsistency is lower than in
the Campa case and others like it. Considering all
cultures, the indications are that the degree of
cosmological inconsistency varies with the degree
of social diversity and size, regardless of the de-
gree of "looseness" in the organization. If this is
the case, then Boas's Law would require reformu-
lation, perhaps to state more correctly that the
degree of variation in a culture's cosmology will
be roughly proportional to the degree of varia-
tion within the culture as a whole, insofar as
there is variation among individuals, regions, and
specializations.

Boas's conception of myth as a resultant of
everyday experience and the play of the imagina-
tion led him in another direction, to the view
that myths are primarily works of art-literary
achievements-and not only, or not at all, at-
tempts to explain the present in terms of the
past. Witness the following passage (1938:611):

Mythology and folklore cannot be understood
solely from the point of view of a primitive phi-
losophy, as the result of speculative thought
about the origin and structure of the world and
of human life. It is no less an outflow of artistic,
more specifically literary activity. The one-sided
emphasis laid upon the intimate relation between
religion and mythology obscures the imaginative
play that is involved in the formation of myths.

Elsewhere Boas was less restrained: he argued
(1940:480) that "the mainspring in the forma-
tion of the modern tale must have been an artis-
tic one," that consequently the explanatory ele-
ment in any myth appears to be no more than
"an artistic finishing touch" and, as a further
consequence, that "the occurrence of the expla-
nation cannot be reduced to a rationalizing ac-
tivity of primitive man." Boas thus showed the

influence of the then-current tendency to give
less credit to human rationality than had thereto-
fore been the case, and to deny any significant
degree of intellectual activity on the part of
"4primitives."14 Yet, a striking feature of Campa
cosmological discussions, as the evidence pre-
sented in this study shows, is their delight in rea-
soning-in drawing distinctions, relationships,
and conclusions. Their resort when there is any
question is always an appeal to reason: "Is it not
so that . . . ? " If Campa cosmology is any one
thing, it is an impressive intellectual accomplish-
ment, and a testimonial to the power of the hu-
man brain even when working under limiting cir-
cumstances. The artistic quality is there, not only
in the often splendid imagery, but also in such
delightful touches as the alliteration in the Ma-
hkinti myth: the repeated isaatake, icddtake,
isaatake, icaatake (he cooked, he drained, he
cooked, he drained), and again, isaavetdka, ira-
vetdka, isaavetdka, iravetdka (he cooked in vain,
he drank in vain, he cooked in vain, he drank in
vain), but we are compelled to conclude that,
certainly in the Campa case, artistry is the ser-
vant of explanation, and not vice versa.

The interpretation of mythology proposed by
Boas, seeing myth as constructed of the elements
of everyday cultural experience, transformed by
imagination into artistic fantasy, does identify
important aspects of mythology, as an inspection
of any body of mythological materials reveals,
but as an explanation it is far from complete.
Boas himself was aware of the deficiencies of his
interpretation. He wrote on one occasion
(1940:490): "The essential problem regarding
the ultimate origin of mythologies remains-why
human tales are preferably attached to animals,
celestial bodies, and other personified phe-
nomena of nature." This problem does remain
unsolved until we recognize cosmology as pri-
marily explanatory, binding together in meaning-
ful terms the human and the nonhuman, the past
and present into a unified world view.

The most direct attack on explanation as the
prime function of mythology was made by Ma-
linowski. His argument, essentially, was that the
members of a society need no explanations, but
they do need to have their activities justified if
they are to continue to perform them, and
mythology provides that justification. Mythol-
ogy, as Malinowski was fond of saying, consti-
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tutes a "charter" for the cultural system itself.
The relevant passages in Malinowski's work in-
clude the following (1929:540; 1955:108-1 10;
1922:328; see also 1962:250-254, 299, 303):

Myth does not furnish an explanation in terms
of logical or empirical causality. It moves in a
special order of reality peculiar to dogmatic
thought, and it contains rather a warrant .. . a
charter ... than an intellectual answer to the sci-
entific why.

In Notes and Queries on Anthropology . . . we
read . .. : "Myths are stories which . .. are in-
tended, or believed by the teller, to explain by
means of something concrete and intelligible an
abstract idea or such vague and difficult concep-
tions as Creation, Death, distinctions of race or
animal species, the different occupations of men
and women; the origins of rites and customs, or
striking natural objects or prehistoric monu-
ments; the meaning of the names of persons or
places. Such stories are sometimes described as
etiological, because their purpose is to explain
why something exists or happens."

Here we have in a nutshell all that modern
science at its best has to say upon the subject.
Would our Melanesians agree, however, with this
opinion? Certainly not. They do not want to
'explain,' to make 'intelligible' anything which
happens in their myths-above all not an abstract
idea. Of that there can be found to my knowl-
edge no instance either in Melanesia or in any
other savage community.... Nothing is more
familiar to the native than the different occupa-
tions of the male and female sex; there is nothing
to be explained about it. But though familiar,
such differences are at times irksome, unpleasant,
or at least limiting, and there is the need to jus-
tify them, to vouch for their antiquity and re-
ality, in short to buttress their validity. Death,
alas, is not vague, or abstract, or difficult to grasp
for any human being.... The idea of death is
fraught with horror, with a desire to remove its
threat, with the vague hope that it may be, not
explained, but rather explained away, made un-
real, and actually denied. Myth, warranting the
belief in immortality, in eternal youth, in a life
beyond the grave, is not an intellectual reaction
upon a puzzle, but an explicit act of faith born
from the innermost instinctive and emotional re-
action to the most formidable and haunting idea.
Nor are the stories about "the origins of rites and
customs" told in mere explanation of them.
They never explain in any sense of the word;

they always state a precedent which constitutes
an ideal and a warrant for its continuance, and
sometimes practical directions for the procedure.
We have, therefore, to disagree on every point

with this excellent though concise statement of
present-day mythological opinion. This defini-
tion would create an imaginary, non-existent
class of narrative, the etiological myth, corre-
sponding to a non-existent desire to explain, lead-
ing a futile existence as an 'intellectual effort,'
and remaining outside native culture and social
organization with their pragmatic interests.

Thus, . . . myth possesses the normative power
of fixing custom, of sanctioning modes of behav-
ior, of giving dignity and importance to an insti-
tution.

For Malinowski myths are to be seen not as
explanatory devices, but as validations for cur-
rent cultural behavior. The importance ascribed
to Malinowski's interpretation of mythology
among those influenced by him is considerable:
Malinowski's "interpretation of myth was alto-
gether revolutionary," according to Nadel
(1957:206). "His signal phrase, 'mythical char-
ter,' has become an indispensable part of the
modern anthropological vocabulary.""5 But do
the Campa data conform to Malinowski's expec-
tations?
A careful inspection of the entire corpus of

Campa mythology reveals that nowhere do we
find validations for current cultural behavior. It
is true that in the myth of Ki'ri instructions are
given for the preparation of kiri beer, but the
Campas do not need this myth to learn how to
make ki'ri beer or to be encouraged to make ki'ri
beer. It is true that the myth ofMahikinti can be
taken, or may serve, as a testimonial to the
powers of ayahuasca, but the Campas do not
need this myth to recognize the truly impressive
powers of this drug. If these are questionable
cases, there are others where no doubt exists.
The myth of the cannibal Moon cannot in any
way be construed as a validation of cannibalism,
because the Campas do not practice cannibalism.
Nor can it be taken as a validation of the prohibi-
tion of cannibalism, because cannibalism simply
lies beyond the range of conceivable behavior for
a normal Campa: it requires no prohibition and
no validation thereof. We are forced to conclude
that cannibalism appears in the myth to explain
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the origin of the Moon in terms related to the
Campa explanation for the Moon's waxing. An
even better example is at hand: the myth of the
visit to the Land of the Dead specifically enjoins
the frequent burning of offerings to the dead, yet
this is precisely what the Campas do not do. Here
then we have a case of mythological validation
for cultural behavior that is nonexistent. What-
ever its origins (and Malinowski is opposed to the
very concept of survivals), the indications are
that this myth, like all the others, exists as a part
of the Campa corporate heritage because it is
both explanatory and entertaining.16

If the Campa data fail to substantiate Mali-
nowski's interpretation of mythology, as appears
to be the case, we may ask where Malinowski
made his error. Malinowski postulated that the
reason for the existence of any cultural phenom-
enon is the part it plays in satisfying some basic
or derived human need or needs, either directly
or indirectly. His list of basic human needs,
which he presented as exhaustive, are all physi-
ological: "metabolism, reproduction, bodily
comforts, safety, movement, growth, health"
(1944:91; 1962:204). Since mythology satisfies
none of these needs directly, Malinowski con-
cluded that its function must be to aid indirectly
in their satisfaction by justifying in supernatural-
istic terms all activities that provide for these
needs in one way or another.

The source of Malinowski's error appears to
lie in the inadequacy of his list of basic human
needs. Why, indeed, should we take that list to
be exhaustive, and why should we presume that
all basic human needs are physiological? I pro-
pose that one additional need be included in
Malinowski's list, a psychological one: compre-
hension. It can be argued that survival for orga-
nisms requires a "sizing up" of situations, that a
confused or bewildered organism in survival situ-
ations is in danger.17 Cultural systems provide
their human components with a cosmology, a
meaningful comprehension of the world, mean-
ingful in the sense of explaining what goes on,
thus enabling them to operate efficiently and
confidently. Mythology is a part of cosmology,
and as such it shares in the important function of
satisfying the basic human need to comprehend
the world in which human beings and human so-
cieties exist and perforce operate. The phenom-

enon of multiple functions should not be over-
looked where it occurs, and we should not be led
to reject the possibility that in certain cases
myths do have the validating function that Mali-
nowski assigned them, but it does appear to be
comprehension that mythology serves primarily
and pervasively, satisfying that need by explain-
ing the present in terms of the past.

It is not, then, that functionalism is inade-
quate for the task of interpreting mythology. It
is rather that Malinowski inserted an unnecessary
stricture in his general theory, leading him to re-
ject explanation, to miss recognizing comprehen-
sion, as the primary function of mythology. By
removing this stricture, we find that functional-
ism stands, but our understanding of mythology
in functional terms becomes more ample.

The latest attempt to formulate a general
theory of mythology, that of Levi-Strauss, marks
a return to the understanding that myths are the
product of intellectual activity, attempts to ex-
plain or comprehend reality. Levi-Strauss's ap-
proach is rather special and unusual, as it is very
simply an application of the currently fashion-
able computer analogy. To say this, however,
does not mean that his views should be dismissed
lightly. Certainly the rationale he provided for
his approach deserves serious attention.

Basic to Levi-Strauss's thinking on the subject
is his recognition (1962:16) that mythology is
explanatory, that it is not an exercise in literary
fantasy "turning its back on reality" but the
product of "observation and reflection" upon
that reality. Another axiom of his thought, the
product of his firsthand experience with a num-
ber of Mato Grosso tribes, is the realization that
the intellectual power of the human brain is not
absent or stifled in tribal cultures, but expresses
itself in a fully mature form wherever appropri-
ate, and particularly in cosmology. "The savage
mind is logical in the same sense and the same
fashion as ours," he wrote (1962:268). "Con-
trary to Levy-Bruhl's opinion, its thought pro-
ceeds through understanding, not affectivity,
with the aid of distinctions and oppositions, not
by confusion and participation." To these two
principles, Levi-Strauss (1962:17, 21-22) added a
third, that myths are constructed of ideational
odds and ends mainly inherited from the past, as
derived from subjective (psychological) or objec-
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tive (social) human experiences. Nevertheless, no
matter how heterogeneous and miscellaneous the
elements of a myth may be, they are put to-
gether in a particular way, and Levi-Strauss
(1963:203-204) argued that all myths conform
to a small number of structures. Indeed, the illus-
trations he provided all possess a single structure
in Levi-Strauss's terms: a built-in binary opposi-
tion plus an attempted resolution of the oppo-
sition by means of an ambivalent mediating term.
His clearest example is the Zufni origin myth,
which he interpreted (1963:219-222) as embody-
ing an opposition that is always of human con-
cern, that between life and death. This opposi-
tion is expressed more concretely in the myth by
a contrast between plant-utilization (life-
producing) and warfare (death-producing). The
attempt at resolving this opposition takes the
form of interposing hunting, which is both life-
producing (providing food) and death-producing
(killing the animal), and so serves as an ambiva-
lent mediating term linking the two opposites.
Levi-Strauss seemed to suggest that this attempt
to reconcile intellectually, in the form of a myth,
the opposition between life and death, fails, as
must all such attempts to reconcile the two.

Although Levi-Strauss's writings on the sub-
ject are in my opinion far from clear or even
coherent, his line of reasoning, and his program
for myth analysis, appears to consist principally
of the following series of steps:

1. All myths are woven on a certain structural
frame.

2. Therefore, we can assume that this frame is
the way in which the human mind thinks when
myth-making.

3. All human minds think the same way.
4. Therefore, all myths can be shown to be

woven on the same frame.
5. The mind thinks in terms of binary opposi-

tions.
6. Therefore, every myth embodies one or

more such oppositions.
7. Oppositions are isomorphic.
8. Therefore, the oppositions in a myth are in

apposition, and among myths are interchange-
able.

9. The mind seeks to resolve oppositions.
10. Therefore, every myth attempts to re-

solve the opposition or oppositions it embodies.

11. An opposition cannot be resolved in ab-
stract terms.

12. Therefore, concrete equivalents or em-
bodiments are substituted, permitting an attempt
at resolution in the form of a concrete ambiva-
lent term.

13. The resolution, insofar as it fails, em-
bodies the original opposing abstractions, and
can therefore be separated into another formula-
tion of the original opposition.

14. Therefore, a myth may attempt a further
resolution of the first resolution, and so forth.

15. The abstract oppositions involved are
unresolvable.

16. Therefore, there will always be myth and
myth formation.

17. A dualism plus a resolution constitutes a
triad.

18. Therefore, every attempt to resolve the
contradictions of the world will be found to take
the form of a triad, or trinity.

The final couplet on this list (propositions 17
and 18) was not only suggested by Levi-Strauss
in his work on mythology (1963:224; 1967a:18;
see also Leach 1967:4-5), but also in his work on
kinship (1963:132-163), where he attempted to
demonstrate that dual organizations are triadic.
Whatever the merits of Levi-Strauss's approach to
mythology, I believe it is clear that in his fascina-
tion with diads and triads he has moved danger-
ously close to cabalistic numerology. We are
reminded of Dean Swift's exposure of this dis-
ease of the intellect, where he wrote of "a Num-
ber which I was resolved to establish, whatever
Argument it might cost me; in imitation of that
prudent Method observed by many other Philos-
ophers and great Clerks, whose chief Art in Divi-
sion has been, to grow fond of some proper
mystical Number, which their Imaginations have
rendered Sacred, to a Degree that they force
common Reason to find room for it in every part
of Nature; reducing, including, and adjusting
every Genus and Species within that Compass, by
coupling some against their Wills, and banishing
others at any Rate."18

It is too early to evaluate the importance of
Levi-Strauss's work in any definitive way, and it
may be that we are here standing before a major
contribution to anthropological theory. Perhaps
the fairest judgment that can be made at this
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time is that much of what he has to say appears
to be sound, but caution should be exercised in
accepting his total approach as both correct and
sufficient. In the list presented above, it might be
noted that all the odd-numbered propositions are
unobjectionable (proposition 3, for example,
simply states that basic axiom of anthropology,
the psychic unity of mankind). On the other
hand, some of the even-numbered propositions,
conclusions drawn from the former, are more
open to question. Thus, granted that myths are
structured (proposition 1), does it necessarily fol-
low that this structure (which turns out to be a
binary opposition) is simply the way the mind
operates (proposition 2)? An alternative expla-
nation would be that oppositions simply exist in
the observable world, and in this way enter into
human thought about the world and its forma-
tion. Again, granting the psychic unity of man-
kind (proposition 3), does it necessarily follow
that myths all conform to a single or small num-
ber of basic structures (proposition 4)? Proposi-
tion 4 may be true, but it needs to be established
on an empirical basis, because proposition 3 does
not rule out all other possibilities. Granted that
the human mind is capable of discriminating
opposites (proposition 5), it does not necessarily
follow that a binary opposition is included in
every myth (proposition 6), or that, where it can
be detected, it is the primary concern of the
myth. The rest of the even-numbered proposi-
tions are acceptably reasonable, if we accept
propositions 2, 4, and 6; these, therefore, are the
critical ones.19

In effect, in the observable world there are
oppositions, very obvious ones, such as life-
death, male-female, human-nonhuman, up-down,
and so forth, and the empirical evidence demon-
strates convincingly that they are recognized in
all cultures, but that every myth must by its very
nature be built around such an opposition is not
at all self-evident, nor has it as yet been estab-
lished empirically. If this last proposition can be
established, Levi-Strauss must be credited with
an important discovery. There would still remain,
however, the question of whether there is not
more to mythology than Levi-Strauss's approach
can tell us. Another consideration calls for atten-
tion in this connection: In conformity with
Levi-Strauss's approach, a myth may be analyzed

as containing, for example, the life-death opposi-
tion. According to Levi-Strauss, it is the opposi-
tion between life and death that has captured the
imagination of the myth-maker in such a case.
Yet we may well ask whether it is this opposition
between life and death that is the object of con-
cern, or whether it is not rather death itself, that
terrible and unacceptable condition, that is being
scrutinized. "According to Schopenhauer,"
wrote Sigmund Freud (1938:874-875) approv-
ingly, "the problem of death stands at the begin-
ning of every philosophy," and certainly no
mythology fails to attend to this problem. But it
is the problem of death and not the problem of
life versus death that, it might be suggested, is
being attended to.

What would be a suitable test for Levi-
Strauss's theory? It comes to mind that if a
single myth can be shown to lack a binary oppo-
sition, Levi-Strauss's theory falls. Nevertheless, if
such a myth, or a number of such myths, could
be found and presented, Levi-Strauss's defense
might take one of two forms: either that we
simply have not penetrated deeply enough into
the myth to find the binary opposition em-
bedded in it, or else that such myths simply con-
form to another pattern, a nonbinary one, be-
cause Levi-Strauss does speak of more than one
structure for myth (although all his examples are
interpreted as binary in one way or another).
Levi-Strauss provided himself with these two
routes of escape to evade the consequences of
contradictory evidence. But let us focus on the
approach to the analysis of myth specifically
advocated by Levi-Strauss, and perform the fol-
lowing experiment: analyzing a representative
cosmogonic myth and a representative exemplary
myth from the Campa corpus in Levi-Straussian
terms, then in alternative terms provided by me.

Let us first consider a Campa cosmogonic
myth that is simple, clear, and amenable to anal-
ysis in Levi-Strauss's terms-the myth of Odti
(see above, pages 352-356). This myth can be
summarized as follows:

(1) Odt visits his sister. (2) He asks her for
maize seed to plant a garden. (3) She gives him a
sufficient amount. (4) Later he returns and
makes the same request, which again is granted.
(5) His sister becomes suspicious. (6) She travels
to see what he is doing with her seed. (7) She
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finds him popping and eating the corn instead of
planting it. (8) She returns home. (9) She revisits
her brother. (10) She now finds him roasting and
eating her corn. (11) She steps forth and con-
fronts him. (12) He is shamed. (13) Out of
shame, he is transformed into the animal odti
(Galictis barbara). (14) His fields are transformed
into grasslands of the sort found in Campa terri-
tory. (15) As a former cultivator, it is odti that
plants papaya trees. (16) This explains the
appearance of papaya trees in cultivated areas
without being cultivated, and the preference of
odti for papaya fruit.

Levi-Straussian Analysis. This myth is con-
structed on the framework of the opposition
between the human and the nonhuman (or
between culture and nature). What it is that
Levi-Strauss would select as the ambivalent medi-
ating term is uncertain, but three possibilities
might be considered: (1) The ambivalent media-
tor is odti, which in nonhuman form is credited
with the human attribute of cultivation, and in
former human form is guilty of nonhuman
behavior (not planting). However, former-odti
(human) and present-odti (nonhuman) may alter-
natively be taken as the concrete presentation in
the myth of the abstract human-nonhuman dual-
ism itself. (2) The ambivalent mediating term is
the transformation that takes place, this being
the link between odti-as-human and odti-as-
nonhuman. However, the transformation itself is
not ambivalent-does not embody properties of
the two opposing poles of the dualism-and is
simply neutral. (3) The ambivalent mediating
term is what caused the transformation-the
wrongdoing of Odti, consisting of improvidence,
self-gratification, theft-actions that are at once
cultural (within the range of human behavior)
and anti-cultural (improper for a human com-
ponent of the culture). This third possibility
seems to fit Levi-Strauss's concept of a mediating
term best.

Critique. The implication of Levi-Strauss's
approach to the analysis of myth is that any
given myth is generated out of its structure, and
that this indeed was the way in which the myth
was formed: "Mythical thought always pro-
gresses from the awareness of oppositions toward
their resolution" (1963:224). In this case, at-
tempting to resolve the opposition between the
human and the nonhuman, and selecting the

ambivalent action of improvidence in the matter
of cultivation, the myth-maker was led to search
for some nonhuman form having something in
common with man-as-cultivator, and decided
upon odti because that animal is believed to culti-
vate papaya. This is a possible sequence of
events, but is it reasonable? If we take myths as
attempting, not to resolve oppositions, but to
explain important or unusual features of the
world lived in (in either a cosmogonic or exem-
plary manner) and if, in this case, we follow the
mode of reasoning characteristic of the Campas
and expressed in their verbal formulations, we
can hypothecate a different chain of events lead-
ing up to the final form of the myth.

Alternadve Analysis. Let us consider what this
chain of events might have been. If the odti myth
is indeed intended to explain rather than resolve,
it is clear that the myth is intended to explain
two related facts: (1) odd are particularly fond
of eating papaya fruit; and (2) papaya trees do
not grow in the wild, but in cultivated places,
without themselves being planted or tended by
any human agent. For the Campa, there can be
only one meaningful explanation for this peculiar
set of circumstances: papaya are cultivated by
odti. This, of course, is only possible on the pre-
supposition that animals can have human charac-
teristics or, perhaps more precisely, analogs
thereof. This is exactly what the Campas do
presuppose, and it is a presupposition that, inso-
far as it anthropomorphizes, serves in itself to
reduce the gap between the human and the non-
human, "resolving" the opposition to that extent
more satisfactorily than any myth built on the
L6vi-Straussian model.

If the animal odti cultivates papaya, i.e., pos-
sesses a human behavioral characteristic or its
analog, then (as the Campas reason) odti must
formerly have been human, i.e., the first odti
must have been a transformed human being-and
the human characteristic carried over from that
condition was significantly involved in the cir-
cumstance of the transformation. This step in
reasoning presupposes a former human condition
for every nonhuman category to which there are
any grounds for attributing some human charac-
teristic or analog thereof. This presumption
further serves to resolve the human-nonhuman
opposition by generating one out of the other.
Why the Campas should seek to generate all that
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is nonhuman (or as much as possible) out of the
human is unclear, but they do, and it is a basic
postulate of their system of thought. Given the
natural anthropocentrism of man, perhaps it is
not this postulate but any alternative comprehen-
sion that requires special explanation.

We now have Odti in human form, and a culti-
vator, existing at some time in the past and
destined to be transformed into an animal. Why
will he be transformed? An inspection of all the
Campa cosmogonic myths suggests that we can
distinguish between a primary transformation
and one or more subsidiary transformations in
each of the terrestrial transformation myths. In
each case, the primary transformation is the con-
sequence of some act of wrongdoing on the part
of whoever is transformed.2O Therefore, if Odti is
to be transformed, it must be in punishment for
some act of wrongdoing related to his activities
as a cultivator. The most elemental fault that any
cultivator can commit is consuming the seed
reserved for planting. This is what Odti does. The
plant selected by the myth-maker is maize, which
grows from seed. The other major crop, manioc,
is grown from cuttings-and not to plant them
would be simple laziness rather than improvident
self-gratification, nor would it be possible to gen-
erate the rest of the myth on this basis.

If Odti is to be transformed for wrongdoing as
a cultivator, he must be transformed by a trans-
former-deity or else auto-transformed; these are
the two possibilities allowed by the Campa sys-
tem of thought. For him to be transformed by a
deity, it would have to be Avireri (rather than
Pdvd, whose transformations all fall within a cer-
tain restricted compass that would exclude the
odti situation),2' and Avireri transforms at the
sight of obvious wrongdoing while passing by, in
the majority of cases. As Avreri could not, pass-
ing by, deduce from Odti's eating corn that he
was consuming seed for planting, it would be
unreasonable to attribute the transformation to
Avireri. This leaves the other alternative: auto-
transformation.

Auto-transformation in the case of a primary
transformation is the consequence of an over-
whelming feeling of shame, when the wrongdoer
is confronted by other members of the society
and realizes that he has been discovered. Who
will confront Odti, and why? A good reason for
the confrontation is that the seed that Odti is

misusing belongs to the confronter, which will
explain the confronter's indignation (a necessary
feature). From whom, then, does Odti obtain
seed for planting, only to consume it instead?
The simplest solution here would be a single per-
son, a close relative, and one with whom rela-
tions are ambivalent (as the confronter must first
be willing to give seed on a kinship basis, and
later become indignant about its misuse). The
person who perhaps fits this description best is a
sister.

The peculiar ambivalence that exists in Campa
society between brother and sister, particularly
as it is expressed in their mythology, deserves
mention in this connection. Brothers and sisters
are very close-as, for example, Pdvd and his sis-
ter in the jaguar myth summarized above (page
483), wherein the two are virtually merged, or
Avireri's constant visiting of his sisters-but the
possibility of rupture arises when a sister has
sons. The antagonism of a man toward his sister's
sons is very strongly emphasized in Campa
mythology, and the motherly love of his sister
toward them can only result in a brother-sister
rift if he injures them. This, it may be recalled,
occurs in the case of Kairi and Avireri. The rea-
sons for the antagonism of a man toward his sis-
ter's sons, I might suggest, are the following: (1)
a man's sister's sons marry his daughters, to
whom he is strongly attached, and (2) he is the
butt ofjoking relations with his sister's sons, who
constantly badger him about his daughters (if
they are not yet married to them). How strongly
a man is attached to his daughter is suggested in
the solar myth presented above wherein the
grandfather of the Sun becomes angry at him for
burning his mother (the grandfather's daughter)
to death (page 373). This anger would otherwise
be inexplicable given another characteristic of
the mythologically idealized kinship organization
of the Campas: grandfather and grandson are
identical (equivalence of alternate generations),
so that Avireri and his grandson are inseparable
and mirror each other (in a version referred to
but not given in the section setting forth the
Avi'reri cycle, the two are merged into one fig-
ure) and, in the solar myth here being consid-
ered, the Sun is finally accompanied up to the
sky by his grandfather, suggesting mergence.

The clear parallel between a woman sending
her sons to or with her brother, who does them
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injury, in the myths of Kanri and Avireri, and a
woman sending her seed for planting off with her
brother, who misuses the seed (consuming it as
Kahiri does his nephews), suggests that we have a
basic structural element of Campa myth con-
struction.22 Odti's sister, then, provides him with
maize seed for planting when he comes to her
and requests it of her. She becomes suspicious
when he returns for more because she gave him
enough the first time. She goes to find out what
is happening. What she encounters is a perceptual
extravaganza-an artistic touch that is a delight
to all hearers-corn popping and flying through
the air, caught in flight and devoured by the
ecstatic Odti. She leaves and returns, only to find
him now busily roasting and husking her maize
to eat it. This confirms her first impression.23 She
confronts Odti who, overwhelmed by shame, is
auto-transformed into a creature that still pur-
sues cultivating habits to this day (planting the
papaya trees that grow in the Campas' planta-
tions).

Cultivation itself can only remind anyone
familiar with Campa territory of the stretches of
grassland so resembling cleared fields that dot the
countryside. Because cultivation is the touch-
stone of this particular myth, it is used to explain
these grasslands as well; they are the transformed
gardens of Odti, which he never finished planting.
Whether the keUipiki mentioned in the text as a
grassland plant bears any resemblance to maize,
from which it was transformed in the general
denouement, is uncertain (a specimen was not
obtained), but if so we would have a stronger
reason for the selection of maize as the plant
included in the myth. At any rate, this creation
of the grasslands is an instance of a subsidiary
transformation that is not itself a penalty-trans-
formation; rather, it connects two things resem-
bling each other in some way, one of which is
somehow involved in the events of the myth. As
the myth is narrated, it is indeed possible that
the desire to explain the existence of grasslands
resembling cleared fields first stimulated the
chain of reasoning leading to the formulation of
this myth. If so, the initial links in that chain
would have taken the following form: grasslands
resembling cleared fields must have been fields
cleared for cultivation formerly; they must have
been transformed when their cultivator was; their

cultivator must have been transformed into a
nonhuman being that still "cultivates"; the ani-
mal odt fits this description because it "culti-
vates" papaya. The logic involved here is not too
different from that of recent geographers who
see wild grasslands as the consequences of earlier
human action.

I have reconstructed the Odti myth in every
detail from an initial observation of certain un-
usual features of nature and an attempt to ex-
plain them, in accordance with certain basic
understandings of how things are related, how
they came into being, and how they behave. In
the course of this analysis, binary yes-no deci-
sions had to be made. This being so, it may be
possible that a computer could be programmed
with no great difficulty to produce Campa-like
myths indistinguishable from the original models.
But it should be noted that when we analyze a
myth as we have analyzed the Odti myth, Levi-
Strauss's central binary opposition and ambiva-
lent mediating term somehow drop out of sight,
and nowhere appear as critical for an understand-
ing of the myth. Certainly, the Odti myth pre-
supposes the recognition of a difference between
the human and the nonhuman (and a number of
items might be construed as mediating terms in
one sense or another), but a great deal besides is
presupposed, and must be, to generate this myth.
With respect to all that is involved, the human-
nonhuman opposition is relatively insignificant,
and remains only one of the considerations in the
mental background.

If an analysis and comparison of this kind is
not sufficient to allow a definite evaluation of
Levi-Strauss's approach to myth analysis, it
might be helpful to consider another of the cos-
mogonic myths in the Campa repertory, one
where we can raise the question of whether Levi-
Strauss's approach applies at all. Let us consider
the episode of the water sprite and Kiri in the
Avireri cycle presented above (pages 319-322)-a
self-contained myth, although included in the
Avireri corpus. A summary of the myth might
proceed as follows:

(1) Avireri is asleep. (2) Avireri's grandson
near the river is swallowed by a water sprite. (3)
Avireri awakens and calls for his grandson but
hears no reply. (4) Finally, Avireri hears his
grandson faintly and goes in search of him. (5)
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Avireri encounters the sprite at a distance down-
river. (6) Avireri rescues his grandson by diving
into the river and wresting the boy from the
sprite's maw. (7) Avireri then hauls the sprite
onto the river bank and begins to slice it up. (8)
Bees come and gnaw at the slices. (9) A passerby
tells Avireri to stop, which he does. (10) The
partially sliced and gnawed sprite is transformed
to stone. (11) The petrified sprite can still be
seen on the Tambo River below Anapdti.

Levi-Straussian Analysis. We must first deter-
mine the primary binary opposition on which
this myth is built. Is it the opposition of human
versus nonhuman, culture versus nature, life ver-
sus death (or live versus dead), good versus evil,
land versus water, organic versus mineral (or
action versus petrification)? All these distinc-
tions are made in the course of the myth, but
none of them appears to be primary either in the
sense that it is the point of the myth or in the
sense that it structures or generates the myth.
Nor can we find any attempt at resolution of any
opposition in the myth. If the myth makes any
contrastive point, it is that Avireri's grandson
survived his ordeal only because of his super-
human powers, which suggests that the primary
opposition here is that of human versus super-
human. Yet only one pole of this opposition is
represented in the myth. No human beings (mere
mortals) appear in the myth to represent the
opposite pole. And, again, no attempt at resolu-
tion of the opposition in terms of an ambivalent
mediating term is discernible.

Critique. No amount of crushing, twisting, or
stretching seems sufficient to fit this myth com-
fortably into the Procrustean bed of Levi-
Strauss's mythic all-structure. Not even a forced
interpretation like Levi-Strauss's questionable
analysis of the Greek Oedipus myth
(1963:214-216) seems possible. We must ques-
tion the universality which Levi-Strauss claims
for the applicability of his method of analysis. It
is not enough to dismiss a myth as an exception
to the rule. If, as Levi-Strauss tells us, the basic
structure of all myths is a direct expression of
the structure of the human brain, a single excep-
tion would raise grave doubts about Levi-
Strauss's entire line of reasoning.

Alternative Explanation. Again let us consider
the likely sequence of steps in reasoning that led

to the formulation of this myth. First, we can
identify this myth as explanatory in the cos-
mogonic sense. What the myth explains is the
presence of a peculiar rock formation at one
place along the Tambo River. This rock forma-
tion, presumably, resembles to some degree a
creature partially cut into slices, the meat of
which has been gnawed by bees. To the Campa
mind, such a formation could only be the petri-
fied remains of such a creature. It is taken to be a
river creature, as the formation is on a river bank.
The myth-maker, we can say, took the option of
identifying this river creature as a water sprite,
one of the many understood to infest the river.
The sprite itself is apparently conceived of on the
pattern of the gigantic catfish omdni, which does
have the reputation of dragging unwary swim-
mers down to the depths of the river. Perhaps the
shape of the rock formation suggests the omdni
(but this remains surmise, as I did not see the
formation in question). If the transformation
into stone of the omdni-sprite is to be taken as a
primary transformation, it must have been as
punishment for some act of wrongdoing. Con-
ceived of as an onidni, the creature must have at
least attempted to pull down and devour some-
one.

With regard to the transformation itself, if it
were an auto-transformation, it would have to
involve a human being shamed by his fellows
(shame requires a human social context). Nor do
the Campas consider demons (evil, or inimical,
beings) capable of being ashamed of their ac-
tions. Besides, the creature is already dead when
it is transformed, as it is partially sliced into sec-
tions and so could not be overwhelmed by shame
at the moment of transformation. The only other
possibility is transformation by a deity. Of the
two transformer-deities, Pdvd and Avireri, the
former is an unlikely candidate. The astral theo-
rists would have interpreted the swallowing as a
sunset or the like, but we can use good sense by
following Boas to interpret swallowing as swal-
lowing. Pdvd, as the most powerful of beings, is
not likely to be swallowed by a water sprite, nor
is he associated closely with anyone who might
be. The case is different for Avireri. He also is
too powerful to be overcome by a mere water
sprite, but his grandson is perfect for the part. A
water sprite, then, swallows Kir. Avireri rescues
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him, then hauls the sprite onto the river bank
and begins to slice it up; to account for the pock-
marks in the stone, bees are understood to come
at this point and gnaw on the slices; to account
for the incomplete fracturing of the rock forma-
tion, Avireri is persuaded by a passerby (not
otherwise identified) to desist; the remains of the
sprite are transformed to stone (presumably by
Avireri before he leaves). The unidentified
passerby is an anomaly, but we can presume that
Avireri on his own, being so angry, would not
have stopped until he had finished slicing the
sprite. The myth-maker, then, had to introduce
an outsider to stop Avireri, an outsider who
could not be further identified because not even
a motive could be assigned to him other than, we
might suspect, the common tendency for a dis-
interested outsider to attempt to calm enraged
tempers.

With this we can conclude our alternative
analysis, whereby we reason backward from
whatever it is that the myth presumes to explain,
making a number of binary yes-no decisions
among available alternatives on the basis of what
would make best sense in terms of Campa under-
standings of the way things work in the cosmos,
until we arrive at the myth's beginning (or initial
situation). When we reverse this line of reasoning,
we find that we have generated the myth in every
detail.24

It remains for us to consider a purely exem-
plary myth of the Campas. These are compara-
tively rare in the Campa corpus, but not entirely
absent. Let us take the first of two accounts of
encounters with demons presented above (page
297). A summary of this account, which con-
forms to our definition of an exemplary myth, is
as follows:

(1) A man is out hunting. (2) He encounters a
good spirit. (3) The good spirit warns him to flee
from an approaching demon. (4) The demon is
related to the good spirit as his grandfather. (5)
The man is heedless of this warning. (6) A num-
ber of demons pass by. (7) The demon warned
against appears, carrying a walking stick. (8) The
demon uses the stick to kill the man. (9) Another
good spirit appears and blows on the man to
revive him. (10) The man revives, but his soul is
gone. (11) The man returns home and dies.

Levi-Straussian Analysis and Critique. Once
again we are at a loss to decide what might be the

primary opposition embedded in this myth. It
might be that of human versus nonhuman or
superhuman, or good (spirits) versus evil (spirits),
or life versus death (as the protagonist dies).
Again, it is clear that all these distinctions are in
mind, but that none of them really structures the
myth. A man encounters spirits and is killed by
one of them. There is, however, no balanced
(symmetrical) presentation of the human versus
nonhuman (or superhuman) dualism here, nor of
the life-death dualism. Good spirits as well as evil
are mentioned, and we might see an attempt at
resolution of the opposition between good and
evil spirits in that one of the good spirits is pre-
sented as the grandson of the murdering demon
(equivalence of alternate generations). But it
seems that the first spirit encountered is identi-
fied as being good only because he "has the
goodness" to wam the man of what is coming,
and the second spirit identified as being good is
so identified because he "has the goodness" to
resuscitate the dead man so that he can return
home although doomed to die shortly anyway.
Everything leads to the recognition that this
myth is not about the distinction between good
and evil spirits; it is about the damage that a
demon can inflict on a man, and how this
may happen.
A final possibility is that the myth is struc-

tured on Levi-Strauss's culture-nature opposition,
where what lies beyond the bounds of a human
settlement is antagonistic nature. It is true that
the Campas regard the forest as the domain of
spirits, particularly evil spirits, and it is surely no
accident that the protagonist of this myth is
hunting in the woods when he encounters the
spirits mentioned in the account. Yet demons
can also invade the settlements themselves, as
does civdni in another of the myths about
demons (see above, page 306, note 58), and the
danger lies not so much in being in the forest as
in being alone. The relative security of the settle-
ment is indeed felt, but is largely due to others
usually being present there. Even if we accept the
culture-nature opposition, which for the Campas
does appear to be sensed if not articulated, the
myth itself only presupposes this opposition, and
is not structured in terms of it. We can only con-
clude that there is no basic dualism, let alone an
attempt at resolution, detectable as forming the
structure of this myth.
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Alternative Analysis. This myth does not ex-
plain the origin of anything. Therefore, it must
be an exemplary rather than a cosmogonic myth.
It must be a projection into the past of a supposi-
tional proposition (or series of these) about the
operation of the universe, of the sort, "If x were
to occur, y would (or might) follow." So we find
that the myth is merely an expression of the fol-
lowing Campa beliefs: If a Campa goes into the
forest alone, he is liable to encounter a demon; if
he does, the demon will attack him physically
and take his soul; and, if this happens, he will
revive, return home, and die. The other details of
the myth offer additional descriptive information
about the physical and behavioral characteristics
of spirits.

What can we say at this time about the mag-
nitude and merit of Levi-Strauss's contribution
to anthropological theory regarding human
thought? He certainly deserves highest commen-
dation for pointing out so convincingly that the
making of discriminations and the recognition of
oppositions are by no means limited to any one
class of cultural systems but rather are univer-
sals.25 Whether any of his more specific proposals
will stand up when applied to more than selected
examples remains to be decided. The preceding
attempt to apply his method, however, strongly
suggests that his analysis of mythology is inade-
quate. We cannot conclude, on the basis of the
Campa data, that "every myth (considered as the
aggregate of all its variants) corresponds to a
formula of the following type: Fx(a):FY(b)
Fx(b):Fa l(y)" (Levi-Strauss 1963:228; see also
239-240). This formula is not adequately ex-
plained, but one possible interpretation is that x
and y are the terms of a binary opposition, a and
a - 1 (! ) are the concrete embodiments ofx and
y respectively, and b is the ambivalent mediating
term. If this interpretation is correct, the formula
appears to be unsound: Fai (y) should be
Fy(I - a). In any event, we have determined that
the myths of the Campas conform to no such
formula. It is most significant that Levi-Strauss in
his "Four Winnebago myths" (1967a:21) was
forced to abandon his main contention-that
every myth is structured upon a binary opposi-
tion-as, for the myths he attempted to analyze
in this instance, one pole of the opposition is
absent. He was reduced to the claim that the
group of myths in question "is based upon" an

opposition, a phrase which conceals his retreat
from "is structured upon" to "presupposes."

There is every indication that most myths will
prove as disappointing as those we have selected
in their susceptibility to analysis in Levi-Strauss's
terms. But there is the occasional myth that
seems to have been made to order for such analy-
sis. In the Campa corpus, the myth of the Land
of the Dead presented above (pages 446-466) is a
particularly apt example. My initial impression
was that the narrative consisted of two myths
conjoined for no good reason other than that
they both have to do with ghosts. The first
"myth" would be that of the nocturnal visitation
of two ghosts, the second that of a man's journey
to the Land of the Dead. Two separate myths,
accidentally associated, is suggested by the dis-
appearance of the ghost husband of the first part
in the second part of the narrative. In terms of
Levi-Strauss's approach, however, the two parts
can be seen as making sense in combination, the
esthetic sense produced by symmetrical balance.
If we take the myth as built on the opposition of
life and death, concretely represented by the
realm of the living as set against the realm of the
dead, we can say that the two realms coexist,
spatially separated, with an invasion by the dead
of the realm of the living in the first part
counterbalanced by an invasion by the living of
the realm of the dead in the second. The myth
emerges as a brilliant validation of at least part of
Levi-Strauss's approach. What is lacking is a
mediating term, suggesting that even where the
Levi-Straussian model is appropriate, the mediat-
ing term is optional. Of further interest is the
explicit statement in this myth of the culinary
metaphor which Levi-Strauss recognized, but
only inferentially, elsewhere in the reported
mythologies of South America: x:y: :raw:
cooked, where x and y stand for the poles of the
primary opposition expressed in the myth, in this
case the living and the dead, respectively.26

This myth, in conjunction with the others
analyzed, permits us to make a provisional state-
ment about the value of Levi-Strauss's approach.
It appears that human beings do recognize oppo-
sitions, as Levi-Strauss asserts, although there is
nothing to indicate that the human brain is so
structured that it must recognize them: we can
only say that it is able to. Further, it does ap-
pear, as Levi-Strauss argues, that human beings
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do (and so we can say, are able to) equate oppo-
sitions metaphorically, as in the notable culinary
metaphor which he discovered. Nevertheless, it
also appears that most cosmological accounts
(myths) are not structured on oppositions but
only presuppose them, together with other pre-
suppositions about the nature of reality. There
are those myths, however, which do reveal them-
selves to be structured on some opposition, so
that each myth of this kind incorporates two
concrete representations of an abstract opposi-
tion, representations which are set off against
each other symmetrically in some fashion in the
course of the narrative (one appearing at the
beginning and the other at the end, or in some
more complicated way). Symmetry itself implies
balance, and balance appears to be a condition
satisfying what we may call "esthetic logic." It
appears that to human beings esthetic logic is as
compelling of acceptance as intellectual logic
(inductive, syllogistic, or analogical reasoning), so
that the symmetrically balanced myth is particu-
larly attractive and striking. Such myths may also
contain an ambivalent mediating term in ac-
cordance with Levi-Strauss's postulate of an urge
to resolve opposites, but not always, just as fur-
ther attempts at resolution may be present but
need not be. The symmetrically balanced myth
does occur, as the Land of the Dead myth
attests, but it is not the only or the most com-
mon form that myth takes, and a rambling narra-
tive may be as accepted and cherished as the
most rigorously structured account. Only some
myths, then, appear to be composed in accor-
dance with Levi-Strauss's expectations, but all
myths are composed to satisfy our postulated
drive for comprehension, in either a cosmogonic
or exemplary manner. The L6vi-Straussian myth
turns out to be only a special case.

The generally unsatisfactory character of the
existing literature in the handling of cosmology
in general and mythology in particular should by
now be evident. There have been errors both of
commission and of omission, and we remain
without a sound overall theoretical comprehen-
sion of this sector of cultural systems. The
Campa materials presented in this work prove to
be seriously damaging to the most highly re-
garded of the theoretical interpretations pro-

posed in the modern age of anthropology. Yet
these same materials by the same token suggest
an alternative formulation, one which accounts
for the Campa data and, presented in sufficiently
general terms, should prove to have general appli-
cability. This formulation, expressed as a set of
propositions, is offered here with all due reserva-
tions as a concluding summary of my findings
regarding cosmology in the light of the Campa
data:

1. Every cultural system contains a corporate
heritage, consisting of all language, ideas, atti-
tudes, and skills present in the culture.

2. The ideas in a culture's corporate heritage
fall into two major categories: ideas about be-
havior (normative ideas, or norms), and ideas
about reality (cosmological ideas, or cosmology).

3. Every culture contains a cosmology as part
of its corporate heritage.

4. Every cosmology consists of a set of ideas
about the nature of the universe-its structure
and its contents.

5. This set of ideas serves to make the world
of appearances comprehensible and meaningful
as part of a larger reality, the remainder of which
remains hidden.

6. The hidden reality is for each culture
deduced from the world of appearances on the
basis of what the culture accepts as legitimate
canons of inference and significant kinds of evi-
dence, and is further restricted by the range of
observations possible for the human components
of the culture.

7. The world of appearances is nature, and
the hidden reality is supernature, in every cos-
mology.

8. Supernature consists, for each cosmology,
of all beings, forces, and properties presumed to
exist, although they cannot be directly observed.

9. A cosmos is the universe, or totality of
reality, as comprehended by a culture in terms of
its cosmology.

10. Every cosmology is divisible into ideas
about the past (mythology), ideas about the pres-
ent (cosmography), and ideas about the future
(eschatology).

11. Every cosmology includes ideas (under-
standings) about the physical structure of the
universe that phase from the natural (what can
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be observed) to the supernatural (what cannot be
observed), and about the beings and forces, and
their properties, both natural and supernatural,
that exist within that structure (inhabit the uni-
verse).

12. In every cosmology there is a recognition,
derived from observation and experience, of the
passage of time and the temporal ordering of
events, such that events arrange themselves in
sequences, each causing or allowing the succeed-
ing event to occur.

13. Sequences of events that are cyclical or

recurrent constitute the operation of the universe
viewed as a stable system, i.e., the universe will
be viewed as stable to some degree, the same
kinds of phenomena and sequences thereof recur-

ring periodically or from time to time.
14. Accounts of specific sequences of events

that occurred in the past are myths.27
15. Every cosmology includes a set of myths

which comprise the mythology of that culture.
16. Myths serve primarily to explain the uni-

verse as it exists and as it is comprehended in
terms of sequences of events understood to have
occurred in the past (i.e., completed sequences).

17. There are two kinds of myth: the cos-

mogonic and the exemplary.
18. A cosmogonic myth presumes to explain

one or more features of the present universe by
showing their origin as the resultant of a particu-
lar chain of events connecting an original or ini-
tial situation and a final or resulting situation
(the inception of the present form of the uni-
verse as far as those features are concerned);
where a lengthy transition is postulated, a partic-
ular myth may begin or end at an intermediate
stage.

19. An exemplary myth presumes to explain,
in the sense of elucidating, certain features of the
operation of the universe, either in its present
form or during any of its past phases, in terms of
a particular sequence of events definitely believed
to have occurred.

20. Every thing, property, and event men-

tioned in a myth must be intelligible to the
hearer, either as part of his experience or as ele-
ments of the hidden reality recognized in his cul-
ture's cosmology.

21. Consequently, the elements of a myth are

of the following kinds: known natural phenom-
ena, human attributes, material and organiza-
tional features of the culture, supernaturalistic
beliefs, and moral values.28

22. The initial situation, the final situation,
and the intervening sequence of events com-
posing a myth must, then, all be intelligible to
the hearer.

23. The initial situation of a cosmogonic
myth may be different from anything known in
the universe in its present form, in which case the
formula for the myth is a -+ b; true creation is a
special case where a equals zero.

24. The initial situation of a cosmogonic
myth may not differ from what may be found in
the present universe, but it is understood to have
generated something else existing at present, in
which case the formula for the myth is a -+ a + b;
the myth is one of pseudo-creation when a is an
active agent in producing b.

25. The same result (i.e., a + b) can be gained
by b -- a + b (or c -+ a + b, which reduces to the
formula in proposition 23), so that there are
alternative mythic solutions to the same prob-
lem: e.g., men may be derived from animals, or
animals from men, or both from some third con-
dition (zero in the case of true creation).

26. The kinds of things, properties, and
events which the cosmogonic myths of a culture
explain are significant, and vary in their signifi-
cance:

a) Terrain features: these are always highly
significant, because they stand as material and
perdurable proof of the mythic approach to
explanation.

b) Features of the culture: we should expect
these to be drawn mainly from areas of emphasis
in the culture (eg., in the Campa case, recreation
and warfare).29

c) Features of existence incomprehensible in
a reasonable (i.e., ideal) universe (e.g., death, dis-
cord).

d) Anything else that can be explained in
similar ways.

27. Whatever is not explained in this way is a
constant, persisting from initial to final situation
(e.g., human attributes, moral values), adding
continuity: the initial and final situations, then,
are connected not only by the intervening
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sequence of events, but also by a number of com-
mon properties.

28. In the simple case, initial situation
becomes final situation via a single event-the
pivotal event or transformation (a creation,
where the initial situation is zero); in the com-
plex case, initial situation becomes final situation
via (a) gradual transformation or (b) a series of
transformational events.

29. A transformation may be effected by an
active agent (a transformer) or not.

30. The presence of a transformer requires
the expansion of the formula a -* b (or
a-*a+b) to t+a-*t+b (or t±+a-t+
a + b); where a is zero, the transformer is a crea-
tor (i.e., a creator is a special case of a trans-
former) in a myth of pseudo-creation with for-
mula t - t + b, itself a special case of the for-
mula a e a + b (see proposition 24).

31. A transformation may be fortuitous or
triggered by a preceding event.

32. When the universe is viewed as moral,30
the triggering event is likely to be a moral event
(e.g., wrongdoing on the part of the transformed
entity).

33. An exemplary myth takes the form, "If a
occurs, b will or can occur; if b occurs, c will or
can occur; . . . if n - 1 occurs, n will or can
occur," in which specific events (or instances) are
substituted for a, b, c, - .. n, and the entire
sequence projected into the past, as an actual
historic sequence.

34. Myths may be purely cosmogonic, purely
exemplary, or some mixture of the two; a cos-
mogonic explanation may be gratuitously added
to a primarily exemplary myth, and an exem-
plary disquisition may be included in a primarily
cosmogonic myth.

35. A myth, being an account, a narrative, a
story, tends to have esthetic as well as intellec-
tual appeal, in the choice of words, phraseology,
imagery, and compositional balance-such that
the acceptance of the myth may depend as much
on one as the other.3'

36. With regard to the combined intellectual-

esthetic appeal of a myth, certain attempts at
myth-making will have "brilliant unforeseen
results," to use Levi-Strauss's felicitous phrase
(1962:17), these being the myths that will be
preserved as the core of the mythology, while
others are not taken over, are soon lost, or
remain minor and peripheral.

37. Myths that serve to explain the origin of
features of the culture serve at the same time to
justify their existence (Malinowski's "charter"),
but such justification need not be thoroughgoing
(thus, most of Campa culture is left unexplained
by the mythology, and so remains without "char-
ter").

38. The primary function of mythology is
not to justify existing ritual or to justify current
practices in the culture in general, nor is it the
primary function of myth and ritual jointly to
justify or inspire acceptance of the rest of the
culture, although they may do so to some degree.

39. Ritual is of two kinds: commemorative
and manipulative. The former is geared to
mythology; the latter (magical or propitiatory) is
geared to the nonmythological part of the cos-
mology; myths may arise to explain the origin of
these rituals; consequently, rituals may or may
not have anything to do with myths: where they
do, causation may go either way, and much of
the cosmology need have no corresponding rit-
ual.

40. Mythology is a universal human concern
and endeavor that develops in terms of its own
internal intellectual and esthetic logic, drawing
its material from the world of appearances, "the
world around," both cultural and noncultural,
and is not a simple excrudescence of any "infra-
structure" of the culture.

41. Cosmology in general is a universal
human concern and endeavor that develops in
terms of its own internal intellectual and esthetic
logic, drawing its material from the world of
appearances, "the world around," both cultural
and noncultural, and is not a simple excrudes-
cence of any "infrastructure" of the culture.

NOTES

'Elsewhere (1964:370-371), Jacobs presented a more

coherent classification of what "world view" may

include: (1) categories of beings; (2) cosmography; (3)

cosmogonic beliefs; (4) mythological stages; (5) geog-
raphy; (6) psychology; (7) clean and dirty things; (8)
antagonistic beings. It may be noted that this classifica-
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tion approximates the arrangement of materials in the
present monograph.

2Kant 1958:176: "The sum-total of all appearances
(the world) is the object of cosmology, and the thing
which contains the highest condition of the possibility
of all that can be thought (the being of all beings) the
object of theology."

'A summary of this development was given by New-
man (1963:399): "Heisenberg's indeterminacy principle
can be interpreted as a flat denial of causality in the
atomic domain. It does not merely state that the causal
links at this level are beyond man's power of detection;
it clearly implies that the links do not exist. This was
Heisenberg's own inference from his principle, an infer-
ence to which the majority of physicists subscribed." As
Eddington (one of the latter) concluded: "A rather seri-
ous consequence of dropping causality in the external
world is that it leaves us with no clear distinction
between the Natural and the Supernatural" (1935:296).

'This view is by no means idiosyncratic to me. Levi-
Strauss, for example, intimated a similar interpretation
when he wrote of taxonomic names as constituting "a
language 'sacred' in two respects (being Latin and scien-
tific)" (1962:211). According to William James, writing
at the turn of the century: " 'Science' in many minds is
genuinely taking the place of religion. Where this is so,
the scientist treats the 'Laws of Nature' as objective
facts to be revered" (1961:62); see also Swann
1936:138: "And the postulates of physics are its gods."

In referring to Maxwell's demon I do not mean to
suggest that it is believed to exist, but we may take it as
representative of the tendency within science to animate
the inanimate and personify the impersonal. The emi-
nent nineteenth-century biologist, Ernst Haeckel, wrote
as follows: "All natural bodies known to us are equally
animated.... The distinction which has been made
between animate and inanimate does not exist"; "Liking
and disliking, desire and aversion, must be common to
all atoms, which can only be explained by ascribing to
them perception and volition" (quoted in McDougall
1929:196). The prominent twentieth-century psycholo-
gist, C. Lloyd Morgan, wrote as follows: "There are no
physical systems of integral status that are not also
psychical systems.... Both attributes, inseparable in
essence, are pervasive throughout the universe of natural
entities" (quoted in McDougall 1929:202). Perhaps
these statements mark an earlier era in the maturation
of science, but it is noteworthy that even today "Nature
has remained, in many sciences at least, as a quasi-
personified, quasi-deified power imagined, if not con-
ceived, as a power external to the beings that compose
her 'kingdom' "(Knowles 1962:15).

'Compare Hallowell 1964:58: "It is unfortunate that
the natural-supernatural dichotomy has been so persis-
tently invoked by many anthropologists in describing
the outlook of peoples in cultures other than our own."

'It may be noted that, with cosmology recognized as
a part of religion, and mythology as a part of cos-
mology, it is required to consider mythology as a part of
religion. I consider it extraordinary that a number of
ethnologists represented in the South American litera-
ture distinguish between mythology and religion in such
a way as to deny religious status to any mythological
being who is not worshiped (Karsten 1926:355;
1964:42; Metraux, in Steward 1946-1959:III, 131; V,
562-563; see also Oberg 1953:17). In the general litera-
ture also we find, for example, Hultkrantz's "separation
of mythology and religion" contrasting with Jensen's
"mythic and hence religious" (Jensen et al. 1965:202,
214). Jensen, incidentally, was referring to his major
thesis that "everywhere ancient root-crop cultivators
believe that tubers originated from the body of a mur-
dered divine being" (1965:214), a thesis that is refuted
by the Campa evidence.

7An alternative approach was chosen by Murray,
who suggested a classification of myths into three tem-
poral categories: (1) retrospective myths; (2) perennial
myths; and (3) prospective myths (1960:334). It is the
first of these categories that we are taking as myth
proper; the second category, comprising description of
recurrent events, might better be taken as cosmographic
rather than mythological in character; the third category
consists of prophesies, which are rarely worked out in
such detail as to resemble "myths proper," and may be
distinguished as eschatology.

'See Hallowell 1964:57, 79 (n. 15); Harrison
1962:327; Middleton 1967:x; Murray 1960:309, 336.

'Andrew Lang, who recognized that "savage mythol-
ogy . . . is also savage science," argued that most myths
"are nothing more than explanations of intellectual dif-
ficulties, answers to the question, How came this or that
phenomenon to be what it is? " (1911:132). These he
called "cosmogonic myths" (1911:142), as we are for
the same reason. All others he referred to as "romantic
myths" (1 911:143) i.e., stories, thus marking his failure
to recognize their correspondingly explanatory func-
tion.

What herein are called "exemplary" myths should
not be confused with what Mircea Eliade has called "ex-
emplar" myths. Eliade apparently considered all myths
to be both "cosmogonic" and "exemplar"-"exemplar"
in the essentially Malinowskian sense of providing a
model for emulation (1963:410, 416417,429). A more
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sophisticated analysis was offered by Murray, who dis-
tinguished three major categories of myths in this con-
nection: (1) "etiological" (i.e., cosmogonic) myths; (2)
"heroic historical" myths (presumably equivalent to
Lang's "romantic" myths); and (3) "interpretive" myths
(a questionable category comprising "beliefs as to the
superhuman agents responsible for recurrent natural
events," which suggests cosmographic rather than
mythological ideas). "Heroic historical" myths are of
two types, according to Murray: (a) "exemplar" or "ed-
uctional" myths, which "excite and orient certain
valued actional dispositions, guide conduct, and sustain
effort"; and (b) "deterrent" myths, which "weaken or
suppress certain disvalued actional dispositions." In
elaborating the function of such myths as guides to con-
duct, Murray came very close to the definition herein
provided of the exemplary myth: "By illustrating a
basic aimful need, its actuation, and its outcome, un-
desirable or desirable, a myth presents a model, as does
a parable, of what should be done if possible or of what
should not be done under the given circumstances. It
provides, one might say, a graphic exemplification of a
precept, or even an operational definition of a possible
scientific proposition: if in a situation of class 13, a man
attempts an action of class 27, the outcome will be one
of class 9." This, somewhat more precisely presented
than in the original, and disregarding a number of other
suggested categories of myth which are of less certain
value, is Murray's scheme (1960:306, 309-310, 337). We
can say that exemplary myths, by illustrating the work-
ings of the universe, can indeed serve as guides to con-
duct, but for a myth to serve as a guide to conduct it
must first be credible as an accurate depiction of how
the universe operates.

"0This passage is followed by a lengthy quotation
from Robertson Smith in support of the main thesis, a
quotation that proceeds in part as follows (1952:156):
"It is of the first importance to realize clearly from the
outset that ritual and practical usage were, strictly
speaking, the sum-total of ancient religions. Religion in
primitive times was not a system of belief with practical
applications; it was a body of fixed traditional practices
to which every member of society conformed as a mat-
ter of course. Men would not be men if they agreed to
do certain things without having a reason for their action;
but in ancient religion the reason was not first formu-
lated as a doctrine and then expressed in practice, but
conversely, practice preceded doctrinal theory." Durk-
heim (1915:422) expressed much the same point of
view, and attempted to provide a rationale for the se-
quence: "For a society to become conscious of itself
and maintain at the necessary degree of intensity the
sentiments which it thus attains, it must assemble and
concentrate itself [i.e., in rites]. Now this concentration
brings about an exaltation of the mental life which takes

form in a group of ideal conceptions [i.e., beliefs] where
is portrayed the new life thus awakened."

The priority of ritual over belief is expressed as well
by another group of writers for whom all myths origi-
nated as the spoken dialogue of rituals (see Raglan
1949a: 128-130). This interpretation was summarized by
Raglan as succinctly and simplistically as possible: 'To
all savages religion is ritual, and nothing more" (1949a:
159; see also 1949b:126), a view which, though ex-
treme, is not distant from the conclusions of Robertson
Smith and Radcliffe-Brown.

"1I agree with Kluckhohn's assessment of Radcliffe-
Brown's position: "Radcliffe-Brown's explanation,
though useful, strikes me as too narrow in that it seems
to deny to non-literate man all bare curiosity and any
free play of fancy, undetermined by societal necessities"
(1942:54n.).

12L6vi-Strauss also addressed himself to the problem
of the relationship between myth and ritual (1963:
232): "From Lang to Malinowski, through Durk-
heim, Levy-Bruhl, and van der Leeuw, sociologists and
anthropologists who were interested in the interrelations
between myth and ritual have considered them as mu-
tually redundant. Some of these thinkers see in each
myth the ideological projection of a rite, the purpose of
the myth being to provide a foundation for the rite.
Others reverse the relationship and regard ritual as a
kind of dramatized illustration of the myth. Regardless
of whether the myth or the ritual is the original, they
replicate each other, the myth exists on the conceptual
level and the ritual on the level of action. In both cases,
one assumes an orderly correspondence between the
two-in other words, a homology. Curiously enough,
this homology is demonstrable in only a small number
of cases. It remains to be seen why all myths do not
correspond to rites and vice versa, and most important,
why there should be such a curious replication in the
first place." Having stated the problem, he neglected to
attempt its solution.

13Necessary qualifications of this understanding were
made by L6vi-Strauss (1963:207-208; 1964:53; 1967a:
20; 1967b:29-30; see also Benedict 1935:1, xiii-xxi).

'4See, for example, Benedict 1938:636; Harrison
1962:329; Jensen 1963:2, 209; Levy-Bruhl 1966:14-15.

"This author provided (1957:206) the following ex-
egesis on Malinowski's writings: "There are, to be sure,
incidental aspects of myth which serve quite different
purposes. Myths may occupy the place of poetry and
epics.... Myth enriches people's perception of their en-
vironment: it fills the landscape with dramatic happen-
ings and with meaning.... And myth also attempts to
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provide a total story of the world, from its creation to
the phase one knows as the present, with its living cus-
toms and institutions.... One might ask if this is not in
part 'explanation' and hence an intellectual effort born
of the desire to understand, to complete and transcend
the fragmentary knowledge human beings normally pos-
sess? Malinowski would argue that there is still a deep
gulf between the 'sacred tradition' of myth and any
attempt at 'scientific explanation': the former 'does not
explain things; it tells how they were created' . .. And
even if there is an explanatory element in sacred tradi-
tion, it is only 'secondary'; it would still be subordi-
nated to that other notion, of explaining that which
exists today, exists by right-by the right that flows
from the anchorage in primeval happenings."

6We can be sure that the Campa case is not an iso-
lated exception to Malinowski's interpretation. M6traux,
for example, reported in his presentation of Toba and
Pilaga myths that, of them, "only one myth can be con-
strued as justifying and reinforcing tabus" (1946b:6).

'71f this appeal to the organismic necessity for com-
prehension is not sufficient to establish comprehension
as a basic human need or drive, though a psychological
one, there is the particularly suggestive evidence of ex-
periences under the influence of certain chemical sub-
stances. William James's experiments with nitrous oxide,
for example, had results which he described as follows
(1961:305): "Nitrous oxide and ether, especially ni-
trous oxide, when sufficiently diluted with air, stimulate
the mystical consciousness in an extraordinary degree.
Depth beyond depth of truth seems revealed to the in-
haler. This truth fades out, however, or escapes, at the
moment of coming to; and if any words remain over in
which it seemed to clothe itself, they prove to be the
veriest nonsense. Nevertheless, the sense of a profound
meaning having been there persists." Similar reports are
abroad today in connection with the current interest in
psychotropic drugs. I suggest that these drugs do not
themselves generate the deep but unjustified feeling of
comprehension that results from their use, but rather
release it, in this way satisfying what must be taken to
be a basic drive.

"8The number upon which Swift claimed to be focus-
ing all his loving attention, in his introduction to Tale of
a Tub, was Three. It might be noted that the charge of
numerology has already been made against Levi-Strauss
by Worsley (1967:157). In this connection, it appears
that Levi-Strauss has arrived independently (or semi-
independently) at a way of looking at things long recog-
nized by Christian apologists for their own purposes.
William James (1961 :98n.) quoted Edward Caird's Glas-
gow Lectures of 1890-1892: "The sense of the division

of man from God . . . is not indeed lost [in Christianity];
but it can no longer overpower the consciousness of
oneness. The terms 'Son' and 'Father' at once state the
opposition and mark its limit. They show that it is not
an absolute opposition, but one which presupposes an
indestructible principle of unity, that can and must be-
come a principle of reconciliation." James himself
thought in terms of philosophic "contradictions" and
the "higher unity" of their "reconciliation" (1961:123,
126, 306).

Another precursor of Levi-Strauss was Carl Jung,
whose proposition "that 'myth-forming' structural ele-
ments must be present in the unconscious psyche" re-
sembles the position of the later writer, except that for
Jung these "elements" were not forms but archetypal
figures and situations (Jung and Kerenyi 1949:99,
218-219). Levi-Strauss, to his credit, has argued for
myth structure but never for myth content as being
built into the mind genetically (1962:65; 1963:208).
There is a closer convergence, if not a direct influence
on Levi-Strauss, where Jung spoke of Taoism as involv-
ing "the union of opposites through the middle path"
(1953:205), and of mythology itself as serving to unite
the opposing conscious and unconscious of the human
psyche: "As opposites never unite at their own
level..., a supraordinate 'third' is always required in
which the two parts can come together ... reconciling
their conceptual polarity . .. a symbol which expresses
both sides" (1959:180-181).

Along similar lines, Eliade recognized that certain
myth devices "always involve .. . a pair of opposites
(like good and evil, night and day, high and low, etc.),"
wrote of "the divinity, which transcends all attributes
and reconciles all contraries," identified a category of
"myths of polarity (or bi-unity) and reintegration,"
such that "divine androgyny is simply a primitive for-
mula for the divine bi-unity," and identified another
category of myths "illustrating not merely a brother-
hood between opposing figures, but their paradoxical
convertibility" (1963:417, 419-420, 428). Adolf Jensen
also recognized the pervasive existence of "concepts of
polarity," "the incontrovertible contrasts of day and
night, man and woman, right and left, above and be-
low," adding that "true polarity strives toward unity"
(1963:152; see also 39, 98, 160).

`9Levi-Strauss's assumption that the human mind
operates in such a manner that, confronted by an oppo-
sition, it seeks an ambivalent mediating term (referred
to in proposition 10), is open to question on empirical
grounds. William James (1961:306) described the deep
comprehensions he experienced under the influence of
nitrous oxide as involving reconciliations of opposites-
reconciliations effected, however, not by any mediating
term, but rather by one pole of each opposition, "the
nobler and better one," absorbing or subsuming the
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other. We may suspect that James experienced what his
philosophic background led him to experience. We may
further suspect that Levi-Strauss has been influenced to
some degree and however indirectly by the same intel-
lectual background. But what we can be sure of is that
James's experiences failed to conform to what Levi-
Strauss's scheme would require us to predict.

"This moral element contradicts Boas's assertion
(1940:467) that in Amerindian mythology the moral
element "is nowhere part and parcel of the tale."

2"An inspection of the transformations attributed to
Pdvd reveals that they either occur at the time of Pdvd's
ascension to the sky, or punish inveterate wrongdoing
(the case of Sinai). Neither of these situations applies to
Odti.

"This presumably would be an instance of what
Levi-Strauss (1963:229) called "repetition" and Leach
(1967:2) called "redundancy"-for them a clear sign
that some important message is being communicated.
What the message might be in this case remains a baf-
fling mystery, at least to me; I might suggest that this
understanding of redundancy would force us to presume
that every refrain of "tra-la-la" is heavy with meaning. A
more intelligible interpretation of the recurrence of this
plot element is that it is just that-a plot element that
serves as a useful coupling device in the construction of
myths among the Campas.

2'We have to presume that Odti's sister, on first dis-
covering his activities, was too shocked or uncertain to
do anything but return home. It remains possible that,
of the two visits, one was in the myth as originally
formulated, and the other was thought of later and
added to rather than substituted for the original en-
counter episode.

24An interesting comparison can be made between
the approach to interpreting cosmogonic myths advo-
cated here and the approach to dramatic interpretation
that "involves 'following the chain of causality' back
from the denouement of a play" (Pring-Mill 1961 :xviii).

2'In his appreciation of the high quality of tribal
intellect, Levi-Strauss has a precursor in Paul Radin,
who wrote as follows (1957:373): "It must be explicitly
recognized that . .. in capacity for logical and symbolic
thought, there is no difference between civilized and
primitive man."

If Levi-Strauss deserves commendation for his recog-
nition that men in tribal cultures think clearly, even
insightfully, we may question another of his conclu-
sions, that "analysis of a society's myths verifies the
primacy of the infrastructure" (1967b:45, n. 14; see

also 1962:117; 1964:251). Levi-Strauss apparently was
impelled to pledge fealty to the old infrastructure-
superstructure idea that sees "ideology" as "epiphe-
nomenal" to what was identified so rightly by Rabelais
as "Belly." Everything that Levi-Strauss has written on
mythology denies this conclusion; everything points to
mythology as primarily an intellectual activity drawing
upon everyday experiences to be sure, but then process-
ing these data in accordance with the intellectual opera-
tions of the human brain.

"See Levi-Strauss 1964:178: "We have thus es-
tablished that, in addition to the codes utilized, which
can vary from one myth to another but still remain
isomorphic, it is always a matter of expressing the same
pertinent opposition, of a culinary nature, between
cooked food and raw or rotten food" (see also Levi-
Strauss 1964:172). He gave the following examples:
(1) jaguar:man: :raw:cooked; (2) nature:culture: :raw:
c6oked; (3) male:female::raw:cooked; (4) water:land::
raw:cooked (1964:91, 152, 209, 342, 344). As he could
only infer these appositions from his materials, the
explicit statement "living:dead: :raw:cooked" in the
Campa myth provides a much needed proof of his in-
sight. I prefer to interpret what is involved here, how-
ever, not in terms of the various oppositions "express-
ing" the raw-cooked opposition, as Levi-Strauss would
have it, but rather the reverse: it appears that the raw-
cooked opposition, which is easily comprehended, has
been used to clarify other oppositions, by being set in
apposition to them in myths. This is evident in the Cam-
pa instance, and also in another explicit expression of
the raw-cooked metaphor (supernatural:human: :raw:
cooked) reported for the Zufni of North America many
years ago (Benedict 1935:1, 185ff.). The presence in one
form or another of the raw-cooked opposition in the
cosmologies of different South American tribes (and up
into North America) is probably due to diffusion, which
would also explain Levi-Strauss's success in pursuing his
analysis while leaping from one tribe to another on the
continent.

27Compare Levi-Strauss 1962:26: "Myths . . . use a
structure to produce what is itself an object consisting
of a set of events (for all myths tell a story)."

2"Compare Boas 1938:616; Levi-Strauss 1967b:7.

29Compare Boas 1938:622: "If it is true that myths
are built on the experiences of everyday life, we may
expect that the dominant cultural interests are reflected
in them."

30Compare Boas 1940:467; Redfield 1962:278.

3"Compare Boas 1938:611.



APPENDIX 1. TABLES

TABLE 1
COMPONENT FEATURES OF THE RIVER CAMPA CULTURAL SYSTEM

Feature Campa Name Remarks

Human Components

atiri
sirdmpari
cindne / k6ya

Nonhuman Components: Inanimate Artifacts

House
Beehive hut

(hunting blind; menarche
hut)

Windbreak
Campfire
House platform
Drying rack
Tree platform (birding)
Trail
Bridge (2 or 3 poles)
Dugout canoe
Raft
Paddle
Punting pole
Pitch
Bow
Arrow

Barbed
Multipronged
Fishing
Blunt
Bamboo-blade

Arrow-refuse deposit

Sling
Pitfall
Weighted trap
Snare
Fish screen
Fish trap
Fish weir
Fishhook (palmwood)
Garden
Foot plow
Digging stick
Milling tray (maize)

Rocker stone

pank6ci
pankolinci / pank6inanci

pankosetdnci
pdmari
§itamenk6ci
Sitamenk6ci
menkor6nci
aoci
pavici
pit6ci

Sintipa
komdronci

tiarokinci
cineri
vednenci / ped
?ak6pi
Wak6pi

cempokirenci
kaharap iri
tahdronci
kapiromeni
tiavir6nci sivdnki

/ tiavirenci hik6pi
varakdca
samirenci
tinkdri
oasirinci
simperi
ciana
tikddrenci
kacdro
odnci
Sevament6ci
cakament6ci
pasdn ta
tononkament6ci

Perene region only

Perene region mostly

533

Human being
Male
Femalea
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TABLE 1-(Continued)

Feature Campa Name Remarks

Pot (clay)
Plate (clay)
Basketry

Carrying basket
Masato strainer
Tray with cover
Hanging tray

Bag
Carrying bag

Box (cane)
Mat

Household mat
Firefan

Feather firefan
Basketry firefan

Fire drill
Broom
Baby hammock
Dog strap
Gourd utensils

Bottle, pyriform
Bottle, globular

Bottle, squat
Lime container
Bowl
Men's spoon
Women's scoop
Masato funnel

Masato trough
Pounder (of manioc mass)
Stirrer (of manioc mass)
Stirrer (of stew)
Babracot
Smoking tongs
Meat
Stew
Fish roasted in leaf
Fish roasted in bamboo

section
Milled maize mass roasted in

leaf
Maize gelatinb
Beverages

Masato (manioc beer)
Chapo (banana drink)
Chicha (maize beer)
Palm fruit beers

Pihuayo beer
Ungurahui beer

kovi'ti
metdro

kantiri
cikamen t6ci
civeta
cimenkorenci / caimdorenci

/ cddtenci
cikanarenci / ciarokdna
cimia'nti

civ6,
cipe'ri
litd3§inci
hevament6ci
hevarenci
hevaronci
mokavire'nci
pi3vimentoci
iydo
icatakoro ocz'ti

Ene region only, in place
of kantiri

paWdka / onero / conk6rina / k6tl'
pah6na / m6nti (large)

/ pamoko (small)
matl'ta
sfokondki
pa'ho
cota
co ta
peamentoci / Sikootondki

I setdro
kahoni
tinkamentoci
pa'ta
pisament6ci
menkoa'renci
sinkorenci
vacdci
capipdca
akipardnci
akisavirenci

sdpe

sopere Perene region only

I .pearinci
&ipoha
S3inki'ha

kir(ha
Sea'kiha

Caucasian origin likely
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TABLE 1-(Continued)

Feature Campa Name Remarks

Hussai beer
Sweet potato beer

Cotton beater
Spindle
Full spindle
Thread
Ball of thread
Loom

Weaving sword
Heddle
Shuttle

Men's costume
Cushma (robe)
Shoulder bag
Wicker crown
Cylinder crown
Hood
Feather headband
Feather back ornament
Bandolier

Women's costume
Cushma (robe)

Shoulder ornament
Bone-pendant sash

Bone pendant
Braided chestband
Seed necklacec
Monkey-canine necklace

Adornments (both sexes)
Waist cord
Ligature
Seed chestband

Cord chestband
Nose pendant
Beaded headband

Comb
Shell depilator
Climbing strap
Tobacco pipe
Snuff tube
Tobacco syrup (vial)
Lime (for use with coca)
Prepared ash (for use with

coca)
Face paint (vial)
Face-paint stamp
Calendar stick

Musical instruments
Drum

cirgnci(ki)ha
kori&iha
pasamentoci
kirikamentoci / kirikanetoci
ovavarenci / motirenci
mampe'ca
tankea'nenci / mampeca
tihdnci
pata
gimatar6nciki
napivir6(ton)ki

kicdrenci
cardto
cike'nti
amacaerenci
co vinar6nci
kamabidri
catadirinci / kihaire'nci
canoetenciki

manci
catd(ire)nciki
co(r)ompironci
§evatiare'nci / sevatakirenci
co (r)ompironci
nocanotaro / nonenketa'ro
ah 'kici

novacaki'ro
marenci
nocanotahea'rota (male)

/ noco(r)ompitahedrota (female)
amaitenci
vaireki'nci / vaireroki / kireeki
co(r)ompironcimdai
kisi'ri
bopiroki
a§imditenci
poaronc (naki
asakament6ci
poWdro(ndki) / Mri(ndki)
3oko(pdne)
tokora

pocoti(naki)
pocomentoci
nototasitir6ri kita'iteri

(I cut it for the day)

tamporo

Perene region only

Rare

Caucasian influence

Spanish introduction likely;
Sp.: "tambor" (drum)
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TABLE 1-(Continued)

Feature Campa Name Remarks

Panpipes
4 to 6 tubes
10 or more tubes

Mouth bow

Flute
5 holes
3 holes

Hunting whistle
Signal horn
Toysd

Shuttlecock
Ring-and-pin
Bullroarer
Hand-spun top
Whistling top
Soarer
Spinner
'"Hawk's nest"
Popgun
Clatterer
Reed whistle (2 kinds)

sonkdre
totdma

haavirgnci / heentimz'ti
/ sonkamitirenci

Perene region only;
Highland influence likely

sio virenci
moriavi
motamentoci
ti(v)orenci
nantave"ro / noneacave'ro
Motankaronci
kentaveronciki
nantavero [no special name]
nantaveroki
§oronkamento'ci
nohoneki Eakopi
nohoneki
imenko szYri
tonkamento6ci
tonkamentoci
nantavero [no special name]

Nonhuman Components: Inanimate Artifacts (Caucasian Imports)

Shotgun
Machete
Knife
Axe
Adze
Rubber sling
Metal fishhook (and line)

Large
Small

Matches
Enamel plate
Needle
Scissors
Mirror
Trade cloth
Kerchief
Blanket

tonkamentoci
savyri
kocf'ro(haniki)

katete / Seronkamentoci
heevi

kaUddronci(ca)
ompitasadronci(ca)
cenkironci
perdto
kicapi
tihi'ra / totamentoci
neha'ronci / amena'ronci
tokoyo
paneo
pa§ikaronci

Sp.: "sable" (sabre)
Sp.: "cuchillo" (knife)
Sp.: "hacha" (axe)

Sp.: "jebe" (rubber)

Sp.: "plato" (plate)

Sp.: "tijera" (scissors)

Sp.: "tocuyo" (sheeting)
Sp.: "panuelo" (kerchief)

Nonhuman Components: Cultivated Plants (pankirenci)e

Manioc, sweet (Manihot esculenta kanfri
[=M. palmata])

Bananas and plantains (Musa parenti / payadnti
spp.)

Maize (Zea mays) Si'nki
Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea) inki

Number of varieties: 32±

Number of varieties: 12

Number of varieties: 7
Number of varieties: 4
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TABLE 1-(Continued)

Feature Campa Name Remarks

Squash (Cucurbita spp.)
Beans (various genera)
Sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas)
Chili peppers (Capsicum sp.)
Sugarcane (Saccharum

officinale)
Tubers (minor)

Arrowroot (Maranta
arundinacea)

Malanga (Xanthosoma ?nigra)
Malanga (Xanthosoma ?nigra)
Malanga (Xanthosoma ?nigra)
Malanga (Xanthosoma ?nigra)
Malanga (Xanthosoma sp.)
Sweet cornroot (Calathea

?allouia)
Sweet cornroot (Calathea

?allouia)
Taro (Colocasia esculenta)
?Taro (?Alocasia)
Tumeric (Curcuma longa)
Yam (Dioscurea trifida)
Yam-bean (Pachyrhizus

erosus)
[Unidentified]

Fruits
Cashew (Anacardium sp.)
Granadilla (Passifloria sp.)
Guava (Psidium guajava)
Ice cream bean (Inga sp.)
Lemon (Citrus lemon)
Mango (Mangifera indica)
Orange (Citrus sp.)
Papaya (Carica papaya)
Pineapple (Ananas comosus)
Star apple (Chrysophyllum

sp.)
Watermelon (Citrullus sp.)

Psychotropics
Ayahuasca (Banisteriopsis

sp.)
Coca (Erythroxylon coca)
Datura (Datura sp.)
Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum)

Cotton (Gossypium sp.)
Calabashes and gourds

?Calabash gourd (?Lagenaria)
Calabash gourd (Lagenaria sp.)
Calabash gourd (Lagenaria sp.)
Calabash tree (Crescentia

cujete)
Calabash tree (Crescentia sp.)

ke,mi
maMdki
koriZxa / korz'ti
citi'kana
fdnko

Number of varieties: 5
Number of varieties: 9
Number of varieties: 3
Number of varieties: 19±

tinkoci

impari / mapa
isiYvi oci'ti
onko
pifiticanari
cori'a
pinMdi

Number of varieties: 2

Sonea'ki

pit6ka / pitoso
fimpz'ri
mane6nkona
mdona
poe

Number of varieties: 2

IT6iriki

ka"Sto
Simampiki
tomadsiki
inc (pa
irz'maki
manko
naranka
mapoTa
tivana
kaimz'to

Sp.: "lima" (lime)

Sp.: "naranja" (orange)

Sp.: "caimito" (star apple)

santi'(r)a Sp.: "sandia" (watermelon)

kama'rampi / hananeroca

koka
haydpa / sddro
poUdro / leri
ampe'hi Number of varieties: 7

ma ti(ta)
paedka / one'ro / ionkorina / koti
sokonaki
pa'ho

Ene region only

cota
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TABLE 1-(Continued)

Feature Campa Name Remarks

Pigment
Achiote (Bixa orellana)

Bead seeds
Balloon vine (Cardiospermum

sp.)
Canna (Canna edulis)
Job's tears (Coix lacryma-

jobi)
Trumpet flower (Thevetia

peruviana)
[Unidentified]

Fish poisons
Barbasco (Lonchocarpus

nicou)
Chirrinchao (Phyllanthus

?acuminatus)
Huaca (Clibadium

remotiflorum)
Dye

?Bean family (?Leguminosae)
Sacred flowers

?Chaff-flower (?Alternan-
thera)

Marigold (Tagetes erecta)
Zinnia (Zinnia elegans)

Magical and medicinal herbs
?Alcaparro (Cassia ?tomentosa)
Castor bean (Ricinus

communis)
Iris family (Iridaceae)
Jambuassu (Spilanthes

oleracea)
Piripiri (Cyperus piripiri)
?Potato family (?Solanaceae)
?Primrose willow (?Ludwigia)
?Soapberry family

(?Sapindaceae)
Spiderwort family

(Commelinaceae)
?Tilo (Justicia ?pectoralis)
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

pocoti Number of varieties: 13 (?)

maaviki

anciriki
tio6iki

tdnoki

maniroso6ki

k6mo

pit i-i

va'kaSi

oyepari / iyorite oye'cari
santotea
[no special name]

Sp.: "santo" (saint)

[no special name]
[no special name]

kacirenci:i
mori'naki

kentaroncindki
kovl'riki

ivenki
bar*o (Si)
kentiy6ro
ponkaro / kanirisa'ma

Number of varieties: 70±

c v.ro§i

. I

pin (ci

kendis
Jimafintdki

Number of varieties: 17±

Nonhuman Components: Reared Animals (virdci)f
ocfti
tiapa
pada'to Sp.: "pato" (duck)

Dog
Chicken
Duck

aAlternative terms in the same or in different dialects within the River Campa cultural system are separated by a
slash. In this case, the word for woman is cindne everywhere but in the Perene dialect, where it is k6ya. The most
reasonable explanation for this is that the latter is a loan word from the Quechuan, as "Coya" is reported to be the
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TABLE 2
CAMPA TERMS FOR PERCEPTIONS

English term Campa term Significance

Sensing

I see nonei
I hear nokemi
I smell nokem(ah)enkati
I taste [no term]
I touch naheriki
I feel it nokemati*ro
I am full kemd(it)akena

Color categories

white-very light kitamar6(ri)
red kiti6nka(ri)
orange-yellow kiteri(r1/0)
green-turquoise-light blue kend3i(rl/o)
blue as6ri Sp.: "azul" (blue)

(note: rare in nature)
very dark (blue, brown, black) kisd(rl/o)
black pocita(r1/o)
rust-pumpkin pocona(ri)
cream-khaki-tan-brown- kamdra(ri)

olive drab-lead
light gray samdmpo "ash"
skin color akiteti
"-ish" -niro-, -henka-

(e.g., pumpkin yellow: kiterinirori; chartreuse: kiterihenkari)

old Quechuan term for the Incan "queen" (see Cieza de Leon 1959:41; Garcilaso de la Vega 1959:1, 127; Poma de
Ayala 1956-1966:1, 90-106, 353-366).

bThere are no special names for other food dishes.
CSome men also wear seed necklaces as chokers.
dToy rafts, canoes, and, these days, airplanes of balsa wood are also made and enter into children's play.
eThe cultivated plants taken over from the Caucasians include some if not all the bananas and plantains (today

second only to manioc as a vegetable staple); at least one variety of maize; some of the beans; the taro, tumeric, and
yam; sugarcane; most if not all the fruits; the marigold and zinnia; the castor bean; and perhaps some others. Papaya,
jambuassiu, Job's-tears, guava, and often tobacco grow without being planted. Assisting in the identification of
cultivated plants were Dr. Daniel F. Austin, Department of Biological Sciences, Florida Atlantic University; Dr.
Monroe R. Birdsey, Department of Biology, Miami-Dade Community College; Dr. Martha Meagher, Department of
Biology, University of Miami; and Dr. Homer V. Pinkley, Botanical Museum of Harvard University. Sources consulted
were Duke 1972 and Szyszlo 1955.

fThe chicken was taken over from the Caucasians, either directly or indirectly. The duck, less frequently en-
countered, can also be ascribed to a Caucasian origin, as the derivative character of its name suggests. The young of
many wild animals and birds are captured and raised as pets (virdci). One grub, called koh6ki or po§6ri, is raised for
food.
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TABLE 2-(Continued)

English term Campa term Significance

Taste sensations

sweet po?5d(ri)
sour, acidic kaW(ri)
salty potid(ri) / kati6(ri)
bitter kepzli(ri)

Quantification

nothing tekdci
half nianki
one apdro(ni) "not many"
two apite "a couple"
three mdvd "a few"
four ocipasdti "a pair"
five apapak6ro(ni) "one hand"
ten mddroni ndko "both my hands"
twenty mddroni n6iti "both my feet"
many 0ciiki

TABLE 3
NATURAL RESOURCES EXPLOITED BY THE RIVER CAMPA CULTURAL SYSTEM

Category Identification Campa Name Remarks

Animal Kingdoma

Game animalsb Mammalia poi'niri
Agouti Dasyprocta sp. §aro'ni
Armadillo

Carachupa Dasypus sp. eti'ni /a§63§i
Yangontoro kin te'ro Never eaten by some

Bear Tremarctus ornatus
Capybara Hydrochoerus ive'to Never eaten by some

hydrochaeris
Coati Nasua sp. kape'fi
Deer Cervus sp. man iro
Kinkajou Po tos flavus kica'ni
Monkeys

[Unidentified] heroni Black and white, diurnal
Woolly monkey Lagothryx sp. kamdrari
Howler monkey Mycetes seniculus ken i'ri
Mono blanco Ateles marginatus kohz'ri
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TABLE 3-(Continued)

Category Identification Campa Name Remarks

Musmuki
[ Unidentified]
Toc6n
Leoncillo
Frailecito
Maquisapa

Paca
Peccary

Collared
peccary

White-lipped
peccary

Porcupine
Squirrels

[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Tapir
Tayra

Game birdsC
Cock-of-the-rock
Curassow, Razor-

billed
Doves

[Unidentified]
Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[ Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Guans
Blue-throated

Piping-guan
Speckled

Chachalaca
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Macaws
Blue-and-yellow

Macaw
Red-and-green

Macaw
Military Macaw
Scarlet Macaw

Parrots and
parakeets
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Aotus sp.

Callicebus sp.
Hapale sp.
Chrysothryx sp.
A teles ater
Coelogenus paca
Tayassuidae
Tayassu tajacu

Tayassu pecari

Erethizontidae

Tapirus americanus
Galictus barbara
Aves
Rupicola peruviana
Mitu mitu

Columbidae

Cracidae
Pipile cumanensis

Ortalis guttata

Psittacidae
Ara caninde

Ara chloroptera

Ara militaris
Ara macao
Psittacidae

pitoni
3Nit6ni
to ka'ri
ci'pi
ciye'ri
covero / oA to
samani
Nin tori
kita'iriki

Sintori sanori / piraci
/ kasankari

/ o§eikianti
tonto'ri

meiri
patdro
kemdri
Oati

Black, diurnal

Red with white throat
Red

Eaten only in extremity

yorina
cam(ri

kanenkari
koncaro
pamoro
po toti
sampa'kiti

,ir6ni
tokiti

kanari

mara'ti

sankdti
ci6ni

kasa'n to

kimdro

meadnto
savaro

ero'ti
kin tdro
ter6ri
cirdka
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TABLE 3-(Continued)

Category Identification Campa Name Remarks

[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
Blue-headed

Parrot
Paucars

[ Unidentified]
Scarlet-rumped

Cacique
Yellow-rumped

Cacique
[Unidentified]
?Olive

Oropendola
[Unidentified]

Tinamou quails
Gray Tinamou
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[ Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Toucans
[ Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
Cuvier's Toucan
Chestnut-eared

Aracari
Emerald

Toucanet
Curl-crested

Aracari
Black-mandi-

bled Toucan
Trumpeter, Pale-

winged
Woodpeckers

[ Unidentified]
Crimson-crested

Woodpecker
[Unidentified]

[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Pionus menstruus

Icteridae

Cacicus uropygialis

Cacicus cela

?Gymnostinops yuracares

Tinamidae
Tinamus tao Kleei

Ramphastidae

Ramphastos cuvieri
Pteroglossus

castanotis
A ulacorhynchus

prasinus
Pteroglossus

beauharnaesii
Ramphastos ambiguus

Psophia leucoptera

Picidae

Phloeoceastes
melanoleucos

vaonti
kan i'ro
memeri
pare'to
san tero
bokl'o
bori'to

konti
mankori / kefi'to

cir6 ti

cori perapera'ti
cori ponea

cori sa'nori

kenc6ri
kontona
onki'ri
paciri
sonka'ri / toa'ri
lankor6ti
3iri'nti
ciovero
6ampah/vdti

/ barampampdati

kanohapa / kaneohapa'ri
kdonkari
kid.ri
opempe
pifi'ro

pi§iti

cemirinkadri

Wri

Uakdmi

nodhe
ciko6nti / bovdvati

&amdnto
arz'ti
homa
koa'cere / kote'ri
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TABLE 3-(Continued)

Category Identification Campa Name Remarks

[Unidentified]
Small birds

[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
Blue-crowned

Trogon
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
Barbet
Paradise

Tanager
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
Black-faced

Dacnis
Purple Honey-

creeper
Green Honey-

creeper
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Reptiles
Lizard
Turtles

Motelo
Charapa
Teparo

White cayman
Amphibians

Frogs
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Fishese
Scaled

[Name not
available]

[Name not
available]

Sapomama
[Unidentified]

Trogon curucui

Eubucco sp.
Tangara chilensis

Dacnis lineata

Cyanerpes caeruleus

Chlorophanes spiza

Reptilia
Lacertilia
Chelonia
Testudo tabulata
Podocnemis expansa
?Peltocephalus

tracaxa
Caiman sclerops
Amphibia
Salientia

Pisces

Crenicichla sp.

Crenicichla sp.

pantio
cime'ri / cati
kasa'nto kompe'ro
kentiokiri
kerz'to
kompe'ro

ko v 'va
mapi'ti
ompz'kiri
peci'nea
pitororo
pz'6oti

poiriki
soici
sakompiti
sip iti
tinkdri / benkf'ti
cirz'ntiki

conkirin 'ro

corin ('ro

W6mpi
yopanka

Wiki Eaten by some

konoya
sempi'ri
W6 taro

san'ri kitamordri Eaten by some

hee'nto
ho6ti
iye'nto
oa'nto
pirz'nto
copi'nto

asana (niha'tenisati)

asana (tamposati)

Triportheus sp. kapa'raro
kapesi
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TABLE 3-(Continued)

Category Identification Campa Name Remarks

[Name not
available]

Lisa
Paco
Paco
Corbina
Sabalo
Anchoveta
Anchoveta

Chambira
Boquichico
[Name not

available]
Pez perro
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available
Yahuarachi
Palometa

Scaled, small!
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Names not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Unidentified]
Mujalita
[Names not

available]

[Name not
available]

[Name not
available]

Catfish
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
Conchi
[Name not

available]
[Unidentified]

Apareidon
ecuadoriensis

Leporinus sp.
(Chalceus opalinus)

Salminus sp.
(Brycon sp.)
Tetragonopterus sp.
Astyanax sp. and
Bryconamericus sp.
(Myletes paco)
Prochilodus sp.
Curimata sp.

Hoplias malabaricus
Leporellus vittatus

Charax sp.

(Curimatus elongatus)
Mylossoma sp.

Creagrutus sp.

Creagrutus sp.

Odontostilbe sp. and
Knodus sp.
[Same as

kisoitokiri]
Characidium sp.

Astyanax sp.
Astyanax sp. and
Knodus sp. [same as

kisocate'kiri]
Bryconamericus sp.

Bryconamericus sp.

Pygidium sp.

Pimelodella sp.

Pimelodus sp.
Astroblepus sp.

kipadori

koa'na
koma'iri
komairi kisari / save
kovi'ri
mamori
mentia'ntiki
mereto

savyri
sim'mia t
gimamir6kiti

Number of species: 2

Number of species: 2

Number of species: 2

cenkori
ciroti

&akipatdri

&iopa / W6nWo
Womenta

aneank6iriki

kisoitokiri

kisocate'kiri

kisocovz'kiri

korioviri

saaventdri
sankoa'ti
tairipentaki

Number of species: 2

Number of species: 2

tiadiriki

bamonkiri

kirompi

kitokiti

kitoca
mate'ri

morio Never eaten by some,
because of bad taste
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Category

[Name not
available]

[Names not
available]

[Name not
available]

[Name not
available]

[Names not
available]

[Name not
available]

Tuva
Zungaros

Tongseya

Zungaro blanco
Tigre zungaro
Huacava

Salton
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Carachamasg
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Name not

available]
[Names not

available]
Eel
Stingray

Crustaceans
Crabs

[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Shrimp

TABLE 3-(Continued)

Identification Campa Name

Perugia sp. mota

Microglanis sp. and ponke
Pseudopimelodus

roosevelti
Pseudoplatystoma sp. santl'ci

Sorubim lima 'fevataronci

Rhamdia sp. and
Narrorhamdia nemacheir
[Same as mate'ri]

Pimelodus ornatus

Pseudoplatystoma
fasciatum

(Brachyplatystoma
filamentosa)

(Piratinga piraiba)

Chaetostoma sp.

Ancistrus sp.

Plecostomus sp.

Plecostomus sp.

Plecostomus sp.

Cheiridodus sp.

Ancistrus sp.

Loricaria gymnogaster and
Loricaria sp.
Synbranchus marmoratus
Rajiformes
Crustacea

Macrobrachium sp.

Remarks

/ covataronci
/ kotiki'ronci

sdori

tiotia'ntiari

titiro

kayonaro / IOci

kacdro / kitamar6ri
manitioci
omani

omani kitamarori
mon0o
toso
carava

hetdri kitetaki'ri

hetdri ceki'nti

kantdntori

kempi'ti

meconaki'ri

samoto

Ni'mpi

copiro

cirl'ni
indro / cive'ta

Number of species: 2

Eaten by some

osero
oironti
kz'to
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TABLE 3-(Continued)

Category Identification Campa Name Remarks

Insects
Zuri
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Unidentified]
Termite
[ Unidentified]
[Unidentified]

Cicada
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Unidentified]
Rhino-beetle
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Unidentified]
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
Wasp (larvae)
Leaf-cutting ant
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Incompletely

identified ]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Incompletely

identified]
Cicada
Cicada
[Unidentified]
[Incompletely

identified]

Insecta
Rynchophorus sp.

Erotylidae

Pentatomidae

Isoptera

Cicadidae
Diptera

Buprestidae

Dynastinae
Lepidoptera

Scarabaeidae

Sphingidae

Cerampycidae

Vespidae
Atta sp.
Hesperiidae

Sphingidae

Carabidae

Cicadidae
Cicadidae

?Saturnidae

emo
erama
ho6mpa
impf'ta
kahevike'ni

kama'to

kapo'te
kacz'kori
kemike'ni / kemr'kiti
kemirii / karia

/ karie'ni
kent6ri (koror6ti)
koh6ki / pol6ri

ko3§dnti

k6td
mdho
maneodna

mane6ro

masoa
onkora'to

parentike'ni

poko
poneadiri
sani
sankori; koye
sankoke'ni

serike'ni / po&aroke'ni

fintikeni
fintorinke'ta
SinWdi
Siopa
litovikeni
sitovike'ni / tontarike'ni

giverekf'ti
siverekiti pace'nta
tineori
tinke'ni
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TABLE 3-(Continued)

Category Identification Campa Name Remarks

[Incompletely
identified ]

[Unidentified]
[Name not

available]
Harlequin bettle

[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Unidentified]
[Name not

available]
Honey

Mollusks
Snailsh

[No common
name]

[No common
name]

[Unidentified]
[No common

name]
[No common

name]
[No common

name]
[No common

name]
[No common

name]

Bhrentidae

?Eburia

Cerambycidae

Rhinostomus
barbirostris

Apidae
Mollusca

Strophocheilus
popelairianus

Strophocheilus
popelairianus

Thaumastus
melancheilus

Thaumastus
melancheilus

Plekocheilus
fio ccosus

Corona regina

Asolene sp.

tinko'Tari

caratori / Sip a
ci(r)ontiaiki

cirompe (perori)
/ cir6(ni)

bako(pi)keni
Marindri
Wdro

..viki

piciha

pomporo

map6to

Nin&inedki
sankl'ro kimonak*'ri

sankl'ro irihan naki

cairindki

kepi§indnkiri

tiontz'ik i

Eaten by some

Plant Kingdom1

Bark cloth
Bead seeds
Castigation (stinging

nettles)
Construction, etc.
Cosmetics
Food

Fruit trees
Fungus

Hunting and fishing
magic

Medicinals
Psychotropic plants, etc.
Palm trees

Number of species: 2
Number of species: 18
Number of species: 3

Number of species: 50±
Number of species: 6

Number of species: 18
Number of species: 10
Number of species: 16

Number of species:
Number of species:
Number of species:

various purposes
Number of species:
Number of species:

Planting magic
Spinning and weaving

70±
7

15;

2
2

1 975 547
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TABLE 3-(Continued)

Category Identification Campa Name Remarks

Tinting and dyeing Number of species: 7
Wrapping food (leaves) Number of species: 4

Mineral Kingdom

Earth kipdci Pottery clay, etc.
Salt ti'vi
Stone mapi Various purposes
Water niha

aldentifications of mammals, reptiles, and some miscellaneous items are taken from Gilmore 1950; Raimondi 1905;
Szyszlo 1955; and Villarejo 1953. Birds were identified from specimens in my possession by Dr. Maria Koepcke,
Museo de Historia Natural, Lima, Peru; common names were subsequently derived from Meyer de Schauensee 1970.
All fish identifications were made by Dr. James W. Atz, Department of Ichthyology, the American Museum of
Natural History, from specimens supplied by me (with the exception of those in parentheses, which were taken
mainly from Szyszlo 1955 on the basis of local Spanish names). Insect specimens were identified by Mr. John C.
Pallister, Department of Entomology, the American Museum of Natural History, and Sr. M. Doarojeanni, Universidad
Agraria, La Molina, Peru. Snail specimens were identified by Mr. William Old, Jr., Department of Living Invertebrates,
the American Museum of Natural History. All gaps in the Identification column are due to failure to obtain specimens
or, in the case of several insects, the difficulties inherent in identifying immature specimens.

bThe rabbit (kima), the sloth (soroni), the "small brown squirrel" patidnkori, and the "nocturnal kicdni-like"
6isonti are considered demonic and are not ordinarily eaten. For arboreal creatures not otherwise identified, the
Campa descriptions of them are given here and in the Remarks column.

CMany of these birds not only serve as food but also provide pelts and feathers for adornment, etc. Hummingbirds
(conk*ri, Trochlidae), as sacred birds, are killed only for their pelts. The motmot (hiriti, Momotidae), because of its
bad taste, is also killed only for adornment. The small bird maYokor6ti, bad tasting, is never eaten except by some
Campas living in the hills.

Woodpeckers kirih&ti and koNirisoditi are never eaten.
eUnder this heading, in the Remarks column, the number of species in my sample, when more than one, belonging

to the same genus and given the same name by the Campas, is indicated in each case. Specimens belonging to the same
species but given different names by the same informants, are indicated with the use of brackets in the Identification
column.

fThe small fish macirenkari (Paragoniates sp.) is never eaten because of its foul smell.
gCarachama icdpite kedci ("water sprite's needle," Sturisoma sp.) is never eaten.
hSnails are listed here, generally, in order of decreasing size. It appears that the Campas give more than one name

to the same species on the basis of a noticeable difference in size.
iAs little purpose is served by listing here all the wild plants utilized by the River Campas, I have resorted to the

artifice of grouping them according to the major uses to which they are put, setting aside only palm trees as a special
category. The number of plant species that can be ascribed to each category is indicated in the Remarks column.
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TABLE 4
CAMPA KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY
(Tambo dialect-first person singular.)

Relation Male Ego Female Ego

my father
my father's brother
my father's sister;
my mother-in-law

my mother
my mother's sister
my mother's brother;
my father-in-law

my brother;
my male parallel cousin

my male cross cousin
my sister;
my female parallel cousin

my female cross cousin
my spouse
my husband's other wife
my son; son of my sibling (or

parallel cousin) of my sex
my son's wife; daughter of my

sibling (or parallel cousin)
of opposite sex

my daughter; daughter of my
sibling (or parallel cousin)
of my sex

my daughter's husband; son of my
sibling (or parallel cousin)
of opposite sex

my grandfather/grandson
my grandmother/granddaughter
my godfather/godson
my godmother/goddaughter

apa
pavadori
aironci

ina'
mamanciki
koki

iye

ani
cto

nohinaco'ri
nohi'na

not(i)omi

(ne)an l'o

neoti

&iine // noWdrine
iOd // nosadro
!(i)ame-ti
sl(i)ame't(i)o

apa
pava'(ini)
ayo

ina
nana
kooko

ha'ihi

nohimecori
eetio

nea'tio
noh 'me
nocarone
not(i)omi

neyatayero

tineinci

nosari
nosaro
l(i)ameti
s9(i)amit(i)o
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TABLE 5
NAMED GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES ENCOUNTERED ALONG THE

APURIMAC-ENE-TAMBO AND PERENE RIVERS

Side of
Rivedz Name of Feature Kind of Featureb SignificanceC

Apurimac-Ene-Tambod

Apurimac
Right Mapitonoari
Left Santa Rosa
Left Luisiana
Right Samaniato
Left Sankiorato
Right Kempz'ri
Left San Francisco
Right Teresita
Right Omdya
Right Coritidro
Left Piyeni
Right Pi&dri

Left Kintiarodro

Left ~Sdvea
Left Sivia
Left Kempitirl' Iki
Right Otdri
Left Ak6mpi
Right Neriydro
Left Yociva

Right Kesto
Left Kataripanko

Left Omrpikirz'ni
Right Sankoatidri
Right Comparipanko

Left Mayapo
Left Pisiket('ni
Right Ko viriari
Left Mantdro

Ene
Right Soki'ri
Right Cirotia'ri
Left Pakicari
Left Simpentiaridto
Right Manitipdnko
Left C7amirodri

Left Tonontodri
Left Yavfro

tributary
tributary
(plantation)
tributary
tributary
tributary
(highway terminal)
(plantation)
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary; (Reforma

Agraria station)
tributary; bad pass

tributary
(Catholic mission)
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary

tributary
cliff

mountain ridge
tributary
cliff

tributary
mountain ridge
tributary
tributary

cliff
tributary
tributary
tributary
cliff
tributary

cliff
tributary

samarni (the mammal Coelogenus paca)
sankoro (a small lizard)

corf'ti (a small bird)

kintdro (a parrot)
[name not uttered in passing for

fear of shipwreck]
save (a scaled fish) (?)

kempi'ti (the fish Plecostomus sp.)

se'ri (tobacco)
ioci (the fish Pseudoplatystoma

fasciatum)
kest'to (the bird Cacicus uropygialis)
katdri (the bird Anhinga anhinga);

-panko (house)
omp!'kiri (a small bird)
sankoati (the fish Astyanax sp.)
compari (the egret Casmerodius

albus); -panko (house)

kovi'ri (the fish Salminus sp.)

ciroti (the bird Cacicus cela)
pakz'ca (hawk)

mani'ti (jaguar); -panko (house)
aramz'ro (a wild vine chewed with

coca)
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TABLE 5-(Continued)
Side of
Rivera Name of Feature Kind of Featureb SignificanceC

Tanci'niro(panko)
Kori'ri
Paci'ri
Catafirenci(panko)
Poto'i

Yaniria'to
Pocitakiridri

Comave'ni
Tive'ni
siritipdnko

Ko viripanko

Kemp*fri

Anapati
Kotivireni

Mam*ri
Tipirdto
Kofire'nci

(?)f
Tianati
Koaroni
Sankiroaro(ni)
(?)f

(?)f
Kacinkdri

Kite'ni

(?)f
(?W
Kipacia'ri
Sanive'ni
Kamancin 'roni

Mete'ni
Pamaki'i7ni)

Mancinciani
Koakitipanko

Pakicapanko
Compironcini
Pihireni

cliff
tributary
tributary
cliff
tributary

tributary
tributary

tributary
tributary
cliff

cliff

tributary; (S.I.L. mission
school)e

tributary
tributary; (Catholic

mission station)
tributary
tributary
tributary

tributary
tributary
cliff
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary; (S.I.L. mission

school)e
cliff
cliff
tributary
tributary
cliff

tributary
tributary

tributary
cliff

cliff
cliff
tributary

paci'ri (a tinamou quail)
catafirenci (feather back ornament)
pot6 (the tree Ficus anthelmin-

thica); -§i (leaves)

poci'ta (black); kz'ri (the palm
Guilielma sp.)

firr'ti (fish net) (?); -panko
(house)

kovi'ri (the fish Salminus sp.);
-panko (house)

koi'ri (the monkey A teles
margenatus)

sankl'ro (the snail Thaumastus sp.)

kacinkari (that which is cold, hurts)

kiteri (yellow-orange)

kipa'ci (earth)
sa'ni (wasp)
kama'nci (respiratory infection);

-niro (false, demonic)

pama'ki (a wild fruit tree); -4i
(leaves)

mdnci (woman's robe) (?)
koa'kiti (a small hawk); -panko

(house)
pakz'ca (hawk); -panko (house)
coompir6nci (bone-pendant sash)
pihiri (bat)

Left
Left
Left
Left
Right

Left
Left

Left
Left
Left

Left

Right

Left
Right

Right
Left
Left

Left
Right
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

Left
Right
Right
Left
Left

Right
Left

Right
Left

Right
Right
Right
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TABLE 5-(Continued)
Side of
Rivera Name of Feature Kind of Featureb Significancec

Right Coritipanko

Right Cikire'ni
Right Picikid(ni)
Right Kosiriato

Left Pocoteni
Right Tisonipa'nko
Left TaveWaro
Right Kencoria'rl/o

Right Mihanipdnko

Center Otika
Left Tarove'ni
Left Saore'ni
Center Paropateni
Left ~ankire'ni
Left Pto. Ashaninka
Right NenkeMdni

Right Meme'rini
Right Mampia'roni
Left Pare'ni
mbo
Left kironironi
Right Kentipanko;

Kisopdnko
Left Setdroni

Left Di'mda
Right Opempenironi

Left Kamandrini
Left Naronimorinteni
Left Santdro

Left Meretari
Right Tiv 'ha
Left Tonkdma
Right Onkoria'(ni)
Left Cavl'ci
Left Sankenaronto
Left ri'mpare Ka§i'ri
Left Koadri(ni)
Left Paromaronkia'ni
Right Tontoripa'nko
Right Ciperitdki

cliff

tributary
tributary
tributary

tributary
cliff
tributary
tributary

cliff

bad pass
tributary
tributary
bad pass
tributary
(Protestant mission)
tributary; (S.I.L. mission

school)e
cliff
tributary
tributary

hill
hill

cliff
whirlpool

tributary
cliff

tributary
cliff
tributary; (S.I.L. Mission

school)e
tributary
salt spring
pool
tributary
stone
petroglyphs
cascade
tributary
tributary
cliff
cliff

borf'ti (a small bird); -panko (house)
[demon's house: name not uttered

while passing]

pi'ci (a bee)
kohri (the monkey A teles mar-

ginatus)
pocoti (achiote)
tisoni (vulture); -panko (house)

kencori (the bird Tinamus tao
Kleei)

mihani (meteor); -panko (house)
[where bad souls fall]
otz'ka (dam)

nenke'ci (necklace)

sironi (a dove)
kentz'paro (a bird) (?); -panko

(house)
kiso-(hard); -panko (house)
setdro (funnel)
[name not uttered while passing]
si'ma (fish)
opempe (the toucan Ramphastos

cuvieri); -niro (false, demonic)
kamana (a wild tree)
saroni (the mammal Dasyprocta sp.)

mer'to (the fish Astyanax sp.)
tz'vi (salt); -ha (liquid)

cavici (vagina)
sankenare'nci (drawing)
iXimperi kaflri (Moon's fish screen)

tontori (porcupine); -panko (house)
cipe'ri (mat)
[demon's house (ivanko man-

koite)]

[

Tai

L
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TABLE 5-(Continued)
Side of
Rivera Name of Feature Kind of Featureb Significancec

Sokotaha
Koriteni
[Mlh
Pitoci

Karantoni
Dore'ni
Pioteni

Masarove'ni
[M]h
Mednto(ni)

Tairiaroni
[Mlh
Otika
Oferdto
Mankoitepanko

Daoridto
Onkoneni
Makavarz7ni)
Manihironi
Kamahe'(ni)
Mahereni
Ov*'ri
Mahe'ni
Mankore'ni

Ciyeridto
Direciadto
(?>f
Pihire'ni
Ceni

PiSf'teni

tributary
tributary
rock outcrop
pool

tributary
tributary
tributary; (S.I.L. mission

school)e
(former plantation of

Sr. Hugo Nuntez)
tributary
rock outcrop
tributary; cliffs

tributary
rock outcrop
tributary; bad pass
tributary
cliff

tributary
tributary
tributary
rock (Penia de Wertheman)i
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary

tributary
tributary; (S.I.L. mission

school)e
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary; (plantation of

(Sr. Victor Camacho)
tributary

(plantation of Sr.
Francisco Pita Montes)

tributary; (S.I.L. mission
school)e

M6ko (lime)
koriti (sweet potato)

pitoci (canoe)
[name not uttered while passing]

meanto (the macaw Ara militaris)
[demons' houses (mankoite):

ivdnko virako6a (Caucasians'
house);

iva'nko pdtiri (priests' house);
iva'nko &Sri (Highland Indians'

house)]
tdiri (a wild tree)

otz'ka (dam)
oliro (crab)
mankoite (a class of demons);

-panko (house)
gdori (the fish Rhamdia sp.)
onkona (a wild tree)

man!hi (a large poisonous ant)

mankori (the bird Cacicus
uropygialis)

ciyeri (the monkey Chrysothryx sp.)
^£ire'ci (ghost)

pih 'ri (bat)

piffti (the toucan Aulacorhynchus
sp.)

[
Right
Right
Left
Right

Right
Right
Right

Right

Left
Left
Right

Left
Right
Left
Left
Right

Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right
Right
Left

Right Anapati
Left Matoveni

Left
Right
Right
Right
Right

Right

Left

Right Poyeni
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TABLE 5-(Continued)

Side of
Rivera Name of Feature Kind of Featureb SignificanceC

Left
Right

Left
Right
Left

Savareni

Potoato
vikapdha
Mamoriari

Right Maya'po
Left Kogireni

Right Kapitiri
Right iaravaha

Left gintive'ni
Left Samdireni(ni)
Right Kimpitia'ri

Right Saoria'to
Left Kamaroha
Left Santanedri

Left Marankia'ri

Right girintia'ri

Left (av6ha
Left Impanikia'ri
Right Civetdri
Right &mpo

Left (?)f
Left (?)f
Left Kanoha

Right Simd(paha)

Left

Perene
Right
Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right

Atalaya

Koacironi
Anairo6ni
Pampa Silva
Saria'rini
Dimdpankoni
CipiWir6n Iki
Marankia'ri

Pirihatenkaroni

tributary
(plantation of Sr. Pedro

L6pez)
tributary
tributary
tributary; (plantation of

Sr. Hugo Nuiiez)
tributary
tributary

tributary
tributary; (plantation of Sr.

David Pent [forfeit])
tributary
tributary
(plantation of Sr. Trajano

Ysurieta); tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary

(plantation of Sr. Pedro
del Aguila); tributary

(plantation of Sr. Angelo
Ratteri); tributary

tributary
tributary
tributary
(plantation of Sr. Juan

Tante); tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary; (plantation

"La Colonia")
tributary; (plantation of

Sr. Grimaldo del Aguila)
(town)

Perendl

tributary
tributary
(port)
tributary
cliff
tributary
tributary; (Adventist

mission school)
tributary of

Marankidri

savaro (the macaw Ara macao)

po't (a wild tree)

mamori (the fish Brycon sp.)

ko3siri (the monkey A teles mar-
ginatus)

?ardva (a fish of the zungaro type)

Sinti (a wild tree)

Mori (the fish Rhamdia sp.)

santdni (the bird Steatornis cari-
pensis)

mardnki (snake)

firi'nti (a tinamou quail)

impdneki (sand)
cive'ta (sting ray)

kanoha (spongy ground)

svimd (fish)

Sima' (fish); -panko (house)

maranki (snake)

pirn'ha (dry)
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TABLE 5-(Continued)
Side of
Rivera Name of Feature Kind of Featureb Significancec

Left
Left
Right
Right

Koviriadni
Siamorokidrini
Paritdri
Asiropa'nko

Left Sampi'tironi
Left Apapanani
Left Kimaria'ni
Right Kiracamonteroni
Right San('panko
Left Potiarini
Left Tonkici'ni
Right Yaviniron Iki
Left Imanirokincite'ni

/ Maniroki'nci
Right Cireretini
Left Vakapadnko(ni)

Right Isokoki
/ Sokopa'nko

Left 2a(v)onar'ni
Right Paretopa'nko
Right Totira'ni
Left Kataripa'nko

Right Interote'ni
Right Savadkani
Right Pakicapanko
Right Imairote'ni
Left Irog£roteni
Right Siantdroni
Left Manitipa'nko
Left Tivandri
Right Ti6iroklXiki
Right Paretopa'nko
Left Meantopa'nko

Right Po to'inkeni
Right Incipaldri

/ IncipaZfin/ki
Left Yorinaki
Right Potiari'ni
Right Ciriarini
Right Otikaroni
Left Cirdrini
Left Camirimentani

/ Potiarini
Left Tontorimoroni

Left Pot6Winkini
Right Pomporia'ni

tributary
tributary
tributary
cliff

tributary
tributary
tributary
cliff and pool
cliff
tributary
cliff
tributary
rock outcrop

cliff
pampa

cliff

cliff
cliff
tributary
cliff

rock
tributary
cliff
two rocks
rock
tributary
cliff
tributary
pampa
cliff
cliff

waves
tributary

tributary
(Adventist mission school)
tributary
tributary
tributary
cliff

cliff

cliff
tributary

koviri (the fish Salminus sp.)
siamoroki (limestone)
pareto (a parakeet)
afi'ro (iron [Sp.: "acero"]);

-panko (house)

kemari (tapir)
kira- (red); camonte (pool)
sani (wasps); -panko (house)
potida(ri) (salty)
tonki'ci (bones)

maniroki'nci (deer's neck)k

vaka (cattle [Sp.: "vaca"]);
-panko (house)

soko (lime); -panko (house)

pare'to (a parakeet); -panko (house)

katdri (the bird Anhinga anhinga);
-panko (house)

kintero (a large armadillo)

paki'ca (hawk); -panko (house)

olero (crab)

mant'ti (jaguar); -panko (house)

tioirok2lWi (a small snail)
pareto (a parakeet); -panko (house)
meanto (the macaw Ara militaris);

-panko (house)
pot6 (a wild tree); -si (leaves)
incl'pa (a wild fruit tree)

yori'ni (the bird Rupicola sp.) (?)
potid(ri) (salty)

oti'ka (dam)

camiri (the bird Mitu mitu)
poti'd(ri) (salty)
tontori (porcupine); imoro

(its hole)
pot6 (a wild tree); -Ni (leaves)
pompori (an owl)
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TABLE 5-(Continued)

Side of
Rivera Name of Feature Kind of Featureb SignificanceC

Left gamorokizdrini
Left Saye'voro
Left Ciaratoni

Right Pin tdri
Left Oviriki

Satina'ki

Right Pocotidri
Left 2orinagiari'ni
Left M6nto

/ Comontoni
Right Kivina'ki
Right Cira'riki
Left Corinkaveni

Left Cottdni
Right Cirdrini
Left Cocz" Iki

Right Ciperivanti
Right Koyetari'ni
Right Sirinkditoni
Left Thkotdni
Right Koviari'ni
Right kivdreni
Right Morinkari'ni
Right Picandn Iki
Right Tampor6ito
Right Kompavditoni
Right Kim iri(ni)
Right Saniriperetakini
Right saromorenteni
Right Saoridni
Left Komempidroni
Left Impanekia'ri(ni)
Left Patiripa'nko

Right Simpitindni
Left Cirompidrini
Right Sankovatia'rini
Right Pi6tani
Left Kodcirini

A vantenz'ni

Left Koivdrini
Left Dinkikitdri
Right Kaninkidrini
Left Meritdrini
Right Conakisdrini

tributary
tributary
tributary

tributary
tributary
tributary of

Ovi'riki
tributary
tributary
cliff

tributary
tributary
grassland; (Adventist

mission school)
tributary
tributary
tributary; (former

Adventist mission)
mountain ridge
cliff
mountain ridge
tributary
settlement
tributary
mountain ridge
tributary
mountain ridge
mountain ridge
tributary
cliff
cliff
tributary
tributary
tributary
cliff

tributary
tributary
tributary
cliff
tributary
tributary of

Koa'cirini
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary
tributary

ciaro (the palm Scheelea tess-
mannii)

pocoti (achiote)
Eort'na(i) (a palm tree)
com6nte ([big] belly)

corinki (a snake) (?)

c6ta (a gourd)

cipe'ri (mat)
koye (leaf-cutting ant)
-Nirinka- (to subside) (?)

tamp6ro (drum)

saniri (cayman)

Mdori (the fish Rhamdia sp.)

impdneki (sand)
pdtiri (priest [Sp.: "padre" ]);

-panko (house)
§z'mpi (the fish Ancistrus sp.)
cir6mpe (grub)

kodcere (a bird) (?)

3Ynki (maize); -ki (kernel)

mer'to (the fish Astyanax sp.)
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TABLE 5-(Continued)

Side of
Rivera Name of Feature Kind of Featureb Significancec

Left Conkiridtoni tributary conkiri (hummingbird)
Left To tirani tributary
Left Pitocini'roni cliff pitoci (canoe); -niro (false,

demonic)
Right sivicdrini tributary 3ivica (rope [of bark or vine])
Left Kovantididrini tributary
Left Kapacdrini tributary
Left Conakildrini tributary
Left Samentocdrini tributary
Left Cimitenkdni tributary
Right Ip0( Iki) tributary1 mapi (stone)

/ Mapevani

aIn conformity with customary procedure, left and right are determined in terms of a hypothetical observer
looking downriver. Brackets enclose features situated at the same point on the river.

bFeatures in parentheses are Caucasian intrusions.
CMany Campa place names are derived from common words in the Campa language; the latter are given in this

column where the derivation is obvious or (as indicated by an interrogation mark) somewhat uncertain. Special
significances of certain features are given in brackets.

dProceeding from Mapitonodri, near the southem limits of Campa territory, to the mouth of the Tambo River.
The information provided in this section of the table and the next describes the situation existing in 1963-1964. For
comparable data, see Amich 1854:112-114; Arroyo and Perez 1936; Burke 1960a; Medina 1957; Portillo 1899, 1905;
Samanez Ocampo 1907.

eS.I.L.: Summer Institute of Linguistics.
fName of feature not known to the Campas who accompanied me.
gFeature passed at night and consequently not identified.
h[M]: merchandise (oarar6ncl) turned to stone, e.g., icivoteni £Wipane6ri (Spaniards' boxes, formerly).
iBelow this point only tributary names (and plantations) are indicated.
IThe Perene River or Pareni is formed by the junction of the Chanchamayo and Paucartambo rivers. The former is

called Kat6nko Pare'niki (Upper Perene) by the Campas. The latter is called Tiviari (from tdvi [salt]), for on tributaries
of this river there are salt mines that in former times supplied salt to the entire Campa nation and neighboring tribes.
The region of the salt mines is the historically important Cerro de la Sal, actually in Amuesha territory but close to
the Amuesha-Campa border. In this section of the table are listed the features encountered by me along the upper
part of the Perene, beginning with the tributaries across from Pampa Silva, the present limit of Caucasian extension
down along this part of the river, and proceeding as far as the Ip6(ni), or Ipoki. For comparable data, see Golewski
1933:147; Schlappi 1935:357, 361.

So called because this rock formation is recognized as having the shape and color of a deer's neck.
IAt the mouth of the Ip6(ni), or Ipoki, I left the Perene to journey overland to Satipo, so that the lower Perene

was not explored. Note, however, that below the Ip6(ni) are the Cascades of the Perene, called Cavdri(ki), a serious
obstacle to navigation from all reports (see Capelo 1895:11, 101-104; Golewski 1933:147; Larrabure i Correa
1905-1909:III, 188-189, 196; X, 245-246; Raimondi 1874-1913:11I, 440-441, 547-549, 554; Schlappi 1935:361).
Farther downriver, on the left, is the tributary Aoti(ni), the site of the former Catholic mission of San Tadeo de los
Antis. The stream came to be called the "Antis" or "Antes," later reverting to "Auchique" or "Aotziki" (see
Golewski 1933:141, 147; Izaguirre 1923-1929:IX, map facing 8; X, map facing 402; XII, map facing 176; Larrabure i
Correa 1905-1909:111, 188, 378; IV, 346; X, 246-247; XV, 402; Raimondi 1874-1913:111, 549, map facing 538;
Schlappi 1935:359; Schutz-Holzhausen 1895:180; see also Izaguirre 1923-1929:II, map facing 104; VI, map facing
18; VII, map facing 32; Raimondi 1874-1913:11, map facing 418; Sobraviela 1791:101, map facing 120). Near the
mouth of the Perene, and on the right, enters the tributary Pankd, or Pangoa, and there the Catholic mission of Puerto
Ocopa is situated.
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TABLE 6
THE SACRED BIRDS OF THE CAMPAS

Place of
Campa Name Common Name (or Description) Identification Residencea

White-necked Heron
Swallow-tailed Kite
(large hummingbird, blue-green with

white tail tips)
Anhinga
(white heron with black wings)
(lead-colored)
Scarlet-rumped Cacique

(small hummingbird, dark olive-green
with white throat and "belt")

(small)
?Roseate Spoonbill
(river fowl, black with yellow breast)
Barbet
(red with black shoulders)
Paradise Tanager
?Olive Oropendola
Oilbird
?Timelo
(guan with crest)
(dark brown back, light brown breast)
Black-faced Dacnis
Yellow-rumped Cacique
Great Egret
Hummingbirds
Purple Honeycreeper
Green Honeycreeper
Swallow-tanager
(blue back, white breast, red throat)
Cock-of-the-rock

Ardea cocoi
Elanoides forficatus
[Unidentified ]

Anhinga anhinga
[Unidentified ]

[Unidentified ]

Cacicus uropygialis

[Unidentified]

[Unidentified]
?Ajaia ajaja
[Unidentified]
Eubucco sp.
[ Unidentified]
Tangara chilensis
?Gymnostinops yuracares
Steatornis caripensis
?Parrajacana sp.
?Cracidae
[ Unidentified]
Dacnis lineata
Cacicus cela
Casmerodius albus
Trochilidae
Cyanerpes caeruleus
Chlorophanes spiza
Tersina viridis
[Unidentified ]

Rupicola peruviana

aThe right-hand column reports the places of residence ascribed to a number of the sacred birds by the shaman
Porekavanti (with the exception of those given in parentheses, which were provided by other informants). Most of the
birds unidentified as to place of residence are probably ot(lisati.

bThe shaman Porekavainti departed from the usual ascription of aavo's dwelling place to Ocitiriko by giving
instead Cimnnkani, a mountain ridge facing the Penia de Wertheman on the Tambo River.

CThere is some question as to whether mank6ri and keU(to are the same bird.

aavo
agi'vanti
kamevira

ka tdri
kaWn o
koviva
mankori

/ keYl'toC
neoronke

ompt7iri
pit fri

pitonto
pitororo
pic6'co
pi ti
ponea
santdni
kanke'nti
gimponi
cimpe'ni
cirt'ntiki
ciroti
compar
conk fri
conkirin z'ro

corin ('ro
&iironka

Ure'pito
yorz'ni

(Ocitiri'ko)b
Ocitir(ko
Intatoni

Ocitiri'ko
(Ocitir('ko)
OtIfi
Otz7i

Intat6ni

Ocitiriko
Otifi
Otifi
Otili
OtzWi
Kivi'nti
OtlZfi
Ocitir('ko
Ottfi

Kivi'nti
(Ocitiri'ko)
Intatoni
Ocitiri'ko

Otl7i
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TABLE 7
NONHUMAN WITCHES: ANTS

Materials Sucked Content of
Ant Species Symptoms Out by Shaman Shaman's Dream

katitori toothache, rotting gums, or pus- nothing yellow dog
tules in the mouth (infants: [lirikonka: food refuse]
pustules on head also)

kacz'kori chills, followed by pain in penis; earth (as where one urinated) yellow dog
bloody urine

kiteriki'ri intestinal fever; swollen leg or nothing white dog
jaw; skin eruption [§irikonka: food refuse]

man (hi chills; stabbing pains old leaves and small twigs black dog
onkonanketo skin eruption (entire body) nothing nothing
sankori cutting pains in abdomen; nothing agoutia

bloody stools [§irikonka: leaf fragments]
§ari'ma lumbar and knee pains; chills larger leaves and twigs yellow dog
tontanaki'ri lumbar and knee pains; chills old leaves and small twigs yellow dog

aAccording to Porekavanti, the appearance of §ar6ni (agouti) in a shaman's dream indicates witchcraft due to a
human witch or to the leaf-cutting ant sankori, while the appearance of sank6ri in a shaman's dream indicates
witchcraft due to a human witch.

TABLE 8
CAMPA TERMS FOR BODY PARTS, SUBSTANCES, AND FUNCTIONS

English Term Campa Term

my head
my head hair
my face
my forehead
my eyebrow
my eyelash
my eye
my nose
my nostril
my mouth
my lips / my lower lip
my pursed lips, beak / my upper lip
my tooth
my canine
my molar
my tongue
my chin
my cheek
my ear

noito
noili
novbro
novanka
notamako
noYimpereki
nbki
noiri
noirina
novante
nocera
nocbvi
nahi
notinkamenahi
nocitipankanahi
nonene
nonbma
nosbriki
noyempita
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TABLE 8-(Continued)

English Term Campa Term

my whiskers
my neck, nape
my throat, gullet
my shoulder and upper arm
my elbow
my inner elbow (antecubital fossa)
my lower arm
my wrist
my hand
my finger
my thumb
my middle finger
my little finger
my fingernail, toenail
my armpit
my chest
my breast, mammilla, milk
my pectoral (male)
my upper abdomen
my navel
my lower abdomen, waist
my abdomen (hide and flesh only)
my penis
my penis (child)
my testes
my vagina
my mons veneris
my shoulder blade
my back
the small of my back
my hip
my rump
my anal cleavage
my anus
my upper leg
my knee
my inner knee (popliteal fossa)
my lower leg
my hamstring (tendo calcaneus)
my foot
my toe
my body hair, fur, plumage
my axillary hair
my pubic hair
my skin
my flesh
my fat
my blood
my menstrual blood
my blood vessel, tendon
my ligament

no3ipatbna
nocano
noneamento
noPmpa
noyenWx'ki
noavita / noaviro
nohempeki
noaviro / noavita
nako
nakocapaki
nancarote (pako)
notinkami (pako)
nocimpina (pako)
nosetaki
nobpena
nonehi
nocbmi
nocominehi
nombti / nocbmonte
nombito
nocaki
nomonkimaszi
nostvi
nobnki
noacareki / noyemaicoki / (chicken:) noasicoki
nocavi / nocekaro
noyempori
noWbketa
notapi
notete
nofbrita
noceiti(ki) / notepoki
noWbme (ti) ki
noti(a)oki / notiambro
novbri
noyerito
notankoca (ki)
notavato
nosapeca
noiti
noiticapaki
noviti
noliva
nolivacaiki
nomdina
novaca
nor&hi
niraha
nirahati
nogica
nosape
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TABLE 8-(Continued)

English Term Campa Term

my heart
my brain
my windpipe
my lungs
my stomach
my small intestine
my large intestine
my colon
my liver
my gall bladder
my spleen
my pancreas
my kidney
my bladder
my bone
my bony protuberance
my skull
my mandible
my spine
my ribs
my lower sternum
my marrow
my placenta
my umbilical cord
my tear
my mucus
my saliva
my sweat
my cerumen, grime
my semen
my urine
my excrement
my breaking of wind
I blink
I weep
I breathe
I sneeze
I snore, make noise
I yawn
I cough
I eruct
I expectorate
I vomit
I ejaculate
I urinate
I excrete
I break wind
I bleed
I eat
I drink
I sleep

nasankana / nos ire
noinapaca
nanenkamento
novihonkari / (fish:) nosintipari
noseito
namporeca
nombtire
nosirite
nanatari
noyepite
notara
nos inkana
nosbnki
nocinimbti / nocinimento
notbnki
noYonkarbki / nosankirite
noitotaki
nonomat6nki / notapin6ma
nomitica
nomereki
nonehipataki
noherepi
nanatari
nombito (ca)
nohaaki
nbha
nohneva
nomasavine / nomasavire
notobmpe
nokobe / nobce(paca) / (Perene region:) noYapen&ki
nocina
notia
nosanti
nokimaoki
nira (aka)
nanenki
natisanki
nopbimati
nasanki
natbheti
natarai (ro)
nokitibhi
nokamaranki
okamaranki nokbT&
nocinta
nofita
nosain tia
nirahani
no (ak)a
n ir
nomaai
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APPENDIX 2. MACHIGUENGA TEXTS

TEXTS RELATED TO DENIZENS OF
THE UNIVERSE: THE GODS AND

GOOD SPIRITS

The following accounts, translated from the
Spanish, describe Machiguenga beliefs concerning
the present-day activities of the lunar deity. The
first to be presented here, Pereira's account
(1942:243), does not deviate greatly in its first
two paragraphs from what we have ascertained
for the Campas, although the last two paragraphs
exceed what the Campas profess to know about
the matter:

The god Cashire, so beneficent at first, besides
giving the Machiguengas manioc and its precious
seed [sic] had also constructed a sort of trap (Shi-
perenchi) in the Urubamba River, in which were
caught, as if by enchantment, incredible quanti-
ties of all kinds of fish.... But on retiring from
this world he destroyed the trap, the remains of
which, according to the story, are yet to be seen
a short distance upstream from the mouth of the
Tuitemi River on the Urubamba.

In place of the earlier trap he constructed
another in one of the great rivers that cross the
sky, not to trap fishes but rather the corpses or,
more precisely, the souls of the people whom he
sentences to death-especially women and chil-
dren, whom he enjoys particularly since becom-
ing a cannibal.

Next to that trap, to inform Cashiri of the
prey that fall into it, a being called Shirichan-
chani is always on guard. His master responds to
his call when there is booty, kills the victims,
smokes them, makes a package of them all, and
returns with that cargo to his house, very
pleased.

But that guardian or watchman, who formerly
was a human being, is also wont to be moved by
the regrettable destiny that awaits those who in
life were his fellows. Therefore, instead of detain-
ing them when they fall into the trap, he allows
them to escape. Going immediately to his master,
he tells him untruthfully that nothing has fallen
into it, and so he [Cashire] retires. When things
happen in the sky in this way, it comes about
here on earth that the ill who were on the point
of dying end by regaining their health.

Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 6) reported a
similar understanding of the present situation,

the details of which, however, are not recognized
by the Campas:

The Moon made in the Tsungabeni River, trib-
utary of the Meshiareni, a trap called shimperen-
chi, like the one used by the Machiguengas to
collect fish. But his purpose was to fish for the
cadavers that the river carries along. The trap is
so perfect that no cadaver falling into it can rise
and escape. It is looked after by a toad who
never leaves it. When some cadaver falls in, the
amphibian shouts "tantanar6ki-ir6ki, tantana-
r6ki-ir6ki" (an onamatopoeia of its croak that
literally means: "the toad tantanar6ki and his
eye"). As soon as he hears the call, the Moon
comes running with a stick in his hand with
which to kill the cadaver. He arrives, beats and
kills it immediately, cuts off the hands and feet,
roasts and eats them; the rest of the body he
converts into a tapir.

Padre Garcia elsewhere (1937-1938:XX, 68) de-
scribed a Machiguenga is3mpere Kas'iri on the Uru-
bamba in the following terms:

The low dale at the mouth of the Kiteni and
Koshireni is called by the Machiguengas Komem-
penike-"place of the vine komempi." The Moon
had made use of this species of vine long ago,
they say, to tie the poles of the trap shimperen-
chi that he constructed there in the Urubamba
with the aim of collecting in it the cadavers of
the Machiguengas that the river carries off-for
the Moon subsists on cadavers.... Even today
they point out the place where the trap was,
and continue to call it Ishimpere Kashiri-
"shimperenchi of the Moon." It is a place where
the Urubamba funnels from both sides toward
the center, and plunges on with considerable tur-
bulence, four hundred meters above the Kiteni.

Finally, Padre Grain's account (1957:91-92) is
provided below; it should be noted that the sub-
terranean river and other details, and the role
played by katdri, are not recognized by the Cam-
pas:

According to legend, when we men die he [the
Moon] eats us. In effect, at the moment that the
soul disengages itself from the body and descends
into the abyss, Kashiri sets out a shimpirinchi
(cane fishtrap), and traps us in it. Actually it is
not only the soul that goes below but the entire
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man. It should be noted that below-sabipatzake
-there is a great river, which forks at a certain
point. Kashiri dries one branch so that almost all
the water passes through the other. Very close to
the juncture he sets out his trap with great skill.
The dead swim downstream in search of another
land. On entering the branch where the shimpi-
rinchi is placed they are caught and begin to
shout. When he hears them, Kashiri runs quickly
over there, seizes them, and, since from their
shouts he sees that they are not entirely dead,
kills them again with blows from a stick and
throws them on the rocky beach. Afterward he
carries them to his house, removes their hearts,
roasts them on a cahuito (a kind of trivet made
of four legs of wood with sections of cane on
top), and eats them. Later he grips the heart of
each and blows on it to make it revive, the same
man as before reappearing in body and soul. The
latter can then see with loathing and fear that
Kashiri is having a feast with the flesh that for-
merly was his.

When this man gets hungry, Kashiri makes
him imagine momentarily that this flesh is not
his but rather that of kiemari-tapir-and he
eats it also. But after he has eaten it, it makes
him nauseous and he vomits it up.

In this manner he lives a long time with Ka-
shiri (and all the dead have the same experience).
On one occasion he was invited to fish, and so he
beheld the skill with which Kashiri set out the
trap at the juncture-otzegua-and how the souls
went weeping into it. He saw them, actually, as if
they really were fish, according to the narrator of
this little story. He also beheld how Kashiri
seized the souls, cudgeled them, and threw them
on the rocky beach. Afterward, he said to him-
self, the Moon eats the dead people-kamachirini.

On one occasion he [Kashiri] had caught an
enormous quantity of those "fish." Making a
large hoop, which he tied with forest lashing-
tzibicha-he laced them to it, and carried them,
already roasted, on his back to where the earth
ends and meets the sky. From that point he as-
cended to the highest part of the firmament,
where he shines in the form of the moon.

It should be understood, the legend adds, that
such an ascension can only be accomplished by
those who are like Tasorinchi, i.e., similar to
God. The stars-imp6kiro-are all ananerite, very
tiny people, dwarfs. They are up above, but they
cannot descend and ascend like Kashiri.

When it is first quarter the Moon appears in
his fullness, like a great crown, acquiring com-
plete roundness. This signifies that he has by

then gathered many people and has food for a
long time.

When the dead do not pass by the otzegua but
rather by the main branch, they swim very deep,
and in the depths they encounter the kdteri, a
species of black duck. . .. If the dead are good,
he carries them very happily to his house, and
gives them abundant food. As both are Machi-
guengas, the kdteri and the kamachirini greet
each other courteously.... Later they begin a
long and animated conversation, [kdteri] asking
him a thousand details about his life: whence
does he come, what did he do on the journey
before arriving there, whom did he encounter on
his voyage, etc. He invites him to live with him in
his house, where already there are a great many
kamachirini, who are happy in his company,
since they lack nothing that a Machiguenga might
desire.

On the other hand, when the dead are bad, he
[kdteri] greets them dryly and lets them pass by
with great disdain.

The Machiguenga words given in this last ac-
count might be commented upon. "Kashiri," of
course, is the same as the Campa Kas*ii (Moon);
"shimpirinchi" is the same as the Campa simperi
(fish screen); "kiemari" is the same as the Campa
kemdri (tapir); "kamachirini" is presumably the
equivalent of the Campa kaminkari (he who is
dead); "Tasorinchi" equals Tas6renci (God); "im-
pokiri" equals imp6kero (stars); "ananerite" has
as its Campa equivalent Hananerite, which refers
not to the stars or celestial spirits but to the
celestial river in which they rejuvenate them-
selves; "kateri" is probably the same as the Cam-
pa katdri (Anhinga), which numbers among the
Campas' sacred birds. The term "sabipatzake"
may be isavi pacdke (rotten below); "otzegua"
may be equivalent to the Campa term odcaoha or
ocevo (island); "tzibicha" may be equivalent to
the Campa term tapeca, the name of a thin vine
used for lashing.

TEXTS RELATED TO THE AVIRERI
CYCLE

The Campa Avireri cycle has its counterpart
among the Machiguengas, for whom we possess
two extended accounts. The earliest of these was
provided by Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII,
9-12; 1943:235-236; see also Steward and Me-
traux 1948:550), and proceeds as follows:

The Machiguenga Tasorinchi. Among the first
Machiguengas who existed on Earth, there were
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various tasorinchi, i.e., powerful beings. None of
them had parents; they were all created from
nothing. The tasorinchi Kinter6ni, husband of
Parini tasorinchi, was the most powerful. Seeing
that he had power to make persons from noth-
ing, he wanted to create a new tasorinchi more
powerful than himself, and with one breath he
created Yabzreri, whom his wife and he called
son, although in reality he was not. Berendkoni
tasorinchi, brother of Parini, became very fond
of his nephew Yabireri and obtained the consent
of Kinter6ni to carry the child to his home.
When his father saw him already grown, he made
him powerful, and he was such that, whatever
Machiguengas he encountered, he converted
them into animals. Berendkoni had many sons.
To test, when they were big, if they were sons of
his or not, he sent them to cut and carry on their
shoulders great tree trunks; those who could he
recognized as sons, but those who succumbed in
the test, he rejected. Besides the four tasorinchis
already mentioned, there is another called Shi-
g6biri. None of these tasorinchi died. Berendkoni
converted himself into the armadillo etini; Kin-
ter6ni was converted by his son Yab ireri into the
armadillo kinter6ni; Parini became salt rock; Ya-
bireri is at the end of the earth, and Shig6biri
lives downriver, far away, in a landslide on the
bank of the Urubamba River.

Yabi'reri Tasorinchi. The tasorinchi Yabireri
could do everything. With a single word he con-
verted the Machiguengas he encountered into ani-
mals. One day he saw a menstruating girl in a
menstrual hut and said to her, "Be converted in-
to a tapir." And, converted into a tapir, the girl
went running into the forest.

Seeing that her brother Yabzreri-her son ac-
cording to others-was very powerful and that no
one could match him, Parini tasorinchi invited
him to a banquet and dance, which was held on
the appointed day. On the dance area Parini had
spilled a certain slippery substance so that Ya-
b ireri would fall down a ravine. It actually
turned out as she wished. When the others saw
the tasorinchi disappear, they said to each other
with joy, "Now there is no longer anyone to con-
vert more Machiguengas into animals." But Ya-
bireri did not die. There in the depths of the
ravine he attempted to get out, but he could not.
As he was tasorinchi, he converted himself into
an ant, and so could climb; but in the moment of
stepping out he fell rolling to the bottom. He
converted himself into a wasp and flew up but,
when he wvas at the point of clearing the ravine,
he fell again. He then became a bamboo (kd-

piro) plant and grew rapidly, believing that he
could get out, but not even this way did he suc-
ceed. In a new and final attempt he converted
himself into a vine and climbed way up but, no
more fortunate than in previous attempts, he fell
down once again.

The reason for his failure was that, in order to
dance, he had taken off a small amulet that he
carried with him always, which was what made
him powerful. Sad Yabireri, seeing himself de-
spoiled of his virtue and that he no longer could
do anything, asked Pareni to toast some kernels
of maize for him to eat, and she brought them to
him. His forces somewhat repaired with that deli-
cious food, he marched off, saying that he was
going to bathe. Kinter6ni, the husband of Pareni
and father of Yabireri, knew nothing of all this.
He had been working in his garden, and on re-
turning he asked for his son. Pareni told him
what had happened. "Why have you done this?"
replied Kinter6ni, and tired as he was, he ran
after Yabireri. Those kernels of toasted maize
that he [Yabireri] had requested, he wanted to
sow wherever he passed. Kinter6ni ran as fast as
he could to catch up with him, and he came out
upon a garden where the maize sown by Yabireri
was already almost mature. He continued run-
ning with greater swiftness and found a garden of
maize with green ears. He ran more and more,
and arrived at another garden with maize re-
cently sown, a sign that the sower was not far
away. Kinter6ni continued running faster, and
came out upon another garden, where Yabireri
was sowing. Yabireri then wanted to close the
river downriver to drown all the Machiguengas,
and he already had part closed off with stones,
when his father Kinteroni said to him, "Pay no
mind, leave it be; why do you want to do that?"
Yabireri obeyed, and sat down; but lo and be-
hold he could not walk or even get up. Kinter6ni
said to him, "Don't be sad, come home; I will
carry you, and I will make you powerful once
again." And when Yabireri was slung on his
father's shoulders it occurred to him to blow on
the crown of his carrier, and he converted him
into the armadillo kinter6ni who went running
into the woods. If Kinter6ni had not followed his
son to intercept him, he would have finished the
Machiguengas with a flood.

Annoyed with his nephew Yab ireri-also
called Pachdkamue-for his having converted his
father Kinter6ni into an armadillo, and because
he converted many Machiguengas into animals,
and besides wanted to exterminate them with
that flood, the tasorinchi Berendkoni reproached
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him and said, "Why do you do these things?"
And he carried him to the end of the Earth, and
there nailed him to some trunks with seven
strong nails made from the palms kam6na and
kontiri. He pierced his hands, knees, and feet,
each with a nail, and his breast with one more.
There he is even today. He did not die; he is
alive, but immobile; if he moved the Earth would
shake and it would all collapse. He is so strongly
nailed that he cannot unnail himself. Now he
feels no pain because he has become accustomed
to it, but at first it hurt him very much. Since he
was nailed the Machiguengas began to get sick
and die. If he had not been nailed the Machiguen-
gas would not die....

Pareni Tasorinchi. This powerful woman was
sweet like salt.... . Her husband Sfiro sucked her
continually until one day, tired of it, she blew on
him, converting him into the bee siiro. Therefore
the inoffensive siiro bees like sweat very much,
as we see today, and light on people to savor
them. Pareni had another husband afterward,
called Tsonkiri, whom she gave fish to eat very
frequently. Tsonkiri did not know where she got
them in such abundance. One day he hid himself
behind a small mat to observe her, and saw that
she gave birth to them. Many emerged, good and
handsome, and she put them on little mats. When
she finished giving birth to them, she went out to
look for water to cook them. Taking advantage
of this absence Tsonkiri abandoned his hiding
place and went to hunt in the forest. He returned
in the afternoon, and his wife presented the fish
to him, as was her custom, to eat. "I don't want
fish from your belly," he said, "eat them your-
self." Sad to see herself scorned, Parini blew on
her husband and converted him into the hum-
mingbird tsonkiri, that then began to sip the nec-
tar of flowers and to eat spiders.

Parini did not die. She was converted spon-
taneously into a rock of very sweet salt, and is
downriver, toward the mouth of the Tambo
River. The Shimirinchi or Piro savages take much
salt from there, using axes. It looks like a rock,
but it is Parini.

She is the mother of all fishes. There she gives
birth to them and suckles them, and when they
have grown, they come upriver.

The other account of these beliefs among the
Machiguengas was provided by Padre Cenitagoya
([19431:185-192), as follows:

The first woman created by Tasorinchi, Pareni
by name, had a brother called Pachakamue. He
possessed the same power as Tasorinchi and lived

alone. He went from time to time to drink
masato in the house of his sister. One day that he
went to see her, he asked her about her sons,
who were many. She answered him that they
were playing in the trees.

"Careful that they don't become monkeys,"
Pachakamue said to her.

No sooner had he pronounced these words,
than all those children were converted into a
band of monkeys, deafening space with their
shrieks.

Another day he also went to visit his sister,
and he asked her why she did not take a daughter
of hers out of the seclusion in which she was held
due to having reached puberty. She answered
that she still had to remain enclosed for no less
than three moons.

"She is going to be converted into a tapir," he
said to her.

Since Pareni knew from experience that the
words of her brother effected what they signi-
fied, she opened the door and found her daugh-
ter transformed into a tapir.

Indignant because of the ignoble end that
their children had had, Pareni and Yangontoro
hatched the following plot against Pachakamue:
they would carpet the ground of the clearing
with the gelatinous cortex of the setico or shiari
plant ... and invite Pachakamue to drink ma-
sato.

Once he had passed the limits of sobriety,
they would carry him between them to the edge
of the ravine, and giving him a push, throw him
over the precipice.

They accomplished all that they had plotted.
Yangontoro went to the house, leaving Pareni,
just like a curious woman, to await the final de-
nouement.

Some hours after, Pachakamue came to him-
self. He raised his eyes and saw his sister up
above. He asked her how he had come to rest in
that place. His sister told him that he had fallen
because he had drunk excessively.

Pachakamue begged his sister to lift him up
with the help of her husband.

She told him, since he had so much power, to
become a cuqui or sdnkori-an ant that attacks
all cultivated plants and raises promontories to
construct its galleries-so that by climbing one of
them [a promontory] he could scale the height.

Quick as a wink, Pachakamue transformed
himself into a sdnkori. When the promontory ap-
proached the level of the ravine, it crumbled, and
Pachakamue saw it was impossible to achieve his
objective.
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His sister than counseled him to make a cane
or reed sprout, so that he could climb up it. The
cane sprouted and grew very near to the same
height, when unexpectedly it broke in several
places and Pachakamue could not realize his de-
sires.

Pareni called Yongontoro and begged him to
accompany her brother to distant regions.

Peering over the edge of the ravine, Yangon-
toro did not see Pachakamue, who had already
marched off.

Yangontoro went in pursuit. After much
walking he came upon some maize plants ready
to be harvested, because some grains of toasted
maize which Pachakamue was carrying in his bag
to eat had fallen.

Tlhis circumstance gave him to understand
that Pachakamue was very far from him.

He increased his pace, and saw on the path
other plants of the same cereal, recently
sprouted. This time Yangontoro deduced that his
brother-in-law was close by. He hastened his
pace, and at the end of a few days, he came upon
Pachakamue, who was constructing a great dam
in the river to drown everyone.

Yangontoro succeeded in making Pachakamue
desist from his plan, begging him at the same
time to follow him. Pachakamue agreed to this
invitation. While both were hiking, Yangontoro
flung himself on Pachakamue and killed him. In-
stantly there was an earthquake. Yangontoro put
on his crown and the earth ceased to tremble.
Immediately afterward he cut off Pachakamue's
head, pierced it with two nails of chonta, one
vertically and the other horizontally....

Once the crime was committed, Yangontoro
wanted to return home. But just as when he
came, he walked quickly, on returning he felt a
great inability to walk, so that he gradually was
transformed into an armadillo, which is what
Yangontoro signifies in Machiguenga.

Seeing that her husband did not return, Pareni
married the sweat bee, which at that time, they
say, was human.

One day when Pareni was weaving a cushma,
her husband approached her to lick the sweat
which ran copiously on her body.

The woman was angered by this lack of ur-
banity on the part of her consort. As on other
occasions he did the same again, Pareni told him,
"You are like a sweat bee!" Instantly, he who
until then had been her husband, was converted
into that insect.

Seeing herself a widow for the second time,
due to the metamorphosis that her previous hus-
bands had experienced, Pareni married Tz6nkiri.

When one day he came from work in his gar-
den, his wife presented him with some fish to
eat, which until then were unknown. Tz6nkiri
began to eat them, but as he observed that Pareni
did not try them, he asked her the cause of such
a rare abstinence.

Pareni told him that, having been in the house
all morning, she had had occasion to eat them.

Another day her husband again came from his
garden and she gave him the same fish to eat. On
this occasion she again abstained from trying
them. A certain suspicion entered Tz6nkiri on
observing this conduct. The following day, Tz6n-
kiri, instead of going to his garden, hid himself in
a contiguous habitation, behind a mat that he
had put against the wall. Tz6nkiri was able to
discover the origin of the fish and consequently
of the repugnance of his wife toward so exquisite
a mouthful. Pareni was the mother of those
lovely creatures.

When that day Pareni offered him the afore-
mentioned fish, Tz6nkiri did not accept them,
but rather reproached her for having given him
such food to eat.

Pareni said to him, "You will never again eat
fish, because of the contempt that you have for
them. From now on you will go from flower to
flower eating the pollen that the flowers pro-
duce."

Suddenly her third husband was transformed
into a hummingbird, which is what Tz6nkiri sig-
nifies in Machiguenga.

Pareni refused to marry again and she traveled
with the only daughter left to her along the Uru-
bamba River, and on the Tambo or one of its
tributaries, the two of them were converted into
rocks of salt. To that place, known by them now-
adays by the name of Pareni, the Machiguengas
say that the Piros of the lower Urubamba go to
supply themselves with this condiment....

Could it be by chance the Cerro de la Sal that
exists in Chanchamayo ... ?

Padre Cenitagoya's suspicion appears to be
well founded, that the conversion of "Pareni" (a
mythological figure unknown to the Campas) to
salt in Machiguenga mythology refers to the salt
mines of the Cerro de la Sal in the upper Pareni
or Perene region-where, indeed, the Campas'
im6ro Avireri is situated.

The motive of "Yabireri" (or "Pachakamue")
for damming the river, given in these accounts,
has no Campa parallel. The informant Sariti de-
nied that Avireri or Kz'ri, in their attempts to
block the main river, planned a general inunda-
tion. Rather, a hole was to have been provided
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into which the river could fall, letting some water
pass to arrive at Pa'ciakama's residence. In these
Machiguenga accounts, the figure of Kir disap-
pears, partly assimilated to the Machiguenga
equivalent of A vi'reri, otherwise omitted.

"Yangontoro" in Padre Cenitagoya's account
would be the large armadillo kintero. Padre
Garcia elsewhere presented the conversion of the
small armadillo etini as a minor transformation
tale (1935-1937:XVIII, 93):

The Armadillo Etini. This animal was for-
merly a Machiguenga who used very rough cloth-
ing, and trained himself in making excavations in
the ground. He ate only grubs and worms. Ya-
bireri converted him into the armadillo itini.

These accounts suggest that, unlike the Cam-
pas, the Machiguengas do not reverence conkiri
as a sacred bird. Katdri, the Anhinga of the rivers,
another sacred bird of the Campas, is likewise
presented in unflattering terms in the following
minor transformation tale provided by Padre
Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 93):

The Ducks [sic] Katari. There once were some
indolent Machiguengas who would work only a
little while and then go off to bathe. When Yabi-
reri saw their laziness, he converted them into
river fowl. When the dry season begins, their
parents, the yellow flowers of the trees shimd-
shiri and korinti, rebuke them, call them lazy,
and order them to work. But the kdtari flee from
their presence, going downriver to settle on the
beaches.

This depiction contrasts with Padre Grain's ac-
count presented on page 563 where "kateri" is
portrayed as a sacred bird of considerable impor-
tance.

TEXTS RELATED TO KASIRI THE
MOON: CANNIBAL ORIGINS AND

FLIGHT TO THE SKY

Machiguenga culture includes a myth of the
Moon and the origin of the Sun that falls largely
within the range of Campa belief. Three versions
of the Machiguenga myth are available in the lit-
erature. The first of these, again, was provided
by Padre Garcia (1935-1937:XVIII, 3-6;
1943:230-232; see also Steward and Metraux
1948:550), and may be translated as follows:

Formerly there was no manioc, maize, plan-
tain, or any other plant cultivated today. In
those times the Machiguengas ate only red earth,
like that used to make pots. They toasted it and

swallowed like chickens, since they did not know
how to chew, and did not have teeth.
A certain young Machiguenga girl being seated

(a Machiguenga euphemism for menstruating)
alone in a separate little hut, as is the custom in
such cases, there appeared to her a man, whitish
and taller than average. It was the Moon, who
brought her some pieces of cooked manioc for
her to eat. She accepted the gift; but, as she did
not know how to chew, she swallowed the
manioc, and it was necessary for Kashiri him-
self-so the Moon was named-to teach her the
way to eat. He told her not to eat any more
earth, that he would bring her food, but that she
should not tell anyone anything, not even her
own parents. The girl, obedient, ate no more
earth. Her parents brought it to her as usual, but
on seeing that she did not eat, they said to her,
"Why don't you eat the earth that we bring
you?" "Because I don't feel like it," she replied.
A few days later Kashiri returned and said to

the young girl, "I want you to tell your parents
all that has happened. And tell them, besides,
that from now on I will bring the food for every-
body, and that I am going to be your husband;
your parents will be my parents-in-law." Which
she did. She related everything to her parents,
and presented them with some manioc as a sam-
ple. They began to eat, and it seemed to them
such excellent food, that they said, "Kameti-
tdkie, it is very good." From that date they ate
no more earth.

Kashiri returned again, and this time he
brought seeds of manioc, maize, plantain, and
other edible plants that the Machiguengas culti-
vate today. He gave them all to the young girl,
for her in turn to offer them to her father and
plant them. He no longer concealed himself; he
permitted himself to be seen by everybody, and
with his future parents-in-law he personally dis-
cussed his main intent. They being predisposed
by these unusual bounties, it was not difficult for
Kashiri to obtain a favorable decision.

Once adopted as a son-in-law, he came to live
with the girl. Everybody was pleased with him,
because he had brought them good food and
taught them to eat. When he was bringing the
manioc, he passed near another little hut where
there was a menstruating Machiguenga woman.
She learned about the manioc and desired it ar-
dently; but Kashiri passed her by and gave her
none, for which, aflame with rage, she threw in
his face a handful of blood, and those are the
spots that are still seen today on the face of the
Moon.

One day Kashiri said to his wife, "Let us go to
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the river to bathe; but don't say anything, nor
get frightened, when some little fish touches
you." On returning from the bath, the young girl
felt herself to be pregnant. Not long after giving
birth, she went again to bathe, and he warned his
consort as before. Thus, successively.

Four children did the Moon have, all males.
The eldest is the Sun, called Puriachiri, which
means "he who heats and lights," and is known
also by the name of Shungdbari, which signifies
"he who revolves." The second is Saripoto, the
planet Venus. The third is called Kientiampa, the
sun that is below in Gamdironi. The last is the
sun of Inquite, called indifferently Koriyenti,
Kienti, or Tdbanti.

Each time that his wife found herself preg-
nant, Kashiri planted a kind of squash called
Kiemi, to feed the child that would be born. The
seed sprouted very well, and produced abundant
squashes. He planted the same for his last child,
but the sprouted seeds dried up after a few days.
He knew what that signified, so he said to his
wife, "You will not give birth to my child; we
have a manifest sign." Effectively, this last of his
children was so hot that he burned the insides of
his mother, killing her at birth. Angered, the
mother of the defunct rebuked her son-in-law
Kashiri most harshly, and said to him, "You are a
devil ... ; and since you caused the death of my
daughter, now eat her." "Wait a little," answered
Kashiri, "for your daughter will return to life."
The mother-in-law paid no attention to him and
again ordered him to eat her. After a few
moments the deceased returned to life, but she
no longer wished to live here on earth. She had
descended to Gamdironi and it had appeared bet-
ter there, so she died again, saying, "I am going
to live below; there it is very good." Her body
remained; only her soul descended. Kashiri,
grieved by the harsh phrases of his mother-in-law,
and burning with anger at the same time, gave his
face the customary terrifying aspect by smearing
it all over with red achiote, and with an angry
frown seized the corpse, saying, "You have
ordered me to eat it, I will eat it." He roasted it
and ate it, found it so tasty that he took a liking
to human flesh, and said, "Now that they have
made me eat human flesh, from now on I will
devour as many corpses as I can get." It was
entirely the fault of the bad woman who said it
to him, since Kashiri is a good person, and would
not eat Machiguenga corpses if that old woman
had not made him eat her daughter.

Kashiri, widower and embittered by the mis-
fortunes indicated, decided, as is the custom
among the Machiguengas on such occasions, to

change his residence. His son Kientiampa de-
scended to Gamdironi, and is the sun of that
land. He heats very little, and is bad, since he
causes rain here, precisely when the Machiguen-
gas clear their fields, so that the trees and under-
brush do not dry and cannot burn. Kashiri, with
his three remaining sons, ascended to the heights
where he now lives. His sons are the suns, and he
is the Moon. But Koriyenti, the youngest son,
burned them, and they could not tolerate him.
The very stones could not withstand his heat,
and burst. His father found no other solution but
to raise him and place him above, over the In kite
or Firmament, at a great height. There he re-
mains today, and is the sun that gives light to all
the stars or Ananerz'ite spirits, residents of Meshi-
areni. He is not seen from here due to the great
distance that separates us. Only two sons live to-
day with their father the Moon, they being: Sari-
poto (the planet Venus) and Puriachiri (the sun).
They live in Inkite, like the Ananerlite or stars.

The descent of the Moon's wife into "Gamai-
roni," where she remains to this day, was re-
ferred to elsewhere again by Padre Garcia
(1935-1937:XVIII, 134): "The wife of the
Moon, burned by her son Koriyenti, was the first
Machiguenga to enter Gamaironi, and therefore
the others who go there hold her in great esteem
and call her 'mother.' She is by now so ancient
that she has no teeth." The Campas have no such
tradition (see page 279, note 41).

The second account of these events from
Machiguenga sources was provided by Pereira
(1942:240-243); according to Tennant (1958:
75), Pereira was himself half Machiguenga-
which lends his publications a certain
authority:

In a certain region of the forest there existed,
in former times, a family of Machiguengas, whose
daughter, of extraordinary beauty, arrived at her
menarche or first menstruation. At the onset of
this menstrual period, her parents enclosed her in
a separate habitation, thus following the cus-
tomary rites in such cases....

In the times when manioc (Manihot sp.), later
the basis of alimentation, was unknown, the Ma-
chiguengas used as food a kind of clay that was
kneaded and cooked in hot ashes. On one of
those days when the parents of the young girl
absented themselves, as usual, to go supply them-
selves with that clay, the god Cashire (the Moon)
presented himself to her in the guise of a hand-
some young man, who after the initial greetings
and other compliments declared his love, ending
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by asking her to be his wife and fixing the date
of the nuptials for when she emerged from her
confinement.

Among the Machiguengas, good hospitality is
shown to someone who has just arrived by pro-
viding him with a mat to sit on and something to
eat. In accordance with such civility, the young
girl offered her guest the calcined earth that she
and her family ate. Cashire explained that such
material was not for eating but for the manufac-
ture of pots or vessels in which to cook manioc,
the succulent tuber that a certain plant produces,
that only he possessed, and that provides the
basis of alimentation of mankind. Saying this, he
took out of his shoulder bag some pieces of
cooked manioc, which he offered to his be-
trothed, urging her to try them. On helping her-
self, the young girl experienced a great satisfac-
tion with the goodness of the manioc, promising
to tell all-about it to her parents; but Cashire told
her by no means to inform them until he au-
thorized it.

The meetings and talks continued with the
greatest secrecy, the divine wooer remaining each
time more captivated. While the heart of his
future consort was being conquered, he no longer
was content to offer her pieces of cooked manioc
but instead he also brought the seeds [sic] and
planted them in the garden and environs. After-
ward he brought raw manioc and taught his be-
trothed to prepare with it a fermented beverage
that serves as a purgative as well as a beverage at
feasts. The day she emerged from her confine-
ment, she purged herself by drinking a great
quantity of said beverage, but several days before
she emerged . . . the divine suitor authorized his
betrothed to tell everything to her parents.

From the first moment her parents were sur-
prised and pleased with all that they heard and
saw, and their admiration was even greater when
the divine suitor presented himself to them in
person. Not doubting the advantageous alliance
that was offered them, they accepted very
willingly, granting the hand of their daughter.
Shortly thereafter they celebrated the nuptials,
at which were present the principal families of
the region, and the wedding was celebrated with
great festivals, at which they drank without cup
the excellent and intoxicating manioc beer
[chicha], prepared beforehand by the newly mar-
ried woman. More so than anyone else, her father
drank beer with unending mirth and merriment.
From then on, Cashire lived with the Machiguen-
gas, and from then on, also, they stopped eating
clay, because thanks to him they knew, besides
manioc, other food crops, such as maize, plan-

tain, sweet potato, magona, uncucha, etc., and
the manner of cultivating them.

After the wedding, Cashire wanted his wife
to conceive a child, for which purpose he invited
her to bathe in the river; once there and leaving
her on the bank, with water up to her waist, he
went farther in, warning his wife beforehand not
to be disturbed or alarmed when a materi, a little
fish, touched her. Despite the warning, she was
startled to feel in her body the mysterious act,
which provoked the laughter of her husband;
feeling somewhat offended by this, she revenged
herself on him, flinging in his face the juice of
the leaves of the Amanquerichi, which she was
then chewing. From this, they say, come those
indelible spots that the moon exhibits on his
face.

Cashire, probably because he was a god and
also for other reasons, did not want his children
to mix with mortals but rather to be transformed
into suns or stars; in which state they now exist
in the sky, although some are invisible. When his
first child was born, he planted or sowed at the
four cardinal points of the horizon the seeds of a
certain tree, and as only two germinated and
grew, he said to himself, "Here are indicated the
two extremes of the path along which my son
must pass"; and saying this he placed his son in
the east, to rise to the firmament from there. As
soon as his son reached the zenith his rays be-
came so ardent that with his heat the rivers dried
up and the earth itself burned with all its inhabi-
tants. Observing this, his father rushed to remove
him and place him in another region of the sky,
to serve as luminary there for other, more privi-
leged creatures. This is the "Sun" that never sets,
and is known by the name of Conti or Yguenti-
maranaia, as much for the size of his body as for
the high mission that he performs in the empy-
rean.

He made a similar attempt with his second
son, and as the rays of this one were more tolera-
ble than those of his brother, he was assigned to
illumine and animate the earth and its inhabi-
tants. He was named Inti or Poreashiri, "Sun
which lights and heats us," and which rises and
sets at determined points on the horizon, obey-
ing an immutable law.

Besides these two, Cashire had by his wife
other children, among which the last two were
twins of great size, who at birth caused the death
of their mother. The sad event was the motive
for the mother-in-law of Cashire breaking forth
in reproaches against her son-in-law, telling him
that he was the only one responsible for the
death of her daughter because like a lascivious
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sensualist he made her conceive child after child
so frequently. It did not help Cashire to promise
that during the night, with his power or virtue,
he would resuscitate her daughter if they placed
her beforehand in a place far apart. He proposed
besides that from the resurrection of the defunct
would be reborn two persons in place of one, to
suckle each one of the infants. The bad mother-
in-law, even more furious, continued hurling the
worst insults at him, even insisting that he eat the
corpse of her daughter, considered as a victim.
Cashire, much offended and unable to tolerate
the insults any longer, ended by putting into
practice what that implacable mother-in-law
commanded him. He seized the corpse, roasted it
in a separate place, and ate it there, becoming
thenceforth a cannibal without ceasing to be a
god above all in the sky, where he returned
mysteriously one day and where sometimes he is
seen accompanied, according to some, by one of
his sons ... and according to others, by his own
wife, a star, whom he gave in the sky a new life
and a better one than that which she lost on the
earth.

The third account, aberrant in certain par-
ticulars, was given by Padre Cenitagoya
([19431:192-196):

In the beginning, mankind was nourished with
earth. The food plants that we know today did
not exist. Here is the origin of some of them: a
girl, having recently reached puberty, was se-
cluded in a habitation, as the Machiguengas are
accustomed to do even today with their pube-
scent daughters.

Her parents left her a pile of earth with which
to feed herself during the days of confinement.

One day the Moon appeared to her in the
form of a man ... and said to her, "Don't eat
earth. Instead eat this cooked manioc that I bring
for you. But tell no one."

The young girl tried this tuber, and was very
pleased. The Moon said to the young girl, "Man-
ioc is planted with cuttings," and he entrusted
her with the secret, disappearing immediately
afterward.

Another day he came to visit her bringing
plantains, and taught her how they are
planted....

On a certain occasion her parents went to see
her and, noting that the earth remained intact,
they asked her why she had not eaten it. She
answered that earth was not food, but the
manioc and plantains that the Moon had brought
her were.

They advised her when the Moon came again
to inform them of his presence. When her parents
went to visit her, they encountered her convers-
ing with the Moon.

They asked him from where he had brought
those viands, and how they were planted. The
Moon answered that he had planted a garden
near the house and they could go see it when
they wished....

The parents of the young girl, moved by the
inducement, begged the Moon to live with her.
The Moon accepted the offer. . ..

The parents took their daughter out of her
seclusion, and . . . gave her to the Moon as his
wife.

While the young girl was bathing one day in
the river, the Moon approached and threw mud
at her belly. Indignant at this irregular conduct
of her husband, the young girl did the same to
him.

The Moon said to her, "Why do you do that?
I have thrown mud at you so that you will have a
child."

At the end of nine months the young girl died
in childbirth, and with her the child, as punish-
ment for the desecration she had committed
against the Moon. Indignant against the Moon,
the parents of the young girl wanted to make
him eat her corpse, but he felt horror at putting
into practice so repugnant an act.

Obliged in the end by the pressure exerted on
him by the parents of the young girl, he opened
the belly of his former wife, extracted the dead
child and resuscitated it. He ate half of the body
of his wife and with the other half he ascended
above.

The Machiguengas relate that the spots that
we see on the Moon are the macabre remains of
his former wife....

They also claim that until then only the sloth,
in a tenuous manner, shone in the firmament;
that the son which the Moon had with the young
girl was transformed into the Sun; and that the
Sun, in revenge for what his maternal grand-
parents had done to his father, remained for en-
tire days on the horizon, burning mankind with
his searing rays and drying the rivers and brooks.
A seripegari [shaman] ascended and succeeded in
making the Sun move, there being from that time
days and nights.

The "sloth" mentioned in this final account may
be the same celestial phenomenon which the
Campas call soroni (sloth), i.e., the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud.
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A TEXT RELATING TO ALTERNATIVE
COSMOGONY: PAVA AND THE SKY-ROPE

Padre Alvarez (1940:22-24) provided a rendi-
tion of a Machiguenga myth in which the sky-
rope motif appears:

In remote times ... the vault of the firma-
ment was not so high as now. Between it and the
earth there intervened only a space of the height
of a tree. The Machiguengas, the Viracochas
(whites) and the Puniarunas (Andean Indians)
were at the time all good.

From the earth could be heard the laughter of
the "Saangarite" or "good spirits"-who lived in
the sky.

The firmament or sky had an appendix or um-
bilicus called "omoguito Inkite" that united it
with the earth and was the latter's only sustainer.
On this appendix there was a kind of inclined
staircase by which the Machiguengas climbed and
entered the sky through a hole that was there,
where the umbilicus took root in the firmament.
In addition, the Saangarites descended by it to
visit the earth.

Viracochas, Machiguengas, and Pufiarunas all
spoke the Machiguenga language. There was only
one bad man who, when he climbed to Inkite
and was invited by the Saangarites to drink ma-
sato, drank to the point of drunkenness. In this
he differed from the others, who stopped at the
precise point of pleasant and prudent equilib-
rium.

Wanting to end the visits of this man, the Sa-
angarite decided to cut the appendix and let the
earth sink into the abyss. They communicated
their intention to those who were good who, no

sooner advised, gathered ... their property and,
carrying it, climbed the staircase rapidly to save
themselves in the firmament.

This plan did not fail to spread and reach the
ears of the bad man who, gathering hastily the
bulk of his things, ran toward the staircase with
his arrows in his hand.

He began to climb when no one was on it.
Part of the good people were saved above, in the
land of Inkite, and part below, in "Kipachi"
land.

Already the bad man believed himself safe;
but when he started to enter the sky, the Saan-
garite cut the appendix. The firmament rose sud-
denly to where we see it now, while the earth
sank, disappearing into the abyss.

The place on the earth where the good people
were did not fall and so they were saved.

When the bad man fell, the arrows that he
carried stuck into his body, and he was converted
into the porcupine "tontori."

At that moment the new earth, the present
earth, appeared, and the good people jumped on-
to it. The porcupine succeeded in doing the same
and so we see him walking in the forest. The
arrows that he carried are the spines that now he
has as hair.

Scarcely had they jumped, when the piece of
the old earth, which remained supported by the
new earth, sank as well, and the hole in which it
fit closed, leaving the earth intact.

Before this the Machiguengas, Viracochas, and
Puniarunas did not die. There were no sicknesses.
From that time sicknesses and death began. And
the Machiguengas began to know badness and be
evil-doers.
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